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PREFATORY NOTE.

By reason of certain circumstances which it would take too long to explain,

it has been thought advisable to publish the second volume of this work
before the first. T he Author wishes to apologi/e for the adoption of this

unusual order, which he decided upon with a view to avoiding further delays.

He hopes that no serious inconvenience will be caused, as the present volume;

forms an independent whole, devoted to Palestine, but excluding Jerusalem

and its environs, which will form the subject matter of Volume I. The only

difficulty is that the reader will have to refer to the first volume for the

facsimile of the numerous masons’ marks mentioned in the second volume,

as well as for those in the first. It was thought that it would be best to

bring together the main types of these marks, classified and numbered, into

a single comprehensive table, followed by a list containing all the necessary

references, and the scheme of the work made the first volume the natural

place for this table.

The Author thinks it incumbent on him to expressly remind the reader

that in this work he in no sense claims to treat c.v professo of the archaeology

of Palestine, or even to communicate the general results of the researches

which he has been pursuing in that field for more than seven and twenty

years.

He has endeavoured, as far as possible, to confine his remarks to the

points that he had special opportunity of studying during the period from

1873 to 1874—that is to say, in the course of the researches which

the Committee kindly entrusted him with—only drawing upon the data

gathered by him before and after that period in so far as they may help

to throw light on those points.

C. C.-G.

February, 1 896.



NOTE.

In the transcription of Arabic words and names, endeavours have been made to conform

as far as possible to the system adopted by the Survey Party. In order, however, to

represent certain shades of pronunciation to which the author attaches importance, it has

been found necessary to introduce certain slight modifications. The chief of these are

as follows : the ain is represented by the sign
f

instead of’, the latter being kept to denote

vowels elided in the popular speech
;
the vowels with the sign ^ over them, except in

Khtirbet
,
are short, furtive, epenthetic or prostheiic vowels, which find their way in either

at the middle or beginning of words, and have to be figured in order to give the latter

their proper appearance ; the combination at is occasionally employed to represent a

sound analogous to that which it has in French (akin to o
,

it
,
but more mute and very

short). The diphthong has been rendered sometimes by au and sometimes by d.

In several cases the long vowels have not been marked as such in certain words

currently used (thus sheikh
,

beit, fella/tin, etc., for sheikh, belt, fellahtri). Occasionally

discrepancies will be noticed in the transcriptions of the same words and names.

These mostly correspond to local and individual peculiarities of pronunciation, which

were noted for what they were worth, and which it was thought better to reproduce in

their original shape, instead of arbitrarily reducing them to more usual forms.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCHES IN

PALESTINE.

CHAPTER I.

FROM JAFFA TO JERUSALEM.

Jaffa .—We landed at Jaffa on Monday, November 3rd, 1873, after a

pretty fair passage and three days’ quarantine at Alexandria. There we

remained from the 3rd to the 6th, when we left for Jerusalem. I took

advantage of this short stay to gain some more knowledge of the city and

its surroundings, and a brief account of my observations is here appended.

Marble Bas-relief.—Some years before, on my first visit to Palestine,

I had noticed a large piece of a marble bas-relief, forming part of the flagstone

pavement in a house belonging to M. DamiAny, French consular agent at

Ramleh. I took the earliest opportunity after my arrival of going to look at

the fragment that had attracted my attention, in order to examine it more

closely, and to get a good drawing of it made by M. Lecomte. This

bas-relief, like so much of the old stone-work used in the construction of the

houses at Jaffa, came from Caesarea, the ruins of which town have been, and

still are, worked by the inhabitants of Jaffa in the same way as a quarry.

Of this bas-relief, which is of fine white marble, there only remains a

fragment, measuring 20 inches by 15 inches. It represents a large tragic

mask, much mutilated and broken from the nose downwards. The head,

viewed from the front, is rather finely done, and may belong to a good period

of Grceco-Roman art. To judge by the dressing of the hair, which is wavy,

by the arrangement of the fillet which encircles it, and by the general

appearance of the physiognomy, this mask probably belonged to a female

head— perhaps a Gorgon's. The eyes are deeply sunken, and the mouth,

which is to a great extent wanting, was doubtless open, with the conventional

B
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grin of the classical scenic mask. A fragment of cable-moulding on the left

side of the head, and the top of a wing on the right, seem to point to its

having formed part of some decorative scheme.

Other details again would lead one to suppose that this decoration

was arranged with a view to being looked at from below, so that it is more

likely to have belonged to the upper frieze of some large architectural

monument than to have formed part of the ornamentation of a sarcophagus.

May not this be a fragment of the magnificent theatre or of the amphi-

theatre built at Caesarea by Herod ?

ANCIENT MASK FROM C/RSAREA. SECTION OF MASK.

We made a circuit round the town, carefully examining the wall of

circumvallation to detect traces of ancient work or material. I noticed,

especially on the north side, towards the sea, a considerable number of fine

blocks with bossages

;

the natives assured me that these had been brought

from Caesarea and Acre.

— Here and there along the wall there are distinctly traceable old

foundations, now partly under water. I went in a boat along the southern

portion of the wall that separates the town from the sea. On the further

side of the projecting bastion, on which stand the light-house and the

legendary House of St. Peter, there stretches a regular harbour of slight

depth where the boats continually touch the bottom. This harbour is

surrounded by a belt of rocks, and goes by the name of Birket el Kamar
,
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they* Pool of the Moon.” All this part of the place, and the coast that

borders it, would well repay minute exploration—the beach is covered with

ruins apparently ancient.

— There is now living in Jaffa a certain Mussulman named ‘Aly Sido,

a retired master mason. This man, now of an advanced age, directed all

the works that were set on foot at the beginning of the century (?) by the

legendary Abu Nabb&t, Governor of Jaffa, the same that gave his name to

the pretty fountain, or Sebll Abu Nabbdt, which is to be seen near his

tomb, some ten minutes’ journey *from the town as you go to Jerusalem.

It would be most interesting to gather from his mouth, on the spot, precise

information, in technical tej-ms, of the extensive alterations that Jaffa under-

went at that period.

— A very intelligent young Arab living in Jaffa, by name Jibriil ‘Akkdwy,

told me of a handle of an amphora of terra-cotta, which had been found in the

gardens surrounding the town, “ in a cave,” and he showed me a rough copy

made by himself of the inscriptions on it. As far as I could judge from this

artless but well meaning reproduction, the inscription is in Greek, and probably

gives the name of the potter or of a magistrate. I shall endeavour to get a

look at the original or to purchase it, when I next visit Jaffa.*

— Two items of information from native sources :—To the north of the

town near the sea-shore, there exist, hidden under the sand, numbers of

“presses” built of masonry. Near the Nahr el 'ACija, to the north of Jaffa,

there is a Tell belonging to Ism&'il Aghd, where numbers of “bronze

idols ” were found
;
one of them was bought by one Dim6.

The Jewish necropolis oj Joppa. — On our departure from Jaffa on

November 6th, I desired to verify an important point which had long

engaged my attention, and was up to this time undetermined, namely, the

position of the burying-ground of ancient Joppa. I have now, I think,

settled it for certain.

With this view, instead of following the usual route, when we left the

city gates, our small caravan kept to the left, that is to say, to the north,

through the extensive gardens that close in Jaffa on every side. We soon

reached a small hamlet called Saknet Abu K’bir, where I enquired of some

fellahln. One of them took us a few yards further on into the middle of

some poorly tilled gardens, where I noticed that numerous excavations had

been newly made for building stone. The digging and removals had laid

Set further, p. 148.

a 2
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#9*

bare in several places numbers of sepulchral chambers hollowed out i» the

calcareous tufa. Similar graves have been discovered, it appears, all the

way from the hamlet of Abu K'bir to the Jewish Agricultural College,

•* Mikveh Israel,” on the other side of the road, and as far as the present

Catholic cemetery. Other fellahln said, “ between Saknet Abu K'btr and

Saknet el*A bid," on the road from Jaffa to Jerusalem.

The part of the burying-ground where we now were went by the name,

I was told, of Ardh Dhabita
,
or Jebel Dhabita

,

“ the ground ” or “ mountain
”

of Dhabita. The frequent mention of this nam& Dhabita struck me, for it

seems identical with that of the woman of Joppa, Tabitha
,
who was restored

to life by St. Peter. The Semitic meaning of thi$ name is given in the actual

text of St. Luke (Acts ix, 36), Aopjcds, “ a doe,” and some commentators have

rightly enough seen in this the Aramaic WP2I3 Tabitha ,

“ female gazelle.”*

The Arabic name Dhabita Ljak ,
though preserving the Aramaic form, shows

the accuracy of this identification, for it is connected with the word Luk

dhabia, which has exactly the same meaning in Arabic. Evidently the

memory of the resurrection of Tabitha helped to shape the name given by

local tradition to the burying-ground where that pious woman, though her

journey thither was on the first occasion postponed, must finally have found a

resting-place.f

This is doubtless the explanation of the legend whereby, even at the

beginning of the seventeenth century, the ruins of " Tabitha’s house” were

pointed out, not far from Jaffa, on the way to Jerusalem. It was probably

some misunderstanding that led the worthy Ouaresmius to apply the traditional

name of the burying-ground to some ruin or other that was visible there at

that periodj and which he calls “the house” of Tabitha.

* In this connection I may draw attention to a curious legend in the Talmud, according to

which all the male slaves of the household of Gamaliel bore the name of Tabi, '3B, and all the

female slaves that of Tabitha, KJYOC, (Levy, Neuhebr. Worterb., II, pp. 134, 538). It would

appear to follow that this name was especially given to slaves, and this would perhaps imply

servile origin in the Tabitha of the Scriptures. This holds good at any rate of the Greek

equivalent Dorcas, which we find borne by a female slave and an hctaera (Pape, Worterb. der

Gr. Eig., I, p. 319).

t During my stay at Jaffa in t88r, I remarked the existence of a great yearly festival in

honour of Dhabita on May 15th. All the inhabitants go in procession to the Sebil of Abu Nabbflt,

singing a kind of hymn, the words of which I was not able to note. The whole population of

Jaffa, without distinction of creed, take part in the solemnity, and make it a pretext for all sorts of

festivities.

+ Quaresmius, Eluc. Terr. S., II, 6 :
“ Non longe a ruinis Joppes, versus Jerusalem eundo

monstrantur fundamenta et residuum domus Tabithae.”
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^With the aid of a compass we took the bearings of the part of the

burying-ground where we stood, so as to find it again later on and carry out

some excavations and explorations. 1 1 is however easy to identify, as a large

garden bought by the Russians lies quite near it on the south.

The fellahin declared they had found in the graves we had just noted

lamps and vases of terra-cotta, and some stones with inscriptions on them, and

at my request one of them* went to look for a stone that he had put aside.

In a few minutes he did bring me a small marble titulus with a Greek inscrip-

tion of four lines and the characteristic seven-branched candlestick of Jewish

symbolism. I saw at a glance that it was the epitaph of a certain Hezekiah,

J>hronlistes of Alexandria. I hastened to acquire this precious specimen of

Helleno-Jewish funerary epigraphy,+ which settled once for all the nature of

the burying-ground that I had just discovered, and gleefully dropped this first

small victim into my game bag, that is to say, into the khurdj that hung at

my saddle bow.

Ydzlir.—After this short but fruitful diverticulum
,
we quitted this

archaeologists’ hunting-ground, whither I promised myself to return, and

wended our way towards the picturesque fountain of Abu Nabbiit, so as to

resume the usual route to Jerusalem, which we followed without noteworthy

incident to the little village of Ydzdr. Here I again deserted the high road to

go through the village, which lies to the left on slightly rising ground, and to

examine more closely an old building there—a church,J or small castle flanked

by buttresses. The only information of any interest that I could gather there,

was about the name of the locality. A fellah, less shy than his companions,

was good enough to inform me that Ydzlir was in the olden time called

Addlia,§ and that it was only later on that the town being taken by an

ancient king by main force, “ bez zor” received in consequence the name of

Ydzlir. Without attaching undue importance to this etymology, founded on

an attempt at a pun, I nevertheless thought well to note it. It is, moreover,

* Mohammed A'nany, the owner of a small harem (a non-irrigated garden) in the neighbour-

hood.

t See on p. 133 a fac simile and explanation of this inscription.

t At the end of the 15th century there used to be shown at Y&ztlr the remains of a fine

church, built in honour of St. Mary {Journal de Voyage de Louis de Rochechouart
, p. 71). It is

possible that these remains are those of the church in question
;
and this church perhaps is

none other than the undiscoverable Si. Mary of the Three Shades {trium utnbrarum), which,

according to certain documents of the Crusades, belonged to the diocese of Lydda.

§ The origin of this- name I do not see, but perhaps it should be connected with the

Arabic dd/ia
}
“ grape,” “ vine-stalk,” which is akin to the Hebrew rv^H dalit.
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remarkable that in these parts, as far as the mountains,* local tradition often

ascribes to the same place two names, one regarded as ancient, the other

modern. This peculiarity, which I was repeatedly struck with in my
earlier researches, deserves attention from anyone who may devote himself

to investigations into onomastic topography.

Gezer.— I had no time to do anything at Ramleh, where we put up for

the night
;
so that remains for another occasion. We set out at early morning

so as to be able to go by way of Tell el Jezery,
or Tell el Jezer, the site of

ancient Gezer. I discovered this by researches on the spot nearly three years

before, after having fixed on it d priori on the map simply by theoretical and

historical considerations. We took a direct course for this place, crossing

ground deeply fissured by the drought, in which our horses had the greatest

difficulty in making progress.

On reaching the summit of the Tell, we found a large house in course of

erection, and came across the sons of Mr. Bergheim, who were having it

built. They told us they had bought the whole hill and a certain portion of

land round it ; and I only hoped .that this acquisition—which had been made

after the discovery I made public, and probably in consequence of it—might

facilitate for us the exploration of the site of the old Canaanite city.

The operations undertaken by MM. Bergheim have led to the discovery

of some worked flints, of which they showed me some specimens. These

seemed to me extremely curious. There was likewise discovered there

about the same time a very interesting little terra-cotta figure, of which we

made a photograph and a squeeze in plaster. My report, written in 1874,

contained a detailed description of it, which I reproduce here, as, for reasons

with which I am not acquainted, it was not published at the time :+ “ The

authenticity of this object cannot possibly be doubtful
; a mere glance suffices

to show the gulf that separates it from the specimens of the Shapira collec-

tion (I mean, of course, those that I have seen); to say nothing of the style,

the material alone, which is hard, sonorous, and compact, in nowise resembles

the hollow and badly baked pottery of the latter. This statuette represents

a miniature figure of a woman in semi -relief, having on her head a sort of

diadem (in the shape of an embattled crown), with her two arms crossed

* This custom is not peculiar to the plains. I have noticed it in mountainous country

likewise. See, for instance, my remarks on Sha'fdt (Vol. I).

t The Quarterly Statement

\

1874, p. 75, contains a note on this object by the late

Mr. Charles Tyrwhitt Drake.
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under her breasts, in an attitude habitual with the divinities of the Cypriot

Pantheon ;
the attributes of her sex are represented with a naive exaggeration

which lends further support to this comparison. It may very well be that

we have here a sample of the current Canaanitish art applied to religious

needs, for it appears quite probable that this little figure represents a goddess

analogous in appearance and symbolic nature to those found in the environs

of Tyre and Sidon. It might perhaps be regarded as a representation of

the goddess Atergatis, or the goddess Astarte.”* The engraving of it will

be given further on in Chapter V, § VIII.

In passing I gave a glance at the great birkeh, of which I made a plan

on my first visit here in Mych, 1871 (see the'Appendix). This had now

been cleared out almost to the bottom.

Taking our leave of the new lords of Gezer, we crossed the whole length

of the Tell, and came down it in the direction of ‘Ain Yardeh and Kub&b.

As we went along I examined afresh the presses, the graves, and threshing-

floors cut out in the solid rock which had so impressed me on the

previous occasion. I believe I have succeeded in determining the character

and object of certain level spaces made in the rock, which then greatly puzzled

me—they are the sites of ancient houses. Thus, one sees here and there

four or five steps terminating in a quadrangular platform cut horizontally in

the sloping rock, and these cuttings are the tracks or footprints, so to speak,

of rude dwellings that are no longer existent. In other places it is perfectly

easy to make out a vertical cutting deep into the rock, where the back part

of the dwelling rested. It would be desirable, I think, to make careful

surveys of the most characteristic of these incisions and excisions, they might

throw much light on the construction of the primitive dwellings of Palestine.

Nothing but drawings and detailed plans would suffice to explain these curious

arrangements, and to give an exact notion of what a Canaanite city was like.

I meant to return and make these plans along with M. Lecomte.

Another observation that I made during this second and hurried visit to

the site of Gezer concerns the way in which the different quarters of Gezer

were arranged. In the middle of the Tell and at its highest point, which was

of considerable strategic importance, there certainly was built the fortified town,

the city properly so called. Around and about the Tell, at the foot of it, were

scattered small disconnected nuclei of houses, like satellites. The position of

* The passage in the Statement quoted in the Memoirs
,
Vol. II, p. 439, and mistakenly attributed

to me, ought in reality to be restored to Mr. C.T. Drake
;
the engraving accompanying it was done

from his sketch, which conveys but an imperfect idea of the nature of the object.
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these is marked by the workings in the rock that I mentioned above. This

straggling arrangement that I noticed at Gezer, but which Gezer is certainly

not the only place to exemplify, explains in a striking way, it seems to me,

that common expression in the Bible, “the town and its daughters.” It is

probably these isolated groups, which nevertheless formed an integral part of

the mother-city, that are so ingeniously alluded to as its “ daughters.”

The fullest details concerning Gezer and the discoveries that I made

there a few months after will be found in Chapter V of the present volume.

Cf. also the Appendix I.

Abu GhSsh .—On leaving Kub&b,* we quickened our speed so as to make

up for the time lost at Gezer. We merely halted a few moments at Kuryet

el'Enab, or the village of Abu Gh6sh, to visit the so-called Church of St.

Jeremias, of which a concession had been quite recently made to the French

Government. A few excavations, made since the concession, had partly

brought to light the crypt, which forms a regular subterranean church, and

contains a kind of vault with a spring full of water. We again noticed on the

stones of the upper part of the church those mason’s markst that I had

observed a few years before. These establish beyond doubt the Latin

mediaeval origin of the building
;

the \fj in particular is decisive in this

respect. Numbers of hewn blocks with bossages can be seen in the inner

walls, bearing a striking similarity to those used in the construction of the

church at Neby Shamwil, which also dates from the period of the Crusaders,

and of the ruined building at Kul6nieh.

A feMh told me of an inscription he had found, and promised to bring it

to me at Jerusalem.}:

In my conversation with the peasants of Abu Gh6sh I noticed the rather

curious fact that Abu Ghosh and 'Amwds have almost identical populations,

so to speak. The inhabitants move from one village to the other according

to the time of year, and make the two places in turn their winter and summer

abode. This fact points to a close connection between the two localities that

dispute with one another the honour of representing the Emmaus of the

Gospel.

§

* With regard to Bab el Wild, between Kubdb and Abu Ghosh, where we did not stop,

I extract the following entry from an old note-book (1871, VI, p. ioa) : “near the cafe is

Khiirbct Harsh” I consider it desirable to mention in passing the name of this locality, which

does not appear on the Map.

f See Vol. I, the special Masons' Marks' Table.

I It proved to be merely a fragment of an ancient Arabic epitaph.

§ It also explains certain incidents that will concern us later on.



CHAPTER II.

FIRST EXCURSION TO JERICHO.

On Friday, November 28th, we left Jerusalem for Jericho, where I had

various points to settle. I availed myself of the presence of Lieut. Conder

and Mr. Drake, who were then camping at ‘Ain es Sult&n, to join their party

and make myself better acqiihinted with them. We" spent five days in the

camp of these gentlemen, and met with the warmest welcome. On December

3rd we went back to Jerusalem.

To omit matters of inferior moment, there were two main objects that

led me to this short excursion in the neighbourhood of Jericho. The first

was to examine the site of the Hajar el Ashaft, which for various reasons,

both etymological and topographical,* I had for some time past proposed

to identify with the Stone of Bohan

;

the second was a plan for excavating a

burying-ground near Kumr&n, mentioned as curious by MM. Rey and de

Saulcy. In this place the latter gentleman thought, mistakenly in my
opinion, that he detected the name and consequently the site also of

Gomorrah.

In view of my projected excavations I had taken with me two fellahin

from Selw&n, who had worked for Captain Warren, and I procured from the

store-house of the Palestine Exploration Fund at Jerusalem a quantity of

tools, such as pickaxes, spades, levers and baskets. The natives of Jericho

are quite unreliable for this sort of work, as they themselves have recourse

to the fellahin of the mountain to till the ground for them, though this is done

in such a rudimentary way as to require no great exertion.

Our journey out was uneventful enough, except that, as we started some-

what late from Jerusalem, it was pitch dark when we got to the plain. Being

badly led by our two Selw&w’n6s,t we wandered about some two hours among

the thorn thickets before we lit upon the encampment, which was hidden from

view by the Tell el ‘Ain, at the foot of which it had been pitched.

* I have set forth the chief of these in the Revue Archtologique, August, 1870, p. 116 et seqq.

t Inhabitants of Selw&n. Plural form of the ethnic Selw&ny.
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Next day we left for 1 1 ajar cl Ashall and Khurbet Kumran, accompanied

by Messrs. Condor and Drake. I had already explained to them the double

object I had in view.

Jlajar el Ashah .—After crossing in turn a number of valleys, among

them Wad el Kelt, Wady Daber, and the small Wad el Asala, we reached the

territory (ardii ) of Hajar el Asbah. This is a small plain stretching between

the base of the mountains and the Dead Sea as far as a jutting tongue of land

of conspicuous appearance, which one of our Bedouin guides called, I think,

Edh dh'netb A>v>(?).

In the northern part of this plain well-nigh at the foot of the perpendi-

cular rock, lie four or five large masses of rock, doubtless fallen from the top

or sides of the mountain. One of these blocks, the most northerly of them,

almost cubical in shape, and measuring about 8 feet in height, was pointed

out to us as being the Hajar el Asbah ; it is cracked across the middle.

These small dimensions are in striking contrast with the importance

assigned to this mere mass of unhewn stone, with nothing striking in its

appearance, which has nevertheless given its name to the whole of a consider-

able region. Moreover, the shape of this stone by no means appeared to me
to justify the meaning that my theory has led me to assign to the Hebrew

Bohan
,

** thumb/’ and the Arabic Asbah (for Asbd\ finger/*

KfXK NEAR TUB HAJAR EL ASBAH.

On the other hand, I noticed close by, rising from the side of the

mountain, a solitary and conspicuous peak, with the appearance of which I

and my travelling companions were instantly struck. This portion of rock
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circumstantial name given to the peak in consequence perhaps of some
accident that happened to a certain H’meid [Su/is/i/,

" tumble”).

What arc we to conclude from these facts? It is quite possible that the

Arabic translation of the Hebrew name, alter being originally applied to the

peak which it would so well suit, has been transferred to one of the blocks that

have fallen from the mountain not far away. This conjecture, is supported to

a certain extent by the fact that the name sisbah has been extended to the

whole, oi a district (an///), as 1 mentioned earlier. It would therefore not he

unreasonable to suppose, that the name, after being spread abroad in this wav,

First Excursion to Jericho. 1 r

stands out vertically against the sky, and has very much the appearance of a

closed fist with the thumb raised, as may be seen from the two scrupulously

exact drawings that M. Lecomte made at my request.

Nothing could be more natural than to give to this finger-shaped rock

the characteristic appellations mentioned above
; but unfortunately our guides

assured us that the real II ajar el Asbah was the fallen block we hail just

seen. The curious peak they called by the name of Sa/tsul IFnu'id
,
or

Gournet Sahshl JFmctd. It appears to me difficult to connect this name in

any way with die Hiblical Fbcn Jiohati, since it is evidently nothing but a
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passed by formed a curious outline which reminded one of the etymological

meaning of the name.

To these various arguments I will add another that seems of some
weight in this important question of biblical topography. This peak marks
the precise point where the mountains that skirt the western coast of the

Dead Sea change their direction, or at least appear to do so to the spectator

who views their whole extent : it is at the end of the promontory, which as

you look from north to south closes the terrestrial horizon on that side,

apparently sinking sheer into the sea. Thus the point forms a natural

boundary, so that it would not be surprising to find it designated as one of the

landmarks on the line separating the territories of Benjamin and Judah.

This last consideration appeared to me so weighty, that I requested M,
Lecomte, when we got back to camp, to make a comprehensive sketch from

12 Archaeological Researches in Palestine .

may have returned and fixed itself to a block in this same district, and that

lying in the quarter where it is usual to enter the district, namely, the north.

We might also, in the last resort, make the shifting of the name date back to

tlie unknown period when the block was detached from the mountain. This

occurrence must have attracted attention enough at the time to attach to the

new arrival the ancient name which had been already extended to the whole

region.

1 picked up from the Bedouin who accompanied us a variant on the

name of this stone: Hajar es Sobch. Not only had the peak itself, which 1

was inclined to identify with the Stone of Bohan, a most characteristic shape,

but even the shadow which it threw on the mountain-side at the time we
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the summit of the Tell ‘Ain es Sult&n, of the whole plain of Jericho and its

horizon of mountains, from the Tawdhln es Sukkar to the Dead Sea.

The point which was the object of the observations is marked on the

horizon by a dotted vertical line.*

In the foreground to the left is seen one of the Tells of the plain of

Jericho, its surface disturbed by excavations
; on the right, in the extreme

background, are remains of ancient aqueducts, a Tell, and the ancient

road to Jerusalem, which descends obliquely down the mountain into the

plain.

It is to be noted that this peak only shows its outline in strong relief

when looked at from the north. Whan viewed from the south, as we saw it

later on our way back from Kumiin, of which I shall speak shortly, it had

lost its first appearance, owing in part to the change in the light. To make

up for this it now represented, with a well-nigh deceptive fidelity that struck

us all, a colossal seated statue in the Egyptian style. Thus, under all

conditions this peak assumes shapes well adapted to attract attention, and this

property alone would mark it out for the function of frontier landmark, which

the Stone of Bohan in the Book of Joshua is represented as fulfilling.

This topographical problem is one of the most difficult that the Bible

presents, and I do not conceal the objections that may be and indeed have

been raised to the connection I have endeavoured to establish. The
discussion of the question would be too far out of my way, but I propose to

return to it elsewhere
;

I may, however, answer at once two of the criticisms

passed on it. One is founded on an error of fact, and relates to a radical

difference said to exist between the name Asbak and the Arabic word Asbd,

“finger;” the latter word is correctly written with the sdd, and not, as has

been alleged, with the stn. The other is based on the fact that Hajar el

Asbah is six miles south-west of ‘Ain Hajleh, and as the Stone of Bohan was

situated between Beth Hoglah and the neighbourhood of Gilgal, the boundary,

on which it was a landmark, could not lie so far to the south. To this I reply

that, in my opinion, the mouth of the Jordan, at the time when the Book of

Joshua was written, must have been much more to the north, about as high

up as 'Ain Hajleh, the Dead Sea extending thus far and forming a marshy

lagoon, called in the Bible the Lashon
t
or “tongue” of the Dead Sea. The

western side of this lagoon giust have followed pretty closely the line of the

* The Hajar el Asbah itself was not visible from where we were, but the position of it was

exactly taken by means of the compass by Lieut. Conder.
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Z6r,
and of the district called elJeheiyir* A curious legend gathered by the

Igumen Daniel, and certainly based on a sagacious examination of the ground,

appears to allude to this ancient state of affairs, which was perhaps more

apparent in his time than now : “Of old time the Sea of Sodom went right

up to the place of baptism ,
but it is now four versts distant from it.”t

There is no need for me to insist on the importance and the results of

this primitive configuration of the ground, according to my restoration of it

from its present aspect. This restoration throws a flood of light on those

two verses of Joshua xv, 5, and xviii, 19, and does away with that sudden

and unaccountable bend which had to be made in the boundary line, following

the system hitherto universally adopted, from the present mouth of the Jordan

northwards to Beth Hoglah.

It also introduces into the problem of the Stone of Bohan a new element,

which I reserve for consideration later on. In the meanwhile I will leave

the question an open one.

Kumran .—After a short halt at the Hajar el Asbah we continued on our

way towards the south, in order to go and examine the site of the Khurbet

Kumran (pronounced Gumrdn), and especially the burying-ground noted at

this spot by MM. Rey and de Saulcy.

The ruins are insignificant in themselves, consisting of some dilapidated

walls of low stones and a small birkeh with steps leading to it. The ground

is strewn with numerous fragments of pottery of all descriptions.

If ever there existed there a town properly so called, it must have been

a very small one. The idea of identifying it, as M. Saulcy does, with

the Gomorrah of the Five Cities, is one which will not bear discussion from

the point#of view of either toponymy or topography, as I have formerly

* M. de Saulcy (in the Atlas to his Voyage autour de la Mer Merit

)

marks in this

neighbourhood a “morass like that of the Sabhka of the south,” and “another morass” as far up

as Hajleh. In the Memoirs, Vol. Ill, p. 168, “a dead level of grey mud ... a muddy
tract ... a mile wide.” I recognized here traces of the bottom of the ancient lagoon of

the Lashon.

t The sea is supposed to have fled at the sight of the Lord, and the Igumen quotes

Ps. cxiv, 5, d propos of this miraculous retreat.

In the time of the Hasmonaeans this district of the Jordan was still a marsh (&<>«), as

appears from various testimonies of Josephus (Ant. Jud., xiii, 1, 2, 5), and from the Book of

Maccabees (i, 9). I have treated this question as a whole on several occasions at the College

de Frame, and before the Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres

;

it will form the subject of a

special memoir, which I expect to publish shortly.
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proved.* It is a great pity that the notion has quite lately been taken

seriously by capable writers.t

The most interesting feature of Kumran is the tombs, which, to the

number of a thousand or so, cover the main plateau and the adjacent mounds.

Judging merely by their outward appearance, you would take them to be

ordinary Arab tombs, composed of a small oblong tumulus, with its sides

straight and its ends rounded off, surrounded by a row of unhewn stones,

D E

Pwilwn eflTuwbj IN 30”B :

A. General plan of the burying-ground. (The straight line miming parallel t

tinted wall ; the general direction of the tomlis is N. by zo” B.)

It I'lan of :i lomh. (The arrow show's where the head Jay.)

C, Cross section of the almve tomb, from A to It,

D, I’lan of a tomb idle e\r i t

E, Cross section of the above tomb from C to I).

the tombs and alongside the birkch represents

with one of larger size standing upright at either end. They are clearly

distinguished, however, from the modern Mussulman graves by their orienta-

tion, the longer axis in every case pointing north and south
,
and not east and

west. This very unusual circumstance had already been noticed by the

* Gomorrah
,
Segor <t Usjilks de Lot; later (Revue Critique, September 71b, 1885) I have

suggested that the name Gomorrah should perhaps he looked for in tliat of Wady Ghamr, 'Ain

Ghamr
,
to the south of the Dead Sea.

f Trelawnev Saunders, Map of Western Palestine.
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Mussulman guides of M. Rey, who made the same remark as our men, that

these were tombs of Kuffdr,
that is to say unbelievers, non-Mussulmans.

I made up my mind to have one of them opened. Our two men from

Selw&n set to work before our eyes, and we attentively followed the progress

of this small excavation, which presented, I may remark, no difficulty what-

ever. After going down about a metre, our workmen came upon a layer of

bricks of unbaked clay, measuring 1 5j inches by 8 inches by 4f inches, and

resting on a sort of ledge formed in the soil itself. On removing these bricks

we found in the grave proper that they covered the half decayed bones of the

body that had been buried there. We managed to secure a fragment of a

jaw with some teeth still adhering to it, which will perhaps enable us to arrive

at some conclusions of an anthropological nature.

There was nothing else whatever to afford any indications. The head

was towards the south, the feet towards the north.

The accompanying sketches give an exact notion of the dimensions and

arrangement of the tomb that I opened up, as also of the general appearance

of this puzzling cemetery. The main plateau, which contains the greater

number of the tombs, is crossed from east to west by a sort of path, separ-

ating these tombs, which are arranged with considerable regularity into two

unequal groups.

It is hard to form an opinion as to the origin of these graves, chiefly on

account of their unusual orientation. They may very well have belonged to

some pagan Arab tribe of the period which the Mussulmen call Jahiliyeh,

that is to say before the time of Mahomet. Indeed, if they had been Christian

tombs, they would probably have exhibited some characteristic mark or emblem

of a religious nature, for the use of unbaked bricks to cover and protect the

bodies, the considerable depth of the cavities, the regularity that pervades the

arrangement, and so on, show that these graves were constructed with a

certain amount of care and with evident respect for their intended occupants.

Riha (Erika).— I took advantage of the Sabbath to take a short walk

to Riha and the neighbourhood, in company with M. Lecomte. We paid a

visit to the Mutesellim of modern Jericho, who lives in the wretched Arab

Burj, in hope to get some information from him. I met with an inhabitant of

Riha who claimed to have discovered three stones with inscriptions on them a

few days before. These were probably nothing but fragments of sculpture,

such as we had already found at Tawdhin es Sukkar, pieces of capitals or

friezes, on which the Arabs insisted on our finding inscriptions.

We next entered an enclosed ground belonging, we were told, to the
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Russians, where, there. wa$ accumulated a quantity of ancient hewn stones,

procured hy excavation in the neighbouring Tells
,
for use in the construction

of a building projected by the Russians. We examined this building-yard, so

to call it, with the greatest care, and heard that it was chiefly supplied from

excavations made at Tell el Mullah.

We noticed a number of architectural fragments, such as mouldings,

carvings, bases, capitals and shafts of columns, pieces of entablature or friezes,

a piece of the side of a sarcophagus with garlands, etc. Some of the stones

bore a cross. A* little further on, in the garden, we noticed a huge block of

pink granite quite sunk into the ground. It would be highly desirable to

ascertain the exact origin of these fragments. They doubtless belong to

ancient buildings of somfc importance and of various periods, and might afford

the basis of a conjecture as to the site of ancient Jericho, or at any rate of

t b

A. Fragment ot stone column (of coarse limestone). Elevation (traces of dentils visible on one side),

ti.
,, „ ,, Profile,

C. ,, ,, „ ,, Plan looking down and section.

1>. ,, ,, „ ,, Plan looking up and section.

K. Slone corbel (of coarse limestone).

1\ Profile of n stone cornice (of coarse limestone).
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Jericho in the time of Herod. Unfortunately one cannot place unlimited

confidence in the assertions of the Arabs on this point. I must admit,

A. CANTA1. (01 COARSE J.IMKSTUNK).

Details of the Capital.—A. i’lan of the part above the abacus.

B. Section on line m-m.

however, that they were almost unanimous in mentioning Tell el Matlab as

the chief source of these stones; and this is in harmony with the tradition

of which I shall speak later on, which locates the site of ancient Jericho at
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Tell el Matlab. M. Lecomte employed the next day in drawing the most

interesting of these fragments.

We came back to the camp by way of this Tell el Matlab, which had

thus been brought to our notice, and observed, as a matter of fact, traces of

tolerably recent excavations, and also found there some blocks of hewn stone

that had been recently got out.

Environs ofJericho.—In the afternoon I went out by myself for a short

excursion to the north of Rtha. I took for my guide a felldh from el ‘Azeriyeh

(Bethany), who was in the habit of coming to Riha for the field-work, and

knew the neighbourhood better perhaps than the inhabitants themselves, the

latter being in such a state of degradation that it is difficult to get from them

any information whatever.

I first visited the Khdrbet el Mufjir, to the north of W. Nftei’ameh

( Wddy N'wPmeh), not far from the aqueduct which crosses the valley, and

which I was told goes by the name of Jisr Abu Ghabbdsh. The ruins of

Mufjir consist of small rounded heaps, extending over a considerable space

of ground. Some of them were excavated a few years before by Captain

Warren. These researches brought to light, among other things, a portion

of an apse with its convex side looking south. This may be the extremity

of the transept of a church with regular orientation. The same name

Khdrbet or Tawdhin (“mills”) el Mufjir is applied to some considerable ruins

lying about a quarter of an hour’s journey farther west, at the end of an

aqueduct carried on nearly semicircular arches. I noticed not far away a

small wddy, a lateral tributary of the Wddy N'we'meh. My guide called it

Wddy Mufjir, but afterwards some Bedouin of the neighbourhood assured me
there was no such name, and that this wddy was called Seurhdn. Others,

however, asserted that it was not a wddy at all, but merely a place called

“the Zakktims of Seurhdn” (z’g&mdt Seurhdn), after a certain Seurhdn who
had been killed there by the 'Adwdn Bedouin.

Ed-Drfh.—From here we directed our way towards *Ain ed Ddk, across

the region of the sanctuary “ of the ImdnTAly,” Ardh makdm el Inidni *Aly.

This sanctuary is held in the greatest veneration in the country round about,

and is often called the Makdm for short, as being the sanctuarypar excellence.

We shall soon hear of the curious legend that I picked up relating to this

Mussulman shrine. To get to the Makdm, we went by way of the Tell el

Bureikeh (.Ab'raikeh ).

The Makdm in itself presents no striking features.
, I first noticed a

Mussulman tomb protected by a low dry stone wall, and surrounded by a
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quantity of implements and miscellaneous articles, left there by their owners

under the protection of the holiness of the place. A little further on are

erected two large shafts of columns, intended to mark the precise site of the

Mak&m. A rising ground of small extent that lies in front is full of pits dug

in the ground, and similarly entrusted to the protection of the Saint.

The Makim lies at the foot of mountains bearing the name, founded on

legend, as we shall shortly see, of Mu'edhdhen Eb'ldl, “the place where fib’ldl

summoned to prayer.” This mountain commands all the country round, and

looks over the W&dy N’w6‘meh. This point being of great strategical value,

we should perhaps locate here the fortress of DM or Dag$n ,
spoken of in

the Book of Maccabees and in Josephus. The same name is found again

in that of the spring called 'Ain ed DM, not far away, and a little higher up

the w&dy I was told—how truly I was not able to ascertain—that there were

traces of ruins on a plateau at the top.

This same name DM would also appear to have been anciently applied

to the mountain called from the time of the Crusaders the Mountain of the

Quarantania. This is indubitaby proved by an ancient Christian Arabic MS.,

still unpublished, which contains a very curious description of the Holy Places.

It is there expressly stated that the Mountain of the Quarantania is called

Jebel edDM ( and that this is the mountain from under which the

spring of Elisha issued. The real native name, therefore, of the mountain

christened by the Franks “the Mountain of the Quarantania” is Jebel ed

DM, and hence it becomes very probable that this is in fact the mountain

spoken of in the Life of St. Chariton (Bollandists, September 28th, pp. 618

and 622), under the mutilated name of Luke s Mountain, in the neighbourhood

of Jericho (Aovkol to be altered to AovkGl). This fact has its importance,

proving as it does that the name DM is earlier than the Arab conquest. The
author of the Life of St. Chariton explains the origin of the name in this

way : Elpidius, having established a religious foundation in this place, he

(Elpidius) was called Aovxa (dux, “ duke ”), because he commanded the laura

like a kind of duke, repelling the attacks of the Jews who inhabited a place

(xapiov) in the neighbourhood called Noepou. We may believe that the

author is here playing .upon a more ancient name, an old Hebrew or Aramaic

name of the spot, namely, that DM which we encounter in Jewish history.

I will remark, in passing, that the Noeron in question here is simply the

Naorath which the OnOmasticon speaks of as being a “Villula Judaeorum” five

miles from Jericho, and regards, rightly or wrongly, as identical with the

Naarah in the tribe of Ephraim. It is interesting to note that this name,
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now vanished from the native toponymy/5
* was still in existence when the

Life of St . Chariton was compiled, and that the place had remained an im-

portant Jewish centre. It is the Neara of Josephus, whence an aqueduct

brought water to the plantations of Jericho, and the Naaran (p!M) of the

Talmud, a neighbour and an enemy of Jericho. It has been proposed to

locate it at Khurbet el 'Aujah, but the distance does not exactly agree. In

this latter respect, if the Jericho of the 0nomasticon be represented by the

Riha of to-day, the actual neighbourhood of 'Ain ed Dhk would be preferable.

I continued to ascend the Wady N’we'meh, which grows wider just here,

keeping along the base of the hills that skirt the northern side of it. When
I had got up about as high as the springs of 'Ain ed Duk and 'Ain N’we'meh,

I went to see a tomb which was dug out in the rocky side of a hill, the

opening of which is visible from the bottom of the valley. It consists of a

chamber with 21 loculi at right angles to the walls ifokitn), and arranged in

two rows, one above the other, t

This number 21 (7 and 3) has a symbolical import in the arrangement

of tombs. I noticed there also two stone sarcophagi, one longer and wider

than the other. On the ground in the middle of a heap of chopped straw
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(Eb#n) there lay a fragment of the lid of a sarcophagus, carved and

ornamented with acroteria or fastigia ,
rounded at the corners and triangular

at the sides, along with some more fragments, plainly of sarcophagi and

lids. This chamber had been recently opened, my guide declared, by a

Bedawy who had found it convenient for a granary
;

in fact, I noticed at

the door of the tomb the earth that had been removed from it, mixed with

bones, potsherds, and bits of glass, etc., and it did not appear to have lain

there long.

By the side of this tomb I noticed another of the same sort, almost

wholly filled up with earth. I came back next day and excavated it, but

without any results of interest. This second tomb struck me as having never

been entirely finished, but it must in any case have been rifled long before.

We found mingled with the earth in one of the corners of the chamber

some bones, apparently belonging to a body, an Arab’s possibly, which had

been buried there at a later period.

Probably the presence of these tombs, and the discovery of these sarco-

phagi, accounts for the origin of a legend that my guide related to me.

Pointing from where we stood to the bottom of the valley, he said, “At the

back of the level country
(fy ka khaur

)
of Abu Lakcm

,
in the W&dy

N’wS'meh, not far from the spring, they say there is a great long stone with

an inscription. By the side of it is a leaden chest which contains another

chest all of gold, which again contains the body of a man.” The same guide

told me that the “old men of Riha” said that the site of ancient Jericho was

at Tell el Matlab.

He also mentioned a large upright rock (wdkef) called Chahm&n or

Chahmdm
,
which is like a solitary mountain, and is situated about two hours’

journey to the south of Hajar el Asbah. This must be the Jebel el Kahmhm
of the Map (to the S.W. near Neby Musa). Only the pronunciation as I

noted it would imply the spelling rather than that used in the

Name Lists,

Legends ofJoshua .—All Monday was taken up with the fruitless excava-

tion of the tomb last mentioned.

In the evening, in the course of conversation with one of the *Abid

employed as guides by the Survey Party, I gathered from his lips a number
of traditions which appear worth relating in detail, as they refer confusedly

but still unequivocally to the name and history of Joshua. I attach a certain

value to these legends, though strangely modified indeed from the Bible

stories, because they were related to me by a simple-minded and rather shy
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man, before an audience of Arabs who could check his assertions, and because*

alterations they have undergone are too curious and too local not to be

original. I mean by this (and will presently give proof of it) that it would be

a mistake to regard them as recent adaptations of Christian traditions
;
they

must belong to an old mass of Arabic folk-lore which has for centuries been

current among the natives of the plain of J ericho.

I reproduce faithfully my Bedawy’s story.

“Not far from Tell el Jthleh ”* (a locality that I shall have occasion to

speak of again later on, and which is situated something over a mile to the

east of Riha) “there are,” said he, “some ruins with daw&res.+ Here once

rose the ancient Jericho, ‘the city of brass’ {Medinet en nakds), surrounded

with seven walls of brass. The city was in the power of the kuffdr (infidels),

and the Im<im ‘Aly, son of Abu T&leb (Im&m of the mak«tm described above),

warred against them. ‘Aly, mounted on his horse Melmfin.J rode round the

city, and overthrew the walls by blowing on them (ben-nefes) ;
the ramparts

fell of themselves, stone by stone.”

It is superfluous to point out to the reader that this legend closely agrees

with the capture of Jericho by Joshua. Here is another detail showing con-

clusively the personality of Joshua hidden under that of the Imim ‘Aly.

When he was doing battle with the kuffdr of the Town of Brass, the

day began to draw to a close, and the infidels were about to escape under

cover of the darkness, when the Im£m ‘Aly cried out and addressed the

sun, “ Erja'y, yd mubdraka," Return, O Blessed One, and “ fnthiny, yd
mubdraka,” Turn back, O Blessed One. Immediately, by God’s grace, the

sun, which was in the west, and was about to disappear behind the mountain,

came back, and stationed itself in the east, at the place of its rising. Since

this time the mountain above which the sun stood at the moment of the

miracle has been called Dhahrat eth Tkiniyeh
, literally, “ the ridge of the

turning back.” This mountain is the low chain which skirts the base of Mount
Quarantania, above the Taw&hin es Sukkar, and is crossed as one goes from

'Ain es Sult&n to the Mak&m. It is covered with little heaps of stones

* Another Bedawy from among the 'Abid said “ a little to the north of the Tell.”

t Plural form of d&riseh
,

“ traces of ancient things, remains.”

+ The horse Meimfin is celebrated in Mussulman legend. It was a winged horse, a kind of
Pegasus, and was brought to Adam by Ridhw&n, the guardian angel of Paradise. It is a rather
striking coincidence that the name Ridhw&n happens to be that given lo Joshua in Arabo-
Samaritan tradition.
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(
shawdhcd, “ testimonia ”) set up by the Mussulmans, who can descry thence,

directly to the south, the no less sacred Makdm of Neby Mftsa.

But to go on with our story. As soon as the Im&m *Aly saw the sun in

the east again, he called out to his servant £b'I&l,* who happened at the

moment to be on the mountain now called Muedhdhen lib’l&l, to give the

signal (edhdti

)

for morning prayer, whence the mountain was afterwards

called the “ Place of the Call to Prayer by £b'l4l.”t This miracle secured

the victory of the Imim ‘Aly
;

he exterminated the unbelievers, whose

remains were eaten up by wasps (d'btir), and destroyed the city root and

branch.

It is easy to distinguish in this native legend, though in a state of

quaint confusion and amalgamation, all the distinctive features of the Bible

narrative relating to the taking of Jericho and the final victory of Joshua over

the Amorites at the battle of Beth-horon. In consequence, however, of the

utter lack of historical perspective that characterises popular accounts, facts

and persons totally distinct and furthest apart in time, appear here all on the

same plan, A strong tendency is also visible to localize striking details by

connecting them with names of places involving attempts at etymology of the

most rudimentary kind. Still, I think it is not uninteresting to have gathered

these popular accounts at the spot where the events are represented in the

Bible as taking place, for they hand down a tradition, and whatever their

origin may be, are not the creations of yesterday, as I shall now proceed to

show.

As early as Mujir ed Din we find the capture of Jericho and the staying

of the sun fused into one episode. This writer says that the two-fold miracle

occurred on a Friday, and this feature is further developed by the appearance

in the Bedouin legend of the Muezzin fib’ldl. Mujir ed Din himself merely

borrows this account with its characteristic peculiarities from older Mussulman

writers.];

But this is not all. A testimony which, being that of a Christian, is

quite independent, namely, that of the Russian Igumen (Abbot) Daniel, shows

* Bil&l, the famous Muezzin, a slave of Abyssinian origin, who was the first among Mussul-

mans to be appointed to this office, and by Mahomet himself.

t I am inclined to believe that this name Mb'ldl {—Bildi) gave rise to that of a group of the

AbU tribe called the Beldldh

} P. 94 of the Bulak Arabic text. The legend in question is again met with, for instance, in

the Tarikhi Montekheb. {Of. d’Herbelot, Bibliot/uque Orientate
, s. Josihava.)

E
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jhat the transference by legend of the miracle of Gabaon to the vicinity of

Jericho was already an accomplished fact in the 12th century. In the

description of Jericho, after speaking of the convent and church of St. Michael

that rose on the site of Gilgal to hallow the memory of the vision of Joshua, to

whom the Sar Saba of Jehovah appeared,* he adds: “West of this place there

is a mountain* called Gabaon, which is very large and high. It was over this

mountain that the sun stood still for half a day, so that Joshua, the son of

Nun, might triumph over his enemies when he fought against Og(l), King of

Bashan, and all the kingdoms of Canaan. And when Joshua had completely

vanquished them, the sun set.”J Thus the localization of the legend at

Jericho, in the shape in which I found it, and with the complication of a new

confusion (the victory over the Amorites), was already current in this quarter.

Deviations and displacements of this sort in the story of Joshua are very

ancient; we find in early times this tendency to group around Jericho the

places and deeds which stand out most prominently in the history of the

successor of Moses. Thus it is, for instance, that we find Procopius of Gaza,

Eusebius, and St. Jerome, saying that Mounts Ebal and Gerizim, which at a

later time are pointed out by the Samaritans at Sickem, are in reality not far

from Gilgal
,
near Jericho. It looks as if this evolution were earlier than

the Christian authors I have just quoted, and as if they had borrowed

this singular theory from Jews, who held it perhaps out of hostility to

the Samaritans. The transference of the miracle from Gabaon may

belong to the same period, even if it was not determined by the same

motive. Moreover, Ebal, Gerizim, and Gabaon are not the only names

that have become connected with Jericho; Hermon also has shared this

fate. The Onomasticon, Antoninus, St. John of Damascus, and after them

a number of pilgrims, agree in locating the hill of Hermon near the Jordan,

not far from Jericho. Hence one sees that the Bedouin legend has

respectable and ancient precedents.

One detail of the Bedouin legend strikes me as having a very curious

Biblical character, namely the wasps sent by God to complete the extermina-

tion of the infidels of Jericho. It vividly recalls a passage in the Wisdom of

Solomon (xii, 8), where the writer, after mentioning the Canaanitish peoples

that lived in the land before the Israelites, and after alluding to their

* Sec further on my remarks on this tradition.

t He is speaking, as the sequel of the description shows, of the Mountain of the Quarantania.

\
Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society's Trans.., p. 32,
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sanguinary rites, says, “ And thou hast sent as scouts of thy army, wasps

(cr^Ka?) to destroy them.”

This passage may be compared with Deuteronomy i, 44, where Jehovah

says that the Amorites, coming down from the mountains, pursued the dis-

obedient Israelites as wasps do, or bees (DT'Q’7n). Not only is this distinctly

local simile found alike in the Hebrew text and the Bedouin legend, but the

very words are identical, deb$rim = d'bhr, ( ,jjS) “ wasps.” We find the

same comparison used in speaking of the “ Assyrian hornet” to which

Jehovah calls (Isaiah vii, 18), and of the strange nations that surround the

Psalmist like “bees” (Ps. cxviii, 12). It may not be out of place to remark

in this connection that the Hebrew word deber, derived from the same root,

signifies “ extermination,” and especially denotes “ pestilence,” that scourge

which singles out armies for its prey. In Arabic the word dabra is par-

ticularly used of “ the flight of a routed army.” It is likely enough that these

various meanings of forms sprung from the same root are connected by a

bond of metaphor of which we find a trace in our Bedouin legend.

In the morning of Tuesday, while M. Lecomte was engaged in making a

sketch of the plain of Jericho near Tell el 'Ain, we went with Lieut. Conder

to Tell el Ithleh, to which our attention had been attracted by the foregoing

account, but discovered nothing noteworthy. Lieut. Conder then left me in

order to examine the region of Tell el Mufjir. I now wanted to make a

careful examination of the neighbourhood of Tell el Ithleh, but as ill luck

would have it, my guide, a man from Riha, was so unintelligent that I could

get no information from him, and I had to abandon the idea. I keenly

regretted this when I got back to Jerusalem, for on reading the Guide of

Brother Litvin and Zschokke’s monograph, I saw that the place could not be

far distant from the traditional site of Gilgal, even now called Tell el Jiljlil.

The point would have been an important one to clear up, for it might have

established incidentally the exact site of the different Jerichos
;
but I heard of

it too late. I immediately notified Lieut. Conder of the fact, and he wrote

back to say how exact the information was.

From Tell el Ithleh I proceeded towards Riha, as my guide declared he

had at his house there an inscribed stone found at Tell el K6s. It was

nothing but a mere piece of marble with some scratches on it caused by the

pickaxe.

I spent nearly an hour in examining stone by stone all the ruined

dwellings of the inhabitants of Jericho. This minute and laborious inspection

was without result. I only saw the spot whence a fragment of a fine Roman
e 2
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monumental inscription, of which i had previously taken an impression," had

been taken away to J erusalem about three years before.

It is a thick block of hard limestone measuring 13J inches by 14 inches,

containing the ends of four lines enclosed in a cartouche with ears. In that

on the right, wh ich is preserved, is represented a thunderbolt.

MI
Midi '

1 sent a copy to Prof. Mommsen
for the Addifamenta to Vo), III of

the Corpus Inscr. Initial He pro-

poses the following restoration :

—

imp. cars, did ANTO(N)
f. 1. aurclio u ERO AVrG
leg f EC IT

sub com MODO COS.

The inscription belongs to the

period of the Emperor Lucius Verus.

Possibly the name of Marcus Aurelius,

with whom he was associated in the

Government, ought to be restored

by the side of the latter; the two appear together on several milestones

discovered in Palestine. The thickness of the fragment shows it to have

belonged to a block of large size, with lines much longer than those supposed

by Prof. Mommsen in his restoration. In ibis way there would be plenty of

space for the double imperial protocol ; Impp. Cacss. M. Aurclio Ankmino ct

L. Aurclio Vero Augg etc., or for some other such formula;, more or less

abridged.*

The inscription was dedicated under the consularis Commodus, whose
name is also to be met with, as my colleague M. Heron cle Villefosse has

pointed out to me, on some Syrian coins,
§ probably by the Legion, or a

* April 22nd, 1 871, Note-hook IV, p. 23^: “ Brought from Jericho by the Sheikh of Selwau.”

I copied it and took an impression of it at his house, but he would not let me have it I came
across it again afterwards, in 1881, at the Armenian convent in Jerusalem, and look a good
photograph of it. (See my Rapports sur tine mission cn Palestine ct an Eh'cnkie, 1884, p. 112.)

t Ephcmer. Rpier., p. 618: Corpus laser. Latin, III Suppi., No. 6645. Cf. T\ von Roliden,
de Palacstina ct Arabia

, p. 42, No, 28.

X Of* Waddington, Inscriptions grecques ct iatincs de la Syrk
t
No. 1875.

§ There is a dissertation on them by Borghcsi (CEuvres, Vol. IV, p. 170). On the oilier

hand, l)e Vil ( Onomasticon,
11

, p. 391, verso, Commodus, IV) says that coins of this same legate
are in existence struck in Thrace, with the name of the gens, Julius Commodus.
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detachment
(
Fcxillatio) of the logic that was at that time in garrison at

Jericho. Unfortunately the name and number of this legion, which should be

on the third line, have disappeared. I thought for the moment, from the

thunderbolts carved in the auricles, that it might be the Twelfth Legion, the

Fulminaia, but that is not much to go by ;
besides, we know that this legion

was no longer in Syria in the reign of Marcus Aurelius, but in Cappadocia.

In any case, the Jericho fragment has a great historical importance, since

it teaches us the name of the Iegatus Augusti, pro prsetore consularis, who

governed the province of Palestine between the years 161 and 169 of our

era. Lucius Verus died, as we know, in 169; on the other hand, we are

aware that, in 167, the government of Palestine was entrusted to Flavius

Boethus, who died shortly after reaching his post, as we are told by the

physician Galenus.#

Here follows a reproduction of another small fragment (of marble) with

Latin (probably Roman) characters. This likewise came from Jericho; i got

it when I first stayed there.

It is difficult to make anything out of these remains, which only contain a

part of a line and a few traces of another line underneath. The first mutilated

letter is more probably a O than an O. I am also at a loss how to divide the

words in the obscure group of letters : . . . tjiie /(or i)ovcnt su (per ?)...??

Dci.r el Kelt.—We spent the afternoon in going with Mr. Drake and

M. Lecomte to see the convent of Deir cl Kelt. Lieut. Conder had a few

days before made a plan of this convent, which lies in the wildest part of the

wady of the same name. I went there chiefly to take a squeeze of a Greek

and Arabic Inscription which Lieut. Couder had discovered and copied. To

get there we had to go on foot along the aqueduct that traverses the Wad

* See von Rohden, op. at p. 43. He makes our Commodus the immediate predecessor of

Boethus; he might conceivably have been his successor (167-169),
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cl Kelt half way up the northern side of that deep ravine. The road was

rugged and the heat overpowering.

The convent appeared to me to present no interesting features. The

frescoes that adorn the interior of the church and the ruined chapel seem to

belong to various late periods. They are covered with inscriptions in cursive

character, some done with paint, some in graffite.

The only detail that struck me about the church was that it could not be

regularly orientated, on account of the direction of the steep rock to which

it clings
;

this serious breach of the principle of religious architecture had

been compensated for by putting in the window of the apse obliquely. The

sides of the window are at such angles with one another, and with the apse

itself, that the medial axis of the window points exactly to the east, so that a

ray of the rising sun can pass into the nave through the opening. The

requirements of symmetry have been sacrificed without hesitation to ritual

necessities.*

The inscription is built in over the entrance, which is a door quite in

Arab style; it is in two languages, Greek and Arabic, probably of late date.

The Greek portion is most incorrect in orthography and syntax, and is more-

over carved in slovenly fashion and difficult to decipher. I have given in the

Qtiarterly Statement (1874, pp. 89, 90) two provisional attempts at an inter-

pretation of it. A fresh squeeze has been recently taken of it by Father

Lagrange, and a transcription of it has been published by Father Germer-

Durand, with some good observations attached. The latter reads it on the

whole pretty much as I do, though he was unacquainted with my report.

t

On the opposite page is a reproduction from my squeeze.

{Greek) “ The monastery has been restored ... by the hand of Ibrahim

and his brothers. ...”

[Arabic) “ This work Ibrahim and his brothers, the sons of Mtisa, of

Jifna,| have done. May God have mercy on them, as on him who shall read

it and say : Amen.”

is for aveKcuvCcrffv). The qualifying word before pori

)

is

* We took, together with M. Lecomte, a detailed plan of this interesting architectural

anomaly, but unfortunately the original plate has been lost by the engraver. It was numbered

44, and showed, (1) a plan of the apse of the chapel, (2) a section of the bay with the easterly

orientation, (3) a picturesque view of the monastery,

t Revue Biblique
, July, 1892, p. 442.

+ A village lying to the north of Jerusalem, on the road to Nablus.
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doubtful. Father Germer-Durand reads it rrap{ov(ra), “the present monastery,”

but one feels inclined to restore 7ra(\cua), “ancient,” or even Tra(cra), “the

whole.” 1 can make no satisfactory meaning out of the last line. Father

Germer-Durand reads : e(re
t)

B(a<ri\eta<;) X(picrrou) Tr{avTaKparopos)

M(ap)t{iov) t(ov) rjyovpe{vov) Tepa,<r{C)pov : “in the 950th year of the reign of

Almighty the 12th of March under the Igumen Gerasimus.” This reading

however is mere guesswork, and seems to me more than doubtful.

*AvexevicrOr) rj rra ? f po{vJ) Sid ^{e)ipog

’l/3payi/x (/cat) tov* dSeXtfwv* dv
rov, E?

y'TT ? vijd 7T {or yi) it'tjvo vr ye pa

[r cJ'*
•— G*.<

I gathered from the lips of a Mussulman of Jerusalem a rather curious

legend about Wad el Kelt and its aqueducts, and although this man’s story

lacks topographical precision, I think its interest warrants me in giving* it here.

A Christian woman was having an aqueduct made in the Wad el Kelt to

irrigate the plain of Jericho. To her came Moses {Stdna Mitsa), who had a

similar intention. The Christian woman refused to help Moses by making

her aqueduct pass a certain way; it resulted in each defying the other to get

the work done first. Then Moses took his rod and marked with the tip of it

a channel on the ground, which the water at once filled, and flowed to Birkct

Milsa at the foot of Beit Jaber.
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The most noteworthy thing about this legend is that it gives us what is

perhaps the real origin of the name Wad el Kelt. To “irrigate” the plain

(min shdn yikallit) was in fact the object of the rival aqueduct builders. Now
the word yikallit is the second form of a verb kalat which has no connec-

tion with irrigating
;

it is the verb kalad jJJ that has this meaning. The

substitution of t for d must therefore be the result of vulgar pronunciation,*

and as yikallit evidently stands for yikallid
,
so kelt must represent held.

Consequently the name should properly be spelt jJi keld, and the real meaning

of wad el Kelt (keld) is “ valley of irrigation.” This name is justified by the

presence of the three aqueducts which the valley contains, and which descend

into the plain. This leads us far away from the connection that used to be

set up between the name of this valley and that of the famous valley, or rather

brook, of Cherith, for it leaves the two names without even one letter in

common (rVH2 and

The same man told me that in the W&d el Kelt there was a spring,

of which he could not give the name, but which was “ bewitched with the

white man and the negro” (marsud'ala 1-abZd u *l-horr\). The water of the

spring at one time flows copiously, at another entirely disappears, so that it is

often quite impossible to drink at it. This alternation arises from a perpetual

combat between the black man and the white man
;
when the negro gets the

upper hand the water rises, but when the white man wins, the water goes

down. Evidently this is a case of an intermittent spring. I do not know

whether the two springs noted there by the Survey present this peculiarity,

but perhaps there is a third still to be found in the w&dy.

'Ain es Sultan .—On returning from Deir el Kelt, I took advantage of

the presence of my two workmen from Selwcin to get them to lay bare part of

the small ruined edifice which surrounds the spring at Tell es Sult&n called

“ Elishas spring.” I plainly distinguished an apse with a niche. Is this

part of a small pagan temple dedicated, as was usual, to the god or goddess

of the spring, or merely of the church which, according to Theodosius, was

built over the spring itself

* For the interchange to t and d at the end of words, in vulgar Arabic, cf. the Arabic name
of Goliath, JdlOt, which becomes Jdldd.

t Horr properly signifies “ free man ” and 'abed, “black slave” My translation is based on

further clues which my informant gave me.

J Itinera Hierosolymitana
,

I, p. 68 :
“ Memoria sancti Helisaei ibi est, ubi fontem ilium

benedixit, et super ipsa memoria ecclesia cedificata est.”
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Unfortunately I had to stop the excavation in view of the remonstrances

of the inhabitants of Rlha, who were afraid it would dry up the water of the

spring.

Sundries from my note-books.—The mountain above Beit Jabgr to the

south of Wdd el Kelt is called Hosdb Madbah *Ayid *

I made the following notes of the various ways in which the Abu

N’seir Bedouin pronounce the j and the Jj. This is a very important

consideration in fixing the exact form of a series of place-names of this

region.

sJ* ckelb ,

4‘dog.”

<— chetf> “shoulder."

galb, “heart.”

AiU ndga, “ she-camel” (never ndja).

fjjjtj rafij,

“ companion ” (never rafig).

cuij gelt and jelt (in the name of Wdd el Kelt).

kakMr, “pile of heaped stones;” is pronounced in the

plural jehajir

At Tell es Asmarf on the bank of the rivulet that issues from ‘Ain es

Sultdn, I noticed in the midst of a few other roughly hewn stones, a corner-

stone with bossage.

From Jericho to Jerusalem .—On the morning of Wednesday, December

3rd, we started on our way back to Jerusalem. Messrs. Conder and Drake

went with us, but the latter left us at Khdn el Hathriir, or Hathrdrah
, in

order to visit the ruins of Khdn el Ahmar, two miles to the south-west.

Khdn el Hathriir.—Shortly before arriving at the fortress of Khdn el

Hathrdr, which we thoroughly explored, I had examined the remains of a

milestone which stood upright on a quadrangular base to the left of the

road. It is called Dabbus el 'Ab#d, “the Negro’s Club.” M. de Saulcy

* On the Survey Map th* name Madb&h 'Ayi&d is applied merely to the little valley lying to

the south of this mountain.

t I do not find this name on the Map, but doubt its being Tell es Samarht.
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mentions it, in his first journey, under the slightly different name ot Dabbils

esk Sheiidn, “the Devil’s Club.” It belongs, no doubt, to the Roman road

uniting Jerusalem and Jericho, which is the one still in use. Soon after

passing the Kh£n, I noticed on the right, built into the wall that carries the

road over a narrow ravine, a fragment of a shaft of a column of coarse

reel-tinted limestone, which also appeared to me to belong to a milestone.

This fragment, which was only 15 inches in height, is 21^ inches in diameter

Now the Dabbfts el ‘Abed, which Lieut. Conder measured at my request on

his way back to Jericho, is 22 inches in diameter, which differs only by a

small fraction of an inch from the fragment I noted. This similarity in the

two diameters cannot be accidental, and is the more significant as there were

never any buildings at Kh&n el Hathrfir, so far as one can judge, likely to

contain such a column. If this view be admitted, we shall have here one

more landmark fixed in this ancient Roman way. Unfortunately these two

mutilated milestones bear no signs of any number. Still they were not the

only ones, and I think that some more might be found on the road, perhaps

in good condition, which would throw much light on the position of Roman

Jericho. For this purpose it would be advisable to explore the bottom of the

W£d el Kelt for the whole distance where it is parallel to the road, for the

milestones have doubtless rolled down into it, and it is not likely to have

occurred to anyone to get them out of the chasm and make use of them.

I ought to mention that Lieut. Conder did not share my views on this

point. He objected, to begin with, that the interval between Dabbfis el 'Ab£d

and the other fragment of a column was considerably greater than a Roman
mile. This objection is easily met by saying that they are perhaps not

exactly in situ and may have been displaced, especially the second one, which

has been utilised, as I have said, in building a sustaining wall to support the

road. The second and more weighty objection is that the direction of the

modern road through Kh&n el Hathrftr ceases to coincide with the Roman
way at a point lying to the west of Dabbfts el *Ab£d, and as far up as Tal’at

es Sumra. Here the Roman way, it is said, takes a turn to the south by

Kh&n el Ahmar, leaving the modern road, which it joins again at *Arak Abu
V Kara. I am by no means persuaded of this. This southerly direction

may be ancient, but that does not preclude the antiquity of the section that

goes through Kh&n el Hathrfir, where there are regular artificial cuttings

made in the solid rock, and not the work of yesterday. One might, it is true,

attribute these, as well as the construction of this section of the road, to the

Crusaders, who held a strong post at KhAn el Hathrftr, and probably had a
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hand' in building the neighbouring fortress which commands the pass.*

Besides, if we agree with the “ Memoirs” (III, 172) in accepting the opinion

generally received, that Tal'at ed Dumm and Khan Hathrtira with its fortress

represent the Maledomim of the Onomasticon and the Castellum Militum
,
we

are forced to admit that the Roman way passed through Kh&n el Hathrftr, for

St. Jerome expressly says that the fort was erected to secure the safety of the

road from Jerusalem to Jericho.

Evidently, therefore, there is no reason why this portion of a column

should not have belonged to one of the milestones on this Roman road.

Arab Milestone.—Ten years later a curious discovery was made at this

very spot that has some bearing on this problem. It consisted of an Arab

milestone of the 1st century a.h., which served to mark out the road from

Damascus to Jerusalem, a road that went through Jericho and Kh&n el

HathrCir. It bears an inscription of the Caliph ‘Abd el Melik, who con-

structed the Kubbet es Sakhra at Jerusalem. This inscription is interesting

in more than one respect, it being the first of its kind, but as I have published

and explained it in a special memoir, t I will not revert to it here, only

* This is the Maledoim of the Templars (Radulph de Coggeshalc, 234). The name shows

that in the time of the Crusades the place was identified with the Maaleh Adummim of the Bible.

The identity of Khan el HathrCir and the Cistcrna Rubea, or the Red Tower (?) is another

question. Meanwhile we must not forget Khan el Ahmar, which is not far distant on the other

branch of the road, and by its name (the red khSn) calls for consideration. This name, it is true,

is sometimes applied to Kh&n el Hathrfir itself. The oldest instance I can find of the occurrence

of this latter name is in an ancient Slavonic text dating back at least to the 14th century, which

has been translated by Father Martinov. The unknown author says there is to be seen on the

road from Jerusalem to Jericho “a red mountain called Havrouta
,
where Cain killed his brother

Abel.” Evidently this name, which appears to have greatly puzzled the translator, is nothing but

Hathrtira, wrongly copied or wrongly read.

t Recueil d’Archlologie Orientale
,
I, p. 201, plate XII. The inscription runs as follows :

—

“ has ordered the construction or repairing of this road, and the making up of the

milestones, ‘Abd Allah ’Abd el Melik, Prince of the Believers, God’s mercy be upon him. From

Damascus to this milestone is one hundred and nine miles.” According to subsequent informa-

tion kindly furnished me at my request by H.E. Hamdy Bey, the Director of the Imperial

Museum at Constantinople, the stone, which has been conveyed to that place, consists of a

quadrangular stele “ of white marble,” without a base, and measuring in its present condition (it

is broken at the top) 14 inches high by x6^ inches long by 4I inches thick. To judge from the

very careful sketch, for which I am indebted to the kindness of Hamdy Bey, the hinder face is of

undressed stone, which would appear to show that this inscription was intended to be looked at

from the front only, and thtt it must have been built in.

Since then, another milestone of the same caliph has been discovered at B&b el Wld, on the

road between Jerusalem and Jaffa ( Comptes-rendus de VAcad. des Inscriptions
, 1894, p. 27 ;

Revue

f 1
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remarking that 'Abd el Melik most certainly did nothing but follow and

restore the track of an ancient road that already existed. This would be

quite in accordance with Arab custom. Probably also the existence of ancient

milestones gave him the idea of having imitations of them made under his

own name. He imitated the milliaria as he did the coinage of the RUms.

Biblique
, 1894, p. 136). It is identical in tenour with the one that I have described, and marks

the eighth mile after starting from Ilya (Jerusalem). The Arab mile (mi/) had borrowed its name
from the Roman mile, but, as I shall show elsewhere, it represented a different measure of

distance, which under the early caliphs was to the Roman measure as 5 is to 3 or thereabouts

;

it was in reality a measure of Persian origin, corresponding to the Pehlevi h&thra or hdser

(one-third of a parasang), and might be reckoned at about 2,466 metres. The length of the

Arab mile must have been modified under the Abbaside caliphs, at the time when the measurement

of the terrestrial degree was ordered by El Mamun.



CHAPTER III.

SECOND EXCURSION TO JERICHO.

I returned to Jericho on April 24th, 1874, wishing to make fresh investi-

gations there before the heat became too oppressive. We took the shortest

road there, and did not stop by the way. I did not have the camp pitched

at ‘Ain'es Sultftn, as is usual, but on a small mound as you go into Rlha

(Erlha) near the cemetery, and not far from the Burj.

Gilgal.—Next morning we went to the supposed site of Gilgal. As
explained above, I had not had an opportunity of visiting the spot when I was

here before, but had merely been able to inform Lieut. Conder of its existence,

and indicate to him its whereabouts.

The place lies not far from Tell el Ithleh
,
and has been pointed out to

several travellers, as Zschokke and Brother Lievin, by the name of JUjUlieh
,

which answers closely, it must be admitted, to the Hebrew Gilgal. *

The people of Riha assured us that this name
(Jiljdlieh) was “only

used by the Franks,” which distinctly lessens the value of this identification.

Moreover, the following instance shows how prudently one has to question

the fellahln, and how cautiously their statements have to be utilised. A short

time before the Archimandrite of the Russian Establishment at Jerusalem

asked to be shown JiljGlieh, which he had heard of from me, and the peasants

took him to Tell el Mufjir, to which they gave the name required.

Notwithstanding this, I ventured' on some small excavations in the

mounds of el Ithleh and Jiljfilieh, but we did not get down very deep, and no

great results were obtained. In the former place were a quantity of potsherds,

mosaic cubes and bits of glass
;

in the second sand. It is certain that a

building of some importance existed on the former spot, to judge by the

abundance of the mosaics, but there is nothing in that to testify for or against

its identity with Gilgal, and the matter still seems to me extremely doubtful.

1 Next day we went to inspect again the Tawdkin es Sukkar, and

particularly an aqueduct, where I noticed on the previous occasion that some

of the materials had an ancient appearance. I made my people turn over

all the blocks that were scattered about, and complete the demolition of a few
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portions of this ruined aqueduct. This brought to light some sculptured

fragments, evidently belonging to important monuments of the Graeco-

Roman period.
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I am convinced that if all these ruined aqueducts that traverse the

plain of Jericho were to be demolished, a quantity of antique fragments would

be found to have been used in building them, some among them of great

value, and perhaps bearing inscriptions. The sacrifice would not be great,

and the archaeological interest would atone for the comparative vandalism of

the proceeding. A perfect mine of antiquities is there waiting to be worked,

and I commend it to the attention of future explorers,
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Tell el M'gheifer.— In the afternoon we went to the Tell el M'ghe$fer>

also called sometimes Tell el Kursy,
“ the Tell of the throne, or of the chair/’

which is regarded by some writers as the real Gilgal. It lies to the south-east

of Riha. The Russians were making excavations there just at this time to

get out building materials, and already a considerable number of stone blocks

had been taken out and placed, along with others from other sources, in a plot

of ground close to the Burj (cf $upra> p. 16). Several of the blocks were

still covered with fresco paintings in the Byzantine style. I was very desirous

—

my motive will be shortly apparent—to have a correct drawing of the mountain

K'rein Sartaba (Kurn Siirthbeh) taken from this spot, and while M. Lecomte

was working at this, my two men made some slight excavations in the Tell

under my directions, but without success.

Legend of Imam *Aly.—During this second stay at Jericho I took down

from the mouth of the Bedouin some fresh details about the Im&m 'Aly, who,

as I have shown above, is merely a Mussulman travesty of the legendary

figure of Joshua. The boundary between the Ghaur es Seisaban and

the Ghaur of Beis&n was marked out by the Im&m ‘Aly with a sword-

stroke. At a single blow he clove through an enemy, a jistir (“ bridge ” or

“ aqueduct ”) on which he stood, and into the soil beneath. I could not get

them to point out the spot called jistlr that is indicated in the legend. Can

it be one of the many aqueducts that traverse the plain between the moun-

tain and the Jordan ? Or is it, on the contrary, one of the bridges that unite

or did unite the two banks of that river, such as the bridge of D&mieh, built

by Befbars, opposite Sartaba, or that of el Mej&me* (Mujdmia
>

)* between

Beis£n and the Lake of Tiberias? I cannot tell. At any rate this legend

seems to indicate that the name Seisabdn ought not to be confined to

the southern part of the eastern Ghaur, which lies opposite Jericho, but

ought to be extended ta the northern part, as far as the region of Beisan at

least. According to another Bedouin legend that I noted on another occa-

sion, the blood shed by the Im&m ‘Aly flowed into the Ghaur es Seisaban,

which ever after was impure ground (nedjts), and that is why in order to pray

there one has to spread one’s cloak on the ground and kneel on it.

The Im&m ‘Aly, who has also another Mak&m on the other side of the

Jordan, between the river and the town of Salt, is said to have waged a great

* According to an Arabic MS. chronicle in the Bibliothbque Nationale (Ancienfonds
,
No.

786), entitled Nuzhat en-n&zerin

,

the bridge of el Mej&me* was constructed by Sultan Barkfik

(784-801 a.h.)
]
two Arabic verses have been preserved which allude to this construction.
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war against Emir Abu ‘Obeldeh “ before Mahomet.”* It is to be Qoted that

the Bedouin who gave me this information, so quaint in its confusion,

pronounced the name Abu ‘Obwetdeh . The intercalation *>f a vowel sound w
between the b and the ef, is, as I have frequently observed, of common occur-

rence in the Bedouin dialect : thus one finds in it, bwetno for betno,
“ between

him.” The b coming in contact with a vowel, and especially with one in a

diphthong, tends to disengage the semi-vowel of the same group of labials.

This fact has to be taken into account in the comparison of Hebrew and

Arabic place-names. For similar reasons it comes about that in Palestine the

name Dddd (= David) is commonly pronounced Ddhdd, as if it were written

jyfcb. This is the reverse of the other, for the & coming next to the d and

making a hiatus has developed the aspirate which is virtually inherent in

itself. Among the Turks this name has been treated in a different but still

analogous fashion : here the d has developed its semi-vowel w or v, producing

Ddvdd.

The two workmen engaged on my little excavation at Tell el M’gheifer

were two worthy peasants from Beit Iksa
,
a village lying nearly four miles to

the north-west of Jerusalem, near Neby Shamwll, who had been for some

weeks past helping to repair the wretched lokanda at Jericho. While they

were digging they gave me a remarkable variant of the story of 'Aly-Joshua

and the staying of the sun. I reproduce it exactly, not knowing whether it

was of home growth, or, as is more probable, borrowed from the folk-lore of

the inhabitants of Jericho.

The Imim ‘Aly had taken in some guests just when a great dearth

prevailed in the land, and having nothing to set before them, he sought out

a Jew and begged him to let him have a sa t or a measure of corn, offering in

return a measure of gold. The Jew would have none of the bargain, and said

he would only give him corn on the condition that >4ie should have, it back

again before sunset, and in default, the Im&m ‘Aly should deliver up his son

to him. The Imim ‘Aly took the corn and made a meal for his guests. The

sun was about to set, and the Im&m ‘Aly was vainly seeking the means of

repaying the borrowed corn, when God said to the sun, “ Turn back, O
Blessed One.” Thus time was given him to pay back the measure of corn,

and he was not obliged to render up his child. One is tempted to find in this

* Abu 'Obeldeh is an historical personage, one of the chief generals who won Eastern

Palestine for Islam. His tomb still exists east of the Jordan, as I have noted in my Recueil

eTArch. Or. (I, p. 349).

t Cf the Hebrew seah.

O
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new complication of the myth of the Imdm 'Aly, a confused echo of the story

of Elisha and the widow of the prophet (2 Kings, iv),

Beit Iksd—Ttec men from Beit Iksa told me that their own village

also bore the name of Umm el *Eld (!*)! j*l). Here is another of those

double names that I have so often had occasion to notice in Arab toponymy.

The present inhabitants belong to the Beni Zeid, and come from the north

;

they took possession of Umm el ‘Eld and then gave it its new name Beit

Iksd. This fact, till now unknown, and the other examples that I have found,

show how one ought to be on one’s guard, in dealing with the topography of

Palestine, against the possible migration of place-names
,
which have been

transported along with a whole population from one spot to another. This

is a matter of the highest importance in exegesis, for the neglect of it

involves the risk either of running into serious error, or passing by the truth

unrecognized.

The ethnic of Beit Iksd is Keswdny
,
plural Kesawneh (^p \yA,

which seems to point to two conclusions
: (1) that in Iksd (Ui'l) the initial i is

prosthetic, Iksd for ksd, kesd (L£)
; (2) that there was probably in the old

name a final nunation, Beit Kesdn or Beit Keswdn (?).

The K'refn Sartabd (.Kurn SiirtubVh).—My chief object in visiting

Jericho for the second time was to study on the spot an important question,

the extent of which I foresaw at my first visit, I mean that of the K’reln

Sartabd, and an interesting Biblical tradition which seems to me to connect

itself closely with this well-known mountain by the peculiar character for

holiness that it attributes to it.*

The traveller in the plain of Jericho on raising his eyes in a northerly

direction, will notice the distant horizon to be partly closed in by a long chain

of bluish mountains, from which rises a conical peak that goes by the name of

K'retn Sartabd.

This peak, which is visible a long way off, and seems to command all the

low-lying lands at its foot, attracts the eye by its bold projection, and arrests

attention by the singular exactness of its shape
;
and Robinson is quite

correct in saying that its commanding summit, as seen from Jericho, looks

like a bastion of the western chain.

* Since my attempt to find a basis for the holy character that belongs to the K’rein Sartabd,

Lieut. Conder has proposed another theoiy, one that it does not concern me here to pronounce
upon, which likewise tends to assign to this mountain a part in religious history but of a totally

different description. He would make it the site of the altar of Ed of the Reubenites,
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The first part of the name Krein, a diminutive of Kurn

,

“ horn,” is

frequently applied by the Arabs to prominent peaks. Doubtless the meaning

of the word is responsible for the curious error of Lynch, who says that

K’reln Sartabd means “the horn of the rhinoceros.” The signification of

Sartabd is absolutely unknown, probably some ancient name should be looked

for in it. In the first place it is essential to make sure of the spelling. I

noted carefully the pronunciation of the Arabs round Jericho, and observed

that the first letter was a soft s (sin), and not a hard s (sad), as would appear

from the form adopted by Robinson, and followed hitherto by other travellers

and geographers.

The word should accordingly be written and not In this

corrected form may be easily recognized the name of the mountain mentioned

in the Talmud and written "DIS'ID and

This result at once enables us to settle one claim which has been

advanced for identifying the Sartabd with a Biblical spot. It was quite

natural to suppose that the Bible had not failed to mention the name of such

an important mountain, and starting with this idea, several writers thought

fit to identify Sartabd with the name of the town of Sartan
,
)m2f, which the

Bible places in this Jordan region. This identification is inadmissible, being

merely based on an entirely incorrect derivation. The external similarity

that appears to exist between the two names vanishes when they are compared

letter by letter. The finrtl nun might conceivably correspond to the b
,
but

neither the s nor the t can be assimilated, they are radically different in each

name.

Mr. Grove had already objected, and rightly so, to this identification, and

rather inclined to trace in the first syllable of Sartabd the Hebrew word Sur.

But the spelling of. the name, which is certain, is equally opposed to this

explanation.

Doe"
, 3sis mean that we must give up all hopes of ever finding the

mountain Sartabd mentioned in the Bible ? I think not
;
and not only so,

but I believe I have found a trace of it in a passage of the greatest interest,

though the form is mythical rather than geographical. In Joshua v, 13-15,

we read of a strange occurrence which seems to bear on the consecration

of Gilgal. Here is a literal rendering :

—

* I have not thought it necessary to reproduce here the well-known passage proving that

fire-signals were exchanged between the Mount of Olives and the Sartabd to announce the new

moon.

G 2
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“And Joshua was at Jericho: and he raised his eyes and saw; and
“ hehold there was a man standing before him, his drawn sword in his hand.
“ Joshua walked towards him and said to him, ‘Art thou for us or for our
“ enemies ? ' He said to him :

4 No
; for I am the Sar-saba of Jehovah, and

“ now I am going to thee.’ Joshua fell with his face to the earth and
“ worshipped him, and said to him :

4 What is it that my Master has to
44 command his servant ?

’

44 And the Sar-saba of Jehovah said to Joshua :

4 Take the shoes from off

thy feet, for the place
(makom )

on which thou standest is holy.’ And
Joshua did so.”

The Hebrew word Sar-saba signifies literally “the chief of the army,”
and is rendered in the Septuagint ap^uTTpanriyos

;
the different versions of

the Old Testament render it as “the Captain of the Lord’s Hosts.”
Sartabd presents a striking likeness to Sar-saba, Ito. The only difference
lies in the Hebrew tsadi being replaced in the Talmudic and Arabic forms
by a tet or a ta. This substitution of t for s in the same emphatic series is

one of the most frequent changes that atte.id the passage of words from
Hebrew to Aramaic : the best known case is that of Tyre> which answers
to Sur 12.

Such a complete etymological coincidence cannot be accidental. It leads
us to inquire whether it does not reveal a close connection between the
mountain Sartabd and the appearance to Joshua.

In order to grasp fully the connection bet-ween the two, we should
remember how often mountains are associated with visions like that of Joshua.
The important part played by mountains in Semitic worship, and the sanctity
which the Hebrews themselves attached to them, t

are well known, so it is easy
to understand that they formed a sort of natural theatre for the manifestations
of divinity. I could quote numerous examples, but will content myself with
mentioning a few that present striking similarities to the occurrence before us.

First, the appearance of Jehovah to Moses in the burning bush on
Sinai. Moses, seeing the supernatural flame, advances towards it as dkT
Joshua towards the man. Just as the Sar-saba tells Joshua, who comes
towards him, to take off his shoes, so Jehovah, after telling Moses to keep at
a distance, orders him, in precisely the same terms, to take his shoes from off
his feet, because of the holiness of the ground on which he treads. For the
sudden appearance of the vision one may compare, for instance, Zechariah i, 8,
and ii, 5 (i.) It is the same prophet that says (viii, 3),

44
the mountain of the

Lord of Sabaoth (plural form of Saba) is a holy mountain,” and represents
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Him (xiv, 3) as issuing forth to fight, and “standing with his feet on the

Mount of Olives.”

One of the visions that offer the minutest resemblance to that of the Sar-

saba to Joshua is the appearance of the Destroying Angel to David. The

mise en sctne of this episode is much more simple in the book of Samuel, but

the more detailed account given in Chronicles recalls in most unmistakable

fashion the description in Joshua; on comparing the two Hebrew texts, the

identity will be seen to extend to the phraseology. Jehovah, having sent

his angel to strike (nntt?) Jerusalem, had pity on the unfortunate city, and said

to the destroying angel (Maleak ham-mashhit), “Stay, it is enough.” David

raised his eyes and saw the angel standing “between heaven and earth,” and

his naked sword in his hand. He then threw himself with his face to the

ground. The angel, who was then above the threshing-floor of Oman the

Jebusite, sent word to David by Gad that Jt&-shouid go up and erect an altar

on the threshing-floor. It evidently follows from the passage that the angel

was over Mount Moriah.

These analogies would of themselves suffice to make us look, d priori
,

for a mountain in the Joshua episode. Now can this mountain be anything

but the one which tells its own, tale by its name to-day, namely, the “peak of

the Sar-saba ?
”

The story of Joshua if analyzed in detail points to two things
: (1), to

the height of the point whei*e the apparition took place (Joshua lifted up his

eyes)
; (2), to a considerable space between the vision and the seer, since

Joshua said to the Sar-sab.a, “ I am going towards thee,” and the latter said

to him, “ I am coming to tto ee.” Moreover, the use of the word Toy
,
stans,

implies that the supernatural being was at an elevation and standing upright

on some support. The: rcommanding position and strongly marked appearance

of the Sartab<l, monarch of the plain, made it an admirable scene for calling

up the hno^ng figure of the Captain of the Hosts of Jehovah.

It may not be superfluous to remark that, apart from its probable

reputation for sanctity, this eminence had a real strategic value. Schultz has

already proposed to place there the fortress Alexandrion of Alexander

Jannaeus and the considerable ruins found there by Zschokke have brought

him to share this opinion.* Perhaps this function of the place enables us to

* Confirmed later on by the identification of KarAwA
y
the neighbour of the Sartaba, and

the Coreae of Josephus. This last excellent suggestion, currently attributed to Gildemeister, is

due, in reality, to Sir Charles Warren ( UndergroundJerusalem, p. 255).
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explain the general sense of this puzzling episode, and especially the enigmatic

query of Joshua, “ Art thou for us, or for our enemies ?”

The appearance of the angel-warrior of Jehovah descending on this

natural fortress, with which perhaps his own identity became merged, is

quite topic.

Again, who knows whether the drawn sword which gleamed in his hand,

as in that of the Destroying Angel of the Mount of Olives and Mount
Moriah, may not have something to do with the flame which, according to

the Talmud, broke forth at fixed seasons on these holy hills ? What, then,

are we to understand exactly by the Sar-saba ? The problem is of the

greatest difficulty, and belongs to the obscurest regions of the Hebrew religion.

I will not touch upon it here, further than to remark that God himself is

called in Daniel (viii, 1
1 )

Sar has-saba, which agrees closely with the

expression Jehovah Sabaoik. There is no doubt as to the actual meaning of

the expression, it means simply commander-in-chief, generalissimo. Thus,

for example, Omri was Sar Saba over all Israel.*

We find in Daniel that several nations have their sar, “guardian angel,

protector,” as, for instance, Greece and Persia The Sar of Israel is Michael

(x, 13, 21 ;
xii, 1): “For Michael is your Chief (sarkem), the Great Chief,”

(has-sar hag-gadol).

Michael usually personifies the Divine powTer, particularly in its violent

manifestations and its militant shape.

Later traditions do not hesitate to identify ^Michael with the angel that

appeared to Joshua. Phocas speaks of a bums (^Tell) opposite the Mount of

Temptation, with a church upon it marking the ^lace where Joshua saw the

Archangel Michael. An anonymous account (Adlatius 13) says that below

the monastery of St. Euthymus there was a monastery of the Virgin at the

spot where Joshua saw the angel.

The Igumen Daniel mentions a church at Gilgal to which Aa^ .heen

added a convent dedicated to St. Michael, because it occupied the very spoT :

where Joshua had his vision.

It will appear from these testimonies that tradition is in favour of the
vision of Joshua taking place during his stay at Gilgal. This conclusion

The expression corresponded exactly to the Ser 'asker of the modem Mussulmans
(Turks, Arabs, or Persians). It was a mistake, in my opinion, to make this word a hybrid
compound of the Persian see

,

“ head,” and the Arabic 'asker, “ soldiers.” Ser ‘asker is, historically

speaking, an Arabic term
; it is also, from the linguistic point of view, a Semitic word.
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seems warranted by the general tenour of the narrative, and by its position

in the chapter, for although the account begins with the words “at Jericho,”

this expression ought not to be taken literally, and means here, as in so

many other cases, merely the neighbourhood of Jericho.

The mountains are so grouped that the Sartaba is invisible after you

get west of Riha, being completely masked by the range in the foreground,

and especially by the eminence of ’Osh (Vshs/ie) Ghurab, which forms the

eastern end of that range. Eastwards from Riha, however, it is visible from

every part of the plain.

The above view is taken from the Tell el M'gheifer, one of the places

suggested as the site of Gilgal. M. Lecomte also took a sketch of it from

Tell el Ithleh near Jiljitlieh.

I entertained a momentary idea that there might be some connection

between the much venerated makam of the Imam ‘Aly Joshua and the holy

makam where Joshua stood as he spoke to the angel
;
but the Mussulman

sanctuary lies much too far to the west for the Sartaba to be visible from it.

Ncby Mtisa.—On the following day, April 25th, we broke up our encamp-

ment and returned to Jerusalem by way of Neby Musa, which we visited in

passing. This much venerated sanctuary of the Mussulmans is in a state of

litter ruin. I give two views of it as it appears to a spectator looking north-

west and north-east respectively.

Unfortunately the central chambers were locked up, so we could not get

In. We were only able to examine the outer and subsidiary portions, and to

get a look through an open window at the so-called cenotaph of Moses. This

was covered with a fine piece of silken stuff with inscriptions embroidered on

it, and surrounded by small articles left there by pious pilgrims. The whole

appears to be of Arab construction. The only objects worth mentioning are

;

in the balustrade of the minaret a block of stone with the mediaeval slanting

tool-marks
;
a recumbent fragment of a granite column which we saw in the

interior through one of the windows of the central building
;
on the inside of
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the north wall a small sculptured base of a pilaster built in upside down, made

of polished red limestone, and decorated with vertical fluting displaying in
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The whole place was well nigh deserted. A band of wandering Bedouin

came to seek shade, like ourselves, under the walls of Neby Mftsa, and made

there a frugal breakfast, washing it down with draughts of the fresh but

slightly bituminous water afforded by 1

' some cisterns of no great depth that

had been dug near. This troop of Bedouin had started in search of stolen or

strayed horses. As they discussed with relish the hot rolls that they had

kneaded and cooked on the spot, I could not help thinking of Saul going out

to seek his father’s lost asses. I do not know if the Bedouin found at the

Mak&m some revelation that put them on the track of the missing animals,

but at all events they fraternised with us in the most amicable manner.

The memory of Moses is still green among all the people hereabouts.

At every turn I heard the Arabs swearing wa-Iiidt iben ‘Amran
,

“ by the life

of the son of ‘Arnnin.”

Sc.llc

I questioned several of them with a view to ascertain the starting point

of the legend which locates the tomb of Moses on this side the Jordan,

and in so doing flatly contradicts the Biblical tradition. They answered that

when the angels came to tell Moses that his last hour was at hand, he was on

the east side of the Jordan, and fled from 'ain cs/i shark in order to escape

the fatal moment, as far as the place now called Neby Mftsa. Here he found

some angels engaged in digging a grave, which he was induced to enter by a

trick like that to which his brother Aaron had previously succumbed.* “ For

* According to this curious legend, taken from Mussulman writers, the Angel Gabriel tells

Moses and Aaron to follow him. He takes them to Mount Hor (where the Makfim of Aaron is

shown to this day). There they enter into a cavern and see a bed (a funeral bed, a sarcophagus)

made of gold richly chased, with the following inscription in Hebrew :
“ This bed is for him

whom it has been made to fit.” Moses first lies down in it, but the couch is too small. Aaron

It
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whom is the grave?” he asked. “For a man of your size?’ answered the

divine gravediggers. Moses got into the grave to try it. “ True,” he said,

“ it is the right size.” But when he essayed to get out, they said to him, “ It

is for thee. Thy last hour is come.” Then the Angel of Death placed to

his nostrils an apple of paradise, and Moses gave up the ghost.

Before falling into the trap, he had said to God, on arriving at a dry and

desert place, “ Here is nothing to drink, nor to make a fire with for cooking.”

God answered him, “ Thy water shall come from thy wells, and thy fire from

thy stones ” {motetah min eh'idrak on ndrak min clijdrak). Such is the

origin of the cisterns that have been dug near the sanctuary, and of the

combustible schistous rock thaL abounds in the vicinity, an extremely interest-

ing one from the geologist’s point of view.

Moses Rod,— In the valleys round here, and as far as the neighbourhood

of Jerusalem, one meets with a sort of insect like a centipede (?) ;
my ignorance

of natural history prevents me from giving an exactor description. I mention

Asityct Mina (“Moses rod").

it here solely on account of its name. It is called *Asayel Mrfsa, “Moses’

rod.” The creature is quite harmless. It looks like a long worm of a

blackish colour, and is furnished with a quantity of minute legs, by means

tries it in his turn, and it is found to fit him exactly. Immediately comes the Angel of Death and

takes possession of his soul. The Israelites, not seeing Aaron reappear, forthwith accuse Moses

of having killed his brother. (This last feature appears as early as the Talmudic legends.)

I have shown in my memoir on linens d St, George.r (p. 31) that this quaint story with its

preconcerted trap is modelled on an Egyptian legend related by the author of the Treatise of Isis

atul Osiris. Typhon, wishing to be rid of Itis brother Osiris, takes his measure by stealth and

causes a ease to be made (a mummy case) of elegant workmanship. Then he has the* ease

brought in at a feast, and says it shall belong to that one of the guests who shall manage to lie

down in it. All make the attempt, but in vain. Osiris in his turn gets in, and finds that it just fits

him. Immediately Typhon ami his accomplices put on the lid, nail it down and scat it. This is

the starting point of the well-known adventures of the chest, it being thrown into the Nile, the
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of which it moves, keeping perfectly stiff and straight. To look at it, you

would think it was a small piece of animated stick endowed with powers of

locomotion. If you touch it, it immediately coils up. This mode of progres-

sion and this strange appearance have made the little snake-like creature

popular with the Arabs. The legendary name they have attached to it is an

allusion to the miracle of the rod that turned into a serpent at the meeting of

Jehovah and Moses in the burning bush, a wonder that Aaron also worked

before Pharaoh.

Arab Traditions.— It has been long supposed that Neby Mtisa must have

taken the place of an ancient Christian monastery. This is quite possible,

and indeed the external appearance of the mosque and its subsidiary buildings

inclines one to this idea, as may be seen from M. Lecomte’s drawings of

which engravings are given above.

At all events Mujir ed Din"* affords us some definite details concerning

the history of the Mussulman sanctuary. He begins by mentioning the

doubts that had been raised as to the authenticity of the tomb, adding that

it was located in this spot by general opinion. He attributes the building of

the cupola to Beibars, vho was supposed to have made it on returning from

his pilgrimage to Mecca, when he visited Jerusalem in 668 (a.ii.) and

destroyed the monastery of M&r Saba. Later additions were made to the

mosque, both inside and out, by divers pious persons. The southern side

was enlarged between 875 and 885, the minaret was built after 880. Mujir

ed Din mentions the pilgrimage that is made to the sanctuary each year after

winter is over, and speaks of fantastic visions seen at the tomb, and other

prodigies designed to show that this is the veritable resting-place of “him

that talked with God” (Kelim Allah).

The ancient Mussulman traditions, or hawadith , declare that the tomb of

Moses is in a place called El Kethtb el Ahmar,
“the Mound of the Red

Sand.” Mahomet passed by there and prayed on the occasion of his nocturnal

ascent (isrd). The hadtth quoted to me by the Jerusalem Mussulmans

runs thus :

“I passed by my brother Moses, who sleeps at El Kethib el Ahmar.” There,

they told me, is the reap tomb. It was only in later times that, on the

authority of a sheikh, ,it was begun to be shown at Neby Mtisa. Mujir ed

l’p. 93, 94 of the Bulak Arabic text.
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CHAPTER IV.

TOUR FROM JERUSALEM TO JAFFA AND THE COUNTRY OF
SAMSON.

After the annoyance of a false start on the day before, caused by a

lack of animals at the last moment, we left Jerusalem finally on the morning

of Wednesday, June 3rd, 1874. Our tour was to cover seventeen days, and

comprise researches into a number of questions which will, in turn, be laid

before the reader, in addition to the unexpected, which always has to be

reckoned with, and did not fail, as will be seen, to make itself felt on this

occasion.

Our outfit was of the simplest. An Arab tent, with ten ropes, for

M. Lecomte and myself, two trunks, two microscopical camp-beds, a liliputian

table with two folding-chairs to match, an old flat chest graced with the

pompous name of canteen, and containing a jumble of provisions, cooking

utensils, and miscellaneous aids to camping out, were all we could boast of.

The whole made an easy load for two mules, one of which served in addition

as a mount to my servant Ahmed. This fellow, a peasant from Lifta, was

the sole representative of the numerous following that is wont to swarm

round the Frank when he wishes to try nomad life in Palestine. Each of us

had, besides, on his horse, a pair of those very convenient Arab kkurjs

;

these used to contain my whole equipment when I first stayed in Syria, and

made tours
;
my present enterprises, compared with these, seemed attended

with Asiatic splendour. For instance, we rode on two excellent saddles,

which we owed to the liberality of the Socidtd de Gdographie at Paris
; these

were of the greatest service to us during this Palestine mission.

I took as guide a good friend of mine, an old fell&h from Abu Ghdsh,

one Ibrahim Ahmed, who was more or less of a sheikh when he was at home,

and was perfectly acquainted with part of the region that I purposed to

traverse. I had already gathered from him a store of interesting information,

and enlarged it as^d^we^ along. This will be incorporated with my
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narrative in due course. In particular, it was from him that I first heard of

the existence of the Gezer inscription. The discovery of this, which took

place during this tour, is, as will be seen, of very great importance in Biblical

epigraphy and topography. *

Our first halting-place was the village of our guide, Kariet el 'Enab, or

Kariet Abu Ghosh, where we were to pass the night. We did not, however,

take the high road to Joppa to reach this, but followed from the outset the

old road which makes an arc towards the north, with the new road as the

chord of it.

The Tomb of the Beni Heidi.—When we got opposite the wely of Sheikh

Bedcr
,

I noticed on the left, between the old road which we were following*

and the new one, a number of squared blocks of stone, evidently disposed

in rows, and seeming to form a rectangular oblong with its greater size 15 m.

long. The whole group is called “the Tomb,” or “ Tombs of the Beni Hel&l”

(Kabtlr or K'bilr Beni Heidi). Its size and appearance remind me somewhat

of the famous K’bftr el ‘Am&l’ka or K’bftr Beni Isrifin (“the Tombs of the

Amalekites,” or “of the Israelites”) which are near el Hizmeh, to the north

of Jerusalem. Its name likewise recalls these. This name, Beni Helal%

assumes in local tradition an aspect rather legendary than historic, and

appears to have reference to certain primitive populations of Palestine. As

early as the geographical treatise of Esthori ha-Parchi, we find: “ East of

these districts” (“the Haur&n ”) “you find the mountain chain of Jebel bene

Hellel, called by the grammarians Jebel bene Israil."\ Thus the tombs of Beni

Heidi are mentioned together with those of Beni Israil at Hizmeh in this

connection also. Similarly the name Heidi is most closely associated in local

tradition with that of the mysterious Fenish
,
whom I shall speak of shortly :

Heidi el Fenish. There may be interesting excavations to be made in

this spot.J

El Fenish.—We soon left this behind, and as we went along my
guide told me that the realm of that mysterious personage who passed

* This is bordered with large stones, and is in part hewn in the rock. Not far away to the

south is the wely of Sheikh Yctsln.

t Itinerary ofBenjamin of Tudela, II, 410.

t It is not noticed, by name at any rate, in the Map and the Memoirs. Perhaps it should

be connected with the Kabr el Helaly (Map, 15 Pr, Name Lists: the grave of the man of the

Beni Heidi Arabs). Cf also some curious details as to the Beni Heidi of Syria, gathered by

poor Drake at Ma'lfll and Nazareth {Quarterly Statement

,

1873, P- 58 ). and a paper by P. J.

Baldensperger, Esq., ih., 1894, p. 277. ^*7 0 ^
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.

under the name of Fenish or Finsh * extended as far as Beit ‘Ur (Beth-

horon).

Ldlieh
, Kefireh .—He likewise informed me that the ancient name of Y&lo

(Ajalon) was Ldlieh
,
and according to others L&lo

;

that the ridge of the

south of Kastal was called Harash (^pl), that the fellahln pronounce the

name of the locality Kefireh, with a and the townsfolk (el medeniyeh)
with a

j.+ If this last detail is correct, which I do not vouch for, it is most

important, because it allows us to follow Robinson without hesitation in his

proposed identification of this now ruined village and the Chephirah of the

Bible, one of the four Gibeonite cities. This identification was open to the

criticism that it involved the rare, not to say impossible, ' substitution of an

Arabic j for the Hebrew 3 , for the name of this place, admitting the form

ijjJiS which M. Guerin claimed to have found.

Clay Beds.—After having deviated a little to the right and the left, we

took to the high road again at Kastal. Quite near this to the north is a bed

of clay loam, or what passes for such, greatly esteemed by the potters and

the makers of pipes (ghaldin) at Jerusalem. The spot is called Matianet

el Kastal, matianet
,
a place-name derived from tin

,
“clay.” I gazed with

some interest on this “potter’s field,” thinking that perhaps much of the

famous Moabite ware which was making such a stir at the time had been

fashioned from this clay.

Shdfeh .—We visited in passing a cone-shaped hill lying to the right

of the road, a little before Abu Gh6sh, with the significant name of SJiilfeh,

derived apparently from the extensive view uJjAj) obtained from its

summit.J I remarked there a cavern excavated in the rock.

* This fabulous personage plays a considerable part in the rustic legends of the Judaean

peasants. His name is connected, among other places, with Beit Jibrin (Eleutheropolis). My
special note, communicated to the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres in 1871, was the

first attempt to show that the name and the memory of the Philistines might have been preserved

in this name Fenish with a phonetic change prevalent in the speech of the fellahln, that

of / to «. Another instance of this change is the word feneseh
,
meaning the large piece of silver

which the fellah women wear on their necks, which stands for feleseh
,
“ piece of money.”

t It is well known that the j is pronounced by many fellahln like and the cJ like eh,

so that no error is possible in transcribing these two varieties of K, which are essentially different,

provided you arc in a position and will take the precaution to ascertain first of all the phonetic

customs of the peasants you are questioning. It is the Beni Zeld, said Ibrahim Ahmed, that

pronounce the cJ as ch.

f Cf. in the Talmud, nBir ShOfah, “ prominence.”
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t&bdlah.—From here we went on to Kh. ik’b&lah,* a mediaeval ruin too

well known to detain us. Some of the stones display masons’ marks and

letters. It was pointed out to us this time as Heidi el Fenish
,
rather to my

astonishment, as some years before I had been shown a totally different place,

between Kastal and S6ba, going by the same name.f

Kebbdrah.—As we proceeded to Abu Ghosh, we came across a place

called el Kebbdrah
,
and took from the door of a tomb hollowed out in the rock

the following bearings : Sdba, 169°, Abu Ghosh 318° (?).

The IVad ed Diltib passes below it.

Abu Ghosh.—On reaching Abu Ghosh I had our tent erected there for

the night, and we lunched. In the course of the meal I picked up some

information from the fellahin. They told me :
—

(1.) Of Deir Izh&r or^L^?) on the right of the road and to the

west of the church of Abu Ghosh. This place was said to have

been formerly connected with the convent by a subterranean way ;

(2.) Of a “ beled,” or inhabited village (hitherto not marked on the

maps), situated to the north of S&ris, and called Beit Thftl

;

(3.) Of Beit Ntlshef, between Beit Likia and Beit Sira, etc

Khaldil ez Zummdry.—After lunch we went to explore the neighbour-

hood. About half-an-hour to the south-west of the village I noticed in the

Wctdy Khaldil ez Zummdry two burial vaults hollowed out in the rock. In

one of them, on the back wall of the arcosolium, on the right hand as you go

on, a cross is cut.}

El ftmtir.—We next passed through the inhabited but half-ruined village

of el litmir (’Ammtlr) (^^**11), which lies to the north of the broad wady of

the same name. I noticed two shafts of columns and a few burial-caves.

Jeb'a.—After crossing the valley, we arrived at last at the Kh. Jeda, to

the south-west of el £‘mftr. The suggestive name of this place had made a

* The real meaning of the name must be, “the ruin opposite."

t I find indeed the following entry in one of my old note books :
“ On the west of

the road from Kastal to Soba, at the foot of the hill, I noticed a ruin called Kh. H'lctl el fenish

Jlfe), with an extensive cave, and an angle of masonry of large rough hewn blocks.

One of them measured i
m,25. high by 2m. in length, and looked as if it formed part of an

enclosing wall (1870, Carnet, III, p. 29)." [Wherever a reference to “ Carnet, etc ” occurs,

the author’s unpublished Notes of his observations before and after the years 1873 and 1874 are

indicated.]

J Sketch lost.

I
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vivid impression on me when I first heard it pronounced by the fellahin, so 1

made all haste to explore it.

The name is applied to a vast plateau covered with ruins, at the top of a

hill placed at the confluence of two valleys, WMy E‘muf (’Ainnnir) and

W&d el Ehmar (Hamar), which unite above K&s el Jeb'a (to the west).

This plateau appears to have been the seat of a considerable town, to

judge by the numerous but shapeless ruins to be found on it. These consist

chiefly of heaps of fallen stones, for the most part of small size, belonging to

ancient walls. Mere and there, however, a few large blocks, more carefully

hewn, are to be seen. The soil presents that greyish tint which in this

country is characteristic of the sites of ancient cities, and it is strewn with

potsherds, We counted quite a number of cisterns with large square mouths,

wine-presses, etc., cut in the rock. Unfortunately the whole place was over-

run and covered up with grass and brushwood, which obstructed our efforts.

M. Lecomte made a drawing of a large reservoir cut in the rock and

fronted by two arches, belonging apparently to a vaulting intended to cover

At one end, towards the south-west, this plateau is separated by a

considerable depression, called Khali'/ eljell

a

, from an eminence, Reis cl fetter,

which appears to have been the fortified part or acropolis of the city. Here

are cisterns, wine-presses, double walls, etc.
;
towards the north there is a

large heap of stones called Rjum Jetta. We took the bearings from this :

Saris, 304°; Neby Shamwll, 62°

;

Soba, 99
0
.

Threshing Floors.—On our way back from the Rds, we traversed the

whole length of the plateau, and I noticed further two huge threshing floors

cut in the rock. The fellahin generally call threshing floors of this sortjnrm ,

Jj . The name and die object correspond exactly to the Biblical goreu, pT
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Moreover also the vulgar pronunciation is the same, the jesm with which

the r is marked in literary Arabic
(
jum) being replaced by a regular short

vowel, the equivalent of the Hebrew segot

Gibeak .—What was the ancient city now represented by the Kh. Jeb'a ?

Its name would seem to connect it with the already numerous group of Gibeahs

in the Bible ;+ Jeb‘a, answers exactly to Gibeah which from its

derivation signifies “ hill.” This generic meaning sufficiently accounts for

this homonymy, which creates such confusion in the ancient topography of

Palestine.

Among the various Gibeahs in the Bible, there is one that would

correspond pretty closely with Jeb‘a, namely the Gibeah where the inhabitants

of Kirjath-Jearim deposited the Ark after fetching it from Bethshemesh.

The nearness of Abu Ghdsh, if we adopt the general identification of this

with Kirjath-Jearim, would rather favour this view. Again, it is worth

noticing that our Jeb‘a lies exactly on the road that one has to take in going

from ‘Ain Shem£s (Bethshemesh) to Abu Ghosh. Still I will not venture

at present to assert that that is where we must look for the house of

Abinadab, where the Ark remained for twenty years till David took it away

to Jerusalem. One objection among others to such an assertion is that it is

hard to reconcile with the opinion (a conjectural one, it must be said) which

considers the Gibeah of the Ark to be the Gibeat KirjathJ enumerated by

Joshua among the cities of Benjamin. If the boundary of Judah really

passed by Abu Ghosh, our Jeb*a would be too far to the south to have been

comprised in the territory of Benjamin. The whole of this question requires

to be taken up again and treated thoroughly.

'Ain Mahtiisk .—We returned from Abu Ghosh by way of 'Ain Mahtush

in the valley of the same name. Up above are visible the ruins of a birkeh,

built of large blocks. It served no doubt to regulate the flow of water used

to irrigate the valley.

* This, by the bye, is a general observation, applicable to the whole series of segotate nouns

and the corresponding words in popular Arabic, as I already had occasion to show a long time

ago. This phenomenon is one of the most striking of those that directly unite the phonetics of

popular Arabic with that of Hebrew, passing over the head, so to speak, of literary Arabic.

*T Like names are no less common in Arabic place-nomenclature. My guide told me on
another occasion of two places called Kh. J’hfa, one situated, he said, to the south of Kastal, the

other between Beit ‘Enin and Katanneh. I found them marked on the Map, which shows in

a general way the correct knowledge of my old sheikh Ibrahim Ahmed,

t Gibeath and Kirjath (A.V.). (Translator’s note.)

I 2
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Opposite the spring, on the other side of the valley, l saw in the distance

some ruins of a so-called cycloptean structure, which were pointed out to us

by the name of Beit Rumman. This puts one in mind of the numerous

Rimmons in the Bible, but iL may simply be formed from the Arab word

for pomegranate.

Church ofAbu Ghosh.- -On returning to Abu Ghosh we* studied certain

details of the mediaeval church, of which a concession had just been made to

the French Government.* 1 saw again the Latin masons’ marks that 1 was

the first to point out in 1870, and we copied them afresh. (See the special

table, Vol. I.) On one of the courses, to the right as you go in, I discovered

a small graffito of two lines, but could only make out a few Latin characters,

perhaps of the Crusading period or possibly later. The first lint!, which

has been hammered over, has almost

entirely disappeared, with the excep-

tion of a small footed cross of distinct

outline, which formed the beginning

of it. In the second line one can

clearly read : KgOVLSA. The

block on which the lines are engraved

bears unmistakable traces of the mediaeval slanting tool-marks. Here

follows a facsimile from the squeezes I took.

Above the entrance door of the subterranean

church 1 noticed traces of a two-armed cross

inscribed in a circle;. It had been hammered over.

Crusaders' Tool - Marks.— I particularly set

myself to distinguish the heterogeneous styles of

dressing the stones that we found in the upper and

lower parts of the church, and observed a fact

with reference to the mediaeval tool-marks oil the

blocks, which is a regular proof of the law that I

discovered and have set forth above (Vol. I). It

A * L,t' atlwn ' 15 ‘ n *

* A study of this church and the crypt in great detail, with views, plans, sections, and

elevations, will he found in an article by M. Mauss, published in the Revue. Anheofogique for

March—April, iSy2, pp. 223, et seqq. Cf. in the Revue Bibliquc (1893, P» 4') the remarks of

Father Gcrmer-l hirand, where he disputes certain views of M. Mauss, states that the frescoes are

accompanied by Latin Inscriptions, and supposes that the Church belonging to the Hospitallers

was dedicated to St. John.
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will be remembered that by this law the blocks hewn by the Crusaders have

oblique tool-marks when they are flat,
and that the tool-marks are more or

less parallel with the perpendicular if the blocks take a curved form. Now
in the three circular apses ^t the end of the church of Abu Ghosh there

is a very short straight part just before the curved part begins, and the

combination of the flat and curved surfaces appears on one and the same

block
;
well, this block shows on its flat part the oblique marks, and on its

curved part (it is here practically a vertical cylinder) they are almost

vertical. I took a squeeze of the surface, clearly showing this twofold

characteristic.

Origin of the Church.—The history and origin of the church of Abu
Ghosh remain an unsolved problem. The main part of the building is

indisputably of the time of the Crusades, though in the lower part of the

subterranean church which forms the crypt there are some large “ pock-

marked ” blocks, which may be earlier than the Crusades, but are not

necessarily so.* The outer facing of the walls has been so carelessly done,

and with such coarse materials, that one is inclined to suppose it to have been

restored or even finished at a much later date. Indeed, it is quite possible

that the building had to be hurriedly abandoned by the Crusaders when it

was in course of construction, on account of the approach of Saladin, and

that it was brought to its present condition at a much later date. This

hypothesis would easily account for the distressing irregularity in the dressing

of the stones, which exhibit side by side the most careful and the rudest work.

As for the singular appellation of St. Jeremy which modern tradition

attaches to the church, one can only explain it by supposing it due to

an ignorant confusion between the names Kirjath Jearim and Jeremias

(Hieremias). Franks who were at one time masters of the Holy Land,

and were mostly unlearned folk, may have been misled by the superficial

resemblance of the two words. It is, however, unnecessary to go back to

the Crusades for the origin of this error. It may very well have been started

since that time, and be the work not of the conquerors but of pilgrims and

monks from the west in later ages.

* M. Mauss is of opinion that the church of the Crusaders has been adapted so to speak by

them from the main portion of an ancient Roman castcllum : this would explain the extraordinary

thickness of the walls, the*fact that the apses do not project out beyond the eastern wall, leaving

the latter an unbroken line, the holes made in the walls after building for the openings of the

door and windows, etc. Resuming an ancient theory, he proposes to make this castellum the

Castle of Emmaus, and Abu Ghosh, Emmaus.
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In this case what tradition, if any, did the Crusaders wish to perpetuate

when they built this church ? May we not suppose it was that of the abiding

of the Ark at Kirjath Jearim, if we admit that Gibeah was merely a quarter

of that town ?

Such were the inductions I was led to by considering this obscure

question on the spot itself. I have since found an unexpected confirmation

of this view in a text which I had not then by me, and which seems to have

hardly been resorted to in the controversy. Petrus Cassinensis, in his

Libcllus de locis sanctis
, the date of which has been established as being

about 1137, says that at a place 9 miles from Jerusalem called Kirjathjearim
,

where the Ark of the Lord was, a church has been constructed :
“ milliario

nono ab Jerusalem, in loco qui dicitur Kariathjearim, ubi fuit archa Domini,

ecclesia illic constructa est.”

Several important results ensue from this decisive passage :

—

(1.) Abu Ghosh was identified with Kirjath Jearim as early as the

Crusades.

(2.) The church dates back to the first half of the twelfth century at least.

(3.) The Ark was connected with it in tradition.

Probably this same Biblical reminiscence is accountable, in spite of

appearances to the contrary, for the Mussulman tradition which makes the

small mosque near the church a sanctuary or makdm of Esdras. This

tradition perhaps is not so incongruous as it appears. It is known, of course,

that this “prophet” is called in Arabic Neby *Ozeir or el ‘Ozefr. Esdras

assuredly had nothing to do with Kirjath Jearim, but the Arabic form of his

name ^*11 corresponds literally with the Hebrew name Eleazar, the son

of Abinadab, and it must not be forgotten that there was an Eleazar to whom
the inhabitants of Kirjath Jearim entrusted the care of the Ark.

Moreover, in further support of this conjecture I. can cite a notorious

instance of the Arabic name for Esdras in the form el *Ozeir being substituted

for that of Eleazar. Jewish and Samaritan tradition point out to one, at

'Awerta, near Nablus, a place of which we shall have more to say later on,

the tomb of Eleazar the Son of Aaron. Now to the Mussulmans this is the

tomb of el *Ozeir. Thus we are perfectly justified in assuming that beneath

the el ‘Ozeir of Abu Ghosh there lurks an Eleazar.

The localization of the legend of Esdras at Abu Ghdsh, moreover, seems

to me to have much older warranty than one would have supposed from the

mere witness of rustic fellahin. There is a passage in the Koran {Surah of
the cow,

verse 263) in which the Mussulmen commentators of early date
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recognized an allusion to Esdras, though he is not mentioned in it by name.

It begins thus :
“ And as he who passed through a city (Kariatifl) with

ruined houses," etc. Several early commentators, seizing on this word Karia,

have expressly applied it to Abu Gh6sh, the real name of which, as we know,

is Kariat el'Enab (“the village of grapes”), or, for short, el Karia. I have

not the original texts by me just now, so will content myself with quoting,

with further abridgement, the summary of them given by the old d’Herbelot

in his Bibliothlque Orientale
,
evidently from Persian sources (perhaps the

Kisas el-anbid ?). Esdras, on his way to Jerusalem, stopped at a village near

the Holy City. The village was ruined, but there were many vines and

fig-trees. Esdras took up his quarters behind a wall, and there supported

himself on fruit, with his ass tethered near him.'*
* The village was variously

called Setr abdd+ (“ place for walking ” in Persian) and Diar Anab {sic).

One cannot help recognizing in this last name, which is evidently
, 1»j,

the characteristic name of our Kariat el *Enab. Thus it is seen that there is

more than one reason assignable for the legend of Esdras prevalent in these

days at Abu Ghdsh, and at the same time indirect proof is obtained that the

name of the village is not an invention of yesterday, it containing the element

Kariat
,
which is one of the principal bases of the identification made by

western commentators with Kirjath Jearim.

Beit Mahsir.—Next morning we broke up the camp to go to Bir

el Ma'in, to the north-west of Abu Ghosh, which was to be our second

halting-place. I sent the baggage on by a direct route, so that we might be

free to follow another.

We again crossed the Jaffa high road, leaving the eminence of Deir

Izhdr to our left on the south-west, and followed the course of the Wddy
BaltV, which lay to our left, deepening as it went on.

As we went along we saw in the distance the wooded crest of Beit

Mahsir. When one reflects that this commanding point, lying to the north of

Kesla between *Ain ShemSs and Abu Gh6sh, is, to the eye at least, the

highest in the neighbourhood, one is sorely tempted to take it for the undis-

coverable Mount Seir, one of the landmarks of the boundary of Judah. One

* It appears from a legend, that I picked up later at Abu Ghosh, that this characteristic

feature of the legend, the ass of Esdras, still lingers in local tradition.

t SeirabM
t

is perhaps the result of a mistaken reading for SAbor abad,

“ the town of Shahpor,” where, according to a variant of the legend, Esdras died and was raised to

life.
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.

could even, if need were, find certain affinities between the two names, in

spite of their apparent differences. If we cut off from Mahsir the servile

syllable ma, we have left the theme ksir, by interversion shir. The form

Mishir noted by Van de Velde, if it is not due to a misunderstanding on his

part, would even contain the non-interverted form, and this variant would

furnish a good intermediate form. As for the substitution of an Arabic ha

for a Hebrew 'ain, this is authorised by numerous instances found in geo-

graphical names. In any case this comparison is much less improbable, on

phonetic grounds, than the one which Schwarz, Tobler and others have tried

to establish with Saris. The requirements of topography also appear to me

to be equally well fulfilled.

.

Zunukleh.—The spot marked Kh. Saris on Van de Velde’s map was

pointed out to me by the name of Zunukleh
,
one that I had already noted

some years previous. A sort of stone tripod is said to have been found, some

time back, in a cavern at Beit Mahsir.

Jehel 'AM er Rahman.—My guide, whom I had set talking on the

question of mountains, told me, as we went along, of one called Jebel 'AM
er Rahman

,
reputed the highest in those parts, “not excepting,” said he,

“ Neby Shatnwil." It lies, according to his statement, to the north-east of

Abu Gh6sh and to the south-west of Beit Sflrik, about an hour’s journey from

the former village. It is said that a most extensive view of the country

round is to be had from its summit.'5*

Meshdhed.—While we were thus conversing with Ibrahim Ahmed,

the ascent became so difficult that we had to dismount every now and then, so

as not to break our necks over the sloping patches of rock, polished into

slipperiness, that crossed our path at every step. After more than three

quarters of an hour of this distinctly unpleasant exercise, more like a ride over

the roofs of a European town than anything else, we beheld numbers of

meshdhed',+ showing that we were in sight of Beit Thul.

* I do not find this name on the Map. [This is evidently another name for the hill-top

called “ Batn es S’aideh,” which was used as a trigonometrical point by the Survey Party.— Ei>.]

The exact position of Jebel 'Abd er Rahman—its very existence, of course I only know by

hearsay—remains to be verified and fixed, as also does its real altitude. The indications given

by my guide would seem to take us within the triangle of high hills lying between Abu Ghosh,

Beit Sfirlk and Kalaunieh (Khlonich). In this region Mount Ephron is placed by common
consent, and Jebel 'Abd er Rahm&n, probably the highest point in the range, might very well

correspond to that mountain.

t Small heaps of stones placed at the points from which the villages or sanctuaries first come

into view.
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Beit Thai {Tul\—The name of this village presents a curious, but, let

me acid, quite fortuitous resemblance to that of the Bethulia of Judith. It had

hitherto escaped the attention of explorers of the Holy Land, and this was

to me its greatest attraction.

From Beit Thftl one” enjoys a very fine view of the plain that lies

beneath through a gap in the hills.

The village was inhabited, and a hearty welcome was accorded to us.

The site possesses importance and certainly antiquity, and in fact we noticed

both in and around the village ail the characteristics of sites of this kind,

cisterns, presses, caverns and tombs hewn out in the rock, especially on the

western slope of the hill ; foundations of houses ancl quarry-holes cut into the

living rock, fragments of pottery, a grey tinge in the soil, and so forth ;
and,

further, a seemingly ancient road, bordered with large blocks and extending,

as it appears, to Yald, an hour’s journey distant.

The village contains two vveiys, one the sanctuary of Sheikh fujehn, the

other that of Bedriyeh . In front of the wely of Bedriyeh, I noticed the

remains of a small aqueduct of masonry and two large shafts of ancient

columns.

In the courtyard of an old ruined house we lit upon a rather curious

capital, of hard stone, and cubical in shape, the two opposite faces presenting

two spiral scrolls ornamented with large Greek crosses.

l Al’tTAl. AT 1IK.1T TllL'l..

C)n measuring, it appeared that this capital must have belonged to one

of the two columns mentioned just above. These remains lead one to suppose

that an important Christian building of the Byzantine period once existed at

Beit Thftl.

According to local tradition Bedriyeh was the sister of the Sheikh In’jemi,

When the latter established himself there the place was nothing but a desert.
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The holy man was ministered to, and even, I believe, fed by a gazelle. After

his death, his sister Bedriyeh took his place, and afterwards the place became

a town. This legend is an interesting one. The Sheikh’s name, it should

be noted, comes from the same root as nejm
,
“star;” Irijeim is the rapid

pronunciation, with a prosthetic alif of nujeim
,

“little star.” The

sister’s name is derived from bedr ,
“ the full moon.” 1 should not be surprised

if, as so often happens in Palestine, this pious and respected pair were found

to be the expression of some old mythological notion connected with

astronomy. At all events, this legend may be compared with the one

prevalent among the Mussulmans, which recounts how God, having caused

a gourd-tree to grow over Jonah’s head,* sent a wild ibex to nourish him with

her milk.f I would also adduce, for comparison, a coin of Damascus, which

may have been known to the Arabs at the time of the conquest, and have

suggested to them “ iconologically ” the idea of this fable from the design

on the obverse : a doe suckling an infant.\ Possibly this scene was accom-

panied on some specimens by the symbols of the moon and star d #

,

which frequently figure on other Damascus coins
; hence Irijeim and

Bcdriych.§

The fellahin of Beit ThCil told me that the town was formerly called

among the Christians Karat Fcrtin <I*1j
;
“the fortress of Fertin,"|| a

Christian or pagan king (K&fer) who reigned there and lorded it over all the

surrounding region. He perished in the tfifdn, “ the deluge,” which issued

from the Tannfir of Abu Shusheh (Gezer) and submerged the whole country.

In speaking of Gezer I shall have occasion to recur to this latter legend, a

* We have here, I think, an instance of the mythologie des images, which I have already

proposed to call iconology

;

the story of Jonah and the kikaiyon tree is closely connected with

those numerous tessera: of Palmyra, on which the dead man is represented lying beneath a tree

bearing large round berries.

t Bochart, I, 920, 20.

X Mionnet, V, 292 ; cf. de Saulcy, Numism. de la Terre Sainte, p. 45, No. 13. Compare

the myth of Telephus suckled by a doe.

§ This generation of Arab legends through the arbitrary interpretations of scenes figured on

ancient coins is not an isolated case. For instance, I have already shown (Recueil d’A rchiol.

orientak, I, p. 311) that the remarkable Mussulman legend of Adam ploughing at Acre with a

pair of oxen led by Gabriel, which is localized at 'Ain el Bakar near Acre, arose from a popular

interpretation of the colonial coins of Acre, on which the imperial founder of Ptolemais is seen

driving a cart, the symbol of colonization in Roman worship, with a genius hovering above him.

11
Fertin is perhaps a transposition for Tarfin, which we shall be concerned with later.
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very important one. I consider it to be a fragment of one of the oldest and

most widespread beliefs in the land of Canaan.

I was told of a Kh. Mismar situated between Beit Thfil and Zunukleh.

On my way throughnhis region I noted an expression absolutely peculiar

to the fellahln there, namely, viayi (&*-* or in the sense of k'thir
,

“ much."

The ethnic name of the inhabitants of the village is Tkiily, plural

Tawdlek. I shall often have occasion to recur to this question of ethnics.

Sufficient attention has not been paid to them, and I have always made an

effort to collect them carefully, for in my opinion they ofteji preserve for us

the more archaic forms of the place-names.

Beit Thfil is evidently some ancient locality of distinct importance, but

which is it ? The likeness of the name to Bethulia, false as a mirage, must

not deceive us for a moment.

Might not one identify it with the undiscoverable Jithlah mentioned

in Joshua xix, 42, among the towns belonging to the tribe of Dan, and

forming a separate group with Ajalon and Shaalabbin ?

This identification is most tempting to the geographer, considering that

Beit Thfil is near Y&16 (Ajalon), and is even joined to it by the ancient road

I mentioned just now.

From the etymologist’s point of view the notion is admissible. We are

quite at liberty in considering the name Beit Thill to take as usual only the

second half, eliminating the insignificant factor belt, “ house.” This leaves us

Thill, the essential factor, and the only one remaining in the ethnic Thitly.

Thill
, Jy, ( Thaul)* signifies in Arabic a “swarm of bees” or “hornets.”

So we might stop at this and suppose the name to be of purely Arabic origin,

“the house of the bees” or “of the hornets.” As a matter of fact Beit Thul

does produce excellent honey, and we partook of some with relish. One has

to beware, however, of these appellations that appear to be of purely Arabic

origin, they are often ancient Hebrew names converted by a process of

popular etymology into words familiar to the Arabs. In many cases slight

phonetic changes assist the process. These, by the bye, are not arbitrary,

but are subject to real laws. Thus, for instance, the name of the Bible town

* In the Name Lists the name is written Jy and the second element Till is

regarded as a proper name, and wrongly translated “ length,” from a confusion with the word

Jjls, which is radically different.

K 2
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of Thimnah has become in fellah speech Tibneh ,
“ chopped straw,” Similarly

Tktil may stand for Jethlah, the two last radicals of which it has preserved.

The first syllable Ji may be either (i) radical— this is the opinion of Fiirst,

who derives the name Jithlah from one of those imaginary roots which

are his particular foible, namely SlT (which itself, by the' bye, is formed from

*?n); or (2) servile, in case the word really comes from talah
,
“ to be

hung, hung up.” In either case the disappearance of this initial syllable Ji
is the most natural thing in the world. This is how, for instance, Jericho

becomes in Arabic Riha {Erika)
;
Jezreel, Zerin ; Jeshanah ,

Sfnia, etc. At

any rate that seems to me quite as reasonable as the identification with the

name of a valley, Wady *Atala,* which has been suggested in desperation.

Arab Legend\—At Beit Thill I took on an extra guide to go to Kh.

Ifirsha or Hersheh The breath of the Khamsinf was scorching,

the heat overpowering, the sky without a cloud, and of a blinding chalk-like

whiteness. Our way lay through partially cut fields of corn. The harvest-

men, it appears, are in the habit of leaving off work while this wind is blowing,

because, they say, the corn-stalks get dry and are too hard to cut. The hills

that we crossed were covered with underwood. A quantity of charcoal is

made about here, and the operation is generally conducted in old rock-hewn

caves, frequently ancient graves.

As we went along, my guide from Beit Thill told me that opposite Sdrls,

on the other side the confluence of the two valleys, there was a steep place

called
%

Elliet cn Nimfr, “the Height of the Panther.” There, in a cavern

still existing at the present day, was once the den of a most savage panther

which ravaged the country round, and cut off the communication through

Wady S&fieh and W&dy Hfiteh. One day an ancestor of one of the inhabi-

tants of Beit Thul went to slay it. The beast sprang upon him, planted its

claws in his back, and carried him off to one of the highest rocks about its

den. Here, however, the bold hunter managed to draw his knife, turned

round and slew the panther, and cut off its paw, which remained imbedded in

* Map of Van dc Velde. The existence of this name is not even asserted, and I do not

find it on the Map. Phonetically, it would rather suggest Ataroth of Benjamin, which should be

hereabouts, unless indeed it is simply ,dJl lUr ?

f Khamsin. This name, which means “ fifty,” is generally accounted for by the number of

days during which this wind is said to blow. I am rather inclined to think that it comes from the

season in which it blows
;

the Khamsin is the prevailing wind in the period of fifty days

comprised between Easter and Pentecost (Uci/Tf/Ko<n>p.
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his back. A skilful leech succeeded in extracting it, and he recovered.

What struck me about this legend was the name given to the hunter’s knife,

shibriyek. This word is probably derived from shtbr,
“ palm ” or " span,” and

probably denotes the length of the blade of the dagger. This is the same as

that of the hereby with which Ehud the Left-handed slew Eglon king of Moab,

which measured a gomed.

Dhahr el Hdteh .—Looking to the north-west of Beit Thdl in the direction

of Ramleh, I noticed a rocky height called Dhahr el Huteh
,
which they say

was struck by lightning and cloven into three parts.

Kh. el Kaslr.—To the south-west of our route, above the W&dy S&fieh, is

Kk. elKastir (Kusr).

Bdt'n elJarrild.—To the north-west of our route and to the north of

Hirsha is a height Bdt'n el Jarrtid, so called because the soldiers of Islam

assembled there
(
jarradii). This appellation may have reference to some

military event, for it is well known that in this region, that of Beit NOba,

the Franks and Saladin engaged in numerous combats.

Hirsha.—However, we were now approaching Hirsha. We encountered

first a commanding height called from its position the Muntdr (observatory)

of Hirsha.

The Stone of the Pregnant Woman .—We noticed on the slope of the

Muntdr a long hewn block of about 3
n,
‘20, broken at one end; this is “the

pillar of the fairy” or female jinn, *amdd el Jinniyeh. Tradition has it that

a pregnant she-fairy had received orders from Solomon to bring stones for

building the Temple at Jerusalem. She was in the act of carrying this heavy

pillar, which she had fetched from Hirsha, when she learned by the way that

the mighty king who had imposed this hard task on her was dead. She

straightway threw her crushing burden to the ground, the stone broke with

the shock, and remained there ever after. This legend of “ the stone of the

pregnant woman” (Hajar cl Hableh) is very popular with the Arabs of Syria.

I have found it in several places, and mean some day to make a special study

of it.*

* We must reject the explanation suggested by M. Renan in his Mission de Phtnicie (p. 74),

according to which a Hajar el Hableh (transcribed Hubleh

)

stands for Hajar el Kubleh

“the Stone ot the South.” There is no doubt that the real meaning is “the Stone of the

Pregnant Woman.” The* same mistake was once made about the same name as applied

to the colossal hewn block in the ancient quarries of Baalbek {cf, for instance, Baedeker’s

Palestine and Syria
,
ed. 1876, p. 500). Now in an ancient Italian MS. that lies before me, and
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.

Waterworks.— I remarked further on a section of an aqueduct partly cut

in the rock
;
a little further still, a huge threshing floor, a mosaic floor in situ

,

with large cubes of white limestone (called by the fellahin kazamit)* still in

their bed of thick cement ;
and then cisterns, fragments of pottery, etc.

Next we made our way into an immense subterranean reservoir cut out

in the solid rock, and measuring i4'"‘8o in length, 13m. in breadth, and at

least 8m. in height. The ceiling is flat and

sloping, and pierced with several openings, three

round and one square, to allow of water being

drawn out or admitted. The lower part of the

sides is still covered with a coat of concrete

o,n
'25 in thickness. In the middle a few large

blocks, carefully hewn, lie on the ground. In

one of the corners of this monumental cistern,

which forms a regular subterranean dirkeh, is

the beginning of a wide canal, partly cut in the

rock and partly built of masonry, which would

allow of the water being let out and guided for

the purposes of irrigation, as I suppose. This

aqueduct consists of a sort of trench with top

uncovered. At the end it is crossed by a struc-

ture of masonry with a groove in it which seems

to have admitted the gate of a sluice for regu-

lating the flow of the water. Further on it is

joined at right angles by a wall surmounted with

a cornice.

Lower down is another birkeh also cut in

the rock, but this time open to the sky.

This large and remarkable reservoir is called
*

Aineziyet Hirsha. This

is nothing more or less than a translation of an Arabic treatise on searching for hidden treasure

in Syria, this same stone at Baalbek is called la pietra gravida
,
evidently for della gravida. I

believe that this extremely curious legend has some connexion with the tradition concerning the

Caryatids or statues of women supporting a building or an entablature. There may be a basis

for comparison with the three kneeling statues at Rome, brought from Syria after the defeat of

Antiochus, and regarded by the people as divinities presiding over women in childbirth. M. Br&il

thinks that these nixi di were Caryatids. In Western folk-lore there arc legends which strikingly

recall that of the Ifajar el Hableh (cf. Revue archeologique, May-Junc, 1893, p. 350, et seqq.).

* The word is tortured into various shapes by the Arabs. At Lydda I heard it pronounced

baiamit. It must be some foreign word, Greek perhaps, that has passed into Arabic.
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name 'Aineziyek, which is not to be found in our Arabic Lexicons, signifies a

(covered) reservoir more extensive than a cistern, and is applied, for instance,

to the great cistern at Ramleh.

Besides this, there is in the neighbourhood a group of ruins of some size

consisting of heaps of well-hewn stones, many of them belonging to arched

bays, and some bearing bossages.

We noticed among them a fine carved lintel bearing a Greek cross

contained in a circle or crown.*

A tomb, with three arcosolia, had been afterwards transformed into a

cistern. We had all the trouble in the world to crawl in and examine it.

This group of waterworks of such a size, these ruins of houses with

arched bays, etc., point to the existence here of an important settlement,

probably dating back to the Byzantine period. Did Hirsha exist before this

period ? and what can it have been ? The name recalls that of the forest of

Hareth which served as a refuge to David (allowing for the well-known

interchange of the shin and the tau ) : or that of Mount Heres, which cannot

have been far from Y&16. But these are mere hypothetical identifications, I

do not wish to lay stress upon them.

Various Localities.—After a lunch, which we took at our ease beneath a

fine carob-tree, and washed down with excellent water, I dismissed our guide

from Beit ThCtl and we set off for Beit N uba. I first of all took down from his

lips the names and approximate positions of certain places round about which

we had no leisure to visit
:
JatnmUres

,
Kh. Sihvdn, Kh. Rakkubes

,
to the east

of Beit Nfiba and to the south of Beit Likia. He told me that Bezka
y
which

I desired to visit because the name had struck me, was to be found to the

north of Kub&b and the east of el K’niseh, between Selbit and ‘Ann&beh.

Beit Nliba.— At three o’clock we entered Beit NClba, whose inhabitants

looked on us with suspicion, and gave us a surly reception, forming a

striking contrast with the cordial welcome we had just before found at Beit

Thtil. However, I did not allow myself to be discouraged, hoping that as

the village was formerly inhabited by the Crusaders, it might have some find

in store for us, and by dint of pertinacity I obtained access to the houses,

whether they liked it or not.

Mediaeval Church .—Our perseverance was rewarded, for we discovered,

shut in by these wretched hovels, three apses, regularly orientated, of a large

mediaeval church, hitherto unknown. We noted among the masons’ marks

* Sketch lost.
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an M, and in the straight and curved portions of the apses the same peculiarity

of tool marks, either diagonal or approaching the vertical, as in the church at

Abu Ghosh.

Unfortunately time failed us to make a complete plan, and to distinguish

all the primitive elements in the conglomeration of houses that clung to the

ruined building.

However, we noted enough to give a general idea of the whole. The
church is in the eastern portion of the village. A rough and incomplete plan

of it follows here.

A

A, Plan (scale of -.v

li. Elevation of a door in the north wall of the small north aisle. Scale J
Tl.

C. Section of the cornice.
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In the courtyard of a house I noticed, lying on the ground, a very

handsome holy-water stoup of carved white marble, probably belonging to the

church of the Crusaders, with which it is, I think, contemporary.

This, I think, is the unique instance of a holy-water stoup found in

Palestine.'" Apart from that, it is interesting for the history of Western Art

to find a specimen of these articles that cannot be later than the 1 3th century.

This proof of the existence of mediaeval remains at Beit Nuba settles once

and for all the question whether the casal Bcftcnoblc should be identified with

Beit NCtba, or, as some authors, M. Guerin for instance, would have it, with

’Annabeh.

On the west of the village is a niakam dedicated to Neby Tarfiu or

Turfiny a descendant of the patriarch Jacob, as local tradition assures

us. I cannot make out what lies concealed beneath this singular name. May
it be that of the name of king Fcrttn or Fartin, the personage of the legend

of Beit Thfd already given, the t and f being transposed ? The king,

however, appears in this legend as a pagan or Christian. It may possibly

have some connection with the Jewish name Tarphou pSTJ, which has

been borne by several ancient rabbis, and is in itself merely a corruption

of the Greek Tpvtpmv. Perhaps, again, it is a transformation—a quite

regular one—of the name Tpo^ijaos which occurs several times in Christian

martyrology.

J.U fi'wrlreh.—We left Beit Niiba anti directed our steps to el B’weireh,

* I find, however, the following among my notes, marked with a query: “Fragment of a

holy-water stoup (?) of carved marble, found in the Crusaders’ Church at Kubeibch.” A drawing

of it by M. l.ecomte must have gone astray like a number of others.

L
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where I wanted to examine some ancient remains that I had heard of a long

time before from different fcllaliin.
#

El B’weireh is a ruin of some importance, and had not hitherto been

visited by Palestine explorers. It has numerous rock-hewn caves.

We found a great number of the inhabitants of Katanneh, a village lying

some distance to the east, who spend part of the summer there; for the

harvesting, This custom of taking a country holiday every year in certain

Khurhehs or ruins is a very common one in Palestine. It may serve to explain

why and in what manner the tradition of the names of places has been so

faithfully preserved, even when these are deserted.

The fellahin showed great distrust of us at the outset, and it was only by

dint of repeated negotiations that I obtained the information I wanted. We
were first taken to see a fine lintel of hard stone, i

ro*30 long, ornamented on

one of its faces with three crosses of slightly different shape, inscribed in a

circle. One of the crosses, the one on the right, lias four small knobs between

* At this point there is some confusion in the notes of my route that I cannot clear up. I

can only make out the name “'Ajenjul, to the north of Latrun.” This note must evidently have

a connection with the “ Khtirbei el Junjul ” of the Map, which we passed through just before

arriving at BVetreh. I cannot say whether my entry refers to this place under a form of name
noticeably different, or to another place of the same name in the neighbourhood of Latrhn that

may have* been mentioned by my guide in speaking of it.
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its arms. The lower surface presents recesses intended doubtless to ensure

the cohesion of the stone with the fabric to which it belonged.

We next were led to a large field surrounded by a dry stone wall, in which

we perceived a quantity of fine blocks carefully hewn, some with a moulding,

which were said to have come from the ground inside the wall. The tool-

marking was not mediaeval, and I am inclined to believe that these materials

date back earlier than the Crusades, probably to the Byzantine period.

There was another lintel broken into two unequal portions, and by

good luck we found the missing portion in the middle of the field. It is

ornamented with an elegant Greek cross enclosed in a square with another

square intertwined diagonally
;
on the four arms of the cross are four small

projecting knobs
;
on the right and left, two triangular auricles resembling

those on inscribed cartouches. The whole is carved in relief, and produces a

very fine decorative effect ; the style is pure Byzantine. Length of the lintel

i
ro
*55.

The fellahtn of el B’weireh indicated to me several spots which we had not

time lo go and see, as the day was drawing to a close :

—

Kh. Kanbut, on the west side of Kh. el B’weireh, but forming part of it,

so to speak. Kanbut, 1 was told, was a man of “ Ibrahim Pasha’s time

Kh. es Seder ;

Kh. Baradct
,
to the south of B’weireh.

We resumed our journey to Bir el Ma'in, and passed through the ruins of

Kh. cl Hadethch
,
quite near B’weireh. Here again we noticed considerable

ancient remains, caves and foundations of houses, hollowed out in the rock,

cisterns and ruins of buildings, blocks well hewn and moulded, columns, and

two birkehs. However, as the day was far spent, we had to content ourselves

with a superficial survey, so as to get to the tent before nightfall, I noticed

growing among the ruins those yellow (lowers which are so characteristic of

L 2
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such places, as has already been observed. The fellahin call them murrar or

shok el murrar.

To sum up, my impression is that all the country from here to Beit Thftl

must have been very prosperous in Byzantine times, and that the ruins we

noticed at Beit Thiil, Hirsha, B’weireh and Hadetheh all belong to that

period. There were on those spots extensive groups of inhabited dwellings,

perhaps large agricultural colonies of monastic origin.

The Hasmonccan Adasa .— I do not mean that these Christian com-

munities were not established on the sites of older localities. For instance,

Hadetheh should represent some ancient ITttHn Hadasha
,
a name which

must have been pretty common in Palestine, and simply means “ new town.”

We know that the Arabic root hadatha
,

corresponds exactly to the

Hebrew hadash UHn.* The Adasa of I
st Maccabees and of Josephus must

have been one of these Hadashas

:

the translation ’ASacra, with loss of the

initial aspirate, being perfectly regular. This granted, I propose locating on

the site of our Hadetheh the place which was made famous by the defeat of

Nicanor by Judas Maccabeus. The various sites suggested for this by

different authorities, from the Onomasticon downwards, in nowise fulfil the

conditions of the problem, as Adasa, according to Josephus, was thirty stadia

from Beth-horon, where Nicanor pitched his camp after leaving Jerusalem in

order to effect a junction with another portion of the Syrian army that was

coming to reinforce him. Now Hadetheh is just at this distance from Beit 'Ur

et tahta. Besides, it lies just on the road between Beth-horon and Gezer, and

we know that the Syrian army was pursued by the Jews from Adasa to Gazara.

* From observing this philological point, I have been enabled to identify, with certainty I

think, the city of Judah called Hadasha (Joshua xv, 37) mentioned along with Migdal (Gad), and

sought in vain up to the present day, with the modern village Haifa, to the east of Mejdel and

Ascalon. This name in fact is nothing but a quite normal assimilation of Hadtha, Hattha

(H»- = ISjo*-). The transition form is already seen in the Hebrew Hazor-Hadattah, “ New
Hazor.” This village Hatta appears to me to occur in a medieval Act, dated 1x55, of which the

original unhappily is lost, a donation made to the Hospitallers by Amaury, Count of Ascalon, of

four casals situated in the domain of Ascalon : Rethtafe
,
Habde

,
Bethamamin, and Phaluge (Dela-

ville Leroulx, Cartul. General des Hospitallers, No. 232). I have no hesitation in identifying the

first and two last as Beit 'Affeh,
Kh. Beit MAmln

,
and el FAlAjeh, three villages lying in a group

to the east of Ascalon. As for Habde
,
I am persuaded that it is none other than Hatteh, Hatta,

which forms a quadrilateral with the three other villages
;
Habde is certainly a copyist’s error on

the part of the author of the inventory
;
the original probably had the reading Hatte

,
perhaps

even Hadte. The same etymology seems to me to recur in the name of Kh. Kefr Hatta, lying

a little to the north of Medjdel YaM.
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Thus by its name, its distance and its strategic position, Hadetheh appears

to me to fulfil all requirements, and I, in my turn, beg to propose a new

candidate for the disputed site of Adasa.

Bir el McCfnr —'Nz quickened our pace, and finally reached Bir el Ma'in

at sunset. Here we found our little camp set up by our servant, who had

come from Abu Ghdsh by the straight road in five hours.

There was still daylight enough for us to distinguish at our feet, through

a gap in the mountains, the town of Ramleh, a white spot in the middle of the

deep yellow plain, and beyond it, the sandy belt of dunes.

The inhabitants received us admirably, with every token of good will.

The natiir of the village did us numberless small services in the way of

drawing water, buying eggs and milk, etc. Every large village in these parts

has its n&tftr, literally “guardian.” The word, which has an ancient Aramaic

physiognomy,* comes from the root natar Jaj, “to watch, guard,” whence

likewise the widespread geographical term Muntdr, and also the name of the

village el Atrun, Latriin , in its authentic primitive form Ndteriin. The

natiir, whom I have also sometimes heard called natiir es saha, “ guardian of

the open space,” is a sort of municipal watchman paid by the village in kind,

mostly in grain, and corresponding pretty nearly to our “ garde-champ6tre,” +

except that he has no legal status. On him devolves the duty of seeing to

the wants of the travellers and guests who are housed in the medhafeh, an

institution which no self-respecting village is without.

The medheifeh (“place where guests are received,” from dheif dhuyuf
)

is sometimes a separate room set apart for this purpose, furnished simply with

a mat crawling with vermin
;
at other times, indeed as a general rule, it is the

mosque or wely of the place. One of the chief functions of the natiir consists

in preparing the coffee which is offered to guests by the village, and which

nowadays in several places has become a means of extracting a small

baksheesh from the traveller.

Various Localities.—At supper I conversed with the kindly villagers, and

was told of Beit Niiskef between Beit Likia and Beit Sira, also of K/i. el

fb'iar
,
where a stone sanduk (sarcophagus) was to be found, and a kddiis (a

large vase?); and of a mountain called el Koka to the east of Y&ld (which

they pronounce Y<U&)
;
of Kh. Hiba to the west of the latter village, etc., etc.

Cf NTttM, Hebr. Talm. t A sort of rural constable in France.
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Next followed some curious legends :

—

Legend ofNeby Ma'in and his sisters.—The mosque of Blr el Ma'in is

consecrated to Neby Ma'in

*

a prophet and the son of Jacob, who must be

the same as Beliamin

,

otherwise called Benjamin. He is buried there in a

cave surmounted by a wooden tabbfit\ or sarcophagus. He it was that

founded Bir el Ma'in, which is sometimes also called Deir el Ma'in . No
scorpion can enter his sanctuary without straightway dying.

When Neby Ma'in died, his five sisters hastened to come from the

Jislr Bendt Ya'ktib
, or “Bridge of the Daughters of Jacob,” which is on the

Jordan to the south of Lake Hfileh, in order to be present at his funeral.

They all however died before reaching their destination, at different places in

the neighbourhood, where their tombs are still the object of veneration :

—

1. Hanndneh or Hanaya, whose mak&m to the south-west of Neby
Ma'in is simply indicated by trees

(
Sarris and ballfit), a mysterious force

having overthrown every structure that it was attempted to build upon it :

—

2. Zahra, buried at a spot some few minutes to the north of Bir el Ma'in
;

3. Mennaa;

4. Huriyeh, at Kefir Lilt or Kefir Rut ;

5. Farha, to the north of el Burj.

These five daughters of Jacob, sisters of Neby Ma'in, are venerated as

holy women, and all receive the title of Sitt-nd, “ Our Lady.” I noticed before

in 1871J a few traces of this singular tradition: among others, that Neby
Ma'in had a brother Neby Sira, like him the son of Jacob, and buried at Beit

Sira ; but the details I gathered three years later at Bir el Ma'in, fill it in and

considerably extend it.

This region moreover teems with memories of Jacob and his more or

less fabulous descendants, whom the fellahin, as their manner is, attach to

some particular place through its name : as Neby Dan or Danin, at Neby
Daman ; Neby 'Or, at Beit 'Or ; Tarfin, at Beit Niiba ; Rubin and Yiida, at

Neby Riibin and el Yehddiyeh ; Neby Kanda, in the parts about Yebna
, etc.§

* The name ought really to be spelt Main, rather than if I may trust my
ears and also the form given in the official list of the local government, which is in my possession,

t Tabbilt is the same word as the Hebrew tebah nan ,
a sarcophagus,

f See infra. Appendix.

§ All these nebys, I was told by the fellahin of Bir el Ma'in, when I pressed them on the

subject, are either the sons of Ya'kGb, or descended from him (min zurriyeto). They quoted as

further instances : Neby Ytisha' at Eshtf, and Neby Tdry.
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I think there would be great interest in comparing these legends with

the traditions in the genealogical lists of the Books of Chronicles, which often

have a genuine topographical import. This work is particularly valuable,

from this point of view, in relation to Ephraim, for it allows us partially to fill

up the unfortunate silence of the Book of Joshua concerning the cities that

fell to this tribe.

I proved thus much some time ago by a few cases of place-names, that

topically exemplify this method and exhibit its usefulness :

—

Bet

enna, a place in the neighbourhood of Lydda, represents one of the

Bible personages called Baana, or Baanah

;

Arsltf (
Apollonia

,
in the Syro-Macedonian epoch) represents a descendant

of Ephraim called Rcshefh, which name, on the other hand, is identical with

that of the Phoenician god Resheph or Reshuph, appearing as the equivalent

of Apollo in Greco-Phoenician bilingual inscriptions
;

Beit Sira ,
with its Neby Sira, a son of Jacob, represents the town of

Uzzen Skeerah, “the ear of Seerah,” daughter of Ephraim, etc.

It would be easy to multiply these examples by extending this method

to other regions, and to other genealogies than that of Ephraim. The land

of Moab presents a whole series of anthropo-chorographic assimilations of the

same kind. I have noted the most remarkable found in this quarter in the

Revue archdologique*

To return to our Arab legend of the five daughters of Jacob, I am
inclined to think it closely related to the Biblical tradition of the five daughters

of Manasseh, or rather of the five female descendants of Manasseh, by his

sons Zelophehead, Hepher, Gilead and Machir, who came to Moses and

Joshua to claim a share of the land.t These five daughters are named :

Mahlah, Noah, Hoglah
,
MileaA, and Tirzah (mnn roVo, rfan, TO, rbno).

One of these names, Noah, shows some signs of likeness to that of one

of the daughters of Jacob, namely Menn&’a (JTO, but this does not

suffice to settle the identity of the two personages. I arrive at this

conclusion by considerations of a more general nature.

We should remark, at the outset, that the Bridge of the Daughters of

Jacob, whence the five sisters started, according to the Arab legend, lies in

the direction of the territory of the tribe of Manasseh, to the south of Lake

* March, 1877. Gomorrhe, Segor, et lespiles de Lot.

t Numbers, xxvi, 33 ;
xxvii, 1 ;

xxxvi, 10 ;
Joshua xvii, z.
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Hfileh. This most remarkable bridge is on the high road that, for ages past,

has united Damascus with the main artery which crosses cis-Jordanic Palestine

from north to south, from Nazareth to Hebron, and from which branch forth

the principal roads that intersect the country. The idea of the travels of the

five (laughters of Jacob has surely been inspired by these geographical

conditions.

This bridge has been built hard by an old ford of the Jordan, which is

called by Latin writers of the Middle Ages the Vadum Jacobi,
and in

Mussulman tradition the whole legend of the passage of the Jabbok by Jacob

is connected with it. The nearness of the territory of Manasseh, and, on the

other hand, the fact that the memory of Jacob has become firmly attached to

this neighbourhood, show how the confusion arose between the five daughters

of Zelophehad, Manasseh’s descendants, and the five daughters of Jacob.

Besides, the name and personality of Manasseh are hardly familiar to the

Arabs
;
those of Zelophehad still less, as, considering the popularity of Jacob

among them, it is quite natural that they should have transferred to him a

story that related to the descendants of his grandson. Such transferences

constantly occur in the folk-lore of the Judtea fellahin. They get hold of

three or four celebrated Bible names, and use them as pegs, so to speak, on

which they invariably hang the shreds of tradition they have preserved.

Among these names, that of Jacob occupies a front place, especially in

questions of genealogy. This is why, for instance, Sheerah, daughter of

Ephraim
,
the eponymous heroine of the town of Uzzen-Sheerah, loses both

sex and parentage in their tradition, and is transformed into Neby Sira, son

ofJacob. What we should especially consider here, is the group of the

five sisters.

I will conclude by pointing out another fact which tends to confirm this

identification. We have seen that the object of the five sisters in starting

on their journey was to be present at the funeral of their brother Neby Ma‘in,

whom, as I have said above, the fellahin take to be Benjamin. Now
Benjamin, we know, is connected in the Bible with Manasseh in the closest

manner; Machir, the eldest son of Manasseh, marries a Benjaminite ;* it is

from Jabesh Gilead,t a town of Manasseh, that the women are taken as wives

for the four hundred out of the six hundred Benjamites that had escaped the

general massacre of the tribe at Gibeah, and so on.

* x Chronicles vii, 1 5.

t Cf. the name of the son of Machir, which also is the name of a country, Gilead,
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Finally, there is a point about the five more or less fabulous descendants

of Manasseh, which invests their names with that unmistakable topic character

which we noted in those of the five daughters of Jacob. The names of

four of them are actually identical with the names of four Palestine towns,

thus :

—

Malitali recalls Abel Aleholah, a town of I ssachar
;

Noah recalls Ne ah, a town of Zebulon ;

Iloglah recalls Beth Hoglah, a town of Benjamin
;

TNsah corresponds to the famous Tirsah, the first capital of the kingdom

of Israel
;

Miicah is the only one. that has no ancient place-name corresponding to

it, at least as far as one can see.

From Bir el ftfatn .—We passed a

wretched night, tormented by mosquitos.

Apparently the power of Neby Ma'in, the

dreaded of scorpions, does not extend to these

intolerable little creatures—they are beneath

him. Next morning we had a look over HP

sanctuary, where we noticed a fine Byzantine

capital, with its four corners scooped out, and

adorned on each of its four sides with a

Greek cross surrounded by a circle.

The programme for the day included a series of small explorations in

the neighbourhood of Bir el Ma'in, where I had decided to return for the

night. We started in the company of our faithful Ibrahim Ahmed and the

sheikh of the village, the latter riding his mar.e. I envied him this excellent

little animal, for my own horse from Jerusalem had gone lame, and played

me sorry tricks at every other step. There was no help for it but to put up

with this torture, which was to last another fortnight, and did not conduce to

make the excursion agreeable.

El fididr.-—-I turned my steps first of all towards Kit. cl Bb'idr,

attracted by the presence of the sarcophagus we had been told of the evening

before. We arrived there after about three quarters of an hour. The place*

is situated about ten minutes walk to the north of Untm el ‘Etundan

('Amdan)
;

it presents a few architectural remains, large unhewn blocks.

II IK EL MA'IN.

A Capital in the Wdy.

* I do not find it marked on the Map. Here arc its bearings as I took them, hut I do not

guarantee their correctness : Kefireh, 120° ; batrun, 1 97° ; the Wcly of el Jczery, 250 ’.
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levellings, and foundations, about ten cisterns, square vats cut in the rock.

We went down into one cistern that had the shape of an ellipse, with the

opening at the end of the major axis. The alleged sarcophagus is a sort of

chest or vase carved in stone, broken, and built into the top of the wall.*

Kh. cl 'Eumd&n .—At Kh. el ‘Eumd&n the ruins look more important,

and comprise remains of various buildings, in the shape of numerous well-

hewn blocks, lintel with a small six-leaved piece of rose-work carved in the

middle, mill-stones, cisterns, and columns or fragments of columns, which

have gained for the place its name of “ Mother of columns.'’ The diameter

of the columns' is about om,
55 ; one, a complete one, measures 2

m,96 in

length. In the middle of these various remains we noticed five bases or

tambours of columns, standing in situ at equal distances apart, and parallel to

a wall of which the foundations alone remained
;
and, at right angles to the

wall, a fragment of another wall, in the same condition, and intended evidently

to join it. Between the line of the colonnade and the wall were quantities of

mosaic cubes, showing that the ground had been originally paved with them.

s

church (?) AT UMM el ’KumdAn. Scale, TJ)
5 .

Considering the orientation of the colonnade and the relative positions of

these various objects, which are all in situ
,

I think we have here a small

ancient church. We may restore the missing parts symmetrically and

represent it as above.

Sketch lost.
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There is not a trace of the mediaeval tool marks.

Further on appear two large square blocks, scooped on their inner side,

and imbedded in the rock. At first sight these would be taken for the two

jambs of a door. I rather think, however, that they are the two pillars

of a press, similar to those that we observed

some while later on in the district of Beit

Nettif.*

Bezka.—At Bezka, on the final undula-

tion of a hill, a birket of masonry, some scat-

tered blocks, ruins of houses, mill-stones and

numerous cisterns, a quantity of workings in

the rock, rectangular vats of presses, for wine

or oil.

Misled by a confused recollection of a

passage in the Arab chronicler Mujir ed Din, * press at umm ki. 'kumihn.

I thought I recognized in Bezka a locality
Scale sA,v

mentioned by him, but on consulting the text, I saw my error. +

Kefertd.—After passing the wely of Sheikh S’liman (Suleiman) and

again satisfying ourselves that the name given to the neighbouring ruin is

really Kefertd, + and not. as M. de Saulcy has asserted, Kufur Tab , we arrived

at Kubab.

Kubdb.—Kubdb is certainly a place of some antiquity, but its real identity

has not yet been determined. It is mentioned by Mujir ed Din§ under the

name of Kariet el Kubab, as a village of the district of Ramleh punished in

898 a . h . by Janbulat, governor of Jerusalem, in consequence of a revolt of

the fellahin. Hence followed a struggle for power with his colleague the

governor of Gaza, who declared that the village was under his dominion.

This was the prelude to the affair of Tell el Jezer, the account of which put

me on the track of my discovery of Gezer. The inhabitants of Kubdb declare

that the former name of Kubdb was Kabbttu > and that this is the form in

which it appears in the “books of the Christians.” Were it not for the

radical difference between the two k’s, one would incline to believe that this

legend has reference to the Chabbon of Joshua xv, 40.

* See infra.

f I find noted in my pocket-book a suggestion which has

cation of Bezka and the Br,ek of the Bible,

f See Appendix.

been made, for the idontifi-

Iiulak Arabic text, p. 696.

M 2
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Roman Inscription .—While I was looking at the houses of the village, a

peasant brought me a small piece of stone (a limestone flag) inscribed with

Latin characters. Ibrahim Ahmed had already told me of the existence of

this, and brought me a rough copy of it to Jerusalem

in April. (I mention it in my Report No. u.) I

obtained possession of it for a few piastres. All that

could be made out on it was the remains of two lines,

cut with some care, but too much mutilated for any

satisfactory result to be arrived at. The traces of the

ruled lines that regulated the height of the characters are still apparent.

Length of the fragment, cT^o.

The characters appear to be of the Roman period ; the reading of the first

line may perhaps be c(o)ko(rs) IX,
“ninth cohort.” In the second line the

first character is perhaps a sign denoting the century, followed by AR, or

ARV. . ., which may be regarded as the beginning of the name of the

centurion, accompanied, perhaps, by the number of the century, V = 5 ;
then

a repetition of the sign of the century, followed by H or HI (? ?). However

this may be, it is tolerably apparent that the inscription proceeded from a

detachment of the Roman legions garrisoning Palestine and guarding the

road from Jerusalem to Jaffa. It was perhaps the same as the corps quartered

not far from there at 'Amw&s (Emmaus— Nicopolis), where I discovered, a

few years later, various fragments of Roman inscriptions, among others one

mentioning a soldier of the Fifth Legion (Macedonica).*'

To this fragment found at Kub&b I add the copy of another fragment,

which I quite believe has a similar origin, though, from a gap in the notes

in my field book, 1 am unable to say for certain. Phis also is a

piece of a Roman inscription. In the second line apparently it

is necessary to restore: [ . . . Anto\niniAu[gusti\ (?), and perhaps

in the first
:

[legio] X F[re/cnsis] An\toniniana . . .](??).+ In

this case we should have a new inscription relating to the

famous Tenth Legion (Fretensis), about the time of Caracaila, or, at the

latest, Heliogabalus.

* For this, see in Vol. I my remarks on Bettlr and the Roman inscription which I discovered

there, which mentions the Fifth Legion (Macedonica) and the Eleventh (Claudia).

t We know from various monuments, notably from an inscription from Jerusalem (Zeitschript

des deutschen Pa/trstina- Vereins, X, 49. and XI, 138), that the Tenth Legion (Fretensis), like many
others, had, in fact, received the surname of Antoniniana

,
in honour of Caracaila.
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Ancient Sepulchre.—After lunching beneath a figtree near the block-

house of Kuhab, we went to examine a fine tomb quite near, which I had

already had occasion to study in 1871.

We took an* exact plan of it.

!}. —Plan. Scale T ‘,;.

For the description and other details I beg to refer the reader to my account

in the Appendix.*

* There will also be found in the Apjrendix a sketch I made of a piece of a “donkey-back ’’

sarcophagus lid, which has since disappeared.



7'cll el ft'xer-—discovery of lhe first inscription ,—After lunch we started

to see the inscription at Nejnict el *Adcs between Kubab and 'Fell el Jezer,

not far from ‘Am Yardeh (Yerdeh), which Ibrahim Ahmed had told me of

in March. On that occasion he brought me a very rough copy, mentioned

in my Report No. 10 ; but I could only make out the Greek letters

AAIKION, or something like it, followed by other puzzling characters. I

had an inkling of the importance of this text, and my curiosity concerning

it was keen. This impression, as will be seen, was well founded. 1 lay

stress on this small matter, as it shows what care ought to be observed

in gathering and verifying the smallest items of information supplied by the

peasants of Palestine, without giving way to discouragement at the deceptions

they so often involve.* To neglect them is sometimes to miss archaeological

discoveries of the greatest importance, as I shall now proceed to show.

The heat was overpowering, and the barghask drove: us and our animals

to frenzy. At last we arrived at the little hill called Ne/mct cl 'sides,f simply

* On reading over my note books again, 1 find that I myself have failed to observe this

principle. Ibrahim Ahmed told me at the same time of an inscription at Beit Nakuba, to the

east of Abu Ghosh, and quite near it. I neglected to go and verify the matter on the spot. 1

acknowledge nty transgression, and recommend this desideratum to the attention of future

explorers.

f Nij/n, nejmeh, which in literary Arabic means “stars,” in peasant speech signifies “ hill,
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from the fact that the fellahtn sow lentils facies) there
;

it is a sort of large

hump of rock. Here we had to search a long while for the inscription,

Ibrahim not remembering exactly where it was. Finally, we saw it all of a

sudden, not far from the entrance of a small rock-hewn tomb. The ridge of

rock on which it was cut was flush with the ground, lying east and west, and

almost horizontal, having a slight dip at the south end. In order to read the

characters in their proper direction, one must stand facing the north. On
taking the position of the place with the compass, we got the following results :

the block-house at Latrtin, 128°; block-house at Kub&b, 79
0

;
Deir Abu

Mesh'al, 40°. I calculated that we must be about half an English mile to

the east of the Wely el Jezery, which was not visible.

The inscription was composed of five Greek letters and six square

Hebrew letters, of large size, arranged in a single line i
m,
85 in length.

I at once made out the Greek name AAKIO, followed by the Hebrew

name for Gezer
,
1UL As for the other Hebrew characters, I confess I could

not decipher them at the time. It was only after some days, on reading over

at Jaffa the copy taken down in my note book, that I all at once recognized the

word Dim, for DTU1
,
tehum

,
“boundary.” I need not say what were my

feelings at discovering graven on the rock itself, the decisive confirmation of

the identification which I had proposed three years before to establish

between the town of Gezer and this place. (See Appendix.)

Of course I took good care not to betray to the fellahtn accompanying

us what value I attached to this precious text. I cpnfined myself to taking an

exact copy of it, intending to come back after our tour was over to study the

ground thoroughly, and clear up the various questions that might be raised or

settled by this discovery. The inscription was too large to admit of our

taking a squeeze of it with the rudimentary appliances at our disposal.

Meanwhile M. Lecomte was kind enough to take a drawing of it by means of

the camera lucida. Accurate reproduction, together with some more ex-

planatory details, will be found in Chapter V, which deals with Gezer.

Local Hints .—We made rather a long halt at Nejmet el *Ades. It

was a quarter to six when we left the spot where the inscription was.

However our day had not been wasted.

I gathered the following information in conversation with the fellahln :

—

The Tannilr of the Deluge is between 'Ain Yardeh and Abu Shiiskek

(the village of Tell^el Jezer) ;

A carved inscribed stone was to be found in the wely of Mitsa Tali'

a

(not far from Abu Shusheh to the south)

;
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At el Burj (which we were to visit next day) were some “bronze cups”

which had been found in the earth
;

About a quarter of an hour’s journey before you get to Budros (to the

north of el Medieh), there were paintings (frescoes) representing “a goose

and a serpent

At Beit Nettif there was a cave with an inscription above the entrance

and some ancient pottery.

Bab el Hawd.—On our way back to Bir el Ma'in we passed by Bab

el Hawd, close to and to the west of Kh. Barada, and noticed there a

millstone and a sort of press of a quite remarkable round shape with two

basins (?) hollowed in the rock.

Kh. Barada.—At Kh. Barada (a few minutes from 'Ajenjul) is a low,

Hat hill
;
on the top, a small birkeh hewn in the rock, and some extensive

ruins comprising corners of the foundations of houses, rough blocks, cisterns

hollowed out in the rock, large surfaces marked out by walls, rubble

cores of walls, mosaic cubes, and a rock-hewn sepulchre. Also, the

foundations of a building which in its original shape probably assumed

an octagonal or hexagonal form. Three sides of this were recognizable.

Kh. es Sider.—To the south, about twenty minutes, from Bir el Ma'in,

is the ruin of Kh. es Sider

Bir el Main .—The night we spent at Bir el Ma'in was hardly better

than the one before it. Next morning I opened and examined a tomb,

situated not far from the wely to the north-east. It was a chamber of

irregular shape hollowed out in the rock, with two burial troughs constructed

with the aid of well cut slabs. The two troughs are not placed parallel, but

making an angle of about 50 degrees. In the middle of the troughs is a

column roughly hewn, surmounted by a rough-carved chapter, and resting on

a base of more careful workmanship, the whole being intended to support

the roof. Above it on the outside the rock bears marks of cutting.

Some fukkhdr (lamps or vases of terra cotta) are said to have been found

there.

Various Local Notes.—After this we took leave of our hosts at Bir el

Ma'in, but not before I had gathered some items of information, which

I here append. One of them, as will be seen, is of uncommon interest

:

Between Kesld and Deir el Hawd, at £'rdk Isma'in is an enormous

cave

;

Between 'Amwas and Deir Aiyfib is a ruin called Kh. el'AkM; near

Deir Aiyfib, to the east, are the ruins of Kh. Inkib

;
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To the south of Deir Aiy&b are el Khammdra and el Khatdleh
,
with a

number of presses.

To the west of Beit Mahsir is Deir Selldm;

Further on, el Metsiyeh or el Meiyaseh .

Ethnic Names.—As my custom is, I collected a number of ethnic names.

I had long since noted the extreme importance of these names, which have

often preserved for us forms more archaic than the names of the places

themselves. This subject has been hitherto entirely neglected, but it is of

the highest importance, as we shall see.

I was told that the people of Abu Gh6sh were called ‘Enbdwy Ulc);

in the plural,
*Enaw'beh (Ji^Uc)* So far there is nothing extraordinary

;
the

ethnic is evidently taken, in regular fashion, from the real name of the village,

which is Kariet el *Enab.

But being curious enough to inquire, in speaking of this, the ethnic name

of the inhabitants of el Medieh, where I intended to go in order to clear up the

question of Modin and the tomb of the Maccabees, I was told : Midndwy

;
in the plural, Medaw'neh This name, as may well be

supposed, made me prick up my ears, showing us as it does an archaic form

of the place-name, which could not have been suspected from its modern

shape Medieh; Midndwy and Medaw'neh have preserved with great exactness

the old name Modin with the n that is wanting in Medieh. This is assuredly

a decisive and important argument in favour of identifying this locality with

the town of Modin. Henceforth I shall note carefully, as I proceed with

these researches, all ethnic names I may succeed in collecting, I earnestly

beg future explorers to follow this example, and thus to furnish materials

for a complete list of the ethnics of Palestine. I feel sure it will afford

instruction
;
occasionally, even a revelation.

Here are a few to begin with, that I gathered at Blr el Ma'ln itself, when

the conclusion which that of el Medieh had suggested to me had put me in a

humour for the search :

—

Beit Nuba : Nubdny, plural Nawab'neh.

Beit Likia : Likidny
,
plural Lekdineh.

Blr el! Ma‘!n : Mi any, plural Meyd”neh.

el Burj : Barrdjy
,
plural Barrdjeh.
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Berfilia : Berffly, plural Fechdk'lek *

Deir Aiyflb : plural Deycirbeh.

Kesld : Keslawy
,
plural Sekawneh, or Sekkaidnek. +

Sittnd Zuhra.— I sent the servant on ahead to Lydda with the tent, and

we set off.

We first went to have a look at the rather unimportant mak&m Sittnd

Zahra
, which lies quite near the village on the north. I have already narrated

the legend which attaches to it. From here we deviated southwards in the

direction of Y&lo, as I wished to make a detailed inspection of that place.

Legend of el Far deli.—We again passed through Barada. A few

minutes to the south is the ridge of a tell, covered with blocks of flint and

fragments of the same stone arranged in small heaps, and called el Fdrdeh.

T he fellahin, if I rightly understood their explanations, take this to mean
“ the wedding party.” | I append the quaint legend attached to it; though,

as it is not easy to relate in decent language, I hope I shall be excused for

taking refuge in allusion. It has, however, its interest, as it belongs to a

cycle of traditions widely spread in Palestine, relating to peoples changed into

stone. A young girl from the mountain of Abu Ghosh was once conducted

to the Jaffa country to be married, accompanied by all her belongings, men,

women, and children. The nuptial caravan halted on arriving at el Far’deh.

There a young child was obliged to satisfy a certain natural want, and its

mother had the strange idea of using a rghif (the thin flat bread of the

Arabs) for the purposes of a napkin.

1 he Almighty, angered at this sacrilege, changed the whole caravan into

flint. All the blocks that are to be seen in the vicinity are the people

metamorphosed by this miracle. The Arab legend employs for “ metamor-
phose ” the verb sakhat

,
and this throws light on the etymology of names like

maskhuta, masdkhit, which are found attached to several localities in Palestine.

* Here, as sometimes happens, the plural of the ethnic must have been taken from another
locality. In this case it is a valuable indication of old migrations of the indigenous populations,
who have taken along with them the names of their place of origin. The importance of this fact

is easy to grasp ; it has to be taken seriously into account in considering the possibility of a
place-name having been transferred from another locality.

t The same remark applies. Further on will be found the historical explanation of this
instructive anomaly.

+ h is properly “the wedding procession” Cf. i Maccabees, ix, 36, r<y,, the tragic
episode of ihe wedding procession of the sons of Jambri of Medaba.
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It is probable that these form the subjects of similar legends. I found

almost the same tradition localized in the environs of Mcd’ha (see Vol. I).*

Y&ld.—On reaching Yil6, or Y&lti, I went straight to the hill of el Kok'a

(K6kah), as its name and position, after all the fellahin had said to me about

it, kept me in a state of expectation.

El Kfik'a .—The original form of the name, it appears to me, was

cl Kdk'a
,
with an ‘ain at the end certainly, but I am not sure whether it was

Ojiiji or ZAff It is a mound of earth like a regular tell, seeming to have been

subjected to human action, even if it

is not entirely artificial. It is in the

shape of a truncated cone, with a plat-

form on the top. It overlooks Y&lo

towards the south-east, and, as seen from Y&16, presents an outline pretty

nearly corresponding to this hasty sketch that I took of it.

I think that some interesting excavations might be made there, and might

perhaps afford some evidence as to the identity, a very probable one, between

Y&16 and Ajalon. On the side of the hill on w'hich the mound is, a number

of entrances to caverns, of more or less regularity, are visible. Some fuJch-

khdrs, the inhabitants say, have been found there.

'A in el Kubbch .—Running to the east from the foot of the hill that bears

the Tell of el K6k‘a, is a little valley called Wady Knbbeh
,
containing an

important spring covered in with a series of vaults. The building, of which

these form part, is almost entirely gone in its upper part, but the substructure

is well preserved.

It is a vast reservoir built of fine well-dressed blocks of ancient appear-

ance. The vaults are covered on the outside with large slabs, on which there

was doubtless erected the building which to-day is in ruins. The three

arches are pointed, with key-stones. At the back are seen three semicircular

ones, doubtless of older date and contemporary with the walls. If you

descend into the reservoir by the staircase constructed at one corner, the

spring is visible on the right, issuing from beneath a smaller arch also . semi-

circular. This forms the end of a conduit by which, so the fellahin say, it

communicates with another spring further to the south, called cl Beiydra

* This same legend was afterwards noted, with details that vouch for its accuracy, by

Mr. Baldensperger in hik excellent study of the folk-lore of Palestine (
Quarterly Statement 1893,

p. 209. Cf. p. 211). It is a curious fact that the characteristic feature of the “petrified wedding

parties” is not unknown in Western folk-lore (cf. Rente archiologique
,
May-June, 1893, p. 356).
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(“the garden watered by a well”). The former is called 'A in cl Kuhbeh ,

evidently deriving its name from the vaulted structure {kubbeh, “cupola”).

According to the inhabitants the reservoir had been full of water, but

about ten days before our visit it got lower. This had laid bare the inner

walls, covered with traces of reddish infusoria like those I observed two

months before at Btr el Helu, which at first sight have the deceitful appearance

of small odd shaped characters written in red ink.

si>rinc; rx \v. K tinmen, at vaiA Scale

The Beiydra,—The Beiydra
, which we next visited, is a splendid wide-

mouthed well of spring water, circular in shape, and built of hewn stones.

It is precisely similar to Bh* el Held, which lies in the direction of Latrun,

consequently quite near this one. The two wells display the same mode of

construction and must be of the same date. According to the fcllahin, there

is a subterraneous communication between the BeiySra and the Katah
, that is

now to occupy our attention.

FI Katak.—We looked over the village proper to find the Katak, “the
fortress ” and the “ prison ” of the Ku/fdrs that I had been told of. Local
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tradition has it that Y&16 was formerly completely surrounded by a wall (stir),

and I was shown some fine large blocks said to have formed part of this, and

appearing in some cases to be in situ

.

I only noticed one stone at Y&16 that

bore the mediaeval tool-marking of the Crusading epoch.

We were taken to the Habits bint el melek, as it is called, or “ the prison,

or cell of the King’s Daughter.” It is at the present day an underground

structure of carefully dressed stone, with double semicircular arches. On the

ground itself are still visible thick cores of masonry stripped of their covering

of hewn stone. In the courtyard of the adjacent houses are some large pillars,

and two courses of a thick wall. The whole of this, so the fellahln say,

formed part of the ancient Kaser or “castle.” In this “castle” lived a

“Christian ” king, the King of Y&16. The Mussulmans, under the command
of el Melek ed Dhether (the Sultan Beibars) came and besieged him there.

The daughter of the king advised him to take earth from below to make

bastions for the cannon (mV) on el Kok*a. It was unfortunate that I could

only get an imperfect account of this legend, for it probably contains, in

rudimentary shape, some useful indications. In any case, it seems to point

to the construction of works on the tell of el Kok'a, and this corresponds to

my impression that this tell is in part at any rate of artificial origin.

Various Notes.—The inhabitants confirmed a tradition that I picked up for

the first time in 1871, and which had been repeated to me later, that Y&16

was called Lulieh by the Christians
;
here I was told Llilo

.

Four different sanctuaries were mentioned as being in the village: Sheikh

Jsmdtn ,
Sheikh ffb'rcich

J),
Sheikh Gharib

,
and the mosque of cl 'Amery.

To the south of Y&ld is seen a brow of a mountain called War Kreiktir.

In the same direction, a protuberance on the hill where the tell is pro-

duces a kind of rocky knoll called el Jik'meik'meh.

Further on, and above el fik’meik’meh, is the Jebel K'reiktir
,
bounded on

the east by the road that starts from the south of Y&lo, and on the west by the

Jebel ez Zelldka

To the west between the Zell&ka and Y&ld lies el A/ostah, a small hill of

slight elevation, devoted to the growing of vines and fig trees. A little

further on, to the west, is Kk. el Hawd.

As we left Y&16, my attention was called to Bir elJebbar, to the south-

west. Here was a small arch, of no great antiquity apparently, with steps

underneath leading "down to the water.

Between Y&16 and Kh. Hiba, to the right of our road, we noticed a place

where the rocks were thrown about in confusion and shivered into fragments.
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Tile spot is called Bassat 'A(>bds
}
and is said to have been struck by lightning

some ten years before.* This fact, if true, may serve perhaps to explain the

disordered state of the rocks at different places in Palestine.

At Kh. l liba were broken-down walls, foundations, rock-hewn caves, and

a large well built of masonry, after the manner of those at el Beiyara and el Held.

Here 1 dismissed my old friend Ibrahim Ahmed of Abu Ghosh, as he

had got rather tired out. We arranged to pick him up when we came through

Bir el Ma'in on our way back. I took for guide a fellah Ibrahim Mahmud,

from Yald, where we came across him in the fields harvesting, He had donned

a great leather apron, and looked rather like a kind of European peasant, it

did one good to look at him. He was a very good fellow, extremely quick

and helpful.

Rds cl Ekra .—He conducted us to the Rds cl likra GySl), pronounced

almost Rds lekrd
,
a hill situated quite near 'Amwas to the north-north-easi of

it, and separated from it by the Khali't cl Haunndm. This rocky hill contains

several ancient tombs, and seems to have been one of the burying-grounds of

* Cf. supra, p. Gy, where the same fact is mentioned, relating perhaps to the same place

(called by the* inhabitants of Beit Thill, Dlmhr el Hutch),
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Ancient Sepulchre.—One, of these tombs is quite*, remarkable.'" The

engraving above will give an idea of its external aspect.

The tomb has a small square door cut in the rock, which is still almost

entirely closed by an enormous fiat stone, i^'bo high and proportionately

thick, made to slide vertically along the side of the rock, like a regular trap-

door, concealing or exposing the opening as required. This stone is square

at the base and rounded at the top. In the upper portion it is pierced with a

large round hole to admit the rope or the lever by which it was worked. In

front of it is a kind of narrow passage without a top, consisting of two rows

of blocks carefully hewn, and leading to the vestibule, which is hollowed out

in the side of the hill and to the entrance proper. The trap-door was

meant to slide between the blocks and the rock itself.

It was slightly raised

above the ground. By dint of

great exertions we managed

to crawl on our stomachs,

between it and the threshold.

The opening was only o"‘*30

high, and the: feat was ren-

dered the more arduous by

the earth heaped up outside.

Passing through a small

gallery of no great length,

we descended two steps cut

in the rock, and found our-

selves inside a chamber, an

irregular trapezoid in shape.

The staircase brings you to

one of the corners.

The first objects we distinguished by die light of our candle were a

fine scorpion ’and a monster of a spider. These we hastened to slay. The
establishment being cleared of these inmates, we were able to look about us

more calmly. The left wall forms a right angle with that at the back, but the

right wall, on the contrary, forms with it an angle of considerable acuteness,

* I cannot indicate its position with precision, there being no landmarks in sight. However,

I noted one bearing, viz., of 300” with the wely of Sheikh S’limati (Suleiman) (to the north of

Kubab).
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and a right angle with the fourth wall. This is very short, and joins the

staircase in a slanting direction.

In each of the walls is hollowed oui an arcos^Hum, covering a burial-

recess. In the recesses some bones were still to be seen. The lioor of the

chamber was filled up with earth, to what depth we were unable to make out.

The tomb must have been rifled by treasure-seekers, who have left indications

of their presence in the shape of marks of tools on the walls.

All the inner walls are covered with a very thick layer of excellent plaster,

a sort of concrete mixed with pebbles. This is covered with

a coat of red paint. All round the top of the walls there

runs a cornice of moulded mortar. I give here a profile of it.

On examining the back of the arcosolium opposite the

entrance, at the point marked n on the plan, I discovered a

line of Greek characters, which appear to have been engraved

while the mortar was still fresh. They remind one very much of the graffiti

in the Tombs of the Prophets already mentioned.* The line is about a yard

in length. I took a squeeze and a copy.

xw^YxnUNTec/kroYON
The characters are very difficult to decipher, especially at the beginning

of the line, as the plaster is in such a bad state. The end alone can be read

with certainty, .... evyi 7rai/rcs \eyov<riv “ . . . .
prayer, all say.” Eu^t is an

iotacism for ev^if, “ prayer,” or evxU> “ at prayer,” or “ prayers.” The

latter form, though cv^os is rather rare in prose, would have the advantage of

giving an immediate object to the verb. At the beginning, I sometimes feel

inclined to read Ke, X, axove ra ... .
“ Lord, Christ, hear the prayers

but this is very doubtful. I ought to mention that the engraving does not

always reproduce exactly the outlines of the original, which are confused

enough. In any case the inscription, from the shape of the characters, is

certainly Christian, and dates from the time when this ancient tomb was

converted and its present decoration added.

Kh. en Ncby Ma in .—From here we returned to 13 ir el Ma'in, where we
picked up Ibrahim Ahmed, with the view of going to el Medieh by way of

el Burj.

Vol. I.
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About twenty minutes to the north-west of Bir el Ma'in is Kh. eu Nehy

Main , containing some considerable ruins. I was told that a stone with an

inscription was to be found there, but we did not come across it.

El Bitrj.—The real name of el Jlurj is Jhtrj cl Ma in
,
and the village is

closely connected with that of Bir el

Ma'in. It contains several sanctuaries,

among others that of the patriarch Seth

{Neby Shit), the ruins belonging to a

fortress and called Tan/lira, and the

remains of a tower and fortress appa-

rently of the time of the Crusades. We
also noticed a fine Byzantine lintel with a

Greek cross inscribed in a circle, and

having its four arms ornamented with a

curious triangular facet-work.

The people brought us a cup and a small vase, both of bronze, said to

have been found in a neighbouring tomb. But the price asked was so

extravagant that I gave up the idea of acquiring them. I much regret that

we were not able even to make a drawing of them.

El Medieh .—At el Medieh we made a fruitless search for an inscription

I had been told about. I saw that it was impossible to undertake at the time

the digging operations I had projected, as all the com was still standing, and

not a sod could be turned before harvest was over. I made all the necessary

arrangements for proceeding with the excavations later on, while joining the

fellahs at their meal of roasted grain
(f'rtka ), which is reckoned a delicacy

among them, and recalls a custom mentioned in the Bible (Leviticus ii, 14;

xxiii, i^).

After this I dismissed my two guides, and we set out for Lydcla,

accompanied by a small boy from el Medieh. After a while, however, when

he saw the sun setting, he left us, saying he was afraid of being eaten by the

hyenas on the way back. It was pitch dark when we got to Lydda, where

we found our tent at the Saha cl Gharbiych, near the sdkia
,
which was

surrounded by herds brought there for water.

Lyuda.

At Lydda we made a halt of four days, which we spent in making a

detailed study of the ancient churches, the bridge of Beibars, the mosque and

ancient church of Ramlch, etc.
; in looking up certain remains of antiquity, and
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in gathering information from the inhabitants. I came across my old friend

the camel-driver, Abu Hanna Dafid el Hausary. He had been very useful to

me when I first stayed at Lydda, and on this occasion also he did me great

service, with never failing intelligence.

Miscellaneous Notes.— I shall begin here by giving, for what they are

worth, such small observations as I was enabled to make from my intercourse

with the natives of Lydda. They relate in some cases to Lydda itself, or

the country round, in others to more distant localities :

The ancient name of Lydda was kkjeir el Leudd 11)1

A saying of the natives of Lydda (with a pun on the name Leudd) : El
Leuddawiyeh muladdedek, “ the people of Lydda are quarrelsome ”

(?)

;

The well of Bir el Talak
,
which lies behind the church, is said to

be connected with it by a subterraneous passage

;

A few minutes south-east of the church a house is shown where el

KhadkZr (St. George) is said to have been born ;

In a garden where there is a large well, about two hundred and twenty

yards to the south-west of the minaret of the mosque, local tradition points

out the site of an ancient Convent of St. Michael (Dcir Mar Mihail)
;

People told me of a Btr Mar Elyas, “ well of St. Elias,” without giving

precise indications of its position
;

To the south of the mosque is a pond called el Manka UlU ;

The well with a sebil, situated about half-way between Lydda and

Ramleh, is called Bir ez Zibak (jjujh), “ the well of quicksilver ;

”

The ancient building el M'zeira is the sanctuary of Neby Yakia (St.

John the Baptist)
;

At Medjdel Y3M there is a large stone covered with unknown writing

;

one Anthimos is said to have copied it in part

;

To the north-west of Lydda, at about an hour’s distance, is a certain

Kh. Subtara on a small tell

;

About half-an-hour to the east of Lydda is a locality called Kh. cdh

Dli heiriyeh ;

Between ‘AkkCtr and Keslct is a place called Beit Sakkaya. The people

of Keslct originally came from there, and that is why their ethnic name is in

the plural SakkAw neh,\ while the singular is regularly formed, Kcslawy ;

* See further, for another legend connected with this name,

t See above, p. 90.

O 2
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The ethnic of Na'lin is Ndliny
,
in the plural Ndal'wb

;
that of Jaffa is

Mindwy
The ancient name of el K'nfseh, to the north of Lydda, was KufiirJennis ;

There is another Sarfand about an hour to the south-west of the present

village of that name. It is called Sarfand el Khardb
,
“ Sarfand the ruined.”

According to native tradition Sarfand is a modern name, the old name having

been Sarf el mdlp “ the money expense or exchange ” or Beled es

Sardrjeh
,

“ the country of the money-changers.” This curious legend must

point to the ancient name and an ancient ethnic of Sarphat. There is also

the pronunciation Surfand

;

About an hour and a half or two hours to the west of Sarfand, forty

minutes from Ydzur,;j: are the ruins of 'Ayfin Kdra "the springs of

K&ra.” It was an important town, and once the seat of a bishopric, according

to Greek local tradition. It lies on the old road to Gaza

;

At cl Bireh (to the north of Jerusalem) there is an ancient inscription

built into the base of the south wall of the ruined church. It is hidden by a

large pomegranate tree.

Various Antiquities .— I now arrive at my archaeo-

logical researches properly so called.

Near our encampment, to the west of the church,

in the kerilm of 'Osm&n, five or six stone sarcophagi

had been found, of different lengths. We saw one that

had been overturned, with a bee-hive upon it. The sar-

cophagi were grouped so as to form a square. Lamps
and vessels of terra-cotta and glass phials have been dis-

covered there
; and in one of them an iron pick. The owner has had a new

handle put to this latter, and uses it, though it is terribly rusty.

* From mind, “ a harbour,” which is nothing but the Greek word Xi/u}* (pronounced limin),

which has passed into Arabic through the Aramaic Hyd? = [fdA ; /’mb/a, el'm'ma. In this

word, by a popular error, the el has come to be regarded as the article, and so a separable portion
of the word, El-mind. Yakut gives the ethnic Yafuny,

which takes us directly back to the
Hebraic form Jdphd.

t See further, what is said of the use of this expletive word mat in other place-names in
Palestine. On the other side of the Dead Sea, between Wddy Mojeb and Karak, is another
place of the same name, Sarfat el mat. This also must be probably an ancient Sarphat of the
Moabites, which has more faithfully kept to its primitive name.

X Sic. These estimates of distance are erroneous, as will be seen further on.
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I came across a piece of carving that I had seen in 1 8/ if built in

over the door of the house of Jiries el I lakura ; M, Lecomte made a drawing

He likewise drew a large moulded base which I noticed among the build-

ing materials gathered together in view of the enlargement of one of the

soap-works (•,masbana
)
of the town.

In the Greek convent two fine small marble

columns have been placed at the top of the staircase.

Their shafts are ornamented with delicate carving

from end to end three-quarters of the way round.

These must have been dwarf angle-columns belonging

to a small structure such as a baptistery or a ciborium.

They come, they assured me, from the convent of St.

John on the banks of the Jordan. Here is a sketch

showing the scheme of the ornamentation.

I saw' a score or so of fine Byzantine gold coins

in the possession of an inhabitant of Lydda, one

Mehfuz Habesh, which must have formed part of

some great find at Lydda or in the neighbourhood.

In spite of the reserve maintained by the owner, I

should not be surprised if this find were the one that

was mentioned to me, with an air of mystery, in 1871,

by a fellah of Neby Danian who served me as guide,*

* See further, Appendix.
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The Mosque and Churches of Lydda.

On first visiting Lydda, in March, 1870, I had made various archaeo-

logical observations of great importance in the ancient Crusaders’ church,

then in ruins, and in the mosque adjoining. These observations were the

more noteworthy at the time, as it would have been possible, by their aid,

to decide beyond doubt between the contradictory assertions of the Greek

and Latin communities at Jerusalem as to the origin of this church, and the

historical arguments for attributing it to one or other of these two communities.

I discovered :—(1) A series of masons’ marks and tracks of the mediaeval

tool-marks on all the stones of the church, which, putting aside all considera-

tions of style, was material proof that it has been built from top to bottom by

the Crusaders
; (2) that there existed, incorporated in the structure of the

adjacent mosque, an ancient Byzantine church of earlier date than the

mediaeval church, which latter had its south wall touching it
; (3) a long

Greek inscription cut on one of the columns of the mosque, and belonging to

the Byzantine church aforesaid.

I had also proved historically, with the aid of a passage from Mujir

ed Din, which hitherto had been misunderstood, that the church of the

Crusaders had been destroyed by Saladin, while the Byzantine church had

been respected, at least in part, and had been transformed into a mosque,*

a high minaret being added.

This minaret is the one that is visible at the present day
;

it is built

over one of the embedded pillars of the south aisle of the mediaeval church

(m on the plan which will be given further on). Here follows a drawing

of it made by M. Lecomte, from the top of the terrace of the mediaeval

church of St. George.

This church has been restored by the orthodox Greeks, to whom it was

finally handed over by the Ottoman government, although, from the strictly

historical point of view, it was the mosque itself, formerly a Byzantine church,

which they might have been justified in claiming, and not the church called

after St. George, which is indubitably of Western origin.

On examining the engraving, the reader will notice at the base of

the minaret the remains of one of the arches of the south aisle of the church

of the Crusaders, which, as I have said, abutted on the north wall of the

Byzantine church.

* Mujir ed Din says, in :so many words, that the mosque was an ancient church “ of Greek

structure ” {min bind er Rihn).
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Here are clearly distinguishable :

—

(1) A piece of wall containing a pointed arch, now filled in, with a

chamfered label-mould, resting on a moulded cornice, the whole having

doubtless formed part of the inner side of the southern boundary-wall of the

mediaeval church. There is still distinguishable, in the tympanum of the

arch, the right-hand reveal of an original window formed in it, and looking

on to the southern outer wall, together with the base of one of the dwarf

columns which must have been on either side of it.

(2) At right angles to this wall, the springing stones of a transversal

massive rib of the south aisle. This also has a label-mould, and rests on the

same moulded cornice, which turns at right angles. One can still distinguish

the capitals of the half-column which takes this arch.

The cornice, the capitals, the shape of the column, and the mouldings

are identically the same as those seen in the remainder of the church before

the disfigurement caused by the restoration.

I give here a side and front elevation of the middle part of this minaret

(an old buttress, or belfry), together with some cor-

bels (of a watch-tower).

In order to throw as much light as possible on

the whole question, we made, with the greatest

care, a general plan of the church and the mosque

with its outbuildings. This plan, and the letterpress

accompanying it,
# absolve me from entering into

further explanations.

Neglecting the two parts that are more lightly

shaded, and represent the portions added in ancient

times by the Mussulmans, and quite recently by the

Greeks, the two old churches are seen at a glance

lying side by side. Any one with a sense of sym-

metry can supply the missing portions : characteristic traces of them are

to be found in different parts, even in the courtyard of the mosque.t

* Compare the plan published in the Revue Archeologique for March-April, 1892, p. 226,

by M. Mauss, whose conclusions coincide nearly with ours.

t In addition to the half-column of the southern boundary-wall of the mediaeval church,

underneath the minaret, and the remains of three other similar features in the northern boundary-

wall, shown on the plan, in the courtyard of the mosque, I find in my note-book an entry tending

to show that beneath the Arab pillar of one of the three arched chambers which extend along

the west side of the courtyard, there are also apparently remains of a mediaeval pillar; this

pillar (s) is in a line with the southern row.
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The most interesting spot, and the one to which I would more particu-

larly direct attention, is that near the point m, together with the adjacent*—
portions of the building, for this is where the Byzantine and the mediaeval

church can be seen touching, and even partly running into one another. At

m also there is visible, overlooking the courtyard of the mosque, a fragment of

the inner side of the southern boundary-wall of the mediaeval church, still

preserved to a considerable height with the column entire, comprising base,

the half-engaged shaft, capital, cornice, and springs of the arch of the bay with

label-mould.* I give, an elevation and a plan of the base of this half-pillar.

BASES OF VU l.ARS At VI't>A. Scale
tjV,.

I give for comparison the elevation and plan of the base of the pillar (o)

of the middle northern row (composed of two engaged columns). The pillar

itself has recently been restored by the Greeks.

It will be noticed that the diagonal mediaeval tool-marking is very con-

spicuous.

This portion of mediaeval structure is connected with an ancient wall (h),

certainly of earlier date, which extends eastward from the half-pillar in the

same straight line. This wall is made of stones splendidly dressed, showing

no trace of mediaeval tool-marking, and is pierced by a large square door,

two-thirds of which have been closed up with rough masonry.

This door leads to a large chamber built in the shape of an oblong

* Compare above (p.

fragment of wall.

103) the drawing of the minaret, which is partly founded on this

P
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square, and vaulted with {jointed arches. The whole of the cast wall of this

chamber and the inner side of the south wall, but this only to a certain depth,

are of mediaeval construction, as is shown by

the cutting of the blocks. The eastern wall

is pierced by a high narrow door, blocked

up by rubble of modern date two-fifths of the

way up, and surmounted by a loophole win-

dow. Here follows a tranverse section

of this chamber from i» to Q, showing the

details of the eastern side.

The southern face is not of mediaeval

construction ; the dressing of the stone is

Byzantine, I believe, but not so old as that

on the north side where the large door is.

Here is the elevation of part of the north

side seen from the inside of the chamber, together with the detail of the

pilasters supporting the lintel, and a section of the lintel itself :

—

A. Elevation of the door. C. Detail nf the right pilaster.

i:. I 'tftiul of the left pilaster, D. Cross section of the lintel marked I. (in the engraving A).

Scale

As ap{x:ars from the plan, three different styles ot dressing the stone meet

and intersect at the north-east corner of this chamber,

corresponding to three periods, and probably to three

distinct buildings: (i) the ancient proto-Byzantine

style
; (2) the deutero- Byzantine

; (3) the mediaeval.

On the western and southern sides of this chamber

there rest the deutero-Byzantine constructions, now

merged in the mosque proper. They belong to a

church with a deep apse, which is characteristic of the Greek cult, lit by a

window opening on the east, as the ancient Christian rite required. I give a

longitudinal section of this apse, taken from K to 1,.
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To the south of this central apse we found, at c (plan), at the side of the

main apse, traces of a smaller one, having a part

of the half cupola still existing. The following

elevation, from 1 to j, shows the aspect and

relative position of the large and small apses.

West of the apse, and south of an Arab

pillar, one can still perceive in the flags, at the Scnie

point marked B, an orifice which may belong to a cistern, or perhaps to a

crypt like the one under the transept of the mediaeval church.

The Greek inscription that I discovered in 1870 is carved on the shaft

of one of the twin columns at the point marked a on the plan. These are

monoliths of marble, engaged in a square Arab pillar, and art; probably in

situ
,
like the two others found imbedded in the other pillar that lies lo the

west of this latter and in the same line with it. They are surmounted by

capitals in the degenerate Corinthian style.

The inscription, which consists of nine lines, is carved right at the top of

the shaft, immediately below the capital, and is difficult to make out from

below, the more so as it has been hammered over. Furthermore, the ends of

the lines are concealed by the Arab pillar in which the column is imbedded.

With some difficulty I obtained authorization to take to pieces a part of the

Arab pillar, on condition of setting it up again immediately afterwards as it

was before. In this way I managed to uncover the inscription completely

and took a tolerably good squeeze of it.

The following reproduction of the inscription has been executed from

this squeeze and the copy that I made in 1871 and completed in 1874,

hQlMSNnfO + o: fjLtv irpo

ei.Pe¥GHN T6C ehpevaanre,

HGTCeCnMAD^ aerreo'v trdXai

TOVX HIGTOAHfl r5u sp^roXap-

falQmTOm6GMN0 ”{p)™ rot Se o-tpvo-

FlfjBC N noipevecf

0n ) Ql\HTG G KaXXoirtcraj/rcs

"0NAST 0 NAHM I

T\°p ^ rhv XaP -

jiONAQHON i
nP <>c>p oij -

* Cf the analogous but obscure compound irr^nnr/ioya-rov, Waddington, Jnscript. grecqucs et

latines dc la Sy/u\ No, 2443.
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“ The worshipful pastors who sit at the head of this city, for long time

past illuminated by Christ (of this old and illustrious Christian city), having

adorned this illustrious temple/’

In XpujTokafxirpov the cutter of the stone has omitted the second p;

KaWomcravres is for KakXcomtravTes. The inscription shows a marked attempt

at poetical expression. It seems complete, though there appears no verb in the

preterite in the sentence. Still one may well inquire if it was not followed

by other lines. I found no trace of any on the column, blit it is not impossible

that the sequel was cut on some other column, and contains exactcr information

as to the date and character of the adornments spoken of, which certainly refer

to the Byzantine church, and arc a final proof of the existence of that edifice.

To finish off the description of the material, I will give a reproduction of

two fragments built into the wall of the mosque, which are ornamented with

rosettes, one of them cruciform, carved in the Byzantine style.

For the masons’ marks noticed on the blocks of the Crusaders’ church, see

the Special Table in Vol. I.

Here likewise are a few small sketches show-

ing the details of the capitals of the clustered dwarf

columns in what is left of the mediaeval church.

The Legend of St. George ,—The cult of St.

George at Lydda appears to have been introduced

there very early, and contains certain most curious

elements of Pagan origin. This question I have

treated in detail in a monograph published some

eighteen years ago, so 1 can only refer the reader to

it.* At the time of the conquest, the Arabs found a

sanctuary of St. George at Lydda, in the shape pro-

bably of the Byzantine church which I have shown

to have existed, and which had perhaps taken the

* Iforus ct Si. Georges, 1877. Gf, also my Lhides d'Archcologie Qricntale
,
Vol. I, fase. I,
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place of another and more ancient church, the remains of which appear to

be at m on the plan. The Mussulmans in turn took possession of the

Christian legend, and that in a very singular manner, depending on what

I have proposed to call iconology
,
that is to say the formation of myths from

the sight of pictorial or plastic representations. It is recounted in a tradi-

tion which makes an early appearance in their hadlths and speedily became

popular, that Jesus will kill the Dajjal at ('ala) the gate of Lydda, or even at

the door of the church of Lydda. This is nothing but an arbitrary interpre-

tation of some group of figures, a bas-relief or what not, which may be

supposed to have existed on the gate of the town or the door of the

sanctuary dedicated to St George, and to have vividly impressed the Arabs.

St. George became in their eyes Jesus, and the dragon the Dajj&l, a monster

who is the personification of the Mussulman antichrist. The name of Dajjal

is simply that of the old Philistine god Dagon, which has been preserved

in the name of the neighbouring city Beth Dagon, concerning which I shall

have more to say.# A variant of the legend adds that Jesus shall also slay

the “wild pig,” that is to say the boar
,
“on the gate of Jerusalem.” This last

touch may indicate some representation of the same sort
;
the boar was the

emblem of the Xth Legion (the Fretensis), which was in garrison at Jerusalem,

and the signum of the legion had been placed on the gate of Jerusalem

so as to forbid the Jews to enter, according to St. Jerome.i’

* The process by which the Christians themselves had already formed their legend of St.

George and the Dragon was similar. It was taken from a popular Egyptian representation of late

date where the god Horus, with his hawk’s head, riding on horseback in the uniform of a Roman
tribune or cavalry officer, is seen piercing with his lance the god Set-Typhon in the shape of a

crocodile. The fact that the Emperor Constantine had himself depicted in this same allegorical

form must have helped to popularise this representation in the early ages of Christianity. The

starting point of the legend appears to have been an Alexandrine representation of Diocletian

(Jovius), in the form of Jupiter-Horus, on horseback, piercing with his lance the crocodile Typhon-

Set, as I have pointed out in a recent article {Sur un bas-relief de Soueidd representant un episode

de la gigantomachie et sur la ville de Maximanoupolis d'Arabic ; Comptes rtndus de VAcadhnit des

Inscriptions, 13-20 Juillet, 1894; cf my fstudes d’Arch. Or., I, p. 178).

t This legend likewise recalls the celebrated prophecy concerning Diocletian, that he should

become emperor as soon as he should have slain the “ boar." The prophecy, which was probably

thought of after the event, was deemed accomplished when Diocletian killed with his own hand

the prefect of the pretorium Aper, whose name signifies “ Boar." This decisive event in the life

of Diocletian might have formed the subject of figured representations, which, becoming popular,

like that of Constantine slaying the dragon, might have furnished this new feature to the legend

as picked up by the Awbs on arriving in Palestine. It must not be forgotten that Diocletian had

founded a city in Palestine called after him Diocletianoupolis
,
but its identity has not hitherto

been established. The memory of the popular boar of Diocletian has moreover impressed itself

deeply on the Talmudic traditions, which call him “ Diocletian the Boar ” (to'tn).
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1'he fine church erected by the Crusaders

in honour of their much-venerated Saint, by

the side and at the expense of the Byzantine

church, was, as I have said, destroyed by

Saladin. Though history is silent as to its

later fate, it still had one most strange experi-

ence. As I thought I noticed already in 1871,

part of the material used in building it was

carried in the thirteenth century to the distance

of a mile, and set up again to build a bridge

over the wady which runs to the north of

Lydda, and joins the numerous wadys that

have their outlet at Jaffa.

Wishing to determine with exactness

under what circumstances this removal took

place, I resolved to make a detailed plan of this

bridge. 1 enjoyed the aid of M. Lecomte in

this, and was very glad to have his valuable

opinion on many technical points. This

thoroughly bore out my own conclusions.

This bridge, above 30 111. long and about

13 m. broad, is composed of three pointed

arches nearly equal in height, a central arch

about 6m*5u across, and two lateral ones about

5 m. The bed of the wftdy over which it is

* See the special memoir that 1 hive devoted to

tliis question in my Rental iPAnhtvtogic orientate (1S8S,

I'P- -61 -279 ; if. i»p- 39G-oV'T

Since then M. Max van Uerchcm, to whom I

pointed out various desiderata that l had not had time or

means to verify, has been kind enough to repair these

omissions in the course of an exploration of Palestine, made

for the purpose of studying Arab arcluuology. 1 Ie has been

so good as to authorise me to make use of the excellent

photographs he has taken, as well as the sketches of certain

s, together with his personal observations. I shall indicate as wc go along the additional

union for which I am indebted to him, and here beg him to accept my best thanks.



*
Iii searching the soil close by the lower end of the bridge, T found, at some depth,

thousands of little eels of microscopic size wriggling about in the damp mud, and quite unaffected

by the heat, It was in mid June, it should be remembered.

be very violent in time of flood.

rtiuooK at lvijJia.

—

Elevation of the bide looking up stream. Scale a
'

lV

Above the central arch, in a rectangular slab, that is sheltered by a pr<

jeclttig marble cornice, is an Arabic inscription of four lines, flanked by lions.

* In searching the soil close by the lower end of the bridge, T found, at some depth,

thousands of little eels of microscopic size wriggling about in the damp mud, and quite unaffected

by the beat, It was in mid June, it should be remembered.
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On the other side (looking down stream) of the same central arch is set

another Arabic inscription of three lines, a repetition almost word for word of

the preceding, barring a few slight variations ;* it is likewise sheltered by a

marble cornice and flanked by similar lions. Here follows the transcription

and translation of the first.

j*\ (2) ^^***>-1 isXg&O) tX4»a*.c All >wJ (0

Jj >>Ua!l uKLU JmN ulbLJl Mr CSjMAS IjJh ijuiu

AA >.<«.! 1
(*tc) ^UflJud l &D1 JOx (3) ujJ

^jJuh Jju*h uj3jj (4) Ln$) jA£j l<*JfcjLad «dh js\

<&**> d dJl j&jz
t

jJI *1L& aid 1 ,

“In the name of the kind and merciful God, whose blessings be on our

Lord Mahomet, on his family, and on all his companions ! The building of

this holy bridge was ordered by our master, the very great Sultan el Malek

edh-Dhaher Rukn ed Din Beibars, son of ‘Abd Allah, in the time of his son

our Lord Sultan el Malek es Sa*id Naser ed Din Berekeh Khcin, may God
glorify their victories and grant them both His grace. And this, under the

direction of the humble servant aspiring to the mercy of God, 'Ali ed Din

‘Aly es Saww4k,+ to whom may God grant grace as also to his father and

mother
;

in the month Ramadan, the year 671.”

The month Ramadan, 671 a.h., corresponds to March-April, 1273 of our

era. The famous sultan Beibars had only four years before associated his son

Berekeh Kh&ti with him in the kingly power
;
hence the mention of him in

our inscription along with his father, while he does not appear on the inscrip-

tion of Beibars at Ramleh, dated 666
;
the act of takltd, investing the young

Berekeh Kh&n with the royal power, having been first promulgated a year

later, in 667.

The two inscriptions are flanked by a pair of low bas-reliefs poorly cut,

each displaying a lion seen in profile, enclosed in a rectangular frame.

The two animals, which are similar on either side of the bridge, face one

another in the same attitude, “passant ” and “ liopardt" to speak heraldically.

They are indifferently executed in pure Arab style. The lion on the right

* The formulae are generally cut shorter, and the date is omitted,

t The second inscription adds the patronymic ben 'Omar, “son of 'Omar.”
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has his right paw raised
;
in front of him, beneath the threatening claws, sits

a tiny quadruped, seen in profile, which, from its pointed nose and ears as

well as its long tail bent vertically along its back, can only be taken for a rat

or squirrel, or perhaps a jerboa (?). The little creature has its front paws

stretched out towards the lion, apparently in an attitude of entreaty;

The lion on the left is lifting his left paw. In front of him is a small

quadruped, obviously a repetition of the former one. The characteristic long

tail of the animal does not appear in the drawing, but exists in the original

;

only in this case it is bent back between the hind paws and lies along the

right thigh.

These representations recall those oriental apologues wherein the lion

and the rat appear, and perhaps contain some allusion to the repeated victories

of Sultan Beibars over the Crusaders, whom he crushed in several encounters,

and successively deprived of Caesarea, Arsuf, Safed, and lastly Jaffa, the

neighbour town to Lydda. Can there be some play in the words far ( ,\i)

“ rat ” and kuffdr (^Ui) ? “ the infidels ? ” or is it intended to caricature the

lion rampant, the device of the Lusignans, kings of Cyprus and Jerusalem,

by representing it as a rat ?
*

In any case, these lions are of singular interest for the history of heraldry

among the Mussulmans. We know from Arabic writers that the rank\ or

“heraldic emblems” of Sultan Beibars was a lion, and I have found that

animal on numerous structures in Syria and Egypt raised by that sovereign.

It is also represented on his coins, both gold, silver, and bronze.

* The question also occurs whether it was intended to travesty the leopard of the English

royal arms
;
for the bridge of Lydda, as I shall explain later on, was built just at the time when

Beibars was in conflict with I’rince Edward. The western name leopard transliterated into

Arabic, presented an opportunity for a play on far, the name fora rat, and thus perhaps

gave rise to the contemptuous allusion,

t From the Persian rn//y, “colour.”
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Beibars was a great bridge-builder. I have noted in Arabic chronicles

quite an imposing number of these structures executed by his orders. That

at Lydda is expressly mentioned by the anonymous author of the Life of

Beibars,* who speaks of “two bridges built by Beibars in 672, in the neigh-

bourhood of Ramleh, to facilitate the passage of troops.” The agreement of

the dates denotes that one of the two bridges is ours. Another remains to be

discovered in these parts. My first thought was of the Jisr es SAda ,
which is

three miles further to the north, but I now incline to another opinion, which I

will enunciate later, t The chiefly strategic object of these two bridges proves

that they were intended to ensure a permanent communication along the

highway between Egypt and Northern Syria, which passed through Ramleh

and Lydda, and was cut up by numerous wddys originating in the Judaean

highlands.

It was especially important to Beibars, as the requirements of war and

politics continually summoned him from one end of the kingdom to another

during his victorious struggle against the Crusaders and his native rivals, and

he had need of solid bridges to secure a way at all seasons across the w&dys

that intersected his route, not only for men and horses but also—which was

most important—for baggage and siege artillery
(
manjdntk).

In the case of the bridge of Lydda, Beibars had an immediate and

special interest in making safe the north road from Lydda, so that his troops

could move rapidly forward and cover Ramleh, Lydda, and the plain as far as

Carmel, in case of a hostile movement on the part of the Crusaders. In

1271 Prince Edward of England had pushed a daring raid as far as K&kftn,

thus threatening Lydda. Here was a danger to be guarded against, more

especially as Prince Edward had refused in person to subscribe to the truce of

Caesarea formed in 1272 by Beibars with King Hugh, thinking to renew the

incursions that he had found so profitable. Beibars adopted two measures,

first he tried, in 1272, to get rid of the English Prince by assassination, and

oddly enough it was the Emir of Ramleh\ who prompted him to this base

attempt, which was disavowed by Beibars, after its failure, as an excess of

zeal. Secondly (in 1273) he built the bridge of Lydda. The coincidence in

date between these two occurrences is most significant, and points to a close

relationship between them.

* An Arabic MS., as yet unpublished, in the Biblioth&que Nationale : Supplement, No. 803.

t See further on, p. 173, my account of the bridge of YebnIL

J For fuller details of this dramatic episode, see my remarks further on about Yebnil, p, 175.
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Apparently then everything concurs to persuade us that the bridge of

Lydda was of pure Arab origin
;
and yet, as I have already pointed out, a

close examination reveals a most unexpected archaeological fact—the greater

part of the materials of the bridge of Beibars are of Western origin.

The stones display the mediaeval slanting tool-marks, an infallible

indication of the work of the Crusaders
;

moreover, many of them bear

masons’ marks that are absolutely conclusive. For instance, several stones

of the central arch have the W- In the special Table of Vol. I will be found

a series of these marks which I noted, and there are certainly plenty more that

must have escaped me. They may all be found on the stones of the church

of Lydda that have remained in their old position.

The outline of the mouldings of the marble cornices that overhang and

protect the bas-reliefs, and the Arabic inscriptions, are anything but Arab in

style. We could not take a drawing of these, so as to compare the outlines

with that of the mouldings in the church at Lydda. We ought, likewise, to

have satisfied ourselves that it did not display the mediaeval tool-marking.

Happily, I am in a position to fill up this lacuna, thanks to the kindness of

M. van Berchem, who has been so good as to verify this detail carefully at

my request. I cannot do better than to transcribe here, in a shortened form,

the notes that he has sent me :

“ The cornice over the inscription (on the side looking up stream) appears to be

Latin, but it is smooth, and made of polished marble without stria? (a). This cornice

is of different workmanship from the one with the inscription, and from the

lions
;

it is of marble, instead of the coarse-grained limestone worked by the

Arabs. The corresponding cornice on the down side has a profile like this (B).

A,—Approximate Piolile. B.

The surface has striae very slightly slanting, and almost horizontal, having

their direction determined by the concave-convex surface of the doucine.*

* In conformity with the general rule set forth above for the dressing of nu dueval Western

origin. The profile of one of these cornices recalls in striking fashion that of the moulding

over the abacus of the capitals of the mediaeval church of Lydda. (See the sketch given above

[p. 108], and Plate XXVII, in Vogue's Tg/ises de la Terre Sainte.)
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Lastly, the central pointed arch, instead of having a keystone, as is the

case with all Arab ogives, has the vertical joint passing through the middle/''

Now it is a matter of common knowledge that the vertical joint is the mark of a

specific differencef between the arch of the Westerns—three-centered—and the

Aral) arch. From a statical point of view the two arches are constructed on

quite different principles. The Arab pointed arch, with its keystone, is in a

sense an imitation semi-circular arch. While we are dealing with this matter,

I should like to draw attention to a curious point of relation hitherto unnoticed.

The tiers point or three-centered arch, commonly called now-a-days by

French architects the ogive, sometime also in medkeval language went by the

name of five-centered arch or quint point.

\

Now when I was at Jerusalem

1 heard natives— men engaged in the trade—call the pointed arch, as

opposed to the semi-circular arch, Khtimes, “fifth” which answers

exactly to the medkeval name of quint point or five-centered.

%

I will add a few more remarks which I owe to M. vati lierchem, and

which are a further confirmation of the preceding, or serve to make them more

precise.

“The two “heads” of the middle arch consist of striated blocks, much better set

up than those of the main part of the bridge. The latter is of small tufous rubble,

mixed with striated blocks. The two side arches arc also of small rubble (Arab

dressing); however, these arches also present

a vertical joint, like the middle arch, with the

exception of that on the west, which has on the

north side an Arab keystone . . . The central

arch (Crusaders’ materials) shows all along its

edge a quadrant-shaped moulding ;j|
now on

several of the blocks of the head of the arch this

moulding occurs again, not only on the outside,

at a, but also on the inner edge at l>, in the intrados, which proves that they

originally formed part of an “ arc doubleau ” or a Gothic rib, and would tend

to confirm your hypothesis, which appears to me altogether probable.”

* This difference, however, is not invariable, for the Crusaders have not infrequently

employed in Palestine the Arab system of arches with keystones.

j M. Lecomte’s drawing takes no notice of this important detail, but I have since been
able to assure myself of it beyond a doubt, from a photograph that I had made in 1887, with

the kind assistance of Frere Iievin and M. Bon fils. I have given a photograph of this already

(p. in).

f See Villard de Honnecourt’s Album.

8 The origin of these names would furnish abundant material for discussion, i intend to

return later on to this important question, and have collected a quantity of notes concerning it.

(1
bee the engraving already given (p. 111).
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Though the materials are of mediaeval origin, it was certainly not the

Crusaders who built this bridge. The patches, bad joins, unevennesses, and

faulty dressing of the stone which are visible in the setting up of these

heterogeneous materials betray the process of working up that they have

evidently been through.* Besides, the bridge is nowhere mentioned in the

annals of the Crusaders, and Beibars loudly claims the honour of having built

it. H e speaks truly, but what he omits to say is that the person charged by

him to construct with all speed this much needed bridge, hit upon the idea of

making a quarry of the ruins of the Crusaders’ church demolished by Saladin

nearly a century before. The central arch of the bridge, at any rate, is simply

one of the arches of the church, indifferently set up. In the main part of the

structure there are even tambours of half-columns imbedded in the pilasters,

with their masons’ marks on each tambour. Thus the bridge of Lydda forms

a necessary complement to the church, which explains why I have thought it

desirable to submit it to a detailed examination from an historical as well

as an archaeological standpoint.

This bridge goes by the name of “Bridge of Jindas” (/isrjindas) among

the natives, from the name of a small village lying quite near it to the east.

According to a local tradition which I heard at Jindds itself, the origin of the

village only dates back to the construction of the bridge, that is to say to 1273.

This tradition seems at first sight to be in flagrant contradiction with a

Latin charter of 1 129, which mentions the “casal” of Gendas in the territory

of Lydda, t most certainly identical with our Jindas. This is 144 years before

the building of the bridge by Beibars.

However, the tradition may be perfectly well founded, and not incom-

patible with fact.

The truth is, it strikes me as more than probable that the bridge itself

is not, any more than the stones which to-day compose it, the work of Arabs

in the first instance. I discovered inside one of the small lateral arches

(that on the right as you look at the side facing up stream) the remains of a

ruined arch of still earlier date. The springs of it are marked A-B
on geometrical elevation (see above, p. in). This arch was semi-circular,

* Thus, for instance, the central arch of the down side has been so badly re-set that the

joint at the top, originally vertical, varies appreciably from the normal vertical, and inclines to the

right, as may be seen from a photograph of it taken by M. van Berchem.

t Delaville Le Roulx, Cartulaire central des Hospitaliers
,
No. 84 ; rf. No. 225 (act of the

year 1154): “ in territorio Liddensi.”
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as appears from a calculation of the curve. The keystone must have been

more than 13 feet below the intrados of the ogive arch which surmounts it at

the present day. This difference in level is the result of the gradual filling-up

of the bed of the widy by alluvial deposits, which would point to a considerable

interval, certainly some centuries, between the construction of these two

bridges, quite different in form.

It may well be supposed that long before the thirteenth century, perhaps

as early as the Roman, or at least the Byzantine period, there was already

a bridge at this point, which lies on an important highway of Palestine, that

uniting Lydda (Diospolis) and Caesarea by way of Antipatris. The Arab

bridge was founded on the remains of this ancient one, and probaby at one

time or another the hands of the Byzantines also were busy with the latter.

It is not impossible that the old bridge of Lydda is the place alluded to

in the Talmud, in speaking of the copy of the Torah that was burnt by the

sacrilegious Apostomos, that is, if we really must follow the commentators in

rendering the words "
1*77 Mdabartha de Lod’ by “the bridge of Lydda.”

In any case these facts enable us to understand how the inhabitants of

Jind&s can assert, without grievous error, that their village, though mentioned

at least as early as the twelfth century, was contemporary with a bridge which

at first one would not suppose to have existed before the end of the thirteenth,

since this bridge dates back much earlier than the thirteenth or even the

twelfth century. JindfLs therefore may very well be contemporary, as local

tradition has it, with this ancient Byzantine or Roman bridge.

This name Jindas has not an Arab or even a Semitic appearance.

Possibly it may be merely a corruption of the male name TaWSio?, which

was common enough in the Byzantine era. Gennddios , or Gennddis (roWSis),

as the pronunciation was in Syria at that period, would be regularly trans-

literated into Arabic as Jenddis ; there exists about ten miles from

Lydda, to the north-east and quite near ‘Abbfid, a locality bearing the latter

name. I allude to the Mughr Jinddis of the Map (Sheet XIV, kq).

Jen&dis looks like a plural form of Jindas ,
but it is quite within the bounds of

possibility that it was just this look which produced the corrupt form Jindas ,

and that this later on was artificially constructed as a singular out of the

primitive type Jenddis
,
which has the air of a plural. So Jisr Jindds may

mean simply the bridge oj Gennadios, some more or less official personage of

the Byzantine period, who, we may suppose, attached his name to the con-

struction or reconstruction of the bridge of Lydda and from the bridge the

name may have passed on to the neighbouring village.
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Mosque of Ramlf.h.

During our stay at Lydda we went to see the Mosque at Ramleh, which

also is an old mediaeval church converted. Being aware* that the Survey

Party had made a special study of it some months before, I confined mysel

to noting a few details.

In the reveal of the window above the modern door on the right hand

side is a masons’ mark twice repeated.

In the embrasure of the window of the right apse, and to the right and

left sides, are three or four different masons’ marks. (See the Special Table

in Vol. I.)

Above the door of the stairs leading to the minaret, a fine block of

marble, carved on three sides, has been let in to do duty as a lintel. Un-
fortunately it has been mutilated by the cutting to which it has been subjected

to fit it to its new purpose. Here are four sketches showing the position and

general shape of the lintel, looking at the various sides accessible.

Profile
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I took some very good squeezes of the three sculptured sides that were

visible. Here follow exact drawings made by M. Lecomte from the squeezes.

1 JT;>WL

f
'

'

0'
1

A—Two fantastic horned quadrupeds facing one another, to the right and

left of a mystic vase, from which emerge two vine plants laden with leaves

and fruit, enveloping the animals. Above, a denticulate border. It will be

noticed on the left that the lower border, which is moulded, rises to form a

semi-circle enclosing a part that has been slightly scooped out, or considerably

hammered down, with a view, probably, to remove some central subject

enclosed within it. The restoration of this semi-circle is an evident necessity :

it is indicated by a dotted line in the engraving (page ii g). It shows that the

block in its original state must have been much longer, as the semi-circle

must mark the middle of it. It is to be presumed that there was a sculptured
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scene to the left of the semi-circle of the same extent as the one on the right,

and forming a symmetrical pendent to it. The block must have been cut to

the length required to convert it into a lintel: From these various considera-

tions I estimate the original length of the stone at 2
m

• 60.

b—The rear face of the lintel presents, in its upper part, the same line

of toothed border as the front face
;
the same moulded border likewise existed,

no doubt, in the lower part, but has disappeared, the stone having been cut

away and chopped off in parts. Here the decorations consist of three

medallions, so to call them, formed by interlacing foliage, separated by

three flowers clustered. On the two medallions to the right and left are

carved two more or less fantastic birds (storks ? or ostriches ?), with long

bending necks, and bills pointing downwards. The centre medallion doubt-

less presented another subject, but has been so carefully hammered out as to

be undistinguishable. I suspect that it was some emblem of Christianity

of a more marked character than the mystic vase on the front face, which

particularly shocked the orthodoxy of the Mussulmans. To the left of the

left medallion is an ornament consisting of a lozenge inscribed in a rectangle

with a knob in the centre
;
this motive must have been symmetrically repeated

on the right, and then immediately next the lozenge, which is intact, came the

part corresponding to the semi-circle on the front face, which marks the

middle of the lintel in its primitive condition. To the right of this semi-circle

likewise appeared, we may suppose, a scene forming a pendent to that on

the left.

c—Finally, the under surface of the lintel is also carved ; but a portion

of the carving has disappeared in course of the cutting made to receive the

top of the doorway. The subject represented, of which only the lengthwise

half remains, was a cross inscribed in a crown encircled by a fillet, with either

end terminating in an ivy leaf, the whole being within a moulded rectangular

frame. Here again there must have been, at the other end of the lintel,

and perhaps at the centre also, one or two subjects forming a pendent to

this latter.

The sculptures are in good Byzantine style ; and the subjects belong to

Christian symbolism. It is difficult to fix the architectural function of a long

narrow block like this, which must have measured 2
m

‘ 60 by omi
27, and was

intended to lie horizontally and be seen on three sides. It was certainly not

an ordinary lintel; its length would have been excessive considering its

height. Possibly it was supported at the middle by an upright that divided

into two parts the opening over which it was placed. Certainly it must have

K
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belonged to a magnificent building, which was not at Ramleh, but rather at

Lydda, the great episcopal town, which possessed in addition to the old

Basilica of St. George some other fine churches, two of which, notably, were

dedicated to the Virgin.*

It has been supposed that the minaret might be the ancient belfry of the

Crusaders. The thing is possible
;
the chief arch above the lintel, with its

vertical joint in the middle, must be mediaeval in its materials, if not in the

arrangement or re-arrangement of them, but in any case this belfry must have

been re-constructed, at least in part, by the Mussulmans. In fact, I noticed

over the lintel described above an Arabic tartkh
,
which I unfortunately

omitted to copy in full, saying that this minaret was built in the year 714 +

(= 1314 of our era), in the reign of Sultan N&ser ed Dunid fi’d Din, son of

el Melek el Mansur Keldwun. To this epoch perhaps we should refer the

mutilation and appropriation of the carved lintel.

At Ramleh I saw a small tessera of terra-cotta in the

hands of an Arab, and managed to acquire it. It is square

and slightly concave; the side measures om *035. One of

its sides bears a representation rudely carved in relief, in

which one can make out a bird with outspread wings

pouncing on a running quadruped. This is probably the

traditional subject of the eagle attacking the hare.

A Greek inscription said to exist.-— I had been told in 1869J by a native

of Jerusalem that there was at Ramleh, at the house of a Mussulman

named Jaber, a kerb of a well with a Greek inscription. According

to other information acquired about the same time, this object was at

Lydda, with the Christian servant of Rabah Effendy el Huseiny. I had

not the leisure to verify these indications, but wish to point them out to

future explorers.

* I find them mentioned in a synodal letter of 836, published a few years back by Sakkelion.

One of these two churches must have been still in existence at the end of the 1 2th century, to

judge by a passage in ’Aly el Hcrewy quoted by M. le Strange without further comment :
“ Here

too, is the house of Maryam, and this the Franks hold in great veneration.” ( Palestine under the

Moslems, p. 494.)

t I am not sure as to the last of the three figures. Nfiser ed Dunifi fi’d Din is the same
as the Sultan to whom Mujir ed Din expressly attributes the building of the great tower of

Janie' cl Abiadh, which was completed in 718 a.h.

| 1869, Carnet III, p. 12.
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Between Lydda and Jaffa.

We left Lydda for Jaffa on the morning of June 10th. We took a direct

route for Sarfand (Surafend), and were not able to visit S&firiyeh. The name

of the latter is pronounced Sdf'riyek. The ethnic is Sifrdny
,
plural Sdfarneh.

At Sarfand we found the fellahin for the most part living in huts of

branches parish), recalling the sukkotk of the Bible. Had it not been for the

difference of the season, we might have imagined ourselves at the Feast of

Tabernacles.

In the village we went to see the sanctuary dedicated to Neby Lokman
el Hakim and his son. In the interior of the Kubbeh is a large white-washed

cenotaph, having an orientation quite different from that of the square

chamber in which it is placed, lying diagonally across it. I noticed some

fragments of columns near. Some people say, I was told, that this is the

genuine tomb of Lokman, others that it is merely his makdm or sanctuary.

A similar division on this point was early manifested in the written tradition

of the Mussulmans. Mujir ed Din speaks of the tomb of Lokman as existing

in the village of Sarfand, and adds that, according to Kotada, the tomb is at

Ramleh.

It has been proposed, with much ingenuity, to recognize in Lokman not

only the personality but also the name of Bala'am, on account of the identity

existing between the two roots lakam in Arabic and bald in Hebrew, which

both signify “ to swallow.”

It is undeniable that in the Mussulman legend of Lokman a number of

features have been evidently borrowed from the story of Bala'am
;

but it is

equally certain that many others are borrowed from the story of Atsop,

including the fables ascribed to Lokm&n. The old Arab writers themselves

appear to have recognized two distinct personages in Lokm&n : Lokm&n the

‘Adite and Lokm&n the sage. I am moreover of opinion that there lurks

beneath their Lokman a third personality, namely, the prophet Gad

\

who plays

such an important part in the history of David. The question would be too

long to discuss in this place, but any one can easily convince himself of what I

say by considering all that the hadiths say about the relations between

Lokm&n and David. It is, I think, this third aspect of the heterogeneous

personality of Lokm&n that is the subject of the local traditions of Sarfand.*

* I need not remind my readers that Bala'am himself became in the eyes of the Talmudists

an epigramatic personification of Jesus, and was the germ of the Jewish notion of the anti-Christ,

which was taken up by the Mussulmans and applied to the Dejjal.

R 2
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The inhabitants of Sarfand, who appear very proud of their mak&m of

Lokman, informed me that his son was called Mushkidm.

I saw near the village several fine pieces of white marble newly unearthed,

comprising a carved capital, a fragment of a Kufic inscription, and an Arabic

inscription of great size inscribed on a magnificent abacus. I could not copy

it on account of the unamiable attitude of the inhabitants, who said to me
ironically, “This inscription signifies, Mafiln ibn el-martin elly bikaddem *ala

hal-beled <?l-trikddeseh, which is to say: “ Cursed son of a cursed father is he

who comes into this country to make plans.” I took the application to myself,

and did not press them further, being rather anxious not to alarm their

susceptibilities, as I wanted to ask them for a guide to take me to the places I

am about to speak of.

I noticed some curious transpositions of letters in the dialect of the

fellah in of Sarfand. For instance they say bukba and kdby instead of bubkd
,

baky “ he remains, remaining.”

I obtained the desired guide after some trouble, and we set off. As we

went along, the fellah, who was at the outset uncommunicative, was pleased

to break silence, and I got some information out of him.

He confirmed me in two points I had noted already at Lydda, the

pronunciation Surfand for Sarfand and the legendary name of the village

Sarf el Mai.

He told me that at Kubeibeh (near Yebnd) there was a Neby Sherrion

(Simeon). To the east of Sarfand and quite near it, is a low mound of small

size, Called Dkahrat. Buseileh
, where it would appear a great quantity of

squared stones have been found. Possibly this is where those above-mentioned

came from. Formerly this place was called Ddr Melek *Akds
,
“the house of

King ‘Akcis.”

Sarfand el Kkardb.—After fifty minutes or so we arrived at Sarfand el

Khardb
,
“ Sarfand the Ruined,” lying to the south-west of the present village,

which, for distinction’s sake, is surnamed “The Inhabited”
(Sarfand el

%

Arnar). I find this double nomenclature repeated in the official lists of the

local authorities, which certainly are copied from older lists. Here there

is an authentic instance of the transference of a locality, along with its name,

to another spot. 1 1 only shows how careful one has to be in making geogra-

phical identifications in Palestine.

The place presents unmistakable signs of antiquity. We contented

ourselves with a hasty glance at it, just noting a few more or less significant

names given to various parts of the ruins : el Bauberiyeh , el Habes
,
Tdhurit
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el Hawd.* Sarfand el Kharib is probably of older date than Sarfand el

'Am&r, and ought, I think, to come in for a share of the many identifications,

more or less plausible, that have been suggested for the latter. Native tradition

attributes its destruction and subsequent desertion to Ibrahim Pasha, but I

think it must date much farther back than that.

Ldlieh .—About half an hour to the south-west they say is Kh. Ldlieh ,t

with ruins of considerable extent. There used to be at Ldlieh a Kasr bent

Abu Sharbaj,\ “the castle of the daughter of Abu Sharbaj.” The princess’s

name was Ldlieh. Her father had shut her up in his castle. She secretly

desired to marry. Each day she asked her father for water from a new source
;

each day the king had a new well dug. At last it was told him :
“ What she

wants is a husband,” and then he gave her in marriage. This is the origin

of the “ thirty wells ” that are to be seen at Khurbet LCllieh.

*Aydn Kdrd.—However, I hastened to verify the statement furnished me
at Lydda, that there was in these parts a spot called A'ydn Kdrd. Either

from ignorance or ill-will on the part of our guide from Sarfand, we had

endless trouble in discovering the real place, but in the end we got there.

The spot is marked by a number of holes in some sand-dunes, with fresh

water welling up in them, and forming a little verdant meadow all round. We
ascended a high dune near, from which the “ Back ” of Jaffa (a very small part

of it) can be seen over another dune. Some ten minutes to the east of the

springs is a certain Khurbet Kdrd, which has given its name to the springs, or

else borrowed it of them. The whole chain of sandy dunes bordering the

road from Gaza on the west till the beiydra of Shah in Agha is called Wdtdt

el 'Aydn, or Wady 'Aydn Kdrd.

*
I also find a Birktt HaurAn written down in my field book, but, from the indefinite

character of the entry, I cannot tell whether this name is applied to one of the two birkeh visible

at Sarfand el KharAh, or to one of the places in the vicinity afterwards mentioned,

t See above, where the same name, Ldlieh, is ascribed by local tradition to Yalo.

t I am not sure as to the exact form of the name, or rather word, which appears in this

appellation. Can it be Charbaj
,
for Karbajl Kurbaj signifies a wine-seller’s shop. I wonder

whether Ldlieh, which is employed as a woman’s name in the legend of the peasants of Sarfand,

may possibly correspond with Julia (’I »v\la, 'lovkn/) ? It is well known (and I shall recur

to this later on) that the Hellenising Jews had a habit of changing initial / into l in foreign

names, such as Julianus (Luliani). We have, perhaps, in L&lieh a survival of this phonetic

permutation, possibly engendered by the presence of the l at the beginning of the second

syllable. It will 4*e noticed that precisely the same phonetic conditions are present in the case

of YAlo—Ltilieh. Many towns of antiquity bore the name of Julia: in Palestine even Bethsaida

had received from Herod the name of WX/«v, in honour of Julia, daughter of Augustus. Another

town of Pereea (Betharamtha ) bore the same name.
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The presence of the springs justifies the supposition that there must have

been an ancient settlement here ;
but what was it ? I have mentioned that,

according to native Greek tradition, Kdri would have been once a bishopric.

There are several places in the old ecclesiastical lists of Palestine, such as

Onous, Sozousa, etc., which have not yet been identified, and perhaps one of

them corresponds to our Kir&.

The idea also occurred to me—
I
put it forward with all reserve—that

K&r&, with its remarkable springs, might be the Danite city Me-Jarkon, “ the

green or yellow waters/’ near Jaffa. This would involve the supposition

of a change from ppnp to Ijli, by syncope of the yod, aphseresis of the

termination on
,
and metathesis of koph and resch, which are all common

phonetic phenomena in Arabic. If the town of Rakkon, mentioned imme-

diately after Me-Jarkon in the Book of Joshua, is only a doublet of this, as

some commentators suppose, the identification with Kdrd will be still more

seductive. But this I repeat is simple guess-work. Moreover, I am quite

aware that Tell cr Rekkeit, to the north of J affa, may also lay claim to be

identified with Rakkon if not with Me-Jarkon.

Ddjiin.— I next went in quest of the Khurbet Ddjiin, the name of which

made a great impression on me when I heard it at Lydda. We discovered

it upon a small oblong tell, lying between ‘Ayftn Kclr& and Beit Dejan, called

Dhafirat Ddjiin
,
not far from the wely of Sittna Nefiseh. Though the ruins

are not particularly conspicuous, I have no doubt that the tell corresponds to

the site of an ancient town, more ancient probably than Beit Dejan
,
which has

adopted its name in a form slightly different, and further removed from the

original. Apparently the same process has been gone through here as in the

case of Sarfand el Khar&b and Sarfand el ‘Amdr, a transference from the south

to the north. The cause was doubtless the same, the desire of the inhabitants

to quit a too remote locality for one on the road between Jaffa and Ramleh.

In the case of Ddjfin there Was perhaps, in addition, the danger of encroach-

ment from the ever progressing sand of the dunes lying to the south of Jaffa.

It would be obviously convenient to transfer to Dijfin the identifications

suggested for Beit Dejan, namely, with the Kapkar Dagon quoted by

Onomasticon
,
and the Beth Dagon of the tribe of Judah.* Kaphar Dagon

is marked as an important between Diospolis and Jamnia, whereas it is

impossible to say as much of Beit Dejan, which is between Lydda and Jaffa,

* The name of the town mentioned in Joshua xv, 41, seems to me to be really Gederotk-Btth

Dagon, and ought perhaps to be looked for further south.
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and not between Lydda and Yebn£. The difficulty is far from being fully

removed by locating Kaphar Dagon at D&jtin, but it is somewhat lessened,

as D&jGn, from its more southerly position, comes nearer the line joining

Lydda and Yebnl* It should further be noted that Eusebius and St.

Jerome employ the somewhat vague expression “between,” instead of

reckoning, as their manner is, by the milestones that marked out the routes

in their day. This would tend to show that Kaphar Dagon was not actually

on the road uniting Diospolis and Jamnia.t

If the Kaphar Dagon of the Onotnasticon really answers to the Beth

Dagon of the Bible, it is at DajoCtn that the two of them should be located.

By combining the more modern name Beit Dejan and the archaic name

Ddjtln, which have belonged at different periods to a village that has gone

through a process of removal, we get all the onomastic material needed

to reconstruct a name Beit Ddjtln. This exactly corresponds to Beth

Dagon, including the class-name “ Beth,” “ house,” which was replaced, at

the time when the Onomasticon was compiled, by the class-name Kaphar,

“ village.”

I attach particular importance to this agreement of names, as the

equation Dagon = Ddjtln — Dejan completely justifies an identification which

I have for other motives attempted to establish between the god Dagon and

the monster Dajjdl of Arab legend.}

Mukaddasi tells us that there is near Ramleh a town called Ddjtln
,
with

a mosque, and that it is principally inhabited by Samaritans. This is

beyond a doubt our Ddjlm
, which consequently was still flourishing in the

tenth century of our era. Y&kfit even mentions a celebrated Mussulman

doctor who came from this town and was called ed Ddjtiny.\

* Especially if, as is probable enough, the Onomasticon is alluding to the Jamnia on the

sea-coast, that is to say, the ancient port of Yebnd, at Minat Rubin. Truth to say, the place

whjch by its position would strictly answer to the definition of the Onomasticon is neither Kh.
Ddjfin, nor, still less, Beit Dejan, but Sarfand el Khar&b, of which I have just spoken. It is

curious to note that, the terms of the problem are exactly the same for the undiscoverable PekVtn

or Jtehiin pyjpa), to which the Talmud assigns the same position, half-way between Lodand
Yabneh.

t A fact which seems to lend weight to this remark is, that the existence of a Roman way
between these two towns is attested by a line in the Peutinger Table.

t It is of coulee a familiar fact that, at the end of words especially, / and n are constantly

interchanged by the Arabs of Palestine.

§ And also er Ramly
,
clear proof that our Ddjfln is really the place meant, since it is close

by Ramleh.
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The existence, at this early period and in these parts, of an important

Samaritan settlement, is a most interesting fact. The statement of

Mukaddasi is fully confirmed by a passage in the Samaritan chronicles

El Tholidoth, which speaks of a certain Abraham, son of Ur, who came

from DAgfin (paNl).* We may henceforward expect that excavations at

D&jftn will lead to the discovery of Samaritan antiquities.

Mukaddasi further says that one of the gates of Ramleh was called the

“gate of D&jtin.” Evidently it got this name from being the starting-point

of the road from Ramleh to D&jftn. The names of the eight gates of

Ramleh, as given by the Arab geographer, are susceptible of a like explana-

tion ; the gate of (the mosque of) 'Anndbeh ; the J erusalem gate
;
the Jaffa

gate ;
the Lydda gate ; the Egypt gate

;
the D&jftn gate. Two only remain

doubtful.

The first is the gate of Bir el*Asker, “the soldiers’ well.” We ought

perhaps to understand by this the great covered cistern of el *Aineiziyeh,

situated about ten minutes to the north of Ramleh. In fact, Y&k&t says that

‘Asker was the name of a quarter of the town.

The next is the gate of Bil'a

;

at least, this is how the name is read by

Mr. Guy Le Strange. The latter, after M. de Goeje, the first and learned

editor of Mukaddasi, fancies he can identify it with a certain “church of Bali'
a”

(situated, it seems, not far from Ramleh and Lydda), and inclines to connect

the two of them with the Baalah of the Bible (Joshua xv, 19). This conjecture

seems to me inadmissible, for several reasons. In the first place, according

to this view, the “ Bil*a gate” and the “Jerusalem gate” would be the same

thing twice over, since Kariet el ‘Enab, which is the place indicated in the

hypothesis, lies just on the road from Ramleh to Jerusalem. Then again,

there is nothing to show that Bali'a, iJU, and <uLu, Bil'a, are the same

name. I question, even, whether bali'a is a proper name at all, and not rather

a simple epithet qualifying the “church” (&)U ?). What is certain, at any

rate, is, that the manuscripts do not agree in the readings of the name of the

“Bll'a” gate. A MS. of Mukaddasi, that I had occasion to consult in 1872

on this and many other points, gives without diacritical marks, which

* The same document shows that there were also Samaritans established at Gaza, and this is

confirmed by the discovery at Gaza of a Samaritan inscription which I saw there a few months

later. At 'Amw&s likewise, not long ago, a Samaritan inscription was found, which reveals

the presence of Samaritans at Emmaus, and may explain how the author of the bilingual

inscription on the Byzantine capital discovered at ’Amw&s (in 1880) managed to get a model for

the archaic Hebrew character used in it,
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leaves room for many readings.* I, in my turn, will propose another, which

has the advantage of satisfying at least the geographical requirements of this

small problem, viz., <uLg

,

and even . I find in these the name of the

modern village of Nt'&neh (N4’aneh on the Map), to the south of Ramleh,

the name of which is now written in various ways, among others, thus ;

The shifting of the *aint
in combination with the two ris, was almost

unavoidable considering the phonetic habits of the fellahin.J

The subjoined diagram will show the relative positions of the eight gates

of Ramleh in the 10th century, together with the origin of the names they

received, according to the quarters of the horizon towards which the roads

leading from them were directed (see p. 1 30).

My only hesitation is about the Btr el ‘Asker gate, which may have been

in a quarter quite different from the ‘Aineziyeh cistern. One is occasionally

tempted, out of regard for symmetry, to look for a point intermediate between

the roads leading to Egypt and Dfijfln. Everything depends on the position

of the quarter of ‘Asker which had given its name to the cistern, and is

perhaps still existing to-day.

* This is MS. B of M. de Goeje’s edition : of the other two MSS., C has «uLjo and A <uLju .

This last reading is the one adopted by the editor, which does not make it the right one. As

for the name—if name it be—of the church, the MSS. have and <ulb (L«ju&Jj.). M. de

Goeje says, quite rightly, that the place mentioned by Yiktlt, <ulb “ B&li'a” in the Belkd,

part of the region of Damascus, is out of the question. I must, however, point out to the

reader a somewhat singular coincidence. The Arab geographer mentions this B&Ii'a
,
a place

far distant from the region now occupying our attention, as being the place where Balaam

(“Bal'S-m, son of Bi’Gra") alighted. This legend is evidently the result of identifying the name
of the place and that of the person. Now we have seen that the legend of Balaam (under the

popular name of Lokm&n) was localized at Sarfand
;
so it may be asked whether the church of

B41i'a mentioned by Mukaddasi might not be some church erected at Sarfand. But in this case

the same objection would be encountered, namely, the existence of a gate at Ramleh, named
after Sarfand, would clash with the existence of another gate called after Jaffa, Sarfand being on
the road from Ramleh to Jaffa.

t Name Lists, p. 272. The name by no means signifies “the plant mint;” the word that

has this meaning is , na'na. Sir Charles Warren proposes to identify this village with the

Naamah of Joshpa, This is ingenious and attractive—the change of the Hebrew m to an

Arabic * is quite admissible. I question, however, whether the position of Ni'dneh does not take

us a little too far north for this hypothesis. There is a place more to the south which it seems
to me may have preserved the name of this Naamah in a still closer form— I mean A’rdk Na'mati

and Deir iVSrWffj^hetween Tell es S4fy and K’z&zeh. The vicinity would suit perfectly well.

X It may even be that the third radical was a Idm, and that the reading of the MSS. was
correct on this point This / must easily have changed to n in the speech of the fellahln. This

would take us to a primitive name NiTa.
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In any case, that puts it beyond all doubt that there really existed an

ancient town of the name of Dajun on the site that I discovered.

The straight lines indicate the distant places to which the roads lead, the dotted lines

show the real [>odtion of the roads.

Kh. Jaltis .—On the completion of this little reconnaissance, we went

back to Y&zur on the high road to Jaffa. We made a slight deflection to the

north, so as to take in Selemeh (Selmeh), where I discovered a place called

Kh. Jalds, quite near the village to the east, and finally arrived at Jaffa.

Jaffa.

Ancient Jewish Necropolis.—During the few days we spent at Jaffa

I particularly busied myself with studying the ancient necropolis, the site of

which I had only been able to reconnoitre hastily the previous November.*

At this first visit I found and brought away, as related above, a Judteo-

Greek inscription
;
a reproduction and explanation of it will follow here

immediately. The inscription is of great importance, as it forms a key, so to

speak, to a whole group of related texts.

See above, p. 3.
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I first of all made my way to the little hamlet called Saknet Abu K’bir,

which formed, as near as I could judge, the centre of the region to be

explored. It lies about 1,500 m. from the gate of Jaffa to the east-south-east,

and is inhabited by a body of Mussulman Arabs of Egyptian origin, who have

given it the name of Abu K’bir in memory of the so-called Egyptian place

they came from.

Many of them get a living by quarrying the beds of calcareous tufa

round their village for building materials, of indifferent quality, it must be

said, which they bring to Jaffa. In the course of some years of these

operations they have brought to light several burial caves hewn out of the

tufa. They have often found in them small marble slabs with inscriptions,

generally set round with mortar on one of the walls of the cave near the

entrance. It was one of these finds that afforded the Judaeo-Greek titulus

that I had acquired a few months before.

In pursuance of my usual practice, I instituted a minute inquiry among

the inhabitants of the Sakneh, and thus procured some interesting information.

Two of these inscribed slabs had been put into the tomb of a woman who died

a few weeks before, by her son *Aly el Jez&wy. He was a quarryman by

trade, but was just now away harvesting. In the house of Abu T&leb there

were believed to be two inscribed slabs. Two others had been found in the

garden of El ‘Azab. In the house of Mahmfid Abu ’n Nil one half of a slab

had been mixed up with the mortar and used in some repairs. As a matter

of fact, I noticed a little later that several of these slabs were broken. This

is no way surprising, as the marble of this thinness is very fragile, and the

slabs often get broken through being carlessly removed from the wall of the

tomb. Several of the tombs contained glass phials.

But I got more than mere information
;
some of these tituli that were still

in the possession of the inhabitants were brought to me, and I lost no time in

securing them. Others had been sold already to the superintendent of the

garden of the Russian Archimandrite, which lies near the Sakneh to the south

in the quarter where the tombs are found.

I next went to see the open tombs and reconnoitre the ground. The
necropolis extends to a considerable length, and occupies a conspicuous

position between Saknet Abu K’bir on the north, and Saknet el 'Abld on the

south. It consists of a series of banks and mounds, in the sides and bases of

which caves have been hollowed for burials. I could see apertures or

remains of vaults destroyed by the quarrymen as far as the house of El

Ja'fary on the north. Probably the necropolis extends still further to the

s 2
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south, as it does to the north, but it is very difficult to trace it through these

gardens overgrown with luxuriant vegetation and set round with thick hedges

of cactus. There must undoubtedly be all over this ncigbourhood a great

quantity of tombs still untouched, which would furnish important results of an

archaeological and epigraphical nature. I should have liked very much to

make some excavations there, but for that purpose I should have needed a

permit from the Turkish Government, which, unfortunately, I have never been

able to get at any time during my mission. I therefore perforce confined

myself to this superficial, but yet not altogether fruitless investigation.

The following specimens will give some idea of these tombs, which are

rudely cut in the soft sandy tufa of the hills surrounding Jaffa, after the usual

plan of the ordinary Jewish tombs in the mountainous parts of Judiea.

NECROPOLIS OF Jaffa.—Rock -cut Tombs. Scale T^j.

The first is to be found in the Beiydra of Nikfila Halaby under a cactus

hedge. It consists of a small square chamber with a flat ceiling, and with two

steps leading down to it. On each of the three available sides two kokim

have been cut, with their openings on a level with a small bench of rock

running round the chamber. Close by this we noted the remains of a similar

NECRoroMS OF JAFFA.—Rock-cm Tombs. Scale
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sepulchre, rather more complicated in structure, but half destroyed by the

quarrymen.

Here again are two more that we noted in the Beiy&ra belonging to the

Russian Archimandrite, which is in the neighbourhood.

They likewise are alongside a cactus hedge.

The first, which is almost entirely destroyed, had four kokim on one of

its walls, with a fifth kok opening out of one corner. The second, which has

likewise been subjected to ill-usage, was composed of two, perhaps three,

chambers communicating with one another. At the back of three of the

kbkitn, and at right angles to the sides, there are visible other smaller loculi,

too small to have admitted a corpse. These, I suppose, were recesses used as

ossuaries, the remains of the first occupiers being heaped up in them to make

room for fresh comers.

Inscriptions.

I now enter on the study of the inscriptions derived from this necropolis,

with the aid of the actual originals either collected by myself or lying in the

garden of the Russian Archimandrite. Their number has sensibly increased

since 1874, as I copied other series in 1881 and 1886. These, however, I

shall not now touch upon, not wishing to .exceed the limits I have set myself.

They will form the subject of a later publication. I shall only quote them

incidentally with a view to making certain instructive comparisons.

1. Marble Titulus. Size om '26 by ora,
24. Below the inscription is the

seven-branched candlestick, flanked by two palms and

two zig-zag lines, of doubtful import.

’Il£i/aa vito ’I era, tftpovricm, ’AXefavSpias.

“To Ezechias son of Isa (?), phrontistes, from

Alexandria.”

’H£uaa is evidently the Jewish name Ezechias,

generally transliterated *E£oaas, *E£ejc€tos, ‘E^ias,

*E£e/aa. This new transliteration shows that the name

was pronounced Izikia
,

in conformity with the Masoretic vocalisation

IJizekiyah
, the mute she?>a, e, being replaced by a furtive vowel i, which

takes its colouring, so to speak, from the reflection of the initial vowel

# This law of the harmony of vowels may often be noticed in the transliteration of Hebrew

names by the SeptuayinU

ff* I'iU mk
ATOU T \

r

mm
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The last letter, which also terminates the following patronymic, must be a

small cursive capital alpha* different from all the other capital alphas in the

inscription. It would be wrong, I think, to regard this as a mark of abbrevia-

tion and to suppose that the name was *H for ’Iefc/aiyA, “ Ezechiel.”

The patronymic Io-a also is certainly some Jewish name, but what one is

it? It might possibly be ’I<raaK, ’I <ra.K, “ Isaac,” on the supposition that the

final letter is a mark of abbreviation, which I doubt. It seems more probable

that it is the name “ Isaiah,” usually transliterated ’Ho-ctfas, “ Isaias.”

Moreover, we should not lose sight of the possibility of its being some popular

transliteration of the original form of the name “Jesus” (JW'), bearing in

mind that very puzzling Arab form Isd the origin of which is so obscure, t

Our Ezechias was a phrontistes. It may be asked if this should be taken

to mean (<j)povri<rri 'AXctjav&piaq) “phrontistes of Alexandria ” or “phrontistes
”

absolutely, and “ native of Alexandria.” I incline to the latter view, as a

simple genitive immediately after a proper name, with no word in between to

govern it, usually indicates the place the person is native of.

This title phrontistes has not yet been met with in Jewish inscriptions,

though other Greek titles appear in them, such as npoarraTr)^, eVicrrar^s,

* This shape of the alpha is also found in the Greek papyri from Egypt subsequent to the

Christian era; indeed most of the palmographical peculiarities of the Judseo-Greek inscriptions of

Palestine recall those of the Greek writing as used in Egypt. This form of the alpha seems also

to exist in a Christian inscription at Gaza, of the sixth century perhaps, of which I shall speak

further on. With Iaa we may compare the Talmudic name KD'K Isa, belonging to a rabbi

who was a pupil of the rabbi Johannan (Tal. Jer. Ter. I, 40). I cannot say how far the latter

name is related to another Talmudic name, 'D'N 1st, which some have wished to identify with

one of the numerous contractions which the name ofJoseph underwent.

t An attempt has been recently made to explain it by a somewhat irreverent kind of

assimilation supposed to have been formerly made by the Jews, and, after, by the Arabs, between

Jesus and Esau,
,
and WV . This comparison, which is more ingenious than plausible, is

moreover not a new one. It has been already noted, in passing, by Gudrin (Samaria,
I, p. 42),

who had probably taken it down from the lips of some Jew, without, however, attaching any

particular importance to it. It would.be most desirable to ascertain whether the fact of this

quaint assimilation has really been handed down by Jewish tradition. However this may be, I

find in the Jewish catacombs of Venosa (Ascoli, Iscrizioni

\

etc., p. 55) the epitaph of a certain

Faustinos son of Isa
(
vlbi *l<r«v). The existence of a form Isa, whatever its origin may be, appears

to me therefore to be henceforward established in Grseco-Jewish onomastics of the first centuries

of our era. The most likely thing is that the name Isa is a common abbreviation of the name
Isaiah, but it is very possible that this form was not without its influence on the Arabic name of

Jesus, 'Isd, more especially as the Hebrew names YeshoU and Yesha'yahou (and other kindred

names) are evidently related from an etymological point of view. It is well known that the

Septuagint docs not hesitate to transliterate the name ofJoshua as ’I fjoovi.
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apx<ov, etc. It is, however, of common occurrence enough in ordinary Greek

epigraphy
;

as, for instance, a phrontistes of the Temple of Aphrodite at

Denderah in Egypt,* and some more+ mentioned along with other func-

tionaries, the phretarchos , the chalcologos
, the dioiketai’, etc., forming part of

the phretria. The phrontistes in matters civil was a sort of curator,
appointed

to superintend, inspect and manage certain departments of municipal activity.

There were separate ones for games, water-supply, victuals, etc. There were

similarly pkrontistai in matters religious. If the title of phrontistes has not

hitherto been met with in Helleno-Jewish epigraphy, I can point to the

existence there of the verb fipovrCleiv used in a way which tends to show that

there was a phrontistes in the ancient Jewish communities
;

thus in an

Inscription from Rome, we hear of an Apyicrwayuryos <f>poyrlcrag 4 *
n

one from ^Egina, another chief of a synagogue, or neocorus, is spoken of as

<f>povn<Ta<i for four years.§ So the title of phrontistes applied to our Ezechias

ought not to occasion any surprise. Probably he was appointed to manage

certain religious or civil concerns in the Jewish community at Alexandria.

We know that this was numerous and flourishing. Flavius Josephus,
||

speaking of the general expansion of the Jewish race, that diaspora which had

disseminated them to nearly every spot in the ancient world, tells us that the

Jews were especially numerous in Egypt and Cyrenaica ;
an extensive quarter

had been assigned to them at Alexandria, which formed a kind of separate

town, and they were there governed by an ethnarch of their own race who

had all the attributes of an independent chief, and bore a special title, that of

Alabarck, which has never been satisfactorily explained. The Alabarch

was assisted by a gerousia, a Sanhedrim or senate on a small scale, consisting

of seventy members, and modelled after the one at Jerusalem ;
in every

quarter was a “ house of prayer,” in addition to the great synagogue.

Our Ezechias, in his capacity of phrontistes
,
must certainly have played

a part in this powerful Jewish organization at Alexandria. He had wished,

like so many of his countrymen who had settled in Egypt, to be brought back

to Palestine after his death and buried in the land of his fathers. Another

* Letronne, Jmcriptions gr. d’Egypte, I, p. 101, No. XII.

t Corpus inscr. grcec., Nos. 3612, 4716c, 5785, 5786.

£ Schurer, die Gemeindeverfassung etc., No. 45.

§ Corpus ittscr. grac., No. 9894. The person in question is a certain “Theodores” {Jonathan
,

or Nataniah
s
Nathaniel

), under whose supreme direction the synagogue of /Egina had been built

and adorned with mosaics {inouawOrf).

||
Flavius Josephus, Ant.J;, xiv, 7, 2. Cf. Strabo, Philo, and others.
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inscription in the necropolis of Jaffa, which I copied in 1881, mentions two

other Jews, also from Alexandria, called Kyrillos and Alexandras. Joppa,

the port of Jerusalem, from its proximity to Alexandria, was obviously marked

out as the landing-place for these dead from beyond the sea. This explains

why nearly all the epitaphs in the necropolis at Jaffa are, as we shall see, those

of Jews of foreign, and chiefly Egyptian origin. The more or less barbarous

style and characters of the Greek inscriptions, often accompanied with Hebrew

words, are just what one would have expected as soon as their origin was

proved. The language of the J ews of Alexandria was Greek, but a very low

Greek, a sort of dialect that has been called Hellenistic, and must have been

rather like the Yiddish of the modern Jews. The same was the case at Caesarea.

In addition to the religious attraction, which might have determined the

Jews of Alexandria to come and sleep their last sleep in the country where

they had not been able to live, there were further considerations calculated to

attract them thither. The Jews of Alexandria had a reputation for skill in

arts and industries. The Talmud tells us that they were often summoned to

Jerusalem to execute work in the Temple. This former condition of things

must have soon created a stream of re-emigration to Palestine, which

continued to make itself felt after the destruction of Jerusalem. During the

period of persecution, when the Jews were forbidden even to visit the Holy

city, the towns of the coast probably still remained open to them. Among
these towns Jaffa, from its position, was obviously marked out to receive these

exiles, dead or alive, who wished to return to the native land of their fathers.

This series of facts, which I content myself with briefly pointing out, is more

than sufficient to explain the Egyptian, and particularly the Alexandrian origin

of the Helleno-Jewish epitaphs in the necropolis at Jaffa. These moreover

are all later than the Christians era, as the forms of the characters show. I

shall presently discuss at greater length this question of date, when dealing

with one of these texts that virtually contains a chronological indication.

Now for one last word concerning the customs of these Egyptian Jews.

There is a very curious passage in the Talmud about the names borne by two

Jews in Egypt, amounting in substance to this : a Reuben and a Simon keep

their Hebrew names Reuben and Simon
;
Reuben is not called Rufus , nor

Judah Luliani # (Julianos), nor Joseph Justus,
nor Benjamin Alexandros.

* Among the new tituli collected by me at Jaffa in 1881, there is one very curious one, in

which I find in Greek this very transformation mentioned in the Talmud, of Julianus into

Lulianus. The epitaph runs thus : ’Her»)f>wpov Th'vapn *«/ AovXravoo (fipornwi'. Beneath is carved
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Our epitaphs at Jaffa, as will be seen, do present a considerable number of

Hebrew names transliterated without alteration, but with them we also find

several of these Greek equivalents, which shows that the statement of the

Talmud is only true in a general way,

2. Titulus of white marble: width o,n
'28, height om '27.— Six lines

of Greek characters. Below, the Hebrew word D’lStl? Shalom , “peace,"

flanked by a palm with eight branches.

The Hebrew characters are of the square

type, and extremely interesting to the

historian of Hebrew writing. Especially

noticeable are the maw, with its hook

to the left, furnishing an intermediate

between the Phoenician and the square

type, and the final mem, with its apex

which is an organic element of the

Phoenician prototype
;
its long stem, bent

at right angles, is not yet united with

the upper part of the letter so as to

form a dosed character.

©avovfi mbs Xipatvos, ivyoviv Beviafxlv, tov KCPTryapCov, rrjs fiapej/g/JoA-fJs,

“ Phanum, son of Simon, grandson of Benjamin, the centurion, from

Parembole.”

Bnvovfi is the regular transliteration of the Hebrew name Tanintm
,

OITOH, which means “ consolation,” and has been borne by several rabbis,

either in this form or in an Aramaic form, tanhuma, NOTCH. The complete

suppression of the guttural heth is the rule in Greek transliterations of

Hebrew words and names. I find the same name transliterated in the same.

a small vase with a spout between two palms. Of Isidores, {from}) Pitmru and Loul'nvws,

phrentisiail* <!>/«<rrru-t' is for ^/)t>(i')rt(tr)7&v. These men were colleagues and co religionists of the
grandfather of our Ezechias. it is by no means proved that rfownth' is the result of a mistake
on the part of the carver—I am rather inclined to think that it is an exact transcription of the
Greek word, which had already been thus disfigured in the jargon of the Hellenistic Jews. In
fact, the title KDKtyffi. ’Sier© is found in the Talmud. It evidently comes from the Greek ; some
have tried to find in it tt/ww, or srpinatov

; but is it not more likely to be the altered form
tfjornf-, (fbjxnnut, the existence of which is revealed to us by this lielleno-Jcwish inscription ?
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way, but with a declinable ending (genitive, Qavovpov) in an inscription from

Tafha, in Batanaea.*

The Talmud speaks of a rabbi Tanhum of Jaffa, but this cannot

possibly be our man, as will be seen.
,7
£>vyoviv is for Ivyoviov, iyyoviov, jbcyoviov, diminutive of eyyovos, “ grand-

son. ”t The Greek terminations ios, eios, ion, cion, were abridged in Syrian

pronunciation to is and in. We have abundant proof of this in Greek

inscriptions, J and also in the Semitic inscriptions (at Palmyra for instance),

which contain words and names transliterated from the Greek. Quite

possibly, in a few at least of the place names ending in in which are so

common in Palestine, this termination might represent an old Greek ending

ion or eion.

The grandfather of Thanum, Benjamin, had the title Kevrtjvdpio's,

centetiarius, which after a certain date is equivalent to centurio
, rendered into

Greek at an earlier period by Ktvrvpioiv and cxaTovrdpxrf’s. At first sight it

suggests itself to understand the phrase thus: tov KcvTrjvapCov 7-175 7rapei/pfioXTjs,

“ centurion of the camp ;

” and one calls instantly to mind how Paul was

conducted to the 7rap^pfioXrj at Jerusalem, and how the title TTVan “ruler

of Baris, or of the Temple,” still survives, having maintained itself, as a mere

figment, of course, up to the third century of our era, and being still borne by

one Rabbi Aha and a certain Rabbi Jonathan.
||

Even without going thus far,

one might easily call to mind the fortified camp (orpaToireSo*/) which Vespasian

had constructed on the acropolis of Jaffa.IF But these comparisons, and others

like them that could be made to any extent, would be, I think, deceptive and

illusory. My opinion is that there is no connection in grammar between the

words tov KevTTjvapCov and 1-775 TrapevpfioXrjs, any more than between the words

<f>povTurrC and AXc^avSpias in the inscription before. I regard 7-175 Trapevp^o\rj^

as the proper name of a town, put in the genitive absolute, as in the other

* Waddington, Inscript, gr. et lat. de la Syrie, No. 2169. The personage appears to me not
of Jewish but rather of Nabataean origin. This would prove that the name Tanhum did not
exclusively belong to the Hebrew stock of names.

t For the use of this word in Jewish-Greek inscriptions, see No. 9900 of the Corpus Imcr.
Gnec., an inscription found at Athens, and containing the names ofJacob and I.eontios, of
Jacob, of Qesarea. Cf also Ascoli, JscrisJoni hebr.

, p. 49 : i»^6vivssCu^6i>iov (not ivydvq, as
Ascoli reads).

+ Here is one example out of a hundred : \mdfuv for \«tdpiav, “ quarry,” in an inscription

from Sidon.

§ Nehemiah ii, 8 ;
vii, 2.

||
Derenbourg, Hist, de la Pal., pp. 48, 49.

II Flavius Josephus, Bell, jud., iii, 9, 4.
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kindred inscriptions from Jaffa, to show the country that Thanum came from,

and not the place where his grandfather Benjamin exercised his functions of

centenarius. One should translate it, as I have done, “from Parembole,” and

not “ of Parembole."

What was this Parembole ?—a town of Palestine ? Such might be our

first idea. There actually is, on the other side Jordan, in the land of Gilead,

a town called ITape/AjSoXat,
“ the Camps," in the Septuagint and in the Jewish

Antiquities of Josephus, which repeats the Biblical narrative. This, however,

is merely the Greek translation of the Hebrew name Mahanaim. It is open

to doubt whether there ever was a town in these parts that really bore

this Hellenic name and kept it. Eusebius and St. Jerome would not have

omitted to mention it, and the Onomasticon passes over in silence this name

of naptju-jSoXat under the headings MavaeC/x and Maattaim. We find, however,

three bishops of Paremboles in Palestine (r&v IIa/oe/i,;8oXo>i') who have appended

their signatures in that style, namely : Peter, to the Acts of the Council of

Ephesus in 431 ;
Valens (OvaX^s), to a letter of John, Patriarch of Jerusalem,

dated 518 ;
and another Peter, to the Acts of the Council of the three

Palestines held at Jerusalem in 536. We know, from a most curious episode

in the life of St. Euthymius, the origin of this bishopric of Paremboles, which

was situated on the other side Jordan,* and had been created by the Saint

himself on the occasion of his converting a tribe of Saracens. Lequient

supposes that what was meant was not a real town, but a camp of nomads

without a definite resting place, whence this name Paremboles. It is doubtful

whether this is the same as Paremboles—Mahanaim. The bishopric, which at

the time of its formation was dependent on the Metropolitan of Petra, must

have lain more to the south than Mahanaim is likely to have done. I am
rather inclined to identify it with a place that figures in the Notitia dignitatum

imperii Romani, where the “ Cohors tertia felix Arabum ” was in garrison “ in

ripa vadi Apharis fiuvii, in castris Arnonensibus."\

Certainly the idea of identifying this Ilapeju^oXeu with the napev/x/SoXrj of

our inscription is most alluring
;
but I do not think it desirable to linger over

* It was dependent on the Metropolitan of Petra.

t Oriens Christianus
,
III, p. 763, et seq. It was actually the chief of the tribe that became

its Bishop.

| The Arnon,vor Wady M6jeb, in Moabitis. The Paremboles of further Jordan and the

Castra of the ford of the Arnon may possibly correspond to the Camp (mashrita) of Luhit and

of Abarta, alluded to in a large Nabataean inscription recently discovered at Madeba, in the

Moab land.

T 2
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it. In the first place, the name is not exactly the same, and I attach a certain

importance to this discrepancy in number, the first being plural, the latter

singular. My own conclusion is that the place alluded to in our inscription is

in Egypt, the Uapep^oXij which was situated on the left bank of the Nile,

between Syene and Taphis, in the direction of the Ethiopian frontier, where

the Romans had a military establishment of the first rank. A Roman legion

was still in garrison there in the fourth century. The Antonine and Jerusalem

Itineraries mention it. Meletios speaks of a ITpeo-fivTcpos rrjs TlapepfioXrjs.

Note that it is always Parembole
,
singular. It is this Parembole in Egypt,

and not the more or less problematical Parembolai of trans-Jordanic Palestine,

that I propose to regard as the native land of our Thanum, he having come
from Egypt, as well as all the little band of Jews buried in that part of the

necropolis of Joppa whence our tituli proceed.

A most interesting question is raised by the title of centenarius borne by the

grandfather of Thanum, since it would seem to imply the possession of military

rank by a Jew. It is met with, in this same form KanyvapLos, in several

inscriptions from Syria.* What we want to know is exactly what the status

of a K€vrrjvapio<s had become at the period to which our epitaph belongs. It

must have been comparatively recent, to judge by the shape of the characters,

which are certainly a good deal later than the first century. It is probable

that the centenarius exercised certain civil functions, and that the grade was
assimilated to that of the army. He belonged to the Schola agcntium in rebus,

and the agentcs in rebus were employed in negotiis publicis exsequendis. There
certainly were several sorts of centenarii with quite different functions.! This
point of Roman and Byzantine administration is one that has hitherto not been
fully cleared up, but I cannot enter on it here. I will merely remark that in

the Code of Theodosius II, the Jews and Samaritans are expressly debarred
from exercising the functions of agentes in rebus

,
which would seem to show

that they had previously been admissible to them. Elsewhere in the same
document the access to an army career, aditus militiee

,
is formally forbidden to

Jews. There is, however, this restriction, that all those of them who are

agentes in rebus shall be left in their places, but for the future the prohibition

shall be absolute. We may suppose that the successors of Theodosius had to

carry the law into effect. Consequently the grandfather of Thanum, being a

* Waddington, op. cit., Nos. 2405, 2485.

f See the Thesaurus of Forcellini, and especially Gothofredus, Paratellon ad Codic. Theo-
dosianum.
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centenarius, must have lived not much later than 450 a.d., and thus we obtain

a terminus ad quern for the inscription of his grandson, and, generally speaking,

for the other inscriptions of the same group at Joppa, which, as far as their

palaeography is concerned, might be of any date from the fifth to the seventh

century,

3. Large Slab.—

1

include in this group a kindred inscription which

was dug up some time later, I copied it and took an impression of it in

November, 1874, just before I embarked on my way back to Europe.

*A/3/?o/xapi vlov ’AaXeut, rij? Ra/3cAr;s, dproKofov).

“ Of Abbomari, son of Aalevi, from Babel, baker.”

It is a very large slab of white marble, about om *05 thick, o'" ’So high,

and om, 54 broad, found in the Beiyara of N ikilla Ilalaby, at a depth of about

6 “ cubits.” On the upper portion is an inscription of three lines enclosed in

a cartouche with triangular auricles, ornamented on the right with a palm.

Below the cartouche the slab is pierced with an irregular perforation.

Abbomari is a name of distinctly Jewish character; the Hebneo-Aramaic

forms hitherto known are Abmarl, Abba Mari, 'HD 3N, HD SSQtt, composed of

the words Abba, “ father,” and Marl, “ lord,” One of the primes of ihe exile
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bore this name, and it was not unusual in the Middle Ages. In the Account

of Benjamin of Tudela,* I find several Abbamaris, one of whom was steward

to Count Raymond at Bourg de St. Gilles. The vocalization Abbomari

instead of Abbamari is interesting, and appears to be due to the change of o

to a which was common in Syria, as is testified by the phonetics of the Syriac

dialect and also the spelling of certain words in the Greek inscriptions of

Syria. It is confirmed, in so far as relates to the proper name we are treating

of, by another inscription belonging to the same Joppa group, which however

does not concern me here, as I noted it later on, in 1881. In this another

’Afifiofxaprjs appears, on this occasion with the Greek termination.

'Aakevi is a curious tranliteration of the onomastical appellative Levi, in

combination with the article v)Sn, Hallevi. Hence comes the celebrated

modern name Halcvy, which means in reality “the Levite.”

The town of Babele has nothing to do with the famous Babylon
,
in spite

of the similarity of the name. The place here meant is the Egyptian Babylon,

the deceased having doubtless been an Egyptian like the others that have

come under our notice. This Babylon is frequently alluded to in ancient

authors. It was built on the spot destined later to become the site of ancient

Cairo, and the Arab authors speak of it under the name of Babul and

Babluk

,

which has been preserved as the name of one of the quarters of

Cairo. It played an important strategic part at the time of the Mussulman

conquest of Egypt. Antoninus the Martyr also saw it, and calls it Babylonia.

It is marked on the Peutinger map. Before the conquest it was the seat

of a bishopric.t Eustathius, Denys Periegetes, Strabo, Ctesias, Ptolemy,

Josephus, Diodorus Siculus, and others are acquainted with this Babylon

in Egypt, and offer various explanations of its origin. I have collected

a large amount of evidence on this question, which I consider of very

great historical importance, and will reserve my treatment of it for another

place. Suffice it to say that I have arrived at this conclusion : the Egyptian

Babylon represents an old centre of Semitic colonisation dating back at

least to the Achaemenid period
;

there was an Aramaic centre whose

existence accounts for the unexpected discovery in Egypt of a series of

Aramaic monuments, the real date and the character of which I elsewhere

* Asher’s edition, I, p. 36 ; II, p. 14, cf. 56.

t Cf., for instance, in a Coptic fragment recently published (Amelineau, Journal Aiiatique,

1888, II, p. 372), Ap& NCtna, Bishop of the Castrum of Babylon. In this way one can easily

account for the origin of the odd looking name of Babilone, Babiloint
,
commonly given by the

Crusaders to Cairo : the Sultan ofBabiloine in their records always denotes the Sultan of Egypt.
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determined.* This Semitic, properly Aramaic settlement, never dwindled

away, even after the ephemeral rule of the Persians, and naturally attracted

to itself a considerable portion of the Jews who emigrated to Egypt. Under

the Ptolemies this Jewish element kept its ground and even increased, up to

the conquest by the Arabs
;
our Abbomari of Babele was a member of it.

For the rest, he was a humble fellow enough, a simple baker, as is shown

by the word aprono, which is short for dproKo(iro<;) ;
another epitaph in the

Jaffa necropolis, which I noted in 1881, gives the word in full. Reference is

frequently made to this occupation in ancient inscriptions, especially in Egypt.t

I have noted a considerable number of examples of this in Greek papyri

from Egypt, where it is in an abridged form! as here, aprono and even apron.

Abbomari, then, pursued the calling of Nahtom Dnn2, which is frequently

mentioned in the Talmud. Considering the manners and customs of the

Jews, of which the life of St. Paul affords a typical instance, there was nothing

to prevent Abbomari being at the same time a pious man, a rabbi even, who

wished to be taken after his death to holy ground for burial. The Talmud

mentions a Rabbi Juda who was a baker by trade. Moreover our Greek

word dproKOTTo<i is to be found in the language of the Talmud, in the form

IVQIpimN = dproKorrelov,
“ bakery.”

§

4. A marble titulus, entire, a very small size (om T4 X om, n).

* ClermontjGanneau, Origine perse tfes monuments aramkns (Tfsgypte. Paris, 1880.

t For instance, an epitaph from Memphis (the No. 129 in the Louvre collection), ’AjtoMwimov

aproKovov. These references to humble callings are common in the funerary tablai in Egypt

:

fiovkoXov, “herdsman,” 7v«0cvv, “fuller,” and often in abbreviated form. Cf also the Jew

Samuel, “worker in silk,” <npr)K<lpto<s, iri an inscription at Beyrouth (Waddington, No. 1854 c).

x Notices et extraits des manuscripts, XVIII, pp. 133, 136, 142, 145. Cf. 296.

§ In the passage of the Midrash, where the name Bethlehem is explained by “house of bread.”
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The characters strongly incline to the cursive
;
the language is barbarou

P. Mvrjfia 'PovjSiy ouov 'laKofi, Ueurairokirr).

“ Tomb of Reuben, son of Jacob, the Pentapolite.”

'VovfSrj is for *Povfivjv, ouov for vlov, etc. The isolated P before the

word fivfjfjLa is curious. I do not think it ought to be regarded as a sigle,

still less as a rudimentary chrism, a disguised Christian symbol. It looks

as if the carver had begun to inscribe the name Reuben at the top of the

epitaph, P ; then, turning the construction of the sentence, he did not

finish it, but immediately carved the word ixyrjfia, “a tomb.” The Pentapolis

which was the native country of the Jew has, of course, nothing to do with

the Five Cities of the Bible
;

it is most probably the region of that name in

Cyrenaica, a province which, like Egypt, swarmed with Jews.

5. A small titulus of marble, entire, but irregular in form; om, 2‘o Xom,
i 1

;

om,oi25 thick. Greek characters carelessly cut and difficult to decipher.

Mvrjfia ’IovSa Za\al, ViftiOrf (?)

“Tomb of Juda (son of?) Zachai
;
of Psimithe (?).”

Zachai is an interesting Jewish name ;
it is the pure Hebrew form, without

the Greek ending, of Za/c^atos, the name of the tax-collector at Jericho (Luke,

xix, 2, 5, 8), and of an officer of Judas Maccabseus. The original form

which appears in the Bible (Ezra, ii, 9; Nehem. vii, 14, etc.), is thought to

be derived from the root ‘"p?, “to be clear” or “pure.” In the language of

the Talmud Zakkai, means “just.” The Talmud mentions a Rabbi

Zakkai of Alexandria ;
this takes us back to Egypt, as do most

of the inmates of this necropolis. The last word is doubtful as to its reading.

I suppose it indicates the name of some Egyptian village, the initial Psi,

which can be read with certainty, being invariably significant of this. Com-
pare the Egyptian place-names Psinapkihos

,
Psinektabes

,
Psittachemmis

,
all

made up with the Egyptian article P.
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6 . Fragment of a marble titulus, with more than half the left side gone.

Height 0"®'26, thickness o,B
‘03, Consists of the ends

of four lines of well-cut Greek characters,

am
aiea (or X)

reair

0)0

Below is the seven-branched candlestick, the right

side only remaining, with the horn for holy oil at the

side of it. Granting that the candlestick occupies the

middle of the original slab, I should propose the following

restoration, which just fills up the available space.

Mvrjfia M]am
[yjfjiov fejal ’EX

[ ov] Nea7r

[oXerjwp.

“ Tomb of Manaeinos
(
Mcnakeni) and of El

,
the Neapolitans."

The name of the second personage might be ’EXea^apos or ’EXa£apov,

or some other name beginning with EL The Neapolis that was the home
of these two need not necessarily be Sichcm in Samaria

; considering the

Egyptian origin of the greater part of the Jews whose epitaphs I have

found at Joppa, I should rather say that the Neapolis in Egypt, or better still

in Cyrenaica, is here alluded to.

7. A quite small titulus of marble, cut in a roughly elliptical form.

Two lines, enclosed in a cartouche with auricles, merely marked in outline.

Bijcras Nooov, “ Besas, son of Nonas.” Besas is an Egyptian name,

N 0110s is for Nonnos. Nothing in these

names points to the Jewish nationality of the

deceased. However, 111 another inscription

at Joppa, noted by me in r8Si, I have found

a certain Nonna , mother oj Levi, who con-

sequently is a Jewess, which would seem to

show that the names Nonnos, Nonos, were

in use among the Jews. Despite the absence

of any characteristic symbol, 1 am inclined to think that the titulus of Besas is

ol Jewish origin like the group to which it belongs.

u
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8

.

A titulus of marble, entire. Height ow *30> length om ‘22> breadth om,05.

AAC10Y

KI/VHC

*Awa EiXaaCov, “Anna, daughter of Eilasios.” Ei\a<rto$ is a new proper name.

The name Anna is indication enough of the Jewish origin of the deceased.

9. A titulus of marble, found in the gardens
;

it is broken, at least half

of the left side being gone. Height om, 22, breadth om, i35,

thickness om,02.

IllVT)?

TpOS

. . Tiva (or yiva ?)

P DW
This seems to be the tomb of a woman :

“ Tomb of so-and-so,

daughter (Ovyarpos) of so-and-so.’’ Beneath is the Hebrew word

shalom

,

“ peace,” in very small square characters. I give an enlargement of this.

It is followed by another Hebrew word in large characters, the first

being a koph and the second perhaps a shin or a yod (?).

These forms are interesting for the history of the develop-

ment of the ancient square Hebrew writing, which gave

rise to the character now in use.

10. Fragment of a marble titulus, with an inscription in large characters.

The letters are five or six inches high. Thickness om,G25.

The beginning of the first two lines is

all that is preserved :

Mvrjfia

yvov k[ou]

...?....
^
A small curved mark, cut beneath the omicron,

but omitted in the drawing, seems to show

it is ionoweu

biVt5

MNH,
yjvoy
that there was a third line at least.

“ Tomb of ... . enos, and of

.
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11. M. Vidal, a French merchant established at Jaffa, told me that about

three months before he had had offered to him for sale a fragment of stone

found in the gardens. It was small and flat, and measured about om'20 by

oro,
20, and had cut on it three (?) lines of Greek characters, the first of which

ran thus

:

AOYKI ANOCK 1

From these indications I suppose it must have been the right side of the

funerary titulus, broken or cut in two, of the same character as tho.se previously

described, and beginning thus : Aov/aavos k(cu)

AnotherJewish Inscription.—To this series of Helleno-Jewish inscriptions,

which I have, I may remark, considerably increased in the course of my later

visits to Palestine, there should be added, I think, another fragment which from

its nature is connected with them, though it

does not come from Joppa. There is a quite

small piece of marble that I saw in 1871 in

the possession of the Rev. W. Bailey, at

Jerusalem, who told me that it came from

Caesarea. In its then condition it was not

more than four inches long. Some fragments

of mortar still adhering to the marble pointed

to the fact that the slab had been let into the

wall of the sepulchre, like the Jaffa tituli. Here is a reproduction of it

from a squeeze that I took at the time, The ends only are left of two Greek
lines : . . . . [rejiwa .... xLa*>'

Below and separated from the Greek text by a border of small crossed

strokes, are carved the Hebrew characters following :

“ Peace on (Israel) :

”

I restore the formula in full from the inscription in the catacombs at Rome
and Venosa. In front of the Hebrew epitaph there was doubtless the seven-

branched candlestick—the upper part of the three branches on the left is still

visible. Judging from the position of the candlestick, it seems probable that

the epitaph inscribed above it was divided into two registers or columns
;
the

Greek characters remaining belonged to the left hand column. We know

u 2
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from the Talmud that Caesarea, like Alexandria, was an important Jewish

centre, where the knowledge of Greek was so widely spread that the Torah

was read there in a Greek targum.

Stamped Amphora-handles.— I finally found the possessor of the amphora-

handles with stamps on them, which I mentioned before (p. 3), and which I

had not managed to get a sight of when passing through Jaffa in November

of the year before. The owner in question was

called Nikftla BeirClty. I secured these handles,

which were found in a “ cave ” in the Saknet Sheikh

Ibrahim
,

to the south of Jaffa. It appears that

in the course of digging in the gardens on the hills

to the east of the sakneh, ancient sepulchres are

often brought to light. There must be hereabouts

another burying-ground belonging to Joppa, distinct

from the one on the east, and perhaps more ancient.

These remains of amphorae, in fact, belong to a

much less late period than the Helleno-Jewish

tituli of the eastern necropolis, which seem to have

been set apart for a special class of persons.

These handles formed part of a large vase,

which can be restored, in part at least, in shape and dimensions.

They have every feature of the Rhodian ware : square shape, greyish

colour, fine paste. The stamps impressed on them go to confirm this

diagnosis.

[’Em . .
, ]wi/os.

^YAMNQiqY
j

'TolkivBCov.

A name of a magistrate in the genitive case, ending in m>0$,* preceded

by the preposition cm, and the name of the Rhodian month Hyakinthios.

The indistinct symbol accompanying the characters is elsewhere found as

a mark on Rhodian pottery. At Jerusalem, about 1868, I picked up

in the valley of the Kedron an amphora handle likewise of Rhodian make,

* Some such name as 'E/>//u>i'os, Zi)t>tvrov or 'L'/wrov, etc., which are to be found on other

stamps on Rhodian pottery.
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‘ nmrk (the month Dalbs) Uiarov an arrow

head.”

of the

It i« interesting to note at two spots in Palestine
importation of Rhodian pottery.

positive indication

Various Inscriptions.—Now for a fi-

at Jaffa, but which do not belong there.

t inscriptions, which I collected

•jeets now in the collection of the Russian
come from the ruins of M'khaled, which li
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about twenty-four miles to the north of Jaffa. I have my doubts as to

the authenticity, not of the objects themselves, but of their origins. It would

not surprise me to hear that they came in reality from Cyprus. Later on I

saw various antiquities at Jaffa which certainly came from that island. The
shape of these two objects, the character of the stone, the appearance of the

characters, and also the formulas used in the inscriptions, give me that

impression. However this may be, here they are :

—

1. A funerary cippus of limestone, cylindrical, and moulded at the top

and bottom. Height ora,
58. On the upper and lower sides (at a and b) is

a square hole for fastening. On the drum, in characters of the first century

of our era, rather carelessly cut

:

l\p<iyrap\if; Ttnou, XPr)(TTy> Xa^Pc ‘

“
Protarchis, daughter of Titios, blessed one, farewell

!”

Protarchis is a new female name
;

it is the feminine corresponding to the

common man’s name IT

2. A large slab of limestone, broken at the bottom, moulded in the upper

part, the base a little wider than the top. Width on top om '30, a little

lower om,
30; height om-yy

;
thickness om,

o6.

(

i ElZlAOTHAPlZTcj
I

MOZXPNZTH
!

XAIP&
j

Characters of the first century a.d. #

ElcnSoTT] 'Aptcrrupos, xPrlaTV* Xa h°6*

“ Hisidote, daughter of Ariston, blessed one. farewell
!”

Above the name of the deceased the funeral cry xaW€

occurs again, scratched in graffito. faE-

El<nB6rr) is for ’Io-iSon?, “Gift of Isis.” The purely Greek name
Ariston has been borne by several Syrian personages of Semitic extraction.

The funereal formula has nothing to mark it as Jewish.

* They are of exactly the same period as those of the stele of the Temple of Herod.
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The following inscriptions were similarly collected by me at Jaffa, but

they do not belong there,

Roman Inscription.—A large block of marble, in shape a parallelepiped,

o'“
-

85 by on,
'25, brought from Qesarea to Jaffa, and now used as a step in the

staircase of the house of the late M. Philibert, French consular agent in that

town. It was most probably the base

of a statue. The inscription, carved In

very fine characters, may be of the

period of Nero. It is enclosed within a

cartouche with triangular auricles. In

the centre of the auricles are seen two small knobs, representing the heads

of the nails used in fixing the primitive wooden board of which this type of

cartouche is a conventional representation.

Ti{herid) Cl{audio) Italico p(rimi) J{i/o). This is a dedication to

Tiberius Claudius Italicus, primipilus of the Roman garrison of Caesarea.

This officer must have been rather an important personage to have such a

fine monument erected to him. The primipilus was the chief centurion of

the legion and ranked immediately after the tribune. He could even be

called upon, in certain cases, to replace the tribune in his command.

Christian Inscription.—A broken piece of a marble column, in a house at

Jaffa. From Caesarea (?). On the shaft the following, in characters roughly

and not deeply cut

:

K(vpi)e, XpicrT)e, /3(oy0)t(i) rtp

8o(v)Xw <xou.

Lord Jesus Christ, help thy servant.”

Copies of Inscriptions,— J ibrail TVkkawy showed me a rough copy of two

Greek inscriptions taken by Martin.# In one of these I deciphered

—

on the other

—

CABEINOCCTPATHTIOY
EriAHPWCEN

AH M HTPI AN OC
EnAHPWCEN.

Probably Marlin Cuius, of Jerusalem.
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Here evidently we have two epitaphs, with the mention of the number

of years in the life of the deceased (cVXtJ/xuctcv, “he accomplished, lived;”

with letters standing for numbers)
;

the first relating to Sabinos, son of

Strategios, the second to Demetrianos. It remains doubtful whether these

two inscriptions belong to Jaffa.

Slabfrom the tomb of a Bishop of the Crusaders.—While exploring the

gardens round Jaffa to find the exact position of the ancient burying-ground, I

penetrated as far as the wely of Sheikh Mur&d, which lies on the extreme

edge of the gardens, in the north-east corner, about 2500 m. from the town.

The Sanctuary is guarded by an old Mussulman, who told me he had found

close to the Kubbeh a large inscription and bas-relief. The object had been

removed by someone whose name he did not know. Finally, after much
searching, I discovered that this someone was a converted Jew, and found the
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stone in question at his house. Afterwards, in 1881, I again saw the original

in the possession of Baron Ustinoff, who had acquired it meanwhile from its

possessor.

This important fragment, for such it is, consists of a slab of veined white

marble, measuring at the present time om*70 by om '55, and only om,05 in

thickness. Even this fragment is broken into two portions, which fit one

another exactly.

Here we see, carved in outline, a full face representation of a man with

shorn beard, with a mitre on his head, and holding in his left hand the

episcopal crozier. It is hard to say, d priori
,
whether this is a bishop or an

abbot with crozier and mitre, the rule as to the position of the crozier on the

right or left side being far from absolute in the Middle Ages. The head and

shoulders are surrounded with a trilobated arcade resting on a small column

with a capital. In the right portion of the arcade there is represented a

winged angel, with a nimbus, carrying incense, which he wafts round the head

of the deceased. This bit is wonderfully life-like. The whole of the drawing

is remarkably bold and decided, and recalls at first sight the 1 3th century

style. Evidently we have here the remains of one of those flat tombs, sunk to

ground level, that were so numerous at this period. I am much inclined to

think that the slab was not only carved, but inlaid, as the grooves of the

letters have vertical sides, and were probably destined to be filled with a hard

coloured paste. One can further notice some deep holes on the mitre and the

crozier, where enamel and coloured glass were let in, to imitate precious stones.

This slab must have represented the deceased at full length, but all that is left

of it is the left half of the head as far as the place where the shoulders spring

from. The primitive slab must have been divided into five or six pieces
;

I

shall endeavour presently to determine the date when this occurred.

All round the figure of the deceased there ran a Latin inscription in

mediaeval letters, forming a kind of border. This it is possible to restore in

part. It commenced apparently at the left hand top corner of the slab, then

turning downwards it passed along the right side, the long way of the stone,

and continued along the other two sides till it ended where it started from.

The following is my reading, the parts that can be restored with certainty

being enclosed in brackets :

—

Anno d(omi)ni millesini\o ducentesimo
,
qui(ff)quagesimo octavo

,
in Jesta

sanctorum {O . . . or C, perhaps M ?).

“ In the year of our Lord one thousand two hundred and fifty-eight, in

the day of the feast of the saints . .
?”

x
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The day mentioned may be, according as the last letter, which is partly

obliterated, is read O or C, either the feast of All Saints (Sanctorum Omnium ),

that is to say November i, or else that of Saints Cosme and Damian
,
that is

to say September 27. The date of the year is beyond doubt, it is 1258.

What high functionary of the Church can this have been ? A bishop, or an

abbot with crozier and mitre ? If a bishop, was he Bishop of Jaffa, and was

there a bishopric of Jaffa at the time of the Crusades ? Does the stone belong

to Jaffa itself,

*

or was it, as so often happens, transported from some other

place on the coast ? I have elsewheret entered into a detailed discussion of

these different points. They are difficult to settle with precision, and I am

not concerned to recur to them now—it would take me too far—but some day

perhaps I will. There is however one peculiarity that I cannot refrain from

mentioning, the stone is opisthographic. The back has subseqently been

covered with an Arabic inscription, which I will merely give here in transla-

tion :—

J

“In the name of the forgiving and merciful God.—Of a certainty, he

builds (or restores) the mosques of God, who believes in God, and in the day

of resurrection, who prays, who gives alms, and fears God only
;

it may be

that there will be among those that follow the right road (Koran, stirat IX,

verse 18).—The building of this blessed mosque
(
mesjed

)

was ordered by the

humble Emir and poor before God most High, Jem&l ed Din . . . son of Ishfik,

on whom may God have mercy. In the year seven hundred and thirty-six.”

This Arabic inscriptions is arranged in such a way on the reverse of the

fragment of gravestone, as to prove that the original slab was already divided

into five or six pieces in the year 736 of the Hegira, answering to the year

1 3 35- 1 336 of our era. It was about this date that a piece of the slab, in

shape nearly square, was cut away and the Arabic inscription engraved on the

back. It is most annoying that we have not the full name of the Emir Jemdl

ed Din, for this would enable us the more easily to find mention of him in

Arab writers. Then it would appear if he was Emir of Jaffa or of some other

town on the coast, in which latter case Jaffa would not have been the first

home of the stone of the Crusaders, and in this roundabout fashion we
might perhaps succeed in establishing the identity of the deceased, who was

contemporary with the Crusade of St. Louis.

* As far as history is concerned, there is no reason why not, as Jaffa only fell finally into the

hands of the Mussulmans ten years after the date of our inscription, that is to say in 1268.

t Clermont-Ganneau, Materiaux inkdits pour seruir & Fhistoirt des Croisades. Paris, 1876.

X The Arabic transcription is given in the memoir quoted above.
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Crusading Inscriptions.—Here is yet another mediaeval inscription found

at Jaffa. It is a fragment of a marble block, and was used to cover a sewer

in one of the streets of Jaffa. (0*77 by om, 27, thickness om, i5.) The
original was acquired by the Russian archimandrite. The characters are of

the 1 2th or 13th century, and splendidly cut.

All that is left consists of two imperfect lines and the remains of a third.

The upper line, to judge from a fragment of border, must have been the very

first of this monumental inscription.

[? semp]er Augustus J[mferator]

[anno do»ihi\icc incarnaii[onis ]

tit

The second line doubtless contained the date, reckoned, as the custom of

the Crusaders was, from the Incarnation of Christ.

The restoration of the first line was suggested to me by M. Schlum-

berger. This essentially Roman formula is found on medals of the Emperor

Frederick II : Fredericus Romanos tint impcrator semper Augustus. It may
accordingly be supposed that our inscription, which is certainly not funerary,

but must relate to the construction or dedication of some great building,

originates from the Emperor Frederick, who passed several months at Jaffa

between 1228 and 1229. Yet the block may have been brought from Acre or

Caesarea. In any case, not only did Frederick stay at Jaffa long enough to

make it possible for him to have had works carried out, but that town was

one of the places which he induced the Mussulmans to cede to him after the

“Evil Peace.” In 1229 or 1230 the Patriarch of Jerusalem, who had conse-

crated the Emperor Frederick King of Jerusalem, had built two towers at

x 2
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Jaffa.’"' If this fragment of inscription is really to be attributed to Frederick,

I would like better to restore the first line as follows, in exact conformity

with the imperial formula :

[,Fredcricus, Romanorum imperaior scmp)er Augustus, Jerusalem rex], c/e. . .

In fact, on examining my squeeze closely, the carved stroke following

the 1 at the end of the first line looks to me like the remains of an € rather

than an m, or an O.

- Illegal Inscription .— I was told of another fragment of an inscription

built into the wall of the town, and from the description given me, I suspect

it also to be media;val Unluckily, however, I could not manager to test the:

truth of this statement. It may perhaps be a fragment that I found in 1881,

referring to the King of England.

Miscellaneous Antiquities.—While ransacking the place right and left for

antiquities, I found at the house of a Mussulman, one Hadji Mohammed Abu
Kaud, who conveys stones from the ruins of Caesarea by sea to use for

building in Jaffa, a fragment ol a marble statue brought from the first-named

town. It is a life-size statue of a woman, unfortunately much mutilated.

Suli- urtt. View from ht-iiiad.

flic: head and the whole of the lower part of the body are wanting. The
woman was draped in a peplum girt round the waist, and fastened by a fibula

on the right shoulder, which is left bare:. The carving is tolerably good
Gneco-Roman work.

* Philip of Novara, Gates ties Chi/m/s, p. 7
7. —In 1227 Frederick had had Jaffa “eloped”

(Annates tie Terre Sarnie).
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I bought the fragment for a trifle, in order to save it from utter destrut

tion, for it was intended to be put in a lime-kiln or hidden away in some mas

of masonry.
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edge of the road to Jerusalem, on the right just before you get to Jaffa, a fine

ancient sarcophagus used as a trough. This is the fate that commonly befalls

sarcophagi ; the Arabs make in this way what they call nicker (Jit) or ran

(c The front side is ornamented with festoons hanging on small columns,

and surmounted by three flowers or ornamented disks of different patterns.

Inside on the left the bottom is raised so as to form a dormitorivm for the

head of the deceased. This detail would of itself suffice to show die original

purpose of this fine relic of antiquity.

Ancient base.— In a garden situated just a little to the east of the

town, and belonging to the Greek convent, I saw a fine, large marble base,

rectangular, with moulding at top and bottom, but no inscription. It was

dug up in the garden itself, and at the same time a quantity of marble

slabs, also devoid of inscriptions, was discovered.

Mcdiceval Sculpture.—Passing through the streets of Jaffa we noticed a

piece of carving built into the wall of a house. The subject represented was

original in idea, and should doubtless be referred to the time of the Crusades,

being two monkeys, one of them tied up by the middle, gambolling over what

appear to be shells of some sort. The stone is a piece of a corner frieze.

The Tassa. —-During the heavy winter rains, ponds of considerable extent

are formed in the garden to the east of Jaffa. The largest of these marshy

ponds, almost a small lake, lies between the town and the Saknet Abu K’bir,

It goes by the name of Passa which is used in other parts of Syria for

* Ah'her probably comes from the root tuakar

,

which means among other things “to water a

field.” 'the derivation of the word rdn is extremely interesting, it being merely the old Hebrew

word aron. “ark, chest, sarcophagus,” with the initial akph removed by the usual apocope.
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similar ponds. On seeking the signification of this word in Arabic, the very-

unsatisfactory one of “ red-hot or burning coal ” is all that can be found
;
but

if, on the other hand, the Hebrew language be referred to, it will appear

immediately that the word is one of the many old words that have survived

in the speech of the natives of Syria. In fact, the very word, n5CL bissah, is

found in the Bible, meaning a “ lake” or “ marsh.” “ Can the rush grow up

in a place that is not marshy?”* rCQ says Job (viii, 11). Further on

(xl, 21) he describes to us the monster Behemoth resting “in the covert of the

reed and fens,” rtm 1HD2. The same word occurs again in Ezekiel (xlvii,

1 1), in the form fiNSQ. It has been preserved in the language of the Talmud.

Commentators and lexicographers {cf. Gesenius and Fiirst) derive this word

from a hypothetical root ^2D, to which, relying on the Arabic ^ badhdha
,

they ascribe the meaning “ paulatim fluxit et emanavit aqua.” This supposition,

it appears to me, is erroneous. Knowing as we now do that the word bassa

exists in Arabic with the same meaning as in Hebrew, we cannot connect this

word with the Arabic root badhdha. On the contrary, I am of opinion that

these words, both the Hebrew and Arabic, which mean “pond,” may be

adequately explained by the Arabic root bassa, taking it in its ordinary

acceptation, to “shine, gleam, sparkle.” The connection in meaning evidently

is the “ sparkling ” of a large sheet of water in the sunshine. This is precisely

the idea which led to this word being used to mean a “burning or red-hot

coal.” We might pursue these comparisons further, and show that the word

*atn, which like bassa is common to the Hebrew and Arabic, and possesses in

each language the two not less widely separated meanings of “spring” and
“ eye,” has in its turn borrowed these from one and the same primitive idea.

In any case, as we have seen, the Bassa of Jaffa furnishes us with a small

lesson in practical and topographical exegesis which is by no means without its

value.

Sundries.— I append some items of information gathered at Jaffa from

the mouths of various inhabitants :

—

At Neby Rftbtn, in the mahjara worked as a quarry, above Halazon
,

there is “a stone with writing on it, and a head of a small statue of a man
At Mejdel Y£b& there is an ancient inscription in the house of

Mohammed es S&dek
;

* “ Without mire," in note, Authoiised Version.
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At S&feriyeh an ancient burial cave* has been recently found and opened
;

At Selemeh there are sarcophagi and inscriptions ;

At el Midieh there really is an inscription, but not at the Khiirbeh. It

is quite near the village, by the side of a wely situated towards the north, on

the door of an ancient sepulchre (?).

Selemeh.—On visiting for the second time the village of Selemeh, which

we had passed through on our way to Joppa, and which is quite near that

town, I noted nothing of any great interest, despite the glowing accounts I

had heard of it. There is a wely taking its name from the place, and called

Sheikh Selemeh (pronounce SelUmeh, as a dactyl). Khitrbct Jalus,
a few

minutes to the east, is situated on a low hill, from which quantities of ancient

hewn stones and fragments of marble are got. We even saw there a capital,

which would seem to show that some building of importance existed there.

There are no inscriptions, but, however, it is a spot to be explored at some

future time.

From Jaffa to YehnA.

We left Jaffa on Monday, June 15th. My plan was to make southwards

as far as Ascalon, and from there to fall back on Jerusalem, crossing the

region that may be called Samson’s country.

Bir edit Dhabe \—We started at 8.35 a.m. from our encampment, where

for four days we had had a curious band of N'war

,

or Arab gipsies, as “ next

door” neighbours. We kept along the sea-shore, and at 9.55 reached the

well of Bir edh Dhabt, “the Hyena’s Well,” which lies actually on the beach.

A Sea Serpent.—From here we kept steadily southwards, making for the

mouth of the Nahr Rubin, which we reached at noon. On our way we saw a

small snake of no great thickness and of a greyish-yellow colour, diverting

itself in a singular fashion. It was wriggling on the sand, with its head

pointed seawards, and kept dipping itself into the small waves as they broke

on the beach, looking for all the world as if it were taking a sea-bath, or

was the creature engaged in catching its prey ? So absorbed was it in these

evolutions that it let us approach without moving, and not until it was almost

beneath the horses’ hoofs did it rear itself with a hiss, its eyes gleaming,

to attack us. A blow from a kurbash cut short the reptile’s aquatic

* I was able to test the truth of this statement in 1881. What is really there is a large

sarcophagus with a cover, exactly like the one we noted at Neby Danian (see further on).
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gambols. I can give no further indication of its species, and much regret

that 1 did not bring away the body. I wish to direct the attention of naturalists

to these facts, which may be unfamiliar to them.

'Ain ed Dekakin .—Just after fording the wide estuary of the Rubin by

means of the bar that it forms as it falls into the sea, we found at the foot of

the rocky cliff a spring of fresh water welling up from several holes in the sand

of the beach, at about eleven yards from the sea. ft is called 'Ain ed Dekakin ,

“the spring of the arch-works,” on account of the ancient tombs hewn in the

neighbouring cliff.

The fellahin, it should be said, give, the name of Dekakin, the plural form

of Diikkdn, to the ancient tombs, on account of the loculi, whether arcosolia or

k6kim, which open into a sort of bench or platform running round the burial-

chamber. They have thus preserved the primitive meaning of the word,

which in the Arabic of the towns means nothing but “shop,” This latter

signification is derived from the conformation of Oriental shops, which consist

of an arch with a bench beneath it. This sense of the word is quite ancient

;

it is the dukan, dalcana, or dakkon (pD"T
,

pVT) of the Talmud.

Quite near the spring, and a little to the south, there are, in fact, several

tombs hewn out in the side of the low cliff, some accessible, others half buried

in soil. Many others must be hidden under the sand. In past times there

was quite a little necropolis there, extending to Khurbet ed Dabbch. Here are

some specimens of these tombs, which are hewn with great care,* one with a

* In 1881 I collected rather a large quantity of objects that had formed pan of the contents

of several tombs in the necropolis of Neby Rubin. (See my Rapports sur unt mission en Palestine

c( at P/taikie, pp. 68-74.)



The sea-shore forms at this place a small creek, where the ground rises

in successive terraces like an amphitheatre. A huge pile of rocks is visible in

the sea, that once served apparently for the mole of a harbour.

Jid Dabbck.—The ruins are most conspicuous towards the south. In the

direction of the promontory there arc remains of an enclosure-wall, formed of

stones of small size solidly cemented together. A little higher up, to the east,

is a small rectangular birkeh of masonry, and a little aqueduct or canal, with

pipes of terra-cotta, which starts from one corner of it, and after a course of a

few yards opens on to a sort of square platform paved with flags.

A prodigious quantity of fragments of pottery, of marble slabs, columns,

glass, mosaic-cubes, etc., lie scattered over the sand-heaps. One small tell in
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particular is literally covered with them. The layer of sand is quite superficial,

being not more than an inch or an inch and a half thick ;
below it comes the

VIEW NEAR NKttV RE BIX.

black soil, also containing potsherds. In the course of turning over the

rubbish, we came across a small piece of a terra-cotta vase, having scratched

upon it, in Greek characters of the Christian period, the name of Athanasius,

Half {lie original size.

G df XX N be C [
c

’A Oavdcns, instead of ’Alamos, by virtue of the. before-mentioned Syrian

pronunciation of the finals, which converts ios and ion into is and in.

The promontory itself is called cd Dabbch
,
the adjacent min, Khurbet cd

Dabbch

,

and also Tdtura (particularly on the side fronting die spring of
e

Ain

ed Dekakin). There seems to have been here a town with its burying-ground,

and a little harbour defended by the belt of rocks which rise out of the sea

some distance out, and a small sea fort, still called by the Arabs Kaiat ed

Dabbch
,
commanding the coast. From this there is a clear view of Jaffa to the

north, and of Neby Yunes to the south towards Esdud
;
and signals could be

easily exchanged between the three points. The ruins are worked by the

Arabs for building material, and the rocks forming the cliffs by the quarrymen.

The latter form the quarry called Mahjarat Hitbin. This spot might be

worth excavating. It represents beyond doubt, as has been admitted long
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since, the port of Jamneia, or rather the Jamneia on the sea coast mentioned

by Pliny and Ptolemy, which formed a separate town, and played an important

part in the time of the Maccabees.

Neby Rubin .—From here we deviated somewhat in a north-east direction

as far as the wely of Neby Rfibln. The place was utterly deserted at the

time, and the wely shut, but it is the object of extraordinary veneration, and

every year a great festival is held there, to which the Mussulmans crowd from

several leagues round.* This most popular pilgrimage is doubtless connected

with an ancient tradition relating to some old Semitic divinity under the guise

of RClbin, which name to a Mussulman means Reuben, the son of Jacob.

This is true in the case of the no less popular pilgrimage made every year to

the Haram of Aly ben A'/eiw, at ArsiiJ which, as I have elsewhere shown,

is simply the sanctuary of the Phoenician god Reseph , who gave his name to

the town of A rsuf.

What divinity is hidden from us beneath the mysterious form of Rftbin ?

In answering this query, it has to be borne in mind, before all things, that the

name Rubin is that of the river, the Nahr Rflbin
,
near the mouth of which is

situated the sanctuary of the homonymous, and probably eponymous neby.

There is nothing in the Bible, so far as can be seen, which appears to

relate to this river, important though it was in the hydrographic system of

Judaea. By means of considerations which it would take too long to set forth

here, I have arrived at the conclusion that the river RAbln is actually mentioned

in the Bible, but in such a way that it was, I admit, hard work to find it.

The end of the north border of the territory of Judah, coming over from

Ekron way, crossed the “ mountain of Baalah ” before terminating at Yabneel

and the Mediterranean.! All search made on the spot for this “mountain”

has been vain, and naturally enough. For a long time past the border

described by Joshua has left the mountainous region to pass through the

lower lying region of the Shephelah and even the plain itself. Between

Ekron and Yabneel ('Aker and Yebna) there is nothing but mounds of the most

insignificant size, utterly unworthy of the name of mountain. I am persuaded

that the primitive Hebrew text read not : har Jiab-Baalah n*OTn “in, “the

* At a later period, in 1881, it was my good fortune to be present at these festivities, and to

observe the very curious ceremonies connected with them. Mujtr ed Din calls this annual

festival a tnawsem
,
and informs us that the sanctuary was built by Sheikh Chehab ed Din, son of

Arslan (Bulak Text
, p. 420). He writes the name Rubin, Rfibil.

t Joshua xv, ir.
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mountain of Balaah,” but [najiar kab-Baalah ,

*

Vl[2], “the river of

Balaah.” This confusion of nahar
,

“river,” with kar

,

“mountain,” is a

perfectly natural copyist’s error, produced merely by dropping the initial n.

This is just what has occurred, for instance, in Arabic, in the case of the name

of the river Hamids* the ancient Mygdonius, which is a wrong reading

in Assemani for Nahar Mas , the river of the mountain of Masion (Macnov),

above Nisibis.t The arm of the Euphrates which was deflected by

Nebuchadnezzar, and is called in Ammianus Marcellinus by its real name,

Naarmalcha “ quod * amnis regum ’ interpretatur,” becomes in Pliny

(VI, 26), Armalchar
,
“quod significat rcgium flumctt,” and in Eusebius^ it is

wofully mutilated into
*

Apfxaicd\r)v Tlorafxov. These are conclusive instances of

the possible disappearance of the initial n from the word nahar alike on

Semitic as on Greek and Roman ground.

Accordingly it is not a “mountain,” but a “river” of Baal that we

must look for between Ekron and Jabneel. The old god of Canaan,

Baal, who gave it his name, has suffered the usual change
;
local tradition,

faithful to his memory, I may add, to his cult, has transformed him into

Reuben, son of Jacob. Precisely under the same circumstances the river

Adonis
,
to the north of Beyrout, has been converted by the Arabs into Nahr

Ibrahim
,
“river of Abraham.” In this case Abraham takes the place of the

Phoenician god Adonis§ for exactly the same reasons as Reuben in the

present instance takes the place of the god Baal. It is a matter of common
knowledge that rivers as well as mountains among the Semites were personi-

fied into divinities. I could cite case after case of this even on the coast of

Syria, but will confine myself to a single one, which has the further advantage

of proving at the same time that rivers were in existence called after Baal

* By a curious coincidence we happen to have in the neighbourhood of Nahr Rftbin, to the

north of Zernuka and quite near it, a ruin of the same name, Khurbet liarmas.

t Noldeke, Zeiischr. d. D . Morg. Gesellsch.

,

XXXIII, p. 328.

X Prepar. Evangel, IX, 41.

§ To corroborate this substitution of the patriarch Abraham for Adonis

,

which is quite local

and absolutely certain, I will venture to point out a rather curious fact, which tends to show that

the identity holds good all along the line. Aelian {Nat. An., 9, 36) tells us of a certain fish

bearing the name of the Phoenician god ('ASuvit, Etymol. mag., ’Acivvu’*). Now all along the

coast of Phoenicia there is found a fish of some rarity and held in great esteem, a kind of red

mullet, I think, but I cannot state its species exactly, though I have eaten it several times. This

fish is called Sultdn Ibrdhitn, from which name, taking as our basis the conversion of river Adonis

into Nahr Ibrdhim, we get exactly the fish Adonis, with the addition of a reminder of the proper

meaning of Adon (“ Lord, master ”) in the word Sultdn.
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.

This is the famous Belus at Acre, with its much-venerated Memnonium ;
this

Galilean river Baal has been transformed by the Arabs into the river ot

No man. This latter again is a mythical personage with a very curious story

of his own, but I cannot go into it here.

More fortunate than his namesake of the north, Baal has here preserved

his Memnonium, and even his cult, in the shape, of the wely of Neby R&bin

and the great annual feast that takes place there.

And now we have to consider why local tradition selected Reuben from

among so many popular Biblical characters as a fit inheritor of the old Baal of

Phoenicia, when his connection with this part of the country is nil. There

was Abraham equally available as in the case of the river Adonis, or No'rn&n,

as in the case of the river Belus. Why did the choice fall rather on Reuben ?

It may be— I make the suggestion with all due reserve—it may be that it

resulted from the alliterative likeness to the name of Jabneel

\

which became in

Arabic Yebnd and in early times Ubnd (
L
yu')* The Nahr Rfibin is,

hydrograplucally speaking, the “ river of Yebn<L” The usual practice among

the Arabs of Palestine is to give to rivers the name of the chief town situated

near their mouths.

Accordingly either they or the previous inhabitants must have said, at

one time or another, Nahr Ubnd , “the river of Ubn&,” and Nahr Ubnd in

popular pronunciation would naturally give rise to the form Nahr Rubnd,

where the final r of the word nahr looked as if it belonged also to the

beginning of the name Ubnd. This corrupt form Rubnd
, I take it, gave rise

to the Reuben and Riibtn of native tradition. In this connection I may
remind the reader that Stephen of Byzantium speaks of a certain mythical

Jamnos as having given his name to Jamnia ,
the ancient Jabneel. In reality

the reverse was probably the case
;
the name of the town was the parent

stock that produced the name of the eponymous hero whose cult lies concealed

beneath the devotion of the Mussulmans to Rfibin, the inheritor of that Baal

in whom the river was personified.

From Neby Rfibtn we went down again to Yebmi, where we were to

pass the night.

Tell es Sultdn .—As we followed the southern bank of the river, we passed

a bridge called Jisr Rdbin, near which I noticed a tell of regular shape, called

Tell es Sultdn
,
which seems at one time to have been the site of a fortified

camp.

Neby Kandeh .—On the other bank, towards the south-east, we perceived

the well-known village of el K’belbeh, but were, not able to visit it. It
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contains a sanctuary dedicated to a certain Neby Kandeh
(
Kundeh), who is

accounted a son of Jacob and brother of Rubin. My guide, however, assured

me that this neby was not a man but a female sheikh, called Sheikha Gandelt.

I have my doubts as to his accuracy about the sex of the person in question,

who is commonly supposed to have been a man. Can there be, by chance, a

female personage associated with the male, as is often the case in the tradition

of the fellahin ? This would have to be investigated on the spot
;
but a point

worth preserving is the pronunciation Gandek
,
which I particularly noted in

my note-book. It implies an original form SjJj, Kandeh
,
with the emphatic

kdf and not sx^ or with the soft kdf If the form Kandeh ,
with the

kdf corresponding to the Hebrew kopk
,
were definitely established, one

would be tempted to find in this name a reminiscence of the undiscoverable

town of Makkedah, which must have been hereabouts. Kandeh may easily,

considering the common phonetics of fell&h speech, be an inversion for

Nakdeh, and Nakdeh (i'jJU) might be connected with Makkedah (mpD), either

directly, by change of m to n (though this mostly takes place at the end and

not at the beginning of words,t or what is perhaps better, indirectly, the Hebrew

Makkedah being for Mankedah (mp3D), and a derivative from the root nakad.

Yebna.

At Yebnd we pitched our tent near the tvely of Abu Horelra. Inside

this we noticed numerous fragments of marble, several stones with the

mediaeval tool-marking, and two marble columns surmounted by their capitals.

The outside of the building is rather a picturesque sight, with its lewdn of

three arches, its cupolas and its courtyard planted with fine trees.

* This is the selling of the Name Lists, where the word is transliterated Kunda.

t On this hypothesis we should have to admit that the change from the Hebrew m to the

Arabic » took place while the name was actually undergoing the process of transformation,

Kamdeh ; it is the contact with the dental d that would turn the m into an n.
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The consecration of the Sanctuary to the famous Abu Horeira, “the

father of the little she cat,” the companion of Mohammed, though it can be and

has been disputed, and is certainly spurious,* must date very far back.

Several old Arab writers mention it. At all events the inhabitants are very

proud of it, and it would be most unwise to discuss its authenticity with them.

Medieeval Church.— Beyond the wely, which I shall shortly have occasion

to speak of again at greater length, there is in the village itself a mosque

(Jame*), which is part of an old Crusaders’ church, and is very interesting. I

had made a hurried sketch and plan of it already in 1870,+ but this time we

made a detailed and leisurely survey. There is really nothing left of it now

but the north-west corner, which the Arabs have arranged as a mosque, at the

expense of some disfigurement. The rest of the original nave has utterly

disappeared, razed to its foundations. These foundations might perhaps be

discovered in the adjoining houses. This demolition had an extremely

practical end in view, and I shall presently show why and when it was effected.

But first of all, here is a plan of the building in its present state, with a

i’i.an and section ck medieval church AT YEBNA. Scale j/jy. Hearing 109°.

* Mujir ed Din (Bulak Arabic text, p. 233) says in so many words that it is not he that is

buried at Yebnd, but one of his children. Tradition points out the tomb of Abu Horeira at other

spots, for instance near Tiberias ( Quarterly Statement, 1887, p. 89).

t Carnet III, pp. 34, 35-
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section from E to F. This section is at right angles to the east and west axis

of the church, and passes through the northern aisle and the nave.

The Arabs, it will be noticed, have built firstly a south wall, blocking up

three bays in the south arcade of the nave, and secondly an eastern wall, at

right angles with the foregoing, blocking up a transversal bay of the nave and

a transversal bay of the north aisle. Three of the four pillars that are built

into these walls can still be traced inside. Two others remain, isolated in the

middle of the present nave, and supporting six groined vaults. Two of the

primitive windows of the church still exist in the original north wall, to the

right and left of the modern door. This latter is pointed, and was probably

built by the Arabs, perhaps rebuilt not from their own
materials.*

Next follows the inside elevation of one of the

windows, which is splayed.

t

It is marked B on the general plan.

The level of the floor inside the mosque is appre-

present level of the floor. ciably higher than the primitive level of the church, so

that the bases of the pillars are hid from view.

In the north-west corner a staircase (A), consisting of three flights at

right angles, affords access to a minaret with a large square base, which

projects outwards, and seems to correspond, in its lower part at any rate, to

an old belfry of the church. The steps are formed of fine stones carefully set,

and were probably built by the Crusaders.

The plaji next following, taken at the level of the terrace of the mosque,

* Unless they utilized some side door by which the church communicated with a monastery

lying to the north..

f This window wrongly appears in the engraving as having a semicircular top. The
windows are in reality pointed, but the arc is slightly broken.

Z
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shows the exterior configuration of the staircase and the minaret to which it

As one looks at the mosque on its north face from the outside, it appears

as below.

VIEW OK MEDI.-KVAI. CHURCH AT VEIINA.

In the above engraving are visible:—the Arab door; to the right, the

base of the minaret essentially mediaeval in outline, with an ill-built Arab wall

leaning against the right of it.

There has been subsequently built into the north side of the base

of the minaret an Arabic inscription. The rectangular border enclosing it

can be seen in the engraving. A translation of it will be found in the

Memoirs (Vol. II, p. 441). It states that the minaret was erected in the year

738(i337 a.d. )

.

On penetrating into the courtyards and rooms of the Arab houses

clustering round the mosque, we discovered on the outer west side the

primitive door of the church, which the Arabs have blocked up with rubble.

This is a perfect gem of Gothic architecture. The curve of arch is so slightly

broken that at first glance it looks almost a semicircle.
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This door is composed of one archivolt and a series of recessing members.

The details of these will be better understood from the accompanying section

than from a long description.

These arches rest on a simple abacus supported by pillars without

capitals. The bases of the latter are hidden under the soil.

Scale

I should like to draw special attention to the idea

of the ornamentation of the large arch. It is grooved

with eanaiiculi
»
presenting the appearance of tiny arch-

stones or rather small tablets with their edges only

showing, radiating from the same centres as those of

the arch. This idea seems to have been a favourite

one in the architecture of the Crusaders, and is found,

among other places, in the arches of the doors of the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre and the Church of St
Anne at Jerusalem,

To complete our study of these details, I give two

sections showing the outline of the string-courses running

inside and outside along the walls at the same elevation

as the abaci.

Our investigations among the Arab houses took us to the outer south

wall of the mosque. This is of Arab construction, and forms a right angle

with the primitive western wall,

which has been destroyed from

a point a few yards from the

axis of the mediaeval door. In

this wall we discovered a large

pointed bay facing south, and

now walled up (at F on the

plan).

This bay, which has been

blocked up afterwards by the

Arabs, I think, consists of an

arch supported by two pillars

with moulded abaci, formed of

a group of engaged pilasters.

We were even able to distin-

guish the base of the pillar

Elevation on C D, showing the

walled bay. Scale -fa.

G, which furnishes an

important feature in the architectural scheme, and determines the original
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level of the church. This bay belongs to the first transversal bay of the

church, and separates the nave from the southern aisle.

It is now easy to form a general idea of the plan of the church, and by

estimating its whole extent to make out what parts have been destroyed. The

axis of the church, which is orientated nearly from east to west, passed through

the middle of the western door (P)
;
to the left of this door there stood the

belfry, forming a projection on the north-western corner of the church. The

north wall of the mosque is the northern boundary wall of the church. This

wall was continued towards the east, comprising one or perhaps two transverse

bays, as far as the beginning of the apses, of which there are now no signs

to be seen above the surface of the ground. If we start from the middle of the

door P, which marks the central axis of the church, and draw a line to the

south equal in length to the distance from the middle of the door to the north

wall, it brings us to the dotted line indicating the boundary of the row of

houses abutting on the mosque. The walls of these houses must be built over

the foundations of the south boundary wall of the church, and have had

probably their alignment determined by these foundations. We thus obtain

the total breadth of the building, which must have been about thirteen yards.

The length must have been proportionate. It becomes evident therefore that

the whole of the south aisle has been destroyed, and also the transverse bay,

forming a transept, the whole width of the three aisles, not to mention the apses,

which have totally disappeared.

The bridge.— In the immediate vicinity of Yebn&, in the Wad et Tdhhndt
,

“ valley of mills,” may be seen a bridge with three arches and cut-waters, like

the one at Lydda,* with which it has much in common. At first sight one

would say it was a bridge of Arab construction
; + but on closer inspection I

noticed that the arches were formed of arch-stones with the mediaeval tool-

marking. In this case also the Arabs must have availed themselves of

materials borrowed from some erection of the Crusaders. It would not

surprise me—unluckily I had not the time to settle it—if the building thus laid

under contribution were in this case also the fine church at Yebnl This

would account for the disappearance of a considerable part of its naves
;
for

only two triforia (transversal bays) have been preserved, and converted into a

mosque; the remainder has been probably utilized for building the bridge,

* See supra
,
p.' i io ff.

t And such is the opinion of the authors of the Memoirs
,
Vol. II, p. 443, “probably Saracenic

work.” Irby and Mangles ( Travels, p. 182) thought it to be Roman.
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and also most likely for building or repairing the wely of Abu Horelra. In

particular I suspect that the three handsome ogive arches forming the porch

or lewcin of the Wely* were borrowed from the church of the Crusaders.

There is one indication which appears to me to transform these two

conjectures—at any rate the former,t concerning the bridge—almost to

certainties.

The Survey Partyj: noted in the courtyard or area of the wely an Arabic

inscription to the effect that this blessed “cloister” was founded by Sultan

Beibars in 673 (1274 a.d.), under the superintendence of “ Khalil ibn Sawlr,”

w&li (governor) of Ramleh.

This inscription is, as I shall show, much more instructive than it looks.

It will be remembered that the bridge of Lydda was built by order of Beibars

in 671, that is to say two years before the “cloister” of the Sanctuary of Yebnl
Now an Arab chronicle which I have quoted from in this connection informs

us that Beibars, in 672, had two bridges built of a strategic nature, “in the

neighbourhood of Ramleh.” I have shown that the first of these was that at

Lydda, and it becomes to me extremely probable that the second is the one at

Yebnd. The object of Beibars was, as I have explained, to keep open his

communications at all seasons along the high road from Egypt which passed

through Yebni, Ramleh, and Lydda. The bridge of Yebni was intended to

play the same part to the south of Ramleh as that of Lydda to the north. It

was another fruit of the same idea, and, what is most interesting, made with

materials of similar extraction. The same course was pursued at Yebnd as at

Lydda, and in each case it was the arches of the two churches of the

Crusaders close at hand that were laid under contribution for the bridge.

The whole proceeding was in pursuance of a system—the construction of the

two bridges was ordered and probably carried out almost at the same time.

The bridge at Lydda was constructed in 671, as the tarikh built into it bears

witness, while the Arab chronicler assigns the date 672 to the construction of the

two bridges. It may be supposed that this slight discrepancy of a year is due

to the fact that the second bridge, the one at Yebni, was built a year after the

* See the picturesque view already given, p. 167.

t For the second, it would have been necessary to examine the arches in question with this

idea in view, to see whether they did not present some detail indicative of the mediaeval origin

that I assign to them. I regret now that I did not do this, and recommend the point to future

explorers to settle. I only made a vague note in my note-book about the existence in the wely

of some stones with the mediaeval tool-marking.

\ Memoirs
,
Vol. II, p. 442.
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one at Lydda, but the chronicler only took into account the date of the one

finished last (672).

A further proof that the bridge of Yebn& is really the second bridge built

by Beibars, “in the neighbourhood of Ramleh,” lies in the mention on the

inscription of the wely of the governor of Ramleh
,
who built the “cloister”

there in 673. Thus at the very time when the two bridges near Ramleh were

in building, which operation would naturally fall to the care of the governor

of that town, we see this governor carrying out some important operations at

YebncL It seems well nigh certain that the governor killed two birds with

one stone, and that after having taken part of the church at Yebn& to make

his bridge, he conceived the idea, which Beibars approved of, and for which

the governor gives him all the credit, of utilizing the rest to adorn the

Mussulman sanctuary with the “cloister,” probably the three arcades we see

there to-day. It is very possible that a diligent search may bring to light in

the bridge of Yebn£, as in that of Lydda, some tarikh declaring that it was

built in 671, 672 or 673, at the bidding of Sultan Beibars and under the

direction of the governor of Ramleh. It should be noted that the bridge of

Lydda was not constructed under the direction of the governor of Ramleh,

but of another personage, who doubtless was placed under his orders. They

probably shared the work ; and perhaps the construction of the two bridges,

which are some distance apart, was carried on simultaneously.

The inscription in the wely of Abu Horeira happens also, unexpectedly

enough, to be, as I will show, a document of the highest interest for the

history of England ; this governor of Ramleh there called “ Khalil ibn Sdwir,”

being in fact none other than the Emir of Ramleh, who, three years before,

had attempted to procure the assassination of Edward Prince Royal of

England

\

when his forces were threatening Lydda and Ramleh. Feigning a

desire to be converted to Christianity, he had entered on secret negotiation with

him, and had despatched two emissaries, agents of the Old Man of the Mountain,

who wounded the Prince with daggers in five places. This dramatic incident

made an immense sensation at the time in the Christian and Mussulman

worlds. The Eastern and Western chroniclers, who relate it in detail, do not

give the name of this Emir of Ramleh, some even make him Emir of Jaffa.

The only one who gives his name is Ibn Fer&t,* and he simply calls him by

his patronymic, Ibn Shdwer, “the son of Sh&wer,” w&ly of Ramleh. It is

* See the passage in Defremery, Rtcfurches sur I'histoire des Ismattitns. {Journal Asiatique
,

1885 Vol. II, p. 69.)
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clear at once that it is our man, “ Khalil ibn S&wlr, Khalil son of Sdwir,

governor of Ramleh. There is a slight difference in the spelling of the#

patronymic, it being Sdwir in the translation of the inscription given in the

Memoirs,
and Shdwer according to the manuscript of Ibn Fer&t. It is

difficult to check the transliteration SAwlr, as unfortunately the actual text of

the inscription has not been reproduced in the Memoirs. This transliteration

implies an original form,
;
but in an inscription where the diacritical marks

are perhaps rare or even absent altogether, the editor of the Memoirs may
very well have given this reading of the combination of letters which, on the

authority of Ibn Fer&t, ought really to be read ,.U,, Shdwer, which form is

moreover well known.

Thus the inscription of Yebnd reveals to us authentically and fully the

name of the man who instigated the assassination of Edward Prince Royal of

England.

These pages, devoted to the description of YebnA, were already gone to

press when I had sent me a series of observations of the highest interest,

which serve to remedy the incompleteness of my own, and confirm on

several essential points the archaeological and historical conclusions I had

drawn from them. M. Max van Berchem, whose name I have already

mentioned in speaking of the Lydda bridge, has been so kind as to undertake

to supply the desiderata I had pointed out to him for the description of the

monuments of Yebnl He has studied them on two occasions, in 1893 and

in 1894, the first time with the assistance of his young and courageous wife,

whose untimely loss his friends unite with him in deploring. In the following

lines I give the substance of the precious notes that he has placed at my
disposal, and I am happy to thank him publicly for this graceful act.

The Church.
—“The outer facing of the walls is much worn away; there are

shafts of columns built in the walls through the whole thickness The window
has a charming profile

;
it has a median joint (vertical) and the diagonal striae

(mediaeval toolmarks) on the voussoirs The minaret has a square base, and
the body of it is octagonal, after the style of the Egyptian minarets of the

thirteenth—fifteenth centuries. It appears to be partly constructed of mediaeval

materials
;
on some of the largest stones traces of diagonal striae are still visible.

On the north front of the minaret, at about 13 feet from the ground, is a limestone

slab about om 70 long by om-so high, built into the wall, with an Arabic
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inscription in neskhy Mameluke characters, of average size and pleasing style,

but rather indistinct :

—

(sic) liijs hJam jr<\

JU11 aJiUn

(sic) lLAJLikjj

<u L« yjjjiUj uUj

“ The person spoken of is evidently the Emir Saif ed-din Basht&k en N&siry,

who played a part in politics under Sultan Mohammed En N&sir and built a

mosque at Cairo, which has now disappeared, and a great palace of which some

traces remain, which was terminated this same year, 738 . . . .

”

The Wely.

—

a. “ On the door of the enclosure of the wely, east side, is a large

marble slab (
1

-05 by om 70), with five lines of fine old Mameluke neskhy characters
;

the letters are flat, white on a yellow ground, and have a few diacritical marks.

^UaUi cjjui f3}\ ij* *u ^)\ ^)\ Ain ^

(sic) dHj jjf* \ff
£*-« e^j

(sic) jJ-xiri- AjJa*z (sic) AjLCLjj
(

1"j^jjw*!***! 1 <b jJljlj <0 <d)l ffe. aL-c^M

“ The proper name is as a matter of fact written Khaltl ben Sfiwr

but as many diacritical marks are wanting, there is no objection to reading ChAwer

* That is to say :
“ In the name of the merciful and pitiful God. Ordered the building of

this blessed minaret, his exalted and lordly Eminence the great Emir Saif (ed-din) Bashtak,

belonging to (Sultan) En-Nasir, at the beginning of the month Rabi* II, in the year seven

hundred and thirty-eight.” As will be seen, the tenor of the inscription, as copied by M. van

Berchem, is appreciably different from the one given in the Memoirs, Vol. II, p. 441. The same

remark applies to inscriptions a and n, reproduced further on
;
c is a new inscription.

f The above transcription of the text is made from the copy and squeeze taken in 1893 by

M. van Berchem. Here is the translation :
“ In the name of the merciful and pitiful God.

Gave the order to begin building the blessed porch (rewdk), our master, Sultan El-Malek

edh-Dh&her, pillar of the world and of religion, Abou’l Fath (the father of conquest) Beibars,

co-sharer with the Emir of the Believers, may God exalt his victories ! The completion of it

took place in the month Rebi* I, in the year six hundred and seventy-three. Was entrusted with

the building Klialil son of Ch&wer, Governor of Ramleh, whom may God pardon, him, his father

and mother, and all the Mussulmans.”

X NotjifU ayimplied by the transcription Sthvir given in the Memoirs.

§ Thus there is no longer any doubt remaining as to the restoration of this name, which I

proposed on the basis of the defective reading given in the Memoirs, nor, consequently, as to the

historical results that spring theiefrom
;
our personage really is, as I recognized, the presumed

2 A
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n. “In the base of the doorway, consequently under the porch that is in front

of this, on the lintel of the door and on the sides of the bay. Length of front

side 2
m ‘20, length of the sides, i

m,
io. Two lines of fine neskhy Mameluke'

characters
;
letters of medium size, numerous points, few vowels

;
the inscription is

whitewashed and very indistinct, though very well preserved

*

^1 (sic)
j

(Line i)

l»la r.H 1 ijju**) pLcj <uLc <dll <d!l ^*~**~^*e <uc <dll

r
Ul ^UaL* UjJI

c
Lp £AJ\ JU\ Jjjj'l JjU» jJUl

jX*\
(
JoLi. u/jLJl jJw

yjLrf ^^aslLaJl jyaj^\ cjUl jJj ijMU <dJl jA (Line 2)

1*^)1 &S& <d aIP

<tl j^r''1}
(sic) is-yX-t 4CjlajL« )) i^xA> jLcj (JJs

oU [«€]' J cylp^oJlj JjUJl 4! J*t, cyliUJl,

“ Underneath the lintel, on the right and left sides of the door, are two lines ”:

aJjUc aJULjj ijJjijj*ij
y^ajl ^U, ^ ^ ^iSl y^l (Line 1)

#

crx*LwL*!l a^cssVj AjujjJj <d <0J 1 yLc (Line 2)

“ Sultan Khalil Abu ’

1-Fedft is the conqueror of Acre (690 A.H.). Perhaps

the works mentioned in this inscription were executed in consequence of a severe

earthquake which did great damage all along the coast of Syria (see Quatrem&re,

Histoire des Sultans Mamlouks, II, A., p. 146).”

author of the attempt on the Lfe of Prince Edward of England. It will be further noticed that

the governor of Ramleh bears exactly the same title (wdly) in the inscription and in the passage

from Ebn Ferat that I quoted in comparison with it.

* “ In the name of the merciful and pitiful God. Began to build this blessed sanctuary

(meshhed) of Abu Horeira, may God receive him, companion of the apostle of God, on

whom be prayers and salvation, our Lord and our master the very great, learned, and just

Sultan, resolute champion and guardian (of Islam), victorious, El-Malek el-Achraf, prosperity of

the world and of religion, Sultan of Islam and of the Mussulmans, lord of Kings and Sultans,

Abu ’

1-Feda Khalil, co-sharer with the Emir of the Believers, may God exalt his victory, son of

our master the Sultan, hero of the holy war, El-Malek El-Mansfir Kel&fin es-Salehy, may God
water his reign with the rain of his mercy and his grace and the benefits of his indulgence, may
he make him to dwell in the gardens of Eternity, may he come to his aid on the day of

resurrection, may he make him a place under a wide shade with abundant water and quantities

of fruit without stint, may he grant him the reward and the delights he has deserved, may he raise

his places and degrees into the ... . Amen ! The building of it was finished in the months of

the year six hundred and ninety-two, and there was entrusted with its building Aydemir the

dewdddr (“ bearer of the inkstand ”) Ez-Zeiny (? may God pardon him, him and his descendants,

as also all Mussulmans.”
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C. To the left of the great inscription of Betbars (which is above the door of the

enclosure) there is built into the wall another inscription consisting of three lines

cut on a marble slab, length 0“ 46 ;
height o'” 22. Small characters, in cursive

Mameluke neskhy.

? ?j\ jJijss't CjjLXajJI ijO

L

m] J

J

j>-

<u^j XJUjfi «dJ) Ujj hji lI/Lc UjL

Being exposed at each of his visits to the hostility of the fellahin, who
were set on him by the sheikh, M. M. van Berchem was unfortunately unable

to carry out all the archaeological observations in the wely which I had

requested him to make in order to ascertain whether there really wrere, as I

supposed, materials in the structure borrowed from the old Crusaders’ church.

On the first occasion his suspicions were aroused, on the second he managed

to note certain details which seem to me to give support to my conjecture.

Here, firstly, is a small sketch made from his notes in combination with

our own, and giving a plan of the sanctuary, approximately correct, and

showing the position of the three inscriptions reproduced above (a, b, c).

* This inscription, which was not noticed by the Survey, presents a few doubtful words.

The translation is as follows :
—“ Renewed this pool, the conduit and the sdkia, his Excellency

En-Ndsery (= Ndser ed-dln) Mohammed Anar (?), son of Anar (??), and his Excellency El-'Aldy

ss *Ald ed-din) Yeltf&ghd, possessors (?) of the township of Yebnd, may god in his grace and

mercy grant to both of them Paradise as a reward. Ordered at the date of the month Rebi* I, in

the year eight hundred and six (1403 a.d.).” There is an ‘Aid ed-dtn Yelboghd el-'Aldy who
appears on the brief list given by Mujir ed Din {op. cit p. 612) of the ndibs of Jerusalem, some

2 A 2
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k k is an enclosure open to the sky. I add to this a partial view of the

edifice made from two small photographs which M. M. van Berchem suc-

ceeded in taking, in spite of riotous opposition, which at one time nearly took

a fatal turn.

The rcu'dk mentioned in inscription a is evidently the porch with three

arches r>, f, f, and two bays (each about io feet wide), which stands in front

of the sanctuary proper. The whole is formed of six groined compartments,

and each surmounted by a small cupola. M. M. van Berchem estimates the

width of the facade at about 32 feet.

Here follow the notes made by M. M. van Berchem :

—

“ I searched for Crusaders’ blocks in the side and rear walls (g, h, I), and I

think I saw some in the front wall H, but I am not certain. Here are some details

concerning the arches, D, F., F, of the portico. The central arch E, which,
“ brisi'e ” at the top, is composed of two quite

distinct parts : 1. A moulding M, formed of

a fillet and a cavetto; middle joint at the

top of the arch
;
lengthened voussoirs. This

moulding appeared to me Gothic
,
but I cannot

assert as much, not having been able to

examine it closely. 2. An archivolt N placed

against the intrados of the preceding, with

narrower voussoirs, and a voussoir at the top (key-stone) V. The front of the

voussoirs is ornamented with a zig-zag line cut

in the stone, and following the curve of the

arch . . . The joints of the upper moulding do

not coincide with those of the lower archivolt.

two side arches, D, V, have the “pudding” orna-

mentation.*

“At the top of the shorter front (about 20 feet above the level of the ground)

runs a cornice, which in its profile recalls the moulding of the central arch.”

I consider that these three arches are sufficiently established as being

of mediaeval origin by their shape, the profile of the mouldings, the patterns

of whom were at the same time inspectors of the two Harams, from about the year 800 to 840 or

850 of the Ilegira
;
this Yelbogha occupies the fourth place on the list. The names and dates

are sufficiently in accord to tempt us to identify him with the second of our personages
; in this

case, however, one would have expected him to put into the inscription the titles of his high

offices, if he really exercised them. As is shown by the appearance of the names, these two

personages must have been of Turkish origin, at any rate the second of them, for the name of the

first is still very doubtful, and would require to be verified from the original.

* M. M. van Berchem gives this name to the ornamentation, consisting of canaliculi

;

see

above the picturesque view of the monument.
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of their ornamentation,* and the placing of arches with vertical joints over

arches with keystones. The two latter characteristics are notably present in

the door of the church at Yebn4 which I have given above. The arch of

the latter, moreover, shares with the two arches d e, of the wely, the

peculiarity of being very slightly broken. I will add further, that the profile

of the cornice that runs along the top of the fagade, simple though it is, is in

no way Arab, and bears a much greater resemblance to a Gothic string-course.

It will be admitted that these facts add considerable weight to the notion

I put forward, that the portico built by order of Beibars was for the greater

part constructed from materials taken from the Crusaders’ churcht, which at

the same time, doubtless, was drawn upon for the bridge, situated not far away.

The commemorative inscription was probably built in the first place into

the portico itself, either on the front or under the arcades, and afterwards,

upon occasion of some rebuilding, it was transferred to the place above the

lintel of the door of the outer enclosure, which it occupies to-day. The sanc-

tuary proper, or meshhed, which was built nineteen years later— in pursuance

perhaps of some original plan left unfinished by Khalil ben Shawer—must

correspond to the part of the structure marked b, g, i, h, which is surmounted

by the principal cupola.

The Bridge.—M. M. van Berchem was also kind enough to make a

special study of the bridge, which confirms my conjectures as to its origin.

* The canaliculiy as I have already said, are again met with in the arches of numerous

Crusaders’ buildings. As for the zig-zag ornament, it would be wrong to reckon this an indication

of Arab work, for although rarer than the ornament just mentioned, it exists in Crusaders’

buildings ;
for instance in the archivolt of the church of Jebeil, which belongs to the 12th century.

t It is possible, of course, that certain other architectural materials were borrowed by the

Arab builders from another erection of the Crusaders which lay to hand at Yebnd, namely, the

castrum and presidium flanked with its four towers, which King Fulk had had built at Hibelin,

as YebnA was then called
(
William of 7) rr, XV, 24).
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He satisfied himself that, as I supposed, “ Crusaders’ arches undoubtedly form

part of it” (I quote his own words). The analogy with the case of the bridge

at Lydda is a striking one, and it now seems altogether probable that at

YebnA, as well as at Lydda, Beibars, or rather his agents, laid the church

under contribution for the building of the bridge. I now give a suggestive

view of this bridge, from an excellent photograph taken by M. M. van Berchem,

from the side of the village, i.e.
t
from the south-west, and some items ex-

tracted from his note-book.

“Bridge with three 'brisete' arches” (arches with broken curves), “resembling

the bridge at Lydda
;
brown tufous limestone. The central arch is wider. The heads

of the arches are of more careful workmanship than the other part of the soffits, and

have diagonal stria throughout ; the vertical joint is at the top . . . The soffits, apart

from the groins, are of porous rubble as at Lydda. The difference between the two

materials is very noticeable. On the side facing up stream (south) the central arch

has only a few voussoirs with striae at the springing
;
the rest is of small porous

rubble
;
here the difference strikes the eye at once. However, the vertical joint is

also found on this arch, which is the only one not entirely constructed of material

bearing Crusaders’ tool-marks. On the up side are two pointed cutwaters, as at

Lydda. The intrados of the central arch is made of materials carefully dressed as far

up as the springings, where the small rubble begins. There are traces of cement,

especially on the intrados of the eastern arch. Above the central arch, on the

north side, in the crowning of the parapet, is a breach, which might have contained

an inscription. . . . The fteche of the bridge is very conspicuous. Length about

48 m., breadth iim 50 ;
width of the central arch 6m ’80

;
width of the side arches,

about 5 m. The height varies, the base of the bridge being buried in mud. I

found masons’ marks on several voussoirs, and Madame van Berchem made
squeezes of them for you. Some of these marks are doubtful.”*

Miscellaneous Notes,

Here are a few notes that I took of conversations with the fellahln of

Yebna

:

Hibelin.—The town used also to be called
*

Ebellin or 0,jlxc.'t

The tradition of the fellahln is curious, when compared with the well-known

passage in William of Tyre, from which it appears that in the time of the

Crusades, Yebni, then supposed to correspond to Gath, was called Hibelin .

The presence of the 'aht in the Arabic name tends to show that this must be a

genuine case of native name, and not, as might have been supposed, of a name

manufactured or mutilated after the Crusaders. The H in Hibelin similarly

* There are six of these. See the Special Table of Vol. I. I shall direct attention to one

of them, a splendid A, quite Gothic.

f I noted this name before when I visited Yebna in 1870. (Carnet III, p. 34.)
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seems to prove that there was a guttural at the beginning of the name that

the Crusaders heard. That they found the name already attached to the

locality William of Tyre expressly testifies. However, Benjamin of Tudela

and the Jewish authors write or but they perhaps do but give a

direct reproduction of a western pronunciation of the word. It is difficult to

explain the origin of this mysterious name
;
but it may be useful to compare

with the passage from William of Tyre one from Foulques of Chartres, which

assigns to this same town the name of Ibenum, and identifies it not with Gath,

as does William of Tyre, but with Ashdod. These Biblical identifications

are equally arbitrary and of no value ; what we should seize upon is the

form Ibenum (if the reading of the MS. be certain), corresponding to the

Hibelin of William of Tyre.* In any case there is no doubt as to the

relation between Ibenum and Hibelin
,

for the chroniclers of the Crusades

mention the two names in connection with the same episode in the war.

The form Ibenum might easily be reduced to the Arabic form Yebna. We
ought also, however, it seems to me, to take account of the singular fact that

the Jews of the Middle Ages—as their itineraries expressly state—placed the

Yabneh of the Bible in Galilee , at a village called then as now *Abellin

.jAxe. (quite near Shef&’amr to the north-east). Can the name of ‘Abellin

have been transported by a reverse operation to the real Yabneh, Yebn&, of

Judaea, and have been treasured up by the local tradition of the place ? In

this case we should ascribe the origin of this name Hebelin ,
'Ebcllin, applied

to the Yebrut of to-day, to Jewish intervention. It was a confusion of the

same kind that caused the Jews of the Middle Ages to identify for instance

Ekron with Acre, whereas it certainly is at 'Aker quite near Yebnl

The identification I have just made removes at all events any lingering

doubt that there might be as to the identity of the Hibelin of William of

Tyre with Yebn&, since by the current convention of the time, 'Ebellin was

reckoned to be Jabneh.

I'opography.—Various localities mentioned to me by the fellahin of

Yebni

:

KhUrbet el Fatima
,
to the north of Beshshtt

;

Khiirbet cdh-Dh'heisheh, near K’belbeh
;

Dlihurel Ghozlan
, “the crests of the Gazelles," between Yebn& and ‘Aker;

Hebreh, towards Mogh&r

;

* And the Abilin of Albert of Aix
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Sukreir , between Esdfid and Yebnd ;
between Bechchit and Y&stir,

according to others

;

Be'clia, to the north, in the mountains, four hours’ journey
;

At Beshshit there is a Neby Shit

;

‘Oyiht Gdra
,
a pronunciation of the name

*Oyun Kara
,
proving that

Kara really begins with the emphatic Kdf and should be written \\i \

Khurbet Sukriyeh
,
two and a half hours to the south of Yebna.

The ethnic name of the inhabitants of EchtV is, in the singular,

Yeshndny
,
and in the plural Sheiva'neh. The discrepancy between the

singular form Jllcytu and the plural form is very interesting.

Ychsiidny is an archaic form, and credits, the locality with an ancient name

which onomastically, if not topographically * is identical with the Jcskua

(jrvcr') of Nehemiah (xi, 26).

From Yeijna to Ascalon.

Our examination of the church at Yebna having taken us no inconsider-

able time, we were rather late in starting for Esdftd, which was to be our

resting-place for the night.

Sukreir.—About midway on our journey we inspected the ruins of

Sukreir, which was a little to the west of our road. Here there are visible

the remains of a sort of Khan, with a deep cistern and a small birkeh
;
an

aqueduct led the water from it to a fountain right on the edge of the road
;

opposite this, on the other side of the road, in a field, is a piece of a column,

belonging perhaps to a milestone, and some fragments of marble. This must

have been the site of some ancient ?nanzel or posting-house, on the Arab route

from Egypt to Syria.

I have come across this place Sukreir in an important episode of the

history of the Mameluke Sultans. Makrizl narrates that in the month Mohar-

ram, in the year 696 (October, 1296), at the camp on the \Auj& (to the north of

Jaffa), the Emir Lajin, having conspired with some other Emirs, attacked his

master, Sultan Ketboghfi. The latter managed to elude his attack, and fled

towards Damascus, over the bridge of the 'AujfL The Egyptian army then

left the ‘Aujft to return to Egypt. On their arrival at Y&zur, in front of Jaffa,

* From the context at any rate it looks as if the town in Nehemiah must have been much
more to the south.
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the Emirs proclaimed their colleague Lijtn as Sultan, under the name of

El-Malek el Mansfir. From Y&zftr the new Sultan moved to Gaza, passing

by Sekrtr. It appears to me certain that the name which is thus read

by Quatremere, ought to be vocalized Sukretr
,
and that this locality corres-

ponds to our Khurbet Sukretr. This historical testimony is doubly valuable,

as it guarantees at the same time the comparative antiquity and the exact

spelling of the name Sukretr.

The ruin, when all is said and done, is insignificant, but the name

attached to it is extremely interesting. It has been variously transliterated,

and in most arbitrary ways, e.g., Suk-rlteir, Suk-kheir
,
Sughetr

,
Tokrair

,
etc.

(Rey, Guerin, Tobler, Richardson, etc.). The true form in reality is Sukretr,

As early as 1861, Knobel* proposed to identify it with Shikronah or

Skikron, a landmark on the northern boundary of the territory of Judah,

towards its western extremity. I was still very uncertain on this question,

and rather inclined at the time, relying on faulty transliterations, to Shikronah

with Zerntika, near Yebni and to the north-east of it. Three months later,

on revisiting these parts, I gave up the latter conjecture and went back to

Knobel’s, in consequence of two new observations that I made there. The

name Zemtika is written with the emphatic kdf and consequently can

have nothing to do with Shikronah PfavOtP. On the other hand I have

actually heard on the lips of the fellah! n of Berka the variant Sukretn for

Sukretr
,
which is a complete justification of the hypothesis that this name

may represent Shikron.

My only doubt is whether there ever was a town—an ancient one, I

mean—on the site of Sukretr or Sukretn. But then I am equally doubtful

whether the place-name Shikron is applied, in the passage of Joshua, to a

town. The name Sukretn—we are sufficiently authorised to give the prefer-

ence to this form, now that I have shown that it really exists—the name
Sukretn, I say, is properly the name of the small river, the Nahr Sukretn

,

which flows by Esdtid and falls into the Mediterranean about opposite

Sukretn. It is, I think, as a river that Shikron figures in the delimitation

of Judah, and not as a town. This problematical town is mentioned nowhere

* Exeget. Handbuch, xxx, p. 419.

t ZernAkd signifies properly “an apparatus for raising water;” Mokaddesy says that it is a

doldb, “machine for irrigating.” It is the Aramaic word ZarnAka NjTWW, which has the same
meaning, and is .itself probably nothing else but the Greek genitive avpi^/ov, “ pipe,”

whence on the other hand is derived our word “ syringe." There actually is in the village of

Zernfika a water-wheel which raises water for irrigation purposes from a deep well.

2 B
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else, which is very odd, for if it really existed it must have belonged to the

territory of either Judah or Dan, the towns in which are mentioned in detail.

In support of this theory I will adduce two facts
:

(i) the etymology of the

name Shikron
,
which evidently comes from the root shakar

y
"Ott?, shishklr,

TWn, “to water;” (2) the fact that there is in Spain a river of the same

name, called by the ancients Sucro (by Ptolemy, tovicpw,* now the Jucar or

Xucar). This name is of Phoenician origin, just like that of another river in

Spain, the BeXwv, which is the same as the Befits, “the river of Baal,” in

Phoenicia, and the Nahar Baal in Palestine, represented by the Nahr Rlibln

mentioned a short time previously.

And now, if we identify Shikron with the Nahr Sukreir, and the

“ mount,” i.e„ the “river,” Baal with the Nahr Rfibln, how are we to follow

out on the spot the marking of the boundary of Judah as described by Joshua?

This presents serious difficulties, I admit
;
but these difficulties are equally to

be found in all the other theories hitherto propounded which involve the

existence of a town Shikron and a mount Baal. I cannot enter here upon a

discussion, which would require a thorough working out
;

I will content

myself with remarking that we have to take into consideration a possible

change in the course of these two small rivers, on account of their having to

make a way through sand-dunes in order to get to the sea.

Esdud.—Before reaching Esdftd, you cross the Sukreir by a bridge with

three arches, which seems to be of Arab construction. I omitted to see if by

chance it contained any mediaeval materials, like the bridges at Lydda and

Yebn&. If so they could not have come from Esdfid, for the Crusaders, so far

as we know, had no important post in this neighbourhood.

In the immediate neighbourhood of the village of Esdftd, and to the west,

is a high hill, covered with gardens enclosed within hedges of cactus, which

makes it difficult to get about. I noticed here a considerable quantity of

potsherds, some fragments of marble, some wells, and so on, indicating the

existence of a town, which must have been the Ashdod proper of the Bible.

This commanding height is called er-R&s, “ the head,” and also Jdlild er Rds,

“Goliath of the head.” According to the fellahln, J&Kkl was a Sultan of the

Kuff&rs
;
his daughter was Hil&ne (Helen), and his town was built on the hill

er R&s
;
a subterraneous passage placed the town in communication with the

Minat Esdfid, “the harbour of Esdftd,” which is on the sea-coast to the west

of the village, and is also called el Mina for short. I was told that a carved

With a town of the same name situated on its banks and called after the river.
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block of marble had been found at el Mina, and I made up my mind to go
and see it next day.

The ancient name of Esdtid, according to the fellahin, was Sidd er Rifrn,
u the barrier of the Rumis.” This latter legend contains a curious play on the

ancient name of Ashdod, and has reference to the root shadad, shadd, with

which it is connected.* It confirms me in the notion I have formerly

expressed, that the name of Ashdod stands probably in the same etymological

relation to that of the god Shaddai and Shed as the name of the town of

Arshf does to that of the god Reseph.

From Esdtid to Ascalon.—Next day, Wednesday, at a quarter past six,

we were in the saddle, as we had a long day before us. My idea was, in fact,

to go down as far as Ascalon, then to come back along the coast as far as the

port of Esdtid, and from there to make straight for el Moghar, where I had

sent on the tent.

Tell el Kurzfitn .—We cast a glance in passing at the great ruined Arab
Khtin near Esdtid, but did not spend any time over it. To the south there is

a tell called Tell el Kurziim.

Folklore.—We left on our right, some distance from the road, the

wely of Abu Jahan. A little while afterwards we met a worthy felltihah from

one of the neighbouring villages, mounted on a small donkey. She was going

like ourselves to Mejdel, to sell vegetables and fruit. She was a very good

sort of woman, quite chatty, and received our advances in a friendly spirit

that strongly contrasted with the distrust and ill-will we had nearly always

experienced at the hands of the fellahin of the south. She had the gay

good humour, the honest prepossessing face, and even the manners of a good

substantial farmer’s wife such as we see at home in Europe. She insisted on

our tasting her fruit, and gave me as we went along some interesting information

into the bargain. She could not be prevailed upon to accept the smallest

bakhsheesh, and when I pressed her, she told me that we should see one another

again at Mejdel, and that then I might if I liked buy some apricots of her.

There is, she said, at Hamtimeh a sanctuary of Seiydna (“Our Lord”)

Abu 'Arktib, who came flying through the air from afar, and lighted then*.

None knew of his presence there, which was only revealed at his death. He
was buried where he lay, and the place is every year the object of a great

* It must not be lost sight of that the Arabic name is in reality jjju*-, S'dtid, and that the

initial elif that is heard in the native pronunciation is in fact prosthetic, Es'dM. In the ancient

Arabic form AzdM

\

the s has been changed into z, from immediate contact with the d.

2 B 2
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pilgrimage from the country round about. The real name of Abu 'Arkub was

Sheikh Ibrahim
,
and he was the son of ‘Aly then A'lehn (the much venerated

neby of Arsuf, who entered into the inheritance, mythologically speaking, of

the old Phoenician Reseph). This series of names and surnames therefore

gives a regular genealogy of this branch of fabulous nebys : A'leim, father of

'Aly, father of Ibr&him, father of *Arkfib. The sanctuary of the founder of

this little mythological dynasty is venerated at the present day at DCira, in the

direction of Hebron, I have collected various legends about these flying

nebys at other places in Palestine, especially at Nablus.* Here the

characteristic feature of the tradition seems to have reference to the name

of Hamdmeh
,
which means “ pigeon ” or “ dove,” anti has been suspected, not

I think unreasonably, to contain a reminiscence of the divinity worshipped

under the form of of a dove+ at Ascalon near Ham&meh.

Tell el Fardny.—A little before you reach Ham&meh you see on the

left of the road Tell el Fardny (or Fardneh ), having on it ruins containing

hidden treasure, so our travelling companion assured us.

Hamdmeh.—We stopped a few minutes at HamAmeh with an old native

;n-i.m-RE]> head

X WHITE MAR III. 1C.

One third t lie

original si/c.

goldsmith that she told us of, one Yusef Abu ‘Isa. He had a few rather

* See infra , di. VI.

f This bird figures on the coins of Ascalon. Compare what Philo, quoted by Eusebius, says

of the worship of the dove-cote at Ascalon, and the legend, localized at Ascalon, of Scmiramis,

daughter of Derccto, who was fed by doves. Derketo was changed into a fish, and Semiramis

into a dove. Ibrahim became the fish Sultan Ibrahim mentioned already, and the sanctuary of

A’letm at Dura is by the side of that of Noah.
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interesting antiques in his possession, and let me have them for fifteen francs

or so. Among them, a pretty head of Athene, with helmet,

in white marble, hall life size (see p. 188) ;
and a piece of

carved ivory o'" •

1 4 high, representing a woman inapeplum,

elegantly draped and holding a crown in her left hand.

Unfortunately the face is mutilated. At the back the ivory

is traversed lengthwise by a hollow groove. These two

objects, and most of the other antiquities, were got, it

seems, from the ruins of Khalasa, the ancient Elusa, to

the south of Gaza.

I also saw in his possession a fragment of white veined

marble, very finely carved, but unfortunately mutilated,

having in one of its sides a representation of two fantastic

creature.s of the bird-kind, with crests of five feathers, and

bodies in the shape of a fish or snake. To judge from its

general shape, of which some idea may be got from this

side view, this fragment appears to have formed part of Hair the original si/e.

an architectural scheme, and may have* been perhaps a corbel. I cannot

decide whether the style of it is Byzantine, or Romanic. In any case the tool

marks on the blocks are not mediaval.

Here is another fragment, similarly of white, marble, with a yellow-

tinge and blue streaks, which was offered me at Jerusalem as coming from

Ascalon, and bought by me. It is a slab om -025 thick, a trapezoid in shape.

On it are carved in low relief two doves back to back, with their heads

turned to look at one another, and holding in their beaks a fillet or garland

from which a small disc depends. In the disc, which forms a central part and
probably leading idea of the whole, there is inscribed a sort of rosette, of
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ill-defined shape, perhaps a star or a cruciform emblem. Above are

two small plain discs, below, a lotus-flower.

The question presents itself whether we should recognize here the

eucharistic doves and bread, or

merely a subject of a purely orna-

mental character. At all events

the presence of the doves is note-

worthy, considering that the monu-

ment, as it is said, comes from

Ascalon.

Mejdel.—We stopped for lunch

at Mejdel, where we found our

worthy peasant-woman. Her apri-

cots formed the staple of our

dessert, and very good they were.

We started immediately after

for (Jaura) Jftrah, without having

time to visit Mejdel. Here follow a

few notes that I made there during

a previous journey, in

1870:*

I noticed in the houses at Mejdel a sort of receptacle for corn, made of

clay, and called khabiek (<LuU-). The fellahin call them sautri'a

satmiaa). These are filled with grain through a wide opening in the top,

and when grain is wanted, it is let out by a sort of bung-hole, like wine out

of a cask.

They told me at Mejdel that there were several places of the name :

Mejdel 'Ashalanf (where I was), Mejdel Yaba
,
Mejdel Bana.\

Furthermore several localities were indicated to me in the west of Mejdel,

the names of which I took down : Khurbet Gamas (^eUS) and Khurbet Fitbn

Baszeh
,
Bashsha.\

* Carnet III, p. 34, et seq.

t Mujir ed Din (p. 484 of the Arabic text of Bulak) calls it Kariat Mejdel Hanidmh.
Mejdel

,

“ the fortress,” probably belongs to the ir\tjalov oxvpwfuna of Ascalon (I Macc., XII, 33).

X Mejdel Ba'na is evidently the locality that appears on the Map (III Nf) under the name
of Mejd el Kertim, just by el Baneh and to the south-west of it. According to my information,

this transliteration is wrong
;

it ought to be Mejdel Kerbm
, as the author of the Name Lists

(ch. 52) rightly supposes, or perhaps better Medjdel el Kerbm.

§ These localities have been since noticed by the Survey, with the exception of Fitbn, which

I have not been able to find on the Map. Fitfln cannot be far from Khurbet Gatn&s (.Kent&s
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Jaura .—At Jaura we had a lively altercation-—a regular barrftf—which

threatened to have a serious ending, with some ill-conditioned fellahln,

about an absolutely trivial matter. I record the incident, as it was very rare

for me in my many wanderings in Palestine to meet with open hostility. The

ethnic name of the inhabitants of Jaura is Jaur&ny in the singular, Jawarneh

in the plural.

From Ascalon to KhuldA.

Time pressed, and we would not stop to explore the ruins of Ascalon.

I felt some interest as I again beheld the high walls overhanging the sea, at

the foot of which I and my horse were nearly drowned in the winter of 1870.

We traversed the gardens, planted on the actual site of the old town, so as to

get a general idea of it, without being able to enter into details.

At 3 o’clock we left the beach of Ascalon and turned northwards, following

the coast line as far as the harbour of Esdtid. I give a summary account of

the points observed during this hurried journey.

At 3 past 3, a low mound covered with potsherds and ancient (Ubris
,
with

some walls. No name ascertained.

At 3.35, some walls of small stones : two large columns.

At 3.57, a small ruin of no importance, perhaps Arab
;
some tells covered

with potsherds.

At 4.30 we arrive at last at the Minat Esdudy where there are ruins

comparatively important, great quantities of potsherds, a rectangular fort built

of small stones, which must have been a marine defence. Quite near, on the

west, is a group of small mounds with numerous architectural fragments of

marble, pointing to the existence of an important building, and quantities of

mosaic cubes. This part ought to be explored. Having no guide, we were

quite unable to find the sculptured block which the fellahln of Esdftd had

particularly told us of.

I should have liked to push to the north as far as the Sanctuary of Neby
Yfines, which is at the mouth of the Nahr Sukreir, and is perhaps connected

of the Map), to judge from the appearance of the names on my list, where they are united by

and. I propose to identify FltAn with Phetora
,
a mediaeval casal near Ascalon given to the

Hospital by Jean d’Ybelin in 1256, and not found by Rey and Rohricht. Phetora must be a

copyist’s error, or perhaps a wrong reading on the part of the editor Paoli, for Pheton. This

must not be identified—the resemblance of the two names being the merest chance—with the

Fathura
%
QaOovpa, of the Onomasticon. The latter is a village close to Eleutheropolis, on the

road leading from that town to Gaza, and is perhaps identical with Tor Furut and KMrbet Furut,

four miles west from Beit Jibrln, supposing a displacement of the r, which is of frequent

occurrence in the pronunciation of the fellahln.
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with the river by the same mythological bonds as unite the sanctuary of

Neby Rftbln with the Nahr Rtlbin. However, we had to give up the

idea, for the sun was already very low in the sky, and we had still a good

distance to cover before reaching Moghelr, where our camp awaited us.

It was even a longer distance than we thought, for, deceived by Van de

Velde’s map, the only one we then had at our command, we steered, or better,

we believed we steered, for Berki, to the east, and became involved in an

interminable tract of moving sand-dunes, where it was impossible to get on

in places. Our horses, slipping over these mounds of sand as they gave way

beneath their feet, sometimes sank in up to their chests, and we had to alight

and extricate them. The poor creatures were worn out with fatigue and

thirst, and their riders were almost in as sorry case. We had nothing all

round us but an horizon of high dunes, which we had to climb and descend

one after another, without a landmark in sight to steer by. The fact was that

we had deviated a little to the north, and taken a diagonal course through

this sandy belt, which was wide enough in any case, instead of cutting straight

through it. At last after this toilsome journey, more like sailing through

sand than a ride, we got to the end of the dunes and reached the river

Sukreir, where both beast and men assuaged their thirst with delight.

It was pitch dark. We directed our course towards Berkft (Burkah), the

lights of which were now visible, but only stopped there a moment to ask our

way, and then went on towards Beshshlt. At BerkA, the name of which is

pronounced Bergd
,

I made a flying note of the name of an anonymous neby,

Neby Berg or Neby Bereg, son of Jacob as usual, of course. We reached

Beshchit with some trouble, for we went rather out of our way in the darkness,

and here I persuaded a fellAh to guide us to Mogh&r. It was after midnight

when we got back to our tent. Here everything was ready for our reception,

and we enjoyed a well-merited rest.

Moghdr (El MugMr).—Our tent was pitched about twenty minutes to the

south of the village, near a well with sdkia
,
the pivot of which rested on an

ancient white marble capital. The very spot is called Khurbet Hibreh. The

beled, “ country, town,” of Mogh&r, so the fellahin told me, was formerly some

twenty minutes to the north, at Khurbet Summedl

;

it was called Sunimeil el

Moghdr. Five minutes north of the village is an ancient quarry. The

village is called Moghdr * because all the houses are built on m'ghdi’r,

“ caves.” The wely of Mogh&r is called Abu Lamdn and Abu Taka. He

Evidently the Moghdr mentioned by Yakfit as a village in Palestine.
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is called Abu T&ka, “ father of the window,” because, finding himself mahshur

(thrust) in a cave, he got out of it by a miracle, God having made an opening

(tdha) through which he flew. This is the legend of the flying neby over again.

I was told of several inscribed stones, among others of a column to the

left of the road to 'Aker. This may be a milestone. A fell&h also brought

me a fragment of a Greek inscription on a small slab of white marble. As he

wanted a good deal for it, I contented myself with taking a squeeze of the

text.*

It is difficult to get anything certain from this mutilated text, the ends of

five lines being all that is left. Perhaps the first two should be read :

' ‘

20th of the month of Hyperberetaeos.”

The third line contained perhaps at the beginning the year of the

indiction, followed by a verb a^(?)e, or a name in the nominative ending in

cu^os(?), and the fourth the final syllable of a patronymic in the genitive

terminating in Bvov(?). In the fifth, Xovt^r^s may perhaps be the remnant of

J£Ao-Kaf.ovm]Tr)<i, for 'AarKaXtovirrjs, “the Ascalonite.” These however are mere

queries. The date should perhaps be reckoned according to the era of

Ascalon, which I shall refer to later on a fropos of the inscriptions of Gaza.

The 20th of Hyperbcreteos of the year 620 (there may have been in the lost

portion of the inscription a letter expressing additional units) in the Ascalon

era would correspond to November 16th, 515 of the Christian era, which

date is pretty well in accord with the shape of the characters.

Summcil el Mughdr.—Next day we went to see the ruins of Khiirbct

Salldjehy about an hour to the south of el Mugh&r. They seemed to me to be

considerable importance.! From here J we proceeded to Summed el Mughdr,

* The inscription afterwards came into the hands of M. Philibert the younger of Jaffa ;
I

found it at his house in 1881, acquired it, and took it to the Louvre.

t There is an entry in my note-book about this, but it is illegible.

t between Mughdr and Katra is a small tell, indicated on the Map without a name. It

appears from a note of mine, which I cannot discover the origin of, but which certainly belongs

to this journey, that this tell is called Tell </ Fulfc,

9 C

kJ, pr)vo<;

u7rep^Sep€r]eov k

the year 620 (?) the

XMHNOC
7
EOYK^

.OYNrtTHC
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a namesake of another Summeil to the south, called for distinction-sake

Summeil el Khalil

\

“the Summeil of Hebron,” or “of Abraham.”* This

name occurs at several spots in Judea. Thus there is yet another Summeil to

the north of Jaffa and not far from it.

Summeil el Mughar is on a small low hill, with no ruins to be seen
;
here

and there are scattered stones. At the foot of the hill, to the east, towards

the road to ‘Aker which skirts the chain of hills, is a beiyara well. Some way
off we perceived, though we were unable to visit them, the yawning apertures

of some caverns.

'Aher.—At 'Aker the fellahin told me that the village was also called

'Akriin by the Franks, which unfortunately shows that the peasants are already

beginning to be informed by thoughtless travellers as to the ancient identity

of their villages. This is a symptom of a malady that will cause trouble

hereafter, for the end of it will be that this pure spring of real indigenous

tradition, which has hitherto been drawn upon with confidence, will be

contaminated. The village has its eponymous Saint, Neby 'Aker
,
whose

name is by some pronounced
'Akel

,
“the wise.” 'Aker was anciently a large

beled extending over the whole dhahra (the brow of the hill). To the

.... t of the village, about five minutes away, there have been found in a

field a number of tombs built of stone, and covered in each case with one or

two large slabs with “ writing on them they contained bottles of terra

cotta, and sahdtit (coins). This field is worked by one 'Aly Abu Mou&fy.

1 here must have been a burying-ground here, one that would be very

interesting to excavate, and might perhaps tell us something about Ekron, at

any rate during some period of its existence.

* This Summeil is too fur from Hebron for the origin of its surname to be ascribed to its

proximity to that town. I suppose that some part of the territory of Summeil was assigned as

zvakef to the sanctuary of Hebron. In fact, as Robinson (German edition, III, 628, 736, 746)
had already noticed, Summeil el Khalil is none other than the Castle oj St. Samuel, which the

western pilgrims in the fifteenth century came across on the road from Dhikrin to Gaza
;
they

fancied they detected in Summeil the name of Samuel. They expressly state, moreover, that

this village paid a yearly contribution of 2,000 ducats to the support of the “ Hospital of St.

Abraham,” otherwise called Hebron. This institution was probably the Bimarestan el Manshr
founded in 680 by Sultan El Manstir Kelatin, as we are informed by Mujir ed Din {op. cit.,

p. 426) ;
or we may perhaps take it to be the famous semdt, or Holy Meal of Abraham, which was

given away daily at a fixed hour, without distinction of religion, to all strangers who happened to

be at Hebron, Among the very numerous villages standing to Hebron in the relation of wdkef
there are several that we know, for instance Kariet ZakariyA and Deir Astid, in the territory of

Nablous, mentioned by Mujir ed Din.

t The indication of the direction has been omitted in my note-book.
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Amsab'ra

.

—To the east of Mansftra and north of Khulda is a ruin

called Amsab'ra
(
= Mus&bara ?).

•

The ancient name of Ramleh, according to the fellahin of ‘Aker, wasFrantis;

others say Falastin, and Falastin el Kubra (the Great).* Can this queer name

Frantis be a corruption of the well-known name Falastin (which comes directly

from the Greek Ilakaucrrivr))? Falastin— Farastin— Farautis= Frantis.

Am Kelkha.—At el Mansura the inhabitants told us that the ancient

balad was at the ruins of Am Kelkha (Ad'kelkha?), a quarter of an hour to the

south, on the further side of Wady *Ain cl Mansura.

Kzdzeh.—To the south of Am Kelkha is Kzdzeh, at about an hour’s

distance.

The site of K’z&zeh sorely tempts one to identify it with an ancient

locality. The name at first blush looks like a purely Arabic one, meaning

“glass.” We know however from the case of Tibneh and others, that one

has to be careful about these seemingly Arabic place-names, which often

contain old Hebrew names brought into Arabic forms by folk-etymology. I

wonder whether, by virtue of this principle, we ought to recognise in I\ zdzeh

the name of the town Makaz
,
mentioned along with a group of Danite towns

in the jurisdiction of Ben-Dekar, one of the twelve niccdbim
,
or governors, of

Solomon (1 Kings, iv, 9).

and yptt (from the root yp) contain the same radical elements,

granting the generally admitted equivalence of the y and the
j .

El Umganna .—Half-an-hour west of K ’zdzeh there is a ruined town

called Khiirbet cl Um'gannd' (=el Mahatma). The town was anciently

surrounded by seven towers, and was the residence of a king of the name of

Mclek cl Mitgim. The name of this fabulous king,
> is evidently

derived from the same root as the name of the town,
;
the difference

between the two verbal forms is to be noted. El Mugnd, otherwise called

el Mukna
,
signifies in Arabic not merely “ he who has his head veiled,” as it

is translated in the Name Lists, but also “ he who wears a helmet.” This

recalls a detail in the description of Goliath and his helmet of brass in the

Bible. Native legend therefore would tend to localise Gath in the environs of

el Um’ganna'. The problem of Gath is so hopeless, and so many different

solutions haVe been suggested, that this one of the fellahin is really as good as

* As will be seen further on (ch. VI), the name Falastin the Great is, on the other hand,

attributed to Sebaste by the inhabitants of that town.

2 C 2
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most, and might, if need were, be supported by topographical and historical

arguments.* At all events Um’ganna* cannot for a moment be taken for

the Mechamim or Machamim (eight miles from Eleutheropolis, on the way to

Jerusalem),t which St. Jerome has in view when he speaks of Bethmaacha

;

neither distance nor direction would suit. Still less is it the Mechonah of the

Bible, which is written with letters radically different (rU3Q).

Khuldd.—From Mansftrah (Manshra) we proceeded to Khuld&

(Khuldeh). Here we found an inhabitant of Ramleh, a good-natured, chatty

fellow, by name As'ad Efendy Abu Ja'far, who had come to settle some

business connected with loans to the fellahln. The following are notes of my
talks with him :

—

Kal*at ed Dabbeh,\ the port of Yebn&, was called Rubil like the wely and

the river
;

* As an opportunity is now offered, I will draw attention to a more important point, which

may perhaps rank as a factor in the problem of Gath, at any rate from the onomastic standpoint.

In the marginal annotations to the Merafid, YAktit mentions a karieh in the Gaza country, which

he calls JUein, observing that this name is the dual of fit (=“thc two /it’s”). This locality

appears to me to be identical with the one which Khalil edh Dhihery, in his Description of the

Empire of the Mamelukes
,
places between Gaza and Beit Deras. The name is barely legible in

the MS. at the Bibliothbque Nationale uj*-); it hasbeen incorrectly read Habnln by Quatrembre

and flnln by M. Ravaisse, but it is evidently the Jitein of Yakfit. It is also the fatin

(^rJoLs;—to be vocalized Jatehi) spoken of by Makrizy as being on the road from Gaza to Ramleh.

( History of the Mameluke Sultans
,

I, 239.) This name JUein or fatein
,
“the two Git's” or “the

two Gat’s,” recalls in striking fashion, it must be admitted, the name of the celebrated Philistine

town. I have long searched in vain for it on the Map, and am at length convinced that it is

represented by Ejjeh
,
quite close to Barbara. The real name of this locality, written in the

Name Lists, is really, as appears from Robinson’s lists, <0^)1 el Jieh, and the regular dual form of

this must have been formerly used to denote a pair of places, the second being perhaps that now
called Barbara . It is perhaps the uWrj I'\00<lfi spoken of by the Onomasticon (s.v. TcOOd) in

reference to Gath. It is a rather curious coincidence that there exists a place of the same name
ElJith (or ElJiyeh) between Saida and Beyrout, which is also called Kh&n Neby Yfines. Now
Jonas, whose name has a connection with the place in legend, was born at Gath Hefer in Zebulon,

so that the two Hebrew homonyms had two Arabic homonyms corresponding to them. I will add
the final remark that the modern Arabic form el Jieh, for the village near Barbara, is vouched for

by a mediaeval charter of 1126 (Delavillc le Roulx, Cartulaire des Hospitallers
,

I, No. 74), which,

as I think, actually alludes to our village in these terms : “casale nomine Algie ... in territorio

Abscalonis (sic).”

t Meshanum, the form adopted by the generality of topographers after Reland, is a bad
reading, invalidated by the MSS. St. Jerome means, when he quotes this name Machamim

,
the

Beth Maacah of 2 Sam. xx, 14, 15; moreover, with him it is a mere identification of names,

valueless from the topographical point of view.

$ See supra
, p. 163.
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Benjamin has a makdm near Deir Turif, in the plain
;

Sultan edh Dhalier (Beibars) conquered the King of Jaffa, Yafil. There

was at Lydda at the same time a king called Kfir el Luddy
,
at Ramleh a

king called Filastin, brother of Constantine
;
he it was that built Ramleh.

El Fentsh was king at el ‘Arish, Ibrahim el Haurdny, vizir of el Melek

edh Dhdher, fought him and pursued him as far as Jaffa, where he took

refuge. Ibrahim el Haurdny entered the city secretly. He was recognised

by a tavern-keeper, who said to him, “ Thou art a Mussulman. What dost

thou here ?” “ I am come,” Ibrahim replied to him, “ to cut off the heads of

the three kings.” The tavern-keeper told him to wait till the morrow, hid

him at his house, and gave him food. Then he pointed out to him a way by

which to penetrate to the citadel. Ibrahim made his way in, and cut off the

head of King Yafil, but el Femsh and the other king managed to get away.

The proclamation of edh Dhdher, victor of Jaffa, is still extant, written on a

large marble slab, in the Jdme* el Abiadh, and a detailed account of these

events is given in the book entitled Futiihdt edh Dhdher
,

“ the victories of

edh Dhdher.”

This narration is the oddest medley of history and legend—
I
give it for

what it is worth. Here and there in it I seem to catch an echo of the old

Pharaonic story :
“ How Tutii took the town of Joppa.”

The fellahin of Khuldd, who were there in company with As'ad Efendy,

gave me the following information :

—

At Deir cr Ruhbdn
,
half-an-hour east of Musa Tali'a, there is an ancient

inscription
;
at Sejed (to the south of Khuldd) is another

;
north-west of Deir

er Ruhbdn is Deir Zdker

;

Between Beit Fdr and Beit Stisin is the sanctuary of Sheikh N'dheir;

Near 'Ain Shemes there is a large threshing-floor called el Metsh,

together with the well of Bir eth Themed ;

The ethnic name of the inhabitants of Beit A'tdb is 'Atdby in the

singular, and
‘

Atdb'neh in the plural
;
that of the inhabitants of Deir Ebdn is

Deir Ebdny in the singular, Deidrbch in the plural

Samson’s Country.

From Khuldd we proceeded to 'Arttif, where we were to stay the night.

Following tbe road which runs along the high ground, parallel with the Wdd
es Serdr, we reached 'Ain Tarif to west of Rdfdt and quite near it. A little
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further on, in the W&dy RAfet, I noticed a well, with a vaulting and a defaced

base of a column, called Bir el Keba\

Sdrtk and Sorek.—Only a few minutes north from here there is a ruin of

no great importance in itself, but extremely interesting, as will be seen, on

account of its name, which greatly struck me. The fellahin of R&f&t told me
that it was called Khtirbet Sitrfk. What I had done was nothing more or less

than to discover the Caphar Sorech of the Onomasticon, looked for in vain

down to our day, and at the same moment to get proof that at the beginning

of the fourth century the W&d es SerAr was supposed to be identical with the

valley of Sorek where Delilah dwelt. I have already briefly mentioned this

discovery' at the time of making it.*

The various questions raised by it are of some consequence, and will

repay a moment’s attention.

Eusebius says, s.v. Zwprjx, “ a torrent (valley) whence came Samson’s

Delilah
;
there is a village on the borders (optois) of Eleutheropolis called

Baprjx (sic) near Saar, where Samson came from.”

This passage has evidently been tampered with by copyists. We
certainly ought, as has been proposed by Vallarsius, relying on the version of

St. Jerome, to correct opi'ois into /Jopa'ois (northern); Baprjx into Ka<f>apo-(t>pTjx>

and also %aap to Xapad St. Jerome does in fact amend the passage, and

makes it precise, as follows :
“ there may be still seen at the

present day, to the north of Eleutheropolis, a village named Capharsorech
,

near the town of Saraa, where Samson came from.”

There can be no doubt as to the identity of the village spoken of by St.

Jerome with our Silrtk, which is situated less than two miles from Sara, the

ancient Zorak, the home of Samson. The name and the position are in

absolute accord, the more so as we are sure, from another passaged that the

Ono?nasticon located the Zorah of the Bible, as modern commentators do, at

the present village of Sar'a.

Elsewhere, under the word '£<opnfjK,\ the Onomasticon says: “in the

territory' of Dan, where Samson was, near Esthaol.” The Danite towns

* In a letter to the Committee, dated 25th June, 1874. Extracts from this were published

in the Statement of the same year.

t Onomasticon
,

s.v. Xa/>ta (sic), Saara

:

“ On the borders of Eleutheropolis, on the north,

as you go to Nicopolis” ('Amw&s), 11 at about the tenth mile.” The distance is rather too short, but

the regulating expressions ws hvi and quasi, sufficiently show that it is only meant to be

approximate. See my remarks in a note further on, concerning Esthaol.

} Note the spelling, a k this time, instead of an x
;

St. Jerome keeps to his Sorech.
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Eshtaol and Zorah, according to the indications given in the Bible, must have

been tolerably close together
;
so there is nothing surprising in the fact that

the Onomasticon at one time places Sorech near Saraa, at another near

Eshtaol. Moreover, in another passage the Onomasticon ascribes to Esthaol

a position and a distance which again brings us to the environs of Sara :
“ at

the tenth mile from Eleutheropolis, to the north, as you go to Nicopolis.”*

The WAd es SerAr, which passes by the foot of Sftrlk, undoubtedly the

Caphar Sorech of St. Jerome, may perfectly well at some period have given it

or have borrowed from it its name, as is constantly the case with valleys, and

may have been called in the fourth century the valley of Sorech, and later on

the valley of Surik.

Is it then to be supposed that this valley of Silrik, or Sorech ,
is really the

ancient valley of Sorek of the Bible ? That is quite another question.

The purely topographical view presents no difficulty, as this identification

brings us right into the middle of the zone of operations of the Danite hero.

From the onomastic point of view, there are certain doubts which I cannot

pass by unexamined. The Biblical name is written with the koph, p"YlP. How
did they write this Semitic name Caphar Sorech which St. Jerome preserved,

and how ought the Arab name Stlrik, which I have noted, to be written ? In

* This time the distance is expressed without any approximatory qualification, there is no

w* Caro or quasi, the calculation is rigid. Taking it literally, one arrives at the conclusion that the

Esthaol of the Onomasticon was at Beit el Jemdl, where likewise a legend of the fellahin, which I

shall treat of later, would place the Eshtaol of the Bible. This of course is not to say that the

data of the Onomasticon and local tradition are to be taken for gospel. Enough for us to bear

this in mind, that Sara and Beit el Jemdl, being separated by the Wad es Serar, and this valley

being in the eyes of the Onomasticon the Biblical Valley of Sorek, it would say with equal justness

that Sorek was near Saraa or near Esthaol.

In support of the identification of Beit el Jemdl and the Esthaol of the Onomasticon
,
I will

quote another passage of the same work which is quite conclusive (s.v. 'lafit ?*, Jarimuth), “Jarimuth
”

(the Onomasticon means the Jarmuth of Joshua x, 3), “about four miles from Eleutheropolis, in

the neighbourhood of the village of Esthaol. ” Jarimuth, or Jarmuth, is certainly Khiirbet Yarmitk

;

the distance mentioned by the Onomasticon is incorrect, but the position is beyond doubt
;
more-

over, the Onomasticon corrects itself about the distance under the word 'Up/nov?, Jermus
,
saying

thatJermucha ('k/>/tox^*) is the place situated at the tenth mile from Eleutheropolis on the road

to Jerusalem. .Now Beit el Jemdl, as a matter of fact, is just about an English mile from

Khiirbet el Yarmflk.

Under the word 'A oOdX, Asthaol

\

the Onomasticon suggests another, totally different, and

evidently erroneous, identification with a village called ’A oOto, Astho, between Azotus and Ascalon.

It is superfluous' to remark that this village, whatever it may be, can have nothing in common
with Eshtaol of the Bible.
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the transliteration of Eusebius, p£<u]pi)x» and in that of St. Jerome, Caphar

Sorech, the presence of the x and the ch would rather seem, to judge from the

practice of these two authors, to imply the existence of a kaph rather than a

kopk in the -name which they noted and compared with the Hebrew name

;

and in fact we have seen that when they do quote the real Biblical name they

usually write it totpi/jK and not %o>pyjX' It is therefore a fair objection that the

name of the place noted in the Onomasticon was yVtt? and not jTYO. If so,

this would be a case of one of those arbitrary identifications which the authors

of the Onomasticon , anticipating the hardihood of certain modern com-

mentators, sometimes did not scruple to make
;
consequently, though we

might have found the valley of Sorech of the Onomasticon—which would be

interesting enough—we should not any the more for that have found the

valley of Sorek of the Bible, which would be much more so.

The knot could be cut if we knew the exact form of the Arab name

Sdrik; but unluckily the same doubt confronts us on this very point. Is it

°r

I was not able to clear up the matter on the spot, and I recommend the

filling up of this lacuna to future explorers. Everyone knows how difficult it

often is when dealing with the fellahin dialect to distinguish between an

emphatic kdf and a natural kdf since in some parts they pronounce the first

in the same way as the second
;
on the other hand, it must be said, they

frequently pronounce the second like ch y though not invariably. All I can

say is that I have heard and noted Sdrfk and never Silrich, so the chances

are in favour of the emphatic kdph
,
and, consequently, of the real onomastic

identity between the Arab Sfirik and the Sorech of St. Jerome, on the one

hand, and the Sorek of the Bible on the other : pW =
The Survey Party, which noted the name some time after I had pointed

out its importance, writes it But this transliteration in the Name
Lists is open to the same doubts as I have already enumerated, and these

doubts seem to me to be substantiated by the following observation, which I

think the more necessary to be made, as it will lead me directly—putting

aside all questions of phonetics—to certain topographical and historical

indications which are not without importance in the solution of the geographical

problem.

At some distance from Khurbet Sdrtk there is a village that seems to me
homonymous with the place we are dealing with. These cases of homonymy
are frequent in Palestine, as everyone knows. This village is Beit Sdrlk, in

the direction of Kiilbnieh, to the north. Now the name of this village, well-
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known as it is, is involved in precisely similar difficulties of orthography. In

Robinson’s lists it is written
;
in a MS. official list which has been in

my possession for the last twenty years, and was issued by the office of the

SerA'i at Jerusalem, it is written, on the contrary, dijj* ;
the Name Lists give

the two spellings. It is clear that only one of these radically different forms can

be right. But which is it ? This brings us back to the very same question

that confronted us in treating of our Kkurbet Sfirik.

This onomastic identification of Kh. Silrik and Beit Siirik leads us to

another of a different kind, one that tends to prove that at one time the WAd
es SerAr may have borne the name of the Valley of Sfirlk, which is a strong

argument in favour of its identity with the Valley of Sorek of the Book of

Judges. The village of Beit Stirlk lies just at the entrance of a short but

deep valley which, joining the WAdy Beit Hanina (a little above Kiil6nieh),

helps to form the WAd es SerAr. This branch may perfectly well have been

regarded as the real head of the valley which further on assumes the name of

WAd es SerAr
;
and I am not even convinced that this view is not hydro-

graphically admissible.*

In this case a most natural explanation would be that Kh. SClrlk and

Beit Sftrik have taken the same name, since, in spite of the distance they are

apart, they are intimately connected by the same valley, and have each of

them borrowed its name in the same way. It would follow that this valley

from its head to Kh. SArlk at least, and possibly beyond, was at one time

called the Valley of SArik.

It must be admitted that, if this view be taken, the probability of the

geographical identity of the WAd es SerAr and the Biblical Valley of Sorek,

and also consequently of the onomastic identity of Surik with the Sorech of

the Onomasticon and the Hebrew Sorek, is sensibly enhanced.

Lastly, then, is another consideration which strikes me as calculated to

turn the scale in favour of this view. It is a matter of common knowledge

that, in Hebrew, the word sorek (ptltf) signifies a vine of a superior quality,

characterised by the particular colour of the grapes it bears. The word is

rendered in the old Arabic versions of the Bible by and which is

identical with one of the forms of the name of the two modern localities

already treated of. The valley of Sorek must have been so called from being

* In spite pf the course laid down on the Map, and the considerations of M. Trelawney

Saunders, it may be said that the Wad es SerAr begins at Beit Sftrtk and receives the WAdy Beit

Hanina as an affluent.

2 D
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planted with numerous vineyards, which were its characteristic feature.*

Now, it is very impressive to notice, that, in the environs of this very KH.

Stirik, one finds at every step magnificent wine presses cut out in the rock,t

the most remarkable perhaps in all Palestine, and bearing witness that vine-

growing was practised to a high degree on the slopes of the W&d es Ser&r

at an early period.

For all these reasons, and for others, too, that I could not give here

without increasing this volume beyond measure, I incline more and more to

the belief that the Kh. Stirik, discovered by me, and identical with the Caphar

Sorech of the Onomasticon
,
has really preserved for us the name of the valley

of Sorek, and that this valley is none other than the Wid es Ser&r which

runs below Surik.

Ra/dt.—At Raf&t we came upon a commemorative funeral ceremony,

an extremely curious one, accompanied by songs and dances. Some peasants

from Beit A'tib, ensconsed beneath a great ersh of leaves supported by a

stone pillar, gave us a most hearty welcome. In addition to the name Sfirlk,

which has just dragged me into this long but necessary digression, I got some

more items of information from them :

At Rdfdt there is a Sheikh Rdfdty

;

at Sur’ah
(
Sara) there is the Sheikh

Samet or
;
at EshCta’ (Eshft*) is Neby Shuti

About a quarter of an hour west of Deir Ab&n is the place called Tanttlra
,

beside which is the well Bir ez Zurra ; eighteen men once were massacred

there.

Sara.—The sun was about to set as we reached Sara, behind a hill

shaped like a promontory. I noticed on it numerous rock-hewn vaults.

From the sanctuary of Sheikh SAmet, which rises to the south of the village,

we had a glorious view over ‘Ain Shemgs, Deir Ab&n, ‘ArtCtf, and so forth,

and over the W&d es Ser4r, which here extends to an imposing breadth.

On the further side of the valley, to the east, we descried by the last beams of

* Samson, accompanied by his father and mother, goes down to the vines of Timnah

(Judges xiv, 5)=Tibneh, a little lower down, in the Wad es Serar.

t Several examples will be found reproduced with great fidelity by M. Schick in the

Zeitschrijt des dcutschen Palaestina- Vereitts, X, p. 131, et seqq., 1887. Compare those that we

noted in the direction of Beit Nettif, which are engraved later on in the book.

J Or Neby Ishu'a (Es/ifi'a)
;

it is well-nigh impossible to make out from the pronunciation

of the fellahin whether the name begins with an i or not, as this letter, if it exists, is merged

into the final y of neby.
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the setting sun, numerous mouths of tombs hewn in the side of the hill. A
quarter of an hour later we had reached our camp at ‘Artdf.

'Artfif.
—‘Art&f has every appearance of being an ancient place. Its

name, however, recalls no memories of the Bible, and is moreover difficult to

explain in Arabic, whether we write it with Robinson, or with

thzName Lists. In the latter case one might suggest “stout,” “strong,”

turned into yjS. by a metathesis similar to that which has transformed

Latriln into Ratl&n in the dialect of the fellahfn. If, on the contrary, the

name is written with an emphatic t, we may, perhaps, regard the r as an

epenthetic letter (equivalent to reduplication by daguesh ; cf. in Aramaic

for
;

in which case
*

ArtHf would be instead of 'Attilf

;

*AtHJ

means “curved,” 'Atfif, “a harpoon.” However, none of these various

conjectures lead us to any etymology that clears up the ancient toponymy.

1 thought at one time that 'Arttif might possibly represent, topographically

at any rate, even if not onomastically, the town of Tappuah , men, which is

mentioned along with Zorah in this same group of the Shephelah. It must

be allowed that the name would have changed remarkably on the way. Still,

it is to be noted that in the ancient Syriac version it has already begun to

undergo a marked change, Pathuk ; on the other hand, the k, especially when

final, easily becomes
*

atn in Arabic
;
witness the name of the neighbouring

town of Zanoah rnift, now Zanda. We should have then the following

process, every step of which would have its phonetic justification : Tappuah =
Pathuh = Pattil = *Attlif= 'Artdf* It is a rather curious coincidence that

Robinson was once led to identify an homonymous Tappuah (Bn Tappuah
)

in the neighbourhood of Sichem, with a place called 'Atfif, the name of which

seems to be related to 'Artflf. Nevertheless, the question seems to me far

from settled, and I shall return to it anon when dealing with En Gannim, with

which the Tappuah of Judah seems to be closely connected.

Places around\— Next day, before starting on our way to Jerusalem, I

devoted part of the morning to examining certain spots near ‘ArtCtf that

especially interested me. I should have greatly liked to explore thoroughly

this most curious region, forming as it does the heart of the primitive territory

of the tribe of Dan, and the scene of the traditional history of Samson. But

for this purpose we should have had to stay there a day at the least, and I was

* As for the change from t natural to t emphatic (if there really be one in the name) this

would be explained by the influence of the guttural 'ain at the beginning of the word. This

latter phenomenon is frequent in Arabic.

2 I) 2
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obliged to return to Jerusalem on urgent business. I resolved to confine our

explorations on this occasion to ‘Ain Shemgs and Deir AMn, promising

myself to complete them later on by a special excursion, which, unluckily, I

was prevented by circumstances from carrying out.

Before leaving ‘Artftf, I had a small conference on archaeology and

topography with the village fellahtn, in the course of which I gleaned various

scraps of information
;

I will lay them before the reader just as I received

them. We had before our eyes, as we talked, the panorama of the places to

which the information related
;
this served as a text, so to speak, to these

artless but interesting commentaries, which checked, completed, and sometimes

even contradicted one another, according to the turns of the conversation or

the personal character of the speakers. The eye beheld at one glance from

the heights of ‘Artuf : Eskiia
,
'Aslin, Sara, ‘Ain Shemfc, Deir Aban, etc.

Here is a small view taken from ‘ArtGf looking towards Sara , which is

separated from it by the Wady Mutlak.

VIEW FROM 'ARlCF l.OOKINO TOWARDS sOr'AH (SAR*A).

I now let my fellahin speak for themselves

:

The locality situated not far to the west of ‘Ain Shemgs, and which figures

on the map of Van de Velde—the only one I then had at my command

—

under the name of
*Ain Jineh, "the spring of Jineh,” is really called

Umm Jina, and there is no spring there. This piece of information

was opposed to a conjecture that I had formed for some time past, relying on

the erroneous transcription of Van de Velde, which consisted in identifying

this spot with the town of En Gannim. However, as I shall presently

mention, the notion is still tenable. At Umm Jtna there is the sanctuary of

Neby Heidar is one of the names of the lion in Arabic).
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— At ‘Ain Shem&s there is the sanctuary of Abu Metsar
,
brother to Sheikh

es Sdmet, whose sanctuary is at Sar‘a, opposite ‘Ain Shemds. Abu Meizar is

a nickname, meaning “ the father of the woollen mantle or head-dress.” One

Christian feast day Abu Meizar penetrated into the church, disguised as a

monk. He seized hold of the central column sustaining the building, crying

:

Ya Kudret Allah, “ O power of God,” and overthrew the church, which fell

in ruins and crushed the congregation. He had said to the Mussulmans,

“ You will find me lying on my back, on the door post (*adhideh

)

;
bury me

near it, on the western side.”

— The saint of Sara, Sheikh Sdmet, brother of Abu Meizar, was fighting

against the infidels (Kuffdr). He had been asked where he was to be buried.

“At the place,” he replied, “where my rektz (javelin) shall stick into the

ground.” He was at ‘Ain Shemes at the time. He hurled his rektz, which

planted itself in the soil to the south of Sar*a, where his makdm stands to

this day.

— At ‘Eselln is the sanctuary of Sheikh Gherlb. The fellahln, those at least

with whom I talked, knew of no legend relating to it.

— At Deir el Hawd, to the east of Deir Abdn, there is a sanctuary of

Sheikh Selmdn el Farsy.

— Between Umm Jlna and Tibneh is a btr (well or cistern) called Btr el

Leimtln, but no spring; above, to the east, is a ruin of the same name. In

old times a certain personage desiring to withdraw his daughter from the

attentions of her lover, built for her a stronghold
(
kastr

)
right over the well.

I was not able to get a complete account of this long and involved legend.

The girl's name was Jamla, the lover’s Jemtl. Jemil is buried at Rdfdt, to

the west of Sar*a.

— Between'Ain Shemes and Deir Abdn lies a ruined place called 'Elltn^Alin).

— Between Sar*a and Rdfdt is Deir et Tdhtineh, where one may see enormous

stones, columns, and a door, still in position, said to be the church door.

— Between Deir Abdn and ‘Ain Shemfis, at the foot of the hill, is a sort of

rocky pier hump, a weir, called Tantlira. A very long time ago the soldiers

of the “ government ” cut off there the heads of forty-five fellahln
;
“ eighteen

pairs of brothers were massacred on these rocks.” From thence forward it

passed into a by-word, dabhat et Tantdra, “a Tantdra slaughter,” being used

to express a great massacre.

— East of Tantdra, between ‘Artdf and Deir Abdn, is a ruined spot called

Kh. Jenna ir. *A musket shot to the east of Jena'lr is Kh. Hardzeh.

Not far to the east of this, between Deir el Hawd and Hardzeh, is Kh . Merj
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*Ellin, “the ruin of the meadow of 'Ellin;” to the north of this last named

ruin is Kh. Rabf.

— Beit A'tfib, to the east of Deir Ab&n, belonged of old to the Fentsk.

There is still to be seen, to the north of Beit Jibrln, at A*rdk el Finsk

(
= Fenlsh), an immense cave with an inscription carved over the doorway

saying :
“ We have filled it with black zeblb duriimly

, do you fill it merely with

chopped straw (tib#n), and grain.” It is a sort of challenge; zebib is dry

grapes
;
as for diirUmly

,
I take it to be an adjective composed of the word

durum and the Turkish termination ly, and signifying a particular sort of

grape, I cannot tell which.*

Wad es Serdr.—After this long conversation, we took leave of our ‘Artfif

villagers, and directed by one of them, whom we had chosen as guide, we

descended into the Wfid es Ser&r, on our way to ‘Ain Shem&s. Several minor

valleys join the main one at this point
;

it is quite wide, and affords a level

surface adapted for corn-growing. The harvest had been already gathered in

when we passed, but the long stubble was left standing. The whole

answers to the description in 1 Samuel vi, 13 ; this valley bottom is the etnek

where the people'of Beth Shemesh were getting in the harvest when they

saw the cart bearing the Ark arriving. Somewhere hereabouts must have

been the field of Joshua the Beth-Shemite, whose name has perhaps been

handed down in that of the place and neby called EshUd. Numerous

hypotheses have been put forward as to the origin of this latter, but this, the

simplest and perhaps the most probable, has not been thought of.

Boundary .—Our guide pointed out to me in the distance the boundary

of the territory of ‘Ain Shem£s, which descends from south to north, passing

by a landmark situated to the east of *Ain Shemes on the side of the hill,

towards the outskirts of a small grove of olives.

Thus 'Ain Shemes has a regular boundary, a hadd, exactly as Beth-

Shemesh, which it represents, had its gebul, its “boundary;”! up to this

gebel the lords of the Philistines walked behind the Ark, when they brought

it from Ekron. I could not get anyone to show me which way the hadd

went that bounded the territory of ‘Ain Shemes on the west. It would be

* For a moment I thought I could recognise in durum the name of the district of Darom, to

which Eleutheropolis belonged. But in this case one would have rather expected to find a long

form, such as durtim, dtlrtim. Besides, the name Darom has been modified by the Arabs in

quite a different way, viz., Ddrftn.

t 1 Samuel, vi, is.
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interesting to verify this on the spot, since it is on this western side that

we must look for the boundary at which the Philistines, who came from the

west, stopped their progress. It should be noticed, moreover, that the field

of Joshua the Beth-Shemite, which I shall have occasion to speak of again

shortly, was situated further to the east, since the Bible narrative (v. 13)

says that the cart bearing the Ark still continued to proceed after the

Philistines had stopped at the frontier.

Rujdm .—In the midst of the valley formed by the confluence of the

W&d es Ser&r and the Wldy Mutlak, between Sara, ‘Artfif, ‘Ain Shemgs,

and Deir Abdn, I observed a low flat mound, covered with small stones,

called Khurbct er Rujfim, and also R'jitm 'Artuf “the heap of stones of

•*Artflf.” I thought to myself how well adapted the spot was for the scene

of the holocaust offered by the Beth-Shemites to celebrate the return of the

Ark. Kh. er R'jftm, our guide told me, was formerly “a I\al*a (fortress)

like a church.”

En Gannim.— In speaking to me of Kh. Kheishilm
,
he told me that it used

to be the beled “ country, or town ” of a King called Sultan el Jdnn. This

name, Jdnn is a rather curious one. At first sight it appears to be

merely the Arabic word signifying “demon, genie,” but I should not be

surprised if in reality it was a modification of the name of the ancient town

of En Gannim £3^ py, “the spring of the gardens,” which I have already

mentioned in speaking of Umm Jina, near Kheishtim. What made me
hesitate to identify Umm Jina with En Gannim was, as I have said, my
noticing that the word *ain, “spring,” formed no part of the modern name,

and, more serious still, that there was not even a spring at Umm Jina.

However, this last objection which I raised to myself loses much of its

potency from the following fact: at
*Ain Shemh

, well-established as the

:ounterpart of the Beth-Shemesh of the Bible, there is no spring either, any

nore than at Umm Jina, despite the word *ain, “spring,” which enters into

he composition of the modern name. It is, however, probable that there

nust have been at one time a spring at ‘Ain Shem&s to justify this significant

ppellation. The spring must have disappeared, no rare occurrence in Judaea

»r elsewhere. The case of Umm Jina may have been similar. I revert, then,

j my original ijdea, confirmed as it is by the mention of this Sultan el Jdnn
>calised at Keishtim. I am inclined to believe that the town of En Gannim,

lentioned in Joshua as being in the district now under consideration, was
tuated on thar remarkable ridge on the north of which Umm Jina was
jilt, and to the south of which Khdshftm stretches, “the country of the
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King of el J£nn;” Jina and Jann, I think, preserved the name Gannim

(plural of Gan

)

in two slightly different forms depending one on the other.

The memory of the “gardens” that gave the place its Hebrew name has also

perhaps been preserved in a material way in the names of Bir el Leimtin,

Khurbet Bir el Leimun ,
which presuppose the existence of groves of citron-

trees.

In the passage of Joshua (xv, 34) in which En Gannim appears, there is

an anomaly calculated to arouse our attention. It is well known that there is

a fundamental principle in this long list of the towns belonging to the various

tribes of Israel
;

the towns are grouped by threes in the verses, the few

exceptions to this general rule having in every case their raison d'etre.

Now in v. 34 the rule of three is broken, at least if the received

translations be admitted, and we have four towns instead of three : Zanoah

En Gannim
,
Tappuah

,
and Enani. A close inspection of the Hebrew text will

reveal the fact that, owing to the peculiar employment of the conjunction and,

the verse really contains only three towns, not four : And Zanoah
,
and En

Gannim Tapptiah, and Enam. The absence of any conjunction between

En Gannin and Tappuah would seem to show that the two places are really

one, and that, consequently, if En Gannin is at Umm Jina, it is at the latter

place also that Tappuah should be located. This conclusion would at the

same time remove all possibility of placing Tappuah at 'Artftf.*

The Onomasticon places En Gannim near Bethel
,
which is a violation of

all probability
;
we should probably correct Bethel to Bethsames.

Various Notes.—As we climbed the slopes of the hill of 'Ain Shemfis, our

guide continued to gossip in instructive fashion :

— Between Deir Aban and Tanttira, he told me, there is a well (or cistern)

called Bir es Zurra (Zero') (already mentioned).

— Between 'Ain Shemes and Deir Abdn, to the north of 'Ellin (’Alin), is a

ruin called Kh. Umm ed Dahab, “the mother of gold.”

— Close by 'Ellin (’Alin) is a sanctuary of the saint of the same name,

Sheikh 'Ellin. This is a hypaethral makdm, without masonry.

The ancient nameof DeirAbdnwasZeidelMal

\

“the increaseof the money. ”t

* And also the hypothesis that has been proposed, of identifying the Petah Enaitn of the

story of Tamar (Gen. xxxviii, 14) with a combination of Tappuah (by metathesis) and the Enam
of the verse of Joshua.

t Notice here again this expletive qualification cl mdl, which the fellahin appear to have a

strong liking for, and which they add to many ancient place-names. To the examples above

quoted (p. 100) there should also be added one which occurs to me, namely Stir Baker, called

by the fellahin Sur el mdl
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— At Eshft* is the mak&m of Neby Aushd who fought against the

Kuff&r or pagans. He came from Beit Neb&la.* Pursued by a numerous

band of enemies, he escaped from his native land and took refuge at Eshu\
“ Here shall I die!" said he. He sat down, threw his ihrdm (cloak) over his

shoulder, and died. He used to slay the enemy with a “ wooden sabre" (seif

khashab).t The sabre is still at Eshti\

‘Ain Shemh.—On reaching the top of the hill, we inspected the ruins

of ‘Ain Shem6s4 which stretch over a considerable space, comprising numbers

of hewn stones and courses still in situ. The hill extends from west to east

between the Weld es Ser&r and the W&dy ‘Ellin (’Alin). The western

part of the ancient town occupies an eminence covered w’ith ruins which goes

by the name of R'meileh. This quarter lies just west of the wely, a small

insignificant structure called after the famous Abu Meizar
;

I noticed there,

however, a rude capital with double Doric volute, having a cross within a

circle between the two volutes.

Here I came across a new version of the legend of Abu Meizar, who
was also called, so my guide and other fellahin who were present declared,

Abu'

l

*Azem and Shemshiim el Jebbar,§
“ Samson the hero." There was

once at R’meileh, which is the ancient name of ‘Ain Shem6 s, a church of the

infidels. Abu Meizar said to the inhabitants of Sar‘a (Stir’&h), his native

place :
“ What will you give me, if 1 kill the Christians and destroy their

church ?” “We will give you a quarter of the country,” they answered him.

Then Abu Meizar entered into the church, where he found the Christians

assembled for prayer, and pulled it down on top of them and him, by giving a

mighty kick at the column, crying “ Ya Rabb /” “O Lord!” He had said

previously to his compatriots at Sara, “ Search in R’meileh, you will find me
lying on my back and the Christians on their bellies.” The present makam

* Beit Neb&la takes us to quite another region, to the north of Lydda and Mod in. Perhaps

there was some mistake on my part or that of my informant, and Beit Neb&la should be corrected

into B5r Neb&la, to the north of Neby Shamwil.

t In my note-book is the note, “or handle of a plough.” I cannot now undertake to say

whether this is a variant derived actually from the narrative of my guide, or a commentary

resulting from the explanations given me by the fellahin.

| I transliterate the Arab name Shernes and not Sherns
,
since it is really so pronounced

:

Shinies or Shames. The vulgar Arabic of Syria has in fact faithfully handed down to us in this

word, as in other similar ones, the Hebrew vocalisation : Shemesh ; it constantly applies the rule of

the segolated formsj this is why they say Kodcus {cf. the Hebrew Kodesh) and not Kods, for the

name of Jerusalem ;
tenet, not bent, “daughter;” teben, not tebn, “straw,” etc.

§ Jebbar, it need hardly be said, is the Hebrew gibbor
,

“ hero.”

2 E
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was erected to his memory. It is said that he was rather blind. His brother

was S&met, born like himself at Sara (Sur’ah).

The old people say : bein Sara il Beit el Jemal enkatal Shemshfim el

Jcbbdr,

“ between Sar*a and Beit el Jem&l* the hero Samson was killed.” To

this very day the Sheikh in charge of the sanctuary of Abu Metzar, who

comes from Beit A't&b, claims one-fourth of the produce of the olives between

Deir Ab&n and ‘Ain Shemes, in virtue of the promise made to the hero by

his fellow citizens of Sar*a. One day a fell&h who had refused to pay the

traditional due, obtained blood instead of oil, when he came to press his

sacrilegious fruit.

‘

Ellin.—From ‘Ain Shemes we turned down towards the east by south-

east into the W&dy ‘Ellin (*Alin). The upper part of this is much widened

out, and bears the name of Merdj ‘Ellin, “the meadow of ‘Ellin.” If the

word Abel •mh. “meadow,” in 1 Sam. vi, 1 8, were not, as it seems it is, an

old clerical error for pN, “stone,” we might be tempted to locate there the

great “meadow” of Joshua the Beth-Sheinite, where the Ark was placed on

its return from Philistia.

At the head of the W&dy ‘Ellin are the ruins of Kh. *Ellin. Huge

blocks lie strewn about in every direction, some of them preserving traces of

arrangement in rows, indicating that they form part of demolished buildings.

The makam of Sheikh ‘Ellin consists of a small rectangular enclosure of loose

stones
;

it is a karam open to the sky, with no trace of masonry about it.

The Sheikh ‘Ellin came from Beit Nettif, three miles and a half to the south
;

he was brother and enemy to Neby Heidar, who is worshipped not far from

there at Umm Jina.

‘Ellin must have been a centre of population not so very long ago, for it

appears on the MS. administrative list in my possession, and in that of

Robinson. The site tempts one to locate there one of the towns mentioned

in the Bible as being in the neighbourhood. Two conjectures have been

hazarded within the last few years. I had thought of those for myself, but

even now am at a loss which to adopt. They are : Enam in Judah (Joshua

xv, 34), and Elon in Dan (Joshua xix, 43). Both are philologically tenable.

* The expression “between Sar'a and Beit cl Jemal” curiously recalls one that occurs twice

over in the account given in the book of Judges: “Between Zorah and Eshthaol” (Mahaneh Dan,

and the family tomb of Samson); as well as the constant association of these two towns. It

implies, as I have already remarked, the identity of Beit el Jemal and Eshtaol in fellah tradition,

which seems in this respect to agree with the tradition recorded by the authors of the Onomasticon.

I note this curious fact without attaching otherwise any importance to it.
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1

As regards the second, I will add that one might equally well, if not better,

from the topographical and onomastic point of view, identify Eton with 'A lent

(Dhahr), a little west of Beit Mahsir.

Tantltra,—An ancient road cut in the rock goes down from Kh. ‘Ellin

to the W&dy Deir Ab&n. We took this in order to reach the village which

gave it its name. Our guide either could not or would not take us to Tantura,

the existence of which had been expressly mentioned to us by the fellahin

of ‘ArtClf.* I was keenly desirous of visiting this place on account of its

suggestive name. From his confused account it would appear that Tanthra

is also called Sdfieh CuiL, not

Neby Sti'eib.—Before arriving at Deir Abin, and while deviating left and

right a little to find TantClra, we came to the Wady Bir ez Zurra
,
where we

found a rocky mound with the ruins called Kh. Umm cd Dahab ; it is crowned

by the wely of Neby SlTefb.+

Bir es Zurra.—Opposite to the east, at the bottom of the valley, is the

well of Bir ez Zurra. Above, on the hill-side, in the direction of 'Ain

Shemes, we perceived at some distance a ruin called Kh. cs Sidgh , “the ruin

of the goldsmiths,” the name of which seems to form a pendant to that

of the neighbouring ruin Kh. Umm ed Dahab, “the ruin of the mother of

gold.”

To Deir Abdn.—To get to Deir Abdn from the bottom of the valley, we

had a nasty piece of climbing over rocks, where we were in continual peril of

breaking our necks. As we neared the village, I noticed numerous cisterns

and caves hewn out in the rock. The village rises in terraces on the side of

the hill. The mosque is called by an insignificant and very common sort of

name, el 'Amay. There are in addition two welys, one of Sheikh *Odeid, the

other of the Arbain, “forty” (martyrs). In the upper part of the wall of the

mosque we noticed a piece of sculpture, and M. Lecomte made a drawing

of it.f

Wdd Sherk.—To the south of Deir AMn is a small valley of no length,

called Shc'b Wdd Sherk
, which joins the Wdd Deir Abdn after passing by

the foot of the village. I am not sure about the exact form of the name. 1

1

sounded to me like Sherk but it may have been cherk
,
the initial ch being

* Their statements were confinned a few hours later by the fellahin of Deir el Ilaw&, but

we were already too far off to go back.

t Sho'eib, who is, as is well known, the representative of the Jethro of the Bible in Mussulman

legend.

$ This drawing cannot be found.

2 F. 2
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partially merged in the final d of the word wdd; wdd ckerk. In this case

the original form would be which is not likely
; CJ

f

would do very well,

but in that case it ought to have sounded to me cherch
,
not cherk

*

Deir Abdn .—The question arises whether Deir Ab&n represents an

ancient town, and if so, what ? The name is found in identically the same

shape in other parts of Palestine, t and even right up near Damascus.^ This

then makes three monasteries at least that have borne the name of Abdn.

Their origin remains involved in obscurity, and the relation established between

these three widely separated localities by this similarity of name defies

detection. As to the Deir Abdn near 'Ain Shemes, I have already asked

myself the question§ whether this puzzling name Abdn might not stand for

the Hebrew word Eben
, “stone, rock,” and whether, in this event, our Deir

Abin might not be connected with that Eben which plays so important a part

in two episodes of Israelitish history that appear to have occurred in this very

neighbourhood.

The following is the manner in which I endeavoured to state the problem,

in an article published in 1876 ||

:

—

(1) The Great Eben. The Philistines, bringing back the Ark on a

waggon from Ekron to Beth-Shemes, reach the verge of that city, now

represented by 'Ain Shemes (1 Sam. vi, 13). The waggon stops in the field

of Joshua the Beth-shemite, where there was a great stone (Eben) ;
the ark

is rested on the “ great stone,” a sacrifice is offered in this place, and the cows

which were drawing the Ark are sacrificed (vv. 14, 15). A little further on

(v. 18), in speaking of the gold offerings, the narrator returns to this “great

stone ”11 on which the Ark was rested, and which is pointed out to this day

in the field of Joshua; it seems this time to indicate clearly the limit of the

Philistine territory (“to the great stone ”), which, moreover, is confirmed

by the fact that the Philistines go no farther, and that, after accompanying

the Ark to this point, they return to Ekron. The memory of this event is,

if my opinion is correct, preserved in the name of Deir Abdn. As to the

* I doubt its being the WMy el Kerk'ah of the JVame Lists (ioy), the valley of Deir Abdn
into which the little valley runs that I am speaking of.

t Between Sebaste and Kalansaweh.

} YakCtt, MoJem el J3ulddn, s.v.

§ Quarterly Statement^ 1874, p. 279.

||
Academy

,
October 28th, 1876.

fl Abel
,
“ meadow,” must be corrected into eben “stone,” in the opinion of all the com-

mentators.
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extraordinary importance assigned it by the Book of Samuel, this is explained

by the following considerations :

—

(2) Eben ha-ezer. The Israelites on their way to attack the Philistines,

who had advanced to Aphek, encamp— probably on the confines of their

territory—near the stone of succour {Eben ha-ezer). Beaten the first time,

they bring up the Ark from Shiloh, and again try the fortunes of battle.

They are completely defeated, and the Ark, which falls into the hands of the

Philistines, is transported by them from Eben ha-ezer to Ashdod (1 Sam., ii).

These events occur, be it understood, before those we have just related.

Is it not natural that later on the Ark should have been carried back to

the same point where it had been captured ? On the very same spot where

the sacrilege had been committed should the expiation be made. Now this

spot bears precisely, as we have seen above, the name of “ the great stone
”

(Eben).

There is yet another argument. It is only farther on (chap, vii) that

the narrator tells us the origin of the name of Eben ha-ezer, whence it results

that, at the moment of the return of the Ark, the place did not yet bear this

name of Eben ha-ezer
,
and that the narrator only used it by anticipation when

speaking of the previous defeat of the Israelites. As the religious outrage

inflicted on the Ark had been repaired on the very same spot where it had

taken place, so the national outrage was to be atoned for under identical

conditions. It was at Eben ha-ezer itself that the Israelites, beaten at Eben
ha-ezer, were to take under the leadership of Samuel a signal revenge. It

was then only that the battle-field, determined by the position of Maspha,

Bethkar, Sen (and Aphek) was consecrated by the erection of a stone, to

which Samuel gave the name of Eben ha-ezer
,
“stone of succour.”* It

marked the point reached by the pursuit, and the Philistines never again

crossed the borders of Israel.

It results therefore from these comparisons, which I can now only briefly

indicate, waiving certain obscure points, that

—

1. The place where the Israelites were beaten and where they lost the

Ark did not assume till a later date the name of Eben ha-ezer.

2. It was to this same spot, this time called Eben , that the Philistines

carried back the Ark.

* It results from a passage in Josephus that the stone must have borne in certain Hebrew
MSS. the name of Azas tty, “strength, strong," with a final zain instead of a resh, for he
translates this name by taxvP°v» “ strong."
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3. The Israelites, having beaten the Philistines in their turn at this same

place, called it Eben ha-czer.

4. This place must have been on the confines of the Philistines and the

Israelites—may perhaps even have been one of the boundary-marks.

5. All these data, including that of the Onomasticon* apply remarkably

well to Deir Ab&n.

Before leaving this in many respects most interesting region—the land of

Samson as we may call it—to pursue the narrative of our tour, I think I ought

to add a few words on certain questions more or less closely connected with it.

'Eselin ( Aslin ).—The ruins of 'Eselln, lying just a little to the north-east of

Sar'a, do not appear to have attracted the attention of archaeologists

before 1874, at any rate from the onomastic point of view. M. Guerin

confines himself to relating a local legend, unknown to the fellahin whom I

questioned on the matter, to the effect that the sanctuary of Sheikh Gherib at

‘Eselin is the genuine tomb of Samson. This legend, if relied upon, and

combined with the modern theory identifying Eshft' with Eshtaol, would

involve the conclusion—Zoreah being indubitably Sara—that 'Eselln is

identical with Mahaneh-I)an, which was situated, like the family tomb oi

Samson, “between Zorah and Eshtaol.” But this legend, even supposing it

exists, is far too weak a basis to support such a conclusion in topography, 1

have shown above that the dim traditions of the fellahin concerning Samson,

which are arbitrarily fastened on to various more or less fabulous persons,

placed his tomb, either implicitly or explicitly, elsewhere than at 'Eselln.

Accordingly we must not build on the notion.

There remains for consideration the name '

Eselin
,
and whether it

represents a Bible name. At first sight it has an entirely Arab appearance,

and seems connected with the word 'asal, “honey.” But we know that we

often have to mistrust these names of purely Arab appearance. Tibnek
,

“chopped straw,” one would swear was Arabic, but it is beyond a doubt that

it is the name of the town of Timnah, brought into that shape by one of those

popular etymologies which are as dear to the peasantry of Palestine as to

those of our European countries. The same is true, I think, of the name of

* The Onomasticon in fact (s.v., ’A/3e»/c£c/>, Abenezer) places Eben ha-ezer near the village

of Bethsames, between Jerusalem and Ascalon. This quite tallies with the position of Deir Abdn,

and seems to imply that Eusebius and St. Jerome were also of opinion that the “great stone”

where the Ark rested on its return from Ekron
,
was identical with Eben ha-ezer.
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‘Eselin
;

it conceals from us some Bible name, but what name is it ? I have

suggested that of the town of Ashnah mentioned in the same verse (Joshua xv,

33) (between Zoreah and Eshtaol, forming the usual group of three) as

belonging to Judah.

From the phonetic stand-point, the Arabic would quite exactly

represent the Hebrew TOWN : the initial aleph
,

in contact with the shin

,

would have changed to *ain, as in the name of Ascalon,
;

the nhn to him, as in the name of Shuncm (oyW—Sati/am, As for the

addition of the termination in, so frequent in the Arab toponymy of Palestine,

it is easy to explain. So we may say that from this quarter the identification

of Ashnah and *Eselin would encounter 110 difficulty.

From the topographical point of view, the proximity of Sara
(
= Zoreah)

forms another argument in its favour. But under this second head there is an

objection that I have started against myself, and gives me pause. In

chap, xix, 41 of the same book of Joshua, we see Zoreah and Eshtaol separated

from the territory of Judah and assigned to that of Dan
; here also they form

a group of three, but no more with Ashnah, that name being replaced by Ir-

Shemesh
(
= ‘Ain Sherries,* to the south of Sara). The alternative is obvious

;

either Ashnah is identical with Ir-Shemesh ;+ or else Ashnah, if it is to stay

in the territory of Judah, must have been situated to the south of Sar'a, and

even south of ‘Ain Shemes, the territory of Dan being to the north of the

contiguous territory of Judah. In either case it becomes difficult to identify

Ashnah with ‘Eselin, which is to the north-east of Sara, and consequently

well into the Danite territory. This is why I am now inclined to ask whether

'Eselin would not be simply Eshtaol. Certainly the onomastic identity in this

case is not so immediately striking as with Ashnah, but still it is far from

impossible.

As to the first syllable the proof is ready to hand; the / is

preserved. The disappearance of the t (n) remains to be accounted for, but it

is provided with precedents, as it happens, in names of towns of analogous

form, that is to say, in which the t is not radical; c.g.
y
Eshlemoa ilQnttfN,

= es Semff . It is even possible that this t may have left a

* The question would of course assume a new aspect if the generally admitted identity of

Ir-Shcmesh and Beth-Shemcsh were to be rejected.

t This hypothesis I cannot here discuss, but after all it is not quite untenable, if it be borne

in mind that Ir-Shemesh is not mentioned, any more than Beth Shemesh is, in the list of the

towns of Judah, “though Beth-Shemesh certainly formed pari of the territory of that tribe,

(Joshua xv, 10, and, especially, xxi, 16.)
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slight trace behind it in the reduplication of the sin. This reduplication is

hard for the ear to catch, but may still be a real one :

'

Esselin
,
'Ess lin, which

would be for
*

Estelin
,
'Est'lin* To this should be added the power of

attraction of the significant Arabic word 'asal, “honey,” which may have

brought about the deviation of the word towards this meaning. It is certain

that
‘

Esclin is phonetically speaking less distant from Eshtaol than Eshti',

which hitherto found more ready acceptance. Topographically the two sites

are equally likely, on account of their nearness to Sar'a.t

Scitreh .—Just a little to the west of Beit A*t&b is a ruin called

Kh. cs Sa'irek. I was unable to visit it, though its name, which appears on

Robinson’s list along with Z&nu*, Yarmfik, Shueikeh, etc., had attracted my
attention. I had proposed

(
Quarterly Statement

, 1875, p. 182) to recognise

in it the Shaaraim of Joshua xv, 36. The onomastic identification is beyond

reproach. The topographical position, which I had not been able at the time

to determine exactly, may, however, raise some difficulties
;
in fact, Sa'lreh

seems rather too far to the east to fit in with the details of the narrative in

1 Samuel xvii, 52, where we see the Philistines, beaten by the Israelites in the

valley of Elah, fleeing allong the road to Shaaraim as far as Gath and Ekron.

It must be said, however, that several commentators, following herein the view

of the Septuagint, regard Shaaraim as not being here the name of a town, but

as a substantive meaning “the gates” or “the two gates.” In this case

naturally the difficulty vanishes, the topographical question itself being no

longer existent.

* The addition of the long termination ?«—which is derived perhaps, as in many analogous

instances, from an old ethnic plural (“the Eshtaolites ”)—involved the reduction of the medial

diphthong no to aii (cf. and paved the way for its transformation into a short vowel,

destined finally to disappear or to become imperceptible. The strengthening of the initial aleph

to 'aln could only further the displacement of the centre of gravity of the word.

t It is more difficult to bring back the Arabic form Eshit to the Hebraic form Eshtaol by

the application of the ordinary principles governing the phonetic transformation of place names

from Hebrew to Arabic. It is certain that, rightly or wrongly, native tradition points to some

such name as jne* in this name Eshit

;

accordingly, several commentators have proposed to

recognise in it the town of Jeshua (Neh. xi, 26), although, to judge from the context, Jeshna

appears to have formed part of a group of towns much more to the south. Has the Neby Eshft' of

local legend given his name to the village of the same name, or borrowed it from it ? In the first

case we might admit that the ancient name corresponding to Eshtaol had disappeared, and was

replaced by this new name. The legend, as I have shown, assigns a foreign origin to this neby

Eshfl*. I have already remarked that the name recalls both that of Joshua the Beth-shemite

(1 Sam. vi, 14, 18) and that of the Canaanite Shuah, the father-in-law of Judah (Gen. xxxviii, 2).

I have previously noted (information obtained at Yebn&, p. 184) that the ethnic of the inhabitants

of Eshfi* is Yfshttany in the singular, and Shewanch in the plural.
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Crusaders' Casals.—Many of the villages of this region appear to have

been occupied by the Crusaders. There is a group of five casals mentioned

several times over in charters of the twelfth century* as having been given

originally to the Canons of the Holy Sepulchre, along with their farms and

dependencies, by a certain John Gothmann.

(1) Bethahatap; variants: Betkaatap
,
Bcthaap

,
Beitalap, Betatap.

(2) Derkasscn

;

variants : Derasscn, Dcrasen.

(3) Derxcrib

;

variant: Derxerip.

(4) Cull

(5) Vastina Leonis.

The first, as M. Rey and Herr Rohricht have perceived, is certainly

Beit A‘tab (to the south-east of Deir Ab&n). It is clear that the other four

are to be sought for in the same region, and this debars us from the

attempted identifications made by Herr Rohricht with various localities that

are situated at much too great a distance. I therefore propose to identify the

second (= Deir Hasan) with the Kh. Hasanp to the north-west of Sar'a ; the

third with Deir Shebib to the north of Sara
;
the fourth with Kh. Kila,\ to

the north of Deir Sheblb; and the fifth, Vastina Leonis, “the guastine of the

Lion,” with Kh. el Asad, “the ruin of the Lion,”|| to the south-west of

Beit A't&b.

Legends of Place Names.— I have noted in the fellahin folk-lore a certain

number of legends which, as we have seen, centre round the traditional

memories of Samson. I am of opinion that these more or less superficial

traditions are yet deeply rooted in the soil, and may be found attaching to

certain place-names in the environs of Sar'a, the country of Samson. In

the Bible narrative even a process of localization is perfectly evident,

which consists in explaining the origin of certain place-names by certain acts

* De Roziere, Cartulaire du Saint Sepulcre, pp. 195, 197, 266, 279.

f Not far from here is the homonymous ruin called ATi. El Haj Hasan.

$ Derxerib
,
Derxerip

,
must result from a copyist’s error for Dcrxebib (R for B). One might

also take into account the Sheikh Gherib of 'Eslin, but I have doubt about it.

§ Herr Rohricht is divided between this Kiln and one of the many names compounded with

the word Kata, “ fortress.”

||
Here is perhaps an arbitrary localization of the legend of the lion that Samson slew as he

went down to Timnah. It is hardly necessary for me to remark that this place, styled “ of the

Lion,” is situated quite off the line of route from Sara to Tilmeh, which probably represents the

Timnah of the Bible narrative. On the other hand, there is another place also called libna,

half-way on the rohd to Sar'a, and lying to the south of Beit A'lab. It is possible that the legend

has been diverted to this locality.

2 K
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attributed to the Danite hero. It appears strikingly in the marvellous story

of the jazvbone of an ass, in the account of Ramath Lehi and the spring of

En Hakkore
;

it is less explicit, but still probable, as I think, in that of the

three hundred foxes (which might have reference to the name of the Danite

town Shaalbim (Shualim ) ; it exists perhaps, without being declared, in other

episodes, where it is beyond our reach. It looks as if the compiler of the

Book of Judges by multiplying these points of topographical connection had

done his best to fix on Danite soil the more or less mythical personality

that we know under the name of Samson.* Local tradition has, I think,

subsequently carried on this process. It is one that is not peculiar to any

epoch, and in some cases does not shrink from identifications of the most

arbitrary description. I will confine myself to pointing out a few short hints

:

KhUrbet Ndkhra (\,yb), to the north of Deir Ab&n, recalls En
Hakkore ;t

The sanctuary of Sheikh Nedhir, to the north-west of Sara, recalls how

Samson was consecrated as nazir jj, TW)

;

Quite near this is Kh. Ism Allah
,

“ name of God cf the appearance

of the angel and the “secret name” to which he alludes;

Also near this is Kh. Kefr (irieh ; cf the young lion that Samson tore

in pieces (nVlN TD3, j£) 4
To the south-west of Sara is Deir ct Tdhtinek

,
the name of which means

“the convent of the mill;” but it must not be forgotten that tahdneh also

means in Arabic “molar (tooth);” cf. the molar of the ass’s jawbone, whence

Jehovah made the miraculous spring to flow
;

'Eselin, an ancient name brought in to the form of *asal, “ honey
;

”
cf.

the honey found by Samson in the carcase of the lion, etc.

* Beginning perhaps with the actual name of Samson
,
though Zoreah is given in the Bible

as the home of the hero, it may well be that his name has some connection with that of the

neighbouring town of Beth Shemesh. Many different legends must have been current in the

tribe of Dan about the origin and exploits of the hero, though the book of Judges has only

handed down to us an insignificant part of them.

t This identification was suggested to me as early as 1870 by the existence of the name,
which was noted by M. Guerin without further comment. Since then, I see, in 1887, M. Schick

has proposed it, but he takes up a position of historical reality and actual identity which I am not

inclined to adopt. NAkurd
,
properly speaking, means “ trumpet.”

| Cf. also Khurbet el Ased
,

“ the Lion’s Ruin,” to the south-west of Beit A't4b, which I

have already mentioned. The legend has managed to take its course all about these parts, and
to fix itself at several points in succession.
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A careful comparison of the Bible text and the toponymy of the district

would probably enable us to increase the number of these popular allusions,

which already form a homogeneous and significant whole.*

From Deir AbAn to Jerusalem.

Deir el Hawa .—From Deir Abin we proceeded to Deir el Hawd, where

we halted for lunch. I noticed in the village some ancient architectural

remains, among others two bases, a column, and a carved stone, in which we

thought we could detect a part of a balustrade. In the village itself are

numerous caverns. One of these is a mak&m sacred to Sheikh Selmdn . I

had already found a similar case of an old cave serving as a sanctuary, at

el Midieh, the modern representative of the Modin of the Book of Maccabees.

Entrance is gained to the cave by a stone door. Observing that the lintel

was besmeared with a sort of reddish paste, I inquired the reason, which

I found to be very curious. When the women make a vow, to obtain the

cure of a sick child, for instance, they say, “ I will give so much henna to the

wely, one, two, or three piastres’ worth of henna, if my child recovers.”

When their prayers are heard they make a paste with henna and smear the

door of the sanctuary
(
bet'hannh 7-bdb). This practice vividly recalls that of

the anointing of the sacred stones.

I observed likewise that before entering the sacred cave it was usual to

touch the lintel with the hand, asking for desttir, “permission,” and to avoid

stepping on the thresholds The cave is vast and irregularly hewn. The
visitor enters a first chamber and passes thence to a second. There are

probably other openings leading to chambers, but they are stopped up with

large stones.

Ancient Caves.—Opposite Deir el Haw&, on the other side of the wide

and deep valley of Wild Ism&'fn, we saw, on the side of the mountain over

against us, towards the north, the gaping mouth of a large cave forming

a sort of enormous bay with a rounded top. This cave, I was told by the

* I have already drawn attention to the existence of a mak&m of Neby Sh^eib, to the north-

west of Deir Ab&n. It is not easy to see why the Arabic name of Jethro comes to be here.

StTelb suggests the Se'iph of the rock Etam
;

we know, as a matter of fact, that the Hebrew and

Arabic roots rjyD and are very closely related as regards their form and the meaning of

their derivatives. ‘It should be noted that this Sh"M is quite near Kh. Nakflra.

t Cf, 1 Sam. v, 5 .

2 F 2
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fellahln of Deir el Haw&, is also a mak&m, consecrated to Sheikh Ism&'ln, who

lived there once upon a time. It is called ft'rak Sheikh Ismain. It is huge

enough to hold the whole population of the country-side, both man and beast.

Inside it is an ancient kcntseh (church). The appearance of this cavern, its

position, and the peasants’ description, tempted me to the idea of locating

there the famous rock of Etam, where Samson is represented as hiding* in the

Book of Judges. By the side of E*rak Ismain the fellahln indicated to me

another large cavern called 'AIdle V Bendt. They added that in former days

all these caverns, on both sides of the valley, served as dwelling-places for the

Kuff&r.

Khiirbct es ScCidch.—From Deir el Hawi we pursued our way towards

Jerusalem, passing by way of Kh. es Sa*ldeh, where I wished to copy an

inscription, of which M. Guerin had only been able to take down two words.

We bent our course towards the south-east, so as to rejoin the ancient Roman

road, leaving on our right the wely clHdnbany, and farther on, at some distance

off, A'h. Fiiktn. Then we went up again in a north-easterly direction to

el Kabfl, where we made a short halt for a drink of the delicious water of the

spring there. From here we proceeded to Kh. es Sa'ldeh, along a deep

valley. I hastened to get there before the sun, which was beginning to sink,

should set
;
so could make no observations during this last portion of the

journey. We made a rapid survey of the ruins of Kh. Deir es ScCidefi
,
utilizing

the last rays of sunshine to look for the fragment of Greek inscription noted

by M. Guerin. We came upon it placed upside down in the corner of a dry-

stone wall of modern construction. M. Lecomte immediately set to work to

make a careful drawing of it.

Meanwhile I examined the ruins, which are of considerable size, and

appear to have belonged to a convent of the Byzantine period. The
Crusaders, however, must have occupied it later, for among the materials of

one ruined structure, graced with the name of wely, and consecrated to the

Sheikh Aluned

\

I noticed a block with the mediaeval tool-marks clearly shown.

Not far south from here, in the valley, is another ruin, called Kh. Abu 7-

IHtwciz. However, it was too late to think of going to visit it, and I preferred

to devote what little time we had left to finishing the exploration of the ruins.

It was well I did so, for it was not long before I discovered, among the blocks

* I sec that M. Schick, on his side, came to this conclusion when he visited these places in

1883 (Zcitschrift des Dcuischen Palastina-Vereins
,
X, p. 133). Indeed he is much more positive

than I care to be,
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that strewed the ground, to the south of the small wely, a second inscribed

fragment. I saw at a glance that this must be a continuation of the former

one. It becomes evident, in fact, on bringing together the two drawings that

M. Lecomte made separately, that the primitive inscription can be recon-

structed in its entirety, at least relatively so, as I shall presently explain.

A is the portion mentioned by M. Guerin, b the portion discovered by me.

a. b.

I'NDFR Sl'RKACK OK TUB T INTKL.

It will be seen that the whole formed a large lintel 2
m,8o long. The

under surface of fragment b is fitted with recesses, due probably to the block

being used for a fresh purpose later on, either by Crusaders or Arabs. The
inscription was divided into two symmetrical portions contained each within a

cartouche with triangular ears, and separated by a cross inscribed in a circle.*

K tovto KTijcrfia Maplvov &iaKo(vov)

“
this is the foundation of the deacon Marinos.”

Knjafxa is for Kricrpa. Hitherto all that was known of this inscription

was the beginning, which remained incomprehensible
; t but we now see that

# Father Germer-Durand, who subsequently made a study of the object {Jiei'uc bibligue
,

1893, p. 209), declares he has distinguished in the four corners of the cross the well-known
Christian sigles

:

,C
'
XC

..r -y/

A "Pw "'i™")"' x(/"*T"h

t M. Guerin read: tovto Kr^ifm, “and this acquisition;” both the reading and the
translation are altogether inadmissible. Krtjfin is sometimes found in ecclesiastical language in

the sense ofpradium ; on this point see the Bollandisls
,
28 September, p. 622, note h.
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it gives us the name of the founder of the convent which formerly existed at

Kh. es Sa'ideh, the tradition of which is contained in the appellation deir

given to this ruin by the Arabs, as I have already remarked.

In the Life of St. Euthymios (§ 14 and 29) mention is made of two

disciples of this Saint, who play a great part in the religious history of

Palestine in the fifth century, namely Loukas and Marinos, founders of

monasteries not far from Jerusalem. The first, Loukas, built a monastery

in the neighbourhood of Metdpa, now Untm Tdba
,

between Jerusalem

and Bethlehem, and his very name is preserved in that given to the

neighbouring ruin, Kh. bfdr Ldkd (“ the ruin of the wells of Luka ”), near

Deir el Antdd. The second, Marinos, founded in the same neighbourhood

the monastery called monastery of Photinos. It occurs to me that the

deacon Marinos of our inscription may be the same person, and consequently

that the convent of Kh. es Sa'ideh may be the monastery of Photinos that

he founded. It was not uncommon for deacons to be entrusted with

founding monasteries ;
thus that created on the site of the laura of this same

St. Euthymios was built by the deacon Fidus. But though admitting the

identity of the personage, we may hesitate as to the identity of the monastery

founded by him. From Umm T6ba to Kh. es Sa'ideh is six miles and a half.

This distance may appear rather great when we consider how closely the

monasteries built by Loukas and Marinos are connected in the narrative

where they appear. One would be inclined d priori to look for the convent

of Marinos nearer Umm Tdba, in one of the numerous ruins of Christian

origin that have been noticed in the neighbourhood. However, the distance

of Kh. es Sa'ideh is not great enough to form a fatal objection. A more serious

difficulty is that the inscription does not contain the name of Photinos, which

belonged to the monastery founded by Marinos. But is the inscription

complete, in spite of appearances? It begins with a K, having a mark of

abbreviation appended, which is rather difficult to account for, not in itself but

in its relation to the context. To explain it by the word Kvpios, Kv/hc, “ Lord,”

is not satisfactory
;
the religious invocation would be short and somewhat

awkward to bring into the construction of the sentence
;
besides, the word

Kv/oios is never abbreviated in this manner. As a general rule, this K is the

abbreviation in current usage for k(at), “and.” If this value be assigned to it

here, the aspect of the inscription is entirely changed: “ and this is the

foundation of the deacon Marinos.” It becomes merely the continuation of a

lost sentence which perhaps contained the mention we should expect of the

name of Photinos, after whom the monastery was called. We may suppose
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that this lintel formed a pair with another of the same kind, in some architec-

tural scheme such as we can easily imagine, a double door for instance. The

way in which our inscription is divided into two parts enclosed in cartouches

independent of each other would help to bear out this view. The proof of

this hypothesis perhaps lies hid in the ruins, in the shape of one or more

similar blocks containing the beginning of the inscription, the end being really

all that we have. At any rate we are justified in supposing that the Marinos

of the Life of St. Euthymios may have built, besides the monastery of

Photinos, another one which is that at Kh. es Sa'ldeh
;
but, taking everything

into account, I am rather inclined to regard this latter as the actual monastery

of Photinos.

Return Home .—The sun had already set when we left Kh. es Sa'ldeh,

and the rest of the journey was taken in darkness. It was a quarter past

eight when we got back to Jerusalem, whence we had started seventeen

days before.



CHAPTER V.

G E Z E R.

I.—Gezer Revisited.

After a few days of much needed repose at Jerusalem, I resolved to set out

without further delay on my way to Gezer, with a view to making a thorough

exploration there.

Herein I was actuated by a twofold motive.

First, I wished to ascertain whether there were any other inscriptions like

the one I had discovered, the importance of which daily assumed greater

proportions in my eyes. My train of reasoning, which, as will be seen, was

amply justified by facts, was this: If this inscription really marks, as I think,

the limit of a certain zone of country dependent on Gezer, it is extremely

probable that it is not the only one of its kind
; a limit involves a line, and a

line a series of points more or less distant from one another
;
the moment one

of these points has been determined by an inscription cut on a rock, it neces-

sarily follows that there are some more boundary marks spaced out on the same

epigraphic system. Further, I had been much struck with the fact that the

inscription discovered was situated exactly to the true east of Tell el Jezer.

With this notion in my head, that the limit in question was likely to be not a

line of demarcation between two adjacent territories, but a periphery normally

orientated and enclosing the whole city, I said to myself that, by trusting to

the orientation of the cardinal points, I had a good chance of coming across

some other inscriptions belonging to the same series, in spite of the physical

difficulty of exploring all the rocks of complicated shape that surround the

tell
;

in this way my researches would become circumscribed and notably

facilitated.

The other reason that impelled me to return to Gezer was the desire I

felt, apart from the study of all the questions raised by my find, to have this

precious inscription cut out of the rock and put in a safe place, so as to remove

it from those risks of destruction which it hitherto had miraculously escaped.

My intention then was to have a short note of the occurrence cut in the rock,

so as to mark the place.



I secured the services of four good stonemasons, reliable, skilled work

rnen. . . . We started on Sunday, June 20th,

Lecomte, our workmen, our servant, and myself.

Reaching our destination at nightfall, I

left our men in a dip of the ground, and with

the aid of Lecomte began searching for our

inscription.* We had no end of trouble in

finding this again, for being on a flat rock level

with the soil, it escaped observation. Though

we had carefully taken our bearings with the

compass at our last visit, it was no easy matter

to find one’s true position in the rocky ground

with erratic undulations that extends all over

this district. The sun was on the point ol

disappearing behind the tell, and the bad light

was not calculated to aid our search. Finally,

we managed to find the. rock just as the. sun

was dij)ping below the horizon. 1 immediately

called up the main body of our forces, which

was getting impatient and beginning to wonder

at this long delay. The tent was pitched close

to the inscription, and we slept on the ground.

In the evening I studied the inscription

afresh, by the light of a fine moon which math:

every letter stand out in hold strokes, and was

fully confirmed as to the accuracy of my first

reading. Our master mason having examined

the rock by this brilliant but deceptive light,

declared it to be niizzch yahiidy. This was

serious, for the mizrxh yahndy is the hardest

* 1 append two reproductions of the inscription, the

first after photographs directly taken from the original, the

second (p. .? -'0
)

after a drawing made hy M. i.eeomte. In

the first there will be noticed the ditlerenotypf co/tmring of the

two first letters; this arises from the fact that this fragment,

the only one I was able to bring to London, was photo-

graphed separately and fitted on afterwards to the photo

graph of the fragment now at Constantinople.

2 G
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stone in Palestine, a cold compact limestone most difficult to work, chisels of

finest tempered steel breaking on it like glass. This portended a long and

severe task, so 1 went to bed feeling rather anxious.

Next morning at daybreak 1 set our men to work, and heaved a sigh ol

relief on seeing from the first strokes of the chisel that we had not to deal

with the mizzch yahudy . but a softer sort of limestone, though traversed, it is

true, by cores of mizzch . Even this was hard in places, especially at the

surface, but still workable. Moreover, we had no grounds for complaint at

this, since it was due to this hardness that the inscription had been

preserved proof against the destructive alternations of dew, sun, and rain.

. . . Meanwhile the work was making way. . . . Seeing this, I thought I might

leave the spot and take a stroll with a fellah of Kubab as guide. Lecomte

stayed behind to look after the workmen 1 began by taking some

observations with the compass, with a view' to determining the position

of north and north-west, south and south-west, from our inscription. By

means of a landmark I connected the. position of the inscription with

a point from which one could see the farmhouse of M. Bergheitn

rising above the tell of Gezer, ami observed 270 as the bearing with the

north-east corner of that building ;* consequently the inscription was clearly

to the true east of the tell. From another standpoint, a few yards north of

the inscription, 1 noted :— 7

7

2° 0,1 the: axis of the guardhouse of Kubab, and

1 i8£° on the wely of Sheikh Mo'alla (?) near 'Amwas.

* Shortly afterwards, I went to M. l.crj'hrim’s farmhouse and tested mv results in the other

direction, noting, from the south-east corner of that building, an angle of <)i\ with our tent,

which was visible from there. This is in pretty accurate agreement with my first observation.
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Having clearly ascertained my position from the bearings, I called

together some other fellahin from Kub&b who had joined the former ones,

and having pointed out to them by means of a series of landmarks, which

were provided by conspicuous features of the landscape, what line they were

to take, I directed them to examine carefully all the rocks along these lines,

telling them, if they noticed one with any characters on it like those of our

inscription, to let me know immediately, and promising, in case of success, a

fair reward. I relied, not unreasonably, on their lynx-like sight, and on the

stimulus given to their zeal by the hope of a good backsheesh.

This done, I set off on my own account to roam about the neighbourhood,

and examine various matters that I shall speak of later. , . . On the Tuesday

afternoon. . . . The fellahin, whom I had sent out the evening before on the

epigraphic chase described above, came running up, shouting gleefully

that they had found “ a second inscription carved on the rock
;

the sister

of the other one
(
nkhta).” I at once left the tent ... to go to the spot

indicated, not being yet able to believe in such speedy success, and distrusting

the imagination of my worthy “ beaters.” They were perfectly right. About

170 yards from the inscription that our men were engaged in cutting, and

in a line distinctly lying south-east and north-west, as I had foreseen, my
fellahin brought me to a Hat rock, nearly horizontal like the other, bearing

a magnificent bilingual Greek and Hebrew inscription. A glance was enough

to assure me that it was an exact repetition of the other, except that the Greek

and Hebrew, instead of being written one after the other on the same line,

were here arranged in two lines back to back. This arrangement, which may

at first sight appear peculiar, is easily explainable, the texts being cut not on

a vertical but a horizontal surface, round which one could move reading in

any desired direction. The characters, which here also were of very large

size, were in a perfect state of preservation. Moreover, the. Greek name was

in this case written in full, AAKIOY, with the final upsilon
,
which I had judged

to be lacking in the first inscription, partly from a defect in the rock, and

partly from want of space, the cutter having miscalculated the length of the

line, which had to be respectively begun from the left for the Greek, and

from the right for the Hebrew. Thus the lingering doubts that might have

clung to the reading and interpretation of the first and less perfect text,

were utterly dispelled by the second.

But what was above all invaluable, was, that we were at last certain, by

means of this second fixed point, of the direction of the line of demarcation

mentioned in the two inscriptions. Henceforth it became extremely probable
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that another series of similar inscriptions might he discovered along this line

by extending it till it reached well to the north of (iezer. It was then that

I adopted the idea that the object of our investigations would turn out to
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the place to discuss the question. I resume my narrative. ... It was decided

that the second inscription should be likewise cut out, and after the two

operations were over the villagers should be paid the promised reward. . . .

After having, in company with M. Lecomte, examined the inscription and

made preparations for its excision, we returned to our tent. Suddenly, as we

were going along, we noticed some way ahead of us on our right, large

characters cut in the rock
;
the sun was already low in the sky, and its rays

catching the characters at a favourable angle, they were clearly distinguishable

and at once attracted the eye. We went up, and I recognized with delight

four fine Hebrew letters belonging to the same alphabet as the Hebrew part

of the two other inscriptions. This third inscription, situated about half-way

between the two others, is not cut like them on an almost horizontal slab of

rock, but on a kind of almost perpendicular wall of rock, slightly concave.

Though shorter- its length is om,
9.{— it is complete and in pretty good

preservation. My intention was to have it cut out, like the others, but the

course of events did not allow of this. Happily l took the precaution of

making a careful squeeze of it. We had had a really good day. . . .

On the Wednesday I went on with my exploration of the surrounding

country, while, the stone cutters went on with their task under the superin-

tendence of M. Lecomte. At nightfall the cuLting-out of the first stone was

completed. O11 account of a flaw in the rock it broke into two unequal

portions, the smaller containing only two letters, the first two in the name

* Engraving O is made from a photograph <>( the squeeze
; C" from a drawing by M.

Lecomte.
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Alktos.* I kept the latter by us in the tent, which I had had erected afresh

near the second inscription, the object of to-morrow’s operations. The former

portion, containing the greater part of the inscription, I had put on the back

of one of our mules to be taken to On the Thursday morning, at the

first hour, the workmen made a vigorous onslaught on the second inscription.

I pressed them on to the best of my power, being in a hurry to have

done. I made yet another reconnaissance in the neighbourhood.

# # #

\Hcre follows ,
in the Authors manuscript

,
an account of occurrences which

caused him much vexation
,
and considerably interfered with his plans. 7'hc

Committee has deemed it desirable to suppress this account
, and several passages

referring to it in the preceding pages. These have therefore been struck out
,

and their t>laces indicated by dotsi]

II.

—

Ultimate fate of the Inscriptions.

For a long time I never knew what became of our inscriptions.

The first news I had of them reached me in an amusing way enough. In

1876, one of the pupils attending my lectures on Oriental archaeology at the

licole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, M. Sorlin d’Origny, of Constantinople,

brought a copy of an inscription to show me that had been sent him by

Dr. Dethier, then Director of the Ottoman Museum of St. Irene. He had

already communicated it to MM. Lenormant and Renan, who took it to be

a Hebrew inscription beginning with the word “ cippus,” and from this

it had been supposed to be some Jewish funerary monument from Cyprus,

where the Jews were formerly numerous. At first glance 1 recognized the

so-called epitaph as an old acquaintance
;

it was none other than one of the

Gezcr inscriptions, the one that lacked the two first letters AAl From

information obtained from M. Dethier it appeared that the stone had been

sent from Jaffa, and, oddly enough, it was said to have been regarded as

marking “ the boundary of the ancient Konak of Jaffa !” Here, it will be seen,

was a regular legend in course of formations Afterwards, in 1885, my friend

* See supra, note relating to engraving A 1
.

t Already in 1874, popular legend had begun to seize upon this notion. The fcllahin of the

neighbourhood understood pretty soon that these inscriptions related to some boundary,

and upon this basis their imaginations had set to work. A peasant of 'Amwas gravely assured me
that these inscriptions were to mark the limit of the territory of Hebron or of one of the numerous

wake/s attached to it.
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M. J. Lbytved saw the stone at the Constantinople Museum, and sent me a

copy of the inscription.

As for the other inscription, which was also removed from its original

place, it has not been noticed in the museum, so far as I know. What has

become of it? The third is still in situ at Nejmet el 'Ades. Fortunately I

had been able to take squeezes and copies of the three texts. Thanks to

these, and the photographs that I procured later, I am able now, for the first

time, twenty years after their discovery, to give faithful reproductions of these

inscriptions. These will suffice, I hope, together with the explanations I shall

give, to answer certain doubts which, until lately, some people have been

pleased to leave hanging over their real worth and signification

1 1 1.—Further Discoveries.

In 1 88
1,

seven years after this incident, I had occasion to return to

Palestine, and resumed, on my own account, the exploration of the

neighbourhood of Gezer, which had been so unduly broken off. I had

been persuaded all along that some more inscriptions must be in existence,

similar to those I had discovered, marking out the boundary of the town

towards the north-west. I started searching in this quarter, with the help of

the fellahln, as on the previous occasion
; it was not long before my labours

were crowned with success, for about two or three hundred yards to the north-

west of the first inscription I discovered some large characters, absolutely

similar to the former, and cut into the face of a rounded rocky platform with

almost perpendicular sides. I have no record of these characters, but a rough

sketch hurriedly made in my note book. I meant to go back and take a

squeeze of them, fix the exact position of the inscription, and pursue my
investigations on the spot

;
but, unfortunately, I was suddenly recalled

to France, and was unable to carry out this intention. I regret this, for I

am convinced that there still remains quite a series of these texts to

be collected round about Gezer. 1 am certain that a search of this kind

would not be unfruitful, and earnestly recommend it to future Palestine

explorers.

In any case, here is the copy of this fresh inscription from the rough

sketch I made of it.
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It is easy tn rirooni/c in the first line the word AAKIOY, in the second

the remains of the words “VO onri, which have su Tiered considerably. 1 he

two inscriptions, Greek and Hebrew, are ' lentical with the Tormer ones, only

ukzkk. (Inscription D.)

in this case they are differently arranged, being placed one above the. other

in the visual way, instead of being placed side by side, as in the first inscrip-

tion, or back to back as in the second. The surface of the rock, moreover,

approaches much more nearly to the perpendicular than in the two other cases.

It really was a lucky accident of my search that I did not come upon

this third copy of the text first of all, for the Hebrew part being in this one

so much damaged, would probably have remained undecipherable
;

l could

never have guessed that it contained the name of Gezer, that it indicated the

boundary of the city, and that, consequently, other specimens, in a better

state of preservation, and calculated to afford a due to the puzzle, ought to be

searched for, and would be found at some distance from it. Certain]) the

Greek inscription could not have made up for the silence of the Hebrew one,

for even now a number of people hesitate, wrongly enough, I must say, to

interpret the word as AAKIO or AAKIOY. Doubt, however, is no longer

admissible, the word is, as I shall prove, simply the genitive form of a man’s

name AAKIOX, belonging to some magistrate, or person of note who presided

officially over the fixing of the boundary of ( iezer.
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Is this fourth inscription identical with the one noticed at Gezer by the

Survey Party after my earlier discoveries, and mentioned in the Memoirs ?*

I cannot exactly say. The position marked on the plan might be made to

agree with it, but the description given of it, and the only two marks that

are reproduced (flu) in nowise correspond with the details given above. It

may be merely a case of those marks of doubtful character, such as I have

found specimens of in various places round about Gezer, which I shall speak

of further on.

The new find that I made in 1881 has allowed me to state the rule

followed in setting out these curious epigraphical landmarks in the boundary

of Gezer. The town is encircled by small low undulating hills, with the rock

everywhere cropping out in them. Where the line of demarcation cuts through

these hills, they selected as sites for the landmarks the points where the line

touched the foot of the hill and where it left it on the further side, taking

them more or less at the same level. This observation is calculated, I think,

to facilitate further investigation of the ground containing the other similar

inscriptions which doubtless exist.

IV.

—

Various Marks on the Rocks.

I resume the narrative of my researches in 1874. As may well be

supposed, the discovery of these three inscriptions, one after the other, had

put me on my guard, and while sending out several fellahin as sleuth-hounds

and beaters, I utilized such leisure as was allowed me by the labours of our

stone-cutters, to explore the surrounding country, making a careful examination

of the smallest marks to be noticed on the rocks. I am persuaded that if we

had not been compelled by circumstances to beat a hasty retreat, we should

have discovered more of these texts marking out the Gezer boundary.

* II, p. 436; (f. Quarterly Statement
, 1875, pp. 5, 74.

2 II
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In several places the rock presents marks here and there, of such a kind

that it is difficult to say whether they are signs cut by human hands and more

or less worn away, or merely freaks of nature
;

for instance, furrows worn in

the rock, by the running roots of certain shrubs which have now disappeared

along with the vegetable soil in which they grew. Here

are some specimens we noted of these marks of doubtful

origin (see engraving, p. 233).

The one which more than any resembles real

characters, suggesting the Hebrew alphabet, is the group opposite. I took

the following notes of its position, but cannot guarantee the correctness of

the angles, my time being so short :— Latrtan blockhouse, 7 1°
;
great fig-tree

of Sheikh Ja'b&s, 17
0

.

V.—Explorations around Gezer.

To the south of ‘Ain Yardeh and the east of Abu Shftsheh is a mound of

no great elevation which the fellahin call el Kas'a . Here I noticed wide

esplanades cut in the rock, steps quite regularly cut, and a number of those

platforms once used as sites for houses, such as I have described in Chapter I.

I suppose el Kas‘a corresponds to the spot marked as “Khurbet Yerdeh” on

the Survey Plan.

From here I crossed the w&dy separating 'Ain Yardeh from the tell which

descends from Mtisa Tali'a to ‘Ain Yardeh. Its name was given to me as

Wady %

Elleik (jAz). Between the spot where I crossed the w&dy and the

foot of the tell I noticed the site of a spring called
*Ain el Botmeh.

At the eastern extremity of the tell, at a spot bearing 8o° on 'Ain Yardeh,

I noticed some fine presses and a double tomb with its entrance formed by a

rectangular ditch with open top, as in the case of the tombs in the neigh-

bourhood of el Midieh.

Quite close to here, at the foot of a large fig-tree that rises above ‘Ain

Yardeh, there passes an ancient road, in great part rock-cut, running from east

to west, and ending at N l‘4neh, so the fellahin said.

I followed the other and more modern road which skirts the tell on the

south, and goes up from 'Ain Yardeh to Abu Shtisheh. Shortly before

arriving below M. Bergheim’s farm, and to the south-east of it, on a level

with the word ruin on the Survey Plan, there are on the left of the road as

you go up, a number of scattered blocks belonging- to structures now vanished.
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Here a piece of rock placed upright marks the exact position of the Tanner,

or the *Aitt etTanndr, which plays a large* part in local tradition, and will be

more fully treated of in dealing with the curious legend connected with it.

In spite of the name, there is not a trace of a spring
;
however, I am

inclined to believe that one originally existed there, but has dried up, and that

the fellahin are not altogether in error when they say that the water of the

Tannfir goes underground and comes out at ‘Ain Yardeh. They say further

that the Tanner marks the origin of the W&dy Tannftr, which passes

successively by Yardeh, then to the east of el-Berriyeh,* to the east of Ramleh

and Lydda, between KufQr ‘Ana and Y&zftr, and finally flows into the sea,

after traversing the gardens of Jaffa.

On the Survey Plan the Tannftr is marked in quite a different place, on

the eastern slope of the tell, due west of ‘Ain Yardeh. This is a mistake, the

result of some confusion in the information got from the fellahin.t I pointed

this out in 1878 to Lieut. Kitchener, who kindly proceeded to verify the fact,

and sent me a special sketch which fully confirms my observation. The
Survey Plan ought consequently to be rectified.

From here I went to the great cavern of Jaiha, to the south of the tell,

and satisfied myself anew that it was an old quarry, whence materials were

taken for the successive buildings of the town of Gezer. Here is the legend

about it that I gathered from the conversation of the fellahin :
“ The Jews

( Yahdd
)
had entrenched themselves in the cavern

(
maghdra

)

of Jaiha in order

to fight against Noah, while the latter and his followers occupied Tell el

Jezer, which was formerly ‘the town of our lord Noah’
(
medinet Sldnd N1V1).

They fired at him unseen, but Noah returned the fire, aimed at the cavern ”

—

an artillery duel, evidently, is meant—“ and broke down the roof, which fell in

on the Jews and destroyed them. From this time forward the cavern was

called Jatha,
because "—-jdhat *aletkem ,

—
* it fell in on them ’ (^Ac-

This queer legend wears a look that recalls in striking fashion certain stories

giving the etymologies of Bible place-names, but it has at least one merit from

our point of view—that of helping us to fix the genuine spelling of this name

which has been set down in the Memoirs under the rather divergent forms

of Hejjiha and Jaeiha. There runs through this story of a cave, as it were

a vague echo of the drama of the Cave of Makkedah.

Continuing my southerly course, I went on from here to visit the sanc-

* Where there is a sanctuary dedicated to Sheikh Berry,

t Letter of March 1st, 1878.

2 II 2
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tuary of Sheikh Jo'bds ,
or rather Ja'bds, as the fellahin pronounce it. It

consists of a plain tomb, in the Arab style, surrounded with an enclosure, open

to the sky, formed of large blocks. A little beneath it stands a fig-tree, which

is visible for a great distance, and serves to indicate the spot as you approach

it from below. The tree is before the entrance of a cavern of considerable

size, regularly cut out.

Further on, and to the south-east, on the top of a hill, rises the sanctuary

of MClsa Tali'a or Esh Sheikh Mdsd Tali'a. It consists of a small kubbeh of

rough masonry-work, half in ruins, with a court in front of it
;
the tomb is

original. Close by is a large cistern, with its mouth fashioned out of a fine

marble capital carved on two sides. I regret that I did not make a drawing

of this. I found no trace of the inscription which I had been told the previous

June was to be found there, but it does not follow that it is not really there.

The holy person answering to the name of Mfisa was placed there, so the

fellahin say, as a “ scout” (tali'a) to “observe” (jJJ?) the movements of the

Christians, who were fighting with the Mussulmans in the W&d es-Ser&r.

The Christians surprised him at his post and killed him, he died the death of

the martyrs (shehid). It is a fact that the spot is situated on a commanding

point, whence there is a very fine and extensive view. The three points,

Tell el Jezer, Sheikh Ja'bds, and Sheikh Mtisa, are similarly situated in this

respect, accordingly the fellahin call them Mdsa Tali'a, Jab'ds Tali'a
,
and

Jezery Tali'a
,
making these three more or less real personages into three

warriors of old, placed as scouts on the three places that command the region

round about. I am greatly inclined to believe that there is a hidden historical

basis to the legend of Mfisa Tali'a, some incident of the great battle of Mount

Gisart between Saladin and the Franks, and that Mount Gisart, the site of

which has remained absolutely unknown up to the present time, was, as I

shall explain later on, none other than our Tell el Jezer.

From here I pushed on in the direction of Deir er Ruhb&n, passing by

Khirbet Bir el Moiyeh , where I noticed some scattered ruins on a low rising

ground between Deir er Ruhb&n and Kub&b.

At Deir cr Ruhb&n there is a huge broken-down cistern or beiydra
, built

of stones with small irregular bosses
; the sides are covered with thick solid

concrete-work. The ruins were overgrown with thick impenetrable brush-

wood (murrdr), which made it very difficult to examine them. I made a

vain search there for an inscription which the fellahin had told me was there.

This perhaps may yet be discovered, for I have reason to believe their infor-

mation to be correct.
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VI.

—

The Legend of Noah and the Flood of Gezer.

Local tradition is strangely persistent in connecting the origin of Tell

el Jezer with the name of Noah and traditions of the Flood. I shall shortly

indicate what, in my opinion, is the reason of this.

Abu Shtisheh himself, the more or less fabulous personage who has

given his name to the modern village is the subject of a curious legend,*

evidently forming part of the same cycle. He met his death by drowning in

a flood of water that came from underground. I will remark en passant that

this name Abu Shdsheh, which properly speaking is merely a nickname

(“the father of the tuft”), occurs again in other places in Palestine, for instance

in the neighbourhood of Caifa and of the Lake of Tiberias (Map, VIII, L.j.

and VI, O.g.). It is quite possible that in these cases also, as in that of

Gezer, the trivial name has displaced some ancient name of an old Bible city.t

I have already stated, in speaking of the Cave of Jaiha, that according to

the fellahin the town of Tell el Jezer was the town of Noah, medinet Sfdna

Nilh. Here is another legend that I gathered from their lips, relating to

‘Ain TannClr, “the spring of the Oven.”

Noah had said to his daughter (and not to his wife), “If anyone shall

come and say to me, * taff et-tannur (the TannCir has overflowed),’]; I will

cut off his head.” One day his daughter went to knead or bake the bread

(tokhbez), and found the water rushing out of the Tannur. She came back to

her father, and he asked her, “ Why hast thou not prepared the dough (/efsh

md khabezt el'ajht) ?” “I have come back without the bread,” she replied.

“It is because the Tannfir is overflowing,” cried Noah. “ Thou thyself hast

said it,” the girl at once replied, thus escaping his terrible threat. Noah then

sent for a vessel (,sfinch ), went on board it with all the inhabitants of the town,

* Memoirs
,
II, 444.

t We should perhaps take this circumstance into account in dealing with the problems of

the identity of Capernaum and of Kinnereth.

J This meaning of the verb y^aU appears to me to follow from that of the derived substantive

taff, “ over-full, of a pot brimming over.” The geminate root taff, on the other hand, seems to me
to be closely related to the hollow root id

f

by reason of the equivalence which is so frequently

noticed in Semitic languages between a short vowel followed by a double consonant, and a long

vowel followed by a single consonant. In this way the root would be connected with the word

ttifdn, the usual Arabic word for “the flood,” which is evidently pointed to in this legend.

This word ttiflln is borrowed directly from the Aramaic tophana, “flood,” and the very same

meaning which I attribute to the verb is also found, it seems to me, in the Aramaic qBQ,

“ to fill a measure up to the brim.”
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and sailed away, passing by Ramleh. In the latter town there was an old

woman whom he had promised to take with him in the vessel, but he forgot

all about her. The water submerged the whole country round, except the

mosque of JAme* el Abiadh at Ramleh, where the old woman had taken refuge.

Noah came back to see what had become of her, and asked her what had

happened to her. “I stayed there quite quietly,” she replied, “and saw

neither flood nor water.”

Everyone knows what an important part is played in the Koran and its

commentators by the Tannftr. This oven, from which the water of the flood

was supposed to gush forth, was according to tradition the one where Eve

baked her bread, and had been handed down through the ages from one

patriarch’s wife to another until the time of Noah. This belief appears to have

attained great popularity in Palestine and all over Syria, for we come across a

considerable number of places called ‘Ain Tannftr or ‘Ain et Tann&r: as near

‘Ain bent N£th (“ the spring of the daughter of Noah”), in the neighbourhood

of 'AllAr es SiflA (see Appendix)
;
a little to the north-east of Deir Estia

;
near

‘Ain Feshkha, in the neighbourhood of the Dead Sea
;
a little way south-east

of Zubkin
;
near Riblah, close to the Orontes, etc., etc. Compare further the

TannCtr EiyAb, or Tannftr of Job, a small spring near the supposed site of

Capernaum,* and also the place-name Tannftrln, to the north of Beyrout.f I

think that this legend, which has attached itself to various springs, probably

of a particular sort (those that bubble up violently from underground), has its

basis in a very old Syrian religious tradition, traces of which are still discover-

able in the Rabbinical traditions about the holy rock of Jerusalem. This

Arabic word tanndr
,
which, by-the-bye, is an old Aramaic word, Ttin, as to

the origin and various meanings of which a good deal might be said, is a

counterpart of the famous ^acr/xa /xiya that was pointed out at Mabug
(Hierapolis), where the water of Deucalion and Pyrrha’s flood issued and

returned. This idea was very widely spread among the Greeks themselves,

who were wont to show the acrfiara of the Deluge at several of their

sanctuaries, as at Delos and Athens, and in Samothrace. It would be very

interesting to trace out the development of the idea, and look for its starting

point, but that would take me much too far out of my way. I shall treat of this

* Robinson, Later Biblical Researches, p. 345. It will be noticed that, by a coincidence

which perhaps is not mere chance, there exists not far from the Tann&r Eiytib a Kh. Abu
,
SMsheh

,
which two characteristic names are grouped together at Tell el Jezer,

t Ibid., p. 601, 602.
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question on another occasion, as also that of the curious legend of the so called

Daughter of Noah, in whom we may discover an ancient mythical character.

*

Returning to our local researches, it may well be asked why Arab

tradition thus tends to group all these naive legends, drawn from the story of

Noah and the Flood, around Tell el Jezer. Despite their well-nigh childish

nature, I do not think them unimportant. They must have their raison

d'etre. I am inclined to believe that it was the actual name of Gezer that

gave rise to them. Regarded in this aspect, they furnish us with a fresh

indirect argument in favour of our identification, for they show that this name

really did at that time belong to the ancient city that flourished there. What
has been the process ? In the name folk-lore has thought it could

recognize the Arabic word jazar, “ reflux, tide going out, sea, part of the

shore left uncovered by the sea,” a word very closely related to
“jezirek,”

“ island.” The Hebrew root itself has given rise to derivatives of similar

meaning: "TO, “partes maris discissi”:t cf JTTO,:
" desert, waste, isolated land,”

which has every appearance of being the prototype of It is easy to

understand that tradition, once set going on this track, and keeping in view

the meaning which it ascribed (whether rightly or wrongly it matters little) to

the old name of Gezer, was carried along in the direction we have noticed it

taking.

VII.

—

Bezka.

In reconnoitring the country north-east of Gezer, I extended my
operations as far as Bezka. I was the more eager to make a fresh inspection

of the ruins, which I had hurriedly looked over on the occasion of my first

visit,J as I had been struck by the resemblance between the name and that of

Bezek, the residence of the Canaanite king Adoni-Bezek, “ the lord of

Bezek.” This time I discovered there a very curious tomb, consisting of a

sort of large sarcophagus, hollowed out of the living rock and projecting

above the level of the ground, with a groove round the edge to fit the

lid into. The front side was ornamented with carvings. They were

greatly mutilated, but I thought I could make out what appeared to be two

quadrangular altars within a rectangular border, each surmounted by a cippus,

* I will content myself for the present with adding that this daughter of Noah, sometimes

regarded as his^ wife, formerly enjoyed great popularity in Syria. Cf the famous coins of

Apamaeus of Phrygia, which represent the ark with Noah and his wife,

t Psalm cxxxvi, 13. X Cf supra, p 83.
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and a sort of garland displayed at the top of them. The provisional sketch

that I took is too crude to be reproduced by engraving. It was my intention

to return to the spot and have a good drawing of the object made by M.

Lecomte, but unfortunately the incident which cut short my exploration of

Gezer did not allow of this. I give the bearings of this tomb, which will

perhaps enable future explorers to find it more easily : Abu Shfisheh, 249
0

;

a tree conspicuous on the horizon, 5°

VIII.— Gezer before the Captivity.

Gezer is one of the most ancient towns in Palestine
;

it was in existence

previous to the appearance of the Israelites. The testimony of the Bible on

this point appears to be expressly confirmed by the find at Tell el Amarna, as

the name of Gezer has been noticed several times on the cuneiform tablets

discovered there. For instance :* “ the town of Gezer, the servant of the

king my master/' It is mentioned on the tablets along with other towns with

more or less doubtful names, Tumurka, Manhatesum, Rubute, etc. Now that

we have material proof that Abu Shfisheh represents Gezer, it would be very

desirable that deep and methodical excavations should be undertaken there,

since one is henceforth sure of being on the real site of an old pre- Israelite

city, and that too under conditions of certainty that are exceptional, and may

even be said to be hitherto unparalleled in Palestine.

The first time that Gezer appears in the Bible is in the episode of the

Book of Joshua that narrates the victorious campaign of Joshua against the

six confederate Amorite kings of Jerusalem, Hebron, Yarmuth, Lachish, and

Eglon. Joshua goes up against them from the environs of Jericho (Gilgal),

defeats them near Gabaon, pursues them by the road of the mountain of

Beth Horoneven unto Azekah and Makkedah. Here comes in the account of

the sun made to stand still at Joshua’s prayer. The five vanquished kings

take refuge in a cave at Makkedah
;
Joshua fetches them out and hangs

them. After this he takes possession of the town of Makkedah and the town

of Lachish
;

Then Horam, king of Gezer, came up to help Lachish, and

Joshua smote him and his people, in such wise that he let none escape/’

(Joshua x, 33.)

Later on (xii, 12) Gezer reappears in the list of the thirty-one kings of

the country (
vialk$ ha-aref) beaten by the Ben6 Israel, kings belonging to

* Mkmotres publics par les membres de la mission archeologiquefranfaise au Cairo, vi, 2, p. 299
(an article by Father Scheil).
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the people of the Hittites (Hitti), the Amorites, the Canaanites, the Perizites,

the Hivites (Hiwi), and the Jebusites Gezer was therefore one of those

ancient royal cities (Canaanitish, as we shall see) that had their own nielek
,

and were numerous before the arrival of the Hebrews in the Promised Land.

Gezer again appears once more in the Book of Joshua in chapter xvi, 3.

This time more precise topographical data are given, which is fortunate, for

no argument can be drawn from the names of towns linked with that of Gezer

in the preceding passage, as the list does not appear to be arranged in a

strict geographical order. The writer is speaking of the territory assigned to

the tribe of Ephraim on the occasion of the division of the conquered country

among the twelve tribes of Israel. He describes the southern frontier of the

territory as beginning at the Jordan near Jericho and striking out westwards,

that is to say towards the Mediterranean, passing by Bethel, Luz, and

Ataroth
;
and he says, “it goeth down westward to the coast of Japhleti,

unto the coast of Beth Horon the nether, and to Gezer, and the goings out

thereof are at the sea.”

It may be as well to contrast this passage with the one in Josephus {Ant.

Jud., v, 1, 22), where he describes summarily, but most exactly, the territory of

Ephraim :—this territory extended in breadth (cupeiat') from south to north

—

that is to say, from Bethel to the great plain, and in length (iivjKovoixdvrjv),

from east to west, from the Jordan to Gadara (a-xPL PaBaptov airo ’IopSavov

noTafiov). There can be no doubt as to the identity of Gadara
,
or rather

Gazara, with Gezer, in spite of the changes in transcription. We shall find

several times the name Gezer in Greek authorities rendered Gadara
,
though

it is ordinarily transcribed TaCdpa, Ta^dp, re£ep. In fact, it was this that at a

later period led Strabo to confuse Gezer with Gadara
,
the capital of Pera^a

on the east of Jordan. As to the plural form of the word it is perfectly easy

of explanation, it originated from the transcriptions ra£dpa, TaSapa, which

have the Greek feminine singular termination. This termination in course of

time gave the name the appearance of a neuter plural, ra rd£apa, instead of

-r) r<x£dpa. The same transformation has taken place, as we shall see, in the

incidents in the book of Maccabees in which Gezer plays a part. This

confusion has likewise arisen under the same conditions in the case of other

names of towns. It is in this way, for instance, that the name of the Moabite

town Medaba, fc-OTO, transcribed MijSd/Sa, becomes rrokis MrjSaficop*

ra MijSafta.

* Confirmed by a Greek Christian inscription (on a mosaic) found at Madeba itself.

2 I
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Thus it follows clearly from the above passages that Gezer must have

been situated to the west of Beth- Moron the Nether and at no great distance

from it, and it is the more important to have fixed its identity, as it marked

the western extremity of the southern boundary of the territory of Ephraim.

We again encounter Gezer in Joshua xxi, 2), as one of the Levite

towns, that is to say, the forty-eight towns assigned by Joshua to the

Levites, together with their suburbs (migras/i), in the territories of the

different tribes of Israel. The territory of Ephraim, contained four of these

towns, among them being Gezer. We thus learn that Gezer not only marked

the limit of the territory of Ephraim but actually formed part of that territory.

This view, moreover, is also explicitly confirmed by Joshua xvi, 10, and

Judges i, 29.

Joshua xvi, 10, gives a piece of information doubly interesting for us,

since it shows that the primitive population of Gezer had not been destroyed

by Joshua after the defeat of its king Horam, but simply laid under tribute,

and that this population was of Canaanitish origin. This latter fact is like-

wise confirmed by Judges i, 29. The Ephraimites became mingled with the

old Canaanitish population of Gezer. There is then every likelihood that by

making excavations at Abu Shusheh, a genuine Canaanitish stratum would

be reached. The art and religion of the Canaanites is perhaps responsible

for the rude terra-cotta figure that I spoke of above (p. 6). I am able to give

here a faithful reproduction of this, having at last

found the cast of it that I made but afterwards mislaid.

We shall see however that the Philistines appear

to have occupied Gezer for a certain period as well.

Gezer is further alluded to in other books of the

Bible, but in these more light is thrown on its historic

importance than on its location. However, no element

in the problem we have to solve should be passed over.

Gezer plays an important part in the history of

David (2 Sam. v). Upon the news of the taking of

Jerusalem by David and his being crowned King of

all Israel, the Philistines, hereditary enemies of Israel,

go up against him, and are beaten successively at two

TERRA-COTTA KKJURR l oi sn places difficult to locate precisely (the valley of
AT abu shOshkii. Rephaim and Baal-perazim). They must however have

certainly been in the direction of Jerusalem, and even in its immediate neigh-
bourhood. “ And David did so as the Lord had commanded him, and smote
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the Philistines from Geba until thou come to Gezer ” (v. 25). The same

incident is related in pretty much the same terms in 1 Chron. xiv, 16. One

fact at any rate, and that a very interesting one, seems to follow clearly from

this passage, namely that Gezer, the furthest point to which David extended

his pursuit, must have been well on the way to the Philistines’ country,

perhaps even formed part of it at that period. Josephus gives us to understand

as much in narrating the same event after his manner (Ant. Jud., vii, 4, t).

David, having beaten the Philistines, pursued them to the town of Gazara

(axpt 7roXecus Valapaiv), which marks the eastern extremity of their territory

(r) Se iarriu opog ainan> Trjs yoipad). We shall see in a moment that he

expresses himself elsewhere even more definitely on this point.

It may very well be that this affair is again alluded to in two parallel

passages (A and B) in the second book of Samuel (xxi, 18, 19) and in

1 Chronicles (xx, 4, 5). There is a very curious variation between these,

they look as if they had been extracted from some old chronicle now lost, and

had been copied differently in the two recensions that have come down to us.

A, 18. “And it came to pass after this that there was again a battle with

the Philistines at Gob
,
then Sibbechai the Hushathite slew Saph, which was

of the sons of Rapha.”

19. “ And there was again a battle in Gob with the Philistines, where

Elhanan the son of Jaare-oregim, a Beth-lehemite, slew Goliath the

Gittite, etc.”

This town Gob, GSb
(
3‘a, 213

)
is absolutely unknown. Comparison with

the parallel passage B* seems to prove that this name is nothing but a

modification of Gezer, which is found in this passage letter for letter.f The
text of Chronicles is doubtless the right one, and the original form 2U has

become I'D, through a wrong reading which can easily be accounted for by

the Hebrew paleeographer, Josephus in his turn is of this opinion in his

account of the same occurrence (Ant. Jud., vii, 12, 2).J

Gezer plays an important part in the history of Solomon (1 Kings, ix,

*
I am inclined to think that the verb ijns'I at the end of the verse in 1 Chron. xx, 4,

contains a play on words having reference to the name of the Canaanitcs :
“ they were abased ”

or “treated like Canaanites.” It is to be borne in mind that a Canaanitish population had been

maintained at Gezer.

t 1 Chron. xx, 5 corresponds to 2 Sam. xxi, 19, and relates the same feat of arms with some

curious variations that do not concern me here, but this time it gives no place-name.

| Note- that Josephus this time gives the correct transcription Vagapav, in the fern, sing., and

not neut. plur.

2 I 2
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1 5, etc). The Pharaoh of Egypt had conducted an expedition against Gezer,

had taken the town, and had burnt it, after having exterminated the

Canaanites who dwelt there. He gave the town he had destroyed as a dowry

to his daughter, the wife, or rather one of the wives of Solomon. The latter

rebuilt the demolished city, by which he appeared to set a particular store.

Unfortunately we do not know either the name of this Pharaoh or the

historical events—some revolt perhaps—which led to his making this

expedition into the south of Palestine and destroying Gezer. According to

the Bible the expedition appears to have been directed against the Canaanitish

element, but it may be that the Philistines counted for something in this

enterprise of Pharaoh’s, since Gezer, as I have already said, and will proceed

to prove, belonged at that time to the country of the Philistines, that is to say,

a population that had been long feudatory to Egypt. In the parallel account

in Josephus (Ant. Juci viii, 6, i), Gazara, one of the towns rebuilt by

Solomon, is specifically mentioned as belonging to Pkilistia : Trjv TpCrrjv 8e

Pa£apa, rrjv tt}$ UaXaicrTivoiv vnapxovcrau. We had already arrived at

this conclusion by inductions based on another passage in Josephus and on

certain indications given in the Bible itself. It may therefore very well be

that at a certain period Gezer, which, as we shall see, is less than six miles to

the east of Ekron, belonged to the Philistines, and served as a sort of advanced

bulwark against Israel.

IX.

—

Gezer under the Hasmona£ans.

We have to proceed as far as the Hasmonaean period before we find

Gezer reappearing in history. It plays one of the most important parts in the

long wars kept up by the Jews against the Seleucids, and narrated in the

books of Maccabees and the parallel accounts of Josephus. In order to grasp

the full value of this testimony, which contains more than one precious bit of

topographical information, we must not lose sight of one most essential point

—the centre of the struggles of the early Hasmonaeans against the Greco-

Syrian armies was the town of Modin, the place of origin of the Hasmonaean

family, and consequently the region of el Midieh.

The first incident in which Gezer figures is the battle between Judas and

Gorgias (i Macc., iv). The Syrian general had taken up his position at

Emmaus (*Amw&s). Judas, who had retired to the south of that town, takes

the offensive, and utterly defeats the army of the enemy, who leave the field

in complete disorder, pursued by the victorious Jews as far as Gazera and the
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plains of Idumaea, Azotus, and Jamneia. Consequently Gezer must have been

situated on one of the two lines of retreat, between Emmaus and the sea. In

the expression em ra£i?pa>

v

(v. 15) it should be noted that the feminine form

of the name of Gezer when transliterated into Greek is yet treated as a neuter

plural. The Latin version has made the error worse by taking this genitive

plural form for a real proper name, and servilely translating usque Gezeron.

A second episode, where Gezer again figures, is the battle between Judas

and the Syrian general N icanor, whom the former had previously defeated at

Capharsalama* (1 Macc., vii, 39, 40). Nicanor is defeated and killed in the

battle. He had taken up his position at Bethoron, whilst Judas occupied

Adasa (30 stadia from Bethoron, according to Josephus).+ The defeated

army is pursued from Adasa to Gazera (v, 45) during a whole day, which

does not necessarily imply the length of a day’s march under ordinary cir-

cumstances.

Later on Gezer is mentioned among the towns which Bacchides, after

his defeat on the banks of Jordan, orders to be fortified (1 Macc. ix, 52.

Cf. Josephus, Ant. Jud., xiii, 1, 3).

These various passages seem to imply that Gezer was an important

strategical point, always remained in the hands of the Greco-Syrians, and

that the latter managed to make it a refuge in case of a check, since on two

occasions it is indicated as one of the points where the pursuit of the victorious

Jews came to an end.

The last passage shows us that up to the year 160 of the Seleucids, the

Jews had not yet succeeded in getting possession of Gezer. Now a few years

later we notice that it has passed into their hands: “And Simon saw that

John his son was a valiant man, and he gave him the command of all the

military forces, and he dwelt at Gazara (cV Ta^apots) ” [1 Mac. xiii, 53]. The
sentence is somewhat ambiguous. Was it John or Simon himself that took

up his abode at Gezer ? The point is of little importance, but what is certain

is that Gezer must in the meanwhile have been retaken by the Jews.

The conquest of a city like this by the Jews was an event of considerable

importance, so that it seems odd that no mention is made of it in the book of

Maccabees between ch. ix and ch. xiii. Upon nearer investigation of the

text this singularity vanishes. In reality the siege and capture of Gezer by

* To the north of Lydda. For the site of Capharsalama, see infra, Ch. VI.

t Ant. Jud., xii, 10, 5. Here again Josephus takes 'Afnad for a neuter plural, 4i> ’AJW©?*.

See (p. 76) my remarks on the position of Adasa.
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the Jews are related at length in this same chapter (xiii, 43-48), immediately

before the passage that speaks of the residence of Simon or John at Gezer

;

only by a copyist's error the name of Gezer
(
Gazara

)
has become Gaza . It

was long believed that this passage referred to the celebrated town of Gaza,

but it is easy to show that for various reasons there could be no allusion here

to the town of Gaza, and that the correction from VoZp.v to Va£apav is entirely

warrantable. The narrative will repay a close examination, for it contains

certain details which will be of the greatest interest to us, and may even throw

some light on the interpretation of our inscriptions, if they really ought, as I

doubt not, to be referred to Gezer.

Here are the facts. About the year 143 n.c., the date of the definite

liberation of Israel from the Seleucid yoke, and the starting-point,

moreover, of the Jewish national era, Simon came and laid siege to the

so-called Gaza, with a large park of artillery. After having effected a

breach, he took the town by assault. He spared the lives of the inhabitants,

but drove them out of the town, while he himself made his entry there,

singing the holy hymns. He purified the places polluted by the idols
,
cast out

all the pollutions of the town
,
and placed such men there as would keep the

law (oiTii'es tov vofxov ttoloikti), and fortified it and built there a residence for

himself (v, 48).*

This town certainly cannot have been Gaza, as appears from the following

facts. In ch. xiv of Book 1 of Maccabees it is stated that the land of Judah

remained in peace all the days of Simon, and a list of his conquests is given

—

Joppa, Gazara, Baithsura and Acra. He had therefore made himself master

(cKvpUv<re) of Gazara. If he had likewise gained possession of Gaza, as above

narrated, how could such a conquest have been passed over without mention

in a recapitulatory sketch of the services rendered by Simon to the Jewish

cause ? Now, as will be seen, not Gaza
, but on the contrary Gazara is the

place in question.

There is a similar argument, even more decisive, to be derived from the

same chapter (27-34), for here we are dealing with an official document, a

long honorific inscription, a regular decree of the people of Israel passed in

* This latter detail appears to settle the question that arose just now in connection with

v, 53. But John, son of Simon, being appointed generalissimo of the army, might very well have

his headquarters at Gezer also, since the town was situated in a position of strategic importance

and in the dangerous zone that was exposed to the first attacks of the enemy. On this point see

the details which will be given later on, clearly showing that John was residing at Gazara at the

time of his father’s murder.
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the general assembly at Jerusalem, exhibited, inscribed on brazen tables, in

the peribolos of the Temple, and preserved in duplicate in the archives of the

public treasury. It is an official eulogy of Simon and a narration of the

services rendered by him to Israel: “and he fortified the town of Gazara,*

which is situated upon the borders of Azotus
(
ttjv ini to>v 6pC(ov ’A^wtov), and had

previously been occupied by the enemy
;
and he caused the Jews to dwell

there and furnished them with all that was needed to establish them on a

satisfactory footing.” Here again is no whisper of Gaza, but, on the other

hand the details given concerning Gazara, as to the means adopted by Simon

to establish the Jewish population there, are in marvellous accordance with

those related of the so-called Gaza in chapter xiii, 43-48.

By comparison of these different passages with those in Josephus (An/.

Jnd., xiii, 6, 7, and Dell
. Jud., i, 2, 2), we arrive at one and the same

conclusion, the Jewish historian expressly states Simon seized Gazara, and

nowhere does he breathe a word of Gaza .

Later (1 Macc. xv, 28) we find King Antiochus sending to Simon his

ambassador Athenobios to summon the Jewish prince to give up to him

Joppa, Gazara
,
and the Acra of Jerusalem, which the latter had forcibly

seized (/caTcucpaTeiTe), or rather to pay him by way of compensation an

indemnity of a thousand talents of silver. Simon replies that he has not

taken another’s goods, that he has merely recovered the inheritance of his

fathers, and he adds (35), “As for Joppa and Gazara which thou claimest, and

which have done great wrongs to the people in our land, we will give in

exchange for them a hundred talents.” Here again in the claims of Antiochus

and the answer of Simon, Gazara and not Gaza is mentioned. If Simon had

really seized Gaza, one of the most important towns in the kingdom of the

Seleucids, Antiochus would certainly not have failed to include it in his

demands, he ought even, logically, to have put it at the head of his claims, as

being the greatest grievance he could have against the Jews.

Lastly, there is one more argument, an historical one, which proves up to

the hilt that all the interesting details of the siege, capture, and Judaization

of Gaza by Simon, ought properly to apply to Gazara, or, to put it in another

way, to Gezer. It is that it was at a much later date, in 98 u.c., under the

Jewish king Alexander Janneus, that the town of Gaza fell finally into the

* It should be remarked that the name of the town is correctly rendered by the feminine

singular, n)v r indeclinable, and not as is generally formed by the neuter plural. This small

fact seems enough to indicate that the text is really borrowed from an authentic official document.
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hands of the Jews, after a memorable siege that lasted no less than a

year.*
;

However, Antiochus, irritated by the reply of Simon, had ordered his

general Kendebaeos to advance upon Judaea, making the base of his operations

the town of Kedron or Kedro.t in the region of Jamneia (v, 39-41). John

then came up from Gazara—which fact, we may stop to remark, is sufficient

proof that he resided in that town, as I have said,—to warn his father Simon

of the approach of the enemy (xvi, 1). This passage at the same time shows

that Gazara cannot have been far distant from Jamneia (Yebn&) and from

Kedron [Katrah), and that it was exposed in consequence to the first attack of

Kendebaeos. The latter place may likely enough have been the chief object

of his efforts in this fresh campaign. Kendebaeos was beaten and driven

back to Azotus by the Jewish army, which issued from the neigbourhood of

Modin (v, 4-10).

It was at Gazara, again, that John was residing at the time when he

heard of the death of his father Simon, who had been caught in an ambuscade

and murdered in the fortress of Dok, near Jericho, by his son-in-law, Ptolemy,

son of Abubos, the governor of that town. At Gazara also he was warned

of the arrival of emissaries entrusted with his own assassination. Quite

evidently, Gazara was his headquarters.

The Second Book of Maccabees would seem at first sight to contain a

passage of extreme interest concerning our town of Gazara (x, 32-37). But

comparison with the First Book of Maccabees (v, 6-8), and the corresponding

narrative in Josephus, will suffice to show that it is not Gezer at all that is

referred to, but Jazer, a quite different place, beyond Jordan, and that the

names of the two places have got mixed. Ta£apa is a copyist’s error for

Ja£apa4 as just before r<z£a was an error of the same sort for rd(apa. This

element then must simply be eliminated from the problem.

On the other hand Gezer is certainly the place referred to in a document

of rare interest that has been preserved for us by Josephus. About the year

130 before our era, John Hyrcanus, son and successor of Simon, faithful to

* Josephus, Ant. Jud xiii, 13, 3, and Bell
. Jitd., i, 4, 2. Gaza remained in the possession

of the Jews until the time of Pompey, who took it from them.

t The identity of Kedron or Kedro with the modern Katrah
, a little south-east of Yamneia,

has long been admitted.

X Josephus gives the vocalisation 'la£w/wi
;
the First Book of Maccabees has ’I«£V}/> (variant

’lugV/j'). This of course is the Ammonite town Ja'ezzer
,

transliterated in the Septuagint ’1u&jp.

The Onomasticon rentiers it by ’A£w/t at 'lufi/p.
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the Hasmonaean tradition, sent an embassy to Rome to draw tighter the bonds

of an almost immemorial alliance, and one that the Romans also found to their

profit, for it aided certain political views which were afterwards to be realised

by the reduction of Syria to a Roman province. Jews and Romans at that

time had interests in common, and were pursuing, by widely different means,

the same purpose, namely the struggle against the power of the Seleucid

kings. Josephus {Ant. Jtid., xiii, 9, 2) gives us the names of the members

of the Jewish commission, and the actual text of the decision of the Senate in

reply to the letters of Hyrcanus conveyed by his envoys. In these letters

Hyrcanus asked the Senate, among other things, to convey to Antiochus an

order to give back to him Joppa and its ports, Gazara and its springs (*ceu

Va£apa kcu irqyai), as well as all the towns and all the territories which the

latter had seized by armed force, despite the decree of the Senate. We see

from this, that in consequence of events unknown to us, Joppa and Gezer had

fallen again into the hands of Antiochus. We ascertain, moreover, one

precious detail of topography, on which I lay great stress, as it assists in

confirming the identification of Gezer. It is that this town had considerable

and well-known springs. These springs we find again near Abu Shftsheh,

firstly in the magnificent spring of ‘Ain Yardeh, next in two, one of them now

dried up, the other less important, ‘Ain et-Tannfir and 'Ain el-Botmeh. The

abundance of water in this district is moreover borne witness to by the

existence of the ancient aqueduct, Kan&t Bint el K&fer, which, starting

from Tell el Jezer, conveyed it as far as the neighbourhood of Ramleh, and

perhaps beyond that to Lydda.

X.—Gezek in Strabo and tiie Onomasticon.

To complete the ancient testimonies concerning Gezer, it remains still to

examine two of unequal value.

The first, on which I shall not lay any great stress, is furnished by

Strabo.* In describing the coast of Judaea, from Joppa to Mount Cassius, on

the Egyptian frontier, he mentions after Joppa and before Azotus and Ascalon,

the town of Gadaris
,
as having been appropriated by the Jews. Although

Strabo, ed. Didot, p. 646, 16.

2 K
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Strabo, to judge by the historical details* that he furnishes, appears to have

confused this Gadaris with Gadara, t the capital of Peraea, it is tolerably

evident that he is referring to our town Gezer, and that it is to this latter, in

any case, that his geographical information relates.

The second testimony is, or looks as if it ought to be, decisive in

solving the problem. It is furnished by the Onomasticon ,
and in view of

its importance I reproduce it in its entirety. Eusebius expresses himself

as follows :

—

Ta^ep, Kkrjpov *E(fapatp, Amrcu? acfxopMrpcvr) , real ravrrjv irroki.6pKr)<rev

'Iijtrovs tov /3acri\ea axrrrjq avekdtv’ rjv Kal (pKoSopr)cre Xakopcov' teal vvv KaXeifat

Talapa Koipt) Ni/co7rdXe<u? airiyovcroL crr)p.€Lots S' iv (3opeioi.<;. Ov pr\v aveikev

avrr)<s tovs akko<f>vkovs r) <f>vkt) *E<f>patp.

This St. Jerome renders :

—

Gazer, in sorte tribus Ephraim, urbs separata Levitis
;
quam et ipsam

expugnavit Jesus rege illius interfecto. Aedificata est autem postea a

Salomone
;
nunc Gazara villa dicitur in quarto milliario N icopoleos contra

septentrionem. Verumtamen sciendum, quod alienigenas ex ea Ephraim non

potuit expellere4

This is categorical enough. As the position of Nicopolis Emmaus, now

‘Amw&s, is perfectly well known on the one hand, and on the other the village

of Gazara, is placed by the Onomasticon at four miles north of Nicopolis, it

seems that nothing could be easier than to discover, at its site, the village

which to Eusebius and St. Jerome represented the ancient Gezer. The
unfortunate part of it is that there is nothing on the spot corresponding to the

data. After having long exhausted themselves in attempts at verification,

commentators and topographers had ended by regarding the problem as

insoluble, or by proposing inadmissible solutions, which I will not stop to

discuss, such as identifying Gezer with Y&zur, to the east of Jaffa, making

the old Canaanitish Gezer and the Hasmonaean Gazara into two different

towns (Ydztir and Katra), assimilating Gezer with Geshur in the tribe of

Manasseh, and so on.

It was, however, the more difficult to call in question the authority of the

Onomasticon, as the Gazara mentioned in it seems to have prolonged its

* Of more or less celebrated persons who came from Gadara.

t We have already seen that even Josephus himself sometimes gives Gezer the name of

Gadara, for Gazara.

+ Cf. s.v., refrifin, Gazera, with a cross*reference to the article Tc £<?/> (sic) and Gazera, Gazara.
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existence well into the Byzantine period, under the name of Gadara, the seat

of a bishopric in the province of Palaestina I
a.*

It is as well to note this point in passing, as it suffices to explain the

existence at Tell el Jezer “of an early Christian or Byzantine work,” which

some have thought to detect there by certain archaeological indications, and

which has been most wrongly adduced as an argument against the great

antiquity which I had assigned to the site.t

XI.

—

Gezer in Arab tradition.

Such was the condition of the problem up to 1871, when I was led to

propose a solution, which I have every reason to believe a permanent one,

by introducing into it a new factor, and I may say an unexpected one, since I

borrowed it from a quite different and much more recent source, which no one

had thought of using. This solution is based on a datum absolutely

independent of all those we have discussed. These latter, in spite of their

value and all the efforts made to utilize them, were insufficient by themselves

to lead to it. It had the advantage of satisfying every term in the problem,

without exception, and was destined moreover to receive a few years later a

brilliant confirmation, in the discovery, on the very spot I had pointed out,

of inscriptions containing at full length the Hebrew name of the much-

sought-for city

!

While reading in 1869 for the first time the Arabic chronicle of Mujir ed

Din, often so dry and tiresome, I lit upon a passage which was to me as a ray

of light. It occurs at p. 702 of the Arabic text printed at Bulak. Mujir ed

Din there narrates to us in very great detail an incident of quite second-rate

interest by itself, which took place in the neighbourhood of Ramleh on the

1 2th of March, 1495. The author, then a cadi at Jerusalem, had been well-

nigh an eye-witness of the occurrence.

He is speaking of the bloody encounter between the emir J&nbulat,

Governor of Jerusalem, and his lieutenant at Ramleh,'on the one hand, and on

the other a troop of Bedouin who had come to make a razzia on the territory

of Ramleh, at the secret instigation of the Governor of Gaza, who had a

* This fact has been long admitted, but has been recently disputed by Herr Schlatter, who,

repeating the error of Strabo, thinks that the place in question is the Gadara beyond Jordan in

Pahestina IIa. However, Herr Gelzer seems to me to have met his objections conclusively.

(See Zeitschrift des deutschen Palcestimi- Vereins, 1894, p. 36, etc. Cf. Georgii Cyprii descriptio

orbis Romani, pp. 52, 191.)

t Memoirs
,
Vol. II, 431, 432. Cf. pp. 433, 434, 436.

2 K 2
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hostile feeling towards his colleague at Jerusalem. The territory of Ramleh

was, and still is at the present day, separated from that of Gaza by the course of

the little river called in its lower waters Nahr Rilbln, and in its higher course,

W&dy Katra and WAd es Ser&r. The K4shef or under-Governor of Ramleh,

at the command of his superior, the Governor of Jerusalem, who had gone

in person to Ramleh, leaves the latter town to make a tour in the district and

stop the depredations of the Bedouin who were marauding there. He
advances in a southerly direction from Ramleh towards the village of

Nf&neh, which exists under the same name at the present day. He reaches

the southern frontier of the district and meets a party of Bedouin, whom he

chases as far as the territory of *Amftri&, a village now in ruins and equally

well known, belonging to the territory of Gaza, to the south of the W&d es

Seriir. Here the Bedouin face about, resume the offensive, and in their turn

pursue the K&shef, who falls back in the direction of the village of Khuldd and

the village of Tell el Jezer jj <Ly), both belonging —the writer expressly

mentions—to the territory of Ramleh.

The K&shef, seeing that he is at a disadvantage, entrenches himself in

a borj, a little fort, then existing at Khuldd, and here an obstinate struggle

takes place between his men and the Bedouin. The latter get the upper

hand. Meanwhile the Governor of Jerusalem, who had left Ramleh a little

while after his subordinate to execute, on his own part, a reconnaissance,

having arrived at the village of Tell el Jezer,
hears in that place the cries of

the combatants hotly engaged in mortal conflict at Khulda. H e hastens to the

rescue, guided by the cries ^j) to bring off his men, but is himself beaten

and his small escort slaughtered, and hardly manages to escape with his own life.

The latter phase of the affair must have taken place between Khuldi and

the village of Tell el Jezer, and quite close to the latter, for Mujlr ed Din

adds that the authorities commissioned later on to make an inquiry into the

affray, and to fix responsibility in the proper quarters,* proceeded first of all

to Tell elJezer, and noted that several of the men who had been massacred,

some ten in number, were lying on the territory of the village

All the place-names that appear in this recital are still in existence in the

locality, and were marked on Van de Velde’s map, the only authoritative one

then existing, except the name of the village of Tell elJezer, the only one which

was missing. I had been greatly struck by the perfect similarity which this

In this inquiry Mujir ed Din took a personal part in his capacity of cadi.
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name presents to that of the undiscoverable Gezer, and immediately proceeded

to argue an actual identity from the onomastic identity, and though as yet

unable to fix definitely the position of the place, I noted that the district re-

ferred to by Mujtr ed Din would agree marvellously well with what we know

from ancient geography of the site of Gezer. What had to be done was to dis-

cover the position of this village, which, though not marked on the maps, was

still in existence nearly four centuries ago under a name that was a revelation.

The statement of Mujir ed Din was explicit, and was moreover confirmed

by the testimony of various other Arab authors, as I subsequently ascertained.

Thus the secretary of Saladin, ‘Emad ed-din, # tells us that the Mussulmans,

who occupied Jerusalem and the mountain of Judaea, and were in almost

exactly the same situation as the Jews with regard to the Greco-Syrians

commanded by Kendebaeos, directed three cavalry raids against Richard Coeur

de Lion who was quartered at Ascalon. In order to surprise the Franks

at Yebn& early in the morning, they went to Tell elJezer to pass the night.

The historian 13eh£ ed din,+ also in Saladin’s service, relates that in

November, 1191, negotiations were begun (destined never to come to fruit)

between Richard and Saladin, who was then encamped at Tell elJezer.

A third Arab testimony is that of the celebrated geographer Y&kftt,;J;

who puts down Tell elJezer as “ a strong place in the province of Filastln,”

that is to say, in the province of Ramleh. As his custom is, he is careful to

vocalise the name letter by letter, which is a guarantee for the pronounciation

Jazar with two fathas.

Thus there is no doubt as to the existence of a village of the name of

Tell el Jezer not only in the 15th, but even in the 12th century of our era.

It remained then to discover it in its place, and to see whether it really was

built upon an ancient site, and whether this site answers all requirements.

It was only in the course of the year 1871 that it was possible for me to

proceed with this verification oil the spot. I shall relate further on (see

Appendix) how I managed, not without trouble, to satisfy myself that Tell

* El-fath el Kossy, MS. in the Bibliotheque Nationale, No. 839, ancien fonds arabe, fol. 171.

Cf, Arabic text, edited by Landberg, p. 419.

t Historiens Orientaux des Croisades
,
III, 291-292. Wilken, and Stubbs, the editor of the

Itinernrium Ricardi
,

led astray by the odd transliteration of Schultens
( Tel-al-Sjusur ), wrongly

imagined that this name stood for the Arabic Jj “The Hill of the Bridge,” as Stubbs

writes
;
the text jj letter for letter.

} Mo'jem el-Bulddn , ed. Wiistenfeld, s.v.
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el Jezer, which had hitherto baffled all the commentators, was to be found in

the well-known village of Abu Shftsheh, the modern name masking the

ancient one, which however was still living in tradition. I noted there all the

signs that characterise an important city of antiquity, and, referring back to all

the texts discussed above, I convinced myself that Tell el Jezer satisfied all

the conditions contained in them.

I had therefore succeeded in discovering the real site of ancient Gezer,

after having, if I may say so, theoretically fixed it beforehand. On returning

to Europe in 1872,* I read before the Academie des Inscriptions a paper

entituled “ Decouverte de la ville royale chanan^enne de Gezer,” which has

not yet been published. In it I set forth the reasons that led me to propose

the identification of Gezer with Tell el Jezer. This part of my dissertation I

have given in substance in the preceding pages, the other part, relating to the

material operations of the discovery, is given in abbreviated form in the

Appendix.

I had no suspicion then that two years later it was to be my lot to find at

Tell el Jezer itself epigraphical proof establishing my thesis beyond the

possibility of question.

It still remains in my mind how when I had finished reading my paper,

the President of the Academie, the lamented M. Miller, thought it incumbent

on him to make some reservations in speaking of my conclusions, which

appeared to him somewhat daring, saying it was to be regretted that I could

not bring forward some inscription in support of my views, which could only

be regarded, it seemed to him, as mere conjecture, in the absence of further

proof.

This was perhaps a little too exacting, for at this rate which of all

the topographical identifications in Palestine, though seeming most solidly

established, could stand before this excessive scepticism ? We have seen

however that it was not long before this desideratum was supplied in a way

that could not have been hoped for, proving me in the right all along the line,

and also, most valuable of all in my eyes, justifying in a striking fashion the

* I cannot avoid remarking, by the way, were it only to anticipate those claims of prior

discovery which are always possible, that the late lamented Tyrwhitt Drake proposed to identity

Gezer with “Tell Jezar" in the Quarterly Statement of 1872, p. 40. He only omits to mention

one thing, that this identification had been suggested to him by me, together with all the proofs

in support of it, a year tlfore, in the presence of poor Palmer and the late Sir Richard Burton.

The Memoirs do not mention Drake’s report, but on the other hand they ascribe to me (p. 439
at the bottom) the paternity of a short notice which really belongs to him,
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very method of critical induction employed by me, the same as produced such

grand results in the hands of Robinson and his successors. We are henceforth

warranted in applying this method with greater confidence than ever, for we

see that it is capable of leading us, upon occasion, to results of absolute

certainty.

XII.—Tell el Jezer and the Gazara of the Onomasticon.

The Mount Gisart of the Crusaders.

It would be easy, but too long, to show, by taking one by one the series

of texts above quoted, that Tell el Jezer answers to all, absolutely all, of the

data contained in them. I wish in this place only to touch on one essential

point, which at the same time raises a general question that has an important

bearing on our knowledge of the geography of Palestine, I mean the identity

between Tell el Jezer and the Gazara of the Onomasticon.

The Onomasticon
,
as we have seen, places Gadara at four miles north of

Nicopolis-Emmaus, at any rate this was the meaning that had always been

attached to the Greek expression ev fiopeCois, which St. Jerome renders co>itra

scptcntrionetn. Now though Tell el Jezer is obviously situated at the requisite

distance from ‘Amw&s,* the ancient Emmaus-Nicopolis, with all the good will

in the world, one cannot say that it is to the north of that town. In reality it

is at most north-west of it, a difference of 45
0

,
which is a good deal. At the

distance of four Roman miles to the north of ‘Amw&s we find merely an

unimportant place, Khirbet RueisOn, which cannot in any respect represent

the Gazara of the Onomasticon
,
still less the Gezer of the Bible. How is one

to explain this serious anomaly which seems either to set aside my identification,

or else to impute a gross mistake to the Onomasticon?

All we have to do is to attend more carefully than is generally done to

this expression eV /Jopeiois ;
literally translated it means not to the north but

rather in the norths. From this starting point I arrived at the following

most interesting general result, that in his orientations Eusebius constantly

uses the plural form, the norths
,
the souths

, the easts, the wests, when he

wishes to imply a quarter intermediate between the four cardinal points,

corresponding to our north-west, north-east, south-east, and south-west. I

* I will remark en passant that Tell el Jezer is directly united with 'Amwas by an ancient

road, still marked out by large blocks, among which a diligent search might perhaps reveal one of

the milestones which served as guiding marks to Eusebius and St. Jerome.
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have picked out in the Onomasticon numerous instances of this hitherto

unnoticed fact. I am keeping this question to treat thoroughly at some

future date, when I mean to construct a very curious compass-card for the

Onomasticon, in which each expression, in the singular or plural, combined

with a judicious use of the prepositions with delicately varying meanings,

rrpos, ano, Kara, fxeragv, etc., corresponds to a fixed point on the horizon.

This will clear away many so-called inaccuracies and even errors in orientation

of which the Onomasticon has been groundlessly accused, and the geographical

data which modern exegesis borrows from that work at every turn, will gain in

precision to a remarkable extent.

To confine myself to the present instance, I have no doubt that we should

render cV /Sopaois, “ in the norths,” by “ to the north-west,” and so become

perfectly accurate. If Eusebius had meant “ to the north,” he would not

have employed the plural, but the singular. Here is one case out of a score.

The Onomasticon places Nazareth 15 Roman miles in the easts, npos avaroXas,

from Legio (Lajjfln). It would make absolute nonsense to translate to the

cast

,

Eusebius would in that case have used the singular. He means to the

north-east, which is exactly right.

Thus the last doubt that might have lingered on this head disappears.

Tell el Jezer, by its name as well as by its distance from and position with

regard to ‘Amw&s, undoubtedly stands for the Gazara of the Onomasticon.

But is this Gazara really identical with the Gazara of the Hasmonaean

period, and consequently with the Gazara of the ages preceding ? Here

again was ground for hesitation. Too often the authors of the Onomasticon

proceed in their geographical exegesis by way of guesses, sometimes very

risky guesses too, just like certain modern scholars, allowing themselves to be

led astray by superficial likenesses in names. Such might be the case here,

and the objection might rightly be made, and was made, to my theory that

if I had discovered at Tell el Jezer the village of Gazara, in which the

Onomasticon rightly or wrongly saw the Gezer of the Bible, there was nothing

to show that the latter view was correct. The appearance of our inscriptions

is a victorious answer to this objection
;
whatever their date may be, they are,

as we shall see, certainly earlier, and that by a long way, than the date when

Eusebius compiled his Onomasticon, and they prove consequently that we are

really on the site of the Hasmonaean Gezer, which, on the other hand, cannot

be distinct from the Gezer of earlier times. Thus we have an uninterrupted

chain of evidence uniting through the ages, in time as well as in space, the

Canaanitish Gezer with the modem Tell el Jezer.
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There was only wanting in this chain a single link, the mediaeval link,

that is to say a document bearing witness to the existence of Gezer under

the sway of the Crusaders. This connecting link I have since managed to

discover as I did the others, by demonstrating, in a special memoir,* to which

I can only refer the reader, that Tell el Jezer was known to the Crusaders,

under a name preserved as faithfully as possible, as Mount Gisart
,
a castle

and fieft of the county of Japhe, which no one had yet been able to identify.

In this memoir I prove, among other things, by a reasoned comparison of

mediaeval and Arab chronicles, that the famous battle of Mount Gisart, where

Saladin was routed by Baldwin IV the Leper, in 11 77, was fought at Tell

el Jezer, and that in commemoration of this glorious feat of arms, which took

place on November 25, the feast of St. Catharine, a priory of St. Catharine of

Mount Gisart, in the jurisdiction of the bishopric of Lydda, was founded on

Tell el Jezer. It may therefore be expected, when it is decided to make

excavations at Tell el Jezer, that traces of occupation by the Crusaders will

be found in the surface strata. It is very likely to the battle of Mount Gisart

that we should refer the origin of the numerous skeletons discovered at the

south-western extremity of Tell el Jezer, mentioned in the Memoirs
, II,

p. 436, as “ apparently buried after a battle.” Local tradition itself appears

to have retained traces of this memorable event. (See the legend related

above, p. 236, d propos of Mtisi Tali a.)

XIII.— Explanation of the Inscriptions, and Commentary.

I now arrive at the explanation of the inscriptions given already in

fac-simile. They raise various questions of the highest interest. They may

be divided into two groups: (1) the three bilingual ones, A, B, D, which I

discovered in succession, and which being identical in tenour evidently form

part of one and the same group
; (2) the small solitary inscription C.

Inscription C.— I will devote myself first of all to the latter, which is the

only one at all doubtful in its interpretation. It is complete, though very

short, and is simply composed of four large letters, which certain people have

wanted to make out to be Cufic characters This, need I say it ?—is a mere

* Clermont-Ganneau, Recueil d'Archeologic Orientate
,

I, 351—391 ; cf. p. 401 : Mont Gisart

et Tell cl-Djezer.

t In documents of the Crusades we find mention of several lords of Mount Gisart.

% Cf. Memoirs
,
II, p. 435. Even the reading ^ (

1) has been boldly suggested.

2 L
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delusion. Whoever has the least acquaintance with Semitic palaeography will

have no hesitation in recognizing them as square Hebrew characters, of the

same period as those of the other neighbouring inscriptions. As for the

reading and explanation, I confess they present genuine difficulties. There

is no possible doubt as to the second and fourth characters, which are certainly

a teth and an aleph respectively. The case is otherwise with the first and

third characters. Is the former a nun
, a kaph

,
or a beth ? Is the latter a phe y

a beth
,
or a mem ? I give below a table of the different readings that are

palatograph ically possible, without venturing as yet to pronounce a decided

opinion.*

:
(?) 1 (?>

N
!
D

j

12 3

1

2
1

2'

! 0 i 3 1

According to the value assigned to these letters, they lead to all sorts of

combinations, but no one of these seems to me very satisfactory.

ND132 recalls the name of the Bible town Netophah

;

but it is hard to see

how the name of this town comes to be here at the gates of Gezer, when, if

we admit the conclusions of modern criticism, it must have been situated in

quite another part. NOID3, the niphal form of NEtD, “to be impure,” would
suggest some ritual direction having reference to the sanctity of the boundary
of Gezer, if that boundary is of religious and not civil origin, as for instance

the indication of a zone beyond which the presence of tombs might give rise

to pollutions W2E2
, “terebinth,” would suggest the name o{'Ain cl-Botmek

,

which I found quite close to the town, and so forth. Moreover, this must
not be lost sight of, that if the first letter is a beth

,
it may perhaps not be a

radical, but the preposition 3 .

I leave to more skilful hands the task of solving this riddle. The
answer is perhaps quite simple, but it baffles me. All one can say is that if

this text is, as it appears, contemporaneous with the three others, it does not

I must especially remark that the loop forming the head of the last letter but one in
M. Lecomtes copy, is nothing like so marked in the original

(cf. the photographic fac-simile taken
from the squeeze and given above). The lower stroke of this loop is anything but certain.

t Cf. all the minute precautions to secure purification adopted by Simon at Gezer after the
conquest of the town, in view of its being a hot-bed of idolatry. See also a curious passage in the
Ialmud (1 osiphta, Ohol. 18) relating to the impurity of a certain zone round Ascalon, where the
words D'Dinn and D'XDtS are actually used.
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form part of the same series of the boundary-marks of Gezer. It is

noteworthy also, that though placed between two of the large inscriptions, it is

not quite on the north-east line that joins them, but a little inside that line,

to the west.

The three other inscriptions, A, B, D, are, on the contrary, certain in

reading and sense. They repeat a single text, and illustrate and complete

each other. They only differ from one another in the arrangement of the two

parts, Greek and Hebrew, of which they are composed. Inscription D has

suffered greatly, but the missing characters are supplied without trouble by

comparison with A and B :

A. ’aWo(w) in onr»

B. noixyv

in nnn

D. 'AXklov

row a[n]n

A, B, C: “Of Alkios” (in Greek). “Boundary of Gezer” (in Hebrew).

At the time of the discovery of inscription A, I had been supposing that

AAKIO must be a proper name of a man in the genitive case, for AAKIOY,
and that the stonemason had omitted the final Y either by inadvertence or for

want of room. This supposition was fully confirmed by the subsequent

discovery of 13 and D, in which AXklov is actually written at full length. The
omission of the final Y in inscription A tends to show that the stonemason

had cut the Hebrew inscription first, starting from right to left, and then

the Greek inscription, going back from left to right.

It is always a ticklish matter, and sometimes a dangerous one, to try to

date an inscription from palaeographical indications. The shapes of the letters

are not always a strict guide in chronology. However, having regard only to

Greek epigraphy, and setting aside the historic probabilities that I shall speak

of presently, one would be inclined d priori to admit that it is earlier than the

Christian era. The alpha
,

it will be noticed, has in all three cases its cross-bar

horizontal (A) and not broken (A). Now on the stele of Herod’s temple,

which I discovered at Jerusalem in 1871, the date of which is beyond a doubt,

the alphas begin to have the broken bar (A).
# The shape of the kappa

,

* The palaeography of the stele is in strict accordance with that of the coins of Herod the

Great, especially in the case of the characteristic letters A, E, £, A.

2 I. 2
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though less decisive, corresponds fairly well with this diagnosis
;

the two

branches have the acuteness of angle and the shortness that characterise the

ancient prototype |< ;
whilst on the temple stele this letter has already

assumed the more modern aspect, K ,
with the branches more open and

prolonged at top and bottom to the level of the ends of the upright part.

The palaeography of the Hebrew part is not at variance with these

conclusions. As we know, the square Hebrew characters which came into

general use from the Christian era onwards, were certainly in use before that

date, and must date as far back as the Hasmonaean period. The fact that the

Hasmonaean coins, and even those of Barcocheba, have their legends written in

the old Phoenician alphabet, does not militate against this universally accepted

theory
;

it was from a deliberate archaism,* and from a desire to assert the

reformed nationality of Israel, that the Hasmonaean princes and those who

later on at the time of the supreme self-assertion of expiring Judaism resumed

their traditions, used for the legends of their coins the ancient script of Israel,

whilst for the daily needs of life this script had been replaced by the square

Aramaic alphabet, a close relation of that of the Nabataeans and the

Palmyrenians.

What was the period when this change was effected among the Jews

from one alphabet to the other ? In my opinion, it was in the second half

of the 2nd century before Christ, just about the time of the Hasmonaean

ascendancy
;
and I base my view upon historical considerations which it would

take too long to consider. It is difficult to assign exact dates to the ancient

Hebrew inscriptions in square characters, now so numerous, that have been

discovered in the immediate neighbourhood of Jerusalem, such as the epitaph

of the tomb of St. James and others like it, the inscriptions on the ossuaries,

and so on. All that can be said is that they border closely on the Christian

era, and naturally involve the existence of an earlier period of a certain length

during which the square character was in use. I shall base my remarks on

two documents, which enable us, I think, to introduce into this still very

obscure question of chronology two precise data, furnishing two fixed points,

two really historical points, with a terminus ad quern and a terminus a quo.

The first is the Hebrew inscription on the sarcophagus of the queen

Saddan or Sadda, discovered in the Kubftr el Mulfik by M. de Saulcy. I have

shown elsewhere by a series of proofs that the unknown queen resting in this

* Cf. the use of the Gothic alphabet for the legends of certain English coins of the present

day.
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sarcophagus is none other than the very queen of Adiabene, the celebrated

Helen, who may be supposed to have borne, after the fashion of the time, the

Semitic name of Saddan in her national tongue, simultaneously with her

Hellenic name of Helen. Here then is a text in square Hebrew characters

exactly dated by the death of Queen Helen of Adiabene and her burial

in the magnificent mausoleum that she had had constructed at the gates of

Jerusalem for herself and her family, which occurred between 65 and 70 A.n.

The other document, on the contrary, takes us back to a period when the

square Hebrew alphabet had not yet taken a definite place, but was already in

the way of being introduced among the Jews. This is the famous inscription

carved several times over on the rock at A'rdk el Emir, which has given rise

to so much palaeographical, epigraphical, and historical controversy. Of all

the readings proposed, only one is possible, namely, “Tobias.” This

one may be taken to be certain. The character is still akin to the ancient

type, but the approach of the square character already makes itself felt.

The great question is to make out who this Tobias is. I do not admit

his being, as various scholars have proposed, Tobias the Ammonite, in the

book of Nehemiah. The date (about 350 b.c.) would be much too early for

the palaeography of the inscription and for the archaeology of the monuments

of A‘rdk el Emir. I likewise refuse to identify the person with that Tobias,

father of Joseph, who was a farmer of the taxes for Ptolemy V Epiphanes

about 187 b.g., and was the grandfather of Hyrcanus, that is to say of the

individual to whom, according to Josephus, we are to ascribe the foundation of

the citadel called by him Tyros, and to-day by the Arabs A'rak el Emir. I

have arrived at the conclusion that the Tobias whose name appears cut on the

rock at A'rdk el Emir, is none other than Hyrcanus himselfy that is to say the

actual founder of this most remarkable town.

This is not the place to enter on a regular proof, it would take me too

much out of my way, so I will confine myself to pointing out the principal

argument on which I rely.

Hyrcanus is a purely Hellenic name, and when borne by a Jewish

personage implies the existence of another name, a national Hebrew one.

This, as I have just reminded the reader in the case of Queen Helen, = Saddan,

was a common practice among the Hellenising Semites, who assumed or

received a double name. Greek and Semitic proofs of this usage are

abundant
;
to go no further than the name of Hyrcanus, I will point out, for

instance, that, later on, in the Hasmonaean dynasty, we come across a prince

Hyrcanus, who at the same time bears the Jewish name ofJohn wawrj?, and
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.

on his coins pnT’), in just the same way as his son and successor will bear the

double name (Hellenic and Jewish) Alexander /annerus* Thus the Hyrcanus

who founded the citadel of AYak el Emir might have borne, nay even must

have borne, a Jewish name in his own tongue. Now what was this Jewish

name ? I do not hesitate to reply, Tobias, and that a priori
,
quite apart from

the existence of the name in the inscriptions at AYak el Emir. My reason is

this : Our Hyrcanus, son of Joseph, was a grandson of Tobias
,
and we know

how often the name of the grandfather was transmitted to the grandson by

onomastic atavism. This of itself is a strong presumption in favour of my
thesis. But here is something else that appears to me still more convincing

than this simple induction, which might perhaps be considered rash.

Josephus tells us that Hyrcanus, being brought to bay in his citadel of

AY&k el Emir, ended by committing suicide (about 175 n.c.), and that King

Antiochus (IV Epiphanes) took possession of all the goods that had belonged

to him (Ant. Jud., xii, 4, 1 1). I am persuaded that we ought to identify this

latter incident with what is told us in 2 Macc. iii, ti. The Seleucicl General

Apollonius sends Heliodorus to Jerusalem to call upon the high-priest Onias,

in the name of Antiochus, to give up a considerable quantity of public treasure,

of the existence of which he had been informed by a traitor. Onias in vain

objects, saying that the treasure contains the savings of widows and orphans,

and also “property belonging to a certain person of great consideration”

(<r(f)6Spa avSpos h> vnepo^y reiplvov) called Hyrcanus son of Tobias. This at

any rate is the meaning hitherto attached to the; expression 'Tpnavov tov

Tojfiiov : “Hyrcanus (son) of Tobias,” taking the second name to be a

patronymic, with vlov understood, according to the usage of the Greek

language. It is true that ‘Tpnavo^ 6 Toj/Blov, or rather ‘Tpravos Tcofilov, in

the nominative, would mean “ Hyrcanus, son of Tobias but when in this

expression the name is in the genitive, there is ambiguity, and the phrase

may also be equivalent to 'Tprocvov tov nal Tcofiiov,” of Hyrcanus 10ho is also

called Tobias. t The latter meaning is the one that the Latin version has

* It is very probable, in my opinion, that the homonymous Hyrcani, for instance Hyrcanus

II, son and successor of Alexander Jannoeus, Hyrcanus, the nephew of Herod Agrippa, and

Hyrcanus, son of the historian Flavius Josephus, also bore a national Jewish name independently

of the Hellenic one.

t We should then have in the nominative ’Y/mwov l Twfi/ov and not <> Twpiov. It is in this

way that the accusative 'lawlnv riv which is found in Josephus, presumes the

genitive, ’I«»W« rot- 'A\egavfyiw. Now it would be absolute nonsense to translate the latter

expression by, ofJamies son of Alexander, since we know perfectly well that the person was called

Alexander-Jannes, and was the son of John Hyrcanus.
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taken, for Ilyrkani Tobies can only mean in Latin, “ of Hyrcanus- Tobias” not

“of Hyrcanus, son of Tobias.” This is how I understand the expression

myself, and I draw from this scries of comparisons the following formal

conclusions: (1) that the Hyrcanus-Tobias of the Book of Maccabees, the

important personage whose property Antiochus confiscated, is identical with the

Hyrcanus of FI. Josephus, whose property meets with a similar fate
; (2) that it

was this Hyrcanus-Tobias who cut his Jcivish name Tobias twice over in monu-

mental characters at AYak el Emir. Consequently the disputed inscription,

thanks to this historical identification, can be exactly dated, as our Hyrcanus

died in 176-175 b.c., and occupied his residence beyond Jordan during seven

consecutive years, as we are informed by Josephus, until the end of the

reign of Seleucus IV Philopator, the predecessor of Antiochus Epiphanes.*

I apologize for this digression, a somewhat long one perhaps, though I

have attempted to compress into it a reasoning which really demands fuller

treatment. It was however necessary, in order to ensure a firm basis for a

fact of some importance for us, namely, that the use of the square alphabet

must have been introduced among the Jews subsequent to the year 175 b.c.,

and only have been generally adopted under the Hasmoruean dynasty, which

hardly came into official existence before 143 b.c., the date when the new

Israel acquired its independence. Consequently our Gezer inscriptions cannot

in any case date farther back than this, while on the other hand Greek

palaeography binds us not to overstep the boundary of the Christian era.

There is still a margin, it will be seen.

The defective spelling of the word Onn, for OVTJH, “boundary;” the

appearance of the D, which in this word does not yet assume the final form it

will take in the: classic alphabet
;
the structure of the component parts of the

* It would in no way surprise me—but I can only put forward the notion here in brief— if

our Hyrcanus, otherwise called Hyrcanus-Tobias, was really a descendant of the famous Tobias

the Ammonite of the book of Nehemiah. According to Josephus the family of Hyrcanus was

known at Jerusalem under the popular name of “Children of Tobias” (oi hvftlov iratfti or

viot = n'SID '32 Bene-Tobiyah). This generic appellation perhaps did not refer, as is supposed,

to Tobias the grandfather of Hyrcanus, a person who appears to have played only an obscure

part, but rather to a more distant and more illustrious ancestor, the Tobias of Ammonite origin

who had played a conspicuous part in the history of Jerusalem on the return from the Captivity,

and, to the great indignation of the orthodox party, had made himself a high position in the

Jewish nation by exalted alliances. We could also much more easily explain why our Hyrcanus-

Tobias, when driven from Jerusalem by the enmity of his brothers, went and established himself

in the very heart of the Ammonites, if, by so doing, he was only returning to the land of his

origin, where his family still perhaps had powerful connections.
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n, the n, the 1, perhaps also the I (in inscription A at least), are all indications

of comparative archaism, agreeing with the probable age of the Greek

characters. I think then that we shall not be far wrong in placing our

inscriptions at or near the first century of our era, and rather before than after.

We shall see if it is possible to reduce the problem within straiter limits.

No doubt can remain as to the reading and sense of the three inscriptions

A, B, D, despite the reservations made with singular persistency in the

Memoirs *
I have already anticipated certain objections more or less clearly

enunciated there, but which have an evident tendency to lessen in the reader's

eyes the importance of the conclusions that I drew at the first from these

invaluable documents
;
these conclusions I still maintain, and it now remains

for me to justify them.

With regard to the actual name of Gezer,
which is repeated three times,

there is nothing to be said : it is written quite clearly, just as in the

Biblical texts.

The word Qlin, a defective, and even on that account ancient spelling of

Dinn, “boundary,” does not belong to Biblical Hebrew, but is extremely

common in the Hebrew of the Talmud under the forms OTrn and Nttinn,

“ boundary, limit, frontier.” It likewise exists in Syriac (tekiimo). It is one

of those many words of Aramaic origin that must have got into the language

of the Jews at an early period, since the latter had come to speak an Aramaic

or a strongly Aramaised dialect by the time of the Hasmonteans, perhaps

before it. In fact these profound changes in their language and their writing

in the same direction were of simultaneous occurrence. At the same time that

they began to speak Aramaic, they adopted the square character, in the form

in which we see it in our inscriptions, that is to say, a type of alphabet allied to

those in use around them among the Aramaic peoples. There is a synchronism,

so to speak, in our inscriptions between the appearances of the Aramaic word

Dnn and the use of the square characters. The. Judaeo-Aramaic language of

the Targums even admits verbs closely related to this word : DnfV, a pie

l

,

“ to bound, to trace a limit,” and Dnf> a pael
, with the same meanings.

The word onn is also used in the plural, D’Wnrt, ;
for instance, to signify

“the boundaries of Ascalon ”
(
Tosiphta

,
Oholoth, j 8). It even appears that

* Memoirs
,
II, pp. 435, 436 :

“ The first word is supposed to be an abbreviated form of the

later Hebrew form for Dinn, “boundary.” . . . The letter d . . . would have a medial, not a final

form, if so read . . . The characters, if really Hebrew, approach most closely to the later square

Hebrew forms, and not to the earlier character of the coins, etc., etc
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it finally passed into the general meaning of “ territory thus we find the

expression DWb “the territory of Ariah”
(
Tosiphta

, Kila'im r.), exactly

similar to our “Vf3 DflD, “ boundary ” or “territory” of Gezer. The word must

have been in common use in Syria, and consequently in Palestine too, which

explained why the Arabs adopted it when they conquered those countries. For

it is clearly evident that the Arabic takhm, tokhm, takhlhna
,

as well as the factitious plural tokkfim (identical, letter for letter, with the

Aramaic DTin), are simply its immediate derivatives. These Arabic words

signify in their special sense, “boundary part or border between two fields,”

and in their more general sense, “boundary, frontier.” For instance, men said

“ the frontier of Balka,” ,

“ the frontier of Damascus, or

of Syria,” etc. . .
.* The word has likewise furnished verbal derivatives in

Arabic as in Aramaic : “to establish
,
a boundary,” and ^-Lb, “to be

bordering, contiguous.”

In the Talmud the word Dinn very often denotes a boundary of a very

particular kind. I shall recur to this shortly, when I discuss the origin and

intention of this boundary of Gezer.

Whatever this origin and this intention were, it is clear that the appearance

of the male proper name Alkios, written in Greek, by the side of the Hebrew

text in each of our inscriptions, admits of but one explanation. This name

can only be that of some personage playing an essential part in the fixing of

the boundary : either a magistrate who presided over it cx officio ,
or some great

person for whose benefit the settlement took place, the land marked off being

his personal property. I incline to the former hypothesis
;
the use of the

genitive is quite in conformity with the usages of Greek. We must understand

the preposition eVt, or some verbal expression in the genitive, which determines

the nature of his function. On the other hand, if it were a question of private

property, one would think that the expression “boundary of Gezer” would not

have been used; this would imply a boundary concerning the town itself and not

a mere private individual. So I regard Alkios, till the contrary is proved, as

a civil or religious magistrate possessing authority over the territory of Gezer.

At the outset I thought myself able to assert that this name Alkios

* I have my suspicions moreover that the present name of the village of Tchum (^sg)>

on the sea-coast between Jebeil and Bathrun, is a weakened form of the word
,
and owes its

name to its position on the boundary of the territories of these two latter towns. Several Greek

and Roman inscriptions relating to the establishment of certain boundaries have been discovered

in the neighbourhood (of Renan, Mission de Phetticie
, pp. 147, 149).

2 M
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belonged to a person of Jewish origin. As a matter of fact, Alkios is a purely

Hellenic name, rather rare even in Greek onomastics, and only appearing in

documents that take us to a considerable distance away from Palestine, for

instance, on Phrygian coins. # It even appears, from a comparison between a

passage in Athenseus (XII, 547) and other authorities that mention a certain

Alkios, of the Epicurean school, that ’'AXkios is merely a variant of a much

more widespread form ’AXxaios.t My impression was that in any case our

name Alkios belonged to the well-known category of Greco-jewish names

chosen purposely by the Jews from Hellenic names because of their Assonance

with their own national names; for instance: Jason—Jesus, Joiakim—Alkimos,

Simeon—Simon
,
Saul—Paulos, and others like them. Taking this basis, I

suspected Alkios of Gezer to be a Jewish personage having as his national

name Hilkiyah

,

ITp^n (’EX/aasj), an abbreviation of Hilkiyahu, VPp*?n,

and itself admitting abbreviation to Hclkai '’pVn (Nehemiah xii, 15),

transliterated ’EX/cai in the Septuagint.§

There is another instance to be adduced which invests this conjecture

with a high degree of probability, I mean the long Greek epitaph carved on

the ossuary or sarcophagus at Lydda which I shall speak of later on (Ch. VI).

Whatever meaning be attached to the somewhat obscure genealogy given in

it, which will be treated of, in the proper place and at the proper time, one

fact stands out clearly, that the name Alkios, identical with that in our Gezer

inscriptions, is there found associated with names genuinely Jewish (Simon,

Golnir)
;
consequently we are fully warranted in concluding, as I have done,

that this name really did belong to the Jewish personal vocabulary.

'This last is a point of the first importance. We might even go a step

further and inquire whether the Alkios of Gezer and the Alkios of Lydda might

not by chance be one and the same person.
||

The distance between Lydda and

* Mionnet, Description de medailles, etc., IV, 22B; suppl., VII, 507.

f See Pape-Bcnsler, Woerterb. der griech. Eigennanien
,

s.ii>.

| This name was still much in vogue in the first century of our era. Cf. Josephus, Ant. Jud.,

xviii, 8:4; xix, 8 : 3 ;
xx, 8 : 11.

§ Cf. the Gospel name 'A\0a«o*, which is an evident Hellenisation of Ilalphdi

(Talmud, Iliiphat).

||
It may be as well to recall in this place that John Hyrcanus I had a brother, name

unknown, who was given as a hostage to Antiochus VII Sidetes (Josephus, Ant. Jud., xiii, 8, 3).

This unknown son of Simon is not generally inserted in the current genealogies of the

Hasmonjeans. Can he have borne the name of Alkios? The practice of giving Greek names

seems to have taken early root in the Hasmonaean family. John Hyrcanus set the example
;
his

descendants followed it, and his son Judas Aristobulus went so far in his taste for things Greek

that he earned the surname of Philhellenus .
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Gezer (about four miles) is inconsiderable enough to allow of the two towns

being regarded as belonging to the same region. Thus there would he

nothing improbable in the idea of the descendants of Alkios who were buried

at Lydda, being buried in a family tomb belonging to Alkios of Gezer and his

ancestors. In that case the latter would naturally have belonged originally to

Lydda. It is interesting, with this in view, to compare the palaeography of

the Greek inscriptions at Gezer with that of the epitaph at Lydda, since on this

hypothesis the two texts would be separated by an interval of one, perhaps

two, generations, according to the sense it may be thought necessary to attach

to this ambiguous epitaph. Now to judge from the shape of the letters, this

epitaph might perfectly well be placed about the beginning of the first century

of our era, which would put the Gezer inscriptions further back, into the latter

half of the century preceding. However, I do not insist on the second part

of this comparison, for it is always possible that the Alkios of Gezer and that

of Lydda are merely homonyms. But what remains certain, in any case, is

that Alkios really is, as I expected, a name belonging to the Greco-Jewish

personal vocabulary.

XIV.

—

Nature and Origin of the Boundary.

What was the nature of the boundary which our inscriptions helped to

mark out ? For reasons to which it is useless to recur, I have already

rejected the idea that we only had to deal with a mere boundary of private

property belonging to a person named Alkios. The tenour of the texts is

explicit : boundary of Gezer
,
so that the boundary is one concerning the town

itself, not a private individual. But what is the nature of the connection ?

It may occur to us to inquire whether this boundary may be a line of

demarcation between two contiguous territories subject to two more or less

neighbouring towns. We have in Greek and Roman epigraphy, and even in

Syria, numerous instances of inscriptions fixing boundaries of this sort. In

the present case one is almost tempted to think of a passage in Josephus,

{Ant. Jud., xiv, 5:4; Bellum Jjid., i, 8 : 5), where he states that in 69-63 b.c.

Gabinius, sent by Pompey, divided the Jewish nation into five Sanhedrins,

having as their centres Jerusalem, Gadara. Amathous, Jericho, and Sepphoris.

Gadara, as we have seen, is often put for Gazara. Can it be, then, that we

have come across the territorial boundary of the Sanhedrin of Gezer, and

that the latter was placed under the chief jurisdiction of Alkios, a member

of that Jewish aristocracy, (apicrro/cpcma) which Gabinius, according to

2 M 2
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Josephus, substituted for the royal dynasty ? The idea is assuredly attractive
;

but it raises more than one difficulty. In the first place, it is by no means

proved that in the passage quoted Gadara stands for Gezer, and not rather for

Gadara in Persea. Again, the boundary of the territory of the Sanhedrin,

which must have been of great extent, would have passed very near the town

that was its capital. On the other hand, it is to be noted that in the division

of Jud:ea into eleven toparchies, which was in existence in the time of

Vespasian (Josephus, Belluni Jud., iii, 3: 5; cf. Pliny the Elder, Hist.

Nat., 5 : 14) we hear nothing of a toparchy of Gezer, although there is one of

Emmaus and Lydda, which are important towns not far away. Lastly, and

most forcible objection of all, if the “boundary of Gezer” was that of some

district having Gezer as its capital, this district would have been of necessity

contiguous to some other district, and in this case our inscriptions would have

to mention, as the custom always is, the two districts separated by the line of

demarcation :
“ boundary of Gezer and of, etc.”

From this I conclude that the boundary of Gezer can only be a line

encircling the whole city, and marking out a certain zone of comparatively

limited extent, which formed an integral part of the immediate dependencies

of this city, was considered by itself apart from any contiguous exterior

territory, and formed the perimeter of a suburb—of a shape yet to be

determined—having Gezer as its centre.

Before searching in the Biblical and other sources for analogies that

might enlighten us as to the nature and purpose of this perimeter, it will be

as well to examine more nearly the position of these inscribed landmarks, and

particularly their orientation with regard to Tell el Jezer and their distance

from that spot. Circumstances did not allow of our going on with these

observations, but of course it was my intention to make them with the greatest

possible accuracy, reckoning them as an essential factor in the solution of the

problem. However, at my request the Committee was pleased to give

instructions for their being made by the Survey. The results will be found in

a plan on a large scale published in the Memoirs (II, p. 429).

This plan, though very detailed, still leaves some doubt at certain points.

Thus the exact spot of the inscriptions mentioned in the explanation of the plan

is not clearly indicated. The numbers used, 1, 2, 3, do not correspond to the

order in which I made the successive discoveries. They answer, in my series,

to B, A, C, not A, B, C. As regards my inscription D, I cannot say whether

it is identical with No. 4 on the plan (see supra
,
p. 233). At all events, it is

pretty nearly in the same direction, and I shall argue as if it were identical.
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Moreover, as far as I can judge, there is an appreciable difference between the

Map and the special plan as regards the orientation of the medial axis of the

Tell. I will mention, just to remind the reader, an error I have already-

pointed out, in the position of 'Ain et Tannur. This was more a mistake

as to toponymy than to topography.

According to the Survey plan my inscription A (=No. 2) is on the right

and to the east of the Tell, which agrees precisely with my own observation,

and at a distance from the middle of the Tell that may be reckoned at 5,600 feet.*

Inscriptions B (=No. 1), C (=No. 3), and D
(
= No. 4) appear set out at

irregular intervals along a line starting from A (No. 2) and bearing to the

north, which amounts to saying that the texts are easily seen to be arranged

in a row from south-east to north-west. The orientation is perhaps not

faultlessly exact, but the slight variations in the relative positions of the

inscriptions are not sufficient to warrant us in denying this visible tendency

towards a scheme of position depending on the four points of the compass, to

say nothing of the fact that when the inscriptions were cut the cardinal points

were perhaps not the same as those that we use now-a-days. I do not mean

the variation due to the lessening of the mean obliquity of the ecliptic—that

would only give, for 2000 years, an inconsiderable difference of 1

5'—but we

cannot be sure whether at that time observers fixed their positions by the

equinoctial or (quite possibly) the solstitial points. Taking the rising sunt as

the* basis, there might be a difference of 27° 55' under this head, on the

horizon of Jerusalem, either to the north or south of the true astronomical east.

If we attempt to discover a circumference passing through the points

marked out by our inscriptions, by attaching an importance to their slight

deviation from the straight line, which in my opinion they do not possess,

we should find for the centre of this more or less regular circumference a spot

very far from Tell el Jezer, and nearly at Sheikh Ja'bas, which seems

extremely improbable.

From these various considerations therefore, I am finally persuaded that

we should regard our group of inscriptions as marking out a straight line running

grosso modo from south-east to north-west. This straight line could only form

* Memoirs
,
II, pp. 431 and 434.

t I need hardly remark that in practice the ancients, and especially the Semites, when they

wished to determine the bearings of a place or building, did not look to the north, as we do, but

looked to the east, having on their right hand the south and on their left the north : that is to say,

if they had had maps they would have placed the east at the top. This is indicated by the

Semitic names of the cardinal points ;
“ before,” “ right,” “ left.”
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part of a quadrilateral, having Tell el Jezer in the middle, and its angles

pointing to the four quarters of the compass. Inscription A (=No. 2) would

fix the east corner of the square, inscriptions B, D, would give the line

from east to north, and by following the lines of the four sides, a whole

series of inscriptions might be still discovered. It will be noticed that one

very important point is included in this area, the fine spring of *Ain Yardeh,

the possession of which must always have been a question of vital interest

for the town of Gezer. In this connection it is worth while recalling the

closely-related passage of Josephus quoted above :
“ Gazara and its springs

It must be admitted that this figure by its shape, and as we shall see by

its dimensions, is remarkably like the migrask of the Levitical towns that

enjoyed the right of refuge, a suburban zone encircling the town proper, and

in various respects resembling the rrpodvreiov and the pomcerium. I cannot

undertake to give in this place a thorough treatment of this question of the

migrask, and to follow so many predecessors in discussing the classical passage,

Numbers xxxv, 2-5, on which it rests. I will content myself with remarking

that from comparison of this passage with the other Biblical data the following

results seem clearly established :

(1) That the Levitical towns were surrounded by a first zone distant

1 ,000 cubits from the outer wall.

(2) That from this first zone 2,000 cubits were measured in the direction

of each of the cardinal points, and that the second zone thus formed, encircling

the first, formed the migrash proper.

The migrask therefore, with its four equal dimensions, could only be a

square, and this square was normally orientated.* All we want to know is

whether it was the sides or the corners that were orientated
;
whether it was

N_

a

:

vvl 1 or a

* This arrangement of the migrash recalls in more than one respect that of the ager publietts

of the Roman cities, and especially the Roman colonies. This territory was marked out according

to minute rules borrowed from Etruscan practice, and formed an exactly square area, orientated

on the cardinal points according to two main lines E—W (
decumanus maximus

)
and N—

S

{cardo maximus)

;

the main bounding lines, or extremitates
,
were marked out either by posts, or

marks, or inscriptions on the rocks. These were the termini territoriales. The square was

orientated by its sides, not its angles.
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In the second case, if we consider the eastern corner, there must have

been between this corner and the wall of the town a total distance of 2,000

+ 1,000 (=3,000) cubits. It will at once be noticed that the latter is just

the state of the case at Tell el Jezer. Our inscription A, to the right and the

east of Gezer, at the beginning of a line running from east to north, is easily

found to be 3,000 cubits distant from the base of the Tell.

The comparison becomes still more striking if the reader will bear in

mind :

(1) That Gezer was one of the towns of Ephraim assigned together

with their migrashas to the Levites, and possessing the right of refuge.

(Joshua xix, 21. Cf. 1 Chronicles vi, 52.)

(2) That apart from the data above set forth in brief, which necessarily

imply the existence of a fixed line limiting the migrcish, this line encircling the

inviolable territory is expressly mentioned by the name of gebfil (“ boundary,”

Numbers xxxv, 26, 27).

(3) That according to a Jewish tradition,* which is valuable at any rate

for the Talmudic period in which it first appears, the zone of protection of the

Cities of Refuge seems to have been marked by conspicuous signs, such as

stelaj, a sort of cippi pomcerii
y
bearing written notices.

At the time of my discovery, I put forth the idea that the landmarks on

the Gezer boundary probably were not only indicated by inscriptions on rocks

lying flat, and rather difficult to detect, but that they may have originally had

at the side of them some prominent indications, better adapted to catch the

eye, such as stelae or cippi pomaerii. Although my researches on the spot

have not enabled me to find any indications that are conclusive in this respect,

I keep to my idea. It appears to me moreover to be confirmed to a certain

extent by the Jewish tradition just related, which I was not acquainted with

at the time.

Does this mean that I propose to regard our Gezer boundary as the

boundary of the ancient Levitical migrask spoken of in Numbers? By no

means, of course, for the mere palaeography of our inscriptions brings us

down to between the Hasmonaean and Herodian periods
;
only we must not

lose sight of this, that the state of things described in the Book of Numbers

may very well hold good of a much more recent period. To say nothing of

the dates, some of them extraordinarly late, assigned by the hypercritical school

* See the curious passages collected under the word in Levy’s Neuhebr, u. Chald,

W&rterbuch,
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of exegesis to the drawing up of the priestly code, we may at all events

suppose without rashness that this code may have remained in force until

quite late. It is not improbable, under the Hasmonseans, who were bent

on reviving what they regarded as the oldest traditions of Israel, special

importance was attached to the delimitation of the migrash of the towns

which, like Gezer, had been, and perhaps still were, assigned to the Levites.

Have we not seen that when Simon had retaken Gezer from the Greco-Syrians,

he had the place carefully purified, meaning to make it his own residence and

that of his son John Hyrcanus, and that he settled in it men charged with

observing the law, that is to say, the religious law? It is, of course, a tempting

idea to see one of these individuals, who were endowed with both civil and

religious functions, or one of their successors, in the person of our Alkios, by

whose diligence the inscriptions were cut that mark the boundary of Gezer.

We might even go so far as to wonder whether by chance the Alkios of Lydda,

son of Simon, identical with the Alkios of Gezer, may be, on the other hand,

if not some other son, to us unknown, at any rate some more or less distant

descendant of the illustrious Hasmonasan prince who brought back Gezer, as

we have seen, into the patrimony of Israel. But this is the mere mirage of

history— I should not dare to go such lengths. The palaeography of the

inscriptions, the presence of the Greek name we find in them, even the possible

relation between these inscriptions and the Lydda epitaph are not in favour of

this daring hypothesis, the effect of which would be to put back the Gezer

texts to the second century b.c.

What may at all events be admitted, without danger to probability, is that

our Gezer boundary corresponds to the famous Sabbatical boundary, which

plays such an important part, and which is mentioned in the life of Jesus

(oraySySarov oSo's, Acts i, 12).* Now, on the other hand, critics are generally

agreed in thinking that the Sabbatical boundary was calculated in precisely the

same way as that of the migrash
,
and was to some extent confused with it. I

cannot take up afresh the whole of this much-discussed question, but will content

myself with recapitulating the essential data, laying stress on those which have

a particular interest for us.

The basis of this Sabbatical limit is well known
;

it was the distance from

the city beyond which one could not go without risking a violation of the law

enjoining absolute rest on the Sabbath. To go beyond it was to make a real

* Denoting the distance from Jerusalem to the spot on the Mount of Olives where the

Ascension took place.
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journey, and all journeys on the holy day were forbidden. This distance was

strictly fixed at 2,000 cubits, according to the rabbis* and the weightiest

of the ancient commentators. The 2,000 cubits were to be reckoned from

the first imaginary perimeter within which the city was supposed to be

inscribed. Now we have seen that this first zone had a uniform breadth of

1,000 cubits, so that we get, starting from the outer wall, a total length

(measured towards one of the cardinal points) of 1,000+2,000=3,000
cubits, a length identical both with the total width of the migrash and

the distance actually existing between our inscription A and the base of

Tell el Jezer.

The specific word used in the Talmud to denote this Sabbatical

boundary is just the one that appears in our inscriptions, namely rQtt? DVin,

NrQttTr NEinn, “ Sabbatical boundary,” and often, too, for short, Dinn,

“boundary,” without the following word “ Sabbath.”

It may be supposed that the Sabbatical limit, at any rate in most

important towns.t was properly marked out on the ground and in a more or

less conspicuous way, were it only to enable people to avoid involuntary error

in the observation of the law. This was the more necessary, as in practice

the application of this law involved a curious compromise, which itself implied

the previous existence of a well-defined boundary : this was the middle

course, called in the Talmud^ ''Qinn MYVy, “the mingling of the limits.”

In order to be able to go on the Sabbath day further away than the regulation

distance, the following fiction was resorted to: On the Friday evening the

traveller went and deposited at the limit food ready prepared for the next day’s

meal, and then it was allowable on the Saturday to make this extreme point,

which in this way was regarded as an inhabited place or legal domicile, the

* Sometimes certain rabbis admit variable distances, 2,800, 2,000, or 1,800 cubits. These

variations are perhaps due to the actual variations of the cubit in the different systems that

happened to be used.

t It is odd that, in spite of the attention attracted by the finds at Gezer, no similar inscriptions

have been discovered at other places in Palestine. This must be for want of looking ; I have not

any doubt that others might be found elsewhere. Recently Father van Kasteren (Zeitsehrift des

deutschen Paliistina-Vereins
, 1891, p. 148) has claimed to discover an inscription of this kind in a

few not very intelligible Greek characters, cut on the rock between Shefa 'Amr and Khiirbet

Husheh
;
but I think he is under an illusion. If this obscure inscription relates to a boundary,

which is very doubtful, it is not, in my opinion, the Sabbatical limit of Jewish ritual.

| See the special treatise on the Erubin. These erubin, or mixed combinations, were also

applied to various other injunctions of the same kind, such as the one relating to the preparation

of food on the Sabbath, and allowed of a partial evasion of these commands, which were very

troublesome in practice.

2 N
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starting-point for a fresh journey of 2,000' cubits
;
so that the Sabbath day’s

journey was doubled in length.

It is likely enough that this was the essential object of our Gezer boundary.

The observance of the Sabbatical limit, which we find in full vigour at the

beginning of the first century of our era, must certainly date farther back than

that. Without going so far as to assert, with certain rabbis, that it Was

really Biblical in its origin—though the tehum are evidently shaped on the

migrash—we shall not exceed historic probability if we allow that it must have

existed during the Herod ian and Hasmonaean periods, when the sacerdotal

and religious organization of the Jewish nation assumed their most characteristic

and narrowest forms. We know how strict the observance of Sabbath rest

was under the Hasmonaeans.* It needed the application of force majeure

before the infringement of it was thought warrantable (1 Maccabees ii, 32-41 ;

ix, 43, 44. Cf Josephus, Ant. Jtid’, xiii, 8 : 4, etc.). So naturally every

precaution was taken to ensure a full and complete observance of the rules

required by it, and the material settling of the limit allowed—the tehum—was

assuredly the most effectual of these precautions.

XV.—Gezer and tiie contiguous territories of Ephraim, Dan,

Judaii, and Benjamin.

The reader will be able, from what has been already said, to form a

tolerable idea of the importance and variety of the questions which the identi-

fication of Gezer, henceforth immovably fixed on a basis of epigraphy, either

solves or raises. I have for the most part confined myself to skimming the

surface of these questions, so as not to be drawn away into too lengthy develop-

ments. There is, however, one among them possessed of exceptional interest,

which I cannot refrain from shortly noticing before I finish this study of Gezer,

which, for all its length, is nothing but a sketch. The fixing the site of Gezer

furnishes us with the key to a riddle which was the subject of much vain search

before that discovery, namely, the direction of an important part of the southern

* Cf. the curious episode related by Josephus (Ant. Jud xiii, 8
: 4), on the authority of

Nicholas of Damascus : Antiochus VII, Sidetes, being accompanied on his expedition against the

Parthians by John Hyrcanus, out of deference to Jewish customs, stops the march of his army
for two consecutive days, the Saturday (Sabbath) and the Whitsunday immediately following.
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boundary of the tribe of Ephraim. We have seen, it will be remembered, that

Gezer belonged to the territory of this tribe, and marked its extreme western

point; the line, starting from Jordan, passed by Bethel (Beitin), and lastly by

Bethhoron the Nether (Beit Ur et Tahta), finally coming to an end at Gezer.*

Henceforward, therefore, we can with absolute certainty draw the line through

the three known points, Beitin
,
Beit ' £fr, and Tell el Jezer,

otherwise called

Abu Shftsheh. It is extremely remarkable to find that Gezer is in an exact

line with Bethoron the Nether and Bethel; the fact is assuredly not a mere

coincidence. In this way we obtain for this portion of the southern boundary

of Ephraim (the northern one of Benjamin, and then of a part of the territory

of Dan) a tolerably straight line, running uniformly from north-east to south-

west. Gezer was thus situated at the actual intersection of the boundaries of

Ephraim, Dan, and Judah, which hitherto have been so difficult to clear up.

This point then is a definite acquisition for Bible geography, and one of

capital importance. It will tend to modify much theoretical mapping-out

suggested by more or less ingenious commentators. It strikes me that in all

these systems, both old and new, that have been continually putting forth their

first buds or coming into flower anew ever since the discovery of Gezer,

sufficient account has not been taken of this henceforth all-important datum
;

yet it would be easy to show that it also has a bearing on the much-discussed

determination of the line which, leaving the southern boundary of Ephraim at

Bethhoron, dipping southwards at Kirjath Jearim, and branching off along the

northern boundary of Judah, separated the territory of Benjamin (on the east)

from that of Dan (on the west). I have my own ideas on this subject, and

hope I may some day take my turn and set them forth. I cannot think of

doing so here, it would mean writing a fresh chapter.

* Joshua xvi, 3. (Cf Josephus, Ant.Jud., v, 1 : 22.)

2 n 2
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CHAPTER VI.

EXCURSION FROM JERUSALEM TO SEBASTE (SAMARIA) AND
FROM SEBASTE TO GAZA.

{August 26th to September 29th, 1874.)

From Jerusalem to ‘Ain SIniA.

We set out from Jerusalem on Wednesday, August 26th, for this tour,

which was to last five and thirty days. I had resolved to push north as far as

Sebaste, then to make south as far as Gaza, stopping at El Midieh to make a

thorough search over the ruined edifice which it had been proposed to identify

as the burial-place of the Maccabees
;
and, finally, to return from Gaza to

Jerusalem by way of Beit Jibrin.
1Andta .—After passing through the village of Ts&wiyeh we reached

‘Anata, where we stopped to lunch. The better to loosen the tongues of the

fellahin, I bought a huge dish of fresh figs, and asked them to join us at

dessert. This attention much delighted them, but it was near costing us

dear. A Bedawy, who was in the village on business, insisted on having a

share of the treat, with a rudeness that I could not tolerate. I put the ruffian

back in his place with some sharpness, whereupon he got up in a rage and

rushed on me, sword in hand, yelling forth abuse. By pointing our revolvers

at him we kept him at a respectful distance, and the fellahin themselves

undertook to bring him to reason, and make him respect their hosts. This

was one of the very few occasions when we required, I will not say to use our

fire-arms, but to show that we had them.

The inhabitants of ‘An&ta, whose ethnic name is 'Anaty in the singular,

'Andtiyeh in the plural, did not originally belong to that village. Their

ancestors, they say, came from Khurbet ‘Almit, situated a mile to the north-
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east.. The village has two sanctuaries, that of Ncby Saleh and that of Neby

Rtimin
,
called by some Rubin and by others again Rumia* This last form,

I must say, looks as if it had been connected by the folk-lore with the name of

Jeremiah, the initial je being removed by aphaeresis, as so frequently happens

in Arabic. ‘Anathoth, which indubitably is represented by 'Anata, was, as is

well known, the home of the prophet.

We noticed here the ruins of an ancient church that had just been

brought to light, with a pavement of fine mosaic carefully laid. Probably

some Byzantine church
;
we could detect no signs of anything mediaeval

about it.

— From ‘An&ta we went on to Jeba*, passing through Hizmeh, the ethnic

of which is Hezmawy in the singular, Hezaw'inch in the plural.

We cast a passing glance at the curious tombs of which I had made a

detailed study some years before. This time they were pointed out to me
under the name of K'btir beni Isriln (sic).

I think it desirable at this point to give some extracts from my note-

books, containing a few short observations made by me in 1871 ait 'Isdwiyeh,

‘Andta, and Hizmeh. They will serve to complete what has gone before :f

— Near ‘Is&wiyeh, to the south-east, separated from it by the valley, is a

tell called Tell el Midbesch. The valley is called Mudawwara (“the round”);

there wars a spring once, but it has now disappeared. There are numerous

excavations in the rock, which itself has been levelled in places
:
presses,

threshing-floors, sepulchres with “ovens.” The fellaihin of the place tell me
that an hour to the east there is a ruin called Deir es Sidd; hadf-an-hour to

the east is Khiirbet B'ki edhan (or B'kt edhdhdn ?), near Sheikh *Anbar

.

On
the waxy you meet with a mghdret Imm es Sultan (“the cavern of the King’s

mother ”)
;
Kh. Khardzeh ; a little below, but quite near, is a Khiirbet Ijivar

er Rumman ,y>- ? perhaips ?).

— To the south of Rds cl Kharrhb, on a smaill mound of lesser height,

is a well called Bir Imrd
,
which must at one time have had masonry over it.

I note here some fragments of fluted pottery.

— At Rds el Kharrub, on a high hill surmounted by a plateau, are caverns

* The co-existence of these two forms and is curious
;

it suggests the question

whether this mythical n?une may not conceal an ancient Aramaic plural which has been preserved

in the two states, the absolute and the emphatic : Rumin pon and Rumia toon (Rumaiyd).

t Carnet IV, pp. 14-17, February, 7, 1871.
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converted into tombs with “ovens;” four or five rock-hewn cisterns; old

potsherds.

— At ‘Anata is a small mosque dedicated to Neby Saleh
,
and a cave called

M'ghdr't Rubin (“cave of Reuben”). I noticed a piece of ancient stone-

work of large blocks with coarse bosses, with a modern built wall round it
;
a

capital of a pilaster in the Corinthian style is imbedded in the lower part

;

some fragments of columns and bases.

— At Hizmeh, numerous rock-hewn caves (troglodytes).

— Exactly opposite Hizmeh, and separated from it by the Wady Ras el

Fara, are to be seen the tombs, properly called K'bur b'ni Isrd'in
,
“the tombs

of the sons of Israel.” A peasant-woman told me that K’btir el 'Antal'ka

(“ the tombs of the Amalekites ”) was not their name.

— Just near Fdr4 there are some rocks (‘eurkdn ), called Abu M'sarrah

(tv"*'*)*— The fellahln tell me of the K'bfir lakhkhetn
(
= el akhein ,

“ the two

brothers), tombs situated an hour or an hour and a half from Hizmeh, near

En N'kheilch

;

these are the tombs of the two brothers [el ikkivein).

— Many of the fellahln use the pronunciation Fdrdn instead of Fdrd.

Near Fdrd, at the spring, there is a reservoir called Djibi *Abd Allah.

K'bttr bcni Isrd'in.— I proceed, with the assistance of Brother Lievin,

who is good enough to accompany me, to examine these remarkable re-

mains. For reasons that I cannot here set down, I had a mind to locate

there the real Tomb of Rachel. The hypothesis may seem a very daring one.

Some day perhaps I will discuss it, and I shall not hide from myself the

various difficulties it calls up, which I have been and shall be the very last

person to disregard.###*###
The five tombs* rise in tiers one above the other on the hill-side, on the

right bank of the Wad Z'reik
,
which joins the Wad Fdrd at an oblique angle.

# * # # * # #

The blocks used in the construction of them are generally of the square

rather than the oblong shape. The courses deviate considerably from the

horizontal. . . . The corner stones are of larger dimensions than the others.

The rock as a rule has been levelled underneath the courses Here are

* I merely wish to give here some few details from my notes which serve to complete the

very exact study of these remains which has since been made by the Survey
(Memoirs,

III, too).
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transverse sections of two of these tombs, which will give an idea of the way

in which they are placed on the sloping ground :

k’bOr beni israYn: section and doorway.

To this I add a small sketch of the door of one of the central chambers

or recesses.*

Jeba\—At Jeba' we made our arrangements for passing the night. My
idea was to make a detailed study of the neighbourhood, so as to try to clear

up if possible the vexed questions of several Bible places mentioned as being

in these parts: e.g., Migron, “the teeth of rock,” Seneh and Bozez, lying the

one to the south, the other to the north of the valley separating the Israelites

from the Philistine camp at Michmash (Mukhm&s), etc.

According to my custom, before I began my search on the chosen

ground, I drew the fellah in into conversation. Here are various bits of

information that I got from them :

— The ethnic is Jeb'y in the singular, Jeba'iyeh in the plural. The sanctuary

of the village is called after Neby Yakub. Sidna Ya'kub, “ our Lord Jacob,”

came there in the guise of an old man riding on a white horse. There was

formerly in the midst of Jeba' a Ka^ah, “fortress,” connected by a thread with

a bell (jaras
)
at Rlma. RAma is probably er Ram

,
the ancient Ramah, rather

less than two miles south-west of Jeba*. This legend, with its interesting

pronunciation of Rama, harmonises with the statements in the Bible, which

establish the close connection of Geba and Ramah. Jeba' was in the days of

old the residence of Sultan csh slihddek
, “the king of the profession of faith,”

or of “ the martyrdom.”

— The modern inhabitants declare that they came originally from the

country east of Jordan.

— An old felM of the village told me the following story, which he received,

he said, from his ancestors and from the Christians of Bethlehem. A Christian

Different from the one given in the Memoirs,
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of Bethlehem was going to Tayibeh, with his wife or his daughter. Night

coming on, they stopped at Jeba* to sleep. Some men of the town entered

the house where they were sleeping, and outraged the woman, who was found

dead next morning. The Christian thereupon cut her dead body in two and

sent one half to Tayibeh and the other to Mukhm&s to the people of his party.

These instantly rose at his call, one band coming from the east, the other

from the west. They first feigned flight in order to entice out the Jeba'iyeh,

who were caught between the two troops and all slain. The massacre took

place in the plain called El Mcrj fi'l-Munka* (jJLmM ^ between Jeba*

and the source of the Wady Bab esh Skab

,

in the immediate neighbourhood

of Jeba*. To this day the corn at this spot is of considerable height, but

produces no ears (md bisabbilish).

This legend, which reproduces in naive fashion the narrative of Judges

xix-xx, is not without interest, in spite of the avowed influence of Christian

tradition
;

it is particularly curious in its localization of the episodes.

— In conversing with the peasants of Jeba*, I noticed the usage of an

expression frequently employed by them, namely, tufdn ,
in the sense of

“much.” The word appears in Arabic lexicons in this acceptation, but

this was the first time I had noticed it in the popular speech. It is much

better known in the sense of “ flood from this one might say a “ heap,” or

“flood” of things and so “a quantity.” It is certainly a word of Aramaic

origin that has got into Arabic: cf. '•Dtp. bW^DTO. rfc'ID'tD, of the Aramaic of the

Talmud, bearing the same sense of “ much.”

— I proceed to extract, as they stand, from my note-book, the topographical

observations I made either in exploring the various physical features of the

ground between Jeba* and Mukhm&s, or in questioning the fellahin of those

two localities. Many of these names do not figure on the Map, and it is

unfortunately difficult for me, as my recollections have grown dim after twenty

years, to indicate their exact position. I should premise for the better

understanding of what follows, that I copy the fellahin in giving the name

Wady Suweimt to the upper part of the valley of this name, to the north of

Tell Miriam. The JVddy cn Nettf of the Map was pointed out to me by the

peasants under the name of Wady Jeba ; others disputed the existence of

this name.

I give these notes in the same order and in the same form as I took

them, leaving them in their condition of brevity, which often involves

ambiguity, sometimes contradiction

:

— Deir Abu Zidd.
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— Kdshitn (and Wady KitsJitin) is the slope below Tell Miriam,* between

the tell and Deir Abu Zidd.

— A little to the north of Mukhmds is Tell cl *Asker, with ruins (this

from hearsay).

— Between Wddy Jeba‘ and Wady Suweinlt is Dhakrat imm *Aswetjeh .

— Dhakrat Abu Rif
1

a and Wad Abu Rif
1

a (between Wddy Jeba*, Tell

Miriam and Sammdka).
— The name of Wddy SmvcinU is pronounced and must be written with a

sad and a id: kjJu^e.

— Can Tell Miriam and Deir Abu Rifa be the two conical hills spoken of

by Robinson ?

— According to others of the fellahtn, there is no such place as Deir Abu
Zidd,

',
it is merely Abu Zuid.

— The KUrat Abu Ddmfis of the Map (to the east of Jeba* on the edge of

Wddy Suwelnit) was pointed out to me as Damns and not

— Between Jeba* and Mukhmds, to the north when you have crossed the

wddy, you find some high rocks, called /?rdk el Murtser
;
to the south

of the wddy are the corresponding fi?rdk Abou Zidd.

Notes made next day between Jeba* and Mukhmds ;

— The false Wady Jeba* is called Wad el Metsa.

— The ‘'back”
(
dhahrah

)
between this wddy and Wady Suweinlt (sic;

possibly Wad el Medineh ?) is called el Khashmch.

— The Reis Abu Zidd is bounded by Wddy Suwelnit.

— Five or six minutes east-north-east of Jeba* there is a vast cave, of

irregular shape, with two fig-trees planted at the entrance
;

it is called

Meghdrct Tin Musd, “the cave of Moses’ fig-tree,” or /?*rdk Musa, or Shikaf

Tin MtisdA The inhabitants of Jeba* pronounce the word tin
,
“fig-tree,” as if

it were written with an emphatic ta. Probably this is the same word as enters

into the composition of the name Rushtin given above.

— At the foot of Rds Abfi Zidd, above the wddy (after the bend), a large

cavern of irregular shape, called ftrdk or ShikafAbu Zidd, comes into sight.

— After crossing the little glen of Khallet eTArudh

,

we found opposite the

* Can the name Miriam be altered from Migron?

t In ordinary Arabic shukaf means “bits of broken pottery or glass, potsherds.”

In the dialect of the fellahtn it means “ rocks.” This is the word that is found forming part of

several Syrian place-names, the best known of which is Shaktf Arnfin. It is a direct survival of

the Aramaic shektfa and shekbpha
, NS'pfcy, Kept?, “rocky peak.” The permanence of the chuin-

fant sound of the s (sft) is remarkable.

2 O
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it'rdk Abu Zidd

\

as wo followed the mountain side round, some jagged rocks

called S'khlir el'Arfidh

*

(to the south-south-east of Abu Zifid).

— In the bend of Wady Suweinit (?) is a rocky promontory bearing the

name of Rcucheub el Ldzch; the mountain stretching above it is called

Harifct cs Sa*da.\

— To the east is Joret Bdb el JVdd, “the hole of the gate of the valley,”

with pointed rocks on the right and left of the valley
;
those on the left are

called Jaiet Uassureh,\ and those on the right /diet Bdb el JVdd.

— There is no such valley as Wddy itrdk

;

it should be JVdd itb'radiyeh

— At Reucheub el Lozeh and at Abu Zidd there are great patches of

rocks.

Over above el Munser are some erdk of the same name.

— Various names of rocks
(
eiirkdn

,

2*rdk
., shikaf m'ghdir) between Jeba*

and Mukhmds :

Shikafed Dora ; M'ghdrt esh Sli'ir ; M'ghdrt el Huwdr ; itrdk Abu
*Ann ; M'ghdrt cl Battikk.

— At Mukhmds the people say Deir, not Rds Abu Zidd.

Mukhmds.—When we reached Mukhmds, we found a funeral going on.

It was an interesting scene. A cortege of weeping women, with raiment rent,

their breasts bare, uttering cries of anguish in regular rhythm—veritable

thrense—were attending the corpse. The latter lay with his head foremost

on the bier carried on men’s shoulders. The widow walked alongside with

her hand placed on the body. Behind followed the old father, supported and

consoled by another aged fellah, who repeated to him incessantly, Kullnd

heik, “ we are all thus.”

In the village there is the makdm of Sultan Ibrahim. Just a little to the

north we examined a piece of ground that had been recently excavated to get

squared blocks from it. There is a quantity of them, without a trace of

mediaeval origin, and many white mosaic-cubes, not one of them in situ.

* 'Artidh means a narrow path along the side of a mountain.

t C/., further on, in the Appendix, the place-name HarikU el Kafikdlek
,
which I noted

near 'Elbr, and which is compounded with the same word; harika properly means “confla-

gration.” It must have some peculiar meaning in the fellahin dialect, but I did not think of

elucidating the point.

+ I cannot possibly remember whether I heard Ifassftneh pronounced with a ha or a he. I

doubt very much whether one is justified in taking it to be the rock of Seneh of the Bible

narrative.
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Among the hewn stones we noticed a few sculptured fragments
;
here

is a specimen of one, a sort of ridge-shaped piece of stone rather curiously

fashioned, and displaying a decorative treatment of Byzantine style :

Elevation. Section.

SL'UI.VTUKED STONK 1KOM NEAR MUKHMAS. Scale -j^j.

While M. Lecomte was engaged in drawing, with fellahin crowding round

him, one of them managed to rob him, with a dexterity that professional

pickpockets might envy, of his handkerchief, a silk wrapper, and various

small articles. We only discovered the theft when the drawing was done,

and it was impossible to find the thief.

It is possible that the important edifice that existed here was the convent

founded by Abbot Firminus, disciple of St. Sabas,* near Mukhmas.

On the western side of Wad Abu Rif‘cl are visible the doors of rock-hewn

tombs, which must represent the ancient burying-ground of Mukhmas. At

the end of the hill on which the village is built are a quantity of irregular-

shaped caves.

Dcir Dubwdn.—From Mukhmas we proceeded to Deir Dubw&n. The

inhabitants of the village pronounce the name Dcir Dnvdn. The ethnic is in

the singular Diwdny, in the plural Debdwneh. According to them the ancient

town was at the ruin of Khurbet Haiydn
,
just a little to the south

;
Deir Diwan

is only the convent. The great plain flanking it is called Haiydn. The name

of the tell lying immediately to the north of Deir Diw&n is Tell Stir. At

Burjmus there is no Khurbeh, absolutely nothing but rocks, my guide assured

me. Opposite is el Mentdr.

— At el Muk&ter we took a hurried survey of the ruined basilica. The

stones are “pock-marked” and not mediaeval.

— At Burj Beitin we noticed a quantity of ancient remains used to enclose

the fig-gardens, consisting of architectural fragments in the Byzantine style,

capitals, cornices, mouldings, &c. M. Lecomte made sketches of a few.

Some of the fragments are actually built into the tower. t Here are a great

* Life of St. Sabas
, by Cyril of Scythopolis, in the Monumenta Ecclesia Graeae of

CotelleriuS III, 16: b fiaicaprn)* 4>t/tft?vov
t
b tV< tit ft c'/t tj Xuv/tatt atian/aafu i'<»v.

f Drawings not to be found.
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quantity of large blocks well cut, not one of them looking mediaeval. These

materials may very well have been worked up in Crusading times, but I think

they come from the basilica of el Muk£ter.

— At Beitln, on the contrary, I noticed in the remnant of the church some

stones with the mediaeval tool-marks clearly showing
;
the cornice of the apse

is certainly of the Crusading period.

— The great birkeh of Beitln is called Bahdr Pettin, “the sea of Beitln.”

The name recalls that of “the sea of Jaezer” in the Bible. The ethnic is

Beitiny in the singular, Beidt'neh in the plural.

El Birch.—From Beitln we descended again towards el Bireh. The

ruined church is entirely mediaeval, as is shown by the tool-marks on the

stones, and the nature of the masons’ marks. At the beginnings of the apses

the blocks have the grooves entirely oblique, even in the concave parts,

contrary to what I noticed at Abu Ghdsh and elsewhere.

I discovered the inscription that I had been told of some time before by

the natives of Lyckla ,

*

hidden behind a pomegranate-tree, as they described.

It is carved on a pillar imbedded in the inner south wall.t

The ethnic is Birdwy in the singular, Beidr'weh in the plural.

Jefneh or Jufna.—From cl Birch we went again to Jefneh, where we

were to pass the night. The ethnic is Jcfndwy in the singular, Jefdwnch

in the plural. The vines of Jefneh are highly celebrated, whence probably

the village derives its present name, jafn meaning “vine-stock.” This

peculiarity, I think, finally establishes the identity of Jefneh with the Gophna

(d/AireXos, “ vine ”) of the Onomasticon , the Guphna
, Guphnil, Beth Guphin of

the Talmud
( Guftia likewise meaning a “vine-stock”).

As for the attempted identification with the Ophni of the Bible, it appears

very doubtful, the change of the initial 'ain to gimel and to jbn being

improbable, to say nothing of the topographical difficulties, Ophni being in

the territory of Benjamin, and Jefneh, from position, more probably in that

of Ephraim.

— Next morning, as we left Jefneh on our way to 'Ain Sinitl, we noticed

on the left hand on the outskirts of the village numerous rock-hewn tombs.

Ain Sinid.—We made rather a long halt at 'Ain Sinicl, which is an

* Cf supra
, p. 100.

t By an unaccountable fatality I can find no trace of this inscription among my notes and

squeezes, and now I do not even remember what language it was in. I counsel future explorers

to supply this want.
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important locality, as we shall see. The ethnic is ‘Ansdivy in the singular,

'Anas well in the plural. There are two sanctuaries: the makam of Sheikh

H'sein and that of Sheikh Ahmed el 'Adjemy. The village has numbers of

springs, called as follows:
1A in el Mezrdb

,
'Ain Sheikh H'sein

,
'Ain el Jarab ,

1A in el Merj
,
'Ain el Fallilta.

I explored the rock-hewn tomb with its Hebrew inscription carved above

the door, discovered in 1872 by the lamented Drake.* On having the inside

cleared out a little, I saw that it consisted of a chamber of irregular shape,

with an attempt at a funerary loculus (arcosolium ?) on the right hand side,

I picked up a ring or small bracelet of copper, but found no trace of the

ossuaries that Drake saw fragments of. The fellahin told me that two

foreigners, H'nud, “ Indians” (probably dervishes from central Asia), had been

buried there a few years before
;

and, in fact, we saw their bones at the

surface of the soil that filled up the cavity. Here are the elevation and the

section of the entrance to the tomb, with the position of the inscription

marked :

—

ROCK TOMB NEAR *AIN STNlA. Scale

I copied the inscription, and took a good squeeze of it. It consists of a

longish line of square Hebrew characters difficult to make out. The characters

Inscription on the above.

are, however, cut, as a rule, carefully enough and deeply, but at the end ol

Quarterly Statement, July, 1872, p. 87. Memoirs
,
II, p. 302.
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the line the work is more negligently done
;
they are larger, not so well kept

in line, and disfigured by broken places. The beginning is easily deciphered :

"Q man,* “Hananiah, son of Eleazar, son of . . .

This reading, which was my suggestion, has been rightly adopted in

the Memoirs (1882, II, p. 302+); those that have subsequently been put

forward in the Quarterly Statement (1883, p. 170, and 1885, p. 14) are

inadmissible. It is absolutely impossible to read “Moses bar Eleazar bar

Zechariah the priest.”

The use of the Aramaic form bar
,
“son,” instead of the Hebrew form ben

is in no wise extraordinary. We have many examples of this in the language

of the Talmud and in inscriptions. From the palaeographic point of view

attention should be given to the very peculiar shape of the aleph in the name

of Eleazar, which strikingly reminds one of the Nabataean aleph. This is not

the first time I have noticed analogies of this sort between certain Nabataean

letters and the corresponding letters of the Hebrew alphabet used in ancient

inscriptions in square characters. This holds good, for instance, of the shin

and the final mem in the inscriptions on the ossuaries of the Mount of

Stumbling
(
see Volume I).

The word bar after the name of Eleazar was certainly followed by a

third proper name, that of the grandfather of Hananiah, but I have no

hope of making it out. I will content myself with giving, for the end of

the line, a transcription of the characters as far as I can distinguish them,

with their different possible values :

—

(?) (?) (?) (?)(?)(?) (?) (?) (?) (?) (?)

iTn|2 ,)Din3T(?)i '

» n » a *• t a » •» t

t "I 2 T D T t 1

* *1

It will be seen that with the exception of the n and the D, all the characters

are more or less doubtful, and lend themselves to many combinations too

conjectural to detain us: Joseph Q), Jacob (?), of Ram (’’Enn ?), or of Rim-

• The long upright stroke after the 'ain is not, as might be supposed at first sight, the stem

of a lamed
,
but a wrong stroke.

t Only it is doubly inaccurate to say that the inscription was plainly legible, but so roughly

cut that a squeeze was impossible.
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mon (?) ? P
* and soon. The style of the characters is strongly reminiscent

of that of the inscription cut on the architrave of the so-called Tomb of

St. James at Jerusalem, the epitaph of the family of Bene Hezir.t They

probably belong to the same period, that is to say to the beginning of the

Christian era.

Considering the well-known alternation of the same proper names in the

same family from generation to generation, it might be asked whether our

Hananiah, son of Eleazar, may not have been related to Eleazaros, son of

Ananos (or Ananas = Ananias) the High Priest, who was himself appointed

High Priest by the Praetor Valerius Gratus, the predecessor of Pontius Pilate.^

Jeshanak .

—

The village of ‘Ain Sinid has been known for a long time

—

Robinson, Guerin and others have visited it. Hitherto, however, no one had

thought that it might represent a Biblical spot. After an attentive examina-

tion of the locality and the texts, I have come to the conclusion that we

probably ought to recognise in it the town of Jeshanah, which plays a very

important part in ancient Jewish history. This will I hope be clear from the

historical and topographical considerations following.

Rehoboam, King of Judah, Solomon’s son and successor, does not appear

to have engaged in a regular war against Jeroboam, though the latter had

brought about the secession of the Ten Tribes, and managed to set up in

his own interest the Kingdom of Israel in opposition to the Kingdom of

Judah, without meeting with any serious opposition.

The Bible says, indeed, twice over, that the two rivals were perpetually

in conflict (1 Kings xiv, 30, xv, 6); but this state of chronic hostility does

not seem, at least so far as our documents go, to have resolved itself into any

great military adventures.

The real cause of the inaction of the King of Judah is to be sought in

the terrible Egyptian invasion under Shishak, probably provoked by Jeroboam

himself, who, fleeing before the wrath of Solomon, had formerly been the

guest of the Egyptian Pharaoh, and afterwards probably his agent. A curious

addition in the Septuagint version (Ba<rtA, iii, 12, [15]) declares further that

Jeroboam married the sister-in-law of Shishak, And, the elder sister of Theke-

* Ram and Ramrndn are places near *Ain Sfnia.

t At the time I had an idea that the end of the line might be “rtn p, “son of Hezer” (for

Hezir), but this is very doubtful. “Son of Hod ” (1 Chron. vii, 37) is hardly more probable.

} Josephus, Ant. Jud., xviii, 2 : 2 ; cf. Bell. Jud., ii, 17: 2; 17: 5; 20:4, where there

appears an Eleazaros, son of Ananias the High Priest, who plays a most active part in the great

Jewish rising under the Procurator Florus.
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mina, own wife to the Pharaoh. This matrimonial alliance could not fail to

draw tighter the political bond uniting Jeroboam and Shishak.

Not until Rehoboam saw his kingdom invaded and his very capital

pillaged by the Egyptians, did it occur to him to assert by force of arms his

rights against an all-powerful usurper.

The first intention of Rehoboam was surely to attack the Israelite

secession. With this view he gets together a considerable army (2 Chron.

xi, 1), but all at once he thinks better of it, and at the bidding of Jehovah

abandons this fratricidal struggle
(
id ,

iv) :
“ Fight not against your brethren.”

It is allowable to suppose that the threatening attitude of Egypt counted

for something in this sudden change of front, which this mere sentimental

reason is not adequate to explain. We see, in fact, that while Rehoboam

abandons his expedition against insurgent Israel, he diverts all his warlike

activity to putting his country in a state of defence. He fortifies the towns,

stores in them provisions and material, puts in them garrisons with their

captains, and so forth. The position of these towns shows well enough from

what quarter the storm was expected. They are all to the south, or south-

west of Jerusalem: Bethlehem, Thekoa, Etam, Beth-zur, Shoco, Adullam,

Gath, Mareshah, Ziph, Adoraim, Lachish, Azekah, Zorah, Aijalon, and

Hebron (2 Chron. xi, 6-to).

Despite these measures of defence, the kingdom of Judah was unable to

resist
;
but it survived the invasion of Shishak, which in reality was nothing

but a great ghazzia
,
with pillage for its main object, and seems to have borne

as hardly on Israel as on Judah, to judge from Egyptian sources of information.

Abijah or Abijam, the son and successor of Rehoboam, was the first to

approach Jeroboam arms in hand, and to call him seriously to account for his

usurpation.

The chapter of the First Book of Kings already quoted (and xv, 7) contents

itself with remarking laconically, using the same expression as in verse 6,

that there was “war between Abijam and Jeroboam.” We are therein

referred for fuller details to the “Chronicles of the Kings of Judah” (sepher

dibre hayyamim
), where, it says, the words and acts of Abijah are related.

It may be this source, now unfortunately lost, that furnished the com-

piler of the Book of Chronicles with the more circumstantial details that he

gives us about the history of this war.*

* 2 Chronicles, xiii. The narrative (v. 2) begins by repeating the same formula as that

in the passage of 1 Kings (xv, 7).
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Here we see Abijah taking the offensive against Jeroboam, who for

eighteen years had enjoyed the fruits of his usurpation without any serious

anxiety. Abijah assembles an army of “four hundred thousand chosen men.”

These figures of course cannot be taken seriously, any more than those of the*

army of Jeroboam, which is reckoned at “eight hundred thousand men” in

the Hebrew text. The Vulgate reduces these figures to forty thousand and

forty-eight thousand respectively. It is enough for us to suppose that Abijah

attacked with forces half as numerous as those of his adversary.

According to Josephus, the King of Judah invaded the enemy’s territory

(
Antiq

. Jud., viii, 1 1, 2), but the fact of the matter is that it was Jeroboam

who assumed the offensive. However, even according to the narrative of

the Jewish historian, the King of Judah does not await the arrival of his

opponent, but advances to meet him : aenrivrqae tu>
c

lepo/3oa/i.<>>. At all events,

Abijah takes up his position on Mount Zemaraim, “in Mount Ephraim”:

onm -in
1
? by® TON Dj7*l (II Chron. xiii, 4).

Mount Zemaraim is near the town of the same name belonging to the

territory of Benjamin. No one has yet succeeded in discovering either the

town or the mountain. I wonder whether it could by chance be the Fas ez

Zeimera , a little to the south of Taiyibeh.* Despite its thoroughly Arabic

appearance, the name Zeimara would be the strict phonetic equivalent of

Zemaraim , the Arabic coin often standing for a Hebrew or Aramaic zadc.

* The same idea, I see, has occurred to Mr. Trelawncy Saunders
(
Old Testament—map). It

follows naturally from the identification of Jeshanah which I had proposed and he adopted. Up
to this time it had been supposed that the Benjamite town of Zemaraim might be identified with

Khurbet es Samra ,
which is situated on the side next Jordan. This identification, which is still

adopted in the 21 sheet Map, seems to me to deserve rejection on several grounds. In the first

place, from the onomastic point of view :—the resemblance between Samra and Zemaraim is

merely on the surface, and disappears upon comparing the real forms of these names. Samra is

written with a sin, which cannot correspond to the Hebrew zadc. The two letters are two

radically different sibilants which can only be interchanged under particular circumstances, which

do not occur here, namely, when another emphatic consonant is present in the word. Samra is

nothing more or less than the feminine of asmar, “ black,” or, if it be preferred, the collective

plural “Samaritans it has no sort of connection with the Hebrew Zemaraim. From the

topographic point of view the identification is no less unsatisfactory, for Kh. cs Samra is much
too far away from the neighbourhood of Bethel, Jeshanah, and Ephron. Now the town of

Zemaraim could not have been far from Bethel, being mentioned along with it in Joshua xviii, 22.

It is no less clear, from the general tenour of the account of the battle between Abijah and

Jeroboam, that Bethel and Mount Zemaraim (a namesake of the town) were in proximity. The
latter must have been in the south-south-east part of the disputed belt, near the boundary between

the kingdoms of Judah and Israel. From the point of view of onomastics and of topography,

therefore, Ras ez Zeimara stands a very good chance of being identical with Zemaraim.

2 P
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At this point the Bible narrative puts into the mouth of Abijah one of

those conventional discourses that reminds us of the rhetorical declamations

so dear to the heart of the historians of classical antiquity. This long and

vehement harangue, addressed to the traitorous and sacrilegious rebel, extends

from verse 4 to verse 13.

However, Jeroboam taking advantage of his superiority of numbers

had turned the position that Abijah occupied, taking him in front and

rear. Battle is joined, and in spite of, or rather on account of the man-

oeuvre of Jeroboam, who seems to have been as poor in generalship as

he was good at diplomacy, the result is the utter defeat of the army of

Israel. The latter, while trying to carry out a flanking movement, had let

itself be cut in two.

I do not wish to lay any stress on the total losses—five hundred thousand

men! Here again the Vulgate reduces the figure to fifty thousand. It

would perhaps be better still to read five thousand

\

and to suppress without

further ceremony the “hundred” in this passage, as in that already quoted.

This would bring the number of combatants to four thousand on one

side and eight thousand on the other. Or, if you prefer it, eliminate the

word “thousand” from the figures of the losses, which would bring

them down to five hundred

\

a reasonable proportion enough, if we
admit four thousand and eight thousand as being the real numbers of the

combatants.

In a word, Abijah wins all along the line. He pursues Jeroboam, and

takes from him three towns, “ Bethel and her daughters, Jeshanah and her

daughters, Ephron and her daughters” (verse 19).

Of these three towns Bethel
\
Jeshanah ,

and Ephraim
,
one only, Bethel,

can be located with any precision. Topographers agree in placing Bethel at

Beitin ;
Ephron, or according to the variant of the “ Keri,” Ephrain , is gene-

rally regarded as identical with Ophrak, which is located with some probability,

but without absolute certainty, at the village of Taiyibeh , nearly an hour to

the north-east of Beitin.

This leaves us with Jeshanah, which up to now had been classed by

commentators among the desiderata of Biblical topography.

I am not here concerned with the subsidiary question whether Jeshanah,

the name of which is transliterated *Icravd in the corresponding account given

by Josephus (Anliq. Jud. ,
viii, ii, 3), is the same locality as the village of

*]crdvas, which, according to this same writer, was long afterwards the scene

of the meeting between Herod and Pappus, the general of the army of
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Antigonus.* If these two places are really one, so much the better; what I

am going to suggest for the first will in that case apply to the second, and

thus we shall kill two birds with one stone.

Even if we did not know from another source what kind of place the

famous Bethel, one of the three towns, was, the mention of their banoth ,

“ daughters,” would suffice to show that we had to deal with important cities

with the characteristics of a metropolis. Josephus has no hesitation in

rendering thus :
“ Bethel and Isana with their toparchies

,
/cal rrjv Toirapyiav

avTrjs.”

The three towns mentioned together in the Bible narrative must be

pretty close to one another and form a strategic group in the same region.

Their capture is the immediate result of the defeat of Jeroboam, and Abijah

makes himself master of them as he pursues the King of Israel.

Moreover, they must have been on the confines of the two kingdoms ;
for

Bethel stood almost exactly on the frontier of Israel and Judah, and it is

difficult to imagine Abijah annexing anything but a strip of territory that

bordered on his own. This strip, clearly marked out by three points, and

seized upon in a moment of surprise, must have been strictly limited. As a

matter of fact we do not hear of Abijah pushing the pursuit any further and

extending his conquests.

This granted, we must look for Jeshanah in the neighbourhood of Beititi,

preferably to the north of it. It should therefore occasion us no surprise; if

this single passage is the only place in the Bible where we come across the

name of a town as important as Jeshanah appears to have been. It must

have belonged, from its presumed position, to the territory of Ephraim. Now
we know that as the book of Joshua omits to include the list of the cities of

Ephraim from its catalogue, or rather systematically excludes them, we have

but little information about anything that concerns the district occupied by

this tribe.

These various considerations induce me to propose as the desired site

our village of ‘Ain Sinijl, which is about five kilometres almost due north of

Beitin.

'Ain Sini& is beyond doubt on an ancient site. Two facts suffice to

* Antiq. Jud., xiv, 15, 12. The contrary view is rather favoured by the fact that when this

narrative is repeated in theJewish Wars (i, 17, 5), the name of ’Imwv is replaced by Km>«. This

variant is easy to account for palosographically in the uncial characters of the MSS. : IC£wN£v,

KXNXCIC = K). What we now want to know is, which of the two forms gave rise to the other

2 V 2
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prove this : first, the existence of the numerous and abundant springs already

enumerated by me, which must at all times have marked out the place as a

desirable site
;
and secondly, the presence of the rock-hewn necropolis of

which I have already spoken.

The site would answer perfectly well to the general requirements of the

problem, only we must consider whether the Arabic name complies with the

exigencies of onomastic tradition, which is an essential preliminary to right

identification in Biblical geography.

The village of 'Ain Sini&, literally, “the spring of SiniA,” lies in a valley

that bears like itself the name of Sini&. This detail has an importance of its

own, for whenever we find in Palestine the same name, with a well-marked

form, attaching simultaneously to a village and to a Klmrbch
,
a toady, or an

'a in, that are close to one another, we should bear in mind that this tenacity

implies the antiquity of the name.

In the present instance the homonymity of 'A in Sinid and Hddy Sin id

also justifies us in confining our attention to the word Sinid. Now this name

Sinia LJuw offers a most unmistakable likeness to that of Jesbanah rCIZA

In fact there was every likelihood that the word Jeshanah ,
which rightly

or wrongly is explained by the root yachan, “to be old,”* should lose its

initial yod in passing to the Arabic, whether it wras radical or not. This

aphrcresis is normal, so to speak, for most geographical names of this type :

Ycricho — Riha
,
Yczrael = Zerin, etc.

In conformity with another rule of no less certainty, the Hebrew shin

becomes an Arabic sin

:

so shana/i — sanah. As for the modification of the

d towards i, this phenomenon need excite no surprise on the shifting ground

of the Semitic vowels. Besides, it is notorious that the Masoretic punctuation

has to be received with considerable caution. I would remind the reader,

though without desiring to attach too much importance to the fact, that the

Septuagint transliterates the name of our town : ’lecruvd. We are at liberty

to regard this u as a step towards the i (by iotacisin), but it may be simply

a copyist’s error.

As for the origin of the termination id b, which must not be confused

with iyah , iych, jj, the feminine ending of the adjective or relative, this is met

with in scores of Arabic place-names in these parts. I mention at haphazard :

Kebbid, Dcir 1stid, Beit Unid
,

'A in Kefrid. Sirisid, Jiljilid, Ferdisid,

Jeshanah would thus mean “the Old,” just as JJadasha means “ the New.”
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Tarfidid, Rashanid
,
elc. # In several of these names the termination id is

seen to be distinct from the radical theme: Kefr . . .
,
Jiljil . . ,

Ferdis . . . ,

etc. We are therefore within our rights in likewise isolating the theme Sin in

Sima

,

by removing the adventitious termination id, whatever its origin may
really have been.

Sinid, which constitutes a successive contraction and expansion of the

Hebrew word Jeshanah, itself undergoes in Arabic a much more curious and

pronounced contraction when it appears in the ethnic form. As I have

already stated, a man of
1A in Sinid is called

‘Ansdwy plural
*

Anas'weh.

It is certainly less difficult to admit that Jeshanah has become Sinid,

than to believe that the constituent parts of *Ansdwy are *A in Sinid, which

is however beyond a doubt.

So then topographically and onomastically ‘Ain Sinii may with perfect

justice be accepted as the ancient Jeshanah.

It is a striking fact that Beltin, ‘Ain Sinid and Taiyibeh, that is to say,

Bethel, Jeshanah and Ephron (?) happen to form a triangle of which the

southern apex is represented by Beltin (Bethel); this triangle must have had

a real strategic value, since it is comprised in an elevated plateau formed by

the intersection of the watersheds of the Mediterranean and the Dead Sea,

and a great number of valleys radiate from it. On this territory, reft from

Jeroboam, stood the banoth
,
“the daughters,” that is to say, the villages

depending on the three towns. These villages are represented at the present

day by a number of ruins and hamlets dotted about over this region.

Schwarz proposed to identify Jeshanah with a village Al-sanim, two miles

west of Bethel, which village Sir G. Grove rightly declared to be “undiscover-

able in any map which the writer has consulted. ”t In any case it does not

even appear on the map accompanying the work of the learned rabbi. Can it

be, in spite of the marked differences between the names and positions of the

two villages, that Vim Sinid, or perhaps, the ruins of Salimiya

,

which are

actually to the west of Beltin, was the place that Schwarz had in view ?

It is hard to say
.J

I will merely observe that the German edition of

* Compare the place-names of Palestine in the Talmud that end in ^ : Kepher Lekitia,

Gozeria, Talmia
,
Touria

,
Migdal Nounia

,
etc.

t Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, s.v. Jeshanah.

J This is evidently the Khiirbet Selemiyeh of the P.E. Fund Map, which is in fact two miles

west of Beltin. Name, distance, and position agree. Consequently it is certainly not our

'Ain Sinia that Schwarz had in mind.
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Schwarz* has Al-Sania, which would not be so far from 'Ain Stnid. At

all events Schwarz seems to have been making in this instance one of those

random shots to which he was only too prone.

There exists another place in Palestine bearing exactly the same name

as 'Ain SlniA, namely, the ruin called Khdrbet Sinid,f situated a little to

the east of Tfibels, the ancient Thebez, according to a generally received

opinion. This northern Sinid would, from its position, belong to the territory

of Issachar, near the boundary of Manasseh. Possibly in this case Sinid.,

LjJuu. may be the onomastic topographic equivalent of Skidn a town of

Issachar mentioned between Haphraim and Anaharath (Joshua xix, 19).

The book of Joshua, if the reader remembers, instead of enumerating the

towns of Issachar by groups, mentions them in order as they lie along the

boundary of the tribe. The Onomasticon
,

it is true, suggests the identification

of this Skibn with a locality bearing a name probably analogous, near Mount
Tabor, which is utterly removed from our second SiniA. But we know too

well on what slender bases the identifications of Eusebius and St. Jerome

sometimes rest. In geographical matters they have all the boldness of the

most adventurous of modern commentators. If this Khurbet Stnii does not

represent Chion in Issachar, it is perhaps a Jeshanah of the same name as that

in Ephraim, and no mention of it has survived to. our day. The name is one

of those that by their very meaning are destined to have duplicates at different

places, since it means simply “the Old.”

In the Talmud mention is made of a magistrate (or archon ?) of Jeshanah

:

PBWTr Does this passage really refer to our Jeshanah in Ephraim ?

From ‘Ain SInia to Nablus.

Yabrdd.—From 'Ain Sini& we ascended again to Yabrfid. Near the

village the tomb of Neby Yotisef is pointed out by the inhabitants. The
ethnic is Yabroddy

,
plural Yabdrdek.

The Arab geographer Y&kfit speaks of the two villages Yabrdd and

'Ain Yabrdd (which is less than a mile and a half to the south of the former).

* Das heilige Land
,
page 125. Al-salimia, for as-salimia

;

in his Arabic transliterations

Schwarz always neglects to mark the insertion of the article before the “ solar ” letters.

t Guerin, Samarie
, I, 361. It does not appear on the Map. See the observation on this

subject in the Memoirs, II, page 240.
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He mentions some notable persons as coming from Yabrtid, and says that

'Ain Yabrftd was formerly distinguished by a double wakf (pious foundation),

which was bought up by Sultan el Melek el Mo'addham, and set apart by him

for the support of the Sebil.*

He adds in a rather ambiguous passage, which, however, can only be

interpreted in one way, that between “'Ain YabrCid and Yabrftd” there is

Kefer Natkd. This reading is certainly incorrect, for it is impossible that

Yakftt should have been thinking of the village of Kefer NAta, which lies far

distant, to the south of Deir Dubw&n, and besides he would have no plausible

reason for mentioning it here. He must undoubtedly be alluding to the now

ruined village of Kefer 'And, which is actually between YabrCid and 'Ain

YabrCtd, and which some have wished to identify with the Chephar

Haammonai of the tribe of Benjamin.t We should, I think, be justified in

correcting in the Arabic text, tfU fd to UL jd,

Geba.—We should expect to find in these parts a village r>y/3a, Geba ,

which the Onomasticon locates five miles from Gouphnai (Jufna), on the way

to Neapolis, and ventures to identify with the Gebim of Isaiah x, 31. The

identification is worthless of course, but the village alluded to in the

Onomasticon must none the less have a real existence. At the requisite

distance, and in the requisite direction, there is a certain Wad elJib ,
running

alongside the Roman way. This, it appears to me, has preserved the name

of the vanished village.}

Taiyibeh; Roman Milestones.—From Yabrud we made straight for

Taiyibeh. I particularly busied myself with examining the milestones that

Major Conder had remarked to the south-east of Taiyibeh, on the ancient

Roman road going down to 'Ain DOk, which is none other than the highway

that in ancient times united Neapolis (Sichem) with Jericho.

These stones are divided into three groups : the first at somewhere about two

Roman miles from Taiyibeh
;
the second just a mile further south (by the place

called Muntdr er Rfeif) ; the third a little less than a mile from the preceding.

* Sebil means both “road ” and “public fountain.” The former meaning is, I think, the one

here assigned to it. The object was, as Y&kGt explains, to k6ep up the north road from Jerusalem,

which unites that town with N&blus by way of 'Ain YabrGd.

t Memoirs
,
II, page 299.

—

Cf. for the passage of Y&kGt the abridged translation of it given

by M. le Strange (Palestine under the Moslems
,
page 550), which should be modified in the way

above-mentioned.

J One might also be inclined to consider the claims of Jibia ,
which is about five Roman

miles from Jefneh (Jufna),Jjut this village is to the north-west of Jefneh, and so not on the

road to N&blus.
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The first group consists of three rectangular bases, with fragments of

shafts adhering, two of which at least look as if they had been meant to lean

against a support. 1 had them turned over, and discovered

on the broken shaft of one of them some traces of an in-

scription, but unluckily I could not manage to make it out,

as the shades of night were coming on. M. Lecomte made

a drawing of it, showing the letters .... EG .... FR
(perhaps Legio X Pre/ensis, or legalns Aug. propndore ?).

On the base itself is carved a kind of symbol, but I could

not determine the nature of it. There are also six small

holes, nearly equidistant from each other, which seem to point further to the

existence of some object affixed, which has now disappeared.

As for the rest, my notes were hastily made on a dark night, and are

in a state of great confusion. I content myself with reproducing them, and

do not answer for their exactness :

—

— Group 1 : Five bases and three or four fragments of bases, in addition to

a large piece of a shaft with a fragment of base adhering
;
remains of an

inscription on one ;
a fragment of a shaft, inscribed.

— Group 2 : Three or four bases and some shafts ; these I could not get

turned over.

Group 3 : Four bases
;
we had a lot of trouble in finding them in the

darkness. Mere follow drawings made by M. Lecomte of three other columns,

but I cannot state to which group each belongs :

—

Scale s
*
f .
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It is highly desirable that the study of these interesting monuments

should be resumed. A careful examination would be sure to lead to the

discovery of inscriptions which would be extremely interesting. I commend
this search to the explorers of the future. This extraordinary accumulation

of milestones at one spot is not unique in Palestine. I have noticed the

same thing near Beit Jibrin,* and other places.

Ophrak.— I shall not here discuss the question of the identity of

Taiyibeh with Ophrah, much as there is to be said on the matter, but will

confine myself to a few short observations on points of detail. One of the

principal arguments that have been relied on to support this identification is

the passage in the Onomasticon, s.v. ’A<f>pd, which speaks of a village called

Effrem ,
five miles east of Bethel. It has been generally concluded

without hesitation that the spot alluded to by the Onomasticon was the Ophrah

of Joshua xviii, 23 ;
but it remains to be shown that it was not Happarah

,

a

place mentioned in the same verse. As for the origin and real meaning of

the Arabic name Taiyibeh

,

which is to be met with more than once in the

toponymy of Palestine, we ought perhaps to bear in mind this fact, that the

surname Taiyibeh is given to the town of Medineh. This surname, which

means properly “the perfumed," is derived from the presence of the tomb of

the Prophet, who is buried there, and the very old idea that the tombs of

the saints exhale a divine perfume. This notion is also contained in the

familiar expression, “ to die in the odour of sanctity." It may be that in the

ancient town, whatever it may be, that Taiyibeh represents, there was at one

period some celebrated tomb which won for it the characteristic surname also

borne by the various other places of the same name. It has been supposed

that Taiyibeh was a translation of Ophrah, but I greatly doubt it
; first,

because of the want of distinction about the name Taiyibeh, which, according

to this explanation, would fit a number of other Ophrahs of the same name ;

and next, because no proof has ever been given of the supposition commonly

made to suit the requirements of the case, that moy comes from a root

having meanings akin to those of the Arabic word Taiyibeh

,

“ the good," or

as I think “the perfumed." The play on words in Micah i, 10, on the name

of Ophrah
, Afrah

,

seems to connect it with afar,
“dust” {cf.^xi). The Arab

geographer Y&kftt speaks of a place as existing in the province of Palestine

called 'Ifrd. This name would represent with great exactness that

of the Bible town, bu£ unfortunately he gives no clue as to its exact position.

2 Q

* See further on.
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There is a place, Khurbet *Afrtteh

,

which might do, only it is up near Yetm4,

much too far north to be a town of Benjamin. The name of it, which

signifies, to all appearance ,
“ the female demon,” would represent very closely

the name of Ophrah
,
which also belongs to a town of Manasseh, and perhaps

belonged to other towns not mentioned in the Bible.

— We passed the night at Taiyibeh, and departed from there next morning,

directing our course north-north-east. As we left the village I noticed an

edifice of ancient appearance, with sloping walls and stones with bossages

at the corners, called by the common- place name of el Boberiyeh.

— We passed successively through Deir* Jerir

;

by Kufttr MAlek, the ethnic

of which is Matchi, plural MawdPcheh, having a sanctuary dedicated to

Neby Shmtdil

;

and by KkUrbet Jaradeh. Our road lay through a regular

forest of fig-trees loaded with delicious fruit. I had been told of an inscription

hereabouts, but it turned out to be simply a capital ornamented with a cross

and rosettes.

— We reached Khurbet Si\ the site of an important town which once

extended over a pair of hills. Here were quantities of fragments of mouldings,

and at the top cuttings in the rock for presses. Near Kh. Si* is Kh. et

Tarameseh
,
“the ruin of the inhabitants of Turmus 'Ayd,” also called Kh.

el B'diid
,

“ the ruin of the presses.”!

We saw in the distance, to the east, Mughayir

;

ethnic M'gheirdwy, plural

M'gheirdwiyeh. Between Mughayir and Domeh they pointed out to me
Khurbet Jedit and Kh. el Marajem. Jeb'tt, which is written in the

Name Ljsts (p. 255), wrongly I think, Jibeit

\

k;or*- (“the hollow thing, or

the idol”), belongs to the numerous class of ancient Hebrew place-names

connected with the root JD3.

— Towards noon we reached the ruins of Kefr Istfind, where we were to

* I am sure I heard it called Deir, not Dar.

t Plural of badd, a word that frequently recurs in the toponymy of Palestine, and has been

wrongly rendered “idol ” {Name Lists

,

passim). Major Conder
(
Statement

,

1889, p. 134) recognized

its real meaning, which is familiar enough to all who have travelled in Palestine. I should add,

that, like so many others of the fellahtn speech, it is an old Aramaic word
: 11, M*Q> TQ,

badd, badda, baddad

,

“press, especially for olives;” NTHS, NTTD, bedlda, bodida
,
“small

press;” in JfT»l, beith hab-bad, “the building where the press is.” In Syriac bade has the

same meaning
;
the Syriac lexicographers, among others Bar Bahloul, who sets down expressly

the Arabic equivalent, 3j, say that it is properly 11 ea pars torcularis qua descendii in id quad

premendum est The word is probably akin to the Hebrew badd, “ tree, wooden bar ” (the vtctes

for carrying the Ark), and must originally have denoted the lever by the aid of which pressure

is applied.
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lunch
;
but not a drop of water was to be found. Our guide having ventured

into the wely, which was full of chopped straw
(
tebbi

)
came out at once in a

fright, his legs literally encased with fleas. The ancient remains visible at

Kefr Ist&ni have been so often described that I need not again refer to them.

Remarkable as they are, especially from the size of the component materials,

they nevertheless lose somewhat of their interest since it has been definitely

proved that Kefr Istfina cannot be, as was for a long time supposed, the

fortress of Alexandreion, which in reality is far distant, at K’rein Sartaba

(K&rn Stirtubeh), near KarAwi (the Koreai of Josephus, where Judaea began).

So Kefr IstfinA, which was beyond doubt an ancient town of some importance,

again becomes available for a fresh identification.

Seil&n .—From here we proceeded to Seilftn. I noticed en route some

more peculiarities of the fellahln speech : the frequent use of the verb bahkar

in the sense of “ to look, seek the use of wdki and maiyeh in the sense

of “much,” etc. The seldm *aletkum
,
which in the south is exclusively

reserved for salutations among Mussulmans, is here addressed to Mussulmans

and Christians without distinction.

At Seilftn we found the natdr of Kuriyftt (Keriftt), who was there to

guard the fields of dura (d* ra). The inhabitants of Keriftt, he told me, were

formerly settled at SeilQn, and left that place in the time of Ibrahim Pasha.
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building made by M. Lecomte. It has been too often described by travellers

for me in my turn to describe it. In common with most archaeologists, I

think we can detect in it the remains of an ancient synagogue which has been

altered at various periods.

Here is a detailed drawing of the carved lintel placed over the door:

CAKVBD I.INTE1. AT jAmR* El. ARBa'In. Scale

The vase* between two wreaths and two altars, recalls an exactly similar

motive on the reliefs of the large vase from the caverns of the Via Dolorosa,

described in Volume I.

Opposite the J&me‘ is a large sarcophagus-lid with acroteria, which

M. Lecomte also made a drawing of :

SARCOPHAGUS LID at seIlOn. Scale aV

Another and not less remarkable building goes by the name of Janie el

Yetaint The first probably represents the Mesjed es Sektneh
, “the

Mosque of the Ark,”+ and the second perhaps the Hajar el Mdideh, “the

Stone of the Table/’ which 'Aly el Herewy locates at SellDn.| This

* In M. Lecomte’s drawing the vase appears with only one handle. I believe, though I

will not vouch for it, that this detail is accurate.

t Or, more exactly “of the Divine Presence in the Ark.”

+ Archives de r Orient Latin, I, p. 600; cf. Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, p. 527.
As has long been known, the Sektneh of Mussulman tradition, which was enclosed in the Ark, was
directly borrowed from the Shekhiua of Judaism, where it is properly a more or less metaphysical

conception of the real presence of God. In Arab belief the sektneh has turned into a quaint con-

crete notion, recently the subject of an interesting study by Prof. Goldziher (Revue de Phistoire des

religions
, 1893, tome ii, p. 1, etc.). I will add that this divine emanation, with all the fantastic

details with which the Koran and the hadiths embellish it, appears to me to have borrowed
certain features both from the kerub and the kebod of the Hebrews, the latter (the So&i, or “glory,”

of the Septuagint) seeming to have originally been the counterpart of the Egyptian winged disc.
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Mussulman tradition, which is connected with the stay of the Ark at Shiloh,

seems to have disappeared. It was still in existence in the time of the Jewish

geographer Esthori Ha-Parchi, who says :
“ This place still contains a vault,

called rTOD TOIp (" the cupola of the Ark ”), and, near it, a place called

Maida (NTNO),* i.e., “the tables of the Children of Israel. ”t

We explored some thirty tombs in the necropolis of ancient Shiloh, in

hopes of finding some inscription, but without result.

— From Sell&n we went up to the spring of 'Ain Setlfin. Over the spring

is an enormous mass of rock that has become detached from the mountain and

has rolled down as far as there. It appears to have formed the back wall

of a large sepulchral chamber, having a pair of arcosolia covering two trough-

shaped tombs separated by a pilaster.

Elevation. Transverse Section.

ANCIENT ROCK TOMB AT *AIN SEtl.ON. Scale ^j.

The two troughs are furnished with head-rests formed by leaving a

portion of the rock uncut, each placed the same way. In the upper part is

what appears to be the remains of a third trough hewn out in the roof

:

I can only make passing allusion to these curious relations, and will content myself with remarking

that one of the gates of the Haram at Jerusalem even at the present day goes by the name of

“Gate of the Sekineh (JBdb es Sektneh)." This name was not given it yesterday either, for it is men-

tioned not only by Mujir ed Din, but by the pilgrim Naser ed Din Khosrau previous to the arrival

of the Crusaders. This gate is the one adjoining the gate B&b es Selseleh, on the western front.

* These words are exact transcriptions of the Arabic ijuXdi <uS and 4J0U

.

t Zunz, On the Geography of Palestine, forming an appendix to the Itinerary of Benjamin of

Tudela (Asher’s edition) II, p. 435.
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This third trough seems to have been transformed later on into a sort

of small reservoir, with a short conduit for letting off the water. There are

further noticeable some fifteen holes,* several of which go right through the

ceiling. This is perhaps the place where Jewish mediaeval tradition was

inclined to locate the tomb of Eli the high-priest and of his two sons.

A considerable number of the inhabitants of Kerifit were round about

the spring. In my conversation with them I was struck with the way in

which they pronounce the long as, which in their mouths become regular ^’s.

They say, for instance, 'ajja&l, or 'ajjdl, for 'ajjdl, “cattle-drover." This

Aramaising vocalization is an interesting archaism, and explains why in the

Greek inscriptions of Syria the alpha is often replaced by the omicron.

Jaldd.—We arrived at J&lftd at five o’clock. The inhabitants received

us well, especially an aged fell&h, Sabbdh en N&ser by name, who was

neatly dressed in the style of an Effendi. He had served as a soldier

under Ibrahim Pasha ; he spoke Turkish quite fluently ; and was delighted

to be able to converse with me in that language. The town, he told me,

was a fortified place, and was once surrounded by a wall of circumvallation.

It was the town of Jaldt,
who was killed by David. It once belonged to

Abraham, who has a mak&m there. Right on the edge of the plateau on

which the village is situated we were shown the entrance to a tomb that had

been opened a few years before. There was a stone door accurately hung,

and inside a chamber with three arches covering over some rdn (“ burial

troughs ”) closed with stone lids. The entrance to this curious tomb being

quite stopped up, I arranged with the courteous old fellow to have it

re-opened. It was agreed that we should come by J&lftd again next day, and

that

—

in shd Allah !—we should find the clearance effected.

‘Akraba ('Akrabeh),—From here we set off to *Akrab&, which I had

selected as our abode for the night. The pronunciation is 'Akrabd \jJlz, not

*Akrabeh hjj.. The ethnic is
‘

Akrabany

,

plural 'Akarbeh. (See p. 304.)

Next morning we visited the mosque. The inside of it was transformed

for the time being into a workroom for plaiting mats. According to local

tradition the place was originally a church
; the correctness of this is shown

by the presence of various ancient remains. I noticed built into the enclosure

some fine carved capitals and a small square moulded cippus, like those at

* Carmoly, Hiniraires
, pp. 186, 250. The holes perhaps served for the illuminations spoken

Of by Isaac Chelo.
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Palmyra. At the entrance an ancient lintel, used as the left upright of the

present door, bears a Greek inscription, much mutilated unfortunately. I

append a copy

:

1HHBUSWC !?. A4*.1 UJ

L :!*'<
’.ju -i- ,./

/'/' 'i
,

" -p..’ *!*: 1 ,i
• iii/.' J'. ) ..

GREEK INSCRIPTION AT 'AKRAB A.

The average space between the letters is a centimkre. The lintel and

the inscription have been cut almost exactly in half. Above the line there is

a carved ornamentation of a geometrical nature. The cross at the end of the

line marks the termination of the inscription, a Christian one of course. The

whole of the left portion, bearing the beginning of the inscription, is wanting.

I found a fragment of it built in upside down over a small square niche inside

the building facing the door.

This fragment, as is shown by the similarity of the ornamentation and

the shape of the letters, evidently forms part of the beginning of the inscrip-

tion. On placing the two fragments end to end, and comparing my copy

with the transcription given in the Memoirs (II, p. 389), I am tempted to

read as follows :

v£a . . iv ayioi irroCrjcra vrrep a-vpfitov kou [t]€[kv]q>v. ^
“ in the holy .... I have made, for my husband and my children.”

Just near ‘Akrabd is el HeusVn (el Hosn), which, as its name and the

appearance of the ruins indicate, is an ancient fortress.

The fellahin of ‘Akrabi have kept alive the memory of a famous governor

who resided at ‘AkrabS. and was called el Kadery. He lived in the times of

Jezzk Pasha, say some, in the times of the Kuffdr,
say others. He erected

some considerable buildings. His authority extended as far as Turmus

'Aid, from the Jordan to the N&blus road, and in the north to W£d el BldAn,

in the direction of Tellftza. There may perhaps be in this tradition a more or

less accurate reminiscence of the ancient toparchy of Acrabatena and its

boundaries, which were Samaria on the north and the toparchy of Gophna on

the south.

Next morning we started back to J&ldd. On the hill facing
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*Akrab4 on the south-south-west I noticed several rock-hewn tombs, with a

small arched porch over a square door.

We found our friend Sabb4h en N4ser, who was engaged in clearing out

the entrance to the tomb at Jdlfid, as he had undertaken to do the night

before. The operation was carried out under our inspection, and we were

soon enabled to penetrate into the tomb. It consists of a rectangular chamber

with three arcosolia on three of the walls, placed over funerary troughs, which

are covered with slabs laid crosswise. In these we found a few bones still

remaining

:

ROCK TOMB at jAi.Od. Scale Ti„.

In the right-hand corner as you go in is a small rectangular ditch,

admitting to a lower chamber. This I was unable to explore, as it would have

||!!!!|lp|^ taken much work to clear it. I am sorry for this, as I

might perhaps have made a good find there. I picked

up there a small bronze object, but cannot now identify*1^ it, owing to a lacuna in my notes.

I iyf 11 C 1
The most interesting peculiarity about this tomb fr|to

lllljp! |||jf is the existence of the stone door that shuts it in. I

This is a regular shutter of stone, which turns easily B

-jl

'

- '.' even now on its upper and lower hinges. Here 1

are two more detailed drawings, which will give an f
swinging stone door accurate idea of the shape of this door and the way ^

i/i situ at JAi.On.
.

r '
Scale

Scale *. 11 Works.

Various Notes.—Here are the various bits of information that I took

down from the mouth of Sabb4h en N4ser

:
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— There is at Nablus a stone with writing on it, which was brought from

Balkd three years ago for the governor. It is deposited with the bakkdl

Ahmed ‘Othm&n Ham&meh, near Bib el Jlme* el K’bir esh Sharky.'"'

— There is at Hlreth the tomb of Neby Kefil,
which is the genuine one,

the other shown in the direction of ‘Akrablt being unauthentic. From him
the village is called Kefll Hdreth ,

which is its proper name.

— SetlOin.J Between the two mosques is a dried-up birkeh, where, according

to the ahadith or “canonical traditions” of the Mussulmans, the mdidah
,

“table,” of Jesus came down from heaven to his apostles.

— The mosque at Seilln is properly calledJdme' es Sitttn and not elArba'in.

This queer name, “the Mosque of the Sixty,” instead of “the Forty,”—

a

name established by usage (the Forty Martyrs)—might very well, I think, be

a mere corruption of sekhiehy\ “the Ark.” This name, as I have shown,

belonged to the sanctuary of Shiloh in the ancient Jewish and Mussulman

traditions.

— The ancient King of Jlltid was called Jdluda ; he it was that was slain by

David. He also built the fortress there and gave his name to the town.

— Some of the places in the neighbourhood :

— Khurbet el Chirich (CJf^\)>

— Kh. Sard (not “Sarrl”).

— Near this latter, in the direction of Jebcl el Leuhf (?), towards the east

:

Kh. Fkh'neifs (^aJjJ^), “ the little Scarabceus
;”

— Kh. *Arftt,
a vulgar pronunciation of 'Afrit (for Kh. *Afriteh ).

Boundaries of the Territories of Ndblus andJerusalem.—This, says my
informant, is where the boundary passes that separates the territory of

Jerusalem from that of N&blus, from east to west

:

The Jordan, el ‘Audj£, M’ghayir, Seihln, el Lubban, 'Ammuriyeh, Khurbet

K£is, Farkhct, Deir Ball&ta, Mejdel es S&dek (another name of Mejdel Y&b&),

JeljGlieh, KufGr S&bcl, J’lfl and the Haram of ‘Aly ben ‘Eulefl.

All these boundary marks belong to the territory of N&blus. This line,

which at several points fails to coincide with the present official boundary-line,

doubtless has a traditional value, and corresponds to a more or less ancient

state of things. It should be taken into account in studying the vexed

* See later on (p. 317) for this inscription, which I actually found in the house indicated,

t Sabb&h en N&ser was certainly thinking of the sanctuary of el Kefll Abu 'Ammar
,
between

*Akrab& and Jiirlsh, and ’in the immediate vicinity of the latter village.

J See supra
, p. 299. § See supra

, p. 300. k and t are easily

interchangeable in the dialect of the fellahin.

2 R
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problem of the boundaries of Samaria and Judaea, which in certain parts at

any rate can hardly have varied. It agrees tolerably well with the boundary

between the province of N&blus and the province of Jerusalem as given by

Mujlr ed Din

“Sinjil,
'

Arzen , both belonging to the territory of Jerusalem, and the

head of the W&dy Beni Zeid, belonging to the territory of Ramleh.” Sinjil

and the territory of Beni Zeid (to the north of Neby S&leh) are perfectly well

known. This is not the case with
*Arzen

,
which is certainly a mutilated

name
;
one MS. has

*

Artin . My opinion is that the two readings, and

, are equally faulty and should be corrected to *j)j* or Arura
,

a village to the south of Khilrbet Reis, t This ‘Arftra appears to me to

be none other than the
’

Apovep
,
Aruir, alluded to in the Onomasticon as being

twenty Roman miles north of Jerusalem. It is also perhaps the problematical

’Apovpa which Josephus has in view in his Ant. Jud. (p. 344 of Haverkampf s

edition), where he follows the Septuagint version of 1 Sam., xxii, 6.

— According to a saying that I heard a little further on, the inhabitants

of Jalftd never live to be more than fifty.

— From here we went to Keriht (KuriyCit), which is divided into two

quarters, one called the Deir. I was not able to make any observations there,

as the Government agents were engaged in extracting the tenth, or rather

eighth, from the fellahin

Ydsilf—We passed hurriedly through Ydsuf. According to an ancient

tradition related by the Arab geographers of the Middle Ages,} Seilun was

the dwelling-place of Jacob, and the pit is not far distant where Joseph was

thrown by his brothers “between Sinjil and N&blus, on the right of the road.”

What can the place be that the legend points to ? It is quite at variance with

the one current at the present day, which attaches to Jubb Yilsef to the

north of the Sea of Tiberias. I am inclined to believe that it is Yasdf, which

is on the right of the road as you go, not from Sinjil to N&blus, but from

* Bulak, Arabic text, p. 340.

t I should, however, state that I find mention in my note-book of a Aferj 'Eurzeul^
“ meadow of 'Eurzeul,” extending to the west of Sinjil, to the north of El Burj, to the south of

el Lubban, as far as abreast of 'Abweln. Can I have heard the name aright ? The Map inserts

it under the form Erzy. If the form Eurzeul JjyC really exists, one would be inclined to

see in it the name of 'Arzen.

+ Clermont-Ganneau, Recueil d'Archiologie orientale
^ 1888, I, p. 332. Cf. Le Strange,

Palestine under the Moslems
, pp. 465, 477, 527.
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Nablus to Sinjil. The name of this village, which is also borne by a neigh-

bouring w&dy,# is written cJy*b> and it appears in Samaritan documents in the

form riBD'1 Yusepheh. It is probably the mere name of this locality that has

attracted and fixed there the legend of Joseph ,
and it may be that when the

Mussulman pilgrim ‘Aly el Herewy says: “I was assured, &c.,” he alluded

to some more or less fanciful tradition that he got from the Samaritans.

Merdd.—At MerdA I noted in passing a sanctuary consecrated to a

certain Neby Ithiria (byb or by)
; I cannot account for the origin of this

strange name. According to the fellahin, Merdd was formerly, in the time of

the Romans, a beled (town) as large as Ndblus. There was a butcher

(lahkdm) who gave his name to a large kh ;t he used to kill forty

sheep every Friday before noonday prayer. The place is spoken of in the

old Arab geographers. Mujlr ed Din mentions itj d propos of another

neighbouring village ed Deir
,
which is probably Deir Istia. The name seems

to me to be of Aramaic origin, and to be connected with the Syriac ?nerdo,

“ fortress. ”§

Refer Hdres.—We stopped the night at Kef£r Hdres. The Sheikh,

under a pretence of protecting us against thieves, insisted on thrusting the

company of two fellahin upon us.

In order to keep themselves awake, our moukres spent the whole of the

night in intoning their interminable but not unpleasing yd Icil
,
accompanied

by the agreeable piping of a flute played by a young virtuoso of the village.

In addition to this, a blindingly bright moon made our tent as light as day,

so, taking it altogether, it was not a restful night.

The mosque of the village, which is graced with the name of Jame*, has

in its walls a few large blocks apparently ancient. I remarked among them

a wide arched bay with its archivolt ornamented with those kind of canaliculi

or tablets which are met with on the mediaeval archivolts of Yebnd (see

pp. 17 1, 180) and various other buildings in Palestine. There are besides this

three other sanctuaries

:

* k—»yfb jlj in the Name Lists, p. 249, must be an error for uJysb olj (cf p. 250).

f The word is illegible in my note-book
;

I think it is Khallet
,
“ valley.”

} Bulak, Arabic text, p. 560, .

§ The word merdo is used, for instance, to denote the fortress of Acra, at Jerusalem.

Compare the names,of towns Marde, Marditt
,
&c., and other places with similar names near

Aleppo, in Mesopotamia, and in Adiabene. There is a locality exactly homonymous, 772/

Mtrda
,
in Galilee, to the north-west of Teirshiha, and quite near it.

2 R 2
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(1) That of Neby Losha, consisting of a Kubbeh sheltered by a great

terebinth and fronted by a small courtyard. In one of the comers of the

inner room, the walls of which are bare, there is an antique marble capital.

In the courtyard, facing you as you go in, there is an Arabic inscription in

Neskhy character, built into the wall. It is cut on a stone with a rough

surface, but finely grained, looking something like a page of manuscript with

an ornamented border. There is said to be a cave underneath the chamber,

and, in fact, when you strike the ground in the south-east comer it sounds

hollow.

(2) The Kubbeh of Neby Kefll, with a large cenotaph of masonry.

(3) The Sanctuary of Neby Nftn, consisting of a cenotaph like the

preceding, but lying open to the sky, the holy man having never consented,

in spite of all temptations, to let a building be erected over his tomb.

These three nebys, say the fellahin, belong to the same family : Kefll

is the father of Nfin, who himself is the father of L6sha*. It has been long

recognized that L6sha* (7 dshci), son of Nfin, was none other than Joshua, the

son of Nun, whose tomb is in fact located in the village by Samaritan and

Jewish mediaeval tradition. As for Kefll, whom the legend manages to connect

genealogically with Joshua and Nun, he, according to the Samaritans, is

Caleb, the companion in arms of Joshua. Kefll

\

it would seem, is an alteration

from Caleb
,
pronounced Calev

, Calef. This name, thus transformed, has

reacted in turn on the name of the village, which is often called Kefll Hares,

instead of Kefir Hares. It is possible that the word Kefir itself may have

had a disturbing influence on the form Caleb.

Mujir ed Din* says that among the sons of Job there was one called

Bashar, and surnamed Zu 'l-Kefll (Kifl, Kefll), whose mak&m is at Damascus,

and whose tomb is in the village of Keffl Hires, in the territory of Niblus.

I found no traces existing on the spot of this fabulous personage. Elsewhere

he says (p. 94) that Joshua was buried in the village of Kefll Hireth (the

name is written this time instead of

Tell Hareth—In the distance, to the south-west, is seen Tell Hdreth
,

which was formerly a town of the Jews [medinet el Yahtid). Here are still

visible some remains of ancient structures called Kal*at Hdreth
,
“ the fortress

of Hireth.” A hidden treasure exists there, and an enchanted spring.

* P. 68 of the Bulak Arabic text.

t The same discrepancy is existing to-day in the pronunciation of the name Hires or
Hareth.
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— At Deir Istia is a Neby Istia.

— To the south-east of Kar&wa is the Ddr edh-dharb * which was once an
old mint worked by the Rtims.

— The tobacco of Kefr H&res is in great repute.

Jemma In .—Next morning we set out in the direction of N&blus. At
Jemma*!n we met an old bitdr

\

“veterinary surgeon,” who had come to attend

to some cows, and was going back to N&blus in company with his son. They
proposed to travel along with us, and I accepted with alacrity, being only too

glad to find some one to talk to by the way.

— To the north of Z!t& is a place in ruins, called Khurbet Tafsa.

Fardts.—We left to the right of our route the small wely of Fardis

to the south of which is R'wetsdn
(uruj^),t and we halted for lunch

at *Ain 'Abtis.
*

Awerta.—At *Awert&, or 'Awertah, we visited the three sanctuaries

where Mussulman tradition perpetuated the Jewish and Samaritan legends.

The first is sacred to Sheikh el'Ozeir, called also by some Abft ’1 ‘Ozeir. In

the middle of a large courtyard, with a sort of vestibule open to the sky in

front of it, stands an enormous cenotaph, with a triangular lid with acroteria

;

it appears to have been originally constructed of hewn stones, now disfigured

by a thick coating of white plaster.

Side elevation. Elevation of the short side C.

CKNOTAPU AT *AWERTA. Scale

The base must be more than half sunk below the present level of the

ground. Close to it, on the south side, a small rectangular opening let into

the pavement of the court admits of a small recess constructed of masonry,

with a slightly arched ceiling. This belonged likely enough to an ancient

* Literally “ the house of the coining the name is written Deir ed Derb on the Map, and
is explained as “ the Monastery of the Road ” in the Name Lists.

t Sh. Ahmed el FurMis, and (?) Kh. 'Azziitt in the Map,
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sepulchral chamber. There are built into the walls four Samaritan inscrip-

tions, or fragments of such, on marble slabs. One bears, in Arabic, the date

Ramadan,1 1185, and is carefully cut. The characters are in relief, as also are

those of the other two inscriptions. There is

one quite small fragment, with sunken characters,

that looked to me of somewhat older date.

In the enclosure I noticed a fine bit of

moulding, undoubtedly antique.

In the village itself is the mosque (Jame*)

of el Mansfir
,
with a Samaritan inscription in

relief and a large cenotaph of masonry-work,

after the manner of the preceding.

Lower down is the wely of el Mofadhdhal

\

“the Jew.”

Lastly, to the north of the village, is the sanctuary of El ‘Ozeirdt
,
the

burial-place of seventy-seven Mg'hazy, “champions.”

According to the fellahin, el ‘Ozeir is the son of H&rftn and the father of

el Manstir
;

el Mofadhdhal is brother to el ‘Ozeir. They are in harmony with

the ancient Mussulman tradition, for Mujir ed Din locates at 'Awertct the

tomb of el ‘Eiz&r, son of Hdrftn, and Y&kCit that of el ‘Ozeir, that of

Mofadhdhal, son of the uncle of H&rftn (sic), and those of the seventy

prophets, who correspond to the seventy-seven M’gh&zy of el 'Ozeir&t. The
seventy prophets represent the seventy old men, or elders of Israel,* in Jewish

mediaeval tradition
;

el ‘Ozeir or el ‘Eizcir, son of H&rftn, is Eleazar (third son

of Aaron)
;
his brother el Mofadhdhal is Ithamar, brother of Aaron, whose

tomb was actually pointed out by Jewish tradition at ‘Awert&, in the lower

part of the village
;
while el Mansftr, son of el ‘Ozeir, is Phinehas, son of

Eleazar.

FRAGMENT OF COLUMN AT "aWERTA.

Scale tV

NABLUS.

We reached N&blus a little before sundown, and stayed there four days,

from the Monday evening to the Saturday morning. My investigations were

limited to certain matters of detail, and I will give a succinct account of these,

omitting other most important matters which I could only superficially

C/. Numbers xi, 16, 24.
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1

examine. The reader must therefore excuse the fragmentary and imperfect

nature of these notes. It would have been easy to swell them to a great

bulk, by following my numerous predecessors in the fruitless discussion of the

various problems connected with the history or topography of this ancient city

and its immediate vicinity.

Inside NAblus.

Jame' el Kebir.—We did not make a plan of the great mosque, which

is an ancient church built or adapted by the Crusaders. On examining

the great mediaeval doorway of the east front, and noticing how the order of

the stones was disarranged, we wondered whether it had at some later period

been taken down and put up again on the east side. This was merely a

casual notion, and I give it with due reserve. The church is altogether

disfigured, and the inside is covered over with whitewash, and adorned with

various coloured paints in the worst possible taste. I am sorry we had no

time left to make a plan of the building. We could have managed it in spite

of the proverbial fanaticism of the Mussulmans of NAblus, having won them

over by correcting with the aid of a compass the orientation of their mihrAbs.

I discovered a small Greek inscription cut on a Corinthian capital surmounting

the second column in the north row. The capital has been painted afresh,

AOYKIOY IAKXOY
Aovkiov ’lak^ov,

“of Lucius Iacchus.”

CAPITAL WITH INSCRIPTION IN MOSQUE AT NABLUS.

and the letters are picked out in black. Below, on the volute of the left hand,

is carved a B, which I look upon as a numeral with the value “two.” It

must be an ordinal number indicating the place of the capital and the column

belonging, in the architectural scheme of which they formed part. This

inscription is probably a dedication, to the effect that Lucius Iacchus paid the

cost of the column and its capital, which are destined for some religious edifice.

There are examples of these partial anathemata. The shape of the capital

and of the characters of the inscription point to the Grseco-Roman period.*

* In an inscription cut on the shaft of a column at Rakhleh (Waddington, laser. gr. et lat.

de la Syrt'e, No. 255 7d), and dating from the year 404 of the Seleucids (82 a.il), there appears

the name of one B«xx[<ov
]
Aovki

'

ov
,
who seems also to have dedicated this column.
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Possibly an attentive search would bring to light similar inscriptions on

the other capitals that have been utilised in building the great mosque of

Nablus.

Below the minaret, in the inside of the courtyard, a long Kufic inscription

is cut. I took a squeeze of this. All the outer walls of the great mosque are

full of stones with mediaeval tool marks and with masons' marks, which we
made a note of. (See Special Table, VoL I.)

A little further on, on the side that does not look over the bazaar, are

remains of an edifice with stones bearing mediaeval tool marks with extremely

fine strokes. I took a squeeze of a specimen.

Jdme en Nastr.—This mosque is an ancient church with three aisles,

regularly orientated and in a good state of preservation. Unfortunately

the whole of the interior is covered with a thick coating of mortar, which

prevents the dressing of the stones from being seen, and fills up all the

architectural details. The present entrance is by the central apse, where the

Arabs have made a new door which opens on to the street, and from which

you go down into the mosque by a flight of six steps. The arches are

pointed. The walls of the aisles are each pierced with five narrow windows

with wide reveals. I made a note of some projecting buttresses between

these windows, but they do not appear on the following plan, which was made
by M. Lecomte on the basis of our observations :

—

plan of jame’ en naser, nAbi.us. Scale
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The middle aisle, which is higher than the side aisles, is separated from

them by two rows of square pillars and of columns surmounted by capitals of

the Doric style. The columns C, D, E, F are of red granite, and are in two

pieces. Under the columns E, F are circular discs, one of ordinary stone, the

other of marble. A moulded string-course runs completely round the inside

of the building on a level with the spring of the higher arches. The primitive

door was on the west side. On the flags that cover the ground I noticed in

several places the mediaeval tool marks, as also on the steps of a staircase

leading to a high gallery set up to meet the requirements of Mussulman

worship in the north aisle. The church in its final form must have been built

by the Crusaders, but the depth of the central apse, as well as the character of

certain architectural features, would incline me to the belief that they erected

it on the ruins of an ancient Byzantine church, and were guided by its previous

arrangement.

Jame
1

(Jdmid) el Mas&kin .

—
“ The Lepers’ Mosque,” is in an ancient

structure with large arches seemingly mediaeval. The leprosy of N&blus in

no way falls short of that of Jerusalem in the hideous aspect of the sufferers

and the interest aroused by their frightful sores. The lepers of Niblus are

under the command of a sheikh, who is himself not afflicted with the

disease. A native Christian who accompanied us on this repulsive visit,

assured me seriously that the horrible disease was exclusively confined to

the Mussulmans
;
but I have my doubts as to the correctness of this

observation. In a stable was a horse said to be likewise afflicted with

leprosy

!

Habs ed Dam,*—Two pointed arches arranged at right angles, one

* Literally “the prison or cell of blood.” In consequence of my notes being disarranged, I

am not absolutely sure that this one applies to the drawings that accompany it, but in any case

the latter are representations of an edifice we saw at Nablus.
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open, the other blocked up. The arch stones of the arches and the

blocks on the fagade have flat bossages, and are pock-marked, with small

delicate tool marks, not diagonal, round

the edges. Above the two arcades is a

twin ogive bay, the two archivolts of

which rest on a small column with capital

and base, and on a cornice which is

extended right and left along the fagade.

In one of the angles is a small spring

of water.

Mahall Oldd Neby Ya'ktib. — A
modern mosque, opposite Buwdb el Unbid

(“the gate of the Prophets”), marking the

spot, according to Mussulman legend,

where the ten sons of Jacob are buried.

Opposite, on the other side of the

street, is the Khan ez Z’bib ,
with a lofty

ogive arch in the middle of a wall of

bossed stones, and exactly resembling in

style that at Habs ed Dam.

Hizn Stdnd Yaklib (called also el

KJiadhrd).—At the entrance, stones with

the mediaeval tool marks. Three large

ogive bays with moulded archivolts. The arch of the mihr&b is adorned

with handsome carvings. There is an Arabic inscription in so-called Car-

mathic characters. To the right of the great chamber where the mihr&b

is they show a small room where Jacob wept for the loss of Joseph,

whence the name of the sanctuary, “the sadness of our lord Jacob.”

In this place the soil sounds hollow to the tread. At the base of the

minaret a long Samaritan inscription is built in. I took a squeeze of

this, as also of two other small and imperfect ones (one in the door frame

of an Arab room at the foot of the minaret, unfortunately plastered up with

lime
; the other in the opposite wall, low down, and defaced by hammering).

I likewise squeezed a Samaritan inscription consisting of eleven lines in

relief, and mutilated on the right hand side, from the lintel of a door of a

house adjacent to the Hizn Ya'kGb; and another of two lines in relief, in the

house of Sheikh Yfisef Zeld, in the street called Hdr't el Ydsmineh.

Not far from the Hizn Ya'ktib is a spring, 'Ain el'Asel, with excellent

PLAN AND ELEVATION OK HABS ED DAM.

Scale
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water that well deserves its name, “ the spring of honey.” Near there is built

in an ovolo-moulded fragment. M. Lecomte made a sketch of it.

'Ain Karidn.—This spring is situated inside the town. It seemed to me

that the name was pronounced Karidn rather than Karilin. It is covered over

with a large and curious structure which, according to local tradition, was an

ancient Kuttdb
,
“school.” It consists of a high semi-circular arch opening

over a semi-circular apse. The archivolt, which is ornamented with a

moulding, rests on a cornice, also moulded, which runs round the apse. In

the latter a niche has been subsequently made, to serve as a mihr&b. The

cornice is continued to right and left along the facade.

A Plan. B Elevation. C Section. D Profile of the moulding of the archivolt. E Profile of the cornice.

Scale -jJrj.

The stones are fine large blocks, presenting neither the mediaeval nor the

Arab tool marks. The axis of the apse is orientated to the south-west. I he

edifice seems not to be of Christian origin, or at any rate not to partake of the

nature of a chapel. Perhaps it was a kind of nymphteum intended to protect

the spring. The latter is copious, and we noticed that there were fish in it.

Sarcophagus.—On Fridays, at the hour of prayer, while the men are

at the mosque, all the women and girls go out into the streets with faces

uncovered to fill their water jars at the fountains. They gather together and

converse freely in the absence of the men. During this time the shops are

minded by the children, who constitute the police of the public highways, and

chevy without mercy any men they see out of doors. We were indebted to

our being foreigners for being able to cross one of the quarters thus given

over to feminine occupation, the Hclr’t Kari6n, where I wished to examine an

2 s 2
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ancient sarcophagus that served as a ran, or trough, to a fountain. The

women rather looked askance at us ;
but, however, we were suffered to pass.

We owed it to this curious custom that we were able to get a glimpse of some

very pretty female types, under conditions that are rare in Mussulman

countries. The sarcophagus came, I was assured, from near the tomb of

Joseph. Its front side is ornamented with three discs in relief, two of

which display a rather curious decorative idea
;

the central disc contains

a rectangular cartouche with triangular ears, where there was perhaps

originally an inscription cut. It is very possible that this inscription may
have been obliterated at the time of the find, and I noticed in fact that the

tool-marks inside the cartouche were rather fresher than those of the other

parts of the sarcophagus, as if the surface had been subsequently worked

over.

Masbanet el G/iazzdwy.—An ancient building of mediaeval origin turned

into a soap-works, as is shown by the name (“the soap-works of the man of

Gaza”). The mediaeval tool-marks appear on the -whole of the lower part of

MEDIAEVAL SCULPTURED STONES AT NABI.US. Scale ^

the door and a part of the arch that surmounts it, which has a moulded torus

and rabbeted edges. The threshold is formed of two stones of the same

period. Inside are large pillars of hewn stone, with moulded cornices. At

the back is an orientated apse. All the stones display mediaeval tool-marks.

Here (p. 316) are two fragments of the same period built into the outer wall.

One is an engaged dwarf-column from a corner, forming the upright of a

gateway
;
the other presents a sort of cross with two cross-pieces, recalling

the type of the so called patriarchal cross.

Ancient Masbaneh,—Another soap-works, now the oven of Selim Bek,

with a door like that of Kh&n ez Z’blb. In the (modern) wall opposite, on
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the other side of the street, there is a fragment of mediaeval cornice built

in, which extends over several yards. Here is a profile of it.

Nabatcean Inscription from the Land of Moab .—

I

managed to find the owner of the inscription from the

Balk4
,
which an inhabitant of J&lftd had previously mentioned

to me as existing at N&blus.*

After making some difficulties, the bakk&l who had it in scale

his possession consented to show me into his back-parlour, where he had

hidden it beneath a heap of flour. It was the former governor Mohammed
Sa*id Pasha who had had the stone fetched, and Sheikh R’melh el F&ez of

the Beni Sakher that brought it. Five hundred mejidiehs was the price

asked. As they could not come to terms, the Sheikh deposited it with

the bakk&l.

I recognized at first glance the Nabataean inscription of Umm er Res&s.

of which my Bedouin had brought me a poor squeeze at the time of

the negotiations about the Moabite stone. Delighted to meet this old

acquaintance, I hastened to make a good squeeze.

The stone is a hard basalt, analogous to that of the Moabite stone. It

measures ora,40 high by o'" ’38 broad and om,20 thick. The inscription consists

of five lines, the last of which is mutilated, as are the ends of the four others.

Nevertheless, taking it as a whole, it reads well enough. It is the epitaph

of Abdmalku, son of Obaisu, the strategos, made by his brother Yaamru,

the strategos. I have since shown, in a monograph t to which I can only

refer the reader, that this inscription, which came from the district about

Madeba, was of the greatest value for Jewish history, inasmuch as the

strategos Yaamru must be considered to belong to the family of the Sons of

* See supra, p. 305.

t Journal Asiatique, May, June, 1891, p. 538, et seqq. Thanks to the fresh squeezes that I

took of this inscription at Nablus, I have managed to decipher completely the fifth line, which

until lately had resisted all attempts. It furnishes us with the exact date of the inscription.

Here is the transcription :

—

(or *) , n:sm 1 *mnx xjmox 1 notr n^> lay n 1 xamox icmy *o 1 my xn

UD33 KD^D] 'nbd?

The translation is as follows: “This is the sepulchre of Abdmalku, son of Obaisu, the

strategos, which was made? for him by Yaamru, the strategos, his brother, in the 1st (or 2nd) year

of King Malku, King of Nabatene." King Malku is Malchus III. The monument therefore

belongs to the year 9 or 10 a.d. (See the Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum
,
part II, tom. I,

No. 195.)
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Jambri (= Ben§ Yaamru), established at Madeba,* which plays an important

part in the tragic episode which is narrated at length in the first book of

Maccabees (ix, 32-42).

Greek Inscription.—In the wall of a house in the quarter called H&r't es

Samara
,

I noticed a Greek inscription in five lines which had been built in

after the wall was originally erected. I took a copy and a good squeeze. I

afterwards found that it had already been noticed by M. Renan,t who
published it, with learned observations by M. Ldon Renier. It relates

to the construction of a building, perhaps of a military nature, here called

fi€ao\<0pt.ov\ (“central fortress”?), under the direction of two officers of the

Roman army, the tribune Flavius Julianus§ and the primipilus Marcellinus,

and under the superior command of a consularis of Palestine whose name

was contained in the first line, which unluckily is missing.

The characters, M. Renan says, appear to be of the fourth century.

^0TAT0viieT>

P?NVrrATIAHtOM€€ OXUrM
m0eMeA£iWKi6Kric0HeproAiw

GRF.KK INSCRIPTION AT NABI.OS.

M. Renan reads it thus :

—

[SiaoTyj/AOTarov
||
SicVo[Vtos] tt)v virartav, to fie<ro)((opi[ov] IF in 0epe\e[(ov

CKTicrdr), ipyoSuu[k]toiWwv <J>X. ’lovkidvov xaXiapx[ov] teal MaprceXXeu'ov 7rir.

* Another very important Nabataean inscription has since been discovered at Madcba itself.

(See Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum
,
loc. cit., No. 196).

f Mission en Phinicie, p. 808.

J My squeeze confirms the reading of the first three letters pea, about which M. Renan was
still doubtful j on the other hand it indicates an 0 rather than t after the />.

§ I find a tribune of the same name as ours, Julianus, and belonging to the legion XIV
Gemina, mentioned in a Greek inscription at Soueidd (in Bataniea), which is only known from a

bad copy in Burckhardt (cf. Waddington, Inser. gr. et lat. de Syrie> No. 2316a). This legion

moreover does not appear to have even been garrisoned in Syria. I find yet another Julianus in

a Greek inscription from Auranitis (Waddington, op. cit. t No. 2407), centurion of the IV Scythian

Legion, which, on the contrary, actually was quartered in this province.

||
Aiatrt/ftoTarov corresponds to the official title in the Roman protocol

:
pre/eciissimus.

H See remarks in the note above.
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“
. . . . the most perfect such-a-one exercising the consular functions,

the Mesochorion (?) was built from top to bottom, the operations being

directed by Flavius Julianus, tribune, and (Flavius?) Marcellinus, primipilus.”*

What was the building called Mesochoron or Mesochorion ? Perhaps, as

is shown by its name and the military functions of the persons entrusted with

building it, a “ central fort,” designed

to hold in check the Samaritan popu-

lation of Neapolis, which was always

inclined to insurrection. If we could

bring the inscription down to the 5th

century, which is perhaps not palaeo-

graphically impossible, we might be*

inclined to think of the fortress erected

on Mount Gerizim in consequence of

the terrible Samaritan revolt which

broke out under the Emperor Zeno.t

Another Greek Inscription .

—

N&blus must contain another Greek

inscription of great interest, which was

noticed there at the end of the six-

teenth century by J. van Kootwyck.J

I have made a fruitless search for it on

the spot. As it has been completely

lost to sight by savants for three

centuries past,§ I think it may be as

well to draw attention to it, by pointing

out to future explorers, who will perhaps

be more fortunate than I have been, how it may be found again. It is a large

marble base, moulded at top and bottom, which was built into the wall of an

old tower on the left or south side of the street, in the new bazaar {in Bazarro

novo), in the western part of the town. The Flemish traveller gives a drawing

of it, which is doubtless correct, but only contains unfortunately the beginning

AYTOKPATOPI

AAPIANO ANTH
NEINO XAIXAPI

EEBAEm EYSE

BI KIFIOMOY $1

AIAE

INSCRIPTION SEEN IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
AT NAHI.US.

* Or prapositus, as M. Egger preferred. The two *• n do in fact lend themselves to this

restoration.
,

t Procopius, V, 7. Malala, xv, 567.

| Itinerarium Hierosolymitanum

;

Antwerp, 1619, p. 431.

§ It does not appear in the Corpus Inscr. Grac., nor in the Recueil of M. Waddington.
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of the inscription, the remaining characters being too much worn, he says, for

him to decipher them. Here (p. 319) is a facsimile of the cut he gives.

The proper reading is, correcting a few slight faults made in copying :

—

AvTOKparopi. 'aS/hcu^w) *Avrwiwcp KaCcra.pt. ScjQacrra> Everest ....

“To the Emperor Hadrian Antoninus Caesar Augustus, the Pious, . . .
.”

I will not venture to transcribe the words following, which have evidently

been wrongly read, on account of the worn state of the inscription, and, what

is worse, read by someone who thought he understood them. A naively

faithful copy of the strokes that were visible would have been better. Several

possible restitutions present themselves, in conformity with the known

formulae,* but in such a doubtful case I prefer to refrain.

It was evidently a dedication to the Emperor Antoninus Pius, in whose

name also those splendid coins were struck at Neapolis, bearing a representa-

tion of the temple built a few years before by Hadrian on Mount Gerizim.

It is well known what clemency Antoninus showed the Jews, and the

Samaritans were doubtless no less well treated. It was natural enough that

they should have testified their gratitude by an official dedication
;
the object

dedicated is more likely to have been an altar than a statue, in the latter

case the accusative would have been used instead of the dative.

Sundry Antiquities.—While walking about the bazaar, I saw a few

interesting small antiquities in the possession of the goldsmiths, notably

several intaglios, of which I took impressions. One of these appeared to me
to be of exceptional worth. Some years later I managed to acquire the

original, an exorbitant price being then asked for it.t Here is

a facsimile enlarged from the impression. It is a flat carnelian,

ellipsoidal in shape, the larger diameter being om ’ 008. It has a

design cut on it with some rudeness but much character, repre-

senting a personage of Egyptian appearance standing, seen in

profile, and walking to the left, dressed in a tunic descending to

the middle of the legs, bare-headed, his hair long, plaited, and

hanging behind. The two arms are stretched out in front
;
the right hand

appears to be holding a sort of short stick (a commander’s b&ton?); a fracture

INTAGLIO FROM
nAblus.

* For example : Kvpt'w ftov, [ . . . . .

+ I gave up the gem to M. Ldytved of Beyrouth, and it afterwards went to the Berlin

Museum.
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in the stone prevents this detail from being clearly recognized. In front

of him is a symbol placed upright, in the shape of a Y with a very long

stem. Behind are three Phoenician letters, cut backwards, so as to give an

impression the right way, which thoroughly proves that this gem was used as

a seal. The first letter has an acute angle like a gimcl, but a gimcl does not

lend itself to any possible combination with the two letters following, which,

for their part, are certain
;
this cannot therefore be anything but a phe.

This gives npQ J'ckah. This proper name, signifying “ vigilance,” is quite

Israelite. It occurs in the Bible assigned to a celebrated personage, the

Captain of Pekahyah
,
King of Israel, who bore almost the same name, as his

master. He was a soldier of fortune, who usurped the throne after having

slain Pekahyah at Samaria. If the son of Remalyah* ever had a seal, it must

have been remarkably like this, and if it is rash to regard it as his, it is

allowable at any rate to look upon it as that of some contemporary of his who
bore the same name.

— The same goldsmith had a small objecit of quite another character and

( lU'SAUINC. ur.uc*

period, a genuine relic of the Crusades, and very interesting in its way. This

* The name Remalyahu occurs on two other archaic Israelite seals that I have already

mentioned in a special memoir: one of a woman, ATechahat, daughter of Remalyahu, and the

other of a man, probably of the same family as the latter, .Remalyahu, son of Neryahu. I give this

reading Remalyahu
, so as to conform with the reading of the Bible text, which has Remalyah

,

with a reshy but I have shown by the aid of these very seals, which are much earlier than the

period when we find the Septuagint using the form T»//(\/«v, that the primitive reading of

the text was probably Dcmalyahu
,
with a daleth, and that the name ought to be thus transcribed

from our seals, and the Bible form Remalyah corrected into Demalyah.

t I afterwards managed to acquire it.

2 T
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was a small disk of great thickness (about i
cm

), om '038 in diameter, made of

enamelled bronze, having its edge milled with twelve rounded notches.

On one side is seen a shield, having in it a chdtel of blue enamel or

azure turreted, with a draw-bridge, or rather a double gate. The shield

is inscribed in a circular border of crosslets and fleurons occurring alternately

on the notches of the edge. On the other side, within a similar border,

is another shield, cotticed with enamel of no particular colour and with

azure. The edges are of red enamel or gules, to speak the language of

heraldry, for the character of these ornaments is indubitably heraldic. The

chdtel is also maponnd gules. I suppose that the field, which has been worn

down till the brass shows beneath, may originally have been of gold or silver,

more probably of gold. The design is certainly formed of armorial bearings,

arranged in a way strongly reminiscent of those on certain seals of Crusaders

that have come down to us. I would instance a comparison with a seal of

Gerard, Viscount of Tripoli,* on which there appears on one side a shield of

the same form as those under discussion, charged with fasces, surrounded by

the legend S(igillum) Gira{r)di vicccomitis,
and on the other a turreted chdtel

with the legend Civitas Tripoli's ; that is to say, the individual emblem side by

side with the attributive emblem of the functionary, his name and quality, or

rather his condition, symbolically expressed ;
to put it shortly, his arms

accompanied by the representation of the city of which he was Viscount. The

heraldic field not being there, it is difficult to read with accuracy the shield

represented on the object in question, which must have belonged to some

Frankish seigneur who died in Palestine. There suggest themselves, among

others, the arms of Crillon (Balbis-Berton), which are cotticed with gold and

azure. Several members of this family repeatedly took part in the Crusades.

However, I do not lay any stress on this identification.

This object is not without elegance of workmanship
;
what can have been

its use ? The answer is not doubtful
;

it was the pommel of a dagger. There

is still visible in one of the notches the hole for inserting silk. I have marked

by dotted lines the way in which the pommel may be supposed to have been

joined to the handle of the weapon. In 1881 1 found the pommel of a dagger

exactly similar, at Jerusalem, only it had eight notches instead of twelve, and

had not any real armorial bearings on it, but simply an emblematical flower,

though this perhaps was of an heraldic nature.t

* Drawn in Paoli Codice Diplomatic
,

I, pi. IV, No. 40.

t Clermont-Ganneau, Rapports sur une mission en Palestine et en Phhticie
, p. 65, No. 22. A

third pommel of a dagger, of the same kind, also from Palestine (from Saida, it is said), has been
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Environs of Nablus.

Jimdd ed Din.—We went first of all to visit the sanctuary of £*m&d ed

Din, on the mountain rising to the north of N&blus, and representing the

Mount Ebal of tradition. The interior is daubed all over with votive henna.

In a second chamber is a large cenotaph covered with white plaster; at the

foot of it was a broken pot with cinders and incense, bearing witness to the

veneration in which the holy man is held. It is said that there is a ruin

above the sanctuary. When any good man has met with a misfortune, he

comes and spends the night in the wely, and lies down to sleep by the tomb.

The saint—he is still living—then appears to him and brings him gold from

his treasure, which the worshipper finds under his head when he wakes.

E'm&d ed Din, or, as he was often called, Sultan E‘m&d ed Din, was the brother

of Mujir ed Din, whose tomb is below his own, at the foot of the mountain, in

the valley. Both were kings, and had a sister, Sitt S’leimiyeh whose

sanctuary is not far distant, to the south-east, and has given its name to the

mountain.

Sitt S'lcimiyeh.—To get here, we had a very tough climb over rocks,

prickly cactus, dry stone walls, and so on. At the foot of a rocky scarp is

seen an irregular-shaped cavern, and above, a hole, whence a piece of wood

projects : this, it is said, is the end of the coffin (tabbut) of the holy woman.

All round the tomb are quantities of holes for putting lamps in. Sitt

S’leimiyeh, according to the Mussulmans, was a prophetess, who died at

Damascus or Cairo. When she was placed in her coffin and they were going

to bury her, she flew away, coffin and all, and came and alighted in a hole

in the rock on the top of the mountain at Nablus, to which mountain she

gave her name. This is the coffin, of which one end is seen protuding out

of the rock. At a late time, a man who attempted to go up there and examine

it closely, was struck with blindness for the sacrilege. This curious legend

belongs to the fabulous cycle of the flying nebys, which I have several times

had occasion to refer to, and which is a relic of ancient Semitic myths. It

is possible that the story of Sitt S’leimiyeh contains some reminiscence of

described by M. Schlumhcrger {bulletin de la Sociltc dcs Antiquaires de France
, 1878, p. 78). It

has only ten notches
;
on one side it displays a ch&tcl with three towers, not unlike the one on

the pommel from Nablus, on the other side a griffin. I have likewise seen another, which came,

it is said, from Aleppo, in the collection of M. Gay at Paris.

2 'I' 2
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the dove which the Jews, rightly or wrongly, accused the Samaritans of

worshipping on Mount Gerizirn.

El "nets.—At the top of the mountain, just above 'Askar, is a ruin called

KhUrbet el-'neis;* others pronounce it Kuneiseh ,
“the little church.” The

first pronunciation, as I took it down, involves the existence of an original

form which may be for coming directly from the Greek

while LmjJ6 is an old Semitic word.

Rijdl el'Amiid

\

—The sanctuary is held in extreme veneration by the

Mussulmans. We found there a box for the offerings of the faithful. A
tomb of a “son of Mahomet” is shown there. It was at this place that

Adam prayed for the first time. A green column sprung up there. At a

later time forty nebys were buried there, whence the name of Rijdl el'Amrfrf,

“ the men of the column.”

Baldta .— Between the barracks and the little village of Baldta, at the

foot of Mount Gerizirn, I noticed in passing an ancient tomb, consisting of a

deep rectangular trough hewn out in the rock, open to the sky, and without

any trace of grooving on the edges. Length i
m *

85, breadth om 70, depth

om ‘95. It must originally have been covered with a large block.

At Baldta I saw, in the house of a fellah, a cover of a small sarcophagus,

which, considering the scantiness of its dimensions, must have been really

more like an ossuary. It has a roof-shaped top, adorned at the four

corners with acroteria , and one of its ends is furnished with a projecting

appendage which is exactly reproduced in the drawing below :

The name Baldta at first sight looks as if it might be quite naturally

explained by the Arabic word baldta
, “paving-stone.” It has, however, been

thought that it might correspond to the Arabic word BallCit, “ oak,” which is

of Aramaic origin, and so represent the sacred oak of the Shechemites (Judges
ix, 6), which even in Eusebius’ time was shown in the suburbs of Neapolis,

by the tomb of Joseph. It should be noticed that Ydkftt vocalises this name

* I he sign " represents the k&f (Jj) as dropped in the Syrian pronunciation.
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Buldta, a fact that would tend to support this conjecture. On the other hand,

he certainly mentions the traditional tree distinctly, when he says that the

tomb of Joseph, who was buried at Bul&ta, is under “the tree” (esh

Shadjara)\ this is evidently the Shajar el Kkeir of the Arabic version of

the Samaritan chronicle, which is a translation of ilanah tabak (“the good

oak"). Y&kCit further locates here a spring of Khidr
,
which is the name,

though it has now died out in local tradition, of the fine spring of Bal&ta with

its ancient structures. I wonder whether by chance the name Bal&ta could

be connected with that of the famous Sanballat
,
the satrap of the king of

Persia who ruled over the Samaritans of Shechem, and who is credited, in a

legend that Josephus gives a confused account of, with founding the temple

on Mount Gerizim, the rival of the one at Jerusalem.

Well ofJacob .—The natives declare that there is a subterranean conduit

uniting the Well of Jacob with the Sanctuary of Sheikh Gh&nem on Mount

Gerizim.
*

Askar.—At ‘Ain ‘Askar there is a long tunnel, partly of masonry, with

water running along it. We got into this, but were not able to follow it out

to the end.

It was proposed long since to identify *Askar with the Sychar of the

Gospel, which itself appears to be a corruption of Sickcm. The prothesis of

the *ain in front of the sibilant initial, is quite in conformity with the phonetic

processes of Syrian Arabic. The name in this form is an ancient one : Y&kfit

speaks of the village of 'Askar ez Zeitiin (“ ‘Askar the olive-tree ”) near

N&blus. In this state it greatly resembles the well-known Arabic word
*

askar
,
“army, soldiers,” which, I think, has a similar origin, and helps to

confirm the onomastic identification of Sychar and
*

Askar, for I regard the

word ‘askar as being derived, if not directly, at least through Aramaic or

other intermedials, from the Hebrew sakar
,
“to hire,” sakfr, “mercenary

soldier,”

*

etc., with prosthesis of the *ain which has occurred under the same

conditions as in the case of the place-name. These two parallel cases seem

to me to explain each other.

Mount Gerizim .—We paid the regulation visit to Mount Gerizim, and

examined the various ruins there, which have been often described. The

few observations I made there in the course of this rapid survey are no great

addition to those of my predecessors. I made a note in my memorandum-book

* Cf. tshhar
,
akin to shakar

,

in which form the prosthesis starts with alcph, whence to W«
is a natural transition (Ashkthn — 'Askah\n).
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that the great apse of the octagonal church, and even the side chapels, might

have been a subsequent addition to an older building. This impression of

mine would perhaps have been removed by a more attentive examination, but

I think I had better mention it, of course with all due reserve, if only to

provoke some one into setting me right. In front of the birkeh is a well

called Btr er Resds. which, so legend declares, is in communication with the

Well of Jacob in the valley.

I must say that I was particularly struck by the appearance of the conical

mound situated to the north of the traditional site of the Samaritan temple.

People concern themselves too exclusively perhaps about this latter site.

This mound, which bears the rather insignificant name of Tdhfmet el Hawd ,

“ the windmill,” seems to me to have been wonderfully well adapted for the

site of one at least of the temples that succeeded each other on the summit

of Mount Gerizim.

Here are two sketches of this double peak which I took from two

standpoints and from different levels : I. From the Sanctuary of fc'm&d ed din.

II. From the Mussulman cemetery lying at the foot of the mountain of Sitt

S’leimiyeh
;
a. Sheikh Gh&neni, n. T&hflnet el Hawd.

No. I. No. II.

DOOIU.E I’KAK OX MOUNT liltRIZIM.

I believe, moreover, that this mound is expressly represented on the

coins struck at Neapolis in the name of the Roman emperors. These show

the Holy Hill with its two summits, one surmounted by the temple built by

Hadrian, the other by an ill-defined building. The first was approached by a

staircase, represented on the coins as perpendicular, the other by a winding

path. The Pilgrim of Bordeaux actually saw, and probably climbed this

staircase, which, says he, had 300 steps in it. If the figures are correct, and

if he means real steps, the length of a man’s stride, we might manage by

calculation to arrive at the height and distance of the portico, or colonnade,

which, on the coins, seems to enclose a portion of the mountain-side, and from

which the staircase leading to the temple doubtless started. This staircase

may have led straight down from T^hDnet el Haw£ towards Rij&l el 'Amfid
;

If this notion be accepted, the general view represented on the coins must
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have been taken from a point lying north-north-west. It is even perfectly

conceivable that the characteristic name RijAl el ‘Amud, “ the men of the

columns,” may contain some trace of allusion to the colonnade of the portico

that must have stood not far away, on the lowest slopes of Mount Gerizim.

'Aytin Sarin.—Local tradition at NAblus often speaks of a place in the

neighbourhood called
‘Ayun Sarin, or

*Aytin e$ Sarin, “ the springs of Sarin.”

It is situated, I was told, above DawAi'meh, and must be the place marked on

the Map 'Ain Sarin, on the eastern side of Jebel et Tor, above Dawerta.

According to the Samaritans, this is where judgments were held and where

the Last Judgment will take place. The story goes that a Samaritan girl, a

great beauty, having been accused of fornication by two Samaritan priests,

whose lustful desires she had refused to gratify, was about to be condemned

to be burned alive. The judge having happened to hear some children who
were amusing themselves with playing at this cause cdlebre, was struck by the

ingenious method which the one who played the cadi adopted to ascertain the

truth—he put a question to the accusers on a material point which produced

contradictory answers. The judge, inspired by this childish wisdom,

succeeded in breaking down the evidence of the slanderers. The innocence

of the young girl was clearly established, and the two priests were burned

instead of her at ‘Ayun Sarin. This, it will be recognized, is the story of

Susannah, with a variant that is also found in one of the Arabian Nights.

Miscellaneous Observations.

-— There are at NAblus a great number of baths, several of them of ancient

construction, which would repay an attentive inspection, as the explorer might

perhaps discover in them old materials utilized afresh. In one of these baths,

belonging to the TokAn family. I was told there was an inscription hidden

beneath a layer of mortar. I tried to find it, but without success.

The following is a list of these baths :

—

HammAm es Sumara (old).

el Kddhy (new).

,, el Jcdideh (new).

el Beidara (ancient).

,, ... ed Derejeh (the most ancient of all).

„ et Temtmy (new).

„ el Khalil (old, now in ruins).
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— Many of the Mussulman houses in N4blus have over their doors long

inscriptions painted in red, nearly all containing the same formula, and

designed to inform the passer-by that the owner has performed the pilgrimage

to Mecca. Here is one taken at hazard, which I will translate as a specimen:

“ In the name of the gracious and merciful God. Victory comes from

God, and the triumph is near; and he has announced to the Mussulmans

that Paradise is theirs. Has made the pilgrimage to the House of God, to

the Har&m, and has visited the tomb of Mohammed (to whom be blessings

and salvation) the Hdjj Mustapha, son of the deceased Ahmed Kar&kfish.

Consecration made the blessed day Monday, in the year 1 288."

— Here are a few notes, corrections and additions to Rosen’s plan of

Nablus, from information acquired on the spot :

—

Jebel Silt S'leimiyeh
,
with mak&m not of masonry;

tA in *Askar (not el *Askar)

;

'

Ain Dafneh (not defna);

The tell formed of ashes is called Malalon

;

A fishpond called Birket el Tawireh (S^jlall)

;

Habs ed Dam ;

Khan cz Z'bib ;

el Karion (not Kariihi)

;

Ukalet Tujjdr

;

Mosques \—Jdtne* el Kebir ;

,, en Nas$r ;

„ cl Hanab'leh (of the Hanbalites)

;

,, es Sdtur (^kLall.) /

„ el Khadhrd'

;

,, el Tinek ;

„ el Anbid ;

,, el Masakitt ;

„ el Bek.

ed Derwishiyek (tombs of Mussulman Santons).

— A fell&h at Sebtistieh had in his possession the head of a statue of black

stone, that might be got for a mejidieh.

— Sem’&n Ishak, the present Latin curate at R&mallah, has in his possession

an ancient censer found in the course of the excavations made in building the

barracks at N&blus.

— The Samaritan Yaktib Sheleby assured me that the true tomb of Joshua

is at Kifir Nimmdra (I give his pronunciation of the name). I have not
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been able to determine the position of this place. I found it mentioned in the

Samaritan Chronicle in the form Kefr Nemareh, and perhaps also as 7'troth

Nemareh, According to others the tomb of Joshua is at ‘Awertl* At Kefil

H£res is the tomb of Kifil, who is Caleb, son of Yefenni (Jephunneh ),

— To the west of the town, at the place called Suelterek or Skueit'rch,+

where there was formerly a convent called Deir el Bondok,
two large columns,

one of them adorned with a cross, are said to have been discovered some time

ago during an excavation.

— Near *Ain Dafneh are remains of ancient masonry and dekdkin .

— Martin Btilos, a mason by trade, while working at the repairs of the

N&blus barracks, saw in the foundation a column or pillar ('amfid), with an

inscription, thirty inches long, in large characters, which, as he said to me,

resembled those on the Moabite stone, specimens of which I showed him.

Unfortunately the column was left where it was, and a wall has been erected

upon it.J

— A Mussulman living in Jerusalem, by name Abu s-S"ftd, told me that a

cave had been recently discovered near N&blus with several large sarcophagi

and that one of them had been taken to the town and used as a trough (ran)

for a fountain, the others being left in the cave.§

* The old Arab geographers also mention Joshua’s tomb as being at 'Awertii.

t I noticed that at N&blus the s and the s/i are frequently interchanged. Thus shajara,

“ tree,” is often pronounced sajara.

J Note made in 1871 (Carnet IV, p. 29).—It was the same Martin who was once sent with

some other workmen to cut out the bas-relief of Figft* (discovered in the land of Moab by

M. de Saulcy, and presented to . the Louvre by the Due de Luynes). He assured me that the

block was square, and the rear face perfectly smooth, without any trace of characters on it.

He saw at Karak, in the drystone wall (jedar) of one of the gardens round about the town,

a magnificent block of black basalt, representing an eagle in high relief, the workmanship being

of the same kind as that of the FigCt* bas-relief but of a superior kind. Irby and Mangles

( Travels,
etc., 1844, p. 1 1 1 ) say that they saw at Karak, “close to a well, a great wing sculptured

in basso-relievo,
bearing much resemblance to those which we had seen attached to the globe in

Egyptian buildings.” They did not notice in it any trace of a globe, and could form no idea of

its intended use. This fragment, 7 ft. long and 4 ft. broad, belongs perhaps to the monument
described by Martin, whose account is sufficiently in agreement with that of the two explorers to

give it credibility

§ November, 1870, Carnet IV, p. 9b. The same Mussulman told me also that he had

seen at 'Amm&n, on the north-eastern side of the town, the ruins of a building called by the

Bedawtn El Masbagha {“ the dyeing-house ”), and that there were outside the ruins five or six large

carved sarcophagi placed on flenches (mastaba ). This must be the remarkable tomb described in

the Survey of Eastern Palestine
, pp. 47, 48. The verification of this piece of information is a

general witness to the veracity of Abou whose testimony I quote in Part I with regard to

the ancient Arab archives of Jerusalem.

2 U
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From NAblus to SebOstieh (Sebaste).

We left NAblus on the Saturday morning for Sebaste.

Zanudta .—We followed the water-course of WAd esh Sh’*ir as far as the

little village of ZawAta, where we halted for lunch on the banks of a pretty

little stream flowing northwards, with delicious watercress growing in it, quite

a treat for our horses and ourselves. The inhabitants of the village brought

me two antique objects, which I lost no time in acquiring.

The first was a kind of small vase of very curious shape, made of marble,

or rather hard white limestone, polished and carefully cut. It is a nearly

hemispherical block, the lower part, from which a segment has been cut off,

forming a wide base with a rim. On the sides two handles are carved in

relief, lying very close to the rounded sides. On the flat side is a small

cup-like depression, so that the whole looks like a kind of basin with an

extremely thick edge. The cupule is surrounded by concentric incised circles,

one ornamented with notches, that make it look as if it were, so to speak,

graduated, the other with fifteen squares, each subdivided into twelve parts.

FRONT VIEW OF SMALL LIMESTONE VASE
from Nablus (diameter om 80).

Section (diameter of the central tupitk o>” '04).

Side view.

What can this strange object have been used for? Was it meant for

libations of a religious character ? It seems very small for such a purpose,

and the capacity of the. cupule is quite insignificant.* I wonder whether by

chance it was a schema, that is to say, a standard of measure of capacity.

2]? fluid drachms
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1

A little later I found in the possession of a fell&h at Sebaste, and bought

of him, a tiny fragment of an exactly similar vase. It may
have come from the same place as the other, and matches it

completely. So then we have not to deal with an isolated

relic, but an object which must have been in tolerably general

use.

The second ancient object that I got at Zawata was a small rectangular

tessera of Egyptian style, measuring o'" '28 X om "20,

and pierced lengthwise to allow of its being hung

on a string. The edges are milled. On one of the

sides there is a representation of Anubis, crouching,

his head surmounted with the disc, and having a

pyramid -shaped mark in front of him; behind him TESSERA ok Egyptian styi.k

is the hawk of Horus, wearing the double crown
;

1KOM nA,,u’s-

lastly, there is a serpent, perhaps the image of the goddess Isis, serving to

complete the divine triad. On the other side is seen Horus as a child

(Harpocrates), crouching, carrying his hand to his mouth with the traditional

gesture of the little god as he issues from the lotus-flower ;
in front of him is a

lotus-stalk, bent. Judging by the style, M. Masp6ro considers that the object

must belong to the Ptolemaic period.

Sebaste.—At Sebaste, where we went to camp, we began by examining

the ancient church of the Crusaders, principally with regard to tool-marks on

the stones, and masons’ marks. Most of the blocks with level facings have

the normal diagonal striature. The concave facings of the courses in the

apses also have it,* whilst in other Crusaders’ churches, for instance in the

church at Abu Ghosh, the striated chisel-marks on the concave surfaces

approach the vertical, as I have already remarked. The facing of the inner

south wall has an admixture of stones with the “ pock-marking in the outer

facing of the same wall are several blocks which certainly have not the

mediaeval marking. The striature on the cylindrical shafts is normal, and

tends to become nearly vertical.

M. Lecomte made a sketch of the stone door that lies on the ground in

the crypt of Neby Yahy& (St. John the Baptist), and once perhaps closed the

entrance to it. It is made of basalt, and divided into four panels handsomely

carved. Two projecting hinges have been left at top(and bottom, the upper

As in the church at El Bireh (see sufra, p. 284).

2 U 2
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one longer than the lower. The door has been pierced, after setting up, with

two holes intended to receive a bolt. The character of the stone would

appear to indicate that it was brought ready hewn from the Haur&n, where

basalt doors of this kind are frequently met with.

The two rows of three loculi constructed in the wall at the back were

perhaps surmounted by a third row, which would make the original number of

loculi to be nine.

Sarcophagi.—In the course of exploring the western slopes of the hill on

which Sebaste.was built, we came across a great number of vats and lids of

sarcophagi belonging to the Greco-Roman period. There was at this place

a burying-ground, of some size, traversed by the ancient road, which ascended

to the colonnade, and to-day even passes between the ruins of what appear to

be propylcca
,
marking one of the principal entrances to the city. To judge by

the number of the tombs we saw dotted over the surface, a great quantity

of them must yet be hidden in the ground, and if excavations were under-

taken at this spot the result would be certainly some interesting finds. All

the covers are of the same type, being ornamented with acroteria at the four

corners and occasionally on the long sides. Several of the vats have an

ornamental pattern on them. The vats and the covers are of limestone.

Mere follows a list of those we observed, in their order as I noted them in

my field-book.
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Just at the foot of the hill, fragments of an enormous sarcophagus with a

head-rest and a piece of a cover, near the mouth of a cistern.

Some fifty yards higher up, another sarcophagus, with a roof-shaped

cover. Yet higher, as you mount towards the right, is another group of

fragments of sarcophagi, one of them carved on one of its longer sides.

A little to the left of the first sarcophagus, fragments of a cover and of a

fine cornice. Further on still to the left, a fine cover. A little below to the

left, another cover. Further on to the left, near a clump of olives, a third

cover.

To the left of the road, yet another group of covers and vats. Not far

from there, a fragment of an arm of a colossal statue.*

I had some of the covers turned over, and several half-buried vats cleared

out, in the hope of finding some inscription, but to no purpose.

The cemetery was not confined to the west
;

it must have extended over

the other side. In fact, I found more or less mutilated vats and tomb-covers

on the hill opposite, in the direction of the Arab aqueduct, and as far as the

neighbourhood of Beit Imrfn.

* The existence of colossal statues at Sebaste is attesled by a magnificent marble head found

some years ago, and taken by me to the Louvre in 1882. (See my Rapports sur une Mission en

Palestine et cn Phenicie, Rapport No. 5, p. 58, Plate II, A.) It is a woman’s head, in the best

Greek style, measuring om, 3o from the chin to the roots of the hair. The fragment of an arm
now under discussion perhaps belonged to the same statue. I regret that we did not make a

drawing of it, or at all events make a note of the kind of stone.
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Fragment of sarcophagus (with head-rest), sunk vertically in the ground :

A. Elevation.

B. Section.

Fragment of a cover :

C. Short side.

I). Long side.

Fragment of sarcophagus, E.

Cover : F. Long side.

G. Short side.

II. Long side.

I. Short side.

J. Longitudinal Section.

K. Transverse Section.

Sarcophagus with decorated sides (upper

part mutilated)

:

L. Front.

M. Side.

Cover : N. One of the longer sides.

O. The other longer side.

P. Short side.

Cover :
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Finally, about 100 yards to the east of Sebaste, we found a twin rock-

hewn burial cave open to the sky, with a small round hole, also rock-hewn.

A groove running round the edges of the two graves, which are rectangular,

and separated by a partition of rock, was intended to fit close to the two

blocks that served as covers.

n.AN OF ROCK-HEWN BURIAL CAVE, SF.BASTE. Scale TJT.

I made my men clear out one of the columns in a long rectangular group

there was of them, in order to ascertain the character and take a side-view of

the base, all the colonnades at Sebaste being at the present day deeply sunk

in the soil. The result of the excavation is appended :

—

AND SHOWING PRESENT LEVEL OF SOIL. Scale

PROFILE OF THE BASE.. Scale ,*5-

, The base itself rests on a bed of hewn stone.

At another spot in the ruins— I cannot indicate it precisely—we found a

quadrangular base. The very peculiar shape of this base strikingly recalls
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that of a base of large size discovered at Jerusalem near the arch

called Ecce Homo. Below is a detailed drawing of the

latter.

There is a certain dissimilarity between the profiles of

the lower mouldings, but that is all.

Legends.—Sebaste, the natives say, was formerly called

Falastin el Kubrd
,

“ Falastin

the Great” (to distinguish it

from the usual Falastin Ramleh).* It was

the town of Queen Helena, and she it was

who brought the water from N&blus to

Sebaste. When the work was ended, she
Front, height im-18. Side face. •

. , ,
. , ,

base of column at the KccE homo said in the church, ‘ I have brought the

arch (Jerusalem). water with my money and my men,” for-

getting in her pride to add, “with the help of God.” To punish her, God
caused the water to disappear

(khasaf)
at the village of N&kftra, at *Ain

HArfin. I must confess that I do not quite grasp the meaning of this last

detail in the legend. As a whole, it may be a faint memory of the floods by

means of which, according to Josephus, John Hyrcanus completed the

destruction of the town when he took it after a long siege.

This legend was narrated to me by the inhabitants of the neighbouring

village, called Beit Imrln and also Beit Nimrtn.\ This last variant is

confirmed by the existence of an eponymous saint, Neby Nimrin ,
whose

sanctuary lies at the bottom of the village.

Medieval Topography.
— In the north-west vicinity of Sebaste is a whole

group of villages of particular interest with regard to the historical geography

of the Crusades and the ancient Arabic statements. I have written a separate

account of them, and can only refer the reader to it.} I will merely add here

that the village of Fendaklhniyeh appears to me to be mentioned by Y&kfit (in

the marginal annotations to the Mardsed), only in an altogether mutilated form,

which misled Mr. Guy Le Strange :
“ Funaidik Damdyah

, a village belonging

to and lying among the hills of N4blus.”§ Anyone who will consider the

* Cf. supra

,

p. 195.

t Cf. the Samaritan Kefr Nemareh before alluded to (p. 329).

+ Clcrmont-Ganneau, Recueil cTArchcoIogie Orientate (188S), p. 326, et seqq Entre Ladj-

djotln et Sebaste. I wish to point out in particular the identification I suggest for the casal6

Age, Loie or Loia, Tare or Lathara
,
Fendecumia

,
Se/efes, St, Samuel. *

§ Palestine under the Moslems
, p. 441.

Height, om-6o.
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original Arabic form given in Lord Lindsay’s manuscript, jj.xjJi, which

Mr. Le Strange servilely transliterates Funaidik Damdyah
,
will easily convince

himself that this form must represent a primitive form <uL Faindeklimeia.

By the aid of this slight correction we get the ancient spelling of the name

of this spot, which tends to confirm the derivation proposed for it from

XlevraKdifila “the five villages,” the vocalization of the initial syllable Tic being

ascertained by the combination ji.

From Sebustieii (Sebaste) to Lydda.

On Monday morning we quitted Sebaste, dropping south-west again in

order to regain the direct road to Lydda, as I was in a hurry to get there in

order to begin the excavations that I purposed making at el Midieh.

Detr Serfir.—At Beit Lid we made a deviation so as to look at the ruins

to which attention had been directed by Lieut. Conder, and which are entered

on the Map under the name of Deir Serur.

We did not notice there a single stone bearing the mediaeval tool- marks.

Below is the plan and section of a rather curious little rock-hewn tomb.

ROCK-HEWN TOMB A1 I)EIR SF.kCk.

Sozusa.—The ruins are certainly those of a town of some importance in

the Byzantine period. It has been proposed to identify Serur with the

ancient Sozusa
,
the seat of a bishopric. From the onomastic point of view

there is no relation between the two names, the forms Soscuns and Sorucis

that have been adduced in support of the theory, being wrong readings and in

reality quite valueless. There is therefore plenty of room for guess-work

concerning Sozusa. Here is a suggestion, or rather two, which I offer for

criticism, without however claiming for them a certainty which they do not

possess.

2 X
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Frequent mention is made in the old Arabic writers of an important

town situated between Caesarea, Ndblus and Ramleh, and called Kefer Selldm.

The name of this town, which means literally "the village of the Saviour/’

offers a striking resemblance, as far as meaning is concerned, to the name of

Sozusa, “ she who saves,” and one might be rather tempted to identify the

two towns, which must have been in the same neighbourhood. Kefer Selldm

has long since disappeared, and unfortunately its name has not come to light

or its site. We know that it cannot have been far from Kefer Sdbd, and

must have been on the direct road from Csesarea to Ramleh.* This does not

hold exactly good of Deir Serdr, which may be, if you will, the same as

Sozusa, but cannot in any case be Kefer Selldm. Of course, one of the

consequences of the theory I have hazarded would be to nullify the proposed

identification of Kefer Selldm and Antipatris, wherever the latter town may

be located. In order, however, to neglect no aspect of the question, I ought

to mention a rather singular fact which would lead to the supposition that,

setting aside the attempted identification with Kefer Selldm, Sozusa might

correspond to Arsuf. The oreek name of Arsftf was Apollonius
, as

is well known. Now there was in Cyrenaica a town of the same name,

Apollonia, which during the Christian period changed its pagan name to this

very name Sozusa

;

similarly in Thrace another Apollonia became Sozopolis.

One is naturally led to inquire whether the same thing may not have

happened to the Apollonias of Palestine, and whether, consequently, Arsftf

may not be the bishopric of Sozusa. This onomastic transformation may
possibly have been facilitated by the existence of the name Apollo Soter,

“ Saviour.” However this may be, the noticeable fact remains that the town

Apollonias-Arsfif, though of considerable importance, does not appear on the

ecclesiastical lists, and that Sozusa is mentioned there in conjunction with

Joppa, which would harmonize well enough with the geographical position

of Arsdf.

In any case, whether this lost Kefer Selldm be Sozusa or not, I think we

* Kefer Sellam is mentioned in a mediaeval document of the eleventh century under the name
of Carvasal/m, the context showing that the place could not be far distant from Ramleh. I hope
I may be allowed here to claim the paternity of this latter idcnti6cation, which was proposed by
Mr. Schefer; I had suggested it to him at the time when he was printing the Sefer-ndmeh of

Naserd Khosrau. Dr. Sepp had gone altogether astray in wanting to identify Carvasalim with the

village of Kefer L&m, in the direction of ’Athlit. It is certainly the Cafarsaiem mentioned in a
mediaeval charter of the year 1131 as existing in the country of Caesarea, towards K&kQn and
Kalansaweh.
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need scarcely hesitate to identify it with the Kapharsalama

*

of I Maccabees

and Josephus, where Nicanor was defeated by Judas, which has been hitherto

sought for in vain. This makes it all the more regrettable that the name of

Kefer Selldm has disappeared from local tradition, and that we are left in

such uncertainty as to its exact position. I believe that a fresh investigation

on the spot would be the means of supplying this want and of recovering the

lost name. I need hardly add that if Kefer Sell£m really is Kapharsalama,

and if the two represent Sozusa, it becomes as itnppssible to identify Sozusa

with ArsCtf-Apollonias as Kefer Sellctm with Antipatris, Josephus clearly

distinguishing between Capharsalama, Antipatris, and Apollonias.

This question is of extreme interest, but very complicated, and I do not

pretend to go into it deeply. I merely think that I have introduced into it

certain new data which will have to be reckoned with in order to arrive

at a definite solution.

Appearance of the Fellakfn .—From the time of our leaving Sebaste I

noticed a marked difference in the fellahtn of the country from those of the

parts we had hitherto traversed. This difference extends even to the

costumes, and particularly to the head-dress, which here consists of a tall

tarbush flopping behind the head, not unlike the cotton cap of the Norman

peasantry, except that it is red instead of white.

Kalkilia.—From Deir Serfir we proceeded without a halt to Kalkilia,

where the inhabitants gave us a most cordial welcome.

Kefer Sdbd.—At Kefer Sdb& I was told that the ancient name of the

place was Mulitk (jXU) Sdbd. Quite near to this place and to Kalkilia

stand two sanctuaries side by side, one of Neby S’r&ka, the other of Neby

Yamin. The Jewish pilgrims of the 16th century speak of a so-called Tomb
of Benjamin (which until that time was assigned by Jewish tradition to

Rfimat to the north of Sepphoris) as existing at Saraka. This legend

evidently relates to these two sanctuaries; Neby Yamin is the Benjamin in

question, and Neby S’r&ka is the eponymous saint of an ancient locality,

* Cf. The Kephar Shalem of the Tahnuds, located at one time near Kushith or En Kushith,

at another near Zagdor or Ogdor.

t Now Khurbet Rtiweh. The tradition attaching to this place has undergone curious

Variations and has changed patriarchs. 'Aly el Herewy locates there the tomb of Judah ; the

ancient Jewish pilgrims that of Benjamin, and then that of Reuben. With these substitutions

before us, we see plainly in what an arbitrary way sacred tombs of this kind might have been

assigned to various occupants. (Cf. my Recueil d'Archhlogu Orientate
, I, pp. 323, ct seqq.)

2X2
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that was still in existence three centuries ago* under the name of S'rdka ,

Sardka .

llir 'Adas .—At Bir ‘Adas we made a fruitless search for an inscription

which the fellahin told us was to be found there.

Jtljlilid.—We encamped at Jiljtili&. Next day we passed by R&s
el ‘Ain, where I examined on the spot the question of Antipatris and other

points connected with it. I intend in my turn to treat of it one day, as I

have certain fresh data to introduce which it would take too long to set

forth here.

Mejdel Yabd .—At Mejdel Y&b& I copied the Greek inscription, which

was first noticed by Van de Velde.

It is carved within a cartouche with

triangular auricles, on a great lintel,

above the door of an old building now
utilized as a stable.

The lintel is surmounted by an

arch, which is very slightly pointed,

has a keystone, and is blocked up.

The incongruous position in which the

lintel is placed would alone suffice to

show that the whole arrangement is

heterogeneous, and of no great an-

tiquity, though the materials themselves
l.INTEI. WITH ORERK INSCRIPTION AT MEJIiKI. Y.tllA. are ancient.

Scale sv The inscription can be read without

difficulty: Maprvpi.ou tov aylov KrjpvKov, “Chapel of St. Kerykos.”

St. Kerykos, according to Christian tradition, is a boy martyr, who was
put to death together with his mother. His cult appears to have had some,,

popularity in Palestine. According to Johannes Moschusf there was a

church dedicated to him at Phasilais (i.e., Phasaelis) near the Jordan4 Not

* Can it be the liirath Seriknh (npnD) of the Talmuds, which is located at one time in the

neighbourhood of En Kushith or En Kushi, at another near Borgatha or Barkatha ?

t Pratum spirituale
,
ch. 92. This perhaps is the place alluded to in the Roman Martyro-

logium under date of September 29th : In Palestina sancti Quiriaci anachoretae. The names
K»//»i)*os and Ki7*i«*«* appear to have become confused. An inscription from Bosra in Nabataea

(Waddington, op. cit., No. 1920) mentions a monastery of St. Cyriac (Kv/hkos).

? It is mentioned among the monasteries destroyed by the Arabs on the 28th of March, 809,

between the laura of St. Chariton and that of St. Sabas (de Muralt, Essai de Chronogr. Byzantine,

I, P- 392 )-
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1

far from here are some ruins, which the fellahin say belong to an ancient

church
;

it was perhaps the martyrion to which the inscribed lintel belonged.

Neby Yahyd .—On reaching Mezelr'a, we went to see the curious

monument of Neby Yahy£, which is not far distant, and is well known.

We had to be content with examining the exterior of the ancient building,

the interior happening at the time to be full of peasant women in a state of

nudity, who had converted the place into a bath-house, and hailed us with

screams of fright. Their perfect ugliness, I must say, was a complete

justification for their modesty.

Mirage.—Between Rantieh and el Kenlseh we observed to our right,

in the vast plain that stretches westwards, a magnificent effect of mirage.

I never saw this phenomenon in Syria exhibited with such intensity, and in so

gorgeous a fashion.

Lvdda.

On arriving at Lydda we spent that night there, and also the whole of

the next day and the night following. I made some more researches there,

and append a resumt of them.

The Church .—We were going to make a fresh examination of the

ruins of the church of St. George, who bears the title in Arabic of El labes

edh dhafar, “robed in victory,” a translation, apparently, of the proper epithet

of this Saint, rpoTrcuofyopoz, which alludes to his victory over the dragon.

During this visit I further discovered traces of another pillar of the mediaeval

church, belonging to the outer northern row, beneath the eastern lewdn of the

present courtyard.

Ancient Jewish Sepulchre.— I next occupied myself with the ancient

tomb at Lydda that I had explored in 1871,* being desirous of making an

exact plan of it with the valuable assistance of M. Lecomte. I also wanted

to have another look at the large ossuary with an inscription on it, of which I

had formerly taken a squeeze, and to get possession of it, if that might be.

After considerable hesitation, the owner of the garden where the tomb was

agreed to let me make an excavation. This time, instead of getting in

through a hole in the top, as I had had to do previously, we were able to get

Set infra ,
Appendix, p. 471.
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in by the proper door, which was now cleared of the earth and stones that

choked it up.

JEWISH MASONRY TOMB AT I.YDIM. 'Scale u£0 ,

A. Plan of the tomb.* B. Longitudinal section on a-b.

C. Cross section of the chamber with the loculi, on on. D. Cioss section of the antechamber, on e-f.

* At o there is a detail marked that I cannot remember the nature of, and I forgot to take a

note of it.
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The tomb consists of two chambers, entirely built of hewn stones and

vaulted (semi-circular) roofs. The first chamber, which is reached by

descending a flight of steps, was narrower and lower, had no loculi, and

served in reality as an antechamber to the second, which forms the funerary

room proper, and communicates with the first chamber by a square door.

This structure never formed part of a building intended to project above the

ground
;

it is subterraneous, and reproduces in stonework the characteristic

features of the Jewish rock-hewn sepulchres. The second chamber is square,

covered with a vault appreciably higher than that over the antechamber, and

is furnished on its three available walls with nine loculi or kokini arranged in

threes. The openings of the loculi are square, with blocks above forming

lintels, except in the case of the middle loculus of the back wall, which is

covered by a small vault with a semi-circular top formed of three arch-stones.

I am inclined to think this last-mentioned loculus was the place of

honour in a family tomb. I was assured that the ossuary, of which I am
about to speak, was found in it. The general orientation of the tomb,

according to my observation in 1871, is N. 30° E.

The whole of the interior is choked up with earth, which I could not get

removed. In digging among it, I found a few fragments of ossuaries of soft

stone, one with traces of ornamentation, and a small ring of blue glass.

As for the large inscribed ossuary, it is nearly intact, cover and all. Its

dimensions exceed the usual ossuaries that I have come across in Palestine : it

is over a yard in length. It approaches the size of a small sarcophagus, and

LAROR INSCRIBED OSSUARY FROM I.YDDA. Scale 3V

A. Plan of the ossuary found at Lydda, without the cover.

B.. Cross section, with the cover on.

C. Longitudinal section of the cover.

it is a fair question whether it was not really a sarcophagus intended for a

child. I do not, however, think so, as it displays the chief characteristics of an
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ossuary, only it is an ossuary of an unusual kind, both from its size, its

decoration, and the importance of the inscription cut on it. The receptacle is

mounted on four small feet forming part of the stone, which is a soft lime-

stone. The cover is semi -cylindrical, hollowed out inside, and provided at

the ends with two notches to help in moving it.

On the four sides are carved in semi-relief various decorative patterns.

The front side E (shown to be so by the position ol the inscription about
to be described) is ornamented with a sort of colonnade with high narrow
arches, which appear to be incomplete, and has moreover suffered from the

ravages of time. There was perhaps a design in the middle as well, but it is

now impossible to determine this.
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The two small sides, left and right (r> and f), have two geometrical

rosettes of different designs, the first of which is inscribed in a hollow square.

The large rear side g displays two long upright palm-branches between two

rosettes of geometrical pattern, different from the foregoing.

Finally, and this is the most interesting feature for us, a long Greek

inscription is cut on the upper part of the receptacle, quite near the edge. It

begins on the small side i>, and continues along the side e. The copy formerly

taken of it is incorrect and moreover incomplete, the whole of the beginning,

which is on the small side, having escaped the notice of those who made the

copy.

This is a transcription made from the squeeze and the copy that I took

in 1871 :

HYPINOYN (?) KAIMAA0AKHCYIWNAAKlOYCIMWNOCrwBAP

UvpLUov v(eajT€pov) ? /cat MaXOdtcr)*;, vlojv 'AXklov St/xweo? Twfidp.

“of Pyrinos(?) the younger (?) and of Malthakc, sons (= children ?)

of Alkios (son of?) Simon (son of?) Gobar.”

Although there is no doubt worth speaking of as to the reading of the

actual letters, except perhaps in the case of one or two, the interpretation of

this text presents serious difficulties, connected with the names of the persons

and the nature of the family ties that united them. I have marked these

doubtful places by notes of interrogation on the above translation, which

seems to me the most probable of all the combinations which might be

imagined.

I hesitated a long time over the first name, which might conceivably be

read T\vpivovv, perhaps even NvpivOvv, but finally rejected the latter reading

after a careful examination of the original. The sixth character can only be

an O, not a © with the stroke in the centre worn, for in this part* the letters

are deeply incised, and the middle stroke, if it ever existed, must have left

more palpable traces. As for llvpivow, this would be a name nearly as

inexplicable as Uvptvffw, at any rate in Greek. True, we might say it was

a Semitic name, but for my part I do not sec which to fix upon. In front

of /cat there is a blank space on the stone, where no letter appears to have

* On the short side ofr-the sarcophagus. On the long side the reverse is the case, the

characters being rather superficially cut.
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ever been cut.* All that one can see is very faint traces of a sort of small

flourish. If it were admitted that there was originally an o in this blank

space, we might conjecture Uvpivdvv, or Uvpwovv, [6] Kai Ma\0cwn?9,

“ Pyrinthyn, or Pyrinoun, also called Malthakes.” Under this hypothesis

our sarcophagus or large ossuary would only have contained the remains of

a single person. In that case, however, vlcov, “ sons,” in the genitive plural
,

becomes absolutely inexplicable
;
we should have to suppose it to be a

barbarous or an abbreviated fonn for vi<av{ex>i) or vlwv(os), ‘‘grandson.”

Even then, why have given only the name of the grandfather of the deceased,

and not his father’s name ? Lastly, the form of the name MaX^a/c^s necessitates

a genitive construction, which again is already implied by vl(ov. In fact

MakOaiajq cannot be a nominative, it is the genitive of a well-known

female name MakOaKrj, belonging to the Greco-Jewish personal vocabulary.

In my opinion therefore we must necessarily take the words to mean “of

Pyrinus . . . and of M^Jthake, sons of Alkios, etc." In so doing we conform

to the general type of judteo-Greek funerary inscriptions, in which the names

of the deceased persons are very often in the genitive, as here.

Here however a new difficulty arises. Malthake is a woman’s name, not

a man’s
;
we find the name borne by one of Herod’s wives, a woman of

Samaritan origin, and among the Greeks it is likewise a woman’s name, never

a man’s. More than this, it may be said that it is essentially a woman’s name

by signification, MaXOanr) being for MaXa/oj, “ tender.” How does it happen

then that Malthake, daughter of Alkios, and her brother, are called vlaiu,

“ sons ? ” An expression of mixed gender is at least required, such as re/ciw,

“ children.” There are only two ways out of this, either to suppose that the

name Malthake might have been borne by boys as well as girls among the

Jews, a fact of which we have no proof, or else that in this inscription, which

is of Jewish origin, vio>v has improperly the force of rirvuv. This second

hypothesis would square very well with the general sense of “children,” which

sometimes seems to belong to the Hebrew plural qvq (cf. the Thesaurus of

Gesenius, s.v.). At Palmyra in a family inscriptiont in Palmyrenian and

Greek, mention is made of four brothers and their sons (prTOH and vlo is), but

among these so-called sons (pu, viot) a number of daughters appear, mentioned

byname. In another Greek inscription, likewise from Palmyra,J “the male

* The O that appears in this place on the engraving is due to an arbitrary interpretation on

the part of the draughtsman, and no notice need be taken of it.

i De Vogue, Syrie Centrals, Inscr. No 37.

? Id. of. cit., No. 71. Cf. tat p, “male son" (Jer. xx, 15) and uiit JyW (Rev. xii, 5).
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sons

'*

(inois apartari) are specified. Lastly, and most characteristic of all, in

an epitaph in the Jewish burying-ground at Venosa,# I find: “Andronicus

et Rosa
, filii Boni.” So the word viol on the Lydda sarcophagus might have

the general sense of children, by virtue of a sort of Jewish idiom. In this

case Malthake would remain what it always must have been, a feminine name,

and we should really be concerned with an epitaph, not of two brothers, but

of a brother and a sister, lying in the same tomb.+

As regards the name of the brother of Malthake, with which the

inscription begins, after much reflection I am decidedly inclined to regard

it as YLvpivos. Hvpivoq is a Greek word that may have a double meaning :

(1) “fiery, red like fire” (derived from nvp)
; (2) “of corn, like corn” (derived

from Trvpos). The name, as borne by a Jew, may perhaps correspond, as

often happens, to a Hebrew name with a meaning somewhat analogous.!

We meet several times with the name nvppivo<s among purely Greek personal

names, the original meaning of it appearing to be “red.”§ In any case the

fact suffices to warrant our recognizing it here. The absence of any doubling

of the p could be easily justified by numerous instances of this orthographic

variant.

But the name Pyrinos, being regarded as in the genitive on the model of

Malthakes, is here followed by an N that has to be accounted for : Uvplvovv.

I am quite prepared to believe that this N, which is isolated from the word

next following by a blank space, is an abbreviation for v(eu>Tepov), “ the

younger,” an epithet often used in Greek inscriptions to distinguish between

the younger and elder brothers (irpeo-fivTepoL), and capable of being shortened

in various ways: NEI2TEP, NEjQTE, NE, N, Nil and even simply N, as here.

Two ossuaries at Jerusalem, that I described some time ago,*! prove that

* Ascoli, Jscrizioni
,
etc., p. 56, No. 11.

t I have satisfied myself from the actual inscriptions, that with the Jews a single ossuary

might in certain cases receive the bones of two persons united by family ties, for instance a

husband and a wife. Cf. Bcpovmpiov *•«< fincavtpov, on an ossuary at Jerusalem described in my
Rapports sur une mission entreprise en Palestine, etc., en 1881, p. 100, Series II, No. 29, and other

ossuaries besides.

$ Cf for instance the name Admon
,
which appears in the Talmud, and may be

connected with UtD'tN, “ red
;
” or such names as Uri, Uriel, Uriyah, etc.

§ Cf. ri vpplvrjv, masculine proper name, Uvppun/, feminine proper name, Tlvppos, and its

congeners. See : Pape, Wbrterb. d. Gr. Kignttamen, s.vv.

II Cf for instance, in a Christian inscription at Smyrna (Corp. Inscrip. Graecarum, No. 3169):

N6IKOMHAHC NEtKOMHAOYN TAMI6YC, etc.

H Rapports sur une Mission, etc., 1881, pp. 100, 102, Series II, Nos. 28, 32.

2 Y 2
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the use of these distinctive epithets was also widespread among the Jews, one

of them running thus: Tpvtfxovos irpeo-fivrepov, “of Tryphon* the elder,” the

other : BepovrapCov vccorepas, “ of Berutariost the younger.” It is also possible

that in the blank space following this isolated N in the Lydda inscription

there was a small sign of abbreviation more lightly cutohan the letters. At

times it seems possible to make out in front of the k of the kcu something like

two dots, not deep ones, it is true, which might also have served to mark the

abbreviation of the preceding word.

Thus, by this process of feeling about, we arrive at the reading :
“ of

Pyrinos the younger and of Malthake, sons, i.e.. children, of Alkios
”

With regard to the father’s name, Alkios, I shall merely refer the reader to

my remarks on the subject already made in speaking of the Gezer inscriptions,

where it reappears accompanying the Hebrew words “boundary of Gezer.”

Whether the two persons are identical or merely homonymous, it is at any

rate certain that both of them are of Jewish origin. The name Simon , which

here follows that of Alkios, is significant enough in this respect. The same is

true of Gobar. which is palpably a transliteration of a Semitic name or

surname. We cannot fix exactly the original form of the latter, but it is

assuredly a derivative from the root *02. Vocalization of the Greek seems to

lead us to the Aramaic forms and Gubar
,
akin to the Hebrew "02

gcber, “man.” Now this latter Hebrew word is used as a proper name,

Ben Geber\\ and Geber
y son of Urif which warrants the supposition that the

Aramaic form** was similarly used. Ought we to go further, and assign to

this name the meaning of “strong, valiant man, hero,” which belongs to the

derivative 1*02 gibbor ?

What it concerns us to know is whether the three names found in

juxtaposition : 'Wtdov, XCpcovos, Fw/8ap, indicate three steps of a genealogy

:

“ sons of Alkios, (son of) Simon, (son of) Gobar,” in accordance with the usual

* Tpixpwv is the origin of the name Tarfhon, borne by several ancient rabbis,

t Note this name, quite masculine in form, but borne by a woman.

+ The existence of this singular is implied in the plural and which appears in

Dan. iii, 8, 12, etc. Cf. the Talmudic form of the name of the town Beth Gubrin
, pan.

§ Form found in the targums.

||
1 Kings iv, 13.

11 1 Kings iv, 19. Given as Fdfitp in the Septuagint and Fufidpij* in Josephus.
** To the same onomastic group may also be assigned the name Gabriel

,
and Fa(Spins which

appears in the Book of Tobit. I may just remind the reader of the Persian names rwfidpij*

(cf. Fuifiiipi*) and Fufipias-.
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Greek construction, which expresses the patronymic by the simple genitive
;

or else, having in view the custom of double names that prevailed among the

Jews, we might interpret either :
“ sons of Alkios Simon, (son of) Gobar,” or

“sons of Alkios, (son of) Simon Gobar.” I leave the question wrapt in

doubt.

The palaeography of our inscription has a very special interest for us,

because of the chronological problem that arises if it be connected with the

Gezer texts already discussed. The characters are not of the cursive kind

like those of ordinary inscriptions on ossuaries, they are proper lapidary

characters. The A, W, and C recall the shapes of the letters on the coins of

Herod Agrippa. From the end of the first century u.c. the forms W, C
prevail, as is well known, in Egypt and in Syria. The crescent-shaped sigma

(C) is already to be found on a coin of the Hasmonaean prince Antigone,

40-37 b.c. In Ctfuui'os the /x tends to the form M, which is more archaic

than M. Everything considered, I think there are no obstacles, from a

palseographical point of view, to locating our inscription about the end of the

first century before our era.

If, as I suppose, we have here an epitaph on two persons, a brother and

a sister, it follows that we must regard the repository of their remains not as a

small sarcophagus but a large ossuary.

The exploration of this very important sepulchre took us several hours,

and was a most troublesome task. The heat was suffocating inside, and we

came out bathed in perspiration. However, we had to go just as we were

without changing, along with the owner, Dafid Hajlr, who insisted on our

joining him at his family meal, a repast in the open air, and not particularly

enticing. I accepted, because I hoped I could induce him to let me have this

precious ossuary for a reasonable sum. He had offered it me three years

before for about thirty piastres, but his ideas on the subject had undergone a

remarkable expansion. Finally, at dessert, he told me that, as he was in

debt, he was willing to sell the garden with the article in question, and I

might take the offer or leave it. Some years later the French vice-consul at

Jaffa persuaded him to listen to reason, and the relic is now added to the

collections in the Louvre.

Neby Daman.—Next day we went to Neby Danian, where M. Lecomte

made a sketch of the large tomb-cover that I had noticed there in 1871.*

See infra , Appendix.
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D

I). Side elevation

(short side).

I was again told, what I had noted the time before, that the ancient

name of the spot was Kuftir Tdb. It was occupied some thirty years since

by a band of fellahln from R&f&t (near Rdm Allah). This is a fresh example

of those migrations which have to be guarded against in Palestine, and may

exercise considerable influence on toponymy, by contributing either to the

disappearance of ancient names, or even, in some cases, to the appearance of

new ones, which is worse still, and calculated to disorganize the process of

topographical exegesis. It was from this time that the place began to lose its

name of KufCir T&b.*

The Tower of Rarnleh .—On our way back we stopped at the Tower of

Ramleh, called the Tower of the Forty Martyrs, where we noted some stones

with the mediaeval dressing, and bearing masons' marks. (See the Special

Table in Vol. I.)

Sundry Items.—Miscellaneous data gathered at Lydda from the

natives :

—

— The old road (a Roman way) which goes to Jerusalem by way of Kuleh,

Lubbdn, ‘Abbtld, etc., is called Er R'sff that is to say, “the paved

causeway.” The road that goes by Jifneh, JalazCln, el Bireh, Er Rdm,

K’bur el ‘Amal’ka.t and Jerusalem, is called Tarik cs Seisanek
(

/t~ 1. t .J.t jj^i?),

“the horses’ road.” These two appellations, which are taken from the

technical terms of camel-drivers, are curious, and doubtless ancient. The

second contains a word, seisanek
,
which must not be confounded with seisanek

(I took particular notice that it was seis&nek), plural of sdis, “ostler,” and

which seems to be connected with the Hebraeo-Aramaic stls, sitsa, “horse.”

Boundaries of Lands.—The boundaries of the lands belonging to all

* In this place in my note-book I see I have written down the name Djemal ed Din in

connection with the place called Shiha (see infra
, p. 472); but I cannot now remember the

reason of this scanty note.

t The camel-driver from whom I had this information must certainly have meant by this

legendary name, “ the tombs of the Amalekites,” something different from the K’btir Ben£ Isram

near Hizmch, probably the Tombs of the Judges, or rather, the K’bQr el Multik, as the road,

which he briefly described, does in fact pass by them.
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the villages in Palestine are minutely set forth, it is said, in a kind of great

catalogue called El Kurumiyeh, or El Kddeh, which is in the care of

Mohammed Derwlsh, at Jerusalem. In case of dispute, the fellahin refer

to him as their authority. I have not been able to assure myself of the

correctness of this statement, and I earnestly beg those who are in a position

to do so to supply the needed information. It is unnecessary to add that if

such a document is really in existence, it would be of priceless value for

the study of topography, and would partly compensate for there being in

Palestine no counterpart of the valuable cadastral rtik, which has been

preserved in the case of Egypt.

The fellahin of Syria, like all peasants, attach great importance to the

delimitation of their lands. With this view they adopt various expedients,

probably of immemorial antiquity. In addition to the more or less rudimentary

stone landmarks, rujiim
,
etc., they make use of underground marks consisting

of egg-shells and pieces of charcoal buried at a great depth. In case of

dispute they dig down, and the affair is settled by these indications, which,

they say, remain permanently white and black. In order to find the spot

again they plant over it a thorny sidcr, which is extremely hardy and always

grows up again if injured. As early as the Koran this same tree is spoken of

as forming a landmark (indicating the boundary of heaven, to the right of the

throne of God). In other parts the fellahin told me that the tamarisk was

used for the same purpose. The reader is requested to take particular note

of this point, as I shall shortly have occasion to refer to it. In the Middle

Ages mention is made in the regulations instituted or confirmed by the

Crusaders* of similar devices, involving the use of stones and bits of charcoal.

The Talmud also says that boundaries are marked by stones and by hasuboth ,

a tree or plant with a root that strikes vertically, which was said to have been

used by Joshua to mark the boundaries of the land of Israel.

The Ti'ce of Bcer-Sheba.— I could mention numbers of parallel instances

of these customs from the various notes I have collected,t but that would

* Assises of Antioch (Armenian text), p. 38. In the charters of the Crusaders there arc

curious details about the traditional boundaries of the lands they treat of. In order to determine

them, recourse is often had to the old fellahin of the neighbourhood. At times crosses or signs

were cut on the rocks, which may help to explain the origin of the marks we sometimes notice in

such places.

t This practice is moreover ancient and universal. For instance, in the laws of Manu it is

said that secret marks ought to be buried in the ground to fix landmarks, which may be the

subject of dispute (through the possibility of their being displaced), such as charcoal' pebbles
,
ashes,

bricks, sand, etc. Also large trees of certain species should be planted there.
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take me out of my way. I will merely point out one small matter pf exegesis

on which I think the rustic tradition still current throws unmistakable light.

This is the story of the tamarisk planted by Abraham at Beer-Sheba : “And
he planted a tamarisk* in Beer-Sheba, and called there on the name of the

Lord, the everlasting God.”+ This is not, as has been generally supposed,J a

case of a purely religious act, which would point to the existence among the

Hebrews of a worship paid to sacred trees. The tree placed in the ground

by the pious patriarch was not put there in a casual sort of way. Abraham

had a more practical motive for doing it, one that the Bible narrative hardly

thinks it necessary to mention explicitly, but which seems to me to result

clearly from the following considerations.

First, what were the circumstances of this planting, which seems at first

sight to happen so unexpectedly? Immediately after the treaty of alliance

concluded at Beer-Sheba between Abraham and Abiinelech, King of Gerar,

after a dispute among'/ their followers for the possession of a well in the

neighbourhood. This treaty is accompanied by every kind of ceremony

calculated to perpetuate the memory of it. The planting of the tree in my
opinion is directed to this same commemorative end ;

it is just simply a detail

artlessly and faithfully borrowed by the narrator from old popular customs,

which, as I have just pointed out, still survive among the autochthonous

peasantry of Palestine. And now for the proof.

The tree in question, the tamarisk, is called in the Hebrew text eshel SttW,

which is exactly, species for species and word for word, the ethcl or ethleh
,

Job *Ujb of Syrian Arabic, that is to say one of the two trees used by the

fellahln as living witnesses, so to speak, of the harmony prevailing when a

boundary is fixed, and as landmarks of the boundary itself. Such, I think, is

the function we should assign to the tamarisk of Abraham, a tree planted in

consequence of an arrangement about the possession of a disputed territory.

The invocation of the name of Jehovah performed by Abraham on planting

the tree, is of no more consequence than the bismillak of the Mussulman

peasant as he plants an ethleh with a similar object. Thus, the sanctity that

may have attached to the tamarisk of Abraham belongs essentially to the

* Genesis xxi, 33. The account of this incident begins at v. 22, and the whole should be
read in order to understand the new meaning that I assign to it.

t In the A.V., “tree ” (margin, “or grove”). (Translator’s note.)

t See, for instance, von Baudissin, Studitn zur semitischen Geschichte
,
II, p, 218.
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same category as that which attaches to any memorial erected to commemorate
an agreement, for instance, a boundary-stone, which may be venerated qua

boundary, and not necessarily qud stone {baituhon),

Modin and the Tomb of the Maccabees.

On Friday morning we left Lydda for el Midieh, where I had made up

my mind to excavate thoroughly the so-called Tomb of the Maccabees.

A

*

A. Plan of the tomb. B. Section on a-b in the plan

* C Elevation of the entrance (inner side)

ROCK HEWN TOMB AT KHtJUBKI ZAKARIYEH. Scale r$0 .
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Harvest being over, there could be no longer any objection on the part of the

fellahin. I took with me my old friend Dafld Abu Hanna, who had acted

as my middleman when I was treating with them before, and whose devoted

assistance was again to stand me in good stead.

Ornamented Sepulchre.—We stopped by the way at Khiirbet Zakariyeh,

Khtirbet el Kelkh and el Habis, to make plans of the various remains that I

discovered there in 1871.*

We occupied ourselves first of all with the fine rock-hewn tomb with

carved facade. The entrance, which I had had cleared three years before,

was now obstructed by a decaying carcase, which made our work most

irksome
;
moreover the heat inside was stifling. The engravings will give

an exact notion of this remarkable tomb. The inner chamber, which has

five arcosolia, must originally have been lined with a layer of stucco, traces

of which we found here and there. It is choked up with soil and stones.

The bird carved on the tympanum of the triangular pediment of the facade,

over the entrance, must be an eagle. This ornament recalls those on certain

Nabataean tombs of the first century b.c. and the first century A.D.+ The
whole of the architectural decoration is most carefully executed.

D. Section on c-d. E. Elevation of the entrance (outer side).

Scale 4*.

* See infra. Appendix.

t See the plates of Mr. Charles Doughty’s work :
“ Documents 'epigraphtques recuei/lis dans le

nord de lArabic."
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¥

Scale Scale *

F. Detail of the entrance. G Profile of the moulding on the coping of the pediment

H. Profile of the moulding over the pediment I J K Capitali of the engaged pilasters in the interior

Inscribed Tomb.^A next searched for the tomb where I had formerly

copied a Greek inscription, and found it with some trouble It consists of

2 z 2
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two loculi with demi-cupolas, joined together, access being gained by a square

opening hollowed out of the horizontal surface of the rock.

Plan. Section on d-k.

INSCRIBED ROCK TOMB AL KH. BL HAHIS.

Each of the vaults has a cross carved on it ; one of them, shown by

the section on h-i,

Section on f-is. Scale Section on h-i.

has in addition a short Greek inscription consisting or two words, accompanied
by crosses, the whole being deeply incised : Mipopiv TmpyCo(v), “ Tomb of

George." Mipopip is for prjfioptov, a hybrid Latin and Greek word already

familiar to us in Christian funerary epigraphy.*

Inscribed Font.—Last of all I turned my attention to a fine baptismal

font with an inscription, which latter I had taken a squeeze of and copied on
the previous occasion. Here is a facsimile of it.

* This tomb is very like one of those at K’bflr el YahOd which I describe further on (p. 375,
A B C D E r).
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Top view.

INSCRIBED BAPTISMAL FONT AT KH. RI, KBl.KH.

This font is made of a large cylinder of " inizzek ” stone, carefully polished,

and about three feet high ; the basin is hollowed out in the shape of a four-

lobed cross, formed by four intersecting circles. At the bottom of the basin

a hole has been made to let off the water. On the upper side has been

carved a Greek inscription of one line. It is rather carelessly cut, and is

moreover defaced by pieces being chipped off
;

therefore certain portions,

towards the end especially, present some difficulty in deciphering.

'Trrep (ra)T7)p[ia<;) Xoj<f>povtja<; (sic) (/cat ?) avair(avcreco? ?)

Bap[t]Xa * t p.OV T (?)

“ For the salvation of Sophronia, and (?) for the rest (?) of Baricha (?) . . .

my (>)....

* The iota is doubtful,

t Here, a lacuna of about four letters.

X After I directed attention to this monument, it was seen and described by Frfere Sejoum<5

{Jtevue Biblique, 1892, p. 123; cf. 1893, p. 212). His copy of the inscription is not quite

correct and is incomplete in the latter part. On the other hand, his numbered drawing appears

to have been very carefully'done
; he gives 1

m-$6 as the diameter of the object and om,9o as its

height.
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The deceased person, Barcha
, or Baricha— the name has a very Semitic

look—whose memory is associated by Sophronia with her dedication, was

perhaps her son or husband ; there is room for some such word as vtov before

fiov, if this latter word is the personal pronoun, “of me.” In this case,

however, there would be a very sudden transition from oratio obliqua to

oratio recta
,
so one may ask whether fiov is not the last syllable either of a

patronymic, or a substantive, expressing some degree of relationship.

El Midieh and Modin.

On arriving at el Midieh I immediately entered into negotiations with the

peasants to begin the excavations. The process was laborious, but at length

came to an end, :)hanks to the intervention of Abu Hanna, who had had

dealings with the inhabitants before. We agreed upon the indemnity to be

paid to the owners of the ground, and the wages of the workmen. I took

on about a score, but had to more than double the number within the next

few days in order to satisfy all demands and avoid spiteful opposition. This

gang of lazy, clumsy fellows, ill-provided with tools, was extremely difficult to

keep going. We had constantly to be at them to get any work out of them.

The operations lasted from Saturday the 1 2th to Friday the 1 8th of September.

I had to be away for two days of this time, being summoned to Jerusalem

on important business, and the superintendence of the work devolved entirely

upon M. Lecomte, who was admirably seconded by our trusty Abu Hanna.

The owner of an old fig-tree that had grown into the interior of the principal

chamber remained for some days so deaf to reason, that in order to make him

lessen his claims, I diplomatically kept the clearance of that chamber till the

last, pretending meanwhile that I had given up the idea. The manoeuvre

succeeded, and the fell&h, thinking I had made up my mind on the matter,

finally consented for a reasonable backsheesh to sacrifice the tree. I fancy

there was some superstitious tradition connected with it. In order to get on

faster we set light to the tree, and also to the brushwood round it. The
flames dislodged an enormous black snake, which had taken up its abode in

one of the loculi invaded by the roots of the fig-tree. I had already noticed

the presence of this genius loci in the course of the partial excavation that I

made in 1871. This time he did not manage to get away, and our men
despatched him with their shovels.
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One day we had rather a fright. An effendi came riding up, accompanied

by two Government troopers. I dreaded a repetition of the disagreeable

episode at Gezer, but luckily I got off this time with nothing worse than my
alarm. The effendi, a son of the mufti of Jaffa, farmed the tithes of el Midieh,

Na*Hn and other villages in those parts, and was come in person to see to

their collection. He proved to be very good-natured, and did not worry us

about the excavations, so we were able to go on with them without restriction.

The Name .—The fell&hs gave me confused and conflicting information

as to the name of the ruined building that I had undertaken to thoroughly

explore. Besides the names Gherbdwy and Gherbdwy Abu Subha, which

have been already noted,^ it is called Beit Gh'birreh, El KkUrbeh
,
and

el Kufriyeh. Gh'birreh, according to some, is the plural of Gherbdwy; but,

according to others, the name of a certain Gh'birreh
,
father of Gh'bdr, the

owner of the famous fig-tree that had cost us so much trouble. This tree

was said itself to be a shoot from an old stump of much greater antiquity,

belonging to the personages above mentioned. It was called Tin't sitt

Gh'birreh
, “the fig-tree of sitt Gh'birreh.'' The name is quite ambiguous,

and I could not make out whether sitt was the word meaning “My lady,” and

used to denote a holy woman (this was the idea of several of the fellahin, who

told me that sitt Gh'birreh was a “female dervish”)
;
or whether it was the

word sitt, “six,” so that one should take the expression to mean the six

Gh'birreh
(
Gh'birreh being reckoned a plural). In the latter event some

argument might be derived from this name in favour of the identity of the

building with the mausoleum of the Hasmonaean brothers.!

Modin.—Before going on with the description of the monument as the

excavation revealed it to our gaze, I will state succinctly the condition of the

problem.

It is Father Emmanuel Forner, Latin Vicar of Bethlehem, who appears

to have first, in 1866, conceived the idea of identifying the name and site

of el Midieh with those of the Modin of the Maccabees, for which various

suggestions had been confidently put forward. The identification appears

* This latter by the Survey
;
the fellahin did not mention it to me.

t Among the derivatives of the root there is one, *\jXz ,
ghabrd

,

which has the

two-fold meaning of “earth ” and “tomb” (cf the same double meaning of hji turbeh). Taking

the latter meaning, one might consider whether Sitt Gh'birreh may not have originally signified

“ the six tombs.” However, all this remains most obscure.
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extremely plausible, and I think I have myself contributed a few new

arguments of a toponymic nature tending to confirm it.*

Three years later M. Sandreczki,+ for his part, arrived at the same

conclusion. He further inclined to recognize the tombs of the Maccabees in

the K’btir el Yehtkl, of which we shall shortly have occasion to speak. In

1870 M. Guerin, whose attention had been drawn to this problem by Fr£re

Litvin, took it up in his turn, and announced that he had discovered in the

ruined building of el Gherb&wy the genuine mausoleum of the Maccabees,

with characteristic traces of the famous pyramids that surmounted it, and even

bones presumed to have belonged to members of the illustrious Hasmonaean

family. The announcement of this discovery caused a great sensation, but

it was in reality far removed from the certainty with which M. Guerin invested

it, and to say the least the indications that he relied on, and that he had noted

somewhat loosely, were highly debateable, as we shall see. I believe he

allowed his imagination to run away with him, taking a hint from a suggestive

passage in the Guide of Frere Litvin. In that work, Frere Litvin, in

speaking of the ruins of el Midieh, which he, following Father Forner,

identified with Mod in, expressly mentions “a rectangular ruined structure,

the history of which could only be learned by excavating it/’J If one day

it comes to be proved that this structure is identical with the celebrated

Mausoleum, it will really then be Frere Lievin who ought to have the credit

of it, just as the credit of having identified el Midieh and Modin belongs to

Father Forner. As regards the latter point, it may even be said that

M. Guerin passed by the truth without seeing it, for he actually visited el

Midieh on his first tour in Judaea in 1863,$ and mentions it in his report

under its correct name, but without suspecting in any wise its importance.

However this may be, M. Guerin in the year 1870, after a superficial

clearance of the ruins in question, thought he detected the existence of a large

building, in shape a rectangular oblong, appearing to be divided into seven

contiguous chambers, one for each member of the Hasmonaean family. The

* The form of the ethnic, cf supra
, p. 89, and infra

, p. 376.

t Quarterly Statement

,

1870, p. 243.

+ Frfcre Lievin, Guide indicateur des sanctuaircs et lieux historiques de la Terre Sainle,

(1st edition) (p. 43, note), Jerusalem, r869.

§ Archives des missions scientifiques, 1864, I, i
ere s£rie, p. 405 : “el Mediah a small

village of 250 inhabitants, on a hill.” Cf p. 380 : “I have gone through all the ruins of Lydda,

and not one was pointed out to me with a name remotely resembling Modin. This celebrated

name has therefore died out in Palestine.” ( !

)
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first chamber, on the east contained, he thought, a funerary trough hewn in

the rock, and had two entrances, north and south
;
the six other chambers

were similarly arranged. M. Mauss, who made a plan of the building at the

request of M. Guerin, considered, on the contrary, that there were only five

chambers, the first and the last, at the two extremities, containing two troughs

each, to the right and left, and the three intervening chambers a single one

each ; which would make the total as before seven tombs, to which figure

essential importance appears to be generally attached.

Further, having noticed certain recesses on the upper side of a slab

belonging to the ceiling of the eastern chamber, as well as on two blocks of a

transverse wall situated about halfway up the rectangle, these gentlemen

concluded that these recesses were intended to admit the base of the pyramids

surmounting the building. I will content myself with mentioning the many-

coloured mosaic cubes, and the fragments of bones which M. Gu6rin took to

be “ the ashes of the heroic and holy old man Matathias, who, being the first

to die, bad probably occupied the first sepulchral chamber of the mausoleum.”

The reader will in a few moments be able to judge of the worth of these

various hypotheses.

— Let us consider, first of all, the general bird’s-eye view and the

longitudinal section of the building in dispute as it was laid bare by our

excavations, which extended down to the rock, and were conducted with all

requisite precautions. I lay stress on this latter point in order to controvert

certain insinuations made by M. Guerin.

We notice, at the first glance, a kind of long parallelogram, with an

evident tendency to an east-and-west orientation, divided into four contiguous

chambers without any direct communication between them.' On inspecting

our plans more closely, it immediately appears that we have to distinguish in

this whole two quite different parts, which must have been built on two

distinct occasions, and, to all appearance, at two periods separated by a

noticeable lapse of time. The primitive portion forms the parallelogram, of

which the angles are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4. This primitive portion has had

later additions made to it, prolonging it westwards. Although in the course of
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this prolongation

{'
'

the line of the north and south walls has been adhered to, the

join is conspicuous, and the straight joint at (2) and (3)

plainly indicates the outer angles of this first building.

The side elevation, o-r on the plan, will conclusively

establish this essential point, and at the same time show

the general appearance of the north side in its whole

length, the respective levels of the rock and of the courses,

and various details which I will proceed to mention.

Let us first confine our attention to the primitive

parallelogram 1, 2. 3, 4
1 will begin by drawing the reader’s attention to a

point marked 5 on the south side, where there is a lower

course of masonry, which was a bottom course, and

deviates from the general direction of this south side,

forming an appreciable angle with it This deviation is

remarkable Does it point to a still earlier state of the

binding than that in which w^e now see it ?
I cannot

undertake to say, hut assuredly it is significant of something

Along the small (east) side certain vestiges of masonry

are also to be noticed They are not so apparent, but may
point to an eastern extension or addition at some period

The primitive parallelogram 1, 2, 3, 4 is divided into

two chambers of unequal si/e, separated by a thick wall,

which completely isolates the one from the other. The

smaller and more interesting of these chambers, which

occupies the eastern extremity of the parallelogram, is

quadrilateral. It is a burial chamber, with its entrance

opening out of the north wall. This door, which is high

and narrow, was surmounted By a semi-circular arch,

formed of three large arch-stones, that fell down during

the excavations, and are depicted in their original position

The lateral elevation o-r shows this doorway as seen from

the outside The section on i-j (p. 364) gives a view of it

seen from inside as jou look to the north The reader will

notice the groove cut to receive the leaf of the door,

which opened inwards.

3 A 2
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The entrance must have had in front of it a vestibule formed of two

thick walls to right and left, meeting the north front at right angles. Outside,

on a level with the threshold of the door, we found some fragments of mosaic

consisting of cubes of small size, indicating that the vestibule had a mosaic

pavement. In the exterior angle formed by the west side of the perpendicular

wall and the principal front was the shaft of a monolithic column (v). standing

upright, and certainly not in si/u.

The chamber to which access is obtained by this door contains on each

of the av ailable sides a funerary loculus, making three in all.
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SUCTION o'n r-11. Scale

The front wall (7 on the plan) of the eastern trough q must originally

have been recessed in the rock, like those of the two other troughs. It has

been partly destroyed, and restored by the aid

of a slab placed edgewise, and the intervals

filled up with rubble and miscellaneous ddbris
,

containing among other things a fragment

covered with plaster.

The floor of the sepulchral troughs was

paved with coloured mosaics. M. Guerin had

Scale v„.
already secured some scattered cubes from

the floor of the western trough, and I am afraid that the spades of his

workmen have destroyed the whole of which they formed part. We also

found traces of mosaic in the southern trough, not, in this case, in a state of

disorder, but in patches still in situ

;

we could not, however, make out the

scheme of the decoration.

This is not true of the eastern trough (q on the general plan), which,

having been partly preserved by the famous fig-tree, afforded us a find which

throws a bright light on the origin of these much debated buildings. While

cautiously clearing this trough of the soil that choked it up, I found to my
great delight an almost intact mosaic covering the whole of the floor of it.

The engraving (a) shows the plan of this trough, which is hollowed out

in the rock, together with the projecting head-rest on the south side formed

by leaving a portion of the rock uncut, and indicating the position of the head

of the deceased. The mosaic, which is preserved almost entire, stops at the

head-rest, and must have extended to the place occupied by the feet. It is

formed of small cubes of white stone. On this floor, just below the head-rest,
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there appears a fine cross, of the shape called immissa ,
which certainly cannot

be earlier than the fifth century, and may be of distinctly later date (a).

u

A. Details of the Mosaic of d Gherbawy, showing the Cross and the Head rest i>.

R Man of (he Trough hollowed out in the Rock.

C. Detail of the llorder a, showing the Fitting of the Mosaic Cubes,

Its exterior outline is marked by a row of dark green cubes. Its four

arms are ornamented with alternate red, white and yellow bands. At the

intersection of the two arms is a yellow square with a small white square

in the centre of it. The engraving (c) shows exactly the arrangement of

the cubes.

It is very probable that the two other troughs were ornamented with

mosaic crosses similar to these, and that this ornamentation was contempo-

raneous with the laying down of the mosaic on the floor of the chamber and

of the vestibule.

The unexpected discovery of this symbol, belonging as it does to an

advanced period of Christianity, in the deepest part of a structure which had

been thought to contain not only the Tombs of the Maccabees but even their

relics, naturally calls *tn question the too hasty conclusions which had been

arrived at from insufficient observation. This structure, whatever it may be,
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must henceforth be regarded as not earlier than our era, at any rate in its

present shape. However, before I return to this unavoidable conclusion, I

will finish describing the rest of the structure.

The large chamber next the one just described and occupying the

remaining portion of the primitive parallelogram, afforded no trace of tombs,

though we cleared it right down to the rock. The two irregular depressions

and the’ small rectangular basin without any depth to speak of, which we
found in the rock, can never have been utilized as tombs. The partial

sections on c n and m n will give an idea of the interior arrangement

SECTION ON G—II. Scale

of this chamber. It seems originally to have com-

municated with the outside by a small door opening

on the north side. Above the left upright we found

the first stone of a semicircular arch, which may
have formed part of it, but does not appear to be

in situ. Outside, indications of a wall, not such a

thick one as those forming the vestibule of the

eastern chamber, join perpendicularly the wall of the facade, in a line with

the left upright of the doorway. Inside, against the eastern side, was a

rather badly built vaulted structure, now in part destroyed, beginning at the

north wall and probably reaching the south wall. The western wall, forming

the boundary of the primitive parallelogram (from 2 to 3 on the plan), is

capped by two blocks t and s, the latter of which has been displaced, which

display groved recesses on their upper side corresponding with each other.

It was this grooving, according to MM. Guerin and Mauss, that admitted the

bases of the famous pyramids which play so important a part in their scheme.

This hypothesis will not bear looking into, In order to appreciate it at its

proper value, it is sufficient to consider' the small size of these insignificant

section on m-n. Scale n
l

jif .
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recesses, and the level of the blocks that bear them, which level is sensibly

lower than that of the ceiling over the eastern chamber.

These gentlemen assigned the same signification to another recess

existing on the upper side of one of the slabs (u) covering the western

loculus of the eastern chamber. Now we have ascertained beyond doubt that

this latter groove is merely one that existed in the rock before the block in

which it appears was cut out in the quarry. It has no connection with the

grooves on the blocks s and t.

It is hardly necessary to add that the base of the supposititious pyramid

would have rested, according to this system, directly on the ceiling of an

almost subterranean chamber, and would have been insecurely supported on

thin slabs suspended over an empty space and liable to break beneath the

weight.

The western portion of the building is, as I have said, evidently of later

construction, joined on to the primitive parallelogram which stops at the line

2— 3. The join is everywhere apparent, and it belongs probably to a late

period ; the walls are very carelessly built and are not of the same thickness

as those of the primitive parallelogram. We even found towards the western

end of the south wall, at the spot marked k, a slab that had been removed

from the ceiling of the ancient eastern chamber and used as building material,

perhaps by die Arabs.

ELEVATION OK K L (S.W. ANGLE). Scale t^j.

This second part is composed of two chambers touching one another,

each having a door opening out in the north front. The smaller and more

easterly of these chambers is divided into two by a low wall formed of a

few small blocks placed together ; we noticed there an excavation in the

rock (6) too irregular to have belonged to a tomb.

The last chamber, which is larger than the foregoing, is likewise divided

into two by a low wall formed of blocks laid together
;
a part of the floor is

covered by four large slabs. These two last chambers, as well as the larger

and older one which divides them from the first chamber of the eastern end,

seem to have served at one time for dwelling-houses or store-rooms. We
3 »
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BRONZE FIGURE FROM
EL MIDIKH,

found there a piece of a bracelet of Arab glass-ware, and, what is more

significant in this connection, a fragment of a basalt millstone.

Besides these, the excavations did not lead to the

discovery of any really interesting object, except a small

figurine of bronze which seems to represent a recumbent

quadruped, perhaps a ram (?), and a frag-

ment of white moulded marble, with a

slightly convex surface. It would require

a strong imagination to recognize in it a

part of the planking of one of the ships represented in the

sculpture of the Hasmonaean mausoleum.

In the course of the first excavations that I made in 1871,

I noticed (at the point marked 6 in the

plan) a rougl/ly carved capital
;
a drawing of it follows.

The upper part measures om-55 by om,48, the diameter
|

of the column that it surmounted was about om,42.

I had also picked up a badly squared block, with

the following mark cut on it. This mark measures om '30 in

height and om,25 in width
;

it resembles a large theta, but I

doubt its being really a letter.

To sum up, there are no characteristic traces of sculpture

which might be adduced in favour of the identification sug-

gested for this structure
;

its age is doubtful and its formation

hybrid. I have examined all the blocks with great care, and have not

found a single one with a slanting face, which might have allowed of its being

assigned to one of the pyramids. These pyramids might, it is true, have

been formed of successi ve steps—we have examples of this—and consequently

constructed of squared blocks.

To complete this general description, I will add that I noticed to the

north of the northern wall of the structure, some 19 yards from corner (3)—see

plans, pp. 362 and 371—of the primitive parallelogram, the entrance to a

rock-hewn tomb, and, a few yards to the south-west of this tomb, a round

aperture forming the mouth of a cistern, also rock hewn.

Finally then, if we examine this complex and heterogeneous structure

without being biassed by any preconceived notions, we shall arrive at the

following conclusions. Before the unascertained period when the building

was begun, there existed at the spot where the eastern chamber to-day is, a

small burial vault, altogether rock-hewn
,

walls, roof and all
;

to this vault
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access was obtained by a small door formed by cutting vertically into the

rock, and opening out on the north side. On entering you discovered on the

SKETCH-PLAN SHOWING THE ENTRANCE TO TOMB IN THE RUIN OF EL CHERBAwY.

three available walls of the chamber three arcosolia, with demi-cupola arches

such as the tombs hereabouts have (notably at K’bflr el Yahtid),* one in front

of you in the back wall, the two others to the right and left. This sepulchre

must have been hewn in the living rock, and have been bare, and without

ornament of mosaics or masonry work. It is one of the ordinary type of the

Palestine tombs, and not of the most ancient kind.

Later on, the whole of the upper part of the sepulchre having been

broken in, either accidentally or intentionally, this upper part was rebuilt with

hewn stone ;
all the curved surfaces of wall and ceiling being replaced by

plane surfaces
;

the entrance door was raised and a small semicircular arch

* See infra
, p. 375.

3 » 2
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added on the top of it. The tomb thus restored was enclosed in a rectangular

structure of which it occupied the eastern extremity, and which may be

noticed at points i, 2, 3, 4. In front of the door of the tomb a vestibule was

built, formed of two thick parallel walls joining the north front, perpen-

dicularly, and perhaps forming part of some structure that extended out

northwards, to what distance we cannot say.

The insignificant elevation of the roof of the chamber above the level of

the adjacent rock, would seem to indicate that the walls that remain standing

only represent, so to speak, the lower portions, and that the edifice erected onr

this basis must have been of much greater height, judging by the thickness of

the walls. Possibly the chamber still remained subterranean, and the roof of

it formed the floor of the vanished building. What was the nature of the

latter ? Was it a Christian sanctuary, to which the burial chamber formed a

kind of cry/>t ? If the addition of the mosaics took place at the time when

the chamber was rebuilt with its walls of squared stone, the question would

be decided
;
but one can never be sure that this ornamentation was not added

as an afterthought to some previously existing structure. In any case it

indicates a thorough re-arrangement of the primitive structure, whatever the

origin of the latter may have been, and explodes the sentimental theories of

M. Guerin and his followers.

As for the much later additions forming the western prolongation of the

structure, beyond the line 3-2, I think I have sufficiently shown that they

may be disregarded for the purposes of the problem.

It is open to anyone to believe that the tomb of the Maccabees was

formerly here, but nothing hitherto brought to light proves it. The fact that

there are only three loculi
,
instead of the seven which were supposed to have

been discovered, has, I think, no significance. Although I assert the non-

existence of the seven sepulchral chambers which M. Guerin considers

indispensable for his hypothesis, I am far from assigning similar importance

to this small point. If an inscription, a characteristic fragment of sculpture

or an architectural detail should happen to-morrow—which I should be glad

of and do not regard as impossible*—to bring the hitherto missing proof

that this is where the mausoleum of the Maccabees really stood, I should

* My idea is that if the monument of the Hasmonseans ever existed in this place, it is in the

actual materials used in constructing the ruined building itself and the neighbouring wely, or else

in certain houses at Ramleh or Lydda formerly pointed out to me by the Arabs, that we might
have a chance of finding some conclusive remains.
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have no difficulty for my part, in lodging in this narrow chamber, with its

three receptacles, not only the seven historic members of the illustrious family,

but their predecessors too. Many Jewish tombs, that have served for

centuries the needs of whole generations, have been of no greater size. As

deaths took place, room was made for the new arrivals by removing the old

bones from the receptacles, “ovens,” troughs or benches, and putting them

into those small coffin-shaped ossuaries of soft stone of which we have such a

number of examples, and which I have found existing in the immediate

vicinity of el Midieh. The texts tell us expressly that the Hasmonaeans were

successively buried in the tombs of theirfathers (consequently in an old family

tomb), and that it was over this tomb that Simon afterwards erected the

remarkable structure that we know of.

Have we the remains of this structure in the present ruins ? Appearances

go rather to prove that the transformation of the sepulchre took place after

the Christian era. These transformations are not unprecedented in Palestine.

It might be and has been said that the mosaic cross that decorates one of the

troughs was in fact placed there by the early Christians to hallow the memory

of the Maccabees, whom they held in great veneration, confusing them with

the seven martyred Maccabee brothers of the legend. If such was the origin

of this cross, the fact would not even then be decisive. It would merely

tend to prove that the Christians regarded the place as the tomb of the

Maccabees, but they may have been mistaken as well as we of to-day, inas-

much as Christian tradition concerning the site of the tomb of the martyred

Maccabees has undergone numerous variations. Moreover since M. Guerin,

so he assures us, has found human bones in one of the troughs above the

mosaics, which latter are certainly Christian, this re-utilization of the tomb

for burying purposes is hard to reconcile with the idea of a purely religious

consecration by which he has attempted to explain the inconvenient and

unexpected appearance of this cross.

Briefly, the identity of el Midieh and Modin does not necessarily imply

an identity between the ruins of the Christian tomb of el Gh’birreh and the

mausoleum of the Maccabees, any more than the identity of Tibneh and

Timnath-Serah implies, to the scientific mind, identity between one of the

tombs in the necropolis there with the tomb of Joshua. To adopt this plan,

it would be easy to people Palestine with historic tombs, for there is hardly

a place of any antiquity which has not its necropolis attached, where the

boundless field for selection is all that hinders one in finding places as fancy

dictates, for the celebrated personages who were doubtless buried there.
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A good critic will therefore do well, I think, to maintain an attitude of

prudent reserve with regard to the identification of the ruins of El Gh’birreh

with the mausoleum of the Maccabees, after the precise information I have

supplied.

As for the aspect that this mausoleum must have presented, judging

from the Book of Maccabees and from Josephus, I consider that nothing can

give a more accurate notion of it as a whole and in detail, than certain

sepulchral monuments that are still visible at several places in Syria, for

instance at Hurmul, Sueldeh, H&ss, el BAra, D&na, and elsewhere.*

However, I will not here involve myself in this archaeological discussion,

it would take me far out of my way. I shall resume it elsewhere.

K'blir el Yahiid.—We availed ourselves of our stay at el Midieh to make

a detailed examination of the very curious necropolis in the neighbourhood,

k’bOr el yahOd near el midieh.

which is known by the name of K’btir el Yahtid, and made some drawings

of it. First, a general view, showing the exterior aspect of some of these

tombs, with their rectangular graves hewn in the rock and furnished with a

* Renan, Mission de Phenicie, p. 118. De Vogii<5
,
Syrie Centrale

,
Architecture civile et

religieuse, plates, i, 70, 74, 75, 77. The first of these monuments especially, with the pyramid
that surmounted it, the colonnade that surrounds it, and the trophies of arms sculptured upon
it, seems to me to correspond in rather a striking way to the descriptions of the Mausoleum of
the Hasmonaeans.
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groove to hold the large blocks that covered them. Alongside the

opening of one of these tombs traces of vats and

presses are visible.

Here are a plan and sections of one of the most

remarkable of these tombs. The rectangular grave

forms the frame of a staircase of four steps, leading

to a chamber with a low ceiling and three demi-

cupolas covering three sepulchral troughs, an arrange-

ment that strikingly reminds one what the primitive

chamber in the edifice at El Gh’birreh must have
Scale xfof. been Uke originally, before it was restored.

B

DETAILS OF ROCK-HKWN TOMBS AT k’bOr BL YAhOd. Scale rfo.

A. Plan (the dotted lines indicate the groove intended to admit the covering block).

B. Section along the axis on A-8.

C. Cross section on E-F (the observer having his back turned to the door).

D. Cross section on c-D (the observer looking towards the door and the steps).

E. Plan of the covering block.

K. Lateral elevation of the same block.
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Here again is another tomb of a similar type
;
the rectangular grave

opens directly into the vault, which consists of two arcosolia (demi-cupolas),

arranged symmetrically to right and left.

A b

C. Section on a-b. Scale
xfa. D. Section on C-D.

The sections show the covering block in its place in the groove running

round the top of the hole.

This tomb presents a striking likeness to the one with a Greek

Christian inscription that I have described a short way back (p. 356), near

Khiirbet Zakariyeh, and both are strikingly reminiscent of certain tombs at

Kokanaya in Northern Syria, which are well known to be of the Christian

period.*

El Midieh and its Neighbourhood.—The various groups of ruins near

el Midieh which I had examined some years beforet are called : Khiirbet

el Hammdm
,

Khiirbet el Lauz
,
Khiirbet el Kal'a; they belong, say the

fellahin, to a town formerly called el Munieh. The plural of the ethnic

Medndwy is Meddnweh, and also Medaw'neh. The inhabitants of el Midieh

came originally from Ya'bad, to the north of N&blus, at any rate one branch

of them did
;
they belong to the clan

(
hammdleh

)
of es Sadakiyeh

* Cf. particularly the one represented in Plate No. 96 of M. de Vogiid's Syrie Centrale.

The epitaph cut on this is exactly assignable to the year 368-369 of our era.

t See infra, Appendix.
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Various Observations .—On making a fresh visit to the village of

el Midieh I noticed a fragment of a marble slab having incised, on it a

Greek cross inscribed in a wreath. It closely resembled a slab used in

the decoration of the Sakhra at Jerusalem.

— One of our workmen at el Midieh declared he knew of an inscribed stone

at KhGrbet el Hammftm. He was to look for it next day, but I never heard

any further tidings of it.

— At Beit Liki4 there is said to be an inscription over a door.

— Another inscription was mentioned as being near KMrbet Rakkftbis.

— One of the workmen engaged on our excavations, who belonged to

Na'lin,# a little to the north-east of el Midieh, brought me some fragments of

an ossuary of soft stone, ornamented with rosettes of an ordinary type

engraved with point, which he had found in an old tomb near the village. I

went there myself to make sure of the fact, and saw there another ossuary in

a complete state, also of soft stone, furnished with four rests, a roof-shaped

lid, and notches to assist in moving it about. The fact is interesting, as it

shows that the use of these ossuaries, which properly belong to Jewish

archaeology, extended at least as far as these parts.

Beit 'Or and el Jib .—On Monday, September 14, I left el Midieh for

Jerusalem, where I was wanted on business in the matter of Gezer. I merely

went straight there and back, returning late the next night.

On this hurried journey I could only make very short observations.

The ascent between the two Beit
c

t)rs (Beth-horon the Upper and the Lower)

is called el'Arkfib ; it is a bad road, cut in the living rock, with small steps

here and there. At the top, on the left hand, is Khurbet Rds S'nSbar
,

where are hewn stones and lintels with rosettes. After the first hill, in the

middle of the road, is a piece of a milestone (?). Near Beit
*0 r el Fokft, on

the ancient way, to the right, are numbers of small steps cut in the rock
;
a

birkeh with a staircase hewn out in the rock.

— At el Jib, the ethnic of which is Jiw&by in the singular, J&w&beh in the

plural, I was told of a cave with writing over the door. I visited it on my
way back. - It is a rock-hewn tomb, one of a group lying near the rather

extensive ruins of Iben Nada, to the west of el Jib. I did, in fact, notice over

the door the remains of an inscription in square Hebrew characters, but

* One of the subscribing witnesses to a deed of gift of Baudoin de Mirabel, in the year 1 167

(Paoli, Cod. Diplom,. I, 313), bears the name of Isaac of Naaltin. I believe he belonged to our

village of JVa'lin.

3 c
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could only make out the first letters VT’ ? “ Yeho

(Commencement of a proper name) ?

From el Midieh to Gaza.

We left el Midieh on the Saturday morning for Gaza, passing through

Ramleh and Berk&, where we slept. At Berk& is the sanctuary of the

eponymous saint Ncby Bark (jy),* regarded in tradition as a son of Jacob.

Ascalon .—Next day we proceeded on our way to Gaza. As we

passed through Jorah, near Ascalon, I copied some Greek characters of the

Christian epoch, cut on two fragments of a marble slab. The letters A C K

that appear on one of them may perhaps have been part of the name

'A<TKa\a)v or 'AcrKa\a)pCT7)<;.

A Greek monk from Jerusalem named Parthenios had told me some

years previouslyt that there was at Ascalon a large sarcophagus of white

marble with bas-reliefs of men and horses and an inscription, “ Syriac inter-

spersed with Greek characters.” I was not able to ascertain what foundation

there might be for this statement, so I set it down here for the benefit of

future explorers.

Barbard.— At Barbara is a wely consecrated to Sheikh Yfisef This

is quite an historical personage. We are in a position of certainty on this

matter, thanks to a passage in the Arab chronicler Mujir ed Din,% who tells

* Also pronounced Neby Berg (see supra, p. 192).

t 1870. Carnet III, p. 29 b.

X Bulak Arabic text, p. 491.
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us that there is at Barbara ([&>), a village in the province of Gaza, near

Ascalon, the venerated tomb of a celebrated lawyer, Abu’l Mah&sen Yiisef

el Barbardwy.

Beit Jerja.—A little south of Barbard is the village of Beit Jerja. I

have no hesitation in identifying this with the puzzling place Jarha> a village

of Ascalon according to Y&kClt, which has had its name mutilated into

Jarhar by the Mardsed (cf Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems
,

p. 462). I consider the two readings of the MSS. and are alike

erroneous. The mere restoration of the point of the letter jtm

,

which has

disappeared, suffices to give the name of the modern village («u>y>-).

Gaza.

We stayed at Gaza from Sunday the 20th till Saturday the 26th of

September. We had pitched our tent in the courtyard of the Greek convent,

beside the interesting little church, which it was part of my programme
to study.

• COURTYARD OF GREEK CONVENT AT GAZA.

These six days were taken up in making notes of the numerous
inscriptions and other remains at Gaza, most of which I had already had

3 c 2
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an opportunity of examining on the occasion of my former visit in January,

1870, when I was summoned to that city by my consular duties to direct the

salvage of a French brig that had been wrecked off the coast.

Parlous Observations,-A will begin by making some extracts from the

notes I took at that time.* I am, not speaking of the numerous Greek

inscriptions that I copied there and took squeezes of,—these I shall give later

on, together with some new ones.

— “On the beach at Gaza, about a quarter of an hour to the north of the

Quarantine building, I noticed some sand-hillocks with ruins underneath, com-

prising walls, cemented masonry, potsherds, etc. The spot is called el B'ldkhiyeh

(aj^OLM). Quite close to the Quarantine building are some more heaps of ancient

debris, without name.”

—T Nizlek (the Nesleh of Van de Velde) is someway inland, and, according to

information I received, must be about opposite the spot where the French vessel

‘Cl6mence’ went down, further north than el B’ldkhiyeh, and about one hour distant.”

— “There is a part of the town called Bdb ed Ddrtin. This quarter is near

el Muntdr, and a market is held there. The Christian Arabs pretend that this

name is a corruption of Bdb Detr er Rtim ('the gate of the convent of the

Christians ’).”

— “ Between Sheikh ‘Ajlin and Sheikh Hasan, as you go along the shore from

south to north, the following places occur: Sheikh 'Ajltn ; Zawalan (? a word

partly obliterated); el Kishdneh (aJllaJl); the Quarantine Building; Sheikh

Hasan; then (?) : el B'ldkhiyeh; Hajar en Nusrdny (‘the Christian’s stone’);

es Sid/eh (iil^Jl).”

— “Sheikh 'Ajlin (c;
jlaj*), according to local tradition, was a son of Jacob and

brother to Rflbin. The place with which his name is connected is about an hour

to the south of Gaza, on the sea-shore, and comprises a few small houses built of

loam or mud, and a small mosque on a picturesque cliff by the edge of the sea.

On a block of marble built into a well apparently of some antiquity, quite close to

the sea, was an Arabic inscription considerably worn, which I copied. Translated

it runs thus: ‘Restored this blessed well the Emir Ahmed Aghd, inutesellem of

the liwd of Gaza at the present time. Year . . . (figures obliterated)
l'

— “The memory of Samson has been kept alive in local tradition at Gaza. He
is called in it Shemshdm Abu'l'Asem y\ and Shemshdm el Jabbdr

‘the hero’).”

— “I paid a visit to the Great Mosque. There I noticed on one of the columns,

very high up, a wreath carved in relief, with the seven-branched candlestick inside

it
;
below, a cartouche containing an inscription in four lines. I could not make

out what character it was in on account of the distance, but some of it looked

like Greek.”

* 1870. Carnet III, p. 30, and Carnet IV, p. 6.
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“ I ascended to the top of the minaret so as to get a general idea of the

disposition of the town, but had to come down again hastily and get out of the

place, for some soldiers of the garrison having noticed me from outside, rushed in a

body into the mosque, threatening to do me violence.”

— “ M, Koutzourelli, the Greek consul at Jerusalem, who has lived in Palestine

for many years, told me that there existed at Kkiirbet Tabiyeh (?) about four hours

south of Gaza, in the interior* an ancient sarcophagus, on the lid of which the

figure of a man was carved, Can this be a sarcophagus with anthropoid lid like

those at Sidon ?

Tke small Mediceval Church.—The. small church of the Greek convent,

close to which we were encamped, is rather, from its diminutive size, a chapel

than a church. It is in its way an architectural gem, in a rare state of

preservation, having all the features complete, even to roofing, eaves, and

buttresses. The building consists of a single nave with only two bays, and

was erected by the Crusaders, though apparently on the plan of a previously

existing Byzantine chapel, to judge by the depth of the apse, and also from

materials provided by an earlier structure.

Throughout the building ancient marble columns are used (1) as

bonding-pieces, with the object of binding the walls, which are built of small

blocks; (2) as horizontal courses, lintels, moulded string-courses, and corbels.

The bases of the columns are likewise of marble. The columns and the

capitals belong to another period (earlier than the Crusades). The capital

has neither the proportions nor the general character of the mediaeval period

to which the church belongs.

* Perhaps the Khurbet Zettanieh of Guerin, near the ancient Gerar? The name Tabiyeh

recalls that of Thabatha, an ancient locality that I speak of further on
;
but the distance will not

suit.
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We noticed the following masons’ marks on several marble or stone

blocks that gave signs of the mediaeval tool-marks. (See Part I, the Special
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principal FRONT. Scale

F G

D. Profile of the marble string-course on the front. F. Bases of the columns in the nave.

E. Profile of the stone string-course inside. G. Marble corbel of the side entrance-door.

Scale ,\j-

The Great Mosque.—As has been recognized long since, the great

Mosque of Gaza is simply a Crusaders' church, altered and disfigured by the

Mussulmans, who have appropriated it to the needs of their worship. This
church was built by the Crusaders out of older material, most skilfully

adapted. I will not follow in the steps of so many other travellers by giving

a general description of this edifice. The excellent drawings of M. Lecomte,

executed on a large scale from our detailed observations, though engraved on
a reduced scale, speak for themselves, and are worth more than any descrip-

tion. I will confine myself to putting forward a few statements, laying stress

on those that have escaped the attention of my predecessors.
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Archeological Researches in Palesti/n

M 0 S C U E f

GENERA I. PLAN Of THE f.l'.F \T MOsoUE (CRUSADERS’ CHURCH) AT GAZA ANI) THE ADJACENT

(The black portions denote- the parts built by the Crusaders; the hatched portions those built by the >

A. Pier containing a column with carved shaft ; this will be discussed later on.

B. Pier “of the oozing of blood” (after a native legend connected with the origin of the church,

to have been dedicated to St. John the Baptist).

C C C C. Niches for mihrAbs. D. Mmlmr (pulpit for the khatib). E. Tribune for the readers

<

F. Remains of a small apse. C. Minaret, occuping the position of the central apse.



The church consists of three aisles. 7'he middle one is much higher

than the side aisles, and is formed by two orders of pillars superimposed. On
the four sides of each of the pillars are engaged columns of bluish-grey

marble, with handsome capitals of the Corinthian order.

In the left boundary wall, and in the axis of the three bays nearest the

apse, are cut three square openings, two of which are closed by railings and

serve as windows, and the third serves as door communicating with a large

courtyard belonging to the mosque. Above these three openings are cut
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The church is not regularly orientated, which would seem to indicate

that, though it may have utilized the materials, it has not exactly followed the

original plan of the Byzantine basilica which it is supposed to have replaced,

and which perhaps was not far distant. The Mussulmans have destroyed the

whole of the boundary-wall of the right aisle (as you look in tin* direction of

the apse), and have carried it further to the south, giving it quite a slanting

direction with regard to the axis of the building. Furthermore they have

destroyed the apses and set up in the place of the central one a large minaret,

from the lop of which the eye can rove, over the whole extent of the town.

I [owever, we detected (at v on the plan) the remains of the small apse on the

left side.
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three pointed windows of less breadth, with deep reveals. The fourth bay, on

the side next the door, has only one window, similar to the preceding ones,

but without a corresponding square opening above it.

The wall of the facade is pierced with two similar windows on the same

level, in the axis of the two side aisles, and in the midst, in the axis of the

central nave, with a rose-window, at the same height as the upper story.

This upper story is itself lit (on the left side as you look at the apse) by four

other windows like those below, and cut, as they are, in the axis of the four

bays.

KI.EVATION OF THE FACADE, CLEARED OF THE RlJRIilSH OHSTKUCTINli IT. Scale

The left boundary-wall is flanked on the outside by buttresses, formed of

four weatherings, and corresponding to the bays on the inside, in such a way

as to sustain the side thrust of the cross arches of the aisle.

The original door, which opens out of the north-west front, has before it

a porch supported by four large pillars. This porch, which is well preserved,

though half sunk beneath the rubbish accumulated outside, is extremely

curious, for as far as I know it is the first certain instance we have of the kind

in a Crusaders’ church.

In the facade, over the door, is the rose-window, with a very refined

moulding. This facade, with its pointed gable, its two buttresses, its rose-

window in the centre, and its porch, exactly resembles those of western
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churches of the 12th century.* The general effect, though very simple, is

quite charming. The stones of the facade have suffered a good deal
;
they

are deeply weather-worn, and the characteristic tool-marking of the Crusaders

is only recognizable here and there.

The principal door of the church, which opens out under the porch, is a

pointed arch of three orders, each of which is formed of a torus and a bead,

and resting on an abacus which is prolonged as a string-course to right and

left along the wall of the facade. The abacus beneath the inmost covering

rests directly on the uprights of the door; the springs of the two front

coverings are supported, by the aid of the abacus, on two dwarf columns

surmounted with crocheted capitals. The columns rest on square bases,

ornamented with three vertical flutings.t The archivolt, formed of a

moulding of a plain description, displays at its two springing points a small

acanthus-leaf bent back, handsomely carved in relief. It should be noticed

that the archivolt has a vertical joint in the middle, whereas the inner arches

have keystones.

* Gaza having been occupied and partly rebuilt by the Crusaders in 1149 (William of Tyre,

VII, 1 a), sacked by Saladin in 1170 and finally taken by him after the battle of Hattin in 1187,

the building of the mediaeval church should probably be assigned to a date between 1149 and

1 170. It was probably set On foot by the Templars, who were established at Gaza by Baldwin III,

The documents of the time unfortunately give us no information about this church.

t Compare the similar fluted bases in the porch of the mosque of el Aks&, and another built

into the rampart wall of Jerusalem (near the so-called Gate of Herod, above a loop-holeV See

also supra, that of Neby MCtsa, engraving p. 49.

3 » 2
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All the component parts of this doorway are of marble, as well as the

date, beneath which there appears some more.

of older or jo in, with painted imitation courses. : ,

• :

;

1

The three sections below, compared

with the. plan given above, will conduce to a
I)KT u , TUR srRINniNi; ,.0im oi t»k

better understanding of the. interior disposition

of this remarkable edifice, disfigured as it is by the alterations to which the

Mussulmans have subjected it.

I give also below the details of the construction of the first lower string-

course, which will show how the architects of the Crusaders managed to

incorporate with their work the ancient columns that they made use of.

Hilingua! Inscription in Greel; and Hebrew.—

1

had noticed in i S70, as I

said before, on the shaft of one of the upper columns of the central nave

carved las relief representing the seven-b'M

crown, and below it a cartouche with an inscr;tick mse
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of three lines. I had taken a sketch of it as well as I could, but even with the

help of a field-glass 1 had only been able to make out a lew Greek characters,

the inscription being placed too high, and the letters being moreover partly

obscured bv a thick coating of dust. This time 1 resolved to set my mind at

rest. I caused several ladders to be tied together, and managed to scramble

up to the has relief. I must confess that I did not fee 1 very comfortable when
I found myself perched at a height of over twenty feet on this unsteady support,

the bottom of which rested on the slippery flags of the mosque, and the top
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1

only touched at one point the smooth cylindrical shaft of the column. A
single false step, and I should very likely have keen thrown down and dashed

on the ground. I nevertheless attempted, under these precarious conditions,

to take a squeeze of the bas relief and the inscription after having carefully

cleaned them. The operation was a long one, as I had to deliberate on every

movement, in order not to lose my balance. Finally it succeeded, and I

uttered a sigh of relief when I got back to terra Jinua with good squeezes.

It might have cost me dear, but these art: the slight risks attendant on the

archaeologist’s calling.

However, I was well rewarded for this risky climb by the importance of

the inscription and bas relief. 1 succeeded in obtaining a faithful reproduction

of it, the. interest of which will be shortly apparent. I give, first of all,

the geometrical elevation of the pier A, with the two columns placed one

above the other, of which the upper one bears the bas relief in question.
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Next comes a reproduction on a larger scale of the bas-relief itself.

It measures o"1 ' 48 in height. It consists of a crown of leaves closed at

the top with an egg-shaped gem, and bound round the bottom with a hllet

with its two ends terminating in ivy-leaves. In the centre is carved a

conventional representation of the seven-branched candlestick, Hanked as

usual by the horn for holy oil and the sacrificial knife. This symbol alone
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would suffice to ascribe a Jewish origin to the carving, and the ascription is

expressly confirmed by the inscription below it. This consists of three lines,

incised in a cartouche in relief furnished with triangular auricles, in which

are cut two small palms. The first line is in square Hebrew characters,

apparently of some antiquity.* I read it thus :

2p JP "U rr^n, “ Hananiah son of Jacob.”

From the palaeographical point of view, the shape of the nuns ,
and

from the philological point of view, the use of the Aramaic bar for ben
,

“ son,”

7 are to be noted.

The two other lines are in Greek characters, perhaps of the 2nd

or 3rd century a.d., they read: *Avavlq. v'up ’Icurw, “To Ananias son of

Jaco(b).”

The inscription therefore, it will be seen, is really bilingual, and the two

parts, the Greek and the Hebrew, explain each other in the places where an

isolated examination might result in doubt. The name of Jacob is written

’land*, instead of ’Ia*w/3. It is impossible to suppose that the final j8 has been

accidentally destroyed, my squeeze shows not a trace of it. It was therefore

never cut. Was this an omission on the part of the workman ? I do not

think so. I am rather inclined to believe that a popular abbreviated form

Iako existed, together with Iacdb
,
among the Hellenising Jews. Another

instance is to be found, if I mistake not, in a long and curious tabella

devoiionis incised on a sheet of lead discovered at Hadrumetum in 1890, and

published by M. Maspero.t Here we read twice over : rov 6tov tov ’Afipaav

nai tov ’law tov tov ’Iaxov, “ the God of Abraham (Ja6 Sabaoth is here meant)

and Jao, the God of lakos." M. Maspero proposes to correct to: T(cr)a/<ov, “of

Isaac but is this correction absolutely necessary ? I should believe that it is

the God of Jacob rather than of Isaac that is meant, at any rate the name of

Jacob has as much right as that of Isaac to figure in this well-known formula.

The Hadrumetum text, confronted with that from Gaza, proves to us that the

name of Jacob in its form ’Jaxw became finally assigned to a nominative

* The shape of the heth is not very accurately rendered in the engraving
;

it is really like

this.- n .

t Collections du Music Alaoui, Stfr. I, Livr. 8, p. xoi. It is a magic incantation by which a

certain Domitiana tries to win the love of a certain Urbanus to whom she is attached.
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*Ionos.* We have grounds perhaps for taking this form into account, now
that it has been shown to exist, in explaining those which the name of Jacob

has assumed in the Romance languages: Iago (Diego, Tiago), and Jacques.

This tendency to alter proper names by eliminating the final consonant is

moreover noticeable at an early period among the Jews. There are several

examples of this, but one of the most striking is afforded by the name of

Joseph rpV, which commonly becomes in the Rabbis: •©T’, nDV> and ndY\

Josd, Josah, Josa, and in Greek and Latin (in the inscriptions of Syria)

:

*I<Dor^5, Eilocrrj, lose.

The dative in the Greek portion of our inscription shows that wc

have before us a dedication made to Hananiah son of Jacob and not one

made by him. On the other hand it is difficult to suppose that this is a

funerary dedication, considering the nature of the object on which it appears.

This great column over 4 metres in height, with its handsome capital, is

evidently a portion of an architectural scheme of considerable size. I am
rather inclined to think that it is an instance of a column of honour, on which

the name of our personage, together with the bas-relief, has been carved, in

order to reward him for some services of a religious or perhaps civil nature.

If so, the column would be of the same kind as those of Palmyra, with long

dedications to such and such a personage.t These columns at Palmyra (of

the Corinthian order just like ours) form long avenues or adorn the courts or

porticos of the temples, and mostly, though not in all cases, have brackets

fixed into their shafts, for holding the statue or bust of the personage. As
the Jewish religion does not allow of the representation of the human form,

this representation has been replaced here by the symbolical bas-relief

surmounted by the name of Hananiah.

It is very probable that this column belongs to a colonnade that formed

part of some Jewish edifice, perhaps some monumental synagogue. This

conclusion is interesting, as it might be applied to the other kindred materials

used over again by the Crusaders in building the great church at Gaza, which

have been the subject of various more or less plausible hypotheses. We have

too little information about the history of Gaza during the early centuries of

* I believe I have come across another instance on a titulus from the Jewish necropolis at

Joppa, which I took a squeeze of in 1881. This ends with : wapa I find the same form,

abbreviated, in a graffito from Mt. Sinai (Lepsius, No. 84; Euting, Sinait. Ittschr., No. 510)

where the name IAKU) occurs in combination with that of KOB = {Jacob and Job).

t De Vogii<*, Syrie centralc. Inscriptions simitiques, p. 2
,
and passim.

E 2
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our era, to assert the possible existence in that town of a synagogue as

important as this fine column would imply, at the time to which the

inscription on the latter refers us. # Gaza remained till quite late in the arms

of paganism. It does not appear that the Jews had ever got a footing

there, and they would not have been allowed to choose the time when

Christianity was established there for building a sumptuous edifice devoted

to their cult.

Accordingly I begin to wonder whether by chance our column was

originally in some other town, and was brought to Gaza. One’s thoughts

turn to Alexandria or Caesarea, these being two important centres of Judaism,

and sea-carriage from them being easy. It must not be forgotten that when

the Empress Eudoxia, at the beginning of the 5th century, built the basilica

called after her Eudoxiana
,
on the very site of the Sanctuary of the god

Marnas, she sent thirty-two columns to help build it.+ Where did these

columns come from ? Perhaps the one we are dealing with, and its fellows,

was among the number. According to a not improbable tradition, the church

of the Crusaders of which it now forms part was erected on the site of the

basilica of Eudoxia. However that is a mere conjecture. There were other

Byzantine churches at Gaza, which might have been transformed by the

Crusaders, for instance the churches of St. Sergius and St. Stephen the

protomartyr, built by Bishop Marcianus under Justinian, also with old

materials fetched from a distance : in Proconnesos, at Lacedtemon, at

Karystos, at Sangarios in Caria, etc. Choricius of Gaza has left us some

most curious details about these two churches. The first stood in the north

part of the town, not far from the market, the second near the eastern gate,

on an eminence.

I will add, to complete this description, that this column displays the

mediaeval tool-marking over all its lower part, up to about a yard below the

cartouche
;
above which point it is polished. The primitive surface evidently

must have been touched up in parts by the Crusaders, but, luckily for us, they

have left the bas-relief intact.

Ancient Columns .—Another column displays a cross, originally carved

in relief, and then scraped down by the Mussulmans, leaving, however,

distinguishable traces. On another column I noticed a symmetrical arrange-

* The H/ioatvx'i at Gaza, mentioned by the Deacon Mark in his Life of St. Porphyry
,
was a

Pagan, not a Jewish place of prayer,

f The Deacon Mark, op. ctt., § 84.
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ment of holes, which doubtless served to fasten on a cross, probably a

metal one, with two cross-beams. This cross is of the type known as the

patriarchal, and dates from the Crusading period.

Another column presents numerous horizontal cuts, evidently made by

the rubbing of ropes. This detail alone would suffice to prove that it was

existing before the Crusaders, and has been like the others used over again

by them to build their church. These deep cuts, resulting from long friction,

can only be accounted for in one way. The column must have been placed,

in accordance with a practice still existing, near the mouth ofa cistern or well, to

serve as a support for the ropes belonging to the buckets by which the water

was drawn up. It must have taken years, perhaps centuries, to score the marble

so deeply.

Another indication helps to show that the columns were not made by the

Crusaders themselves, and that is that the columns and capitals, although

built into the piers, are complete. If we had to deal with architectural details

of really mediaeval origin, we should probably find applied semi-columns,

divided into drums corresponding to the blocks behind, as for instance in the

great church at Lydda.

Besides, numerous shafts of columns have been built into the walls

as bonds.

In the inner walls, at projecting corners, I noticed many marble blocks

displaying simultaneously the characteristic diagonal tool-marks of the

Crusaders on one side, and a quite different marking, of the kind known as

“pocking,” on the other. It is probable that these blocks also are part of the

old material that was re-utilized in the twelfth century. Several masons’

marks are carved on them, some occurring repeatedly. (See the Special

Table, Vol. I.) The mark (• appears again on several blocks on the outer

walls.

Sculptured and Inscribed Fragments.—In the flagging of the Mosque I

discovered several ancient fragments : two pieces of marble flagstones with

traces of wreaths carved in low relief.

In the left aisle (as you look at the original entrance-door from the

inside) is a fragment of a marble flagstone, cleft in two, and worn by the tread

of feet, with remains of a Greek inscription, which I copied and took a

squeeze of. It was at least five lines long, one line being in much smaller

characters than the rest. It is too much mutilated for a restoration to be

possible, but was doubtless a dated Christian epitaph, after the manner of

those that I shall give later on,
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I can only make out with certainty the words [Xb(i't) [B]av0ixo[v], “ in

the month Xanthikos,” in line 4, which

were doubtless followed by numeral letters

indicating the day of the month ;
and, in

line 5, the word ii'8(wcuww>s), denoting the

indiction, which must also have been fol-

lowed by a numeral. Line 4 may, perhaps,

begin with the well-known funerary formula,

dveirar/, “rested.”

From another marble flag in the central

nave I copied the letters O N, forming part

of an inscription that has been quite worn away.

On a marble flag in the pavement of the outer courtyard are almost

indistinguishable traces of a Greek inscription, with remains of a cross below.

The first line, which is worn away all along the tops of the letters, seems to

me to be also the beginning of an epitaph :*

[E]N0AAE K[EITAI] . . . “ Here lies.”

Among these flags are perhaps

some of still older date, belonging to

the sanctuary of the god Marnas, if it

be admitted that the Crusaders’ church

was erected on the site of the basilica

of Eudoxia. We know, as a matter of

fact, that the marble slabs which lined

the Pagan temple were placed in front

of the basilica so as to be trodden

under foot.

Inscriptions Discovered at Gaza.

Up to 1870 nothing was known of any inscriptions at Gaza, with the

exception of a small square leaden object, measuring om,o63 by om,o65, which

was obtained in Syria by M. Waddingtont and presented by him to the

Department of Medals at the Biblioth£que Nationale. This object, probably

* For these scraps of inscriptions, compare what is said further on under the heading of the

Gaza inscriptions.

t Inscriptions grecques et latines de la Syrie

,

No. 1904.
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a weight, bears on its face the mark 4^, the Phoenician mem, which is the

well known initial of the name of the god particularly connected with Gaza,

Mamas

;

and on the reverse a Greek inscription of five lines : KoXomas

ini ‘Hpcohov Aio<f>dvrov, “ Of the colony of Gaza, under Herodes Diophantos”

(probably some magistrate of the town). Below are the two letters IE which

appear to be numerals=i5, expressing perhaps the value of the weight/* or

else a date(?).t

* The object in its present state weighs 1 78*5 grammes.

t If these letteis ir
,
which, by the by, cannot be read with absolute certainty, represent a

date = the year 15, two explanations suggest themselves: The year meant may be the year 15,

according to the special era instituted at Gaza by the Emperor Hadrian in 130 a.d., which era

appears (harmonized with the ancient era of Gaza) on a series of coins of the Emperor struck in

that town; in this case the date would be 145-146 a.d. Again, this date may mean the year 15

of the reign of Hadrian, and would correspond to the year 130-131 a.d., if reckoned according

to the calendar of Gaza. It is rather a striking fact that we have coins struck at Alexandria in the

name of Hadrian in 130 a.d. bearing this very date, year 15 (L. IE), representing the 15th year

of the reign of Hadrian as calculated by the calendar of Alexandria, and this calendar, as we
shall see, presents a close similarity to that of Gaza. (Compare likewise the famous Greek

inscription carved on the colossus of Memnon and bearing witness to the visit of Hadrian in the

15 th year of his reign (November 21st, 130 a.d.).) In the latter case we should arrive at tire

interesting fact of which no memory has been handed down by ancient authors or by numismatics,

namely that when Hadrian, on the occasion of his journey to Syria and Egypt in 130, visited

Gaza, where as we know from other sources he had founded important institutions, he bestowed

the title of Colony on that ancient Philistine town.

One of my former pupils, M. 1'Abbe Chabot, who had occasion to visit Gaza early 1893, has

just sent me copies of various antiquities which he saw there. Among them is a square leaden

weight, weighing 144 grammes, and presenting strong affinities with the one above described; it

bears the following inscription in relief

:

LAZPA
TOPANO
MOYNTOC
AIKAIOY

My reading of it is:
vEt«kv <?£// ilyopai’o/iovmo? “Year 164, Dikaios being agora-

nomos.” According to the statement made to my correspondent the weight comes from a place

near Gaza they called Khurbet Lakiyah (sic, I suppose it must be Beit Lahya, north and near to

Gaza, the ancient Bethelia of Sozomenos). If this object really does belong to that neighbourhood,

it may be presumed that the date on it is calculated by the local era of Gaza, which, as will appear

further on, is reckoned from October 28th in the year 61 u.c., this date being therefore 103- 104

a.d. I do not think we may consider the era of the Seleucids, which would give us u.c. 148,

much too far back of course for the paleographic character of the inscription. The reverse of this

new weight bears no symbol as does the other, merely displaying a network of small lines crossing

one another so as to form lozenge shaped compartments.
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I had already collected a number of inscriptions* at Gaza in 1870, and

these were added* to during the stay I made there in 1874. Since then new

texts have been discovered there, and everything points to the conclusion that

Gaza is one of the places in Palestine which has the richest crops of

inscriptions in store for future explorers. To say nothing of the excavations

that would need making and would certainly prove most fruitful, we may
meanwhile discover quantities of texts merely by a careful inspection of the

houses, which are built for the most part with ancient materials. The task is

one of some difficulty, as the inhabitants of Gaza are not as a rule inclined to

be friendly, and the Christian Arabs, who are well-nigh as fanatical as the

Mussulmans, do' not like allowing strangers to enter their homes. They have

much altered since the 6th century, and are no longer the homines honestissimiy

the amatores peregrinornm that Antoninus the Martyr found there. An
excellent method, which I employed with success during my two visits to

Gaza, and can recommend to future explorers, is to get an introduction from

the Greek Vicar
(
Khiiry). Few are the Christian doors that remain closed

when this aid is invoked, and one has a chance even of obtaining access to

certain Mussulman houses.

Here are the texts that I collected in 1870 and 1874, by hunting through

the houses in this fashion.!
-

The exact sources of these inscriptions are difficult to determine. Many
of them were found on the sea-front, not far from the place where the ancient

Maiumas, the port of Gaza, must have stood. In any case they do really

belong to Gaza, at least the greatest part of them, as appears from an express

statement to that effect on one of them, which will be found in its chrono-

logical place
;
for most of the inscriptions have this interesting feature about

them, that they are dated with great exactness.

With a view to complete this series, I have incorporated with it some

new inscriptions that have been noted at Gaza since I was there4 as also

those which had already been copied or squeezed by me and were done over

again. Several of these inscriptions have just been published by Father

* They are set forth in the Revue Archeologique for June, 1872, pp. 398, et seq.

t To this series must be added the three more or less well preserved inscriptions discovered

by me in the Great Mosque, and given above.

X A letter from the Abbt* Chabot, informs me that the Greek vicar of that town has at his

house several Greek inscriptions recently discovered in the environs, particularly at Gerar. I am
sorry that I cannot add these new texts to the present list

;
but I hear we may hope to see them

shortly published in the' Revue Biblique (1893, p. 244).
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Germer-Durand,* but I did not know of this till after these pages were written.

As will be seen, my readings differ from his in some points, and I have drawn

attention to these in a note when I thought it worth while. There is a more

serious discrepancy in the calculation of the dates of the era, or rather eras,

employed in these inscriptions. The chronological discussion that will be found

further on will, I hope, place beyond a doubt the conclusions at which I arrive,

and which are distinctly at variance with those of Father Germer-Durand.

1. In the house occupied by M. Pickard, an employ^ in the Egyptian

Telegraphic Service. A slab built into the facing of the embrasure of a

window. Width om *32. Copied and squeeze taken in 1870. The inscrip-

tion is imperfect, and the characters carelessly cut.

/UO<? fJL ev fJ-T](vl) .... flfi

’A/xeV( ? ) oe

“ mios ? in the month (in the year)

540. Amen ”

This is an epitaph, perhaps with the name Abraamios .t The isolated

/a before eV prj(vl) appears to have a sign of abbreviation on the right stroke

of the letter. In front of the numeral letter p (line 2) there may have been

another numeral letter denoting the units :
“ the year five hundred and forty

something.” ’Apiv is for *Aprjv (as in No. 20). We shall find in these

inscriptions several cases where the 17 is replaced by an e, and it is not

necessary to suppose that this liturgical word was here borrowed directly from

the original Hebrew form Amen.
2. House of ‘At&’llah et Terzy. Small marble slab in the flagging,

om,24 X o’
n,
24 ;

found near the shore. Squeeze taken in 1874.

* <ByjKT) rov fxaKapi((ti)rdTov Zijv(a))vo<s vtoi) BaXvos

kcu MeyaX^s* iKareredr) prjvl *T(ir)ep/3epeTeov fin',

rov erovs, IvS^ktivpos
)
yi' (and a palm-branch).

“ Tomb of the blessed Zeno, son of Balys and

of Megale; he was deposited on the 22nd of the

month Hyperberetaeos of the year 565, in the indic-

tion XIII.”

fceHkHTOrU^KAPI
OT^TOY^HNONOcvi
°VUMYoC|rA,litf ra

AHcefaTdeeH
UttNlYU€PU€p«T£°!

ukToy^^Toyc
INA. ri

* Revut BibliqutfX892 , p. 339 ,
and 1893 ,

p. 203 {.cf Cosmos, April 2nd, 1892 ).

t As in No. 10.
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The B’s incline to a cursive small capital form, of which examples are

found in Byzantine palaeography at the end of the fifth century
;
we shall

notice the same phenomenon in the case of alphas in No. 7a. In the name of

the month, the it has been replaced by a /8, and at rendered by c.

'EKareTSrj is a solecism* for KarereBt), and will be encountered again. The

genitive patronymic BaXvos implied a nominative BaXv?, on the analogy of

tx#v's, hgOvos. The origin of this name, which is here first met with, remains

in obscurity. I am not convinced that it is Semitic.t Might BaXvs be for

BaX^s (= Valens
,
OvaX^s), incorrectly referred to the i\Ov<i type or declension ?

The metronymic Megale, “the Tall” (fern.), may be reckoned among proper

names already known : Meyioros, a man’s name in an inscription from

Sueida, in Batanaea, a} Meyurrw, a woman’s name, in books and inscriptions,

and Meya?, which is quite common. § The name Megale occurs again in

inscription No. 4, which, although carved twenty-four years later, so

essentially resembles this, that one is forced to conclude that it relates to the

same Megale, mother of Zeno. I shall revert to this question.

3. From a copy made at Gaza by the Russian Archimandrite of

Jerusalem, Mgr. Antonin, and kindly communicated by him in 1870:

—

* € N 0 A A €

KAT€T€0H
OM AKAP IOC
TCPONTIOCTH
KBMAWOYINA'i A
T0YA04»€T0YC

“ Here was deposited the blessed Gerontios, on the 22nd of the month

Loos, indiction IV, of the year 571.”

* The occurrence of it has perhaps been favoured by the oft-recurring formula CvOulc

KttTereO/}, the final epsilon in cV0a<5e having managed to get joined on to the verb.

t C/., however, B«X«? in an inscription from Sala in Batanaea (Waddington, op. cit.
t

No. 2260).

} Waddington, op. cit., No. 2328.

§ Cf. for the meaning, iVij, a Nabataean female proper name, and a Palmyrenian

male proper name, both taken from the root ViJ, “to be tall.’*

^ 'EvdaSe Karcrcdr) 6 paKaptos

Yepovnos, rf} k$ pr}(oo<s) A(oov

luh{lKTL(OVO<i) S' TOV a0(j>' CTOVS.
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4, House of ‘Atct’llah et Terzy. Small marble slab in the flagging of the

courtyard, broken away on the right side, and broken in two. Height om *3o.

Squeeze taken in 1874.

Below, a cross and a palm-branch.

fSeHKHffc
I'OeWAOTHC^

TfrHAfcANo*
KkIHt rAMIC
TTAH#2ANei q.\

TOf «"¥M )V\
•f-NA]/: -U

* Syrr) parapiag] MeoSdryg, b[vyarpdg] rod

/jLanapi(coTdrov) [BaXvos] rat MeydXrfg' d[ye\ndy fiy[vIJ

&avOu<(ov) ? . . . tov 9ir<f>' erovfV] (i)uBi(KTtd»nog)£

“ Tomb of the blessed Theodote, daughter of the

blessed [Balys] and of Megale
;
she rested on the

(?)9th of the month Xanthikos, in the year 589,

indiction VII.”

The form weirdy is well known in Christian epigraphy* EclvOikos is

perhaps written in the abbreviated form tjavOuc., and the 9, which might to

some eyes look like an O altered by the stonecutter, stands perhaps for the

figure 9, and belongs to the indication of the day of the month, which is

always expressed in these inscriptions.

This epitaph, as I have already remarked, offers so many features of

resemblance to No. 2, that it cannot be doubted that they belong to the same

family ; the resemblance between the characters and the shape of the palm

branches, as well as the occurrence of the metronymic Megale, hitherto

unknown in Greek onomastics, seem to be conclusive on this point. We
must likewise take into account the significant fact that the two funerary

slabs, having been conveyed to the same building, cannot have been found

very far apart. Accordingly I have not hesitated to restore the patronymic

Balys, which has been removed by the breaking of the stone. Unluckily this

latter prevents one seeing whether the B assumes here the same characteristic

shape as in No. 2. Theodote was the sister of Zeno, both were the children

of Balys and Megale. Theodote died twenty-four years after her brother. In

the interval their father Balys himself had died, as is shown by the epithet

“ blessed ” which is here attached to his name. The mother Megale was the

only survivor.

5. House of Saltba *Awad.

A. Marble slab in the flagging of a high chamber; on’*36 X ow -2 5. The

* Renan, Mission de Phhiicie, p. 391.
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lower half of the inscription is wanting. Copied in 1870; squeeze taken in

1874.

^ 'Evda&e /carcre^J 'trl(f>avo<i 6

£v\a/3(ecrTaTOs), w(vt)

Here has been laid Stephanos, the very pious,

on the 8th of the month.

B. Marble slab in the flagging of the same chamber
;

is probably the

lower half of the preceding inscription. om .36 X om, 25. Copied in 1870. I

unfortunately did not make a squeeze of this second fragment, which would

have enabled us to judge whether it fitted on to the preceding. It has every

appearance of being the sequel to it.

Aecriw rjf, Ivh(LKnu)vos)^, rod 6
p<f>' erovs

Dcesios, indiction II, of the year 599.”

For the use of the title euXa/JecrraTos compare an inscription from Deir

Eiyhb, " in Auranitis, where it is applied to an Igumen.

6. House of Saliba ‘Awad. Fragment of a marble slab trimmed and

used in the flagging of a mashrabiyeh. Breadth, om, 20. Squeeze made in

1874. The greater part of the inscription, which was a dated Christian

epitaph similar to the preceding ones, has disappeared.

UO . ... TOV (ft' CTOVS

. of the year 500
”

The numeral letter </>' only gives us the hundred figure of the date
;

it

may have been preceded by one or two others expressing the tens and units.

7 a. On a limestone slab, evidently intended to be built in somewhere.

* Waddington, op. c/C, No. 2413 a. For this reason I prefer to restore evXafiemaTot rather

than dAdfiifi, which is suggested by Father Gcrmer-Durand. (Revue Bibliqut for 1893, p, 204.)
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The inscription was copied by Lieut. Kitchener and published in the

Quarterly Statement of 1878, p. 199, with an attempt at a transcription and a

translation by me, from the copy that had been sent me. According to the

somewhat vague information I received, it appears to have formed part of one

of the four pillars marking the four corners of the race-course at Meiddn cz

Zeid, to the east of the town, above the Munt4r.
#

The object was afterwards acquired by M. Chevarrier and presented by

him to the Louvre, where it is now exhibited as No. 3266 in the room

devoted to Christian Antiquities.t

The characters are deeply incised and in a perfect state of preservation.

It is still possible to make out the lines ruled by the stone-cutter and traces of

red pigment at the bottom of the letters. The inscription has been cut away

at the bottom at the 7th line, of which only traces remain.

* tov K(yplo)v rj yrj /cat to 7T^yjpcojxa durr/s.

Rut ’A\e£av8pov Statcovov irrXaKcoOr)

ra atSe, erovg X, TlepirCov

“»(?)

The earth is the Lord’s and the fulness

thereof. * Under the direction of the Deacon

Alexandras was executed the paving, in the

year 6oo(?), in the month Peritios

The first two lines are word for word the first verse of Psalm xxiii

(xxiv) in the Septuagint Version. This same verse appears in an epitaph

* Another of these pillars (the one marking the south-west corner), formed of grey granite

and 18 indies in diameter, is said to likewise bear an inscription, but much worn and half buried.

It was not copied unfortunately. The Meidan of Zeid, or Abu Zeid, of Gaza, is stated by

Makri/i (Khitat II, p. 397) to have been founded in the year 723 of the Hejira by the famous

Emir Sanjar el Javily ('Alam ed din Abu Sa'kl), who had successively filled the posts of Mokaddem
of Syria, inspector of the two Harams, and Naib of Jerusalem, Hebron and Gaza. He had

erected in these three towns numbers of important structures mentioned by Mujir ed Din (op. at.,

pp. 58, 390, 266). It was he, says Makrizi, who made Gaza a flourishing town; he built there a

bath, a fine mosque, a chafcite medreseh, a khan
( JjuluAI ), a hospital (marestdn) and the castle.

The same author informs us that this Sanjar erected various buildings at other places in Palestine:

the great Khan of Kakun
;
the Khan of Kariet el Kethib ( ; cf the el Kdhib el Ahmar,

mentioned supra in my account of Ncby Mfisa); the arches
;
perhaps aqueduct) in the

forest of Arsuf <LU); the Khan Resldn
,
at HamrA in BeisAn (probably the modern

Khan cl Ahmar, cf. Memoirs, II, pp. 105, 119; I believe that the mosque there, now called that

of 'Alam ed Din
,
actually took the name of our famous Emir for its designation).

t Father Germer-Durand has published it anew (Revue Biblique, 1893, p. 205).
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at Deir Sambil (Cassiotide and Apamene ), dated

420.*

The second alpha of

’AXcfavSpov and the alpha in Btarovov incline to the shape of cursive

minuscules, as I noticed in the case of a Judseo-Greek inscription at Jaffa

already given (p. 134). Compare also the cursive minuscule shape of the $
in No. 2. The word wSe, which is an unmistakable reading, is rather

embarrassing. Is it SSe, “here” :
“ the

(
. .

. )
which are here” ? or can <u8e

be a mis-spelling of ovSea, plural of oflSas, “ ground, pavement ”
? (cf a>8os for

ovSos, threshold). The word belongs, it is true, to the language of poetry,

but it is not an uncommon occurrence for poetical words of this description to

be used in certain dialects. In any case the inscription relates to a fixing of

slabs, executed under the direction of the deacon Alexandros, covering the

ground or inner walls of some edifice, probably a religious one. This

operation is mentioned in other Syrian inscriptions, for instance on a stele

dated 272 a.d., at ‘Ayfin in Nabatena : ’Etr\a.Ka>[6Jr) to Upoo ini ’AXe^ai/SfpJov

B[a0]ovpou ot>£Tp(cu'ou).t At Abila of LysaniasJ we read in a Christian

inscription
;

’Eart, etc rov lepano\{eiov) 6 c/x/SoXos kn\aK<tiO\y)]. Here the

work is ascribed not to a simple deacon, but to a bishop. The operation is

always denoted by the expression in\ai«o0r), “was covered with slabs,”

balated as we might say with the Syrian Arabs. Is the M preceding the

name of the month Peritios to be regarded as a number, equivalent to 40, and

to be connected with the x' going before it, which is certainly a number, thus

making the date 640 ?§ I do not think so. I regard this M as the first

letter of the word p,r}(vo<s) or p^vl), “month,” which is always expressed in

our inscriptions before the name of the month by an M surmounted with a

small h. This h, which is not essential, has been omitted. Besides, we
have noticed in our Gaza inscriptions that in a number made up of several

figures the figures always follow in order of magnitude from small to great.

Consequently if in this case the engraver had meant to write the year 640

(600 -j- 40) we should have MX (40 + 600) and not XM (600 -f 40). The
name of the month Peritios was doubtless followed in line 7 by one or two

figure-letters denoting the day of the month and perhaps the number of the

indiction
;
but unfortunately there is nothing left except the tops of the letters,

* Waddington, op. tit., No. 2665

t Waddington, op. tit., No. 1984b. We must understand by lepou not a building, but the

sacred precincts open to the sky, which the Semites call the haram .

% Id. ib., No. 1878.

§ Father Germer-Durand is of this opinion.
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and it is impossible to make anything out of them. Although this inscription

is not sepulchral, it is to be presumed that the date is calculated by the

special era used in epitaphs at Gaza. I shall shortly treat of this era at

greater length.

71:. I will recall here fro memorid an inscription cut on another of the

four pillars of the same race-course, which was only given as a transcription

in the Quarterly Statement (1875, p. 159), and a little more correctly in the

Memoirs (III, p. 250): Ao/iean,Ko(s) imep AopeariKov vlov aveOrjae p
e “ Domestikos consecrated for his son Domestikos . . . .

” The

inscription does not read like an epitaph, it seems rather to have been a

consecration of a religious kind, made by a father for his son, bearing the

same name as himself. This name Ao/aefrn/co?, a Helleniscd form of

domestiats
,
exists in an epitaph in the Greek Anthology (App., 345); some

have sought to read it on a Carian coin (Mionnet, Suppl. ,
VI, p. 550).

8. House of Saliba 'Awad. Slab of marble om,86 by o'" ‘43, built into

the flagging in the interior of the maskrabiyeh .

taken in 1(874.

K(upi)€, avavaverov trjv BovXrjv crov Csiyovv-

Oav XeovTiov' ivOa&t KareTtOr) pv)(vl) A<oov Ka\ rov

a^', lvh(lKTlUHH)<s) S'. ^
“ O Lord I grant rest to thy servant

Digountha, daughter of Leontios
;
she was laid

here on the 21st of the month Loos in the

year 601, indiction IV.’'

The female name Digountha is new, and does not appear to be Hellenic. 4'

The large cross carved below the inscription is placed on a trefoiled symbol,

which in the convention of ancient art stands for a mountain or a hill.

I think this should be looked upon as a symbolical representation of Golgotha

Copied in 1870; squeeze

*
l .should lie inclined to assign to it, as Father Germer-iturand does, a Germanic or at

least Occidental origin.
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or Calvary, which
'

popular belief in very early times began to regard as an

eminence (“Mount Calvary”). This arrangement recurs

in Nos. ii and 13, and (probably) 24.

The expressions SouXos, 8ovX>^ “ (male or female)

servant of God.” when used of a person in an epitaph,

imply that he or she is dead.

9. House of J tries Na'mat. A long slab of marble

broken in two; ora 70 by o,n *27. Squeeze taken in 1874.

* ’{LvOaSe fc(e)£r(<u) 6 tov X(/hctto)v 80OX0? k(cu) 4v

ayiOL<s, *A/3paa/uos IlaTpuaou, SiaK(or'Os), rfi 4nayop(4v'i)) 8',

tov a^' erovs, ivS(iKTia>vo$) 8\#

“ Here lies the servant of Christ, and among the

Saints, Abraamios, son of Patrikios, deacon, the 4th

epagomene (or additional day) of the year 601,

indiction IV.”

10. Greek convent. Marble flagstone ; om,65 by om ‘5o. The right

corner is wanting. Below the footed cross, which appears on the engraving

below the inscription, is an egg-shaped symbol. Squeeze taken in 1874.

Mijrpas tea. 7To>v to Xoi[ttov] , .

TMHTPACKAy (3eCov avrov, eV0a[8e] Trapayever[o']’ avtirarj Si 4k

7TG) N TO XO I TT\ tuv avrov 4v pr}{yi) rop7r(taiov) S’, tov

BCIOYAYT 0Y(:N\ ag Zt(ov)<;, IvS(iktio)vo$) €'•

A6TTAPA f€N£“k “ Metras .... the remainder (?) of his life,

ANGTTAHACCK \ came here; he rested from his troubles on the

SSromi\ «*. f
th

v.
month Gorpia:os of the ycar 601

'

TOYAX € 13

1

NAS €
'“

as 'is a contracted form, already known,

A, J of Metrodoros. Father Germer-Durand, who

k 1 also noted this inscription in 1892,+ proposes

j

to restore thus : KafYaXeiTrwj/] to Xoi[m>v tov]

./ ft(e)iov, “ having left the rest of his life.” The
formula is a singular one. It points perhaps to an early death. HapayeVcro is

solecism for Tra.peyf.vtTO. The formula averrar) 4k to>v poxOivv, “ he rested from his

troubles,” which recurs in No. 16, is interesting. It shows the special sense

formula is a singular one.

* Father Germer-Durand reads
’

Afipaa/i TIiit/hk/ov, which is not impossible. For the

form which I take to be 'Afipan/itos, cf. No. 1. I prefer to assign the title of deacon to the

deceased, rather than to his father,

f Kerne JiUnique, 1S92, p. 241.
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in which we ought to understand the expression aeenayj, “he rested,” which

is so frequent in Christian sepulchral epigraphy, and is, properly speaking, an

abbreviation of the other. M. Le Biant has very appositely pointed out to

me that it is a curious echo of the passage in Revelations xiv, 13: Tea

auaTrarj(rovT(u ck tcjv kottcjv avrojv, “that they may rest from their labours”

(rcquicscant a laborilms stiis). The comparison appears to me the better

founded as the verse begins with these words, paKapioi ol vtxpoi, “ Blessed are

the dead.” We may incidentally notice here the characteristic expression

paKapioi applied so often to the departed in our epitaphs, and in Christian

epigraphy in general. It is especially in Egypt that paKapios is thus used,

and I am not disinclined to believe that the old Egyptian word Jlakhcnt

which uniformly denotes the deceased, has had some influence on the remark-

able career of the Greek word, popular imagination having detected a fancied

relation between these two words, which, of course, are radically different.

11. House of Saliba ‘Awad. Marble fragment in the flarndnir of a hirdi

chamber. Height of the cross, om'i2; squeeze

taken in 1874.

This inscription was doubtless an epitaph

similar to the preceding ones. Only a few letters

of it are left. Below is carved the cross, standing

on a trilobed Golgotha.

.... ro[u a^', IvhiKTian'osi] ....

of the year 601, indiction
”

12. At the house of the Greek Vicar of Gaza.

Copy and reading by Father Germer-Durand. #

On a slab of white marble om * 72 X o"“ 29,

ornamented at the top with a large cross in open

work
;

to right and left two stars and two palm-branches

lozenge
;
below, a small vase. Six lines :

—
on the cross a

* ’Avcnar)
( 17 )

paKap{La) *Adavacia, paj{yX) 'A pTep(i)(rCov it,', tov Ztov9 .

“The blessed Athanasia rested on the 17th of the month Artemisios in

the year 608.”

Ci’SWi'S, April .Mid, 1 Si,.:, p. i X.
('J. Kevin’ JM’/b/w, 1.892. p. 2.4 2. According to ;i copy

made by M. Max van Hctohem in 1 89.4, which lie has kindly communicated to me, the sccotul

line runs thus : EIMAKAPH. He noted the dimensions of the slab as 1 t ing o"1
- 30 x o’"' So.

3 o
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It is noteworthy that, contrary to custom, the year of the indiction is not

expressed in this epitaph.

taken in 1874.*

* *EvOahe KtxTeTijdr) r) rov 6(eo)v dovXrj

Overla, 6vy<xT"qp TifioOiov, in fir](nl) Aaurlov at,

rov Kara Va^alovs) ynx', ivh(u<Ti<avo<i) ai. *
“ Here was laid the handmaid of God,

Ousia, daughter of Timotheos, on the 1 t th

of the month Dacsios, in the year 623

according to the people of Gaza
,

indiction

xir

The female name Ousia (“essence”) is

new. Karcrr/dry is for KareriOr]
;
we shall

find this error repeated in the next inscrip-

tion.

'The era of Gaza, mentioned at length in

this inscription, gives us the chronological key to this series of dated epitaphs.

I shall shortly revert to this important question. We might also restore

Kara Yatfav) “ according to Gaza,” instead of Kara Fa{(acovs), “ according to

the people of Gaza,” and put the name of the town or the ethnic in the

genitive instead of the accusative, Kara governing either case in this formula,

as various examples prove. I have preferred to rely on the form of the

expression as given at length in the passage where the death of St. Porphyry,

the famous bishop of Gaza, is mentioned by his disciple the deacon Mark,

a passage that presents more than one analogy with our epitaphs :

—

’Ey elprjv'p eKOifiyjdr] (itra rlou ‘AytW firjv\ Ava-rpco Scurepa erovs Kara

Ta^aiovs oyBorjKoa-Tcv rerpaKocrcocrroO.

t “ He lay down in peace, with the Saints, on the second (day) of the

month Dystros, in the year four hundred and eighty, according to the people oj

Gaza. "I

13. Marble slab. Squeeze

* This squeeze has unfortunately been lost, and I cannot give the information as to sourct

and dimensions that I wrote on the back of it. All that I have is a photograph of the squeeze

Father Germer-Durand has since noted this inscription in his turn {Revue Bihlique
, 1892, p. 243)

it measures, he says, o’"
'
5 2 x om, 4i, and is now in the keeping of the Greek vicar.

t See the text of the Life of St. Porphyry published in the Abhandlungen of the Berlir

Academy of Sciences f 1 874, p. 215), by Haupt.

+ Goneqiotuling. as we shall see, to l e' ruary 20, in the year 420 of our era.
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1

14A and B. House of Yusef S&bia. Marble slab built into a window-sill,

om‘29 X om '26. The first line is cropped at the top. Squeeze taken in J874.

KajTjejY]^ 0rj 17 ]
hovXrj tov X(p«rro )

v

Seo&dpa, pv)(vl) Aaiaiov e', ro(v)

ivB(iKTLO)po'i) e'. (Palm-branch.)

KaTerrjOv) 6 tov X(puxTo)v SovXos

m(.vl
) 'Tirepfiepe^a(ov) /3k', tov

0fy Iv(Blktlojvos) yi. ^
“Was laid the handmaid of Christ,

Theodora, on the 5th of the month

Dresios, in the year 662, indiction V.

Was laid the servant of Christ,

Elias, on the 22nd of the month Hyper-

beretteos, in the year 669, indiction XIII.”*

This double epitaph carved on the same slab is probably one of a wife

and husband, whose deaths occurred at an interval of seven years. The

mis-spelling Karen} #17 which we have already found in the inscription before

this is here twice repeated.

15. At the house of the Greek vicar of Gaza. Father Germer- Durand’s

copy and reading.! On the white marble slab, om,36 X om,
2i. Six lines.

p *Ev6d8e /((ejiTcu 17 tov X(pto-To)

v

Sovh) McyiorqpCa, Ti/ioOeov Qvydrqp,

tov J3lov dnoOeplve, iv pt}(vl)

Aaior[fja> St', tov y\' erovs,

«'S(lKTl<y*'Os) fii,

“ Here lies the handmaid of Christ, Megisteria, daughter of Timothcos,

* Father Germcr-Durand has also noticed this inscription, and published it in his turn in the

Revue Biblitjue (1894, p. 248), but he is mistaken in reading in the fourth line g-roi'v), “ of the

year,” instead of «•', iov. The e has over it a mark clearly showing that it is the figure 5. besides,

one is bound to expect the day of the month after the mention of the month Diesios. Similarly

at the end of the 7th line the reading i‘7rcf)ft</>n(tn'ov) s', the 6th of the month “ H) perberetaos,” is

a mistaken one. My squeeze shows clearly BK (=22). The dates he gives as being the

corresponding ones in the Christian Era (years 723 and 730) instead of 602 and 609, result from

a palpable slip on his part in adding the number 61 to the years as given in the era of Casa

instead of deducting it.

t Cosmos
,
April 2nd, 1892, p. 18. Cf. Revue Biblique, 1892, p. 243.
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having laid down her life on the r 4th of the month Dmsios, in the year 33,

indiction XII.”

The name of Megisteria is new. *A7ToOe/xeve is for avoOeixein/,
from

aTTOTiOrjiu . and not for arroTefieor) as Father Germer-Durand supposes.

It is evident that in 33, the figure denoting the* date;, the hundreds have

been omitted; we shall find the same peculiarity in the two next epitaphs.

This apparently was a custom on all fours with our modern one of writing 93

for 1893. What figure is to be supplied? </>',= 500 or ^',= 600? In the

latter cast; one might perhaps suppose that the deceased was a sister of the

Ousia, herself a daughter of a Timotheos, whose epitaph has been given

above as No. 13 : the two sisters, on this supposition, would have died at an

interval of ten years. However, 1 do not think we need take up time with

this conjecture;, for, as will shortly become evident, the date (6) 33 is entirely

at variance with the mention of the indiction. The restoration (5) 33

would be nearer the mark, but there is still a discrepancy of a year to be

accounted for. This question will be examined later.

16. In the house of a native of the Greek faith, whose name I have

forgotten to note. A marble slab, imperfect at the top; breadth om *55

Copied and squeeze taken in 1870.

[aveTrajr) be ex t(ov avrov fio)(0a)o, ev Atov tov 0\'

crow?, IvS(ikti(ovo<;) y’ (?).

11 he (or she) rested from his (or her) troubles, on the 7th of

the month Dios, in the year 39, indiction III” (?).

The letter expressing the hundreds is omitted, as in the preceding

inscription. The number of the indiction is not sure, the y’ having partly

disappeared, but a numerical calculation will show that it really is that letter,

which stands for III.
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17. House of ‘Abdallah es Serraj : Marble slab said to have come from
Ascalon. Breadth o'" -4 5. Squeeze taken in 1874. Small palm-branch after

the final cross.

*H tov X(puTTo)v k(ou) Ta)v ayL(ov hov\r),

’Ai'acrracria, *la)avvov Maprjafihrjvov, ivOahe

KaTcriOrj, p'qiyi)' Auw Ok', tov i]-n' er(ot;<>),

IvB(lktlo)uo<s)

“ The servant of Christ and the Saints,

Anastasia, daughter of John, a Mareabdenian(?),

was laid here, on the 29th of the month Dios

of the year 88, indiction VII.

The hundreds omitted as in the two fore-

going. The shape of the delta in SovXr) is worth noting, it recalls that of the

Latin uncial D. The r) and the v in MaprjafiSr)vov are joined together.

This latter name has the look of an ethnic, and indicates perhaps that the

father of the deceased, John, came from some town or country which I cannot

identify, called Mareabda. If, on the contrary, it is a regular patronymic of

John, it might be compared with the name Ma/oeajSSij?,* borne by a chorcpiscopus

who came from the banks of the Tigris or the Euphrates, and was put to

death by the Persians.

18. Copy made at Gaza by Mgr. Antonin, who was kind enough to

communicate it to me in 1870.

_ *
* K6AN API AYCON
THNAOYAHNCOY
AN ACTACI AN€H I

MAXOYAd>€CT
€N0AA€KAT€

K(vpi)e, avarravarov rr)v hov\y)v crov 'Avacrraaiar 'Empa^ov 8^>ecrr(?).

Ey#a8€ KaTe(T€0T))

“ O Lord
!
give rest to Thy handmaid, Anastasia, daughter of Epimachos,

she was laid here

* Sozomenos, Ecclesiastical History
,
Chap. 11 , ^ 13. The name seems to contain the Syriac

elements Mar, “ Saint ” and abdo. For the latter element compare the name of the Persian

martyr Alnlon
,
whose cult is associated with that of his fellow-countryman Sennen or Zennen

;

for the former element compare the Nahattean name in an inscription from Batanrea

(Waddiu^ton, op. at., No. 2104).

(f

.

ArJWNcTAHAM
[CTACIAIWANNU
\HAPHABA.HJ5£N
I6AMKATEIE6H

,

ipaicjSkts h nETi
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The end of the inscription, which doubtless contained the date, is

lacking. I do not know what to make of the letters following the name

’Ewifiaxov ; they may perhaps have been copied incorrectly.* M. Omont has

suggested to me the correction, (a)<f>icmjK€,
“has departed;” but it is not

easy to see how this verb can be got into the construction of the sentence.

The participle (d)<f>e<rT(v)Kvtav) I hardly dare suggest. Possibly this group of

letters contains some description relating not to the deceased but to her father

Epimachos.

19.

At the house of the Latin missionary of Gaza. Father Germer-

Durand’s copy and reading.t Three lines, flanked by palm branches, on

a slab of black schist, cut at the top in the shape of a semicircle and broken

in two. Letters of the 5th century, roughly cut, with red pigments in the

hollows

:

Mr)v$ Koa-fuavy) Kacr{iyvrjrr)) (av)rov.

“ To Menas, Kosmiane, his sister” (??) Avtov is spelt otov.

20. House occupied by M. Pickard. Slab built into the flagging of the

courtyard, at the foot of a staircase, om,35 X om ’28. Copied and squeeze

taken in 1870.

The slab is broken across and much worn

;

the inscription is very difficult to decipher, and

appears to be imperfect on the right side.

’Avenfar?) ? 6 /xaxap[tos] ’Io)dvv\yj{\

*A 7
)

ecr

“ Rested the blessed Johannes

Amen ”

'Afiyv is spelt ’A/xcV as in No. 1 ;
this fragment is

perhaps of the same period.

21. In the house occupied by M. Pickard. Fragment built in (to the

flagging of the courtyard ?). Length of the line om,6o. Copied and squeeze

* Father Germer-Durand, who has published this inscription in the Revue Biblique (1893,

p. 405) from the same copy, reads : AI<I>€CT instead of A4>€CT, but this reading does not

lead to any more satisfactory meaning.

t Cosmos
,
April and, 1892, p. 16. Cf. Revue Biblique

, 1892, p. 239.
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taken in 1870. Characters roughly cut, greatly worn and difficult to decipher.

’kveirae
(
6
)
fiaic(apLo9). . . .

“ Rested the blessed
”
'Avejrae for avevarj, w for 6 *

22.

House of Haji ‘Othm&n. Fragment of marble used in the flagging

of a terrace. Length of the line om *2i. Squeeze made in 1874.

Tcra/cos ’lou

“ Isakos, son of Iou . . . .

Isakos is the usual Greek transliteration of Isaac. The patronymic was

some such name as Ioulianos.

23. Fragment of a marble slab brought to our tent by a native.

Breadth om'23. Squeeze taken in 1874. Remains of two lines probably

belonging, like the foregoing, to a Greek Christian epitaph.

p (or o>)+ k ? iayds

. . . taco's is the termination of an Hellenised Latin

proper name.

24. In a Greek house.]: Carved marble slab. Height om,
6o. A large

cross placed on a trilobed symbol after the kind of that in Nos. 8, n, 13,

representing Golgotha. On each branch of the cross, and also where they

intersect, is carved a Greek letter. Sketch taken in 1870.

* We have several instances of this in the Greek epigraphy of Syria,

f Or, perhaps, cursive beta
,
of the shape noticed in No. i. In this case, might be the

number 22 used to denote the day of the month.

X I have forgotten the name of the owner. The stone, according to an entry in my note

book, probably came from Ascalon.
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The four characters in the corners and the fifth in the middle make the

2 U> H
C

This is formed of the two words, “ life,”

and “ light,” arranged in the shape of a cross,

with the omega common to both. These two holy

words denote two essential characteristics of Christ,

and there are several instances in Syria of crosses

formed by the intersection of them, for example, on a

bronze patera found on the Mount of Olives, which I

published in 1883,* and on an amulet from Jeball.t These two words, which

the symbolists had used, by an ingenious and mystic combination, to form the

component parts of a cross, are found connected in the well known verse of

St. Damasus which sets forth the symbols of Jesus: “ Spes, via, vita, ratio,

sapientia, lumen." They are found side by side in the octett set out by

St. Irenams4

Aoyov, /cat Movoyevovs, koX Zcofjs, kcli 4><wro$, Kal SwTrjpos, Kal Xp terror),

*cal *TioC ©eov.

25. In a house at Gaza. Portion cut off a marble flagstone, broken into

three, om,40 X om, 45. Found on the sea-shore. Copied and squeeze taken

in 1870.

following combination

* Hevue critique
,
September 10th, p. 194. I will mention one more analogous case of these

two symbolical words on a monument at Anayunt, in Phrygia {Bulletin dc Correspondance

hellcnique
, 1893, p. 288): they are thus disposed:

4>U)jC

ZOOlH

I will cite yet another example of the formula ZtOH UJC, recently found at 'Akrabah in

the Haur&n
(
Statement

, 1895, p. 51, No. 26). In this case it does not present the usual cruciform

arrangement
;
but the order in which the two words follow one another is interesting as showing

in what direction the combination should be read. First the horizontal and then the vertical line

is to he read : $>?), 0<?«, ‘ life, light.” Note that this order is the very same as in the definition

given by St. Irenteus, which I adduced to explain the formula.

f Renan, Mission de Phknicie
, p. 216.

\ Contra fnereseos (Migiie, Patrologio

,

VII, Col. 543).
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The inscription is incomplete on the left-hand side
;

possibly quite

half is wanting.

ite sic Juvenali

de omnes nno

\una or ccter]na trinita [Yj in

*

e dignetur *
9 Ao/u,eT[i]ai'09

at'

b COODM6 SVNJ
Mi\TRlNIT^

CA.0M6-Jj//\W0^
Alt

The Greek portion consisted of two lines, the ends only of which are

left
; the first terminates with the name of Dometianos

,
and the second with

the figure XI, which is probably that of the indiction.

The four lines with which the inscription began are in Latin. This

juxtaposition of the two languages is a very curious fact, and it is a great pity

that this fragment, difficult both to understand and to restore, is all that we

have of the original. The e’s and ds are of Greek form in the Latin text

;

the type of the m points to a late period, perhaps somewhere about the tenth

century. The inscription appears to be a profession of faith concerning the

dogma of the Trinity, possibly derived from the Athanasian crecd. +

What is particularly interesting about this inscription is the appearance

of the name Juvenalis
,
probably the celebrated Bishop of Jerusalem who

lived under the Emperors Theodosius 1 1 and Marcianus. I do not mean

to assert that it is really contemporary with this personage, who played so

great a part in the political and religious history of Palestine in the fifth

century. Although the name Dometianos, contained in the Greek portion,

recalls that of Dometianos, disciple of St. Huthymius, ordained by Juvenalis ;

and although Juvenalis knew Latin, as appears from the Acts of the Council

of Ephesus, in which he took a most active part, it seems impossible, pakeogra-

phically speaking, to make our inscription date back to his time. It may
however be a reference to some episode in the life of Juvenalis that was

* Or trinita[t)i n .... f

t Cf. in an inscription at Ezra’, in Trachonitis (Waddington, op. cit. No. 2501): ?) nova* eV

t’ptadet Kal if t/j ct> fiovaht. See also No. 2261 of the same collection, a mention of the Hym
Tftitls or Holy Trinity.
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concerned with Gaza. We know that he consecrated several bishops on the

coast of Palestine, and in so doing acted for the first time as Metropolitan, to

the great scandal of the Archbishop of Caesarea and the Patriarch of Antioch,

and asserted the supremacy of the see of Jerusalem. * What inclines me to

think that the name Juvenalis here is really that of this historical personage

is the allusion to the dogma of the Trinity that accompanies it. We know, as

a matter of fact, that Juvenalis must have had a particular devotion for the

Trinity, the nature of which was much discussed in the troublous times that

saw the birth of the heterodox doctrine of Nestorius and Eutyches concerning

the two natures of Christ. We are indebted for this characteristic detail to

a letter of the Emperor Marcianus himself) in which he ascribes to the

particular favour of the Trinity the almost miraculous preservation of

Juvenalis, who was menaced in his dignities and even in his life by the terrible

rebellion headed by the monk John. The Emperor expressed himself in the

following terms : “ Juvenalem sanctissimum episcopum et Sancta Trinitas, et,

ut res ipsa ostendit, fidei constantia servavit.”t

26. At Sheikh Riched, on a piece of marble
;
two lines. Copy made by

the Survey Party
(
Quarterly Statement

, 1875, p. 159; and Memoirs,
III,

p. 253). I did not visit the spot, and cannot get any satisfactory result from

the two reproductions, which do not tally with one another. It appears to be

a Christian epitaph on one Elias,

27. The Survey Party discovered at Deir el Belah, to the south of Gaza,

on the coast, two fragments of inscriptions which were given first in the

Quarterly Statement (1875, P* ! 59)» with an attempt at transcription which is

certainly defective
;
and afterwards in the Memoirs (III, p. 248) in fac-simile.

I did not visit the locality, and am only acquainted with these fragments from

these very imperfect reproductions. They appear to be very interesting, and

it is a matter for regret that they were not noticed with greater care. They
seem to belong to one and the same inscription. I recognize in the second

line the names M{arcus
)
Aurelius (AvpeXtos for AvprjXtos) Hadrianus (?)

and Apollodoros in the dative preceded by apa, “with.” The end may
perhaps have run thus :

arro ivy? tov \L0[o<rrp<ar\ov €\))(o[pi<novvres ? ?

* Juvenalis went to the Council of Ephesus with several of these bishops that he had
appointed, notably Nestoras of Gaza, who were his supporters in that memorable struggle,

t Bollandists
, July 2nd, Vol. VII, p. 855 et seq .
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It is to be hoped that some explorer passing that way will take a squeeze

of these fragments, after having removed the mortar which covers part of one

of them. The circle appearing in the drawing of the first, as given in the

Memoirs
,

is a round hole made through the inscription at some subsequent

period.

The Era of Gaza.—As we have seen, the majority of the Christian

epitaphs in this series bear exact dates, containing as a rule the day of

the month, the year of the indiction, and the year according to some era,

which is only specified in one case. Before attempting to determine the

origin of this era, and to harmonize these dates with the Christian era,

I will draw up a table of our dated inscriptions, classifying methodically

the chronological indications they contain. No. 7A is the only one that

is not of a funerary character, but the date on it must belong to the

same era. In several mutilated inscriptions only a part of the date has

been preserved. In others, the hundred-figure has been systematically

suppressed by the stone-cutter himself (see Notes to No. 15). I express

the deficient figure letters by ciphers in parentheses in the first case (o),

in brackets in the second case [o]. In the last column I have inserted the

corresponding date according to the Christian era, based on calculations

which will be explained further on.

I have divided this series of dated inscriptions into two groups : the

first, A, comprising from No. 1 to No. 14a
;
the second, B, from No. 15 to

No. 17. My reasons will be shortly apparent. The latter of the two groups

is characterized by the intentional suppression of the hundred-figure in the

number expressing the years. I shall examine how far it is expedient to

connect or separate these two groups
;
but first of all I shall proceed to a

separate discussion of the group A, which constitutes a thoroughly coherent

whole.

Group A.—What is the era to which the years expressed in this series

of dates is to be referred? Inscription No. 13 gives a categorical reply to

this question

—

the Era of Gaza.

The starting point, or, as the phrase goes in chronology, the epoch of the

Era of Gaza, is indicated on the one hand by a well known and much discussed

passage in the Chronicon Paschale, and on the other by a series of coins struck

at Gaza, in the name of the Roman Emperors, up to the time of Gordian.

By putting these dates together we manage to fix the epoch of the era of

Gaza somewhere about 60 b.c.
;

I say “somewhere about,” for the numerous

savants who have successively taken up the question for two centuries past

3 h 2
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.

are not altogether at one, the discrepancy between their systems being no

less than four years.* According to the most commonly received notion, the

Group A.

No. of the

Inscription.

Year, according to

the Era of Gaza.

Year of the

Incliction.
Month.

Day of the

Month.

Date according to the

Christian Era.

1 S4(°)

t

2 565 XIII. Hyperbereteeos ... 22 16 October, 505.

3 571 IV. Loos 22 15 August, 51 1.

4 5 89 VII. Xanthikos (0)9? (0)4 April, 529.

5 599 II. Daesios 8 2 June, 539.

6 5(oo)

7 A 600 Peritios from 26 January to 24
February, 540.

8 60 X IV. Loos 21 14 August, 541.

9 601 IV. Epagomene 4 27 August, 541.

to 601 V. Gorpiteos 4 1 September, 541.

1 1 601 ’ 54 r -

12 608
!

(Omitted)J Artemisios
!

‘7
I

12 May, 548.

13 623 of the i XI. Dtesios ...
!

-
' 5 June, 563.

Era of Gaza.

14A 662 V. Daesios
• 5 30 May, 602.

j

i 4 '< 669
1

XIII. Hyperberctaeos ...
i

22 19 October, 609.

Group B.

*5 [°j33 t XII. Dsesios M For possible agreements

16
L°]39 III.? Dios 7

with the Christian era,

17 [o]88 VII. Dios 29 made later on.

year 1 of Gaza would coincide with portions of the years 62-61, or else

61-60 b.c. As we shall see, this latter conclusion is the right one.

* A good account of them will be found in Ideler, Handbuch der mathematischcn und
technischen Chronologic

,
I, p. 474 and p. 438, and in Stark, Gaza und die Philisiaeische Kiiste,

p. 513 and p. 518. Cf. Clinton, Fasti Romani, p. 116.

t The (o) indicates a possible unit, or ten-figure, which the worn state of the inscription

prevents us from determining; the [o] (in the case of Nos. 15, 16, 17) a hundred-figure which
has been purposely omitted by the stone-cutter.

| If the indiction had been expressed, it would have been XI,
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It seems as if our inscriptions ought to aid the problem with new

and possibly decisive data, their dates being not only calculated by the era

of Gaza, but harmonized with the years of the indiction . As is well known,

the indiction is a system of computation, Byzantine in its origin, based on a

periodic cycle of 15 years, and commencing with the year 312, each year

being reckoned from September 1 to September 1. Here then we have the

means of checking our calculations, which before was wanting, and the best

system will be the one that agrees with the year of the indiction.

Furthermore, our inscriptions afford us, in addition to the year in the

era of Gaza and the year of the indiction, the month and the day of the

month. To attain to absolute precision the day of the week would be required.

My first step is to note that these latter indications (viz., of month and

day), which are simply concerned with the common calendar, justify in a

remarkable way the conclusions that had been reached about the special

calendar used at Gaza, and more particularly the views of Ideler concerning

the part played in this calendar by the intercalation of the five epagomenal

days. Let us first attend to the calendar, before discussing the era.

It follows from the tables preserved in the famous and invaluable Florence

Hemerologion
,
that the special calendar used at Gaza was arranged as follows:

—

Order of the

Months.
Names of the

Months.
Beginning of the

Months.
Length in

Days.

I* Dios 28 October 3°

II. Apellaeos 27 November 3°

III. Audynteos 27 December 30

IV.* Peritios ... 26 January 3°

V. Dystros 25 February ... 30

VI.* Xanthikos
: 27 March ... .... 30

VII.* Artemisios 1 26 April
{

30

VIII* Dtesios
|

26 May
i

30

IX. Panemos
!
25 June

1

30

X* Loos 25 July
|

3°

X.*A (
Epagometur

)

. .

.

I (24 August) ...
( 5 )t

XI*
I

Gorpiaeos 29 August 30

XII * Hyperberetaeos ... 28 September 30

* The asterisk denotes the names of the months that occur in our inscriptions,

t And six days every four years.
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This calendar is identical with that of the Alexandrians, and like it ts

based on the practice of a fixed solar year (corresponding to the ancient

Egyptian solar year) of twelve months, of thirty days each, with the addition

of five epagomenal days (to which a sixth was added every four years).

The only difference was that at Alexandria the months retained their ancient

Egyptian names in Greek, and the year began on the 29th of August (the 1st

ofThoth= 1 st of Gorpiaeos)
;
whereas at Gaza they preserved the Syro-

Macedonian names of the months, and the Syrian custom of beginning the year

in the autumn, on October 28 (= the 1st of Dios). On this point we have

the explicit testimony of the Deacon Mark of Gaza, in his Life of St. Porphyry
,

which was written in the first half of the 5th century. Mark expressly says

that Dios and Apellaeos were the two first months in the year at Gaza . To
this chronological datum, which Ideler availed himself of, I will add others of

equal importance that I have gathered from the same source, and that he also

might have utilized, (a) At Gaza the months are five days in advance of

those of the “ Romans.” (n) The month Audynceos corresponds to Januaries ;

the nth day of this month is the feast of the Theophanies of our Lord,

corresponding to January 6, Roman style, (c) The 23rd of Xanthikos

corresponds to the 1 8th April among the Romans.* (d) And lastly, the

Deacon Mark gives us the precise date of the death of St. Porphyry, using

the expression I quoted just now.t

A comparison of the table of the Gaza Calendar with the table of the

dated inscriptions that I found there, will show at once that nearly all the

names of the months occur in the latter. (They are marked there with an

asterisk.) The only ones that do not appear are Apellceos
,
Audynceos

,
and

Panemos

;

but it is evident that this is a mere chance, and that some day or

other these three gaps may be filled up by fresh discoveries. Thus the

identity of the calendar is clearly proven.

* All the equivalences given by the Deacon Mark, who was in a position to know all about the

matter, agree exactly, day for day, with the calendar given above, and attest its perfect accuracy,

t See, supra, the commentary on inscription No. 13. M. Omont, the learned Assistant-

Keeper of the Bibliothfeque Nationale, has directed my attention to a manuscript (nth century)

in our collections, containing an abridgement of the work of Mark (probably by Metaphrastes).

The passage relating to the death of St. Porphyry runs thus :
—

’O ?c Sow* Uop^vpw* Uava try

Cvifitwaa* thrvif cKoifiijOq, ptjvi (jievpovapitf rhci'tia ckti), ewioKovijoa* Srif ciKooncooapn, pijvav

Suhica, K-al ypepav orrw. The author of the abridgement has suppressed the date of the year, and
has converted that of the month (2 Dystros) into the Roman style, “ 26 February,” which is in

entire agreement with the date obtained from the calendar drawn up by modern criticism and
with that of the commemoration of St. Porphyry in the menologies.
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We have moreover—and this is particularly interesting—a mention made
of the fourth of the epagomenal days. Further still, our inscriptions furnish

categorical proof that the five complementary epagomenal days—which the

Copts and Arabs ingenuously call “the little month”—were intercalated, in

the Gaza calendar, not at the end of the year as Noris supposed, but, as Ideler

rightly imagined, between the 10th and the nth month (Loos and Gorpiseos),

at the 24th of August ; that is to say that these 5 days, intended to supply

the deficiency in a year of 360 days (12 months of 30 days) had kept

the place they originally occupied in the calendar of Alexandria, on which

the calendar of Gaza is visibly modelled, despite the change made by the

inhabitants of Gaza in the starting point of the year. This is plainly

shown by Nos. 8, 9 and 10 of our inscriptions, which are all dated the same

year 601. This year 601 is made to coincide with the year IV of the indiction

in Nos. 8 and 9, but with the year V in No. 10. Why this discrepancy ?

We at once perceive the reason of it, thanks to the specification of the three

different months belonging to this same year. No. 8 is dated the 21st of

Loos, corresponding to August 14; No. 10 is dated the 4th of Gorpiceos,

corresponding to September 1. Now we know that the year of the Byzantine

indiction began with the 1st of September; consequently the 14th of August

was still in indiction IV, which ended on August 31 (=3 Gorpiaios)
;
but

September 1, on the contrary (=4 Gorpiseos), began the 5th year of the

indiction, and that is why our No. 10, dated the 4th Gorpia;os, is dated

year V of the indiction, and not IV. Thus as we traverse in our inscriptions

the year 601 in the era of Gaza, we have before our eyes the actual transition

from one year of the indiction to another on the 1st of September.

This however is not all. No. 9 is dated the 4th of the epagomense of

this same year 601, and has IV and not V as the indiction date. Conse-

quently we are obliged to place it before No. 10, which is dated 4 Gorpiseos

(= September 1). The five epagomenal days then were intercalated before

the month Gorpiseos, and in the inleri’al between August 23 (= 30 Loos) and

August 29 (= 1 Gorpiseos), that is to say in the very place occupied by the

epagomense in the calendar of Alexandria.

These three dates thus instructively juxtaposed, teach yet another lesson.

This is, that in the year 601 of the era of Gaza the year was reckoned from

the same starting point as in the origin, namely October 28, in contra-

distinction to certain towns in Syria which, in the Byzantine period, had

changed the starting point of their local calendar so as to make the first day

of the year in their own era coincide with the first day in the Byzantine year,
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that is to say the i st of September. This certainly is not without its value,

for it will enable us presently to found our calculations on a basis that is not

liable to be disturbed by this doubt.

I now enter upon the main question, the real starting point of the era of

Gaza. No. 13 of our inscriptions yields a decisive indication on this point,

since it is expressly dated the year 623 of the era of Gaza , the 1 ith day of the

month Dcesios (= 5 June), the nth year of the indiction.

It will be seen immediately that in order to get the date coinciding with

the indiction, we must admit that the 5th of June in year 1 of the era of

Gaza corresponded to the same day in the year 60 b.c.
;

because, if we

subtract 60 from 623, we get 563 ;
now the 5th of June, 563, in our era, was

in the nth year of the indiction, which began on September 1, 562, and ended

on the night before September 1, 563.* Consequently the year 1 in the era

of Gaza must have begun at October 28, in the year 61 b.c., and ended on

October 27, in the year 60 b.c. From this proceeds the following rule:

having given a date in the era of Gaza, if you want to find the corresponding

year of the Christian era, deduct from it :

—

I. 61, if the day of the month expressed in the date lies between

28 October and 31 December, both inclusive.

II . 60, if it lies between 1 January and 27 October, both inclusive.

Applying this rule to the dates of inscriptions Nos. 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13.

14A, 14B, and making this the basis of conversion, the coincidence of the

results with the indictions is absolutely correct, and this agreement in nine of

our inscriptions is quite conclusive.

Only one— I am alluding all this while to the first group—constitutes an

exception, namely No. 2. There is no doubt about the reading in the

excellent squeeze in my possession, and the figure of the indiction is

indisputably XIII. The inscription being dated the 19th of October of the

year 565 of Gaza (= 505 a.d.), we ought to have the indiction XIV, which

began on September 1, 505. and ended on September 1, 506. This solitary

exception is not sufficient by itself to upset the results obtained by the perfect

* I think it may not be amiss to mention the rule I have followed in calculating the

indictions from the years of the Christian era. The manuals in use do not always set it forth

as clearly as could be wished. (1) For the months from September to December, add 4 to the

year of the Christian era and divide by 1 5 ;
the remainder gives the year of the indiction

;
if there

is no remainder, the indiction is XV. (2) For the months from January to August, pursue the

same process and make the same deductions, but add 3 instead of 4.
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agreement displayed by all the other inscriptions in the first group, and to

make us put back the starting point of the era of Gaza to 62 instead of 61 b.c.

We must suppose it to have been due to an error on the part of the composer

of the inscription, who forgot that on October 19, 505, the XIVth of the

indiction had been in progress for 49 days past. Mistakes of this description

have been noticed several times in inscriptions dated by indictions. Moreover

we must dismiss the idea of separating this inscription from the group to

which I have assigned it, and of supposing for instance that some other era

than that of Gaza is meant. In fact the mere tenour of it shows that it is

closely connected with No. 4, these two. epitaphs being those of the brother

and sister who died one 24 years after the other. #

Group B.— I now enter upon the second group, formed by inscriptions

Nos. 15, 16, and 17, and characterized by systematic omission, in the date, of

the hundreds-figures, the tens and units alone being expressed : thus, years

33* 39* and 88. This omission is the only possible explanation of the

smallness of these figures
;
for it must not be forgotten that the Christian

inscriptions that contain them are, from the point of view of palaeography and

epigraphy, manifestly of the same period as those of the first group, which are

dated between the years 540-669 of the era of Gaza, and belong consequently

to the fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries of our era.

Our task, then, is to find a combination approaching this period as

closely as possible, or, in other words, to determine the figure which is under-

stood and must stand for the hundreds.

The first idea which naturally presents itself is that we have to deal in

this case also with the era of Gaza, and that hundreds figure to be supplied

might be either (<£'= 500) or (=600).

A moment’s calculation shows that the figure x'= 6oo must be dismissed

from consideration
;

it would involve dates in the Christian era for the three

inscriptions altogether at variance with the years of the indictions as given.

Moreover, it is not possible this time, as we did just now with No. 2, to

suppose an error on the part of the cutter of the stone, the discrepancy in this

case being six years, and being reproduced throughout.

* Besides, even if we admit, for instance, as I have attempted to do further on in the case

of Group B, that the era employed is that of Ascalon, and not of Gaza, we shall not even then

get at the right indiction, The 22nd of Hyperberetoeos 565 would correspond, in the era of

Ascalon (which is reckoned from the 28th October in 105 b.c.) to November 18, year 460. But

this day was in the XIVth of the indiction, not the XHIth.

3
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For the three indiction-years on these three inscriptions are separated by

intervals of six and forty-nine years respectively. Now, if we set aside the

unknown hundreds-figures, and look at the three dates on their own merits,

we shall notice that they follow one another in perfectly regular fashion, and

form a series of such a kind that the three terms

—

M 33 (8 June)* XII + [x] 39 (3 Nov.) Ill + [x] 88 (25 Nov.) VII

coincide exactly with the periods of the indiction-cycle of fifteen years.

Consequently the figures of the indictions must be held to be absolutely

reliable, + and any combination will have to be dismissed from consideration

that does not harmonize with the indictions given in the three epitaphs.

If instead of the figure 600 we work with the figure 500 (=<£'), we shall

get the following dates according to the Christian era :

—

No. 1 5= 8th June, 473 A.n. (the indiction of which is XI).

No. 16= 3rd November, 478 a.ix (the indiction of which is II).

No. 1 7= 25th November, 527 a.d. (the indiction of which is VI).

Here again we do not get the indictions right, these being XII, III, and

VII in our inscriptions, so that they would be a year behind throughout.

The difference is indeed appreciably less than in the preceding hypothesis,

but it is still so large that we are bound to account for it. The result is even

more striking if we compare Nos. 17 in the second group and 4 in the first

group
;
then if we take the hundreds-figure to be 5, these two inscriptions

would belong to two consecutive years in the era of Gaza. If this were the

case, we ought not to have the same indiction figure (VII) in both these

inscriptions, inasmuch as they are divided by an interval of about seventeen

months (25th November, 527-April, 529), and in this interval indiction VI

had become indiction VII (1st September, 528). These two dates are then

irreconcilable, and the series of indictions in the first group cannot possibly be

reduced to the series of those in the second. I conclude from this that the

era used in this second group cannot be the era of Gaza, at any rate, not as

the latter is used in the first group.

It may be asked whether perchance the disagreement, which after all

does not exceed a year, might not arise from an operation that I have already

* Presuming that we have to deal with the Gaza calendar.

t I may mention incidentally that this calculation proves that the correct reading of the

indiction number in No. 16 really is 7'= III, although the letter has not been preserved in its

entirety on the stone. Thus the slight doubt in which this point may have been involved is

swept away.
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spoken of, which has taken place in the case of some other towns of Syria. I

mean the changing of the beginning of the local year to make it agree with

the beginning of the Byzantine indiction year on the 1st of September. A
change of this kind may at some time or other have made a year’s difference

either way in the computation of the era of Gaza. Only if it be admitted that

our inscriptions of the first and second groups are very nearly contem-

poraneous, we should have to suppose that people used the old and the new

style concurrently, and that the latter did not manage to supersede the former,

since our series of inscriptions from No. 4 to No. 14B, dated after No. t 7,

invariably uses the older style.*

The reader now sees how complicated the problem is. These difficulties

are such that I have been induced to ask myself whether the era employed

in our second group is the era of Gaza at all. The idea occurred to me that

it might be the era of the Seleucids ;— but the calculation of the indictions

is quite opposed to this
;

or, perhaps it might be a special era of Mammas
connected with its erection into an autonomous town by Constantine, who
called it Constantia after his son Constantius ;—but we do not know the exact

datet of this autonomy, and moreover it had but a fleeting existence, as

Julian converted Maiumas back again into a dependency of Gaza.

Can the era be by chance that of Ascalon ? 1 1 would be quite possible

that among these slabs of marble brought from the sea coast to Gaza by the

Arab masons there should be some from the neighbouring town of Ascalon

or its dependencies. In support of this conjecture I will mention an important

fact, which only struck me on reading over these pages. I see from the note

appended to No. 17,^; that the marble slab bearing this inscription did actually

come from Ascalon , or so I was assured by
1Abd Allah cs SerrAj

\

in whose

house I found it in 1870. This native had no sort of motive for giving me
wrong information, and failing proof to the contrary we may admit this

testimony of his. I attached no particular importance to this circumstance

at the time, but it now assumes a character of exceptional interest. It would

be very desirable to ascertain whether Nos. 16 and 15 came from the same

source, but unfortunately in the case of No. 16 I omitted to note the name of

the owner, and in the case of No. 15 I did not note the inscription myself.

* Could the explanation, in this supposition, be that there were two modes of computation

used simultaneously, one at Gaza, the other at Maiumas, a seaport, erected into an autonomous

town by Constantine ?

t About 334.

I This note is an exact copy of what I wrote on my squeeze at the time of making it.
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Let us then reason on the supposition that these three inscriptions came

not from Gaza but from Ascalon, and see where this leads us.

Ascalon, like Gaza, had an era of its own, and the starting point of it,

according to the testimony of ancient writers and the science of numismatics,

has been fixed by archaeologists at 104 a.d. Moreover, the Ascalonites also

used a special calendar, which has been handed down to us, like that of Gaza,

by the Florence H'enterologion. As far as relates to the names, duration, and.

succession of the months, and the intercalation of the epagomenal days, this

calendar is identical with that of Gaza. It only differs from it in one essential

point— the year begins October 28, as before, but this beginning is on the 1st

of Hyperberetasos, instead of the ist Dios. The result of this was a difference

of a month right throughout, and the epagomenae were intercalated (at

August 24 as before) between Panemos and L6os, instead of between L6os

and Gorpiaeos.

Bearing in mind these data, and taking the 1st year of the era of

Ascalon to begin on October 28 (ist of Hyperberetaeos) in the year 105 b.c.

and finish on October 27, 104, we obtain for our three refractory dates in the

era of Gaza the following dates in the era of Ascalon, and, further, in the

Christian era :

—

No. 15 : 14 Daesios [s]33, XII=8 July, 429, XII.*

No. 16: 7 Dios[5]39, 111= 3 December, 434, III.

No. 17: 29 Dios [s]88, VI I = 25 December, 483, VII.

Accordingly under this system the indictions would be in exact agree-

ment. It still remains, I acknowledge, to consider whether these dates, which

bring us to the fifth century, would not be at variance with palaeographic

and historical probability, and whether there are not historical or numismatical

counter-indications leading to the conclusion that the era of Ascalon began

with October 28, 105, and not 104, before our era.

Upon the whole, putting aside that part of the problem which relates

to the dates in Group B, I think we may sum up by saying that our

examination of Group A clearly proves that the proper starting point of the

era of Gaza should be fixed at October 28 in the year 61 b.c., and I have no
doubt that the double method already explained (that of deducting 61 or 60
according to the month and the day of the month) will enable us to solve all

the chronological problems that may be raised by the discovery of fresh

* Here again it will be of course necessary in making calculations to use alternately the

figures 105 and 104, according as the day of the month expressed in the inscription lies between
28th October and 31st December, or between ist January and 27th October.
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inscriptions or coins dated by the era of Gaza. If we apply it for instance

to the date of the death of the celebrated Bishop of Gaza, St. Porphyry

(2 Dystros, 480, according to his biographer the Deacon Mark), it is imme-

diately seen that this date answers exactly to February 26, 420 of our era

(and not 421, as several writers have it).

This also holds good for those most interesting coins struck at Gaza in

the name of the Emperor Hadrian, and bearing a double date, one according

to the era of the town, the other according to a special era, which depends

on the institution of the great feast at Gaza by this Emperor, and called

after him “ the Hadrianian."

*

It will be seen, from the harmonies established

between these double dates, that the institution of Hadrian, which made an

“epoch” in the history of the ancient Philistine town,i must have taken

place in the course of the year 190 of the local era, that is to say, according to

my system, between October 28, 129 and October 28, 130 a.l>., and not in the

year 128 of our era as has been erroneously stated by M. de Saulcy,} and

is even now occasionally stated on his authority. This result is in entire

agreement with those afforded by history and epigraphy, for it is well known

that Hadrian, before reaching Egypt, where he is officially recorded to have

been present in September 130, had visited Palmyra, Jerusalem, Gaza and

Petra in July-Septernber of the same year, that is to say towards the end of

the year 190 in the era of Gaza. It was probably on the occasion of this visit

that the new feast and era§ were instituted, and these ought to be fixed, not

at the beginning of the year 190 of the era of Gaza, but- towards the end,

probably in the month Gorpiaeos or Hyperberetaeos.||

*
'A b/Huyij. Information from the Chronicon Paschale. It may also be, as I remarked

above in a note, that Gaza received the title of colony on this occasion.

t The course of events must have been exactly the same at Gaza as at Athens, where we

find on the monuments a special era dating from the entry of Hadrian into that town and his stay

there (tiro t»)v 'Alpiavov e<s 'AOlpnts iTnt.ifpim), and comprising the years 1-27. These imperial

visits formed an epoch in the history of towns— the case was the same with Palmyra (Waddington,

op. at., No. 2585) ;
Gaza, like Athens and Palmyra, thought fit to perpetuate the memory of the

emStf/u'a of its imperial guest.

J Numismatique de la Terre Sainte
, p. 215. On p. 212, he speaks of the year 129.

§ Cf. Clinton, Fasti Romani, I, p. 116. Durr, die Reisen des Kaisers Hadrian, pp. 62-63.

Goyau, Chronologic de VEmpire romain
, p. 199. This series of comparisons removes any lingering

doubts there might be as to the real date of the journey of the Emperor Hadrian to Syria and

Egypt.

||
This is confirmed by numismatics, for we see on several coins of Hadrian, struck at Gaza,

one and the same year of the new era (dating from his entry) made to harmonise with two

successive years of the .focal era of Gaza, and vice versA. For instance, the year V of the era of

Hadrian corresponds to the year 194 and to the year 195 of Gaza
;
the year VI aud the year VI
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Miscellaneous . Intiquitics .—At the residence of M. Pickard, an employe

in the Egyptian telegraphs at Gaza, I saw a Samaritan inscription incised on

a long marble block brought from the sea shore, probably from the site* of the

ancient Maiumas of Gaza. The lines were rather short, and nineteen in

number. Unfortunately I omitted to take a squeeze ol this text, all I have

of it is a photograph, which is too small and indistinct to admit of reading the

inscription. As far as I recollect, it was interesting merely from a liturgical

point of view, and could not be of any great

antiquity. This find is none the less interesting as

it reveals to us the existence at Gaza of a Samaritan

colony, which must have had some importance. The

fact is moreover attested by the Samaritan Chronicle
,

which repeatedly mentions Samaritans as being

settled at Gaza both before and after the Arab

conquest. It further informs us that with a single

exception they all belonged to the tribe of Benjamin.

— In the house of S’llmAn Zarif I found a line

sculptured fragment of white marble with greenish

veins, representing a fanciful animal, a chimera or

a gryphon. The creature is placed on a dwarf

column, its hind paws only touching, and measures

on,,
5<S in height. This fragment came, or so I was

assured, from a ruin situated two or three hours to the east of el Muntar.

— In another house I saw a piece of bas-relief of

white marble (thickness om,
45) representing the

hind quarters of a doe or stag, of graceful outline.

I find among the notes I took in 1870 a sketch

of a marble bas-relief* about a yard long, repre- ^

senting two stags facing one another, separated by *

a Maltese cross, which they appear to worship.

This was said to have come from Ascalon. I
1

cannot possibly say whether the fragment sketched above belongs to this

same bas-relief, the latter having been broken in the interval, or to another

bas-relief similar to it. I incline however to the first hypothesis. At all

events there is no doubt that the subject was the same.

to the year 195 ;
the year VIII to the years 196 and 197. This “overlying” of the dates has

its significance, and clearly shows that the starting point of the year did not coincide in the two

parallel eras.
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This subject is already known to us from several instances in Christian

symbolism.

— An inhabitant told me that there was a marble statue built into the wall

of his house, but as he wanted ten pounds to get it out and show it me, I was

unable to test the accuracy of his assertion.

— In 1870 I saw various interesting antiques in the possession of inhabitants

of Gaza (a goldsmith and a shopkeeper in the bazaar) ; but my means

unfortunately did not allow of my buying them.

Two of them were acquired shortly afterwards for the Louvre, by the

instrumentality of M. de Saulcy, whom I told about them. The third, and

perhaps the most interesting, had now disappeared. The three were:

t. A Hat stone, of dark

green schist, cut in the shape of

a fish, measuring 0'"' 12 X 0m,
07.

I'he gills, the dorsal fin and the

tail are denoted by light incisions,

the eyes by round deep holes,

where perhaps a rare stone or a

piece of glass was originally set.

Further, the fish is pierced in the

upper part with a small hole

going right through, which doubtless served to hang it up by. thus indicating

that the object was of a votive natute. The Arabs pretended to recognize

this fish as being of the kind they call kajdj (_.W>) or fcridel/. Here perhaps

we have, an example of the ichthyolatry that was practised on the Philistine

coast. I have since noticed a fish of a similar description in the British

Museum collections, but I do not know where it came from. I have also

found it engraved on a Syrian gem of which I have an impression. Some
have thought to recognize the genus ehromis ::

in the fish of Gaza.

2. A small figurine of massive gold, in the Egyptian style,

representing a personage, very likely a king, or a deified king,

seated on a throne, with a base to it, having the Egyptian

helmet on his head, his neck adorned with a necklace of two

rows, and his hands placed on his knees. A small ring for

hanging it up by was fixed to the back of the figurine. Its height

is Om-025.

11 a on ilc Villetos.se, A otice des Monuments proeenant de la Palestine, No. 65.
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3. A small lion of massive gold, in the Egyptian style, crouching, its

front paws stretched out; length about om,c>2. To the back

a ring is attached for hanging up. On the base is carved

a cartouche containing hieroglyphics, of which I took a copy

and an impression.

The legend reads
:
(A)men-Rd, pauilt tui, “Animon-R&, the enneadian,*

god of the two lands.” My learned confrere M. Maspero has been kind

enough to send me the following note on the subject of this monument :

—

The legend
1~~1

^
conta ins a fault : the engraver has omitted the

initial
(j

(a)
of the name (A men-Rtf). It gives one of the most frequent titles

of Amonra, the one which fixes his suzerainty over all the other gods of Egypt

:

Pauiti tui, which signifies, He who belongs to the Pauit, or He who is the

Pauit
, of the two countries ; and the Pauit ^© is the Nine, the Ennead of

the great creative gods (Pd, Shu- Tafnuit, Sibu-Nnit, Osiris-fsis, Set-Nephthys
,

who organized the world into its present condition). To say that Amon is at their

head, or that he contains them in himself, is as much as to proclaim the superiority

of Amon over them all, and consequently over the gods who are less than they.

The form ?Q$ of the disc only becomes common after the Satte period, about the

8th century, which may furnish an approximate date for the manufacture of the

object.t

Sarcophagus.—On the seashore near the Quarantine building there has

been recently discovered in the sand a large

circular well built with squared stones. In front

of it, to serve as a trough, there has been placed

a small sarcophagus, cut out of a block of cal-

careous conglomerate mixed with shells, and measuring about i
m,
05 by om'40.

Bronze Articles.— In going over the bazaar I saw in the possession of the

goldsmiths various rather curious small bronze articles, found at Gaza itself or

in the neighbourhood.

The first was a small figurine o’
n,o6 long, either an ape,

or a fantastic quadruped with a human head
;
the feet and

hands are broken. The style is rude, and the age of the

object difficult to determine.

Next, two small protomes or suspensible busts , hollowed

out behind, each om '02 5 in height.

* That is to say, “ the chief of the group of the nine gods.”

t The formula even becomes very frequent in the Ptolemaic period.
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WINGED EROS (BRONZE). GODDESS ARTEMIS OR ASTARTE (BRONZE).

Each of the busts has fixed on its head a ring to hang it up by. One
represents a winged Eros, the other a goddess, Artemis or Astarte, wearing a

diadem. They remind one of those busts of divinities which in Greek and

Roman antiquity served as counterpoises in the balances that worked on the

lever principle. The weight of these, however, appears too small to warrant

the supposition that they were intended for this purpose.*

Lastly, a bronze mirror, in the shape of a flat round box, om, i5 in

diameter, ornamented with concentric circles in relief and provided with a

movable handle. It is a specimen of the ancient mirror with a lid, formed of

two discs fitting one into the other, a type that has been continued down to

the present day in the small mirrors sold by pedlars.

ANCIENT BRONZE MIRROR WITH LID.

By the side of it an engraving is given of a handle belonging to a similar

mirror.

* Later (in 1881) I acquired two other similar objects from the same source (see my
Rapports sur une mission en Palestine entreprise en 1881, p. 92, No. Ill, A and B).

3 «
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The Hill of el Muntdr, Legends,—Just a little south-east of Gaza there

stands a hill, which corresponds perhaps to the necropolis of ancient Gaza.

To judge by the traditions attaching to it, it appears to have played an

important part in the history and topography of that illustrious town. It

bears to-day the name of Jebel el Muntdr
,
well adapted to its characteristic

features, for it evidently means “the mountain of the look-out,” muntdr
,

from the root Jl a td3 (Aram.), meaning “post of observation,

look-out.” But, as I shall shortly show, the name may possibly be anterior

to the Arab conquest.

In any case two curious and divergent legends that I have picked up at

Gaza agree in declaring that the real name of the hill is not Jebel el Muntdr
but Jebel el Mutrdn “the mountain of the bishop.” This is at all

events an indication that this name, with which popular imagination has been
so busy, is likely to be one of a certain antiquity. Here are the two legends.

There was of old time at Gaza a certain bishop, detested by his flock.

One day when he was lying ill in bed (at Jebel el Muntdr), a plot was made
to put under his couch some women’s drawers (sherwdl), with the view of

accusing him afterwards of having taken a woman into his house and broken

the law of chastity. The indignant bishop cursed the inhabitants, saying that

their numbers should never exceed forty. From that time the place was
called Muntdr instead of Mutrdn .

According to the other legend, the present wely dedicated to 'Aly el

Muntdr, on Jebel el Muntar, contains the tomb of a former Bishop of Gaza,

whose ecclesiastical jurisdiction extended over Gaza, Ascalon, Esddd, and
Beit Jibrln. The Mussulmans declare that the ghost of a rdkeb (monk) is

still seen there after nightfall, going round the mountain with a censer in his

hand and scattering incense. The name Jebel el Muntdr is accounted a
corruption ofJebel cl Mutrdn

, “the mountain of the bishop.” It may be that

these legends point more or less directly to the personality of the celebrated

Bishop of Gaza, St. Porphyry, who destroyed the numerous sanctuaries of
Marnas, one of which, as I just now observed, may have been situated on
Jebel el Muntdr.*

‘

* It must not be lost sight of that the name Mutrdn might have been attached to the hill

before the appearance of the Arabs
;
the Arabic word mutrdn

,
“ bishop,” is borrowed letter for

letter from the Syriac Mitran or Mtitrdn, that is to say, from an Aramaic dialect closely resembling
that which was still spoken at Gaza in the fifth century of our era, as is shown by several curious
passages in the Lift of St. Porphyry. Muntdr likewise, as I have said above, is a word of
Aramaic formation,
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I shall not stop to consider how far those theories are based on truth

which make out the Jebel el Munttir to be the mountain “ over against

Hebron,” to the top of which Samson is said to have carried the gates

of Gaza.

In the Life of St. Porphyry it is stated that the Zeus Marnas of Gaza

was worshipped in the open air on a hill lying near the town and on the

eastern side, called Aldioma.* I am rather inclined to think that this holy

hill was our Jebel el Munttir, with the fables attaching to it. The puzzling

name AXStcu/ta, if not mutilated by the copyists, may bear some relation to

*A\877/uos and *A\8o9, surnames of Marnas. Here perhaps should also be

located the place spoken of in the Talmud by the name Yerid or Atliz
,

AtlUz
,
situated outside Ga2a, where an idol was worshipped.

During the Graeco-Roman period strange legends became attached to

Gaza ; various ancient writers mention them, and traces of them can be

found on the coins of the town. They relate, on the one hand, to Io and her

heifer, on the other to Minos of Crete. I cannot here undertake to discuss

the origin of these legends, though I have accumulated a series of notes

relating to them. I will content myself with remarking that possibly some

more or less arbitrary etymological connection may have been set up between

the name of the Minotaur and that of Jebel el Muntdr , alias Mutrdn.

A last echo of these legends about the fabulous origin of Gaza appears to

linger on in the Arab writers, when Ytiktit relates, following Abu *1 Mundher,

that Ghazza (Gaza) was “ the wife of Stir, who built Tyre (Stir)."

According to the C/ironicon Paschale , the Emperor Hadrian, after the

defeat of Bar Cochba, brought the Jewish prisoners to Gaza to sell them

there, and on this occasion instituted a great annual feast, a regular fair,

Travijyvpis, which still existed in the writer’s time, under the name of ’A&ptain].

It may be that the memory of this custom has been maintained in the great

feast or fair, maousem, held yearly at Gaza, at Bab ed-Dardn (or Darum ), and

called by the Mussulmans
lId en Nasdra, “ the Feast of the Christians.” It

causes a great influx of people from all the country round, and is the occasion

of a market of considerable size. This year it fell on the 10th of Shabb&t

(February).

Thabatka and the Convent of St. Hilarion.— In the Life of St. Hilarion

repeated mention is made of a township in the neighbourhood of Gaza, called

*
*Airb \o<pov roii \c*/ofttvov aXdiwfiaro? e’f at>aro\wv rijv ird\eu>s. (DtdCOU Mark

,
ch. X (?),

ed. Haupt.)

3 K 2
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Thabatha
,
the native place of the illustrious anchorite. No really satisfactory

identification appears as yet to have been suggested for this. It may be

gathered from the indications handed down to us by St. Jerome, Sozomenos,

Theodosius, and Antoninus of Placentia, that Thabatha was five miles south

of Gaza, near a river of the same name, and not far from its mouth
;
and that

twenty stadia from Thabatha, on the sea shore
,
was the desert place where St.

Hilarion passed his hermit life, and where the convent stood in which he was

buried. St. Jerome places St. Hilarion’s retreat at seven miles from Gaza on

the coast, and Antoninus of Placentia locates his burial place at the same

distance. All these data obviously harmonize.

Having stated thus much, I propose to identify Thabatha with Tell el

*AjjCil, situated five miles exactly to the south of Gaza, on the right bank of the

Nahr Ghazzeh, which exactly fulfils the required conditions of distance and

geographical position. The only thing is that the name of the town and the

river, which were identical, have disappeared and have been replaced by

modern and purely Arab appellations. This however is no uncommon

occurrence in Palestine.

As for the convent and the tomb of St. Hilarion, twenty stadia from

Thabatha and situated on the sea coast, these would suggest the sanctuary

now called Sheikh Shhbdny.

Accordingly, if excavations were carried out at this spot there would be

a good chance of finding the remains of the ancient monastery, which took

the place of the hut of the hermit of Thabatha, and was the progenitor of the

early monastic establishments in Palestine.

In the Syriac version of the Life of Peter the Iberian, Monophysite

bishop of Mammas,* a narrative dating back to the fifth century, mention is

made of a village called Magda/ Tilthd (Nmn Vwo), situated to the south of

Gaza, near the church of St. Hilarion. The editor, Herr Raabe, thinks that

in the Greek original the name probably was irvpyo<i crvxa/uVov, “the Tower
of the Mulberry Tree.” I am much more inclined to think that we have

here the actual name Thabatha
,
with the v pronunciation of the Greek beta:

0a/3add, Thavatha
,
and that the Syriac form should be vocalized Thawathd

instead of Ttitkd. It is quite possible, even, that the Greek MS. had jthe

form QavaOa, for I see that Reland (p. 799) quotes from Sozomenos (Hist.

Eccl., Ill, 14) a variant Thanatha, implying a form &ava0a, which is very

close to the reading &ava0a.

R. Raabe, Petrus der Iberer, pp. 96 and 101.
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Se'artd and St. Zeno.—Similarly I propose to identify the Kefar Se'artd

(NmyD IB3
)

of the same document,* situated fifteen miles from Gaza, and

forming the residence of St. Zeno, with the ruin called K/i. Shdarta (Map,

Sheet XX Fw). The name, the bearings, and the distance are in perfect

agreement.

Hamdmeh and IleXeta.— Last of all, I will take advantage of the oppor-

tunity that presents itself to elucidate another passage in the same Syiiac

work, which is of interest for the geography of the Ascalon region. On p. 75

(cf p. 77) it is stated that Peter the Iberian took up his abode in a village

situated ten stadia from Ascalon, and called or fcWrB. The editor

transcribes the name, Paleca ,
and is inclined, though hesitatingly, to take

it for a transliteration of the Greek naXaid, “ancient,” though he cannot even

then identify the spot. I have no doubt that we ought to regard it merely

as a transliteration of ircXeta, “dove,” and that the Greek word is a close

translation of Hamdmeh, “dove,” the name of the above mentioned village

quite near Ascalon. This indication is the more interesting as, for reasons

which I shall elsewhere set forth, it would tend to the identification of El

Mejdel as the site of the real Ascalon, 'AskalUn being in that case merely the

harbour, the Maiumas, of Ascalon.

+

From Gaza to Jerusalem.

We left Gaza on Saturday, September 26, intending to reach Jerusalem

by way of Beit Jibrin.

Neby Hanfin .—At Beit Hanun, where we halted for lunch, there is a

Neby Haniin, who gives his name to the village.

Simsim. —At Simsim is a Neby Danian, bearing the same name as the

one in the neighbourhood of Lydda that 1 have already spoken of. I have

had occasion to explain that this name Danian
,
or Danian

,
is not, as was

hitherto believed, that of the prophet Daniel
,
but of the patriarch Dan . The

same may be the case here too, and it may be supposed that the name of -Dan

* R. Raabe, Petrus der Iberer, p. 51 and 50. The editor renders it by, “the village of

barley,” and declares that he cannot identify it.

t For further particulars relating to Thabatha
,
Se'artd, and specially that, very important, of

Hamdmeh, see my Etudes d Archcologie Orientate
,
Vol. II, p. 1, and sq.
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was localized at Simsim because that name, rightly or wrongly, had been

made akin, by popular tradition, to that of Samson, the Danite hero.

B'relr and B'rdr.—At B'retr the local saint is Neby B'rdr. Evidently

here again is an eponymous neby, despite the difference in vocalization

between B'relr and B'rfir. In fact this divergence itself is an interesting fact.

It is probable that as usual the neby has preserved the most archaic form of

the name. The existence of this form is one more argument in favour of the

identification proposed by Robinson, of B’reir with the Beror, for Beror Hall

(-yni=jjj), of the Talmud, which seemingly cannot have been very far away

from Jabneh.

M'ldgis.—At M’lAgis we found a camp of Bedouin, who made us welcome.

I carefully verified the form of the name of this place, and found it to be really

u»i'L< .* This is a decided blow to the very arbitrary identification attempted

to be made between this name and Lachish
'

Ajlan .—From here we proceeded to Khurbet ‘Ajl&n, which perhaps has

* It has been wrongly supposed that the name was written Umm LAkis

,

in two words (see

the Name Lists, where the name is so spelt, and translated by “ mother of itch ”). The proper

form must be Mulkkis, and this appears to me to be confirmed by the medieval transliteration

in a charter of John of Ybelin : Melaques or Me/agues, a place long since recognized as identical

with the one we are dealing with by Prutz, Rey, and Rohricbt. The Arabic name looks like a

participle of the 3rd form from the root . This participle is, moreover, really in existence,

and has the meaning of “ patient, enduring.” This fact renders superfluous all the particulars

that Dr. Bliss enters into (A Mound of Many Cities, p. 141) as to the value to be assigned to

the element “Umm,” “mother," since this .alleged element does not exist in the name in question.

This is an error, by the by, that explorers have very often fallen into when noting Arab place-

names beginning with the syllable mu, which is characteristic of participles. The fact is, it is

necessary to know that in conformity with a general custom in popular phonetics, this short «,

followed by a closed syllable, is elided in pronunciation, and the elision is then compensated for

by a prosthetic vowel (either a vague one, or often one akin to the elided vowel), which is

affixed to the beginning of the word. In virtue of this rule, mu becomes ’///’, next fwi, and then

when it has reached this state, gives rise to the confusion with um(m), “mother.” A number

of place-names of this form ought to be thus corrected in the transliterations generally given.

Those names should be regarded with especial caution in which the element urn, umm, is not

followed by the article el.

I must add that I have come across the name of our M’/dkis in the itineraries in the

Description of the Empire of the Mamelukes of Khalil edh Dh&hery (Arabic MS. in the Bibliothfcque

Nationale, ancien fonds
,
No. 695) under the form Baldkis (road to Karak, between Gaza and

Hebron). The b and the m are often interchanged in Syrian phonetics, especially at the

beginning of words, and it is possible that Baldkis is the true primitive form. Our name in

this state is absolutely identical with that of Birket Baldkis, on the sea coast to the south of
Caesarea. Baldkis has every appearance of being a personal proper name, and it may perhaps

even be a foreign name or word, Greek for instance.
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more serious claims,* from the toponymic standpoint, to represent the Eglon

of the Bible. In the time of Mujir ed Dint it was still an inhabited village,

on the road from Gaza to Beit Jibrln.

Sukriyek.—Sukriyeh, which we next encountered on our route, is a place

of some importance in relation to Arab authorities. Mujlr ed Din { connects it

with one of the landmarks of the boundary of the district of Hebron on the

side of Gaza. I quote the text, because it has been badly rendered, and no

one has thought of utilizing it for the geography of this region :

. JUxl ^ Jut* Sbj Zj'jLuj}] LyiJ (stc)

M. Sauvaire translates :
“ the village of Simsakh, bordering on that of

es Sakkariyeh, and the country of the Banu ‘Yd.§ This latter is a dependency

of Hebron.” We ought evidently to read es Sukriyeh instead of es Sakkariyeh,

and identify it with the place under consideration. The name of the village

of Simsakh, which is mentioned as being near Sukriyeh, is certainly mutilated.

The Bulak text has Simah

;

but neither of these forms answer to anything on

the spot. I have no doubt that we ought to correct these two wrong readings

to Seisamakh , the name of which is preserved entire in that of HabUr

Seisamakk at Khdrbet el HabCir, which is situated about two miles south-east

of Sukriyeh. As the reader sees, these two corrections, and the two identifi-

cations resulting from them, are mutually supporting. What now remains is

to discover the country of the Beni *Yd or Beni *Abd. The name comes

perhaps from some Bedouin tribe that has disappeared.
j|

* And yet even this becomes questionable, if we must rely on information given by Yakfit

{Mo'jem II, 19), which is curious enough and well deserves mention. ‘Amr, son of El-'As,

the celebrated general of the first conquest, had at (that is to say in the territory of) BeitJibrln, a

domain called 'Ajl&ti, from the name of one of his freedmen. If this tradition relates, as it has

every appearance of doing, to Kh. 'Ajldn, and if it is well founded, Kh. 'Ajlan would have no more

right to stand for Eglon than M’l&kis for Lachish.

t Arab text printed at Bulak, p. 54.

X Id'> P-431-

§ variant in M. Sauvaire’s MS. : the Bulak text has Banu 'Abd (*+£).

||
Mujir ed Din states in the precisest manner the boundaries of the district of Hebron, and

it is for more than one reason interesting to know them. I have just shown what this boundary

was on the west, on the Gaza side. On the Ramleh side (to put it differently, on the north-west)

its landmark was the village {karieh) of Zakariyd, a dependency of Hebron, and assigned as a

wakf to the pious foundations of the town. This is evidently the village of the same name (XVII,

Iu on the Map). The northern boundary passed by the village of Seir, between Jerusalem and

Hebron (Map, XXI, Lv : Sia'lr). The eastern limit was the village of 'Ain Jady (which shows

that the place was still inhabited at that period) and the Sea of Lot ;
so that that side presents no
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I recognize the same place Sukriyeh at a much earlier period in one

repeatedly mentioned by the Arab geographer El Mukaddessy as being a

town situated one stage from Ramleh and two stages from Tuleil (towards

Ghamr = Gomorrha, to the south of the Dead Sea). Here again we must

substitute Sukriyeh for the faulty readings of editors and translators : Sakariyek,

Sukkariyeh.

Beit JibrIn and Neighbourhood.

At Beit Jibrtn we pitched our tent quite close to the sanctuary of the

eponymous Ncby Jibrin ,
and there we slept two nights. A fierce epidemic

was just then raging in those parts. The population was being decimated,

and in a state of frantic terror. They were greatly struck by the appearance

of a new spring, and thought to find in it a sign of the times. As many as

twenty peasants were carried off every day. Animals were no more exempt

than men, and the epidemic was attended by a murrain which came nothing

short of it in deadliness. We had met on our way a whole colony of

Moghrebin, previously settled at Tell es S&fy, who were emigrating en

masse to the south, and fleeing before the same scourge, from which they also

had suffered cruelly. In the brushwood there lay a dying man left behind by

the band. We found him supported in the arms of his wife, who with

touching fidelity had refused to forsake him.

At Beit Jibrin the local dervishes were howling forth prayers and

exorcisms in abundance, to the accompaniment of timbrels, to drive away the

pestilence. I served out our whole stock of sulphate of quinine, and promised

to get the Government to send some from Jerusalem.

We had the same difficulty in getting provisions as when I made my
first journey in 1871. The bread was uneatable. It was stuck all over with

stones, and we even found a mosaic cube in it, which came from some ancient

pavement on which an Arab oven had been set up.

difficulty. On the south the boundary passed by the station
(
menzeleh

)
of El Melh

,
on the road to

Hejdz, and by the Domes of Shaweriyeh, (This is the reading of a MS. belonging

to M. Sauvaire, and is evidently preferable to that in the Cairo edition.) 'These are without doubt
the Khurbet el Milh and Gabdb esh Shdweri, marked a little to the south in Palmer and Drake’s

map ( Quarterly Statement

\

1871 ; cf. p. 42). Thanks to the explanation given by Mujir ed Din,

we now know the origin of this latter name : it comes from that of the Beni Shawer, emirs of the

Jorm Arabs. Henceforth nothing is more easy than to draw up from these fixed data a map of

the district of Hebron as it was at the end of the 15th century.
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Imperial Statue.— I devoted myself to finding the torso of a statue that I

had discovered in 1871 near the Roman road to Dhikrin, in a north-north-east

direction, somewhere about E'r&k Hald.* After some trouble I succeeded.

M. Lecomte made two good drawings of it, one from front, the other from

behind. It was, as the reader sees, a statue in full relief, life-size, and not,

as I had been formerly led to suppose by a hasty and superficial inspection,

a statue d'applique. The material is a hard limestone. I should say it must

have been a statue of an emperor in military dress.

It is very likely a statue of the emperor Septimus Severus (193 21 1 a.d.),

who seems to have played a very important part in the history of Beit

Jibrin. There has come down to us a Roman coinage struck for Eleu-

theropolis, beginning under Septimus Severus and continued under Caracalla

and Elagabalus. These coins, which are until now of extreme rarity,

are dated by a special era, that of Eleutheropolis, with the years III, VI,

VII, VIII, IX, and XIX. It appears upon calculation that the starting

point of this era must lie between the years 202 and 208, that is to say it falls

well within the reign of Septimus Severus. Furthermore, on these coins the

town invariably bears the significant name Lucia Septima Severiana Eleti-

theropolis. The institution of this era, and the adoption of this name, imply

the existence of great autonomic and other privileges granted to Eleu-

theropolis by Septimus Severus, for reasons to us unknown. Perhaps they

were a reward for the attitude of the town during the struggle in Syria between

Septimus Severus and Pescennius Niger, or during the subsequent troubles

3 L

See infra : Appendix.
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that broke out in Judaea. It is probable, moreover, that Septimus Severus

had the opportunity to pass through Eleutheropolis and grant it these

privileges when he crossed Southern Palestine in 200 or 202 on his way to

Egypt. In any case it is easy to explain that the grateful Eleutheropolites

should have erected a statue to their imperial benefactor, the very one, perhaps,

that I discovered at £’r&k H&1& near Beit Jibrin.

The various details of the uniform have been well preserved. The

position of the shoulders seems to show that the left arm was raised and held

a lance or a standard.

Jewish Capital—In an old beiy&ra in the village I noticed a fine marble

capital, placed upside down. It had formerly been used as a pivot for the

tree of a s&kia (water-wheel). It is om*55 high, om,43 wide, and is ornamented

with finely carved acanthus leaves. In the upper part a representation of the

seven-branched candlestick stands out in relief. This peculiarly Jewish

symbol would seem to indicate that the capital came from an ancient syna-

gogue, existing probably at Beit Jibrin in the early centuries of our era.#

Milesto?ies .—A few minutes further on, I noticed in the middle and to the

right of the Roman way a group of eleven milestones lying on the ground,

consisting of cylindrical shafts standing on quadrangular bases. Unfortunately

I could not possibly find any fellahin strong enough to extricate and turn over

* This seems to me to follow from various passages in the Talmud where mention is made
of several Jewish doctors coming from this town (cf. Reland, Palasstina

,
s.v. BethguMn).
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these columns, some of which perhaps had interesting inscriptions on them.

The men with us, exhausted by fever, had not the strength to handle pick

and crowbar, and after one or two fruitless endeavours, I had to give up the

attempt, greatly to my regret. This group of milestones, thus gathered

together at one point, reminds one of the group at Tayibeh^ that I have

already described.

I found another example of this in the neighbourhood of Beit Jibrin, but

in quite another direction, on the ancient Roman way to Dawalmeh in the

south. Here the group is composed of twelve or fifteen milestones, seven or

eight of which are still standing. The ancient Eleutheropolis formed a central

point in the network of the Roman roads that traversed Palestine, whence

several routes radiated in various directions. These are frequently used by

the compilers of the Onomasticon as guiding marks in their geographical

indications. I earnestly beg future explorers to make a careful study of this

question of the Roman ways and the milestones of Beit Jibrin, which hitherto

has been merely touched upon. There are certainly epigraphical discoveries

to be made in this quarter.

itrdk el Kheil.—We explored some of the vast caves, the work of

human hands, which are found in the neigh-

bourhood of Beit Jibrin, and go by the

generic name of firdk pronounced

with a prosthetic If).

£'r&k el Kheil may have served at one

time for a stable, as is indicated by its name

(Kheil, “ horses ”). Above the entrance door

of one of the long galleries, with their roofs

vaulted in a semi-circle and carefully hewn,

we noticed traces of ornamentation cut in

the rock. Along either side of the vastest

of these galleries, which measures more than

16 feet in height, there run two friezes, finely

* See supra
, p. 296. The same is the case at Kh. Fukeikis. Roman military mile-

stones, arranged like those in more or less numerous groups at the same spot, also occur in the

neighbourhood of Karak and Shaubak (see Due de Luynes, Voyage d'exploration d la Mer Mortc
,

II, pp. 157, 159), also in the districts beyond Jordan (Memoirs, Eastern Palestine
,

I, pp. 2*2,

2x3, at Ser&bit el Mehattah and el Mushukkar, in groups of 12 and 24), and pretty nearly

everywhere in Palestine. It is probable that they correspond to successive reigns of different

emperors. I doubt very much whether they ever had the more or less sacred character that some

have been inclined-to attribute to them.

3 L 2
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carved in low relief. They form two bands, one of which goes on for a

length of about 20 yards, while the other is shorter.

The patterns of the two friezes are different. The following show those

of the left wall (at a) and the right wall (at n).

Sccile »*„.

In addition to this, the mtrados of the arch is ornamented with a simpler

kind of decoration, a network of octagons,

thus

.

On one of the walls I noticed what looked

like openings of " ovens ” that had been stopped

up At the back of a small chamber, in the

right comer, there is a kind of rectangular

trough made in the rock, with one of its shorter

sides joining the wall by an inclined plane

decorated with a moulded baguette.

Alleged Inscription— I made a vain search

at K'rdk el Fenish for the ancient inscription which I had been told was

there. 1 found but a few Cufic characters, similar to those that have been

noticed in several of these caverns.

Itrdk Abu l-Amed —At £*riik AbuVAmed, about three-quarters of an

hour south-east of Sandahanna, there are some graffiti and curious symbols on

one of the inner walls, which would be worth copying. We had no time to

do this. This cavern is extremely large, and shows in several places small

triangular niches like those in the caverns of Deir Dhubb£n, reminding one

of the columbaria . It was full of wild pigeons who had taken up their abode

there and made the place a columbarium in all-senses of the word.

All these ttrak in the country round Beit Jibrin are extremely curious,

and their origin is veiled in obscurity. They ought to be subjected to a minute
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and methodical exploration. Here are two pieces of information concerning

them which I picked up at Jerusalem in 1869 and 1870.*

— “'Isa Kubursy, of Nazareth, told me at Jerusalem that he had seen in a cavern

at Beit Jibrin a human figure carved in the rock on one of the inner walls, and on

the opposite wall an inscription of two lines."

— “Ya'kAb Banaydt, of Jerusalem, told me he had seen in a cavern situated

half an hour or so from Beit Jibrin. called MeghAret esh Shems (‘ the cavern of

the sun’), a bas-relief cut in the rock, very high up. It represents a woman
standing, her bosom bared, and her arms hanging by her side

;
close to her, a

child lying down in a bed or a cradle; further on, another child, erect. It is

accompanied by an inscription in disconnected characters, which Ya'kdb says are

gurdji (Georgian). (By this he means characters that are neither Greek nor

Latin.)”

Remarkable Tomb.—To the left of the road from Beit Jibrin to Sanda-

hanna, in the Wdd Abu Leben
,
we found a magnificent rock-hewn tomb, of

a quite peculiar type. The entrance is of a simple kind, and almost entirely

stopped up, so that the outside view gives no idea of the importance of the

interior arrangement. This perhaps is why it has escaped the notice of

explorers. Crawling in through the narrow opening, one finds oneself in a

small ante-chamber with two loculi or kokim opening into the right and left

walls respectively. From here one proceeds to a large chamber 2 3 feet long

by 1 1^ feet wide, having a ceiling very slightly vaulted, and all round it a

projecting bench made by cutting away the rock.

o

Transverse Half-section on c-D.

Scale yfoj.

* * 1869, Carnet III, p. 13 ;
and 1870, Carnet, IV, p. 3.
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Longitudinal Section on A-B. Scale XJR.

Above the bench, in each of the longer walls on the right and left, are

seven loculi, and in the back wall three, making in all nineteen. The
remarkable thing is that the tops of all these loculi are triangular in section,

instead of being flat or rounded, as is usual. This is the first time that I have

noticed this curious variety of loculi in Palestine.

On examining the walls, I discovered above the first loculus on the right

as you go into the large chamber, a short Greek inscription lightly but clearly

scratched in.

’AydOapxos. We have several instances in Greek onomastics of the male

proper name Agatharchos.

Above the fourth “oven,” on the same side, is another graffito :

'Afiovvov, “of Abounos.” This curious name is also found in the same

form in two inscriptions from Gnena, in Trachonitis it is probably a

translation of a Semitic name.

It should be noticed that the first name is in the nominative and the

second in the genitive, and that neither of them is accompanied by any signs

of their Christian origin. It is possible that there are other epigraphs of

the same kind still to be discovered in this tomb, if the examination can be

conducted with more care than I, for want of time, was able to bestow. These

inscriptions remind us of those in the Tomb of the Prophets on the Mount
of Olives, which are given in Volume I.

YVaddington, op. cit., No. 2455, and No. 2456.
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Another similar Tomb.—A little

farther on we discovered a second tomb

of the same description, but of still more

imposing appearance, and comprising

several chambers. I regret that lack of

time prevented us from making a survey

of this one also, and I leave it to ex-

plorers who may pass that way to supply

the want.

Church of Sandahanna .—We made

a thorough study of the ruins of this

church, which assuredly is one of the

most remarkable in Palestine. The ap-

pearance they present is here depicted.

The primitive building was a Byzan-

tine basilica, resembling the most striking

specimens of the kind that still exist in

central Syria, and are reproduced in the

fine work of M. de Vogtl£.*

The basilica has been in part

re-arranged by the Crusaders, who have

utilized the nave to build there a church

of more modest dimensions, which was

entirely comprised within the breadth

of this part, and did not occupy any-

thing near the whole length of it.

In the accompanying plan the parts

coloured black and the shaded parts

belong to the Byzantine basilica : the

former represent the structures that rise

above the ground as it now is, the

latter those that are on a level with

the ground, or below it. The dotted

parts indicate the work of the C rusaders,

which is recognizable from the tool-

marks on certain stones and the charac-

teristic shapes of the architectural details.

* Syne centrale. Architecture civile et religieuse du Pr au VIP si'ecle.
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The greater portion of the ground occupied by the basilica is covered with

made earth, and with stones and miscellaneous rubbish.

I wish to draw especial attention to the fact that near the left (north-west)

corner, outside the basilica, there is a huge semi-circle with its last course cut

in the rock, joined on to the wall of the basilica. It marks the position of

the foundations of another important edifice with an apse, having its axis at

right angles to that of the Byzantine basilica. The courses of squared stones

have completely disappeared
;
all that is now left is traces of foundations cut in

the rock. Are we to regard this edifice, which has been completely levelled

with the ground, as an annexe forming an integral part of the ancient basilica ?

Or was it on the contrary an earlier building, the materials of which were

utilized anew by the Byzantine architects? In the latter case, this earlier

building cannot have been of Christian origin, in view of its orientation being
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unmistakably north and south. I am inclined, I admit, to favour this latter

hypothesis, for it is inexplicable that if this building really was an annexe of

the basilica, there should not be a single stone left of it. It was, perhaps, an

ancient pagan temple, the site and materials of which were used in building

the regularly-orientated Byzantine basilica. However this may be, there is

one very striking fact about it, certainly not due to chance—the semi-circle

hewn in the living rock and consequently marking the exterior outline of

the semi-circular building that has disappeared, is of equal dimensions with

the outer measurement of the Byzantine apse. It will, perhaps, be said that

this identity implies simultaneous construction and contemporaneous existence

in the two buildings
;
but this may be met by saying that if the Byzantine

architects wished to use the blocks of an ancient pagan edifice over again,

they must of necessity have adopted for their basilica, at any rate the

circular part of it, the actual plan of this pagan edifice. Eleutheropolis and

its neighbourhood was flourishing under the Roman emperors, and the

existence there of a great pagan temple presents no improbability from the

historical point of view.

In consequence of the unfortunate loss of a plate entrusted to the

engraver,* I cannot give the elevations, details, and various sections which

would have enabled the reader to form an exact idea of what is left of the

edifice. The few notes that follow will but imperfectly supply its place.

The transverse section on a-b showed the elevation of the inner side of

the back of the basilica, with its semi-circular apse pierced with three semi

circular windows, and its wall pierced with two rows of windows, one above

the other, and likewise semi-circular. The opening

arch of the demi-cupola of the apse comprises from

its spring to the keystone (inclusive) nineteen

arch-stones.

The longitudinal section on c-d showed a bay

of the mediaeval church. Here is a simple sketch,

drawn up from notes that I discovered some time

afterwards. I cannot guarantee the absolute0 Section on C-D.

exactness of these latter,t

* It was numbered Series III, pi. 24.

t Through a mistake on the part of the engraver the lower part of the wall of the apse has

been marked as dotted (for rock) instead of being shaded ;
the reader is requested to restore

mentally this shading along the vertical dotted line.

3
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The three openings made in the wall dividing the two low vaulted

chambers k l in the north-west corner appeared in the section g-h as

narrow square windows, surmounted with a lintel.

Two other partial sections, on i-j and e-f, showed the elevation of

certain interesting parts of the outer and inner walls of the basilica. The

whole was accompanied by various profiles of cornices, mouldings, etc., an

Scale -jV

elevation of the outer face of the great central apse, and other details that

I do not now remember.

The following are the details of the two fragments in the precincts of

the church that we noted :

—

A fragment of the base of a column, or of a pedestal made of hard
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stone, which I caused to be cleared by digging. It is ornamented on two of

its sides with a crown carved in relief, having a Greek cross within it.

To Umm Burj.— I should have liked to prolong our stay at Beit Jibrin,

where there is plenty to occupy an archaeologist, but I had to abandon the

idea, as I could not find any men disposed to help me, and moreover I

thought it prudent not to spend a third night in this deadly encampment. On
Monday, at the first hour, T sent our tents on in front to Umm Burj, so as to

make the stage easier. We spent part of the day in completing our observa-

SPRING STONE OF ARCH AT SANDAHAKNA.

A. Elevation anti Profile of the Archivolt. B. Inirados and Profile of Panel Moulding.

C. Section along the axis from A-B. Scale T*^.

tions at Sandahanna. We reached our tents with some trouble, after two

hours’ journey in pitch darkness, through thickets and along an execrable road

where our horses stumbled at every step on patches of slippery rocks. We
had a small alarm too, coming unexpectedly on a band of suspicious-looking

fellows, who rose hastily as we approached. They were, however, simply

peaceable charcoal-burners, who were camping out on the scene of their

labours, and for their part were not altogether easy at hearing horsemen

straying through the darkness in their direction. They very obligingly put

us on the right road.

3 M 2
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Umm Burj is nothing but an insignificant ruin, inhabited by a few

charcoal-burners who put up there occasionally when they are working in

the small woods in the neighbourhood,

*Etd el Miyek .—On the Tuesday morning we left Umm Burj to return to

Jerusalem, passing by *Etd el Miyeh, or 'Id el Miyeh (‘Aid el Ma), which I had

some years before proposed to identify with the famous Adullam,* and which

I was desirous of revisiting. The plateau is covered with ruins, indicating

the site of an ancient city. There are several rock-hewn tombs, one with a

carved cross. On the hill-side are numerous large caves, among others one

that is situated close by the door of the wely of Sheikh MadkOr. In the wely

we found a package of candles, providentially placed there by some devout

fell&h. We happened to have just come to the end of our stock, so I took

one to light us during our inspection of the cave, putting down in exchange a

small piece of money as an offering to the saint. This substitution will,

perhaps, form the basis of some future legend.

I picked up here a new tradition about the origin of the name of the

place. Formerly there was a feud between two hammilleh (clans) of the

inhabitants, which was started on the day of the “ great feast ” U-vx) of the

Mussulmans, and “ a hundred ”
(/miyeh)

men were slain. It was in consequence

of this occurrence that the place was called ‘Id el Miyeh ("the feast of the

hundred ”). Though the historical value of this popular etymology is incon-

siderable, it has at least the advantage for us of fixing the exact form

assumed by the ancient name in modern toponymy.

Ancient Press .—The journey back to Jerusalem was speedily carried

out. Here are a few small matters that I noticed in the course of this

last stage.

Between Beit Nettif and 'EllAr, a little before reaching *Ell&r, at the

bottom of the valley, we discovered a very fine specimen of an ancient press,

with its two uprights formed of two enormous blocks nearly 7% feet high,

with recesses and grooves for working levers. Between the two uprights

is the circular mouth of a deep cavity, hewn in the rock, and now almost

totally filled up, which doubtless served to receive the juice expressed from

the olives or grapes, t

* See my detailed memoir: Lemplacement de la ville d'Adoullam ; Revue AreMologique, 1875,

p. 231 et seqq. Cf. injra, Appendix
, p. 459 sq.

t This press presents the greatest resemblance to the one found by Herr Schick at Khtirbet

el Jubeiah ( Quarterly Statement, 1893, p. 201).





Around and below are remains of important structures.

A little further on, still at the bottom of the valley, we noticed a large

staircase cut in the rock, leading to a horizontal landing in which are hollowed
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out two rectangular vats of no great depth, on different levels, and com-

municating with one another.

The staircase ascends by easy gradations along a sheer-cut rocky wall,

and from its wide low steps was doubtless meant to enable men heavily laden,

and even beasts of burden, to mount it easily, so as to convey to the vats

the crop of fruit, or olives, intended to be pressed.

Not far away we further noted the remains of a kind of road cut in the

rock, with steps here and there, forming the completing portion of this

remarkable collection of agricultural works.

'Elldr es Sijld.—At 'Ellar es Sifla ('Alldr es Sifleh ), where we halted

for lunch, I made a fresh examination of the various features I had already

noted in the course of a previous visit.* The ruined church of el Bauberiyeh

-Scale

seems to be of mediaeval construction
;
but the tool-marks on the stones are

indistinct, and difficult to determine.
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The " tomb of the daughter of Noah,” Kabtr bint NAk> is different from

the spring of Tanntlr bint Nuh
,
“the Tannlir (oven) of the daughter of

Noah,” which lies a little lower down. This so-called “tomb” is itself a

spring, covered with a semi-circular arch, formed of carefully squared blocks

with non-mediaeval tool-marks, and having the entrance stopped up by fallen

stones.

The back of this arch, which forms a quite short tunnel, is blocked up

by dry stone masonry and large blocks resting on the rock, which is cut

perpendicularly. The rock is also cut away perpendicularly at the entrance,

and it is between the two walls of rock thus formed that the spring rises.

Perhaps there used to be there some small sanctuary dedicated to the nymph

of the spring, and the “daughter of Noah” has entered into her inheritance

of the legend. I did not however observe any apse or niche.

El ‘Azhek.— I likewise revisited the place called el ‘Azhek, the name

of which had struck me when I first heard it on account of its resemblance to

that of the town of Azekah. The site however seems to be too far east to be

identified with that of Azekah, which must have been not far from Shuweikeh

(Socho), and on the south bank of the Wad es Sunt. However this may be,

‘Azhek is an extensive but low rocky plateau, surrounded by hills of much

greater height. There are no other traces of ruins besides those of a large

enclosure built of unsquared stones, called Dar el Kibliyeh, “ the southern

house.” The plateau is bordered on the west side by a belt of olives planted

with great regularity. It is situated at the intersection of the W&d et Tannftr

and a little valley called Khali' t er .

Rumman. On taking the magnetic

bearings of the wely of Sheikh

Mohammed ‘Audeh, near 'Ell&r el

F6k&, the angle was found to be

3i°-

Return home.—From ‘Ell&r we

went without a halt to Jerusalem.

We did not make any further ob-

servations during the rest of our

journey, in fact a great part of it

was done by night. We reached the house on Tuesday, September 29,

at nine o’clock in the evening, after thirty-five days’ absence.
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APPENDIX I.

IN SEARCH OF ADULLAM, GEZER, MODIN, Etc.

Journey made in 1871.

IN the course of the month of March, 1871, I undertook a short tour in Palestine, with

a view to verifying on the spot certain archaeological and topographical conclusions

which I had reached some time before by merely theoretical considerations. I communi-
cated those to my good friend Brother Litvin, and he was kind enough to become

my travelling companion for a part of the journey. The extremely modest sum that

I had at my disposal, the result of much painful saving, bound me to the strictest

economy on this excursion. We each of us had one horse, a pair of khurjes
,
a

macintosh, and a revolver. That was all—no baggage, or escort, or dragoman, or

provisions, except a few loaves courteously supplied by the Convent of the Saviour.

Circumstances at this time were not particularly favourable. Palestine was devastated

by famine, many peasants had died of hunger, and the roads were hardly safe.

However, I had no choice, and we set out determined to risk it, and trusting to our

lucky star for shelter and food. Allah Kerim!
The following notes are extracted from my travelling note-book. They form

a natural complement to those contained in this volume.

We left Jerusalem on the morning of Wednesday, March 23rd, in a thick fog and a

pelting rain. About noon the weather cleared. We passed by 'Ain cl Haniyeh and

Betttr, where we remarked, without halting, that vast bed of rock, which seems cut

vertically, like a rampart, and the copious spring where they told me there was an

inscription above the reservoir.*

From here we proceeded towards 'Elldr el Fdk&.f We halted before arriving

there, at Sheikh HCtbin, where we lunched. On our way we met many Arabs

* Cf Vol. I.

t The 'Aliar el BUsJot the Map. Cf Name Lists
, p. 383.

book that it was pronounced 'Elldr, and not 'Alldr.

I have particularly noted in my note-

3 N
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who had left their villages with their wives and children, and had come to settle

for the season in these parts, in order to find pasture for their cattle. They were,

as they called themselves, tnu azzebtn. To the south of 'EllAr el FdkA a place was

pointed out to us called
'

Azhek
,
or El 'Azhek* without any ruins we were told.

By the side of this are the remains of a large building with kufriyeh stones,

that is to say, stones of the times of the infidels, before Islam was. This ruined

edifice is called DAr el kibliyeh “the house of the south”). El 'Azhek is

half way up a hill to the left of WAd 'EllAr (we are on the right bank, and proceeding

in a south-easterly direction).

My notes, the accuracy of which I do not vouch for, run thus :
“ from 'EllAr el

FokA to El ‘Azhek, 20° S.S.E. at a distance of about io'.” I cannot fix the exact

spelling of this name
'

Azhek
,
but I am struck by the resemblance it bears to that of

the Biblical town Azekah. I can only guarantee that there is an 'ain at the beginning;

El 'Azhek is the name of the hill
;
DAr cl Kibliyeh that of the ruin

A few minutes beyond El 'Azhek we found on the right, near the edge of

our road, Khurbet bint NAh, “ the ruin of the daughter of Noah,” and Kabr bint NAh,

“the tomb of the daughter of Noah.” This name is bestowed on a semicircular

vault built of blocks well cut on the inner side, unhewn or worn away on the

outside. One would take this to be the beginning of a long tunnel, stopped up

with unsquared stones. The soil there is strewn with fragments of modern lamps

and pottery, which are the remains of ex-votos, betokening the great veneration in which

the place is held. You go down under the vault by a step, cut in the rock, and find

there a pool of water, apparently formed by some spring.!

Above this, on the slope of the hill which lies to the north-west, we noticed

some considerable ruins, made up of large unsquared stones. These ruins are continued

along the valley, and go by the name of Hartk't el ChahhAleh <ub as the

fellahin pronounce it. This curious name, which signifies literally “the conflagration of

the woman who uses eye-salve,” originated perhaps in some legend, I could not

ascertain what.

Two minutes further on is the spring of 'Ain et TannAr, in the midst of a

thick grove of orange trees and olives. A local tradition connects the origin of this

spring l with the account of the Flood, and associates with it the name of the daughter

of Noah, who came before us just now.

Continuing our course towards the west, we arrived after a few minutes at

some ruins called El BawAij (^AjjJl). The place is also called 'EllAr es Sifla, “nether

'Ellar,” in contradistinction to the neighbouring village 'EllAr el FAkA, “upper 'EllAr.”

The ruins are of some importance, and comprise vaults, cellars hewn in the rock,

and a corner formed of stones with rude bossages. Below, in the valley, is a building

three parts ruined, which, as its actual name indicates {El K'ntseh), is an ancient church,

and is obviously orientated. Adjacent to it may be distinguished a cloister and a

small convent, belonging to the period of the Crusades, with ogives.

The church was terminated on the east side by a straight wall, and appears not to

* See supra, p. 456. f Cf. supra
, p. 456.

t Cf. supra
, pp. 237, 238.
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have had any apse
;
at any rate, it is difficult to trace its position. The north wall is

•till partly standing, and has high windows with nearly semicircular tops. Along its

whole length there runs a cornice with projecting corbels.

The fine plantations of 'Ain et Tanntir stretch away to the bottom of the valley

to El Baw&Yj

.

At El Baw&rj we turned sharp to the south-east so as to reach 'Eid el

Miyeh* before nightfall. This place was one of the principal objects of my tour,

as I had been for some time past inclined to identify it with the town of Adullam
The sun was just upon setting when we got to the wide valley on one of the sides of

which the ruins lay that I desired to inspect. On the top of the hill that rose in front

of us I noticed a small wely dedicated to Sheikh Madktir.

The hill itself is covered with ruins, and full of caves, where the nomad shepherds

gather with their flocks for the night. At the foot of it, on the north side, at the

bottom of a small w&dy, a hurried glance sufficed to show me extensive ruins— scattered

blocks of middling size, overgrown with tall plants—a kind of vaulted structure, crumbled

into ruins (dating possibly from the Crusades), and so forth. Like the majority of

ruins of ancient cities in Palestine, these have no very well-defined characteristics, but

they appear to be spread over a considerable amount of ground, as far as the high

vegetation covering them enabled me to judge. In the middle is a large well, several

yards in diameter, surrounded with a number of rude stone troughs, where the

shepherds were engaged in watering their flocks. These ruins are called
*

Eidelmiyeh or
'fdelmiya.

The place is absolutely uninhabited, except during the rainy season, when the

herdsmen take shelter there for the night. These nufassebtn fellahin, who come
from all quarters, were just at this time present in great numbers.

We climbed the hill at the foot of which these ruins lie. It is crowned by yet

other ruins, and the whole is surmounted by the small knbbeii of Sheikh Madkfir.

The hill is full of natural caves, where the shepherds had already installed themselves

for the night, which was now rapidly closing in. As we climbed up to the wely, my
identification of the place with Adullam kept running in my head, and I thought to

myself that it would be easy to accommodate David and his wild companions in these

enormous caves. The place is an ideal brigands’ den. It overlooks and commands
the plains and valleys far around, and as soon as the ghazzias were over, this fortress

would afford a certain and convenient retreat.

Although all this collection of expatriated peasants did not wear an engaging look,

we entered into conversation with the cave-dwellers. As we were travelling without a

tent, and with nothing but our two horses and the scanty luggage that would go into

the khurjes hanging at the saddle-bow, we resolved on ensconcing ourselves in the

wely, and putting up our animals under shelter of the neighbouring cavern. No
difficulties were made as far as we were concerned, but it was not the same with the

animals. The fellahin highly disapproved of the sacrilegious introduction of our

beasts into a grotto sacred to the Sheikh Madkflr, who, they said, would inevitably

destroy them for this profanation. However, after some negotiations, we came to an

arrangement. A fell&h, who came from a small village near Hebron, and was camping

* Kh. 'Aid el Ma, on the P.E.F. Map.

3 N 2
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in the grotto nearest the sanctuary, agreed to let us go in there for supper. A great

fire of brushwood was lit for us beneath a kind of natural liw&n, forming the vestibule

of the grotto. We brought forth our scanty stores from our knapsacks, and fell to with

a zest, squatting before the crackling blaze. We shared the bread which we had had

the forethought to bring with us from Jerusalem with our host and the little circle of

more or less friendly sight-seers that gathered round us. This bounty of ours, which we

had some reason to regret on the morrow, made us fast friends with these poor famished

wretches. It was a famous treat for them, since for several weeks past they had been

driven to subsist on leaves of khubbetzeh (a kind of mallow
;
the popular name for it,

“ small bread,” is sufficient indication of its edible nature).

Utter destitution prevailed through the whole region we were now traversing

:

there was not a grain of wheat, not a handful of barley for our wretched horses. We
made them browse the grass. Not much of a repast this, considering the long journey

they had before them on the next day.

However, the few bread-crumbs we had thrown to these ill-favoured birds had tamed

them by degrees, and our largess, seasoned with some kind words, finally loosed their

tongues. I availed myself of this to gather from their lips some interesting information

about the place. Local tradition declares that in remote times the town, for such it was,

of 'Eidelmiyeh was the scene of a general massacre. Among others, “ eighty pairs of

brothers ” (tamantn jdz ikhweh) were slaughtered. This detail exactly recalls the “ eighty

pairs* of brothers,” all priests, at Gophnith, mentioned in the Gemara Bcrakoth.t

Sheikh Madkfir was the son of Sultan Beder, and it is his descendants, who are

settled in the neighbouring village of Beit Nettff, that have built and still keep up his

little sanctuary. This latter is a chamber surmounted with a cupola, which stands out

picturesquely on the summit of the hill. Inside it is the principal tomb, that of the

Sheikh, which is much feared and respected in the country round. ’ The kubbeh has in

front of it a small courtyard with other tombs. I noticed there a column, apparently

an ancient one.

This name Madkfir is also pronounced Mankftr, and even Mandknr. One's first

idea is to recognize in it the Arabic word ntadhk&r
,
which means “ mentioned,

celebrated.” I am not sure though that the name is not x<, with the emphatic

K, which would make it altogether another word. As the fellahin that I had occasion

to question were a gathering of types from all quarters of Judaea, and spoke different

patois, I was not able to make out from their pronunciation the real nature of this radical

letter. Many of the fellahin pronounce, as is well known, the ordinary k like ch

,

and the

emphatic k like an ordinary k. At all events, I never once heard the pronunciation

Madchftr. In case the real form is which still remains to be proved, that would

bring us to the Hebrew and Aramaic root "l,TT, “to hollow out” (cf "lpft tnakkor

,

“he who hollows out”),f whfch unconsciously carries back our thoughts to the numerous
and characteristic caverns of the locality.

* The actual word is identical. J6st
couple, pair, is the vulgar pronunciation of the Arabic *<$/,

which is, letter for letter, the Hebrew, ju g6g.

t Fol. 44, recto. Cf. Reland, Palasiina
,
s.v. Gophnith.

+ It is curious to note that on the one hand tne roots in Hebrew naknr and dakar interchange
without affecting the sense, and on the other hand the name under discussion is either tnadMr or mank&r.
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Supper despatched, we broke up the meeting, and went into the little chamber of

the wely, where we lay on the ground wrapped in our waterproofs, with our heads on

the khurjes
,
and our revolvers close at hand. We passed the night on the alert, for we

were but half sure of the intentions of the vagabonds of all sorts who surrounded us.

Hunger is a bad counsellor, and Sheikh Madkfir himself, or the old divinity that he

represents, would perhaps be powerless to protect his gerim
,
alias the guests of his

sanctuary. We noticed that the door, which we had carefully shut and barricaded,

had an enormous hole in it, through which it would have been the easiest thing in the

world to pick us off as we slept We stopped it up as well as might be with our

saddles, arranging the stirrups so as to sound an alarm at the least touch.

However, the night passed uneventfully. At daybreak we got up and into our

saddles, thanking Sheikh MadkClr for the favour of his protection. We took leave of

the company, distributing among them some small change, and sharing with them

our last morsels of bread, which delighted them even more than the money.

The fell&h who had accompanied us from Jerusalem left us here to go back home;

so we started without a guide, trusting ourselves to Providence, for Beit Jibrhi. I

desired to make some researches at this place, and moreover we wanted to get there

as soon as might be, as it was the only place where there was a chance of our finding

a little barley for our horses, who were reduced to a small pittance, and some provisions

for ourselves.

We therefore quickened our pace. I noticed, as we rapidly descended the

western slope of the hill, that this side also was strewn with large blocks more

or less well cut and preserved, betokening the presence of structures that have now
disappeared.

However we had no time to linger. We endeavoured to follow as far as possible

the old Roman way, which should take us to Beit Jibrin. As we went along, I inquired

the way of the fellahin that we found ploughing in the fields with the little oxen which

are used for this purpose. “ Dughri “ straight on,” they invariably answered. Dughri

was easy to say, but was not always enough to guide one among the paths that intersect

in all directions, especially as the horizon was obscured by the still noticeable undulations

of the Shephelah or lower stratum of the Judaean range. Accordingly we spent some

time wandering about at hap hazard. The plains were covered with strikingly beautiful

pastures, in which, as a result of previous rains, the grass had grown up luxuriantly,

dotted with lovely flowers. From time to time we crossed small woods full of game,

which got up under our noses, and would have just done to revictual us, but unfortunately

we had no gun. Here as everywhere else during the remainder of our tour, I had

repeated occasion to notice that the fellahin— 1 except professional camel-drivers—have

no idea of the exact distances between places, either by the actual space or the time

required to cover it. The word sea, “ hour,” has the vaguest of meanings on their lips ;

it is not so much a fixed portion of time as a stage, of very variable length, between two

villages. I once heard a fellah, who was more sharp, use an expression very humorous

in its artless precision ; sheurb es/t shigdra
,
“ the time it takes to smoke a cigarette.”

These vague notions of time and distance are in striking contrast with the remarkable

ease with which these same fellahin use the cardinal points. A fell&h, in whatever

position he finds higaself, always grasps the position of the four quarters of the compass

with regard to himself. I have frequently heard in a general conversation between
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fellahln one saying in the most natural way, “you who are to the east," or, “he who

is to the north'’ in order to address himself or allude to one of the bystanders.

Having no guide with us, it was only occasionally and by chance that we could

get any information about the places we passed. I took brief notes of two of them.

Umm Burj, with a well, situated not far away, called Dtr HAr&n, surmounted with

a rude structure, near which are troughs hollowed out in large stone blocks
;
Kh&rbet

ShAwer,* a little before reaching Deir Nakhkh&s, half way up a hill that we found on

our left, and which is crowned by a wely dedicated to ‘Abd Allah. I noticed there

vertical cuttings in the rock, and some entrances of burial-caves. Some peasants told

us of an inscription, and we had a vain hunt for it, toilfully climbing the hill under a

blazing sun.

We finally made our entry into Beit Jibrin about 10 o’clock in the morning. I

got some one to point out to me the house of Sheikh Musleh, and we made for it

at once. The Sheikh was away from home. I asked a big fellow who was squatting

majestically before the door if it was possible to buy anything to eat for ourselves

and some barley for our animals. “Where are thy tents?” he asked, with the

haughty air of a man accustomed to the usual display of European khaw&jdt who
are pleased to frequent the highways and byeways of Palestine. I was obliged to

confess that we were travelling in a more modest way, and that we carried all our

worldly goods with us. This information secured us a most disdainful glance and

a distinctly insolent refusal to have anything to do with us. Luckily a worthy

Mussulman from Hebron, who happened to be at Beit Jibrin on business, was good

enough to come to our aid. He undertook for a consideration to procure us some

eggs, and to have made for us some Sghtfs, or Arab bread, which is a sort of cross

between a pancake and a galette . At the expiration of two hours, we having spent

the interim in cooling our heels, he brought us some hard-boiled eggs dyed yellow,

and some perfectly uneatable r'ghtfs,
a nameless compound of barley, durra, and

grains unknown, soaked in rancid oil. Our very horses would have none of them, and

took to grass instead. They were perfectly justified in so doing, but we unfortunately

had perforce to put up with the cakes, not having the same resource. We bitterly

regretted the good Jerusalem bread that we had so thoughtlessly lavished on the

hungry wretches at Sheihk Madkfir.

I had all the trouble in the world to find anyone to talk to in Beit Jibrin. We had

moreover lost precious time in waiting for this miserable meal, so we had to think of

starting, in order to get to the stage of B'retj, where I intended spending the night, after

passing through Deir Dubbin, which 1 desired to examine. I will confine myself to

noting a few items of information picked up by the way

:

I was told of an enormous cavern a quarter of an hour from Beit Jibrin, called

£‘rik el Kheil, with an “ inscription several yards long.” t

The name of the spring which is generally transliterated Lehi, and which some have

wished to identify with the spring 'En hak-kore Ramat Lehi in the history of Samson, is

* This name is not to be found on the Map, but is perhaps the place there marked as Umm *Osheish.

The name ShAwer must have the same origin here as that of the Kub&b esh ShAweriyeh that I have
mentioned above (p. 430, note 5).

t See supra, p. 443.
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really 'Ain Leiyet es Safer (jkJ\\ ;
beside it is a ruin called Kh&rbet Leiyet es

Safer. The connection attempted to be set up between this and the Hebrew Vi*?,

“jawbone," is precluded by this radically different Arabic form. At 'Ain Safer is an

ancient aqueduct which used to convey water as far as Kastr el Ben&t (“the castle of

the girls") at Beit Jibrln.

The legend of the fabulous king Melek el Fenlsh
y
in whose name I have for some

time been inclined to recognize a popular corruption of that of the Philistines
,
is connected

by local traditions with several spots round about Beit Jibrln.

Learning wisdom from our wanderings in the morning, I decided to take a guide

with us from Beit Jibrln for B’retj. We started to follow the great Roman way which

leads in a north-westerly direction to Dhikrln.

At a quarter of an hour from Beit Jibrln, to our right, and near the roadside, I

noticed the wely of Temtm ed DAry * In these parts large tracts of land are waktf of

Temim ed D&ry and the family of his descendants. This personage, my guide told me,

was dragged down under the ground by the devil. The story recalls to some extent

the account of the Lcvite Korah, who was swallowed up in the earth along with

his accomplices Dathan and Abiram. Written Mussulman tradition, which is much
occupied with Temim ed D&ry, omits this detail of the legend, which is a purely local

one, but yet it connects his more or less historical personality with certain much-

distorted Biblical traditions. The Arab chronicler of Jerusalem, Mujir ed Din, has

handed down to us a good summary of the latter.! Temim ed D&ry, son of Os,

was a companion of Mahomet, and one of the first emirs of Jerusalem. The prophet

assigned to him, as waktf Hebron and the surrounding territory. The act of donation

was written on a piece of leather from one of the boots of
f

Aly, by 'Aly himself. Mujir

ed Din declares that he saw the original still existing (in the 16th century). It was,

he says, well nigh illegible, but was accompanied by an ancient transcript, which he

reproduces. The donation was made to Temim and his brothers, and comprised

:

Habriln El MartAm {^^\),

Beit 'A inAn ojo )> Beit IbrAhtm

four places near Hebron, or else four quarters of the town itself, which strikingly recall

and explain possibly better than any other hypothesis the ancient name of Kiriath

Arba, “the town of the four,” which is given in the Bible to Hebron.} Mudjir ed Din

adds that the descendants of Temim ed DSry, who are still numerous at Hebron, and

designated by the collective name of D&riyeh, continue to enjoy the revenue of the fief

assigned to their ancestor.

This donation, which has by no means been shown to rank as an historical

document, presents curious points of resemblance to the one made of the same

* Entered on the Map as Sheikh et Teim
,

in which the name of the personage so famous in

Mussulman tradition is not recognizable,

f Bulak Arabic Text, p. 428, cf. p. 232.

} A small Arabic manuscript that came into my possession at Jerusalem, entitled Kit&b Muntakhab

Jy fadh&tl Beit el Makdis, "relates the facts somewhat differently and in greater detail. It gives Beit

'AyAn in place of Beit 'Atmitt.
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territory to Caleb and his descendants by Joshua. I am inclined to believe that Mussul-

man legend has invested the name of Temim ed D&ry with features borrowed from the

Bible history of Caleb. At the time of the division of the land and the apportioning of

the lot of the tribe of Judah, the aged Caleb comes to claim his share, in pursuance

of the promise made to him by Moses in the name of Jehovah before the conquest.

This share is Hebron. Temim ed D&ry comes to claim from Abu Bekr and Omar the

surrender of the fief of Hebron which Mahomet had assigned him before the conquest.

There is yet another coincidence. Among the more or less fictitious descendants

attributed to Caleb, whose names bear evident token of their geographical character,

there appear Hebron
,
and his son Korah (i Chron. ii, 43). This Korah, a namesake of

him who perished so miserably, brings us by another path to this Temim ed Dftry,

whose disappearance beneath the earth is recorded in the legend that I noted near his

sanctuary, and which formed the starting point of this digression.*

We proceeded on our way towards Dhikrin, always keeping to the Roman
road. When we had got as far as fi'rAk HA1A, which we saw on our right, I noticed

all at once to our left in a field by the roadside a large carved block. On going

up to it I found it to be the trunk of a life-sized statue, of good Graeco-Roman work-

manship. The torso is encircled with a cross-belt, while a short pleated skirt, fitting

tightly to the figure, covers the belly. The three of us set to work, and after some

trouble managed to turn the block over. I noticed that the back was unworked.t It

must have been a statue of some Roman emperor or officer. A thorough search in

the vicinity would perhaps result in the discovery of the head or an inscribed pedestal

which would afford a means of determining the identity of the personage.

I took as well as I could manage a rough sketch of this interesting fragment, which

may have been originally connected with the Roman road that wc were following, and

we set out again with briskness, trying to make up for the time lost in this halt, which

was not provided for in the programme.

We left the Roman road opposite Khiirbet el Khulf, passing between it and a tell

on which wc perceived, at some distance, the wely of Abu Rebl' and the village of

Kudnl We then struck due north, aiming for Deir DubbAn, without touching Ra'nA.

Shortly before reaching Deir DubbAn, perhaps half an hour before, wc crossed

a rocky hill covered with ineskAhed, those little heaps of stones which pious

Mussulmans set up when they come within sight of a holy place. Do these

mesh&hed connect themselves with Deir DubbAn? The place is far distant, and is

not even visible from there, according to an entry in my note-book, which however

cannot be read with certainty. I attach some importance to this detail, for the object

of my visit to Deir DubbAn was to ascertain whether there was there in former days

any sanctuary of Baal-Zebfib. I had for some time been much impressed with the

close connection existing between the words DubbAn
,
more accurately DhibbAn

"flies,” the plural of dhubAb
,
and the Hebrew 1121, with the same meaning,

* Moreover the Mussulman legends seem to have very soon fixed upon the name of Temim ed
DAry as a nucleus for all manner of fables. There is extant in a MS. a history of Temim ed DAry
recounting, inter alia, that he was miraculously transported to an island, where be is still living. Temim
ed DAry had only one daughter, named Rakia, whence he was sumamed Abu Rakia. (Cf. Caleb and his

daughter Acbsah.)

t This is an error, but I rectified it later. See supra

,

p. 441.
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which respectively enter into the composition of the names, Deir DubbAn
,
"convent of

flies,” and Baal Zeb&b
,
the “ Baal of flies,” or, perhaps, the Baal of a place called Zebfib.

I hoped that I might perhaps discover some clue to this question in the enormous and

remarkable subterraneous chambers of Deir Dubb&n and the neighbourhood. We paid

a hurried visit to several of these subterranean places, without finding anything except

those long votive inscriptions in Kufic that have already been noted there by several

travellers. Thus I am left with my theory on my hands, without anything to support it,

which however does not necessarily imply that it ought to be given up. The question

will be worth taking up again some other time.

It was now growing late, so we cut short our visit and set out for el B’reij

(Bureij), where we hoped to find better accommodation than the night before. Our
guide from Beit Jibrln kept on telling us that there was a Konsol, that is to say a

European, living at B’reij. On the way we learned from the fellahin we met

that the person meant was the iconomos of the Greek convent, who owns extensive

property in the neighbourhood.

For about an hour before reaching B’reij we followed the left bank of a w&dy which

wound in and out along the middle of a delightful plain, bounded on the left by gently

undulating country and covered with a gorgeous mass of flowers. I was particularly

struck by seeing whole groups of wild flowers growing together after their kinds, and

forming patches of gold, azure, and emerald with marvellous effect. The juxtaposition

of the two latter hues, which are so difficult to harmonize, produced a most agreeable

chromatic combination, forming in fact just the same gamut of colour as the exterior

ornamentation of the mosque of the Sakhra, where green and blue are placed together

with equal daring and with like success.

Wc reached B’reij a little before sundown. A complete deception awaited us

—the iconomos is not at home, we are told. I saw, however, from the embarrassed

air and contradictory replies of the servants that such was not the case. My suspicions

were confirmed by the fellahin, who told me that the worthy priest had hidden himself

so as to escape the burdens of hospitality (khabbA ‘an edh dh'iAf). We valiantly put

the best face on the matter, and made ourselves as comfortable as might be in the

village mosque, which was formed by a single high chamber capped by a cupola in a

dilapidated state, and begrimed with smoke, there being no other opening to it than

the door. We shared it with a nest of swallows, who appeared to be very comfortably

established there. On this occasion, thanks to the intervention of the mukhtAr
,
we

managed to get some barley for our unfortunate horses, a little boiled rice for ourselves,

and some r'ghlfs made with tolerable meal, but containing in lieu of almonds and

currants, pebbles the size of your thumb. Our Spartan repast being over, we stretched

ourselves on the ground, our wonted couch, to the doubtful elasticity of which we were

beginning to be inured. We enjoyed a few hours of sleep, for which we had a tough

tussle with legions of fleas, mosquitoes, and other rabid insects. We cut short this

lamentable night by getting up well before daybreak, and the light of our candle awoke

the nest of swallows, avho treated us to a morning serenade of delightful twittering.

The sun had hardly risen when we unrcgretfully quitted B’reij. We directed our

course north-north-west, the day’s goal being KhuldH (Khuldeh), which was to be the

base of the investigation I had undertaken concerning the hoped recovery of the site of

the ancient Gezer.
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At twenty minutes from B’reij we came upon a ruin called Kkiirbet el Btreh, where

I did not notice anything remarkable.

Shortly afterwards we saw a large serrfs tree (a species of myrtle), reckoned to

be a sacred tree. It is highly venerated by the peasants, as appears from the bits of

stuff fastened on to it as votive offerings. This "green tree” (Deut. xii, 2) is

dedicated to Sheikh J’neid,* another of those worthy people who have replaced one

of the old rustic Canaanitish deities which cost the Jews so much trouble to root out

from the soil of Canaan, and now, when the worshippers of Jehovah have disappeared,

grew up again as before.

We kept along the left bank of WAd es SerAr, descending in a north-westerly

direction towards KhuldA, which lies on the other side of the wAdy. On reaching a

bend in the wAdy, we noticed in the concavity of the bend, just on the edge of' the

wAdy, a square-shaped tell called Tell el Baldshe with some ruins about a quarter of

an hour to the south, which bear the same name, KhUrbet el Batdsheh.

This tell, with its regular shape, has every appearance of being the site of a fortified

camp, intended to command the passage of the wAdy. Although it is situated at a

distance from the ancient Roman way, which

reaches the wAdy, and doubtless crossed it a

little lower down, I cannot dismiss the idea that

we have here the remains of some fortification

of the Roman or Byzantine period. The average

height of the tell above the plain is something

like 12 yards. Its four sides form regularly

inclined slopes. I was only able to measure it

by the length of my horse’s step, but I estimate

the length of its sides at about 165 yards.

After climbing the slope, you find yourself on

a quadrangular artificial plateau, now encroached

upon by vegetation, in the midst of which we
discerned some potsherds, and earth of that

greyish tint which is unmistakable proof of the

former presence of human habitation. The ex-

_ ^
istence of large squared blocks scattered here

1 W-V^. and there leaves no room for doubt on this point.

Furthermore, at the north-east and still more at

the south-east corner are remains of three or four courses still in situ forming a terrace,

and originally belonging, it would seem, to some covering of the slope.

The wAdy passes by the eastern base of the tell, and renders all this side secure

* The name fniid strongly reminds one of the spot called AjnAdein, where the Arabs gained a
celebrated victory over the Greeks in the year 13 of the Hegira. All efforts have hitherto failed to

identify this locality. According to the frequently contradictory accounts of Arab authors about this

place, it was between Ramleh and Beit Jibrin, between Ramleh and Hebron, between Ramleh and
Jerash (probably Jcrdsh, a little to the south of Deir Eb&n), between Beit Jibrin and El Yarmfik
(probably Kh. el Yarmfik

,
to the north-west of Beit Nettif). For the history of the question see the learned

memoir of M. de Goeje (Mimoires dhistoire et dt glograpkie orientates. No. 3, p. 33, seg.). See
my remarks further on as to the existence of an ancient fortified camp not far from there.
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against attack. It is possible that, by means of diverting the water into a canal from

the wAdy itself, the west side could be similarly covered, so the tell was thus transformed

into a casteUum surrounded by a moat full of water. Here are two slight sketches

taken on the spot, which, in spite of their deficiencies, will give a better idea of the

configuration of the ground and the strategic capabilities of the tell. Perhaps the

actual name given by the Arabs to the tell in question is calculated to strengthen this

hypothesis indirectly. Bat&sheh
,
JLiUaj , appears to be connected with the word IL.*

,

batt&sh
,
“ strong, powerful.”

A rather curious coincidence helps to support this attempt at connection. As
shown in Vol. I, the Scopes, where the Romans established one of their camps at the

time when Jerusalem was invested, is none other than the eminence called El MeshAref,

situated just seven stadia from Jerusalem. Now I have noticed that one of the

characteristic projections on El MeshAref bears the name of Bdt'n el Batt&sh
,

“ the belly,"

or as we should say, the “ brow," of El Batt&sh. It is a striking fact that this name
El Batt&sh

,
which is closely akin to BatAsheh, is also connected with an undoubted site

of a Roman camp.

We crossed the WAd es SerAr (SurAr), and arrived at KhuldA, where I dismissed

the guide we had brought from Beit Jibrin, who could be of no further use to us in this

quarter. The inhabitants related to me how that KhuldA was formerly surrounded

by a fortified wall, two gates of which were said to be still in situ. This tradition

agrees pretty closely with what Mujir ed Din tells us concerning the existence of

a burj at the village of KhuldA in 900 A.H. I have come across an allusion to

KhuldA in an ancient Taktikon of the divisions of Palestine, for religious purposes

preserved in MS. in the library of the Greek patriarchate at Jerusalem.* It is there

stated that the boundary of the diocese of Lydda extends to the south as far as the

“valley of the iXo/cepdrav” (that is to say, “of the carob trees "),t and as far as the

valley going down to the KaartWiov, called Xov\8a ,
which valley separates the

territory of Lydda from that of Emmaus. Here again the word KaarreWcov must

point to the existence of an ancient fortress at KhuldA.

However, I am not going to delay over these trifling details, I have much
more important business on hand. My object now was to ascertain whether or no

1 had succeeded, as I thought I had, in determining, & priori, the site of the town of

3ezer, hitherto vainly sought by all commentators and topographers, and whether I

hould have the luck to obtain on the spot material support for my purely theoretical

lotions, which had greatly exercised my mind for several months previously. It was

»nly in this connection that KhuldA interested me, because I considered it as the

leccssary pivot of the investigation I proposed to make, and the landmark which ought

0 guide me to the discovery of the truth, if my inductions were not erroneous.

This is not the place to set forth in detail how I was led to put this problem

n a new basis,t when its solution seemed to be despaired of, by inserting into it an

ccurate datum, which hitherto it had occurred to no one to utilize. It will suffice to

ly that, thanks to a precious piece of information hidden away in the Arab chronicle

* ’ItfHHToXvniat, *p. rot)'

.

f Probably at Kharr&beh
,
just near

'

Ann&beh.

} See supra, Ch. V, p. 224 sqq.

1 n
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of Mujlr ed Din, a tiresome composition which I had the patience to search through,

I arrived at the following conclusions : Gezer must be a place which was called Tell

el Jeser as late as theX Vth century, and was situated within a very short distance of

Khuldd.

None of the maps then published contained the name, so my object was to discover

it on the spot, and then to sec whether the site answered all requirements.

It was from Khuldfi then that I began my search. I vainly questioned the village

fellahin
;
no one had ever heard of a Tell el Jezcr, and I began to despair. However,

as the Arabic text on which I relied contained a distinct assertion, and the veracity of

my chronicler admitted of no question, I did not lose courage, and persisted in my
questioning. Finally, an old peasant woman told me she believed that this Tell that

I was so anxious about must be in the direction of AbA Shfisheh, a small village lying

to the north of Khuldfi before you get to the road from Jaffa to Jerusalem. Im-

mediately I set out to follow up this trail, and we made straight for Abfi Shfisheh.

As we went along, I questioned in turn all the fellahin we met, and bit by bit I became

assured—with what joy and emotion I need hardly say— that at. Abfi Shfisheh there

existed a Tell el Jesery. Jezery was not quite the same thing as the Jezer of Mujir

cd Din, but the difference was insignificant. Of some I asked, “ where is Tell cl Jezery ?
”

and they replied, “ 0 Abfi Shfisheh,” at Abfi Shfisheh. Of others I asked (to serve as

a check), “ what is the name of the Tell above Abfi Shfisheh ? ” and the answer came,

“Tell el Jezery.” A little before we were burning, as the children say, now we were

proceeding in the certainty that the Tell el Jezer of the old Arab chronicler was within

our grasp. It now remained to see whether we should find there, as I expected, the

ruins of the old Canaanite city of Gezer. My heart beat furiously as we approached

the goal. Arrived at last

!

VVe reached the foot of a high hill, on the south-west slope of which the modern

village of AbQ Shfisheh is built, with its deceptive name that so long had hidden the

place from the most sagacious explorers. At the base of the hill are numerous deep

wells, where the women come to fill their jars and water-skins.

The hill itself is capped by an elongated plateau, the longer diameter of which

appeared to me to be roughly speaking east and west. The hill was pointed out to me
by the drawers of water that we had met down below, under the name of Tell clJezery,

and the plateau above under the name of Khiirbet el Jezery, “the ruin of El Jezery.”

This name of “ ruin ” is perfectly well deserved
;
for this vast plateau, which we crossed

rapidly on horseback, is strewn with potsherds, with greyish dust originating with

buildings, and blocks of stone of various sizes, some squared, others weather-worn and

shapeless. It was at this time covered with grass, and in part subject to cultivation.

We noticed rectilinear upheavals of the ground, pointing to buried bases of structure,

and in the centre a sort of rising ground forming the arete or backbone of the plateau.

In places the sides of the tell appeared to us to have been fashioned into regular slopes

by the hand of man, and everything we saw bore witness to prolonged human
occupation.

About the centre of the plateau rises the little kubbeh of a wely, which has

preserved the real name of the place. This, as I have often had occasion to point out,

is of frequent occurrence in Palestine. It is called Sheikh El Jezery
,
“The Sheikh of

Jezer.” It is, as the reader perceives, an eponymous wely in the fullest meaning of the
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phrase. Local tradition makes him a Shehtd (a hero or martyr of the faith) of the

times of the Kuffdr or infidels. We know what that signifies—the saint has been the

faithful preserver of the name of the ancient city.

In the village itself is the wely proper, that of Abfl ShCisheh. At one of the

extremities of the plateau, above the village, is a large rectangular birkeh
, cut out in the

rock, now disused and overgrown with grass, and having a tall fig tree growing in the

middle of it. This reservoir is manifestly ancient, and measures 40 feet 2 inches by

40 feet 2 inches. Its sides are still covered, in places, with a lining of cement composed

of small stones, and covered with a thin layer of polished stucco. The thickness of this

lining is not less than 2 feet.

We descended from the tell in order to climb a high hill from which it is separated

on the south side by a valley, so as get a better idea of its configuration and general

aspect. We noticed on the slope in crossing over some rock-hewn tombs, traces of an

aqueduct, and other cuttings of every description, betokening works of considerable

importance.

The other hill we ascended also contained a number of subterraneous recesses and

caverns of irregular shape. One of these, of enormous size, called MaghArct elJef/in ,

seemed to have formed part of some ancient quarries. From here a fine view is obtained

of the outline of Tell el Jezery, which stands out against the plain. In the distance

the town of Ramleh is visible, with its high tower. I made a sketch of the view, and

then, our hurried reconnaissance at an end, we returned to our tell, where we sat down

in the shadow of the wely of El Jezery to cat some hard-boiled eggs and the remainder

of the r'ghtfs from B’reij. We did ample justice to them, being highly delighted at

having brought these investigations to so successful a conclusion. The worthy Brother

Litvin, who had long been a partner in my hopes, was immensely pleased at having

thus been present at their realization. For now there was no longer room for doubt—

I

had found everything at once : the site of an extensive town, of great strategical

importance, with all the characteristic indications of extreme antiquity
;
the cemetery

where its former inhabitants reposed
;
the quarries whence the stone had been taken for

building it
;
and, beyond and above all, the name Jczer, identical with that of the old

Canaanitc city. In my enthusiasm I was already convinced that from its position it

would indubitably be found to harmonise with all the data contained in texts sacred

and profane where Gezer is mentioned, numbers of which kept flocking into my memory.

How many topographical questions closely connected with the problem of Gezer were

now to find their solution ! But this was a task for a cool head, and I had seen enough

to be sure that I was not mistaken. I could not possibly foresee then that fortune, who
had served me so well on this occasion, had in store for me a few years later the most

striking and unhoped for confirmation of my views.*

Our lunch despatched, we got into our saddles again, and made for Ramleh,

where we were to separate, much to our regret Brother Litvin had to go to Jaffa,

whither he was summoned by the needs of his congregation. For my part, I purposed

continuing my little journey by myself, as I had still a few beshliks to spend and some
points to clear up.

After looking in at the shops of two or three goldsmiths in Ramleh, with a view to

See supra
,
Cb V.
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picking up small antiques such as coins, intaglios and the like, t went on to Lydda,

where 1 received the warmest welcome at the hands of the Latin vicar. I Had scarcely

arrived when a frightful storm broke out, which lasted all the night. The rain continued

to fall next day, Sunday, so I was forced to postpone the excursion I had an idea of

making to cl Midieh, in order to study on the spot the question of Modin and the tomb
of the Maccabees, which had been brought to the front by recent investigations. I

availed myself of my forced stay at Lydda to examine afresh the mosque and the

church. I took a copy of the great Greek inscription

*

carved on one of the columns

in the mosque, which I had discovered the year before, but had only had a glimpse of.

I finished copying the principal masons’ marks out on the blocks used in building

the church of the Crusaders. I came to the conclusion that this mediaeval church

was really the one dedicated to St. George (Mar Jtries), whilst the ancient church

adjoining, of Byzantine construction, and now transformed into a mosque, was originally,

according to local tradition, placed under the protection of St. John (Mar Yoltanna).

The Mussulmans have consecrated it to Neby 'Drts, ’Drfs is a vulgar pronunciation of

Edrls, the name by which the patriarch Enoch goes among the Arabs.

As I walked through the streets of Lydda I noticed a very nicely sculptured

fragment of marble with carving in relief,. built into the front of the house of one

Jiries el Hakftra (?), and made a sketch of it. t I was assured that it came from the

bridge at Lydda, but this I doubt.

I went to see this bridge, which is a little way from the town, and is called Jisr

LuddX To judge by the Arabic inscriptions which appear there between two bas-reliefs

representing two lions facing one another, and in which the name of Sultan Belbars

can be read, one would suppose it to be of purely Arab origin. However, on closer

inspection, I could see that it had been to a great extent built with the help of materials

dating from the Crusading period. The majority of the stones display the mediaeval

diagonal tool-marks and masons’ marks, which leave room for no doubt on this point.

These signs are exactly the same as those I noted in the church of St. George at

Lydda. In the main part of the structure, built in an engaged semi-column with

tambour-bands, five of these, which have been set up again anyhow by the Arab
masons of Beibars, are still visible, and three of them bear the letter upside down.

Similarly on the other side
;
but here the tambours have been ... § in the upper

part, and masons’ marks cannot be seen. Some few among the stones have bossages.

My impression is that these materials must have been borrowed from the mediaeval

church at Lydda, and this impression is confirmed by local tradition, which says that

the bridge actually was built out of the remains of the church.

— On returning to the town I wandered up and down it in every direction for some

time in the interval between two showers, entering into conversation with the inhabitants^

who, whether Mussulmans or Christians, are as a rule most affable. Here are the

observations I made and the pieces of information I picked up here and there. I give

them for what they are worth, just as they were entered in my note-book :

* See supra, p. 107. t See supra, p. 10 1.

} See supra, p. 1 10, for circumstantial details as to the origin of this bridge and the survey we
made of it with M. Lecomte.

§ Here there is a word in my note-book which I cannot make out.
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1

— I saw in the possession of a goldsmith in the bazaar a fine silver shekel that he
acquired from a fellah. It came from a great find made a little time before at Beit

'Or (Beth horon). Unfortunately it was too dear for my purse.

— To the south-east of the church there is an extensive open space called Bdb esh

Shark?, " the eastern gate,” in front of a beiydra (garden), likewise called esh Sharkiyeh,

“ the Eastern.*' This is the former site of B&b ed DajjAl\

“ the gate of the Dajj&l

(Antichrist).*’ Just a few steps from here is the Jewish tomb* mentioned by Sir Charles

Wilson and Guerin. Beside this garden is the wely of S'ltmdn el F&r'sy
,
with its tomb.t

Close byis another wely,that of thcArbdln M'gh&zy (as who should say “ the 40 martyrs).”

A little further on, but still in the gardens, is the mak&m of the prophet En Neby MukdAd
(jIjJU) ;

others say Stdna Mukdam (jJjJu), ‘‘our lord Mukd&m.”
— To the south-west of the mosque is the sanctuary of the prophet Neby Danndn

,

others say Stdna Zann&n el Afasty

,

“our lord Zannhn the Egyptian.”

— Near the house of the Latin vicar, where I lodged, I was shown the sanctuary of

the prophet Neby Shenian, “ Simeon.”

— A few minutes to the north of Lydda there is a pool, which, when filled, as it now

is by the winter rains, is of considerable size. It is called Birket'As or uac.).

— I was told that a stone with writing on it had been found near Kubab, a little

below the village, in the valley, and that for further particulars I must apply to Abu
Jorjy, who had taken up his abode there

.

}

At the same village, a gunshot from the

Burj guardhouse on the route from Jaffa to Jerusalem, an ancient rock-hewn tomb had
been brought to light.§

— I really did make a find during my wanderings up and down Lydda, in the shape
of the acquaintance of an old camel-driver of the Greek persuasion, DaCid (pronounced
DahM) el Husary, surnamed Abu Hanna. He had an excellent knowledge of the

country, having traversed it in every direction in pursuit of his calling, and I took down
from his lips a quantity of interesting information. Besides, he looked like a thoroughly

honest fellow, which is anything but a drawback, and the event did not prove me
mistaken. I made an arrangement with him to go to el Midieh, where I purposed making
some small excavations to the extent permitted by the funds at my disposal, which
were, alas, but scanty. I reckoned on his influence to secure the goodwill of the

peasant? there, whose permission and assistance I required, as he had frequently had
to do with them. A rendezvous was made for the next morning.

Meanwhile I did not lose sight of him, but went with him to the bosom of his

amily, who received me with open arms. In the evening I went back there. We
Irank coffee and smoked, and I set him talking, much to my own profit. Here are a few

tems of information that I took down as they fell from his lips—at his dictation almost

:

There was formerly at el Midieh a K'niseh
,
“church,” which was demolished

bout the time of Ibrahim Pasha. Some of the stones were taken away to Lydda to

te house of a certain B'rd, others to Ramleh, to the house of Abou Kar
, which now

slonged to Mikh&tl Sh'bettd. I went with him, later on, to the house of B’rd,

* See supra, p. 341 and infra, p. 478. t See infra
, p. 474.

{ I found the stone in question in 1881. It is a fragment of a Greek inscription of the period of the
nperors, so far as I remember.

§ See supra, p. 85 and infra, p. 482.
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and saw there some of these stones. They had nothing remarkable about them

:

the front sides were dressed, the back merely rough-hewn. I saw nothing of the

characteristic tool-marks. Perhaps we might find among these remains at Lydda, or at

Ramleh, some fragment of an inscription which would afford information as to the

nature and origin of this JCntseh of cl Midieh. There was scope here for an investi-

gation, but I was not able to carry it out thoroughly.

I questioned my cicerone about the country to the east of Lydda :

— The real name of Neby DAniAl (so spelt in the maps of the time) is Neby Ddnidn :

“it is always pronounced Ddnidn, and not Ddnidlf he said. A few days later the

statement was actually confirmed by the very Sheikh of Neby DaniAn, who told me in

so many words that this prophet was Ddnnn (^plj), son of Jacob. I immediately" came

to the conclusion that this curious native tradition was in nowise concerned, as had

been hitherto supposed, with the prophet Daniel
,
but evidently with the patriarch Dan

,

whose mak&m is built just by on the territory assigned to the tribe descended from that

patriarch. The ancient name of the place, they both assured me, was Kufiir Tab
,

)e ji!>. Neby DAnian, then, is the spot where it would be most suitable to locate

the Kcphar Tabi
, 'ntD 1D3 ,

which the Talmud places a little cast of Lydda. The

Talmud is likwise acquainted with a Kephar Dan. My informants added that a large

tomb had been found at Neby DAniAn.

— Abu Hanna next informed me that Kefir RAt was also called Kefir LA/* the

village of Lot.” I had questioned him as to this locality, because I identified it, rightly

as I think, with the Cafaruth of the Crusaders.

— Then he told me of a place near the preceding, called Sheltd (Shilta), in which I

immediately recognized the Kcfrcscilta (= Kcfr Sheltd) of the Crusaders, mentioned

in the same group as Cafaruth, together with Porphiria (the Berfilia of tire Arabs).

ShcltA, he told me, lay to the west of el PIAriych (see a little further on), and to the

north of El Burj.

— He told me of I/alldbeh ; of Bfr cl Main, where there was a Neby Main, and, a

little further on, the sanctuary of Menttaa.

— between El Bcrriyeh (Barriy?eh) and Neby DAnian, to the west of'AnnAbch, is

Shl/td, which is a kkiirbck
, with numerous rock-hewn tombs and an immense cavern

called M'ghdret Shfha. Shiha is two-thirds of an hour distant.

— Abu Hanna also mentioned to me a few more ancient localities :

el HAriyeh, with important ruins, to the west of Seffa
;
about two-thirds of an hour

from JimzO.

el Habis, with cuttings in the rocks and burial caves
;
to the east of JimzA.

Beit KAfd (lij ?), to the north-cast of El Haditheh, one-third of an hour

distant thence. This Haditheh is reckoned to have been the native home of Fefaun

(Pharaoh), or of Hainan (^UU).

HannAneh, one-third of an hour west of ShukbA (Shukbah).

* The Name Lists (p. 297) have only recorded the first of these forms, Kefcr RAt, and interpret it

“the village of the river.” This explanation seems altogether arbitrary. 1 cannot even see how it was
arrived at, and wonder whether the compiler was perhaps led astray by the analogy of the Persian rAd,
“ river,” which certainly has nothing to do with the case.
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DAs'ra
} 0^1 j), with well-preserved ruins; about one and a quarter hour west of

ShukbA.

Renneh (<uju),* one hour east of Beit Neballa.f

KhUrbet el Lds, about half an hour west of el Midich.

el K’netseh) on a hill between Kubftb and Kharr&beh, with rock-hewn tombs and

btrkeh.

I was struck with the preciseness of the several items of information furnished by

Abu Hanna, which contrasted strongly with the defective notions of time and space

prevailing, as I have said, among the fellahln. I could have constructed, simply from

the data, hitherto unknown, with which he furnished me, quite a little map of the

neighbourhood. I afterwards had occasion to discover how exact they were, as also

the various observations that accompanied them. I shall always recommend travellers

taking guides to give the preference to camel-drivers.

The camel-driver is accustomed, from the nature of his calling, to make exact

estimates of distances and directions. His camel, with its even step, is really a kind of

instrument for measuring time and space. His master is, in this way, provided with

a natural scale by which he measures the distances between the places he passes

through. Moreover, the camel-drivers are generally very intelligent, gentle, civil, even

educated to a certain extent (many of them can read), inquiring about all they see,

retentive of what they hear, given to reflection during their long journeys, of an open

and observing mind, and endowed with great energy and honesty, though, of course,

there are scamps among them. In them the Arab character shows itself in a very

favourable light. Mahomet was a camel-driver. The occupation tends to contempla-

tion, while at the same time it form’s a man’s character by incessant contact and friction

with a multitude of things and persons that he observes or listens to. Folk-lore might

reap its most abundant harvest in Palestine among the camcl-d rivers.

Here I make an end of this digression. I thought it desirable to enter upon

it as much in the interest of future explorers, as to pay the debt of gratitude to my
old friend Abu Hanna, who by this time must, I fear, be sleeping beneath that earth

over which he so long tifne went to and fro. And now I will resume the task of

setting forth the notes I made on my journey.

After this long and instructive sitting, I finally took leave of my host, and

got back to my lodging rather late in the evening. Next morning, at the appointed

hour, the faithful and punctual Abu Hanna arrived, riding on a young donkey that

I had hired for him, as his poor old legs, worn out on the highways of Palestine, did

not enable him to effect the journey on foot—and so we started for el Midieh. As we
went along wc chatted like a couple of old friends, and I was not sparing of again

# This place-name Renneh exemplifies a phenomenon of frequent occurrence in Arab toponymy, and
that I have often had to direct attention to. It is identical with the man’s name Baana or Baanah
(ruya. toyu), which belonged to several Biblical personages.

t I will just stop to mention the way in which Abu Hanna pronounced this name, which is

ordinarily written Beit NabAla. The form Beit Neballa
,
which I took down from his dictation,

approaches still more nearer the Hebraic form Neballa/, the name of the ancient town with which the

spot is identified. It is well known, moreover, that in Semitic phonetics generally speaking the

lengthening of the vowel or the doubling of the consonants in the same syllable are equivalent.

3 i*
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laying under contribution my companion’s astounding knowledge of objects, people,

and places in that region for a considerable distance round. I will set forth in due

order the further information I derived from him.

We passed by the large open space already mentioned, near which is the Jewish

sepulchre that I meant to explore when I had done with el Midieh. Abu Hanna

called this space cs-Sctha esh Sharkiyeh, “ the eastern place.” Here, he told me, was

in the old days an ancient cemetery, so the tradition of the inhabitants asserted.

It is said that there used to be visible there formerly the tomb of a martyr called

Yakfib cl-M'katta' cl-FdYsy t-jyhu.

This person is evidently the same, under a slightly different name, as the one

mentioned to me the day before under somewhat different appellation of S’lim&n el

F&r’sy.* It is rather difficult to find an historic basis for this local tradition. It

evidently relates to the Persian saint and martyr “James the Intercised,” el Mukattd

,

“ cut in pieces,” “ intercisus”), who is highly venerated in the Eastern Church, and

was cut up into twenty-eight pieces in the reign of Vararanes (Bahram) in the

year 421/f

The ancient cemetery of Diospolis must evidently have been just here, in part

at least. I noticed several ancient tombs, carefully built, that had been destroyed

by excavations undertaken with a view to getting out building materials. These

operations were even then in progress.

About half an hour east of Lydda our road skirted a ruined place called

ed D'hfriyeh, which we perceived some distance to our left on a little hill. I noticed

there some apparently ancient cisterns and some remains of structures of no particular

antiquity.

Twenty minutes further on, still in an easterly direction, we passed some rock-

hewn tombs to our left. A little beyond I found one just in the middle of the road.

It consisted of a rectangular opening, measuring i
m

* 83 by i"’* 10, cut in a horizontal

surface of rock, with a grove round it to receive a large flat stone for stopping it up.

The present depth of the cavity is about a m£trc. Two arcosolia with small benches

open into the longer sides, and into the shorter sides two arched openings, one of which

is stopped up, and the other admits to a small chamber containing two arcosolia with

troughs, hollowed out to right and left respectively.

* Probably SelmAn cl FAresy, a freed man of Mahomet, and of Persian origin, as his name shows
who plays a great part in Mussulman tradition. It is this surname of FAresy, “ Persian,” that must have
given rise to the confusion between the Christian martyr and his Mussulman fellow countryman.

t James the Intercised is commemorated on November 27. His relies appear to have been conveyed
to Jerusalem and then to Tabenna in Egypt

;
also, partly at any rate, to Italy. Many ancient churches in

Persia and Syria have been dedicated to him, among others one near Hasrfin in Lebanon. He came
from Reth LApet. There is a long notice of him in the Syrian Martyrology. See Assemani, Acta Sand.
Mart. Orient, p 237, et seq. On the question of date, see Nbldeke, Gese/i. dcr Terser, etc. ( Tabari),

p. 420 et seq. Mujir cd Din (p. 398 in the Bulak text) mentions as existing near the citadel of Jerusalem
an ancient zdwiyeh of Sheikh Ya'kub el 'Ajemy, afterwards called zAiviyeh of Sheikh Shems ed Din el

BaghdAdi. It was formerly, he says, a church built by the Greeks (Mm). I should not be surprised if

this YdMb el 'Ajemy, i.e., James the Persian, stood for the celebrated Persian martyr, and if the
sanctuary in question had been erected in memory' of the temporary translation to Jerusalem of the relics

of St. James the Intercised.
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A hundred paces or so to the north of the tomb, which absolutely barred our

way, I noticed another tomb, hewn in the rock, but of a different type. In this

case the rocky surface is sloping, and has been cut into so as to admit of a vertical

door; this arrangement is the one usually found in Jewish tombs round about

Jerusalem. Evidently there was a small burying-ground hereabouts, for I noticed

several more openings of tombs, more or less evident. Very likely excavations might

be made here with good results. This burying-ground must have belonged to a

ruined town situated a few minutes away to the south, not far from JimzA, which is

separated from it by a small wAdy. This place may have actually been a dependency

of JimzA (the Gimzo of the Bible), and is called Khurbet el K'betbek
,
"the ruin of the

little cupola.”

About five minutes further on is another small ruin, that of Deir Abu Seldmeh,

comprising some fine squared blocks rock-hewn caves, a square-mouthed cistern, etc.

We came across some fellahin on our way, and I noted on this occasion the rather

curious expression: '

A

(for 'ala) bdb Allah
,
“at the gate of God,” used when you meet

anyone to ask him where he is going.

We followed an ancient Roman way, which here was easily recognizable with

its pavement and its edging of large blocks still in a good state of preservation. We
left it to turn northwards and direct our course towards cl Midieh.

My goal was now Sheikh el Gherbdxvy
,
where are the remains of the structure which

it has been proposed to identify with the mausoleum of the Maccabees. A few minutes

south of it we came upon the ruins of Khlirbet el Hammdm, “ the ruin of the bath,"

comprising a rectangular birkeh lined with cement, and numerous fragments of columns

lying on a spot specially called el K'nlseh
,
“ the church.” This is the place, so Abvi

Hanna told me, whence the materials were taken that were conveyed to Lydda and

Ramleh in the days of Ibrahim Pasha, and which have been already noticed.

From here I went to inspect the K'biir el Yahtid, which arc quite near Khurbet

cl HammAm. This is where M. Sandreczki had proposed to locate the tombs of the

Maccabees.

The K’bur el YahAd form an extensive burying-ground, consisting of some score of

tombs with rectangular horizontal apertures, open to the sky, and containing as a rule

two loculi in the shape of arcosolia on the right and left of the cavity. They belong to

the type that I noted on my way from Lydda to el Midieh. The opening is surrounded

with a groove intended to receive an enormous block which was placed over the cavity

to close it. Several of these blocks were still in their places. The burying-ground has

been worked as a quarry, and some of the tombs have been turned into vats for presses.

The fellahin appear to attach superstitious notions to this group of graves
;

they told

me that there was a rcsed there, that is to say that the place was bewitched. One of

these tombs is particularly noticeable.* It is reached by three or four steps, which

take you to a small subterranean chamber with three arcosolia. The interior is covered

with stucco. In another of these tombs I made a small and rather unpleasant find, by
no means archaeological in character, to wit, a fresh human corpse. When I say fresh,

that is merely my way of putting it. The fellahin told me, without turning a hair, that

* Cf supra, p. 375.

r 2
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it was the body of a man who. had been assassinated and thrown in there. Let me be

thankful for small mercies ! The Midieh villagers do not stick at trifles, when once

they begin.

The K’bfir el Yahiid are almost in a straight line with one another; and the direction

of this line appears to have been determined by that of the stratum of the rock in which

they are cut.

About five minutes north-west * of this group of tombs, and a little above them,

on the top of the plateau, is Kh&rbet el Lfls (or Ldz), with fragments of columns and

levellings of courses. It may be said that this ruin is connected with that of

el Hamm&m above the K’bflr el Yahdd.

After this I made my way to el Midieh itself, where I conferred with the

fellahin with a view to getting the necessary permission and assistance to carry out the

excavations that I wished to make among the remains which M. Guerin had treated

of. I was bent on verifying on the spot the observations made by him, and the archaeo-

logical and historical conclusions which he thence derived. Thanks to the valuable

co-operation of Abu Hanna, the matter was arranged without any great difficulty,

and on terms unexpectedly moderate, which in view of the smallness of my funds was

a consideration of the first importance. In return for a few beshliks> a dozen or so of the

fellahin placed themselves at my disposal, with picks, shovels, and baskets. Before

starting for Khurbet el Gherb&wy with my little band of workers, I availed myself of the

opportunity to make a hasty exploration of the village.

I perceived there some rock-hewn cisterns and caves, and some large weather-worn

squared blocks, used as material for the houses of the peasants. In the door of the

mosque I noticed a fragment of a mutilated column, on the shaft

of which was a sort of crown or patern carved in relief.

The inhabitants told me that their village was called el Midieh

,

which they pronounce very nearly Mudieh
t
and also Munii{ (Lul<).

The name applies not only to the village properly so called and to

the ruin ot Khurbet el Midieh
,
but to the whole group of ruins of

el HammAm and el Lftz. It would then appear from this that

the site of the ancient town now represented by el Midieh extended

over a vast area of ground comprising three different spots, which

formed the more or less contiguous quarters of it. This union of a number of centres

of population under a single name would amply account for the Hebrew plural form

which appears to lurk beneath the Greek transliterations of the name Modin Mwfieeiv,

MtoSieifi, and which becomes clearly apparent in the Talmudic form D^TIQ.
This latter is doubtful as regards the ain, but categorical as regards the plural

termination tin or in (Aramaic). Modieim, for instance, to take the most likely of these

transliterations—that given by Josephus— signifies in reality the Modie's. This, I think,

is one more argument to the good in favour of the identity of el Midieh and Modin .

The village of el Midieh itself is commanded on the south side by a small tell or

hill, tolerably regular in shape, called tr R&s
,

“ the head.” The base of this reaches

* I am not quite sure that I have not made a mistake in my note-book about the points of the

compass.
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almost to the village, and there is a glorious view from the top of it, which consists

of a small plateau planted with olives and other trees. Though I could find no trace of

a building, local tradition places there a mak&m, that of the Arbdln M'ghAzy,
"the

Forty Martyrs/’ who are met with nearly everywhere in Palestine. There are several

rock-hewn tombs there which are the object of great veneration, among others one

called E'jdm This word denotes non-Arab peoples, particularly the Persians.

The tomb belongs to the same type as the K'bflr el Yahtld’, comprising a rectangular

pit with a recess to receive the slab or block that closed it. Here however the recessing,

instead of being, as is generally the case, a simple rabbet, forms on one side at least

a regular groove.

As soon as you get into the pit, you find before you a small square door, hewn
in the rock, which gives admission to a somewhat roughly hewn chamber communicating

with another almost at right angles with it, stopped up at the back with cement. I saw

there numerous Mussulman votive offerings, and lamps of terra-cotta, among them one

of somewhat ancient appearance, which I unceremoniously pocketed. If el Midieh is

really Modin, as seems probable, here is yet another spot that might perhaps put in

a claim to the honour of representing the site of the tomb of the Maccabees.

This small reconnaissance being over, we proceeded to Khurbct el Gherb&wy,

and I at once set my men to work. The excavations lasted two days. In the

meanwhile I went back to Lydda to sleep. I had two chambers cleared.* . . .

Between the badly joined or rather disjoined blocks of M. Guerin’s chamber No. i, I

noticed traces of mortar. Between the blocks of chamber No. 2 I found a potsherd.

On one of the displaced stones, a block merely rough-hewn, is drawn a letter or mark
resembling a large theta (height on,

*28, length ora,
2o), I made a copy and a squeeze of

this mark. The stone being too bulky for me to carry away, I had it placed

in the chamber of the wely. In chamber No. 2 I found among the dSris that

encumbered it a small capital rudely carved. In the dSris of some ruins close

by, that contain ogive arches, I found a segment of a column i'"‘50 in circumference.

... These two days of excavations having exhausted the funds that I had at my
disposal for that purpose, I left el Midieh to go back once for all to Lydda, where I

still had a few small researches to make.

* I suppress the greater part of the details relating to this partial excavation, and refer the reader to

pp. 358-374 of the present volume, where he will find, along with the necessary delineations, a description

of the much more complete excavations that I made at this spot in 1874, which give an exact and
conclusive notion of the monument in question.
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On my way back I examined more closely the ruins of Khfirbet Znkariyeh,

which I had noticed as I passed to and fro between Lydda and el Midieh. They

arc to be found just before you reach the latter place, almost on the edge of the

road, to the south, and extend over a small plateau on the top of a hill, and are continued

right down to the road. I discovered there a large baptismal font* hollowed in a block

of hard limestone with a pinkish tinge (misseh), having carved on it a Greek dedication,

whereof I made copy and a squeeze. Not far distant were several rock-hewn tombs

of a type already described, with rectangular fosses. In one of them I found a Greek

Christian inscription carved on the side of one of the oven-shaped arcosolia. This I

likewise copied.f

A little below Khurbet Zakariych, as you descend towards the valley, I noticed

some rocks hewn vertically, with tombs and enormous chambers cut out in the

mountain-side. In one of these cavities, in the front part, is a large square pillar

cut out of the rock. Over the doors and on the walls are incised crosses. One of

these tombst is quite remarkable; it has a frontage with architectural ornament

carved out of the rock, a triangular tympanum, supported by two pilasters, in the

middle of which is sculptured an eagle on a medallion. I had the entrance, which

was blocked up, cleared, and so made my way into some inner chambers, which were

ornamented with pilasters, friezes and cornices carved out of the rock. Of these 1

made a sketch and a plan.

A little lower down still, in the bottom of the valley, is a rectangular birkeli,

partly rock-hewn. It lies within an enclosure now only consisting of two or three

courses of fine squared blocks, and forming a rectangle, of which

the fourth corner is replaced by a slant side.

On my return to Lydda I set myself to find the ancient tomb
discovered a few years before, and mentioned by Sir Ch. Wilson

and M. Guerin. I wanted to see the inscribed sarcophagus that

they state to be in existence there. After making inquiries right

and left, I finally learned that the sepulchre in question was

situated in a small beiyAnx belonging to one Dadd Hojtr, Thither

I went, and having secured the consent of the owner for a few

piastres, had the top of the vault cleared, the normal entrance

being so deeply buried in soil as to be inaccessible. I got into the interior through

a hole existing in the vaulted roof, and jumped down into the first chamber, which

was half full of earth that had sifted in. This chamber communicated with a second,

likewise choked up with earth. In this were the loculi, oven-shaped, square-mouthed,

visible only in the upper part, arranged three to the right, and three to the left, and

two on the back wall
;
a larger loculus with arched opening being between the latter

two The whole tomb is built of hewn stones carefully set. It is continued under

ground beneath the cactus-hedge surrounding the garden, and projects under the public

road. I made a section and plan of it.§

* Cf supra
, p. 357. t Cf. supra, p. 356. | Cf. supra

, p. 353.

§ Cf. supra
, p, 341, for further details concerning this remarkable tomb, which I cleared and noted

more throughly in 1874. In the same place will be found the description and representation of the

ossuary, with the explanation of the inscription carved on it.
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The “sarcophagus," which is merely an ossuary of more than usual size, lay bottom

uppermost in the middle of the chamber. I was told that it was originally placed in the

arched loculus at the back. I took a squeeze of the inscription, and satisfied myself

that the copy of it given to and reproduced by Sir Ch. Wilson * was not only faulty, but

incomplete. I might have had this interesting object for thirty piastres or so
;
a mere

nothing this, but yet too much for my scanty purse
;

so I left it where it was, not

unregretfully.f

However, I had to think of leaving Lydda to get back to Jerusalem. I had still

a few places to examine on the way. My old friend Abu Hanna conducted me
for a bit of the way, as far as Neby Dani&n. Before I left I visited several houses

at Lydda in his company in which stones taken from the ruins in the neighbourhood

had been used as building material. All the ruins round about are still “worked’’

for this purpose. The same is the case with Ramleh.

Wc went out of Lydda at the south-east side. According to the inhabitants, the

ancient town formerly extended over the gardens that there are on this side, from which

numbers of squared stones are got. The sandy road that wc followed, hemmed in

by two thick cactus-hedges, kept traversing plainly marked levelling courses of stones.

Sarcophagi have been found about here. I was shown the remains of one in a field to

the right of the road, about ten minutes from the garden we were now skirting.

On reaching Neby D&ni&n I noticed just a little to the west of the wely the sarco-

phagus lid which I had been told was there, lying upside down. Its measurements

were 2 "' 20 x om,854 I was assured that there was a cross on the under side, and

attempted, though vainly, to turn the lid over. The sarcophagus, it appeared, was

buried a little farther on, in the same place where it was found.

I took leave of Abu Hanna, and chose a guide from among his confreres, a

Mussulman camel-driver of Neby D&niftn, Mustapha Ahmed, whom he presented

to me.

Mustafa in his turn told me of Shih& and the immense cavern there called

M'ghdret el Hawfi, “ the cavern of the wind," on account of the booming of the wind

when it gets in. He declared seriously he had walked the whole distance from

Neby D&ni&n to Ramleh ! I resolved on going thither. . . .

Shiha is situated on a flat hill with gentle undulations, from the top of which there

is a view of Ramleh, Lydda, Jimzfi, 'Ann&beh, and el Berriyeh. I took the bearings of

the ruins as well as I could by aid of my little pocket-compass. They arc not very

prominent, being very grown with tall vegetation, and comprise cisterns and rock-hewn

cavities.

To the south-south-west, about a quarter of an hour away, on the other side of

the considerable Wady Shihft, are some rock-hewn tombs and some caverns, among the

latter the one I was bent on exploring. At the moment of entering I dislodged a

magnificent wild cat, and wasted a charge of powder in taking a shot at him with my
revolver. I then went right into the cavern. Unfortunately I had no candle, and could

only walk about gropingly for a few minutes by the light of matches that I lit from

* Ordnance Survey (ed. 1865), p. 19.

t Since acquired (about 1879) by M. Chevarrier, French Vice-Consul af Jaffa, and now at the Louvre,

t Cfi suPra, P- 349*
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time to time. Soon however I got to the end of the box, and having fallen into a

hole that had escaped my observation, I deemed it wise to beat a retreat. Nevertheless

my curiosity was much excited by what I had heard there was in the cavern, " stone

urns with serpents carved on them,” “seven urns with their lids, arranged in a circle,

and the stone serpent all round.” Mustafa swore by all his gods that he had seen them

with his own eyes, and shown them to the Moghrebin treasure-hunters. Though

allowance must be made for exaggeration, I think there was some truth in this

statement, but I must of necessity postpone the verification till some other

occasion.

We returned to Neby D&nten. I noted that the fellahln here pronounced the name
DdniXn, with the first syllabic long and accented, the other two short, which brings

us to the spelling

The inhabitants that I questioned about my Tell el Jezery, which was uppermost

in my mind all through my wanderings, told me that about a quarter of an hour north*

of the tell there was a round hole called the Tanniir, where the water of the Flood

issued forth, and flowed back.

Two months before, a sheikh attached to the wely of D&nian had died, leaving

directions that he should be buried actually in the kubbeh itself. While the grave

was being dug, the workmen broke into a burial-vault, but no one dared go down
into it, and it was stopped up again. It would be interesting to make an excavation

there. Inside the enclosure there are two or three wells. At the foot of the eminence

on which the kubbeh stands is the beiydrat Ddnian, “garden of Danian,” which has a well

built of masonry, with a depth twenty-four times the length of a man’s body (kdtna).

I received local confirmation of the statement already made to me, that the ancient

name of the place was Kuftir T&b, It was added that that of Jimzti was K'betsheh, el

Adhiyeh.\

By means of a small backsheesh I persuaded the fellahin to turn over the great

sarcophagus-cover, and I noticed that the under surface showed appearances of a

cruciform arrangement, thus justifying the statement made by the fellahin. I began

to have the top of the receptacle of the sarcophagus cleared, but was unable to pursue

operations any further, for time was pressing, and I had to go. After a few minutes my
men, who had gone on with the clearance on their own account, called me back saying

that they had just seen some inscriptions. I hurriedly returned, but found to my
disappointment that it was an illusion. I noticed on the way numerous ancient rock-

hewn cisterns utilized as silos.

As we wended our way towards 'Ann&beh, I made my guide Mustafa talk

to me. He, like his colleague Abu Hanna, was, by virtue of his calling as a camel-

driver, a most intelligent fellow. He gave me the following interesting items of

information

:

A few miles cast of 'Amw&s is a cavern, with a door hewn in the rock, and

* Sic. In reality, I have later ascertained, the source of the Tannfir is to the east of Gezer. Cf.
supra

, p. 235.

t I did not note the pronunciation with sufficient exactness to be able to put forward any
explanation of this odd name-
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above the door a non-Arabic inscription. The spot is called Mabrakh uAket SAlclt

AiU “the place where the she-camel of the prophet Saleh knelt down.” *

^ On the hill that lies between Y&16 and 'Amwas is the sanctuary of SittnA el

MeiyAsch

At Beit SlrA the saying is that SirA is “the son of Jacob.” This legend made me
prick up my ears, and I eagerly noted it down, as it seemed to me to strengthen the

case for identification of the Ephraimite town Ussen Sheerah ‘ the ear of

Sheerah”), founded by the eponymous Sheerah, a female descendant of Ephraim.

Main was the brother of Sirft, and his mak&m, they say, is at Bir el Ma'in, a village

near Beit Sir&. The mak&m of Neby Ma'in is reckoned to be a very ancient structure,

and there is said to be a non-Arabic inscription over the door of it.

At Kafar {sic) Rfit is the prophetess SittnA Iiuriye. Between el Burj and Bir el

Ma'in is another prophetess, SittnA Menmta (JlcLa,*). At YahAdiyeh is Neby YAdA
(Judah.)

— The Mosque of JimzO, called cl 'Amcry,
presents no features of interest, but

it appears that there is another chamber below, that is more ancient, perhaps the

synagogue which the Jewish itineraries mention as being there in the Middle Ages.

— In the course of this chat we arrived at 'Ann&beh. A little before we got

there, I had pointed out to me a spot much venerated by all the fellahin, with

a heap of stones over it. This was the so-called print in the rock of the “ shoe of

the Prophet’s mare,” Haduet faras cn Neby A ). The name extends

over the surrounding region. A little further on, to the right, arc some tocks called

Wa'Fr el KhorrAm y^) ; t others, yet a little further to the east, bear the name

of Kibbeh Kwels or Kibb Ekzvcls ?)4

—.To the north of ‘Ann&beh, on a hill which is separated from

it by a valley, I was shown the extensive ruins of a “convent,” but had not the time to

go and look at them.

Towards the southern end of the village I noticed the site of an ancient building,

now consisting merely of a few stones, which is supposed to have been an ancient
“ church.” In a small Mussulman sanctuary situated close by, consecrated to Sheikh 'fsA,

I noticed some shafts of columns (monoliths) and a marble capital with foliage, which

may very well have come from the church in question. There is in the village another

sanctuary dedicated to Sheikh 'AnnAb, belonging to the class of eponymous welys which

is so large and important in Palestine. Here there were ancient rock-hewn caves

and cisterns.

* *s ôr 1 *
)
- • The camel-drivers of Syria say to their camels, “ obrokh,” to make

them kneel. This is one of the most striking instances of the pronunciation of the kaph aspirated, as if

it were a khet. This phonetic phenomenon indicates the survival among the camel-drivers of an
ancient Aramaising pronunciation

;
it is of the highest importance for establishing the etymology of

place names where a primitive kaph appears transformed into a khet (-j = ^).

+ Or, perhaps, El Khorram
f

|
“ The pouring out of the small jar ?

”

3 Q
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— From here I continued my way towards K’bAb, passing by el K'nctsch, (l
s

“the little church/’ of which I took the bearings with the compass. Here were

numerous ruins scattered over a plateau strewn with ancient potsherds, also caverns

and tombs cut out in the rock.

— Here I dismissed my guide, as it would take me hardly half an hour to rejoin

the high road to Jaffa at K’bAb. Before leaving me, Mustafa Ahmed confided to me
that a fellAh of his acquaintance some years before had made a find of a quantity

of gold pieces, thick ones, with images on them, which he had not dared to sell

for fear of the Government. I Ic promised to make me acquainted with him when we
met again.

— I passed by KefcrtA or Kcfer TA, a ruined spot on a hill that is surmounted by
the sanctuary of Sheikh S’limAn. M. de Saulcy* thinks he has grounds for identifying

it with the Kephar Tab of the Talmud, but mistakenly in my opinion, if the local

tradition above related be received, that the ancient name of Neby DAniAn was

Kufur TAb.

— On reaching the guardhouse of K’bAb, I sought for the recently discovered

tomb that the fcllahin had spoken of, and perceived it two minutes to the north

of the corner (?) of the blockhouse. It consists of a rectangular structure of very

fine carefully-dressed blocks, with only the foundations remaining. Within this

is a rock-hewn sepulchre, open to the sky, with an arcosoliumf covering over a

trough. . . . Among the scattered blocks I noticed a piece of a sarcophagus-cover of the

donkey-back shape, various moulded fragments, bases, columns,

quantities of bits of grooved pottery, broken terra-cotta lamps, glass

phials, etc. A little to the right is the round opening of a cistern.

This place must certainly at one time have been the site of a most

remarkable funerary monument rising above the soil. It is possibly

owing to the presence of this building, which must have had a very marked architectural

character, that the neighbouring village (certainly an ancient one) received the name of

K'bAb, which simply means “the cupolas.” This common-place modern name may
have replaced some ancient name belonging to a Bible town, one of a not inconsiderable

number situated in this quarter, which have not yet been identified. This tonfb was

discovered in the course of workings undertaken by one Ahmed Martada of Jerusalem.

It is unfortunately to be feared that it will not be long before the ancient material taken

from it will have disappeared—this find of a quarry all ready to hand is only too conve-

nient for the native builders of the neighbourhood.

— From K’bAb I could perfectly well descry Tell el Jezery. The outline of the

Tell, with the small kubbeh on the top, stands out clearly against the western

horizon. To ease my conscience, I inquire of the zaptieh on guard at the guardhouse

the name of this Tell, and he replies unhesitatingly, “Tell el Jezery!" I expected

to hear the name Abu Shffsheh, which has so often led topographers astray. Thus there

was no need at all to have gone so far to look for the site of Gezer
;
the first traveller

who happened to turn up had merely to ask carefully the name of this tell, which strikes

the eye so forcibly as you go from Jaffa to Jerusalem by the high road, or he might have

* Voyage ett Terre SainU
,

I, p. 80.

+ For drawings of this tomb, see supra., p. 144.
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had the good fortune to come across some native who knew its real name. I could not

forbear to smile as I thought of all the trouble I had given myself by starting from the

extreme south to discover Gezer. I had taken the position in the rear—but anyhow I

had taken it, and that was the main point.

— From K’b&b I followed the highway, so as to take the shortest route to Jerusalem,

merely stopping a few moments at 'Amw&s, where I noted down various observations

during my conversation with the fellahin :

The hill between ‘Amw&s and Y&lo is called RAs el'Abed. Close by 'Amwas is a

spring called 'Ain Nlnt May this strange name enshrine some mutilated reminiscences

of Nicopolis? All round 'Amwas are numbers of rock-hewn tombs. One of them was

pointed out to me as being the one I was looking for, which Mustafa Ahmed said had a

non-Arabic inscription over the door
;
but I do not think it was the right one. To the

south-east of 'Amwis is the sanctuary of Sheikh Mu'al/a or M"alleh *

— After this short halt at 'Amw&s, I proceeded without stopping to Jerusalem, where

I was anxious to be back to resume my duties at the Consulate, and also, I confess, to a

certain extent, to take a rest after this short but rather fatiguing excursion, which,

though it had lasted no longer than a week, had not been altogether fruitless.

* For the origin of this name, which has been disfigured by the legend, see Vol. I.
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APPENDIX II.

Rough List, made in 1874, of Antiquities collected in Palestine in 1873-4

during M. Clermont-Ganneau’s Mission.

Of these objects only part were brought to England in 1874, and added to the

collections of the Palestine Exploration Fund ;* the rest, being too heavy or too

cumbersome, were left at Jerusalem, and presumably remain there still.

The numbers correspond to the numbers on the tickets placed on the objects in

1874.

NOS.

1. Head of statue (Athena ?) ;
half life-size. White marble.

—

Hamdmeh, near Ascalon

(originally from Khalasa (?), the ancient Elusa).

2. Large amphora handles, stamped with a Greek inscription. Terra-cotta.

—

-Jaffa.

3. Glass ware and fragments.

—

El Midieh (excavations).

4. Ram (or bull ?) recumbent. Bronze.—El Midieh (excavations).

5. Fragment of a vase, with Greek inscription in graffito. Terra-cotta.— Yebnd

Harbour.

6. Miscellaneous terra-cotta fragments.— Yebnd Harbour.

7. Small ring
;
bronze. (Found in the tomb with the Hebrew inscription.)

—

'

Ain Slnia.

8. Inscription on a fragment of soft limestone.— Wddy Ydshl('?), near Jerusalem.

9. Lamp, decorated with a vase and bunches of grapes in relief. Terra-cotta.

—

'

Atnwds

.

10. Mortar
;
three fragments. Stone (J).—Jerusalem (excavations at the Sakhra).

11. Large vase, ornamented with figures and other subjects in relief. Terra-cotta.

—

Jerusalem (excavations in the Via Dolorosa).

* A certain number of the objects were afterwards brought to England by Professor Hull's mission

in 1883, but there are still a quantity remaining at Jerusalem. A few, from circumstances much to be
regretted, but for which I am not responsible, have passed into strange hands.
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12. Fragment of another vase similar to the preceding.

—

Ibid.

13. Two letters from the bilingual inscription of Ge2er. Cut out of the rock.— Tell el

Jeser.

14. Edge of a large vase, stamped with a Greek inscription four times repeated.

Tcrra-cotta.

—
'AmtvAs.

15. Small figure representing Aphrodite (?). Lead.—.Jerusalem (found in the sub-

structures of the Mehkcmeh(?)).

16. Rude male head. Limestone.

—

Ibid.

17. Fragment of a mediaeval bas-relief (Virgin (?)). Marble.

—

Ibid.

18. Very small vase, ornamented with coloured concentric circles; a libation table (?).

Soft limestone. SelwAn
,
near Jerusalem.

19. A funerary vial, glass; a funerary lamp, terra-cotta; Spatula, bronze.—The so-called

Mons Viri Galilei (to the north of Mount Olivet). Found in a tomb.

19A. Small pot, terra-cotta
;
two nails, iron

;
human jaw and teeth

;
fragments of vases,

lamps and pots, terra-cotta. Fragments of glass and ossuaries, soft limestone.

—

Ibid.

20. Tile, stamped with a Greek inscription. Terra-cotta.

—

Mount Olivet.

21. Fragment of vases. Terra-cotta. Pieces of human bone.—Mount Scandal. (Found

in a tomb.)

22. Vase. Terra-cotta.

—

Ibid.

23. Eight lamps and twelve vials. Terra-cotta. Vial glass (a fragment).— WAdy
YAs/il (in a sepulchre).

23A. Two pots. Terra-cotta.

—

Ibid.

24. Fragment of the bottom of a vase, with marks. Glazed terra-cotta.— Ibid.

25. Lamp with Greek inscription. Terra-cotta.

—

Kerim Kamar (in the neighbourhood

of Jerusalem).

26. Similar object, ornamented with archwork and palms.

—

Ibid.

27. Fragments of tiles with inscribed stamps. Pieces of a layer of mosaic.—From a

fellah at Sclu’An.

28. Small vase, with incised mark. Terra-cotta.— WAdy YAsAl.

29. Lamp. Glazed terra-cotta (of Arab make).—Source not ascertained.

30. Six small grind-stones. Basalt and hard stone.—From the so-called “ Mount Zion,”

in the great natural cavern there that I searched.

31. Six balls. Hard stone.

—

Ibid.

32. Five fragments. Terra-cotta (pierced with holes like a colander).— Ibid.

33. Two fragments, same description, with cruciform marks.

—

Ibid.

34. Two thick disks (weights ?). Hard stone.

—

Ibid.

35. Four cone-shaped objects. Soft stone.

—

Ibid.

36. Several fragments of very large vases, turned, moulded, and grooved. Soft stone.

—

Ibid.

36A. Bottom of a vase, with incised cruciform mark. Soft stone.

—

Ibid.

37. Several fragments of carved vases. Soft stone.— Ibid.

38. Two fragments of millstones (?). Basalt.

—

Ibid.

39. Several fragments of vases. Terra-cotta.

—

Ibid.

40. Fragment of small double-mouthed vial. Terra-cotta.

—

Ibid.

41. Two fragments
;
nature undetermined. Marble.

—

Ibid.
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42. Handle of vase, with concentric circles and other marks. Terra-cotta.

—

Ibid.

42A. Similar object, with incised cruciform mark.

—

Ibid.

43. Fragment ornamented with a quarter-rosette. Stone.

—

Ibid.

44. Three stalactites (taken as specimens from the top of the cavern).-—Ibid.

45. Two fragments of large cups. Hard stone and marble.—

46. Fragment, cut into the shape of a small elongated basin. Hard red stone.

—

Ibid.

47. An ossuary, with a Hebrew inscription deeply cut within a cartouche in high

relief; triangular lid. Hard limestone.— Wddy Ydstil (in a tomb).

48. An epigraphic ossuary, with a border of moulding in relief
;
triangular lid. Hard

limestone.

—

Ibid.

49. Similar object, without lid.

—

Ibid.

50. Similar object, with sliding lid, without moulding. Soft limestone.— Ibid.

51. Similar object, ornamented with rosettes.

—

Ibid.

52. Similar object, ornamented with rosettes, with rim and groove for the lid.

—

Ibid.

52A. Similar object, ornamented with two rosettes with a leaved stalk between
;
having

feet, two grooves for the lid, and marks in graffito at the two ends.

—

Ibid.

53. Lamp, ornamented with three pineapples (?). Terra-cotta.
—

'

Aimvds

.

54. Seal (?), prism-shaped. Material (?).

—

'Ainwds.

55. Small and very thick vase, with a cupule in the middle, and concentric circles.

Marble .—Zawdta (neighbourhood of Nablus).

56. Fragment of a vase similar to the preceding. Hard stone.

—

Sebaste.

57. Four fragments of ossuaries, ornamented with rosettes
;
triangular lid. Soft lime-

stone.

—

Ndltn (neighbourhood of el Midieh).

58. Tessera, with Egyptian hieroglyphs cut on the two faces. Stone or terra-cotta (?).

—

Zaivdta.

59. Tessera, with bird and quadruped in relief. Terra-cotta.— Ramleh.

60. Mirror in the shape of a circular box
;

flat, with holder. Another similar holder,

without the mirror. Bronze.

—

Gaza.

61. Two human busts and figures, one winged
;
serving as pendants. Bronze.

—

Ibid.

62. Figurine of a monkey (?). Bronze.

—

Ibid.

63. Lamp with long spout. Terra-cotta.

—

Ibid.

64. Brick (arch-stone), with the stamp of the Legio X, Fretensis. Terra-cotta.

—

Jerusalem.

65. Fragment of arch-stone with mediaeval tool-marks and masons’ mark (specimen of

Crusaders’ tool-marking). Limestone.—;Jerusalem (from a vault in the bazaar

of Sancta Anna).

66. Funerary titulus with Judseo-Greek inscription (containing the name Esechias).

Marble.—Jaffa.
67. Similar object (with the name Jacob). Marble.

—

Ibid.

68. Similar object, fragment (with the seven-branched candlestick and NEAfl,).

Marble.

—

Ibid.

69. Similar object (with the name Anna). Marble.

—

Ibid.

jo. Lid of an ossuary, with inscription {Mariados). Soft limestone.

—

Mount of Scandal

(near Jerusalem).

71. Similar object, fragment (with the name Eleazar). Soft limestone,

—

Ibid.

72. Fragment of an ossuary (with Hebrew characters). Soft limestone.

—

Ibid.
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73. The same, with Hebrew characters.

—

Ibid.

74. The same, with Hebrew characters.

—

Ibid.

75. Similar object, with Greek characters (Aafcpov). Soft limestone .—Mount of Olives.

76. Similar object, Hebrew characters. Soft limestone.—Moris Viri Galilei.

77. Similar object, with Hebrew characters
(
Jeltohanan). Soft limestone.

—

Ibid.

78. Similar object, Hebrew characters. Soft limestone.

—

Ibid.

79. Similar object, Hebrew inscription. Soft limestone.

—

Ibid.

80. Lamp of ancient shape, with Arabic inscription. Terra cotta ,—Jerusalem (from the

exploration of the underground chambers of the Via Dolorosa).

81. Bottom of a vase, with incised mark. Yellow terra cotta.

—

Ibid.

82. Small pot with handle. Terra cotta.

—

Ibid.

83. Fragment of a tripod. Terra-cotta, glazed on top.

—

Ibid.

84. Small grindstone, with a mark(?). Hard stone.

—

Ibid.

85. A quantity of terra-cotta fragments of various periods
;
pots, lamps, bottoms of

vases, enamelled earthenware (Arab.), a neck of a glass bottle, with ornament

in blue enamel, etc.

—

Ibid.

86. Fragments of a cornice ornamented with palm leaves. Moulded mortar.-—Jemsalent.

(from excavations on the Armenian ground).

87. Similar object, with an angle of the cornice. Same material.

—

Ibid.

88. Fragment of tile, with cruciform graffito. Terra cotta.

—

Ibid.

89. Small grooved bottle. Terra cotta.

—

Ibid.

90. Neck of a flask, composed of four twisted bottle-necks. Glass.

—

Ibid.

91. Fragment of a figurine
;
trunk of the body of a quadruped—an ox ? Terra cotta.

—

Ibid.

92. Fragment of a figurine, torso of a woman. Same material.

—

Ibid.

93. Vase-handle, with incised marks. Same material.

—

Ibid.

94. Fragment, with incised mark. Same material.

—

Ibid.

95. Fragment of a grape-stalk (?). Same material.

—

Ibid.

96. Fragment of a vase, with ornaments in slight relief. Same material.

—

Ibid.

97. Fragment of a lamp, with three pinches, standing on a foot. Same material.

—

Ibid.

98. Two small fragments, with moulded ornaments. Same material.

—

Ibid.

99. Small fragment of a white glass tube, stopped with blue enamel.

—

Ibid.

100.

Eight lamps, terra-cotta.—Jerusalem.

toi. Fragments of lamps and potsherds.

—

Ibid.

102. Cufic inscription (from the Haram)
;

marble. Another Arabic inscription
;

fragments of ornamented ossuaries, of soft limestone
;
fragment of polished

basalt.

—

Ibid.

103. Ossuary without ornament, with triangular lid and feet. Soft limestone.

—

Shoftit

(from search in a tomb).

104. Similar object, small; with feet and sliding top, ornamented with rosettes
;
with

palm and marks, and an Arabic date cut by the fellahin. Same material.

—

Ibid.

105. Similar object, large, with one corner broken
;
having feet, but no lid. Same

material.

—

Ibid.

106. Similar object, smooth surface
;
intact, grooved, no feet. Same material.

—

Ibid.

107. Similar object, broken into five pieces
;
with feet. Same material.

—

Ibid.
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108. Similar object, small; entire; flat top; broken in two; geometrical rosettes.—

Jerusalem (near—perhaps from WAdy YAshl ?)

io8a. Object exactly like the preceding, broken into five pieces
;
picked out with red.

Same material.

—

Ibid.

109. Similar object, large, with rosettes
;
traces of yellow pigment

;
feet

;
straight flat

top
;
Hebrew inscription in the name of Elasah Same material.

—

Ibid.

i io. Similar object, small ;
ornamented on three sides

;
feet

; flat edges ;. Greek inscrip-

tion in the name of Eutrapelos. Same material.

—

Ibid.

hi. Similar object, plain surface; entire; lid with recess; Greek inscription with the

name of Atigona (sic). Same material.

—

Ibid.

1 12. Similar object, large
;
ornamented with rosettes and borders

;
feet

;
scmicylindrical

lid, resting flatwise (broken into several pieces). Same material.

—

Ibid.

1
1 3. Similar object, small, ornamented with rosettes; flat lid; feet; slight traces of

red pigment.— WAdy Beit SAMr (near Jerusalem).

1 14. Similar object, with incised ornamentation in outline; double inscription in the

names of Joseph and Salome. Same material.

—

Ibid.

1 15. Tessera, with rude human figure, front view. Terra-cotta.

—

Jerusalem.

1 16. Ossuary, with outline ornament
;
convex lid, w’ith no groove, but with notches for

lifting by, and feet; traces of colour; Hebrew inscription ( Yeho

.

. . .). Soft

limestone.—Ibid (tomb in the neighbourhood).

1 17. Similar object, ornamented with three rosettes in outline; inscription in the name
of Manahem. Same material.

—

Ibid.

1 1 8. Similar object, ornamented with rosettes; with feet, traces of colouring
;

flat lid
;

Hebrew inscription in the name of Jesus

;

broken into eight pieces. Same
material.

—

Ibid.

1
1
9. Similar object, large size; ornamented with rosettes in outline

;
rims, with bevelling on

the inside
;
broken into seven pieces

;
red colouring

;
feet. Same material.

—

Ibid.

120. Odd fragments of glass, marble, etc.— YebnA Harbour.

1 2 1. Ossuary (called B in my ninth report). Soft limestone.— Wady YAsfil (from

exploration of a tomb).

1 22. Ossuary (called A in same place). Same material.— Ibid.

123. „ D
124. „ „ F „ „ „ „

125. „ „ E „ „ „ „

126. Cufic funerary inscription. Marble.
—

*

AmwAs.
127. Inscription in double characters, spurious (?). Ka'kCtly stone.— WAdy Kaddthn

(neighbourhood of Jerusalem).

128. Fragment of an ossuary, with outline in rosettes and marks. Soft limestone.

—

Neighbourhood ojJerusalem.

129

1 30. Six fragments of ornamented ossuaries and of lids. Soft limestone.

—

Neighbour-

hood ofJerusalem.

131. Quantity of miscellaneous small fragments .

—
'AnnvAs (from excavations in the

Basilica).

1 32. Small ossuary without ornamentation, broken into three pieces
;
two grooves for

the lid. Soft limestone.— WAdy YAsAi

\
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133. Similar object, sliding top; plain; broken into four pieces; large marks cut on

one end. Same material.

—

Ibid.

134. Side of an ossuary, with two small rosettes, au trait
, and two others on the two

ends. Soft limestone.

—

Neighbourhood of Jerusalem.

135. Lamp with a^on the bottom. Terra-cotta.—Jerusalem.

136. Life size statue of a woman, mutilated. Marble.

—

Jaffa (originally from Caesarea).

137. Fragment with a letter on it (? ? ?).

138. Phial. Glass.

—

Gaza.

1 39. Pot in the shape of a pomegranate, thick sides. Black-brown terra-cotta.—Jerusalem.

140. Figurine of a woman holding a crown. Carved ivory.

—

Hamdtneh (near Ascalon
;

originally from Khalasa (?)).

141. Leaden ornaments, with rim in open work
;
age doubtful.— Wddy Ydstll (?).

142. Design cut in graffito, representing a winged quadruped, with bearded human
head, in Assyrian style (Kerub ?). Cut out of the rock.

—

Jerusalem (on a wall

of the “ Royal Caverns ”).

ADDENDA.

PAGE 5. The Building at Ydztir.— In 1 335 Giacopo di Verona {Revue de VOrient Latin,

1 895 ,
p. 1 81) mentions a castrum dirutum as existing at Y&zOr (which he calls

Jessur) three miles from Japha. The old building noticed by me may form part of

this.

PAGE. 29. The XHth Legion (Fulminata).—In support of my conjecture that the

thunderbolts carved in the ears of the cartouche show that the dedication may have

been made by a detachment of the XHth Legion (Fulminata ), and may be the

distinctive emblems of this Legion, I will remind the reader of a dedication to

Hadrian by the Xth Legion (Frctensis) found at Caesarea, and published in my
Recueil d'Arch. Orientate, I, p. 168. This dedication has by the side of it a Neptune,

which appears to me to be the distinctive emblem of the legion called by the

surname Fretensis. Although the XHth Legion was quartered in Cappadocia.it

might have had a detachment, a vexillatio
,
in garrison at Jericho in the reign of

Marcus Aurelius.

PAGE 64. Jebel 'Abd er Rahmdn.—According to the Memoirs (Vol. Ill, p. 2), the

highest mountain in these parts is Ras esh Sherifch, a little to the west of Urtfis
;
but

this point is too distant to correspond with Ahmed’s description.

Colonel Marmier {Revue des fltudesJuives, Oct., Dec., 1894, p. 164) is of opinion

that the mountain I have mentioned is a height near Batn es Sa'ideh (but his

3 *
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comparison of the altitude* with that of Neby Shamwilf rests on a mistaken reading).

Relying on a passage in St. Epiphanius, he proposes to locate in that place Mount

Gibeon (“the highest of the mountains round about Jerusalem, eight miles from

the Mount of Olives ”)
;
according to this, Beeroth would be at Kariat el

r

Enab.

These conclusions are open to various objections, and I shall discuss them elsewhere.

PAGE i i 3. Betbars' lions.—See, inter alia
,
Pacho ( Voyage dans la Marmarique

,
etc., p. 1

2

and PI. Ill): At Kasr Lamard, on the coast, on the west frontier of Egypt, is an

inscription of Beibars narrating the building of the castle, a structure architecturally

remarkable, erected under the superintendence of Ahmed, or Mohammed ct Tfther

el Yaghmftry. On the fa£ade are carved two lions in full relief, placed on a cornice

ornamented with arabesques.

Page 134.

—

’1 <ra, in the nominative To-a<?, might be regarded as one of that numerous

series of proper names in a? formed by a popular contraction, often a very marked

one: eg. K\eo7rav, ’E7ra$pay, ’A7roWa?, ’A\e£a?. On this hypothesis T<ras might

be a contracted form of To-iSoto? or TcrtSwpo?. In inscriptions at Athens the name
E/eras is met with several times.

Page 183.— Yebnd.—Avery ancient Syrian document, the Life of Peter the Iberian%,

furnishes us with some interesting and entirely novel information as to the condition

of Yebnd in the fifth century. The town was then inhabited exclusively by
Samaritans § and Jews, and was the property of the Empress Eudocia, who, by the

advice of her physicians, had had a small establishment built there in which she

used to come to stay for change of air and the benefit of her health. She erected

there a large church, dedicated to St. Stephen and St. Thomas and many martyr-

saints, and endowed it with considerable revenues. On the site of this church it

may be that the sanctuary of Abu Horeira was afterwards built.

Page 237 and p. 456 (Appendix, p. 458).— The Daughter of Noah and the Tannlir of
the Flood.—According to ancient Arab authors, there used to be shown at the

village of Karak Nflh, near Baalbek, the tomb of Noah and that of his daughter

Hablah, and a gushing spring called the Tannfir of the Flood (et-ttif&n). See

Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems
, p. 480. These curious details must refer,

I think, to the country adjacent to Lake Homs, namely: (1) Wddy Tannlir
, a

western tributary of the Orontes, flowing into it about Tell Neby Mindeh
(Kadesh ?) ;

and (2) a place quite near there, called Seflnet Neby Nlih, “the vessel

of Noah.”

Page 251, note*. Gezer in Christian times.—The dispute about Gadara in Palasstina

Prima and Gadara in Palacstina Secunda has since been carried on by Herron
Schlatter and Gelzcr {Zeitschrift des deutschcn Paleestiua- Vereins, 1895, p. 73, 100).

PAGE 253. The Arabic name of Gezer.—Mujir cd Din (p. 537 of the Bulak Arabic
text) mentions a Chafeite jurist attached to the medreseh of Es Sal&hiyeh (St.

Anne of Jerusalem) who died about the year 880, and was called Bedr ed Din
Hasan Elfezery. This person, as his surname shows, must have come from Tell

el Jezer.

* 2,978, feet, the figures being 2,878 feet. t 2,935, feet. t Raabe, Petrus der Iberer, pp. 59, 114.

§ YaTcfiby, four centuries later on, notes a Samaritan population as still existing there,
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PAGE 297. Ophrah.—The locality TfrA mentioned by Yakut, is doubtless identical with

one elsewhere called by him 'AfrA and there stated to be a fortress of the

province of Palestine situated in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. Tayibeh .

—

Among the many homonymous Tayibeh

s

in Syria, there arc several cases where

the modern name must have been cut short
;
and the adjective probably had at

one time another element in combination with it, which has disappeared by now.

Thus, for instance, the Tayibeh lying to the south of KAkfin (north-east of Jaffa)

was no doubt formerly called Tayibet cl Ism. I have found proof of this in an old

Arabic document of the thirteenth century, a list of the fiefs assigned by Sultan

Beibars to his emirs in the district of Caesarea. This queer name Tayibet el Istn

has been preserved in its entirety in that of another place of the same name in the

HaurAn, 5 kilometres south-east of NavvA. In the common dialect of Tunisia and

Tripoli tayibet el ism is the name of a plant of which the identity has not yet

been established, literally signifying “with a good name,” I believe this plant

corresponds to the spindle-tree
,
called by Pliny Evonymus — evcovvfxos, an adjective

with exactly the meaning “of good name/' (On this matter, sec my remarks in the

Revue Critique
, 1895, Vol. II, p. 410). This may be likewise the meaning of

the Syrian toponymic.

Page 328. Joshua's Tomb in legend.—According to Jewish, Samaritan, and Mussulman*

legend, Joshua’s tomb is said to be or to be shown at all sorts of places : Kefer

HArcs (see p. 308), AwertA, Kefer Nemarch, Tiberias,f Ma'arrat en Nom'An, es Salt,

Sarafa (in the land of Moabf) Busr (in the LejA §), and lastly, according to 'Abd el

GhAny ben cn NAbulusy, at el Minieh, near Tripoli. This latter tradition, I may
remark, arbitrary though it is, must be of some antiquity, and must at one time

have enjoyed a considerable popularity, for I find that it was noted as locally

current, in 1335, by the pilgrim Giacopo of Verona: “De Tripolis, ad quinque

milliaria, est mons Lcopardorum, rotundus in aspcctu ct satis altus, distans a Libano

per tria milliaria. In pede cjus montis, in parte aquilonari, est spelunca, in quA est

monumenturn habens xxvi pedes longitudinis, quod Saraceni visitant, dicentes

illud esse sepulcrum Josue, etc.”\\ This is evidently the cave with a tomb ten cubits

long, assigned to Yfisha*, which the Arab writer speaks of. Besides, as early as

1175, Burchard speaks of this so-called Tomb of Joshua.

* See inter alia
,
Goldziher, Zeitsckrift des deutschen Palastina- Vereins

, 1870, p. 13, and Le Strange,

Palestine under the Moslems {passim ).

t Mentioned by NAserc Khosrau, p. 57 (edited by Schefer).

| Probably the Sarfat el MAI

,

already alluded to (p. loo).

§ Probably Busr cl Hariry. The epithet in the present name has its origin in the tomb of the

Sheikh el Huratry ,
who was held in veneration at Ilusr, so YAktit informs us.

II Edited by Rbhricht, Revue de TOrient Latin, 1895, p. 297.

3 R 2
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A

Aalevi, epitaph at Saffas, 141.

Abbomari, epitaph of, 14 1.

Abbot Daniel, 14, 25, 46.

Firminus, 283.

Abd el Melik, 36.

'Abid, 23.

Abounos, graffito in tomb near Beit

Jibrin, 446.

Abraamios, epitaph of, at Gaza, 401,

408.

Abu Horeira, 168.

— Ghosh, 8, 56, 57, 60-63 ;

church at, 60.

— Lahem, 23.— Meizar, legend of, 209.— Nabbflt, 3, 5.— Obeideh, Emir, 41.— Shfisheh (Gezer), 66, 234, 237,

240, 241, 249, 254, 275, 468, 469.

—~ Taleb, 24.— ZiAd, 24, 281.

AdAlia (YAzdr), 5.

Adiabene, the Queen of, 260, a6t.

AdAlia, old name of YAzflr, 5.

Adasa, the Hasnionean, 76.

Adonis, 165.

Adosa, 76.

I
Adwdn Bedouin, 20.

|

Adullam, 4S9.

{

Adummim, 35.

I

Agatharchos, graffito at tomb near

!

Beit Jibrin, 446.

i
Agricultural College, the Jewish, at

Jaffa, 4.

|

Ahadith, or canonical traditions of

the Moslems, 305.

'Ain bint Nfth, 239, sq.

Ain ed DekAktn, 161.

— ed Dfik, 20-22, 295.

I

— cl Botmeh, 234, 249.

—- el Kubbeh, 91.— es Sultan, 9, 24, 32, 37.

— et Tannfir, 235, 237, 249, 269,

459— eziyet Hirsha, 70.— eziyeli cistern, 128, 129.— Hajileh, 13.

— Jineh, should be Umm Jineh,

204.— Karifin, buildings over the, nt

NAblus, 315.— Leiyet es Safer (En-hakltore,

Judges xv, 19), 463.

AinMahtflsh, 59.— N’w&meh, tomb at, 22.— Nini at Amwas, 483.— Safer, see Ain Leiyet er Safer.— Seilun, tombs at, 300.— Shemes (Beth Shemesh), 59,

63, 204, 205.— Sinia, 284-294.— Yardeh, 7, 234, 249.

Ajalon, 56, 67.

'Ajlan, 438.

AkAs, king, 1 24.

Aker (Ekron), 194.

Akrabd, inscription at, 302, 303.

Aldioma, 435.

Alale ’1 Ben&t, 220.

Alexander Jannreus, 45, 247 j
the

Deacon, in inscription at Gaza,

405-

Alexandrion, fortress, 45, 299.

Alkios, 227 sq.: and 265, 267, 272,

345 *

’Allar el Bttsl, set 'EllAr el FokA.

Alphabets, 260, 286.

'Aly Sido, 3.

’Amnidr (El fe’mfir), 57.

Amorites, Joshua’s victory over the,

25-27 j
the six confederate kings

I

of, 240.
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Amphora, handle of an, 3 ;
stamped

handles at Jaffa, 148, 149.

Amsdb’ra, 195.

‘Amwds (Emmaus), 8, 94, 226, 244,

* 55 -

'Amdrid, 252.

Anastasia, epitaph on, at Gaza, 413.

'Andta, 276.

Anna, daughter of Eilasios, epitaph

of, at Jaffa, 146.

'Annabeh, 480, 481.

Anne, St., of Jerusalem (Es Sald-

hiyeh), 490.

Antiochus Epiphanes, 247-250,

262, 263.

Antiquities at Gaza, 430-433, at

Hamameh, 188
;
at Lydda, 470,

471 ;
at Nablfls, 320; at Ramleh,

469, 470.

Aphek, 213.

Apollonius, Seleucid General, 262.

Aqueduct, 70 ;
at Thul, 65 ;

on the

Plain of Jericho, 37-39.

Arab inscription at Sarfand, 124 ;

milestone, 35.

'Arak Abu ’1 Kar’a, 34.

A'rdk cl Emir, 261-263.

Aramaic, alphabet, 260 ; language,

264, 280, 286, 476.

Arches, Arab and Western, 116.

Architectural Fragments at Jericho,

» 7 -

Ardh Dhabita, 4, 10.

Ariston, epitaph at Jaffa (?) 150.

Arnon in castris Arnonensibus, 139.

ArsOf, 79, 339.

'Artdf, 203.

'Arflra (ii/ioypn), 306,

'Arzcn, 306.

Asbah (Asba, finger), 10.

Ascalon, era of, 427, 428 ;
ruins of,

191.

Ashdod, 186, 215, 247, 248.

Ashnah, 215.

'Askar (Sychar), 325.

Astarte, 7.

Astho, 199.

Ataroth, 241.

Atergatis, 7.

Athanasia, epitaph on, at Gaza,

409.

Athenobios, 247.

Awerta, Joshua’s tomb at, 329

;

three sanctuaries at, 309.

'AyQn Sarin, at Nablfts, legend of,

327 -

'Aydn Kard, 125.

Azekah (el ’Azhik), 456, 458.

el 'Azeriyeh (Bethany), 20, 53.

Azotus, 245, 247, 248.

B
Baal, 165.

Baal Zebub, 464, 465.

Bdb el Hawa, 88.

j

Wad, on the road between

j

Jerusalem and Jaffa, 8, 38.

Bab es Sekineh, in Haram area,

Jerusalem, 301.

j

Babele, town of, 142.

j

Babylon, the Egyptian, 142.

1
Bacchides, defeated by the Mac-

i

cabees, 245.

|

Baithsura, 246.

! Balakis, 438.

;

Baldwin III, king of Jerusalem,

387 ;
IV (the leper) 257.

BalAta, near Ndblus, 324.

Balys, on epitaph at, Gaza, 401.

Bar Cochcba, 435 ;
coins of, 260.

Barada, 90.

llarbard, 378.

Bas relief, 1 ;
said to exist half-an-

hour from Beit Jibrin, 445.

Basilica, a Byzantine, 447-449]

Eudoxiana, 396.

Bassa, the, at Jaffa, 158 s</.

Baths at Nablus, list of, 327.

Bauberiyeh Church, 455.

el Bawaij, 458, 459.

, Be'enna, near Lydda, 79.

I
Beersheba, tree at, 351, 352.

! Beibars, Sultan, 40, 1 12-1 14, 174,

i 175, 197 ;
his lions, 1

1 3, 490.

j

Beit 'Ania, 52.— A’tdb, 217.

1

— O’jan, 12C.

Beit Iksd, 41, 42.

Beltln, 275, 284.

Beit JabSr, 33.— el Jemdl, 199, 210.

— Jerja, 379.— Jibrin, 276, 440-451, 462;

E’rdk el Khell, at 443, 444;

E’rdk Abu’ '1 'Amed, 444; Im-

perial Statue at, 441, 442 ;
Jewish

capital of column at, 442 ;
Kaser

I el Bendt at, 463; remarkable

tomb near, 445, 446; another

similar tomb, 446 ;
church of

Sandahanna at, 447-451.

Likia, 57, 77.

Mahslr, 63, 89.

Nettlf, 83.

Nfiba, 69.

Ndshef, 57, 77.

Rummdn, 60.

Sira, 57, 77, 481 ;
meaning of,

79-

Sdrlk, 64.

Thul, 64-66.

Ur (Beth-horon), 76, 275, 377,

471.

Beiydra, at Jaffa, 132, 133.

: at Deir er Ruhban, 236 ;

j

at Ydlo, 91, 92.

Belus, river, at Acre, 166.

Beni Heidi, tombs of the, 55.

Benjamin of Tudela, 142.

Benjamin and Judah, frontier of,

12, 275.

Berchem, Max van, 176.

Bergheim, Mr., 6.

Berka, 192.

el Bemyeh, 235.

Besas, son of Nonos, epitaph of,

at Jaffa, 145.

Bethany, 20, 52, 53.

Bethahatap, 217.

Bethel, 241.

Beth-hoglah, 13, 14.

Beth-horon, 25, 240, 275 ;
the

nether, 241, 242.

Bethkar, 213.

I

Beth Maacha, 196.

j

Bethphage, 53.
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Bethshemesh, 59, 206, 207, 218.

Bettenoble (Beit NGba), 73.

Bezek, 239.

Bezka, 71, 83, 239.

Bezzor, 5.

Bil&l, 25.

Bilingual Inscription at Bezer, 227-

230.

el Bir&h, 284 ;
inscription at, 100.

Blr el ‘Asker gate at Ramleh, 29.

Blr el Jebb&r, near Y8.I0, 93.

Blr er Resits, at N&blus, legend of,

326.

Blr ez Zurrd’, 211.

Blr Imrd, near IsGwiyeh, 277.

Blrkeh at Gezer, 7.

Birket el Kaman, 2.

at KumrGn, 14.

Blr Mar Elyas at Lydda, 99.

— el Main, 77, 81, 88.

Boethus Flavius, 29.

Bohan, the stone, 9-14; meaning

of 10.

Book ofJudges, 218 \cf. Maccabees,

274; cj. Nehemiah, 261.

Bossages, 8, 71.

Boundary, the word, 264, 265 ;
what

it was, 267-274.

Brass, the city of (Jericho), 24.

B’relr, 438.

Bridge at Lydd, built out of the

stones of St. George’s Church,

no-115, 118, 470; at Yebna,

described by Max van Berchem,

173-181.

Brother Li6vin, 27, 37.

Budros, 88.

el Burj, 88, 97.

Burj Beitin, 283.

Burjmus, 283.

el B’wetreh.

c

Caesarea, bas relief from, 1, 2.

Cafaruth of Crusaders, Refer RGt

or LGt, Lot’s Village, 472.

Caleb (Temlm ed D&ry), 464.

Calendar used at Gaza, 421.

Camel drivers, 473.

Candlestick, the seven-branched,

Jewish, 5, 133, 145 ;
on a Corin-

thian column, 442 ;
on wall of

mosque at Gaza, 393.

Canons of the Holy Sepulchre, 2
1 7.

Caphar Sorech, 198.

Captain of the Lord’s host, the, 44.

Carved stone at el Bireh, 10 1.

Casals, Crusaders’, 217.

Cassius, Mount, 249.

Caskllum mililum, 35.

Catharine, St., Priory of, at Mount

Gisart, 257.

Cave of Abu Ziad, 281 ;
near Beit

Jibrin, 444, opposite Deir el

Hawa, 219 ;
at Jaiha, 237 ;

near

Jeba', 281 ; a great, between Kesla

and Deir el Hawa at E'rilk Isma’fn,

88, at Shiha, 479, 480 ; cave of

Moses’s fig-tree, near Jeba’, 281.

Centcnarius, 138, 140.

Chahm&n, 23.

Chambers, subterranean, at Deir

Jubban, 495.

Chariton, life of St., in A. S., 21.

Chephirah, 56.

C'hion, 294.

Chronicon Paschalc, 435 ;
era of

Gaza mentioned in, 419.

Chronology, derived from inscrip-

tions, 239, sec Paleography.

Church at Abu Ghosh, 60, 61 ;
el

Bauberiych at 'Ellar es Sifla, 455 ;

at Beit Nftba, 7 1, 72; ruins at

el Bawaij, 458; at Gaza, small

medieval, 381-383; great church,

now Mosque at Gaza, 383-397

;

of Jeremias, 8, 61 ;
at Sanda-

hanna, Beit Ibrin, 447-451, at

Yebnft, built by Eudoxia, 490;

Crusaders, 168, sq. ;
at Yazur, 5.

Cistema Rubea

,

35.

Cities of Refuge, 270, 271.

Clay beds, 56.

" Club, the Negro’s,” 33.

Columns in Gaza mosques, 395-

397 ;
in Greek convent at el Bireh

1 or
;
at Palmyra, 395.

Commodus, a consul, 28.

1 Conder, Lieut., 9, 27, 29, 33.

; Confusion of nahar with har
y 165.

j

Convent of Deir cl Kelt, 29, 30; of

!
Firminus, near Mukhmls, 283.

j

Cosmiane epitaph at Gaza, 414.

S
Crusaders’ casals, 76, 217; church

j

at Sandahanna, rebuilt by, 447

;

[

churches at Gaza, see ‘‘church”

J

inscription at Jaffa, 155 ; seal, 321

;

i tool marks, 60, 398, &c.
;
ruins

I

at ‘Eid el Miyeh, 459.

! Culi, 217.

j

Cypriot figures, 7.

Dabbfls el ’Abed, or esh Sheit&n,

34 -

Dagon, 21.

Dajfin, 126, 130.

| Dalia, 5.

Daraieh, 40.

Dan, frontier, 275.

|

Dami&n, Neby, 437, 438, 480.

i Daniel, Abbot, 14, 25, 46.

: D&r edh dharb, to the S.E, of

j

Karawa, 309.

! DGr Melck 'AkGs at Sarfand, 124.

J

Dawares, 24.

I
Dead Sea, to.

I Deir Abdn, 210-214, 219.

j

Abu Rifa and WGd Abu Rifa,

between Wddy Jeba, Tell Miriam,

J
and Sammuka, 281.

j

Abu 7.idd, near Jeba’, 280.

I

Ayfib, 88, 89.

j

Dubwan, 283.

i
Izhar, 57.

;

el Kelt, 29.

j

Sellam, 89.

j

Sheblb, 217.

es Sidd, ruin near 'Isdwiyeh,

277.

j

Serdr, 337.

:
et Tahhneb, 218.

er Ruhbftn, 236.

i

Delilah, 198.

l Derhassen, 217.
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Demetrianos, epitaph at Jaffa, 153.

Derxerib, 217,

Destftr, 219.

Dhabia, see Dhabita,

Dhahrat Buselleh, 124.

el Huleh, 69.

eth Thiniyeh, the Ridge of

the Turning Back, 24.

imm Asweijeh, between

W&dy Jeba' and W&dy Suweinit,

281.

Dhabltft, ground or mountain of, 4.

Digountha, epitaph at Gaza, 407.

Dlmo, 3.

Dok, near Jericho, 248.

Domesticus epitaph at Gaza, 407.

Dometianos epitaph at Gaza, 417.

Door, stone, 94, 95, 304, 331, 332.

Dorcas, 4, note.

Drake, C. T., 9, 22, 33, 285.

Dubbin, etymology of, 464, 465.

Dflk or Dagon, fortress of, 21.

E

Ebal and Gerizim, 26.

Eben Bohan, 9-14.

the Great, 212.

ha-ezer, 213.

el feb’idr, 81.

feb'lil, 25.

Edh dh’ neib ft'yeir, 10.

Edward, Prince, of England (Ed-

ward I), 114; attempt to assassi-

nate, 175.

el Fenlsh, 55, 56.

‘Eld el Miyeh, 452, 459.

Eilasios, epitaph at Jaffa, 146.

Ek’meik’meh, mound near Yilo, 93.

Ekron, 165, 244.

Elah valley, 216.

Eleutheropolis (Lucia Septima Se-

veriana), 441.

Elias, epitaph of, at Gaza, 41 x.

Elisha’s spring, 32.

'Ellir el Fo-k&, 456, 457.

'EU4r es Sifla, 455.

Ellin, 210.

Elpidius, in Life of St. Chariton,

21.

'Emftd ed-din, near N&blus, 253,

323 -

Emmaus, 8, 84, 244, 250, 255, 467.

el fi'mdr, 57, 58.

Engannim, 204, 207, sq.

England, Prince Edward of (Ed-

ward 1), 114; attempt to assassi-

nate, 175.

En-hakkore, Raniath Lehi ('Ain

Leiyet-es-Safer), Judges xv, 19,

218, 462.

Enoch, the patriarch, 470.

Ephraim, frontier, 275.

Epitaph of Aalevi (Jaffa) 141

;

Abraamios (Gaza) 401, 408; Ab-

homari (Jaffa) 141 ;
Agatharchas,

and Abounos in graffito on tomb

between Beit Jibrln and Sanda-

hanna, 446 ;
Alkios (Lydda)

343 sq.
;

Anastasia (Gaza) 413;

Anna (Jaffa), 145 ;
Ariston (Jaffa ?)

150; Athanasia (Gaza) 409;

Balys (Gaza), 401 ;
Besas (Jaffa,)

145 ;
candlestick at Jaffa, 145

;

Cosmiane (Gaza), 414; Deme-

trianus (Jaffa?), 152 ;
Digountha

(Gaza), 407 ;
Domesticus (Gaza),

407; Dometianos (Gaza), 417;

Eilasios (Jaffa), 145, 146; Elias

(Gaza), 41 1 ;
Ezechias (Jaffa),

1 33-1 36 ;
fragments of, at Jaffa,

146, 147 ;
Gerontios (Gaza), 402

;

Gobar (Lydda), 345, sq.
;

Hisidote (Jaffa), 150; Hezekiah

(Jaffa), phrontistes of Alexandria,

5 ;
a Judseo-Greek at Jaffa, 131 ;

Isakos (Gaza), 415 ;
Juda (Jaffa),

144; Juvenalis (Gaza), 417, 418;

Leontios (Gaza), 407 ;
Malthake

(Lydda), 345, sq.\ Megale (Gaza),

401, 403; Megisteria (Gaza),

41 1 ;
Menabem or Manaemos

(Jaffa), 145 ;
Nonna (Jaffa), 145 )

Ousia (Gaza), 410 ;
Protarchis (at

Jaffa, but possibly from Cyprus),

150; Psimithe (Jaffa), 144;

Pyrinos (Lydda), 345 : Reuben

(Jaffa), 144; seven branched

candlestick at Jaffa, 145; St.

James (Jerusalem), 260 ;
Sabinus

(Jaffa?), 152; Stephanos (Gaza),

404; Strategics (Jaffa?), 15*;

Thanum (Jaffa), 13 7-140; Theo-

dora (Gaza), 41 x; Theodote

(Gaza), 403 ;
Timotheus (Gaza),

410; Zachai (Jaffa), 144; Zeno

(Gaza), 401.

Era of Eleutheropolis, 441.

Gaza, 419, 429.

fi’rik Abu ’Aftns, between Jeba' and

Mukhmis, 282.

Abu '1 Amed, see Beit Jibrtn.

Ziffd, between Jeba' and

Mukhmis, 281.

el Fenlsh, near Beit Jibrln,

inscription at, 55, 56, 444.

Ismiin, 88, 220.

el Kheil, see Beit Jibrln.

el Munser, between Jeba and

Mukhmis, 281,

Mftsft, 281.

Eriha, 9-53.

Esdras, legend of, 63.

Esdffd, 186.

’Eselin (’Aslin), 214.

Eshtaoi, 215.

Eshfl', near 'Ain Shemesh, legend-

at, 209.

Esthaol, 198, 199.

Esthorl ha Parchi, 55.

Etam, rock, 220.

Ethnic, 89, 99, 100.

Eudoxia, Empress, 396, 490.

Eusebius, 26.

Euthymius, St., 139, 222, 223.

Ezechias epitaph at Jaffa, 133-136.

F

Fir’deh, el, legend of, 90.

Fardis, 309.

Fenlsh, el, 55, 56, 197, 206; legend

of, 197.

Fertin, 66.

Figure, terra-cotta, found at Gezer

or Abu Shusheh, 6, 34a.
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Figures, Cypriot, 7.

Firminua, Abbot, 283.

Fish, stone pendant, at Gaza, 431.

Flavius Boethus, 29,

Flints, worked, found at Bezer, 6.

Flood, legends and traditions of,

*38 >
^39-

Folklore, Ascalon, 187.

Forest of Hareth, 71.

Fomer, Father Emmanuel, Latin

Vicar of Bethlehem, 359.

Frantis, ancient name of Ramleh,

I 9S-

Frederick II, Emperor, 155.

Frbre Litvin, 469.

Funerary remains at Sebaste, 334-

336 .

G
Gabaon, 26.

Gabinius, 267.

Gadara, the capital of Peraea, 241.

= Gezer, 267.

Gadaris, in Strabo = Gezer, not

Gadara in Peraea, 250.

Gamaliel, 4, note.

Gandeh, Sheikha, 167.

Gath, 182, 195.

Gaza, 276^., 379-437; sarcophagus

lately found on seashore at, 432.

Gazara = Gezer, 245-249.

Geba, 295.

Gendas, casale of, 117.

Gemara Berakoth, the, 460,

George, St., legend of, 108.

Gerizim, Mount, 26, 325.

Germer-Durand, Father, 31, 400,

401, 408-411.

Gerontios epitaph at Gaza, 402.

Geshur, 250.

Gezer, 6-8, 224-275, 468, 469, 490

;

inscription at, 55 ;
taken by the

Jews, 245-248.

Ghaur es Selsabln, 40.

Gherblwy, name of the building

thought to be the tomb of the

Maccabees, 359.

Gibeah, 59.

Gibeat, Kirjath, 59.

Gilgal, 13, 26, 37.

Gipsies, Arab, 160.

Gisart, Mount, site of the battle of,

between Saladin and the Franks,'

236.

G6b, 243.

Goliath, legend, 186,

Gold Byzantine coins at Lydda,

' 101.

Gomorrah, 9, 14, 440.

Gorgias, defeated by Judas Mac-

cabaeus, 244.

Gournet Sabsfil H’meid, peak near

Hajar el Asbah, 11.

Graffito at Abu Ghosh, 60.

Greek convent at el Blreh, columns

at, 101.

epitaphs (see Epitaphs).

inscriptions (see Inscriptions).

H

Hahs ed Dam, at NUblus, 314.

Hadasha, 76.

Hadethch, 76.

Hadrian, temple at Ndblus, 326.

Hadriane, or Hadrinium, feast in-

stituted by Hadrian at Gaza, 429,

435 -

Hajar el Asbah, 9, 10, 13, 14, 23.

es SohCh, 1 2.

Hamimeh, 188, 437.

Hap-parah, 297.

;
Haras’n, 56.

|

Hareth, forest of, 71.

j

Harik’t el ChalMleh, near el 'Azhek,

45 8 -

Hasmonean Adasa, 76 ;
coins, 260

;

dynasty, 263 ; Hajar el Asba in

j

the days of, 14; Gezer under
j

! the, 244-249.

Hatta, 76.

Hel&h el Fenlsh, 57.
j

Helen, Queen of Adiabene, 260,

261.

Heliodorus, 262.

Hemerologion, the Florence, 421,

Hennas, 262.

Heres, Mount, 71.

Hermon, hill of, 26.

Herod, Jericho ih the time of, 19.

Hezekiah, phronthtes of Alexandria,

5 -

Hibelin (Yebn&), r8r.

Hierapolis, 238.

Hilarion, St., 435, 436.

Hirsha, 69-71.

Hisidote epitaph at Jaffa, 150.

Hizmeh, 277 ;
rock-hewn caves and

tombs at, 278.

Hizn Sidnfi Ya'kfib at Nilblus, 314.

H’meid Sahsfll, 1 1.

Holy water stoup in church at

Beit Nflba, 73.

Horeira, Abu, 168.

House of St. Peter at Jaffa, 2
;
of

Tabitha, 4.

Hyrcanus, 248, 272; name= Tobias,

261-263.

I

lako, 394.

Iamnia, 245 ;
port of, 164,

Ibclin, Yebna, 181-183.

Ibn FerSt, 175.

Idelmiya, 459.

Igumen (see Abbot).

Ik’baiah, 57.

Imam Aly, legend of, 24, 25, 40.

Imperial statue at Beit Jibrin, 441.

Inscribed (Greek) tomb and font

near Lydda, 354, 358.

Inscription on tomb at ’Ain Sinia,

285, 286.

(Greek) at Ak’rabd, 302,

3°3 ‘

said to be at Ascalon,

378 '

at el Bireh, 100, 281.

(Roman) from Caesarea,

, 5 T -

(Greek) at Deir el Belah,

to the S. of Gaza, 418.

(Greek and Arabian) at

Deir el Kelt, 29 ;
over the door

of the convent of Deir el Kelt,

30, 3 i-

3
8
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Inscription said to be at E'rdk el

Khei', 443, 4G2.— (a few Cufic letters) at

E’rdk el Fenish, near Beit Jibrln,

444 -

(Greek) discovered at

Gaza, 397-418; a Greek and

Hebrew in the Mosque at Gaza,

389-395 ;
(Greek) mentioning

Alexander the deacon, at Gaza,

405 -

at Gezer, 55 ;
(Greek) at

Gezer, 225-231
;

(bilingual) at

Gezer, 227-230; (Hebrew) 257-

259 -

(Crusading) at Jaffa,

155 ;
a Greek, at Jaffa, 5 ;

at the

ancient Jewish necropolis at

Jaffa, 130 sq. ;
(Greek) on a

terra cotta amphora at Jaffa, 3 ;

various, collected at Jaffa, but not

belonging to that place, 149 sq.

(Roman) at Jericho, 28,

29.

(Greek) from Kh. Dab-

bch, at the mouth of the River

RObin, 163.

at Kh. Deir es S’aideh,

221

(Roman) at Kuhdb, 84.

(Arabic), on bridge at

I.ydda, in, 112; (Greek) on

Jewish sepulchre at Lydda, 345-

349; (Greek) at I.ydda, 107.

the, mentioned in

1 Macc. xiv, 246, 247 ;
(Greek)

at Mejdcl Yabd, 340 ;
(Greek) at

Moghar, 193.

a Nabathacan, from the

land of Moab, 317.

buried in the barracks

at Nablus, 329 ; a Greek, at

Nablus, 318; a lost Greek, at

Nablus, 319; (Kufic), in the

courtyard of Jame' en Naser, at

Ndblus, 312; (Samaritan) at Nab-

lus, 314.

a Greek, said to exist at

Ramleh, 122.

Inscription (Arabic) at Sarfand, 124.

at Tell el J ezer, discovery

of the first, 86.

(Arabic) on Crusaders’

church at Yebna, now a mosque,

1 70 : at the wely of Abu Horeira

at Ycbnd, 174; on wely of Abu

Horeira at Yebnd, described by

M. van Berchem, 177-179.

chronology derived from,

259-

Isakos, epitaph at Gaza, 415.

'Isdwiyeh, 276,

Ismd’il Agha, 3.

J

Jab'ds Talfa, 236.

Jacob, legend of his five daughters,

78-81
;

well, 325.

Ja'ezzer, 248.

Jaffa, 1-5, 130 sq.
;

agricultural

college at, 4; epitaphs at, 13017.;

mediaeval sculpture at, 358 ; J ewish

necropolis at, 3*/, 130 sq . ; sar-

cophagus at, 157.

Jdhiliyeh, 16.

Jaiha, 237 ;
cave of, 235.

J diet Bab cl Wad, near Jeba', 282.

Hassimeh, near Jeba', 282.

Jalud. rock tomb at, 304 ; tradition

at, 305 ;
tomb at, 304.

Jatnbri, 3x8.

Jdme' el Arba'in, at Seilun, 299.

el Kebir, the great mosque

at Ndblus, 31 1.

el Masakin, at Ndblus, 312,

3 < 3 -

en Naser, at Ndblus, 312,

313 -

el Yetdim, at Seilfin, 300.

Jamnia, 245; port of, 164; region

of, 248.

Janmeus, Alexander, 45.

Jaura, lgi.

Jazer, 248.

Jeb’a, 59, 277, 279, 281.

Jebcl Abd er Rahman, 64.

bene Hellel, 55.

Jebel Dhabita, 4.

el Kahmfin, 23.

ed Dtik, Mount Quarentena,

21.

el Jeheiyir, district called, 14.

Jemal, Beit el, 210.

Jemma'Sn, 309.

Jeremy, church of St., 8, 61.

Jericho, 9-53.

Jeshana = 'Ain Sinid, 287, sq.

Jezery Tali'a, 236.

el Jib, 377-

Jibrll 'Akkdwy, 3.

Jiljfilieh, 37, 340.

Jimzu, mosque at, 481.

Jindds, 117, 1 1 8.

Jisr Abu Ghabbush, 20.— Bendt Ya'kflb, 78.

Jithlah, 67,

John of Damascus, St., 26.

Maccabaeus, 245, 248.

Joppa, 249.

Josephus’s version of the history of

Gezer, 243.

Joshua, Book of, 240-242,

Imdtn 'Aly, 24.

legends of, 23-27.

Joshua’s tomb in legend, 491 ; at

'Awertd, 329 ;
at Kefcr Hares,

308 ;
at Kifir Nimmdra (sic), 328.

Judah, son of Zachai, epitaph, 144.

Judah’s frontier, 275.

Judas Maccabmus, 245, 246.

Judges, Book of, 218.

Juvenalis, bishop of Jerusalem, 417,

418.

K

Kabr bint Nfih, 458.

KdkCtn, 1 14.

el Kal'ah, 92.

Kalkilia, 339.

Kanat Bint el Kafar, 249.

Kaphar Dagon, 126, 127.

Kapharsalama, 339.

Kdrd, 126.

Kariet Abu Gh6sh, 55.
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Kariet cl *Enab, 8, 55, 63, 128.

el KubAb, 83.

Karifln, 'Ain, at NAblus, 315.

el Kas'a (Khtirbet Yerdeh) 234.

Kaser el Beriat, at Beit Jibrln, 463.

Kastal, 56, 57.

Kasteren, Father van, 273, note.

Katanneb, 74.

Katra, 250.

K’bAb, the little church at, 482.

K’bAr beni Isrtin, tombs near His-

meh, 277, 278.

K'bflr el YahAd, near Kh&rbet el

HammAm, 475 ;
necropolis near

el Minieh, 374-376.

el KebbArah, 57.

Kedron (Katrah), 248.

Kefer Hires, 307-309.

LQt, 472.

ROt, 472.

Sibi, 339.

Sellam, 338.

Keferti, 83.

Kefil Hireth, 308.

Kefirch, 56.

Kefr IstAnA, 298.

NimmAra, Joshua's tomb at,

3 28
, 3 29 -

SheltA, the Kefrescilta of the

Crusaders, 472.

Kcndebaeos, 248, 253.

Kephar Tabi, 472.

KenAt, 306.

Kesla, 63.

Khali.il ez Zummary, 57.

Khalil ibn SAwir, governor of Ram-

leh, who tried to assassinate

Prince Edward of England, 175.

Khallet el Arfidh, near Jeba', 281.

Khall’t el Jeba, 58.

el Khammira, 89.

Khamsin wind, 68.

Khin el Ahmar, 33, 35.

el HathrAr, 35.

ez Z’bib, at NAblus, 314.

el Khashmeh, the "back” (dhahrah),

between the false WAdy Jeba* and

WAdy Suweinit, 281.

el Khatilleh, 89.

KheishAm, 207.
,

KhuldA, 252, 467.

Khhrbet Abu '1 feh'welz, 220. !

'Afritch, near Yetma, 298. 1

'Aid el Ma, see 'Eid cl
j

Miyeh.

'Ajlin, 438, 439.

el 'Akgd, 88.
j

'Almit, 276.

el Asad, 218.
i

el Batasheh.

— Barada, 75, 88.

biir LAka, 222.
j

p’ki edhin, near Sheikh

’Anbar, half-an-hour to the east of

’Isawiyeh, 277.

bint NAh, 458.

bir el Moiyeh, 236.

DajAn, 126.

Deir es Sa’ideh, 220.

el Eb’iar, 81.

el ‘Kumdan, 82.

Fukin, 220.

el HabAr, 439.

Haiyin, near Dcir Dubwan,

283.

Harsis, 8.

Hasan, 217.

Hiba, 93, 94.

Xj v\ ar er Rumman, near

’lsiwiyeh, 277.

I’kbAla, 57.

Ism Allah, 218.

Jalus, 130

Jcb'a, 57, 58.

el Jezery, 468.

el Junjul, 74.
;——— KanbUt, 75.

Kefr Hatta, 76.

Kefr, l)rieh, 218.

Khirazeh, near isawiyeh,
j

277.

e l Khulf, on the way to
I

Deir Dubban, 464.

— - Kila, 217.

KumrAn, 10, 14.

Leiyet es Safer (Kn-hak-
!

kore, Judges xv, 19), 463.

— Lfilieh, 125.

Kburbet Mismar, 67.

el Mufjir, 20.

Nakiira, 218.

en Neby Main, 97.

Rueisun, 255.

es SAideh, 220, 223.

Sallujeli, near MoghAr, 193.

ShAwer, 462.

Si’, 298.

es Seder, 75, 88.

el Um’gann'a, 195.

el YarmAk, 199.

Yerdeh (el Kas'a), 234.

Zakariyeh, near el Midieh,

354 , 47 «-

Khurdj, 5.

Kirjath Arba, old name of Hebron,

explanation of, 463.

jearim, 59, 275.

el Koka’, mountain, 77, 91.

Kokirn, 22.

K’rein SartabA, the, 42-47.

KtibAb, 8, 71, 83, 226, 227, 236,

439 (?) ; ancient sepulchre at, 85.

KubAr el MulAk, 260.

KuffAr, 16.

Kul'At Abu DAmiis, east of Jeba' on

the edge of Wady Suweinit, 281.

Ktildnieh, 8.

KumrAn, 13-15.

K’zazch, 195.

L

Landmarks, 351.

l^ashon, 13.

lyatrtin, 234.

Legato s August!, 29.

Lcgio XII (Fuhninatn), 489,

Legend in course of formation, 230.

at ‘Ain Shemes, 205.

of Abu Meizar, 209.

;l t Beit Sira, 481.

— at 'Eid el Miyeh, 452.

of Esrlras, at Kariat cl

iinab, 63.

at EshA,near'AinShemesh,

209.

3 s 2
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Legend of el FAr’deh, 90.

of footprints of the Pro-

phet’s mare, 481.

of Goliath, 186.

of Im&m 'Aly, 40*

ofJacob’sdaughters, 78-81.

of the cave at Jalha, 235.

at JAIfi<J, 305.

at Jeba*, 279, 280.

of Jericho, the taking of, 24.

of Joseph, 306, 307.

of Joshua, 23-27 ; a variant

of, 41 ; of Joshua’s tomb, 491.

of lion that Sampson slew,

217.

ofLokm&n, 123.

of King Melek el Femsh,

463-

— of M untar connected with

Gaza, 434, 435.

at Mughttr, 193.

of Mubdhdhen, fcb’lal, 21,

25 -

quoted by Mujir ed Din, 83.

of el MuntAr, near Gaza,

434 -

of Neby Ma’in and his

sisters, 78.

of Noah and the flood at

Gezer, 237.

of old woman at Ramleh,

238.

of panther, 68.

of St. George, 108.

of Samson, 217, 218.

at Sebaste, 336.

of Sheikh in’jcim, at Beit

Thai, 65, 66.

of Sheikh Musa Tali'a, 236.

of Sitt S’leimiyeh of NAblus,

323 -

Sittna Zahra, 78, 90.

of spring in Wad el Kelt, 32.

of Susannah, 327.

of Tell el Ithleh, 24.

of Temlm ed DAry, 463.

at el fjm’gannd', 195,

of Wad el Kelt, 31'

Legends of place names, 2x7.

L.hi, {he spring, 462.

Leontius, epitaph at Gaza, 407. .

Li6vin, Frere, 37, 360, 457.

Lifta, 54.

Lion that Samson slew, 217.

Lions, Beibars’s, on the bridge at

' Lydda and elsewhere, 113, 490.

*Lokman, legend of, 123.

Loukas, 222.
T v

Lucius Verus, 29.

Luka, wells of, 222.

Luke's mountain (Quarentena), ar. *

Lfllieh, 56, 125.

Luz, 241.

Lydda, 98, 235, 249, 34 ‘“353 >

470-472 ;
long Greek epitaph at,

266 ;
mosque and church at, 102-

109 ; St. George’s church at, 341

;

Jewish sepulchre at, 341—344

;

ossuary, 344; Greek inscription

on, 345-349 ;
Neby Danian,

tomb-cover at, 349, 350 ;
territory

|

of, 467.

M
Mabug (Hierapolis), 238.

Maccabees, book of, 244, 262, 274,

339; tomb of the (so called),

358 — 374, 470; mosaic cross

found in the, 367.

Madeba, 318.

Mali all, triad Neby YAkfib, at Na-

blus, 314.

Mahanaim, 139.

Mahaneh-Dan, 2x4.

Mahjarat Rfibtn, 163.

Mahsjr, etymology of, 64.

Maiumas (harbour) of Ascalon, 437;

of Gaza, 400, 430.

Makkedah, 167.

Makrlzi, description of a battle at

Sukreir, 184.

Maledomim (Onomasticon), Male-

|

doim of the Templars, 35.

I Malthake, epitaph at Lydd, 346.

MansArah, 195, 196.

Mar Saba, 51.

Marcus Aurelius, 28.

Mardin, etymology of, 307

Marinos, 220, 221.

Marks on rocks, 233, 234.

Mamas, the god, 396, 398, 434,

435 -

Masbanet el Ghazzawy, at NAblus,

316.

Mask, tragic, 1, 2.

Masons’ marks, 8, 57, 71, 115, 119;

Latin, 60 ;
at Lydda, 102.

Maspha, 213.

Mcchonah, 196.

i Medinet en nahAs, the city of brass

j

= Jericho, 24.

I Megale, epitaph at Gaza, 403.

! Megisteria, epitaph on, at Gaza, 411.

i el Meiyaseh, 89.

i Melmftn, the legendary horse of

! ImAm 'Aly, 24.

!
el MejAma, 40.

j

Me-jarkon, Danite city, 126,

Mejdel (Ascalon), 187, 190, 437.

Ba'na, 190.

I YAba, 76 ;
inscription at,

I
159 ;

Greek inscription at, 340.

Memnonium, the, 166.

Menahem, epitaph at Jaffa, 145.

Menas epitaph at Gaza, 414.

el MentAr, at Burjmus, 283.

Merda, 307.

j

Merdj 'Ellin, 210.

i

fi’l-Munka', at Jeba', 280,

|

Meshahed, near Abu Ghosh, 64.

' Mesochorion at Nablus, 319.

Metopa, 222.

Metras epitaph at Gaza, 408.

Mczeir'a, 341.

M'ghArt el Battlkli, between Jeba'

and Mukhinas, 282.

el HawA, at ShlhA, 479, 480.

el Hu war, between Jeba'

and Mukhmas, 282.

Imm es SultAn, near

'IsAwiyeh, 277.

of Jalha, 235.

Rfibin at Anata, 278.

ShtbA, great cavern between

el Berriyeh and Neby DAniAn,

472.
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M'ghirt esh Shir, between Jeba' and
|

Mukhmis, 282.

M’kelkha, 195.

Tin MM, 281.

el Midieh, 38, 97, 234, 244, 337,

358 sq.> 470, 476, 477.

Michael, St., church of, at Gilgal, 26.

Migrash, 270, 271, 274.

Migration of place-names, possible,

42.

Miicveh Israel, 4.

Mile stones, Arab, 35; Roman, 295 i

296.

Mizzeh Yahfidy, 225, 226.

M’ligis, 438.

Modin, 89, 219, 244, 358 sq., 470.

476.

Moghir, 192.

Moghrebin, 440.

Moses, cenotaph of, 47, 48; le-

gend of death of, 49-51.

Mosque at Gaza, Muedhdhen feb’lil,

legend of, 25 ;
once Crusaders’

church, 383-392 ;
bilingual in-

scription in 389-395.

and church at Lydda, 102-

109.

at Ramleh, 1 19-122.

Mount Cassius, 249.

Gisart, 236, 255, 257.

Heres, 71.

Zemaraim, 289.

Mountain over aginst Hebron, the,

435-

Mountains associated with visions,

44.

Mudawwara, valley near ‘Mwiyeh,

277.

Mughir, 193.

Mufjir, 20.

Mujimia, 40.

Mujr ed Din, 51, 83; allusion to

Gezer, 251 ;
on the mosque and

church at Lydda, 102.

el Mukater, 283 ;
basilica of, 284.

Mukhmis, 279, 280, 283.

Mukkadasi, 127, 128.

Muntir, hill near Gaza (legend of the

Minotaur connected with), 434, sq.

Musa Taifa, 234, 236.

Mutesellim, the, of Jericho, 16,

Mygdonius, river, 165.

N

Na’aneh, 129.

'Naarah, 21.

Nabatdan inscription from Moab,

3 * 7 *

" Niblus, antiquities at, 320*7.

;

baths
.

i 327 ;
building over the 'Ain

:

*
Karifin, 315 ;

environs of, 323—

327 ;
miscellaneous observations

about, 327-329 ; ancient Mas-

baneh at, 316; mosques at, 328;

sarcophagi at, 315, 316 329;

temple built by Hadrian near

326.

Nahr el 'Afiji, 3.

Rfibin, 252.

Naorath (Noe/>oV), 21.

NitOr, headman of a village, 77.

Neby Danian, near Lydda, tomb
;

cover at, 349, 350, 470 ;
anciently

j

Kufdr Tib (Kephar Tabi), 472 ;

sarcophagus at, 480.

Ithiria, sanctuary at Merda,

3°7 *

Musa, 25, 47-50.

Rfibln, 163, 264.

Rftmin, sanctuary at ‘Anita,

277.

Sileh, sanctuary of, at ‘Anita,

.

* 77 -

Shamwil, 41.

Sh"elb, 219.

Y'akftb, saint at Jeba', 219.

Yftnes, 191.

Neara, Josephus’s name for Naarah,

21.

Necropolis, ancient Jewish, at Jaffa,

3 sq., 230 sq.

Nehetniah, book of, 261.

el Nets, or Kuneisch near Niblus,

!
324 -

Ncjmet el 'Ades, between Kubib

I
and Tell el Jezer, 86.

Netophah, 258.

i NS'ineh, 129, 252.

;
Nicanor, defeated by Judas Macca-

|

bseus, 245, 339.

{
Nicopolis (Emmaus), 84, 250, 255.

Noah, legend of, 235, 237.

Noah’s daughter, 456, 458, 490.

Nocron (NV/idi-), 21.

Nonna, on a Jewish epitaph at Jaffa,

i4S-

o

Old building at Abu Nabbfit, 5.— man of the mountain, 175.

J

Onias, 262.

Onomasticon, Eusebius’s, 21, 198,

199, 250, 255, 256.

Ophrah, 297, 491.

'Osh Ghurab, 47.

Ousia, epitaph of, at Gaza, 410.

P

Palaea, see Hamameh.

Palaeography, 259, 349, 394.

Parembole, 139, 140.

llcrrarayi/a, 337.

Pescennius Niger, 441.

Peter, St., house of, at Jaffa, 2.

the Iberian, Syriac life of, 436,

437, 49°-

Petrus Cassinensis, 62.

Phasaclis, near the Jordan, 340.

Phrontistes, 134-136.

Place names, possible migration of,

42-

Pompcy, 267.

Porphyry, St., Bishop of Gaza, 410,

434, 435-

Potter’s field, a, 56.

Press, an ancient, between Beit

Nettif and ‘Ellar, 452-454.

|

Priory of St. Catharine of Mount

j

Gisart, 257.

;

Procopius of Gaza, 26.
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Pronunciation, Arab, 32, 33, 41,

59, 68, 167, 281.

Protarchis, epitaph, possibly from

Cyprus, at Jaffa, 150.

Psimithe, epitaph at Jaffa, 144.

Pyrinos, epitaph at Lydda, 345.

Q

Quarantania, Mount, at, 24.

Quaresmius, 4, note.

Queen of Adiabene, the, 260, 261.

Quiriacus, St., 340.

R

Rdfilt, 202.

Rakkon, 126.

Ramath Lehi, 218.

Ramleh, 6, 77, 119, 235, 249, 251,

469; its eight gates, 128; its

governor, who tried to assassinate

Prince Edward of England, 175,

176; the mosque of J&m’c el

Abiadh at, 238 ;
a mosque and

ancient church at, 98 ;
tower at,

3S°-

R&s el Ekra' 94.

Jeb’a, 58,

KharrGb,near'Isawiyeh, 277,

Raymond, Count, 142,

Red Tower, 35.

Refuge, cities of, 270, 271.

Reservoir at KMrbet Jeb'a, 58.

of 'Ain eziyet Hirsha, 70.

Reuben, the son of Jacob, of Penta-

polis, epitaph (Greek) at Jaffa,

144.

Reucheffb el Lozeh, in Wady Su

weinit, 282.

Rey, M., 9.

Rhodian pottery in Palestine, 149.

Richard Cceur de Lion, 233.

er Riha, Jericho, 16, 37, 40, 47.

Rijftl el 'Amfld, near Ndblus, 324.

de Rochechouart, Journal de Voy

age de Louis, 5.

Rock of Etam, 220.

near Hajar el Asbah, 10, 11.

at Bethany, 53.

hewn dwellings at Tell el

Jezery, 7.

tombs at 'Ain N’wffmeh, 22

;

near Amwas, 94-97 ;
caves at

Hizmeh, 278; tomb at el Jib

(Beth horon), 377 j
at K’bfir el

Yahhd, 374 ;
half-an-hour east of

Lydda, 474 ;
at Midich, 476,

477 ;
at Senlr, 337 ; in Wad Abu

Leben, on the left of the road

from Beit Jibrin to Sandhanna,

445 ;
in W4dy ShihA, 479.

Rocks, marks on, 233, 234.

Roman inscription at Jericho, 28,

29 ; at KubAb, 84 ;
milestone,

295 ;
road, 461, 464, 475.

Rftbin, 164, 166.

Russian Archimandrite at Jaffa, his

collection of antiquities, 149; his

garden, 13 1, 133.

Russians, excavations at Tell el

M'ghelfer, 40; garden at Jaffa

bought by, 4 ;
ground at er Riha

belonging to, 1 7.

s

Saba, Mar, 51.

Sabbatical boundary, 272-274.

Sabinus, son of Strategios, epitaph

at Jaffa (?), 152.

Sacred Tree, 352, 466.

Saddan, 261.

SahsQl H’meid, u.

Saint Anne’s at Jerusalem (es SalA-

hiyeh), 490.

Catharine’s priory of Mount

Gisart, 257.

Chariton, life of, 21.

Cyriac, 340.

Euthymius, 139, 222, 223.

George, church of, at Lydda,

102 sq.
t 341 ;

legend of, 108.

Saint Hilarion 435, 436.

Irentcus, 416.

i James epitaph, 260.

Jeremy, church of, 61.

John of Damascus, 26.

Kerykos, 340.

Luke’s mount, 21.

Mary, church at Yizffr (per-

haps "St. Mary of the Three

Shades”), 5.

Michael, church and convent

at Gilgal, 26.

Peter, house of, 2.

Porphyry, bishop of Gaza, 410,

434, 435-

Sabas, 283.

Zeno, residence near Gaza,

437-

Sa'ireh, 246.

Sakhrah traditions, 238.

es Sakkariych, 439.

Saknet el Abld, 4.

Abu K’bir, 3, 4.

Salad in, 236, 253, 257, 387.

es SalAhiyeh (St. Anne’s at Jeru-

salem), 490.

Salt, the town of, 40.

Samaritans, 26.

Samson’s country, 197 $q. ;
legend

of, 209; tradition of, at Gaza, 380

;

' well, 463.

Sandahanna, see Beit Jibrtn.

Sanhedrims, Gabinius divided the

Jews into five, 267.

Sar'a (Zoreah), 202, 215, 217.

Sar Saba of Jehovah, 26, 44, 45.

Sarafend, see Sarfand.

Sarfand el Kharilb, 100, 123, 124;

Arabic inscription at, 146.

Sarin, 327.

Sartaba Krein, 40, 42-47.

de Saulcy, 9, 14.

Seal, a Crusaders’, 321 sq.

|

Se'arta, near Gaza, 437.

Sebaste, Crusaders’ church at, 331;

j

stone door at, 33), 332; sarco-

phagi at, 332 ;
colossal statue at.

I

333 ; funerary remains at, 334-
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Sebil Abu Nabb&t, 3, 4<

Seitfin, 299-306.

Seir, Mount, 63.

Seisamakh, 439.

Sekineh (Shechinah), 300.

Selemeh, 160

Selcucids, 244.

Seleucus IV, 263.

Selmeh, 130.

Selwkn, 9, 16.

Septimius Severus, 441.

Ser&r, WM es, 337, 466, 467.

Seurhlln, 20.

Severus, the Emperor, 441.

Shaalabbin, Shaalbim, 67, 218.

Shaaraim, 216.

ShawAhcd, 25.

Shechinah, 300.

Shefa 'Amr, 273.

Sheikh Nedhir, 218.

in'jdm, at Beit Thfll, 65 :

legend of, 65, 66.

Ja'btls, or Jo'bAs, tomb and

sanctuary near Gezer, 236, 269.

Musa Tali'a, legend of, 236.

Shephelahs, the, 164.

Shepherd of Moses, the, 43.

Shiha, view from and cavern at, 479.

Shikaf Abu Zi&d, 281.

ed Dora, between Jeb’a and

Mukhmas, 282.

Tin Mftsa, 281.

Shikron, 185.

Shion, 294,

Shishak, 287.

Shhfeh, 56.

S’khflr el Arfidh, 282.

Sido, 'Aly, 3.

Simon Maccabtcus, 245-249.

Simsakh, 439.

Simsim, 437, 438.

Sitt S’leimiyeh, near Nablus, 323

:

legend of, 325.

Sittna Zahra (Jacob's daughter), 78,

90.

Slab from tomb of a Crusading

Bishop, 152.

SobA, 57.

Sorek, 198 sq.

Sosuza, 337, 338.

Staircase between Beit Neltif and

'Eliar, 451.

j

Statue, arm of a colossal, at Sebaste,

1 333 !
Graeco - Roman, at E'rik

j

H ala, on road to Dhikrin, 464

;

! head of a black stone, at Sebaste,

I 328 ; an imperial, at Beit Jibrin,

441 ; a mutilated, at Jaffa, 156.

Stephanos, epitaph at Gaza, 404.

Strategios, epitaph at Jaffa (?), 152.

Stone of Bohan, 9 ;
of the pregnant

woman, 69; of succour (Eben-

czer), 215 ;
inscribed, from Moab,

3 1 7 *

Stotip, holy water, in the church at

Beit Nfiba, 73.

Strabo, 241, 249-250.

Sucro (Xucar) river in .Spain, 186.

Sukreir, near Yebna, 184.

Sukriyeh, 439, 440.

Sultan Beibars, 40, 112-114, 1 74 ,

175, 197; his lions, 113, 490.

Summeil el Mugliar, 193.

j

Surlk, 198 sq.

1 Suwcinit, Wady, 281, 282.

T

|

Tabitha, 4.

Tahiinct cl Iiawa at Nablus, 326.

Taiyihch (Ophrah), 2S0; (Ephron),

293, 295-298, 490.

Tannftr (of the flood), 235, 237, 480,

490 ;
hint Nuh, 456.

Eiyfib, 238.

Tan turn, 2ti.

Tappuah, 203.

Tarik es Seisaneh, 350.

Tawahin cl Mufjir, 20.

es Sukkur, 13, 16, 37.

Tayibch, see Taiyihch.

Tell el 'Ain, at Jericho, 9, 27.— 'Ain es Sultan, 13.— el Asker, a little north of

Mukhmas, 281.

I

— Asmar, 33.— el Burcikch, 20.

I — Hareth, 308.

I

Tell el Jezer, 6, 7, 86, 224 (Medinat

1 Sidna Nuh), 235-239, 249, 251-

, 257 , 275 . 468, 469, 482.

!

— el Kos, 27,— el Kursy (? Gilgal), 40.— el Matlab, said to be the

ancient site of Jericho, 17-23.— el M’gheifer (Gilgal), 40.— el Midbesch, near 'Is&wiyeh,

2 77 •— Miriam, near Jeba, 280, 281.

— el Mufjir, 27.— es Safy, 440.— es Samarat, 33.— es Sultdn, 32,

—Temim ed I)ary, legend of, 463,

464.

Templars, 387.

1’erra cotta figure found at Gezer

or Abu ShOshch, 6, 242.

handle of an amphora

1
at Jaffa, 3, 148, 149.

j

Thcbez, 294.

! Thabatha, 435, 436.

! Thanum, epitaph at Jaffa, r 37—140.

' Theodora, epitaph at Gaza, 41 1.

: Theodosius, 32.

Theodote and Megale, epitaph at

Gaza, 403.

Thimnah (PTimnath), 68.

“ Three Shades, St. Mary of the,” 5.

Threshing floors, 58.

Tiben, 23.

Tibneh, 214.

Timnah, 214, 217.

Timotheus, epitaph at Gaza, 144.

1

Titulus, see Epitaph,

j

Tobias (Hyrcanus), 261-263.

Tomb of St. James, epitaph on, 260.

Tombs at 'Ain N’we’meh, 22.

• — 'Ain Seilun, 300.

near AmwAs, 94-97.

of Beni llel&l, 55.

of a Crusading bishop, in-

cised slab from, 152, 153.

—

of St. Hilarion, 436.

of Joshua, 308, 328, 329,

491.

at Kumr&n, 15.
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Tombs at Lydda, 478. *

of Maccabees (so-called),

475 -

at el Miflieh, 476, 477.

of Noah’s daughter, 456.

at mouth of river Rfibin,

161, sq.

rock-hewn
;
seeRockTombs.

of St. Janies at Jerusalem,

epitaph on, 260.

of the sons of Israel, near

Hizmeh, 278.

Toparchies, eleven, 268.

Topography of Gezer inscriptions,

268-274.

Tower of the Forty Martyrs at

Ramleh, 350 ;
of the mulberry

tree, 436 ;
of Ramleh, 350. i

Traditions at Akraba, 303 ; Arab,
;

about Gezer, 251; of Bedriyeh,
j

65,66; at 'Eid el Miyeh, 452,460;
|

at JMfid, 305 ;
of Moses, 49, 51 ; |

of a Persian saint, 474 ;
at Seilfin,

I

305 ;
see Legend.

Tree, Sacred, 352, 466.

Tubds (Thebez), 294.

Tudela, Benjamin of, 142.

Till, 65, 67.
|

Tulell, 440.

I

u

el Um’ganna', 195.

Umm Burj, 451, 452, 462.

el 'Eld, another name for Beit

Iksd, 42.

el 'Eumd&n, 83.

Umm er Resls in Moab, inscription

from, 317.

Jineh, 204.

Toba, 232.

V

Vadum Jacobi, 80.

Vastina Lconis, 217.

Verus, Lucius, 29.

w
Wad Abu Rif'a, near Mukhmds,

281, 283 ;
see Deir Abu Rifa,

el AsMd, 10.

Bib esh Sha'b, 289.

Daber, 10.

el Dileb, 57.

'Ellelk, 234.

'EllSn, 210.

HCiteh, 68.

Wady Jeba’, 280.

Katra, 252.

el Kelt, 10,, 30, 32.

Kubbeb, 91.

Mdsa, the false Wady Jcba',

281.

.. Mufjir, 20.

en Nettif, near Jeba', 280.

N’wemeh, 20-22.

Rfls el l ard, near Hizmeh,

278.

Sifieh, 68.

es Ser&r 202, 206, 236, 252,

467.

WAdy Sherk, an.

esh Sh”lr, near Nflblus, 330.

Suwelntt, 281, 282.

Z’reik, near Hizmeh, 278.

W&kef, 23.

Wasps in the legend of Jeridho,

25-27.

Well, Jacob’s, 325.

Y

Vabrfid, 294, 295.

YAkdt, Arab geographer, 127, 253,

Y&16 (Ajalon), 56, 67, 91-93; bei-

y&ra at, 91, 92.

Y&sfir, 5, 254, 489; anciently called

Adillia, 5 ;
church of St. Mary of

the three Shades at, 5.

Yebna, 124, it6
, 127, 167 sq., 248,

253 -

Z

Zachai, epitaph at Jaffa, 144.

Zawftta, near N4blus, objects found

at, 33 °> 33 1 *

Zakkflms of Seurhdn, 20.

Zenaraim, Mount, 289.

Zeno epitaph at Gaza, 401.

St. Zeno’s residence near Gaza, 487.

Zeus Mamas of Gaza, 435.

Zor, 14.

Zoreah, 2x5.

Zschokke, 37, 45; his monograph

on Tell el Ithleh, 27.

|

Zunukleh, 64.
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